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Abstract: We introduce a “web-based formalism” for describing the category of half-
supersymmetric boundary conditions in 1 + 1 dimensional massive field theories with N =
(2, 2) supersymmetry and unbroken U(1)R symmetry. We show that the category can
be completely constructed from data available in the far infrared, namely, the vacua, the
central charges of soliton sectors, and the spaces of soliton states on R, together with
certain “interaction and boundary emission amplitudes.” These amplitudes are shown to
satisfy a system of algebraic constraints related to the theory of A∞ and L∞ algebras.
The web-based formalism also gives a method of finding the BPS states for the theory
on a half-line and on an interval. We investigate half-supersymmetric interfaces between
theories and show that they have, in a certain sense, an associative “operator product.”
We derive a categorification of wall-crossing formulae. The example of Landau-Ginzburg
theories is described in depth drawing on ideas from Morse theory, and its interpretation
in terms of supersymmetric quantum mechanics. In this context we show that the web-
based category is equivalent to a version of the Fukaya-Seidel A∞-category associated to
a holomorphic Lefschetz fibration, and we describe unusual local operators that appear
in massive Landau-Ginzburg theories. We indicate potential applications to the theory of
surface defects in theories of class S and to the gauge-theoretic approach to knot homology.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Preliminaries
This paper is devoted to the study of massive two-dimensional theories with (2, 2) su-
persymmetry. The supersymmetry operators of positive spacetime chirality are denoted
Q+, Q+ and those of negative chirality by Q−, Q−. (The adjoint of an operatorO is denoted
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O.) It will be important that there is an unbroken U(1) R-symmetry, whose generator we
call F or “fermion number.” Supersymmetry generators of F = +1 are Q− and Q+, and
those of F = −1 are Q+ and Q−. In Minkowski space with metric d`2 = −dt2 + dx2, the
supersymmetry algebra is
{Q+, Q+} = H + P
{Q−, Q−} = H − P
{Q+, Q−} = Z
{Q+, Q−} = Z, (1.1)
with other anticommutators vanishing. Here H ∼ −i∂t and P ∼ −i∂x are the energy and
momentum and Z is a central charge, which commutes with the whole algebra and with
all local operators.
Typically, we consider a theory with a finite set V of vacua (in some applications, one
allows infinitely many vacua) in each of which there is a mass gap. Because Z is central,
in the ij sector, which is defined as the space of states that interpolate from a vacuum i
at x→ −∞ to a vacuum j at x→ +∞, Z is equal to a fixed complex number zij . Cluster
decomposition implies that for i, j, k ∈ V, zij + zjk = zik, and therefore there are complex
numbers Wi (unique up to a common additive constant) such that Wi−Wj = zij , i, j ∈ V.
Wi is called the value of the superpotential in vacuum i ∈ V.
A large supply of massive N = 2 theories with U(1) R-symmetry can be constructed
as Landau-Ginzburg (LG) models with chiral superfields φ1, . . . , φn valued in Cn, and
a suitable superpotential function W (φ1, . . . , φn). (Any superpotential at all leads to a
theory with a U(1) R-symmetry. Generically such a theory is massive and we usually call
these theories massive N = 2 theories, leaving the R-symmetry understood.) Many of
our considerations apply to more general LG models with general Ka¨hler target space X
and holomorphic Morse function W , but our considerations are already quite nontrivial
for the case X = C, and we restrict attention to X = Cn in this introduction. Since a
model defined in some other way may have a description as an effective LG theory at low
energies, it may be that for some purposes this type of example is universal. In this paper,
we describe a framework that we believe applies generally, but on some key points we rely
on knowledge of LG models to infer what structure to expect.
Our goal is really to understand what additional information beyond the vacua and
their central charges is needed in order to describe the supersymmetric states of a massive
N = 2 theory. The most elementary extra needed information concerns the BPS soliton
states in the ij sector. For useful background and further references see [14, 15, 50]. Let
Qij = Q− − ζ−1ij Q+, with |ζ| = 1. Then for a state of P = 0 in the ij sector,
{Qij ,Qij} = 2(H − Re (ζ−1ij zij)). (1.2)
A standard argument shows that BPS states – states annihilated by Qij and Qij – can
exist only if H = |zij | and ζij = zij/|zij |. Such states come in supermultiplets consisting
of a pair of states with F = f, f + 1 for some f . Using cluster decomposition, it can be
shown that the values of f mod Z depend only on the vacua i and j. The number of BPS
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multiplets for a given value of f is the most basic observable that goes beyond a knowledge
of the set V of vacua and the corresponding superpotential values Wi. In this paper, we
write Rij for the space of BPS solitons in the ij sector.
As reviewed in Section §12, in an LG model, a classical approximation to Rij is the
space Rij of solutions of a certain supersymmetric soliton equation. In general, Rij does
not necessarily give a basis for the space Rij of quantum BPS soliton states. To determine
Rij , one must in general compute certain instanton corrections to the classical soliton
spectrum. The instantons are solutions of a certain nonlinear partial differential equation
that we will call the ζ-instanton equation.1 For LG models, the construction of this paper
can be developed taking as the starting point either the classical space Rij of BPS solitons
or the corresponding quantum-corrected space Rij . However, the construction is probably
easier to understand if one starts with the classical space Rij , so we will use that language
in this introduction. For an abstract massive N = 2 model that is not presented as an LG
model (and more generally is not presented with anything one would call a classical limit),
there is no space Rij of classical solitons and one has to make the construction in terms of
the space Rij of quantum solitons, that is, BPS states in the ij sector.
1.2 Branes
We can get a much richer story by considering also half-BPS branes. We consider our
theory on a half-plane H defined by x ≥ 0 with a boundary condition at x = 0 determined
by a brane B. We suppose that, for some complex number ζB of modulus 1, the brane
B is invariant under the supersymmetry QB = Q− − ζ−1B Q+ and its adjoint QB. We also
generally assume that ζB does not coincide with any of the ζij . (This assumption keeps us
away from walls at which jumping phenomena occur.)
A basic question about such a brane is as follows. If we formulate a massive N = 2
theory on the half-plane H with the brane B at x = 0 and a vacuum i ∈ V at x =∞, then
what supersymmetric states are there, and with what values of the fermion number F? We
write Ei(B) or just Ei for the space of such states. The spaces Ei(B) depend on the brane
B and on additional microscopic details of the theory. (In a Landau-Ginzburg theory, as
explained in Section §13, Ei(B) can be determined by solving the classical soliton equation
with boundary conditions determined by B and computing instanton corrections. The
relevant instantons are solutions of the ζB-instanton equation obeying certain boundary
conditions.)
The assumption that ζB does not coincide with any of the ζij ensures that one cannot
make a supersymmetric state consisting of a BPS soliton at rest in the presence of the
brane B. However, if we transform to Euclidean signature (by letting t = −iτ so that the
metric on R2 becomes ds2 = dτ2 + dx2), there can potentially exist a BPS configuration
consisting of B together with a boosted or more precisely (in Euclidean signature) a rotated
soliton. To understand why, recall that ζij was defined so that an ij BPS soliton at rest
at fixed x – so that its world line is a straight line in the τ direction – is invariant under
Qij = Q− − ζ−1ij Q+. If we rotate the x − τ plane by an angle ϕ, then Qij transforms
1For some prior work on this equation, see [88, 21, 41].
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to Q̂ij = e−iϕ/2Q− − ζ−1ij eiϕ/2Q+. If we pick eiϕ = ζij/ζB, then Q̂ij is a multiple of QB.
Hence a soliton whose worldline is a straight line at an angle ϕij = Arg(ζij/ζB) to the τ -
axis preserves the same supersymmetry as the brane B. Accordingly, one can ask (Figure
1) whether there is a supersymmetric coupling by which B emits a BPS solition of type
ij at an angle ϕij to the vertical. The answer to this question is not determined in any
elementary way by any data we have mentioned so far. All we can say from the point
of view of low energy effective field theory is that in general, the answer depends on the
choice of a soliton state in Rij , and on the assumed initial and final states in Ej(B) and
Ei(B). Thus the answer can be summarized by a linear transformation2
TijB : Ej(B)→ Ei(B)⊗Rij . (1.3)
(In a Landau-Ginzburg theory, this linear transformation can be determined, in principle
by solving the ζ-instanton equation with suitable boundary conditions near the brane and
at infinity. This is explained in Section §14.)
1.3 Supersymmetric (B`,Br) Strings
At first sight, it may not be obvious that the amplitude for a supersymmetric brane to
emit a supersymmetric soliton at an angle is related to anything that is usually studied
in a supersymmetric theory. To see that it is, replace the half-plane x ≥ 0 with a strip
0 ≤ x ≤ L, where we can take L to be much greater than the Compton wavelength of
any particle in any of the vacua i ∈ V. Let B` and Br be a pair of mutually BPS branes,
meaning that ζB` = ζBr , so that QB` = QBr ; we denote them as QB. Use B` and Br
to define boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = L, respectively. By a supersymmetric
(B`,Br) state, we mean a state of this system of zero energy or equivalently a state
annihilated by QB and its adjoint.
What is the space of these supersymmetric states? There is an obvious approximation
for large L. Far from x = 0 and from x = L, the system must be exponentially close to one
of the vacua i ∈ V. For given i, near x = 0, the system is in some state in Ei(B`) and near
x = L, it is in some state in Ei(Br). The mass gap means that to a good approximation,
these two states can be specified independently and thus a large L approximation to the
space of supersymmetric (B`,Br) states is given by
⊕i∈VEi(B`)⊗ Ei(Br). (1.4)
In general, however, eqn. (1.4) only gives an approximation to the space of supersym-
metric (B`,Br) states. The states just described have very nearly zero energy, but they
may not have precisely zero energy. The reason for this is that, rather as in supersymmet-
ric quantum mechanics [87], instanton corrections can lift some approximate zero energy
states away from zero energy, though only by an exponentially small amount. A simple
instanton in this context is a process in which brane B` emits a BPS soliton at an angle
and that soliton is absorbed by Br (Figure 2). The angle at which the soliton propagates
2In the abstract formulation of §4, TijB is generalized to to a multisoliton emission amplitude B (an
element of the vector space (4.29)) that satisfies a Maurer-Cartan equation (eqn. (4.47)).
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Figure 1: An ij soliton emitted from the boundary. This process is supersymmetric if the soliton
is emitted at the proper angle.
Figure 2: A supersymmetric soliton exchanged between the two branes on the left and the right.
in this figure is determined by supersymmetry, and therefore it is reasonable to expect that
the instanton sketched in the figure has precisely 1 real modulus, which one can think of
as the “time” at which the soliton is exchanged.
In supersymmetric quantum mechanics, an instanton that depends on only 1 real
modulus – the time of the instanton event – gives a correction to the matrix element of a
supercharge of fermion number F = 1. (An anti-instanton that depends on 1 real modulus
similarly corrects the matrix element of an F = −1 supercharge.) More generally, in the
field of an instanton that depends on k real moduli, there are k fermion zero modes, so to
get a non-zero amplitude, one must insert operators that shift F by k units. In massive
LG models, the same relationship holds between the dimension of instanton moduli space
and the violation of fermion number, as explained in Section §14.
Given the facts stated in the last paragraph, the instanton of Figure 2 describes a
– 9 –
Figure 3: This figure shows a variety of rigid strip instantons constructed using boundary vertices
only.
process in which F changes by 1 and thus this instanton can contribute to the matrix
element of QB between initial and final states that have zero energy in the approximation
of eqn. (1.4). In other words, such instantons can shift some approximately supersymmetric
states away from zero energy. They must be taken into account in order to determine the
supersymmetric (B`,Br) states.
Once one gets this far, it is not hard to see that additional types of supersymmetric
instantons might also be relevant. First of all, there might be amplitudes for the branes
B` and/or Br to emit simultaneously two or more supersymmetric solitons at suitable
angles. (In a massive Landau-Ginzburg model, such a multiple emission event is again
computed by a solution of the ζ-instanton equation with suitable boundary conditions.
We consider again the solutions that have only a single real modulus corresponding to
overall time translations.) If so, when the theory is formulated on a strip, many additional
types of supersymmetric instantons are possible. In particular, the instantons indicated
in Figure 3 all depend on only a single real modulus – the overall time of the tunneling
event – since the angles are fixed by supersymmetry. Therefore, these instantons must all
must be taken into account to determine which states of the (B`,Br) system are precisely
supersymmetric. We will say that an instanton in the strip is “rigid” if it has no moduli
except the one associated to time translations. So the instantons depicted in Figure 3 are
all rigid. (Later in this paper, we will make a distinction between “rigid” and “taut” webs
of BPS states on R2 or on a half-plane, but in the present context of instantons on a strip,
this distinction does not arise.)
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Figure 4: A “bulk” vertex that involves a coupling of three BPS solitons. The vacua involved are
i, j, k ∈ V, and the solitons that emanate from the vertex are respectively of types ij, jk, and ki.
1.4 Bulk Vertices
This is still far from the whole story. Certain “closed string” processes must also be
considered. Once one realizes that there can be supersymmetric “boundary” vertices in
which BPS solitons are emitted from a brane, it is natural to wonder if similarly there can
be “bulk” vertices involving the coupling of BPS solitons.3 The most basic example is a
trilinear coupling of three BPS solitons (Figure 4), with each soliton emitted at an angle
ϕij = Arg ζij/ζB, as above. Low energy effective field theory allows this possibility. (In a
Landau-Ginzburg theory, such a coupling arises from a solution of the ζ-instanton equation
with suitable asymptotic conditions.)
A cubic bulk vertex has at least 2 real moduli, corresponding to the position of the
vertex in R2. For our present discussion, the relevant case is that these are the only moduli
(otherwise, we will not be able to make a rigid instanton in the strip). We say that a bulk
vertex is rigid if it has only the 2 real moduli associated to spacetime translations. Is a rigid
cubic bulk vertex, if it exists, relevant to the problem of understanding the supersymmetric
(B`,Br) states? One may think the answer is “no” because once a bulk vertex is included,
even a rigid one, the number of real moduli will be at least 2.
However, it is not hard to construct strip instantons that depend on only 1 real modulus
even though they involve bulk vertices that individually would depend on 2 real moduli
3Examples of such bulk vertices have been constructed in [13, 39]. No analogous explicit examples of
boundary vertices are known.
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Figure 5: Rigid strip instantons whose construction makes use of bulk vertices. We assume the
bulk vertices have no moduli except the ones associated to spacetime translations.
each. Some examples are shown in Figure 5. These web instantons must all be included to
determine which (B`,Br) states have precisely zero energy.
In short, to answer the seemingly simple question of finding the supersymmetric states
on an interval in a massive theory, we need a full understanding of all bulk and boundary
vertices involving couplings of BPS solitons, and how they can be put together to make
what we will call a “web” of BPS solitons.
1.5 An Algebraic Structure
At this point, matters may seem bewilderingly complicated. However, there is a hidden
simplification: the data that we have described can be combined into a rich algebraic
structure that makes things tractable. This structure is the real topic of the present paper.
To illustrate the basic idea, we start with a cubic vertex involving vacua i, j, k and
another cubic vertex involving vacua k, j, l. We assume that each vertex has only the 2
moduli associated to spacetime translations. If the vertices are far apart, we can make an
approximate solution involving all four vacua i, j, k, l by gluing together the jk soliton that
emerges from one vertex with the kj soliton that emerges from the other vertex (Figure 6).
After slightly adjusting the output of this gluing operation, one gets a family of solutions
of the ζ-instanton equation with a three-dimensional moduli space that we will call M.
(One expects that index theory and ellipticity of the LG instanton equation ensure that
this adjustment can be made.)
To the extent that we can identify the moduli from the figure, two of them are associ-
ated to spacetime translations and the third is the distance d between the two vertices. So
if we rely entirely on this figure, it looks likeM is a copy of R2×R+, where R2 parametrizes
the position of, say, the ijk vertex, and R+ is the half-line d ≥ 0.
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Figure 6: An “end” of the moduli space of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation corresponding
to two widely separated vertices of type ijk and kj`. Assuming the individual vertices have only
the obvious moduli associated to spacetime translations, this component of the moduli space is
three-dimensional.
At least in the context of LG models, R2 × R+ cannot be the correct answer, since
R+ has a boundary at d = 0. Because of the superrenormalizable nature of the LG
theory, there will be no such boundary in the moduli space of solutions of the ζ-instanton
equation. (A technical statement is that the ζ-instanton equation is a linear equation plus
lower order nonlinear terms. The linear equation with target space X = Cn does not
admit “bubbling” and the superpotential is a lower order term which does not change that
property.) For a generic superpotential, any family of solutions can be continued, with no
natural boundaries or singularities, and with ends that arise only when something goes to
infinity. In a massive LG theory, the scalar fields cannot go to infinity (since the potential
energy grows when they do), so all that can go to infinity are the vertices. This means
that the “ends” of the moduli space have a semiclassical picture in terms of a soliton web,
as in Figure 6. Moreover, this is also true for the reduced moduli space M′ =M/R2 that
is obtained by dividing out by spacetime translations.
In Figure 6, the reduced moduli space, to the extent that we can understand it from the
figure, is a copy of R+ with one visible end for d→∞. But the moduli space cannot just
end at d = 0. It has to continue somehow. Because a one-manifold without boundary that
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Figure 7: The component of moduli space that has one end depicted in Figure 6 must have a
second end. The second end might be as depicted here. Note that the “fans” of vacua at infinity
are the same in this figure and in Figure 6 so they can appear as parts of the same moduli space.
has at least one noncompact end is a copy of R, which has two ends, it must continue to
infinity with a second end. A correct view of the figure is that it gives a good approximate
picture of a family of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation when d is large. When d is
not large, the semiclassical picture of the solution given in Figure 6 is not valid. But the
reduced moduliM′ must have a second “end” that again has a semiclassical interpretation.
Low energy effective field theory is not powerful enough to predict what this second
end will be. In general, there are different possibilities. In the case at hand, a natural
possibility (Figure 7) is that in addition to the ijk and kjl vertices that we started with,
there are also solutions of the ζ-instanton equation corresponding to ijl and lki vertices.
The reason that the soliton webs shown in figs. 6 and 7 can both appear as part of the
same moduli space is that they connect to the same “web” of BPS solitons at infinity.
In this situation, if we represent an ijk vertex by a symbol βijk, we see that there is
some sort of relation between the products βijkβkjl and βijlβklj . What is this relationship
precisely?
The answer turns out to be that the bulk vertices are part of an algebraic structure
known as an L∞ algebra. (More precisely, they define a solution of the Maurer-Cartan
equation in an L∞ algebra. Such a solution can be used to deform an L∞ algebra to a
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new L∞ algebra.) This structure often appears in closed-string theory (for instance, see
[96, 97]), and in related areas of mathematics. The vertices associated to emissions from
a brane can similarly be used to define what in open-string theory and related areas is
sometimes called an A∞ algebra. We expect that these algebraic structures are universal
for massive N = 2 theories, though in motivating them, we have made essential use of LG
models. The reason that we expect so is that these algebraic structures are well-adapted to
answering our basic question of how to determine the spectrum of supersymmetric states
in the presence of branes.
1.6 Categorical Wall-Crossing Formula
The spaces Rij of quantum BPS soliton states and the spaces of quantum ground states
Ei(B) on the half line are objects of independent interest. As the parameters of the under-
lying theory are varied, these spaces of ground states are expected to jump across certain
walls of marginal stability. The standard theory of wall-crossing constrains the variation
of the Witten indices of such spaces of states: the BPS and framed BPS degeneracies
µij = TrRij (−1)F Ω(B, i) = TrEi(B)(−1)F (1.5)
The framed BPS degeneracies jump across walls where ζB aligns to some ζij . The form of
the jump is universal [31]:
Sij : Ω(B, j)→ Ω(B, j) + Ω(B, i)µij (1.6)
with all other Ω(B, k) remaining unchanged.
The BPS degeneracies jump across walls where ζij aligns to some ζjk. The form of the
jump is universal [15]
µik → µik + µijµjk (1.7)
with all other µkt remaining unchanged. This formula can be derived directly by requiring
compatibility with the framed BPS wall-crossing formula: the relation
Sij [µ]Sik[µ]Sjk[µ] = Skj [µ
′]Sik[µ′]Sij [µ′] (1.8)
implies that the µ and µ′ degeneracies are related as in (1.7).
In Sections 7 and 8 we address the problem of providing a categorification of such
wall-crossing formulae, i.e. we describe the categorical data which should be added to the
vector spaces Rij and Ei(B) in order to allow for a universal description of how such vector
spaces (and the categorical data itself) jump across walls of marginal stability.
The categorical data which has to be added to the Ei(B) to describe their wall-crossing
properties essentially coincides with the amplitudes for the emission of BPS solitons from
the boundary condition B, organized into an object of an appropriate category. The
categorical wall-crossing of Ei(B) is encoded in a “mutation” of that category.
The categorical wall-crossing of the Rij is determined again by requiring compatibility
with the categorical framed BPS wall-crossing formula. The existence of a categorical BPS
wall-crossing formula is related to the observation that mutations form, in an appropriate
sense, a representation of the braid group.
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1.7 A More Detailed Summary
In this introduction, we have omitted several subjects that are treated in considerable detail
in the main text. These include interfaces between theories, as well as bulk and boundary
local operators in massive N = 2 theories.
The curious reader who wants to learn more detail, but is daunted by the length of
the present paper, is referred to [35]. These are lecture notes that summarize the entire
paper from a broad perspective, and can serve as a detailed introduction.
2. Webs
In the previous section we have motivated from qualitative physical considerations the
concept of webs associated to a massive two-dimensional supersymmetric QFT. In this
section we abstract that idea and discuss in some detail a purely mathematical construction.
2.1 Plane Webs
We begin with webs in the plane R2, which we sometimes identify with C.
The definition of a web depends on some data. We fix a finite set V called the set of
vacua. Typical elements are denoted i, j, · · · ∈ V. We also fix a set of weights associated to
these vacua which are complex numbers {zi}, that is, we fix a map z : V→ C. We assume
that zij 6= 0 for i 6= j. The pair (V, z) will be called vacuum data. The following definition
is absolutely fundamental to our formalism:
Definition: A plane web is a graph in R2, together with a labeling of the faces (i.e.
connected components of the complement of the graph) by vacua such that the labels
across each edge are different and moreover, when oriented with i on the left and j on
the right the edge is straight and parallel to the complex number zij := zi − zj . We
take plane webs to have all vertices of valence at least three. In Section §2.4 we define
a larger class of extended plane webs which have two-valent vertices. In Section §9 we
will introduce a further generalization to doubly extended plane webs by allowing certain
zero-valent vertices.
Some examples of webs are shown in Figure 8. We make a number of remarks on some
basic properties that immediately follow from this simple definition:
1. Note that the edges do not have an intrinsic orientation. If we reverse the orientation
of an edge then j is on the left and i is on the right and then the oriented edge is
parallel to zji = −zij . Edges which go to infinity are called external edges and the
remaining edges are internal edges. In section §4 we give external edges a canonical
outward orientation.
2. At each vertex of a plane web the labels in the angular regions in the clockwise direc-
tion define a cyclic fan of vacua, which is, by definition, an ordered set {i1, . . . , is}
so that the phases of zik,ik+1 , with k understood modulo s, form a clockwise ordered
collection of points on the unit circle. Put differently
Imzik−1,ikzik,ik+1 > 0 (2.1)
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Figure 8: Some examples of plane webs.
Figure 9: (a) A configuration of weights zi which is not convex. The green triangles indicate the
points izi. The dual graph gives an example of a web shown in (b). Note that the corresponding
web has a loop.
for all k. We generally denote a cyclic fan of vacua by I = {i1, . . . , is} and we say
that I has length s.
3. A useful intuition is obtained by thinking of the edges as strings under a tension
given by zij . Then at each vertex we have a no-force condition:
zi1,i2 + zi2,i3 + · · ·+ zin,i1 = 0 (2.2)
It follows that the edges emanating from any vertex cannot lie in any half plane.
4. For plane webs the graph must be connected. Moreover, for a fixed set of weights {zi}
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there are only a finite number of plane webs. 4 We can prove these statements with
a useful argument which we will call the line principle: If we consider any oriented
line in the plane which does not go through a vertex of the web then we encounter an
ordered set of vacua given by the labels of the regions intersecting the line. The line
principle says that no vacuum can appear twice. To prove this note that we can orient
all the edges which intersect the line to point into one half-plane cut out by the line.
Then a vacuum cannot appear twice since if it did in the sequence {i, j1, . . . , jk, i}
then, on the one hand, the sum of the tensions zi,j1 + · · · zjk,i = 0, but on the other
hand all the terms in the sum point into the same half-plane, which is impossible.
Therefore there are only a finite number of possible sequences of vacua. This implies
that there are only a finite number of possible vertices. Other corollaries of the line
principle are that no vertex can appear twice within any given web and there are at
least three external edges.
5. A sequence of weights zik is associated to a cyclic fan of vacua I = {i1, . . . , is} if and
only if they are the clockwise ordered vertices of a convex polygon in the complex
plane. The topology of a web w is captured by the decomposition of the polygon P∞
associated to I∞(w) into the polygons Pv associated to the Iv(w). This can be seen
by noting that an internal edge of the web connecting vertices v1 and v2 corresponds
to a shared edge of the polygons Pv1 and Pv2 . On the other hand, each external edge
of the web is associated to a single vertex v and corresponds to an external boundary
of P∞. See, for example, Figure 9. Indeed, the decomposition can be identified with
a dual graph to the web. This provides an alternative, intuitive explanation of many
properties of the webs. The paper [54] of Kapranov, Kontsevich, and Soibelman
emphasizes this dual viewpoint and suggests that it is the proper formulation for
generalizing the structures we find to higher dimensional field theories.
6. A corollary of the above remark is that for a given set of weights {zi} there is a web
with a closed loop if and only if there is a sequence of weights {zi1 , . . . , zis} which
are vertices of a convex polygon such that there is a weight zi0 in the interior of the
polygon. The existence of a web with a closed loop implies that there are positive
numbers λα with
λ1zi1,i0 + · · ·+ λszis,i0 = 0 (2.3)
and hence
zi0 = t1zi1,i0 + · · ·+ tszis,i0 (2.4)
with tα = λα/
∑
β λβ. Conversely, if (2.4) holds with Im(zik−1,i0zik,i0) > 0 for all k
then it is easy to show that {ik−1, ik, i0} is a cyclic fan of vacua so the web shown in
Figure 9(b) exists.
7. Some notation: We will denote a web (or rather its “deformation type” - defined
below) by a gothic “w,” which looks like w. The set of vertices is denoted by V(w),
4This finiteness property is one advantage of the requirement that all vertices have valence bigger than
two.
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and it has order V (w). Similarly, the set of internal edges is E(w) and has order
E(w). At each vertex v ∈ V(w) there is a cyclic fan of vacua Iv(w). The cyclic fan
of vacua at infinity is denoted I∞(w).
8. We have the relation V (w)−E(w)+F (w) = 1, where F (w) is the number of bounded
faces (and hence the number of internal loops). This follows since if we add a vertex
at infinity then the web triangulates S2.
9. In the applications to Landau-Ginzburg theories in Sections §§11-17 below the vacua
V will be the critical points of the superpotential and the vacuum weights zi are
essentially the critical values of of the superpotential. The precise relation, as deter-
mined by equation (11.15) and Figure 133 below is zi = ζWi, where Wi is the critical
value of the superpotential and ζ is a phase, introduced in Section §11.
10. Finally, we note that in the application to knot-homology described in §18.4 we will
need to relax the constraint that V is a finite set. In general, if V is infinite one
can choose weights zi leading to pathologies. (For example, if the weights have an
accumulation point in the complex plane, there will be infinite numbers of webs with
the same fan at infinity.) In Section §18.1 we describe a class of models where V is
infinite, but for which our theory still applies. The knot homology examples belong
to this class.
Figure 10: The two webs shown here are considered to be different deformation types, even though
the web on the left can clearly degenerate to the web on the right.
A plane web has a deformation type: This is an equivalence class under translation
and/or scaling of the lengths of some subset of the internal edges. This scaling must of
course be compatible with the constraints that define a web: In terms of the string model
of the web mentioned above we are allowed to stretch and translate the strings, but we
must not rotate them, and we must maintain the no-force condition. In a deformation
type no edge is allowed to be scaled to zero size. See Figure 10. The set of webs with
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fixed deformation type w is naturally embedded as a cell D(w) ⊂ (R2)V (w) by considering
the (x, y) coordinates of all the vertices of the web. The (internal) edge conditions impose
E(w) linear relations on these coordinates, together with inequalities requiring that each
edge have positive length. When the vacuum weights zi are in general position the edge
conditions will be independent equations and then D(w) will be a convex cone of dimension
d(w) := 2V (w)− E(w). (2.5)
We will sometimes refer to d(w) as the degree of the web. Note that there is a free action
of translations on the set of webs of a given deformation type, so d(w) ≥ 2. We will refer
to the quotient Dr(w) of the moduli space D(w) by the translation group as the reduced
moduli space. Thus, provided the weights are in general position, the dimension of the
reduced moduli space, called the reduced dimension, is dr(w) := 2V (w)− E(w)− 2.
For generic configurations of weights {zi} the boundary of the closure D(w) of D(w)
in R2V (w) consists of d(w) − 1 dimensional cells where some edge inequality is saturated.
Thus at each boundary cell two or more vertices of w collapse to a single point p and w
reduces to a simpler web w1 with a marked vertex v at p. In a small neighbourhood of such
boundary cell w can be recovered from w1 by replacing v with an infinitesimally small copy
of a second web w2 formed by the collapsing vertices and edges. The cyclic fan I∞(w2)
coincides with the cyclic fan Ip(w1).
In order to formalize the relation between w, w1 and w2 we introduce the key con-
struction of convolution of webs:
Definition: Suppose w and w′ are two plane webs and there is a vertex v ∈ V(w) such
that
Iv(w) = I∞(w′). (2.6)
We then define w∗vw′ to be the deformation type of a web obtained by cutting out a small
disk around v and gluing in a suitably scaled and translated copy of the deformation type
of w′. It is important that we only use a deformation type here. In general the external
edges of w′ do not necessarily meet at a single point when continued inward. However
we can deform w′ so that the edges literally fit with those of w, provided we take the
disk sufficiently small. This and similar statements can be proven trivially from the linear
nature of the constraints imposed on the positions of the vertices by the topology of a web.
The procedure is illustrated in Figure 11. When writing convolutions below we always
put the “container web” on the left.
One easily verifies the relations
E(w ∗v w′) = E(w) + E(w′) (2.7)
V (w ∗v w′) = V (w) + V (w′)− 1 (2.8)
and hence we have the important relation
d(w ∗v w′) = d(w) + d(w′)− 2 (2.9)
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Figure 11: Illustrating the convolution of a web w with internal vertex v having a fan Iv(w) =
{j1, j2, j3, j4} with a web w′ having an external fan I∞(w′) = {j1, j2, j3, j4}.
showing that we can take any sufficiently small representative w′ in Dr(w′) and insert it
into any given representative w in Dr(w′).
With these results at hand, it is now clear that, for generic weights {zi}, the top
dimension boundary cells of D(w) are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs (w1,w2)
such that w = w1 ∗v w2 and d(w1) = d(w) − 1. In the neighbourhood of each such
boundary cell we have a local isomorphism between D(w) and D(w1)×Dr(w2).
We now introduce some special classes of webs which will be of the most use to us:
Definition: A rigid web is a web with d(w) = 2. A taut web is a web with d(w) = 3 and
a sliding web is a web with d(w) = 4.
A rigid web must have E(w) = 0 hence V (w) = 1 and hence is just a single vertex.
Using V (w)− E(w) + F (w) = 1 and eliminating E(w) we have
V (w) = d(w)− 1 + F (w) (2.10)
and hence a taut web has at least two vertices, a sliding web at least three vertices, and so
forth.
Let W be the free abelian group generated by oriented deformation types of webs. By
“oriented” we mean that we have chosen an orientation o(w) of the cell D(w). Henceforth
the notation w will usually refer to such an oriented deformation type, rather than a
specific web. In W the object −w is the oriented web with the opposite orientation to
w. Henceforth, when working with W we will assume the vacuum weights are in generic
position. We return to this assumption in Section §2.5 below.
We now define a convolution operation
∗ :W ×W →W (2.11)
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by defining w1 ∗v w2 = 0 if I∞(w2) 6= Iv(w1) and then setting
w1 ∗w2 :=
∑
v∈V(w1)
w1 ∗v w2. (2.12)
Note that, because of the line principle, at most one term on the right hand side of (2.12)
can be nonzero. Moreover, in order for this to be well-defined on W we must orient
D(w1 ∗w2). If o(w) is an orientation of D(w), thought of as a top-degree form, we can use
the freely-acting translation symmetry to define a “reduced orientation” by
or(w) := ι(
∂
∂y
)ι(
∂
∂x
)o(w) (2.13)
and then we define
o(w1 ∗w2) := o(w1) ∧ or(w2). (2.14)
(This uses the product structure near the boundary of the cell where w2 shrinks to a single
vertex.)
Since taut webs have a one-dimensional reduced cell we can and will choose a standard
orientation for all taut webs to be the orientation with tangent vector in the direction of
increasing size. That is, the moduli of the taut web can be taken to be an overall position
x, y together with a scaling modulus `. We take the orientation to be dxdyd`. Now we
can define the taut element t ∈ W to be the sum of all oriented taut webs with standard
orientation:
t :=
∑
d(w)=3
w. (2.15)
Including the orientation data, we arrive at our final characterization of the generic
codimension one boundaries of D(w): a typical web w looks like a convolution w1 ∗v w2
where w2 is a taut web and the orientation of w is written as o(w) = o(w1) ∧ d`2, with `2
oriented towards the interior of the cell D(w). Applying this picture to the case where w is
a sliding web we note that w1 is a taut web as well, and the natural orientation dxdyd`1d`2
might or might not agree with the orientation of w. We should thus write w = ±w1 ∗v w2.
Looking carefully at the global structure of the moduli spaces of sliding webs, we deduce
our first result:
Theorem: We have
t ∗ t = 0. (2.16)
Proof : Every element w∗w′ in the convolution is a sliding web, since reduced dimension
is additive. The reduced moduli space of a sliding web is a two-dimensional cone. Up to a
linear transformation it has boundary:
∂R2+ = (R>0 × {0})q ({0} × R>0)q {(0, 0)}. (2.17)
Therefore, the terms can be grouped into pairs, each pair contributing to the same defor-
mation type. If the two boundaries are represented by convolutions of taut webs w1 ∗ w2
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and w3 ∗w4 respectively, the corresponding orientations d`1d`2 and d`3d`4 of the reduced
cell are opposite to each other. Thus
w1 ∗w2 + w3 ∗w4 = 0. (2.18)
This concludes the proof. A concrete example illustrating the above argument is shown in
Figures 12 and 13.
Figure 12: The two boundaries of the deformation type of the sliding web shown on the right
correspond to different convolutions shown above and below. If we use the lengths L1, L2 of the
edges as coordinates then the orientation from the top convolution is dL2 ∧ dL1. On the other
hand the orientation from the bottom convolution is dL1 ∧ dL2 and hence the sum of these two
convolutions is zero. This is the key idea in the demonstration that t ∗ t = 0.
d!
d!
4
3
d!
d!
1
2
Figure 13: A graphical proof that the two boundaries of the reduced moduli space of a sliding
web are associated to opposite orientations. It is drawn as a cone since the moduli space of plane
webs inherits a metric from the embedding into R2V , and with this metric the two boundaries are
not orthogonal in general.
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2.2 Half-Plane Webs
Definition:
a.) Let H ⊂ R2 be a half-plane, whose boundary is not parallel to any of the zij . A
half-plane web in H is a graph in the half-plane, which allows some vertices, but no edges,
to be subsets of the boundary. The boundary vertices have valence of at least one. We
apply the same rule as for plane webs: Label connected components of the complement of
the graph by vacua so that if the edges are oriented with i on the left and j on the right
then they are parallel to zij .
b.) A half-plane fan (often, we will just say, “fan”) is an ordered sequence of vacua
{i1, . . . , in} so that the rays from the origin through zik,ik+1 are ordered clockwise for
increasing k and zik,ik+1 ∈ H. 5
Remarks:
1. Unlike plane webs, half-plane webs need not be connected.
2. Let u denote a typical half-plane web. There are now two different kinds of vertices,
the boundary vertices V∂(u) and the interior vertices Vi(u) with cardinalities V∂(u)
and Vi(u), respectively.
3. We will consider V∂(u) to be an ordered set and we will use a uniform ordering
convention for all half-planes H which is invariant under rotation. To this end we
choose a direction ∂‖ along ∂H so that if ∂⊥ is the outward normal toH then ∂⊥∧∂‖ is
the standard orientation of the (x, y) plane R2, namely ∂∂x ∧ ∂∂y . 6 Now, our ordering
of the boundary vertices
V∂(u) = {v∂1 , . . . , v∂n} (2.19)
is that reading from left to right proceeds in the direction of ∂‖. In particular, if HL
is the positive half-plane x ≥ x0, (with boundary on the left) then v∂1 , . . . , v∂n is a
sequence of vertices with decreasing “time” y, while for the negative half-plane HR,
x ≤ x0, (with boundary on the right) the sequence of vertices is in order of increasing
time.
4. We denote general half-plane fans by J , reserving I for cyclic fans. We will denote
the half-plane fan at infinity by J∞(u). Similarly, if v ∈ V∂(u) there is a half-plane
fan Jv(u).
We can again speak of a deformation type of a half-plane web u. The set of webs of a
given deformation type is denoted D(u). It has dimension:
d(u) := 2Vi(u) + V∂(u)− E(u). (2.20)
5When we write zij ∈ H for a general half-plane H we mean that if we rigidly translate H to H′ so that
the origin is on its boundary then zij ∈ H′. We will use this slightly sloppy notation again later in the
paper.
6Thus the mnemonic is “Outward-Normal-First” = “One Never Forgets.”
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Now translations parallel to the boundary ofH act freely on D(u) and hence d(u) ≥ 1. Once
again we define half-plane webs to be rigid, taut, and sliding if d(u) = 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Similarly, we can define oriented deformation type in an obvious way and consider the free
abelian group WH of oriented deformation types of half-plane webs in the half-plane H.
Some examples where H = HL is the positive half-plane are shown in Figures 14, 15, and
16.
Figure 14: Two examples of rigid positive-half-plane webs.
Figure 15: Four examples of taut positive-half-plane webs
We can again ask how a half plane web u can degenerate near the boundary of the
closureD(u) in R2Vi(u)+V∂(u). We have now two types of boundary cells: either the collapsing
vertices of u come together to a point in the interior of H or they come together to a point
in the boundary H. Correspondingly, we can define two kinds of convolution.
If u and u′ are two half-plane fans, v∂ ∈ V∂(u), and Jv∂ (u) = J∞(u′) then
u ∗v∂ u′ (2.21)
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Figure 16: Three examples of sliding half-plane webs
is obtained by cutting out a small half-disk around v∂ and gluing in a small copy of u′. For
this operation Vi is additive as is E but V∂(u ∗v∂ u′) = V∂(u) +V∂(u′)− 1, so the dimension
behaves like:
d(u ∗v∂ u′) = d(u) + d(u′)− 1. (2.22)
We can extend ∗v∂ to an operation
∗ :WH ×WH →WH (2.23)
by defining u ∗v∂ u′ = 0 if Jv∂ (u) 6= J∞(u′) and then taking
u ∗ u′ :=
∑
v∂∈V∂(u)
u ∗v∂ u′. (2.24)
Once again, at most one term in this sum can be nonzero. To define the orientation of
D(u ∗ u′) we again introduce a reduced orientation or(u) := ι(∂‖)o(u) by contracting with
the vector field ∂‖ described above (2.19) and defining
o(u ∗ u′) := o(u) ∧ or(u′). (2.25)
Similarly, if v ∈ Vi(u) is an interior vertex then we can convolve with a plane-web w
to produce a deformation type u ∗v w with orientation o(u) ∧ or(w). Now V∂ and E are
additive but Vi(u ∗v w) = Vi(u) + V (w)− 1 and hence we now have
d(u ∗v w) = d(u) + d(w)− 2. (2.26)
Again we can define
∗ :WH ×W →WH (2.27)
by defining u ∗v w = 0 if Iv(u) 6= I∞(w) and then
u ∗w =
∑
v∈Vi(u)
u ∗v w. (2.28)
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Once again, by the line principle, at most one term in this sum can be nonzero.
Thus all the boundary cells of D(u) are associated to some container half plane web
u1 with either a marked interior vertex v resolved to a small taut plane web w2, or a
marked boundary vertex v∂ resolved to a small taut half-plane web u2. We can write either
u = u1 ∗v w2 or u = u1 ∗v∂ u2 at each boundary cell.
We now define the half-plane taut element
tH :=
∑
d(u)=2
u (2.29)
There is one scale modulus ` so that as ` increases the web gets bigger. The canonical
orientation of taut elements is then dy‖∧d` where ∂‖ = ∂∂y‖ . Since there are now two kinds
of taut elements we henceforth denote the planar taut element (2.15) by tp. We now have:
Theorem: Let tp be the taut element for planar webs and tH the taut element for the
half-plane H. Then, combining the two convolutions (2.23) and (2.27)
tH ∗ tH + tH ∗ tp = 0. (2.30)
Proof : The idea of the proof is essentially the same as in the proof of (2.16). The
reduced moduli spaces of sliding half-plane webs are still two-dimensional cones, and have
paired boundary cells which induce opposite orientations. Thus all terms in 2.30 cancel
out in pairs. An example of the argument is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 17: An example of the identity on plane and half-plane taut elements. On the right
is a sliding half-plane web. Above is a convolution of two taut half-plane webs with orientation
dy∧d`1∧d`2. Below is a convolution of a taut half-plane web with a taut plane web. The orientation
is dy ∧ d`2 ∧ d`1. The two convolutions determine the same deformation type but have opposite
orientation, and hence cancel.
Remark: Since half-plane webs are not connected one might wonder whether we should
introduce a new operation of time-convolution in the identity (2.30). Certainly terms
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appear which can be interpreted as time-convolutions but these are properly accounted for
by the first term of (2.30). On the other hand, will see in §2.3 below that when we replace
the half-plane by a strip we do need to introduce a separate time-convolution operation.
2.3 Strip-Webs
We now consider webs in the strip [x`, xr] × R. Again, we assume that the boundary of
the strip is not parallel to any of the zij . Strip-webs are defined similarly to half-plane
webs: We allow some vertices but no edges to lie on the boundary of the strip. Now there
are two connected components of the boundary of the strip so the boundary vertices are
decomposed as a disjoint union of two sets V∂ = V∂,LqV∂,R. Every strip web is associated
to a certain choice of vacua in the far future (y → +∞) and in the far past (y → −∞).
We can refer to them as the future and past vacua of the strip-web, respectively.
Once again we can speak of deformation type. We denote a generic strip-web, or
rather an oriented deformation type, by s. The dimension of the space of strip-webs of
fixed deformation type is
d(s) := 2Vi(s) + V∂(s)− E(s). (2.31)
Again time translation acts freely on the set D(s) and hence d(s) ≥ 1. As overall rescaling
is not a symmetry of the problem, the moduli spaces D(s) are not cones anymore.
Definition: We define taut strip-webs to be those with d(s) = 1 and sliding strip-webs
to be those with d(s) = 2. In other words there is no distinction between rigid and taut
strip-webs.
Remark: The above definition might be surprising since we did not introduce rigid strip
webs. The source of the distinction is the presence or lack of scaling symmetry. When
the geometry in which the webs live has a scaling symmetry, such as the plane or half-
plane, we distinguish between rigid and taut webs. Otherwise rigid and taut webs are
indistinguishable, and have no reduced modulus.
We can define as usual the closure D(s) of D(s) in R2Vi(s)+V∂(s). This introduces three
kinds of boundary cells, corresponding to a collection of vertices collapsing to a point in the
interior or on either boundary of the strip. Correspondingly, we have now three kinds of
convolution. Recall that the “container web” is written on the left. First, we can convolve
strip webs with planar webs so that
d(s ∗vi w) = d(s) + d(w)− 2 (2.32)
and o(s∗viw) = o(s)∧or(w). Next, we can convolve a strip web s with a positive half-plane
web with vertices on the left boundary as
s ∗v∂ uL (2.33)
where v∂ ∈ V∂,L(s). Similarly, if v∂ ∈ V∂,R(s) and uR is a web in the negative-half-plane
(so it has boundary vertices on the right) then we write
s ∗v∂ uR. (2.34)
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We have
d(s ∗v∂ u) = d(s) + d(u)− 1 (2.35)
with orientation o(s) ∧ or(u) in both cases. The reduced orientation is defined with the
vector field ∂‖ defined in (2.19).
An important aspect in what follows is that we can introduce another operation on
strip-webs namely time concatenation: If s1 and s2 are two strip webs such that the future
vacuum of s2 coincides with the past vacuum of s1 we define
s1 ◦ s2 (2.36)
to be the deformation type of a strip web where s1 and s2 are disconnected and separated
by a line at fixed time, with s1 in the future of s2. If the future vacuum of s2 and the past
vacuum of s1 differ, we define the concatenation s1 ◦ s2 to be zero. Note that when s1 ◦ s2
is nonzero then
d(s1 ◦ s2) = d(s1) + d(s2). (2.37)
Because of the assumption that none of the zij points in the direction along the strip,
no connected strip-web may have an arbitrarily large extension along the strip. The only
webs which can grow to arbitrarily large size have at least two disconnected components,
and can thus be written as the concatenation of simpler webs.
Proceeding as before we define the free abelian group WS generated by oriented
deformation types of strip-webs. We extend ∗ in the usual way to define operations
∗ : WS × W → WS and ∗ : WS × WL,R → WS where WL is the group of positive-
half-plane webs (with boundary on the left) and WR is the group of negative-half-plane
webs (with boundary on the right). We introduce the taut element for the strip:
ts :=
∑
d(s)=1
s (2.38)
with s oriented towards the future. That is, choosing any boundary vertex v∂ with y-
coordinate y∂ the orientation is o(s) = dy∂ .
It is natural now to study the moduli spaces of sliding webs. There are two possible
topologies: the closure of the reduced moduli space Dr(s) for a sliding web s can be either
a segment or a half-line. 7 At each of the boundaries at finite distance s can be written as
the convolution of an appropriate taut strip-web and a taut plane or half-plane web. In all
cases, the convolution gives an orientation pointing away from the boundary. On the other
hand, the semi-infinite end of a half-line moduli space is associated to a concatenation
of two taut strip-webs. If we denote the coordinates on the moduli space of two taut
strip-webs s1 and s2 as y1 and y2, the orientation of s1 ◦ s2 is
o(s1 ◦ s2) = dy1 ∧ dy2 = −dy1 ∧ d(y1 − y2) (2.39)
7In the case of extended webs introduced below there are some exceptional cases where the moduli space
of sliding webs can be R. Nevertheless there are two ends with opposite orientation and the convolution
identity holds.
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In the conventions where s1 in the future of s2, y1 − y2 is the natural coordinate on
the reduced moduli space, increasing towards infinity. Thus the concatenation gives an
orientation on the half line towards the origin.
Thus we have the
Theorem: Let tp be the planar taut element and tL and tR the taut elements in the
positive and negative half-planes, respectively, and ts the strip taut element. Then
ts ∗ tL + ts ∗ tR + ts ∗ tp + ts ◦ ts = 0. (2.40)
Figure 18: The only vertex in a theory with three vacua.
Figure 19: The positive and negative half-plane taut elements are illustrated here. Letting y
denote the y-coordinate of any boundary vertex and ` the internal edge length tL has orientation
−dyd` and tR has orientation dyd`.
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Figure 20: The taut element on the strip with three vacua. Letting y denote the y coordinate of
any edge vertex the orientation is dy
Figure 21: The various terms in the convolution identity on the strip. In this simple example with
three vacua ts ∗ tp = 0. The orientations of the three terms are −dyd` on the first line and +dyd`
on the second line.
Example Suppose there are three vacua in V. Then two of the Rezij have the same sign,
and without loss of generality we will assume that Rez12 > 0 and Rez23 > 0. Thus the only
planar vertex is of the form shown in Figure 18. The taut element tL for the positive-half
plane then has two summands while the taut element for the negative half-plane has a
single summand as shown in Figure 19. The taut element on the strip is shown in Figure
20. The various convolutions are illustrated in 21 and cancel.
2.4 Extended Webs
A small generalization of the webs defined above will turn out to play a role below. In
some circumstances it will be useful to relax slightly the restriction that interior vertices
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should be at least tri-valent and boundary vertices at least univalent. In particular, we will
consider the following two generalizations: First, we can allow two-valent interior vertices
and second, we can allow zero-valent boundary vertices. These generalizations weaken
somewhat the finiteness properties of webs. Nevertheless, the number of webs of a given
degree d is still finite since the addition of such vertices increases d by one. This is sufficient
to keep our formulae sensible.
We will refer to this larger class of webs as extended webs when the distinction is
important. Extended webs satisfy most of the same properties as standard webs. The def-
initions and properties of deformation types, orientation and convolution will all hold true
for extended webs. The taut elements for the extended webs satisfy the same convolution
identities as the taut elements for standard webs. The whole algebraic structure defined in
the next section 3 persists as well if we consider extended webs.
2.5 Special Configurations Of Vacuum Weights
At several times in our discussion above we required the set of vacuum weights {zi} to
be in general position. Nevertheless, there are special configurations of weights which will
be of some importance in the discussion of certain homotopies in Section §6.3 and in the
discussion of wall-crossing in Section §8 below.
We can consider {zi} to define a point in CV − ∆, where CV is the space of maps
V → C and ∆ is the large diagonal where zi = zj for some pair i 6= j. Within this space
are two subspaces of special weights. They are generically of real codimension one but have
complicated self-intersections of higher codimension.
The first special codimension one subspace is defined by weights such that some triple
of weights zi, zj , zk for three distinct vacua i, j, k become colinear:
Imzijzjk = 0. (2.41)
We call these walls of marginal stability. Generic one-parameter families of weights will
cross such walls. When this happens the set of cyclic vacua and the set of webs changes
discontinuously. For example, with four vacua we can pass from a set of webs which are
all tree graphs to a set of webs with loops. We will discuss some consequences of such
wall-crossings in Section §8, and especially in Section §8.4 below.
A more subtle special configuration of weights is one for which there exist exceptional
webs. These are, by definition, webs such that
D(w) := dimD(w) > d(w). (2.42)
Such webs can arise because, for some configurations of vacuum weights there can be webs
where the edge constraints are not all independent. We say that some edge constraints are
ineffective. Let us decompose zij into real and imaginary parts zij = uij + ivij . If an edge
e is of type ij and has vertices (x
(1)
e , y
(1)
e ) and (x
(2)
e , y
(2)
e ) then the edge constraints are a
set of linear equations
uij(e)(y
(2)
e − y(1)e )− vij(e)(x(2)e − x(1)e ) = 0 (2.43)
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Figure 22: An example of an exceptional web. There is only one reduced modulus corresponding
to overall scaling. Therefore dimD(w) = 3. Nevertheless V = 4 and E = 6 so d(w) = 2V −E = 2.
which we can write as M(w)L(w) = 0 for a matrix M(w) of edge constraints and a vector
L(w) of vertex coordinates. The real codimension one exceptional walls in CV − ∆ are
defined by the loci where the rank of M(w) drops from E(w) to E(w)− 1. Of course, the
closure of the exceptional walls will have many components, intersecting in places where
the rank drops further.
An example of an exceptional web is shown in Figure 22. This is plainly a taut web, so
the dimension of is deformation space is three, but d(w) = 2! When such phenomena arise
we will distinguish the true dimension D(w) from d(w) by calling the latter the expected
dimension. We use the terminology of index theory because, as we will see in Section §14,
this literally does correspond to an issue in index theory.
The example shown in Figure 22 requires at least six vacua. If we hold all but one
fixed and vary the last then it is clear that any small perturbation will destroy the web.
However, a generic one-parameter family of weights nearby this configuration will have
a point admitting such an exceptional web. Further triangulating one of the triangles in
Figure 22 reduces the expected dimension by 1 and in this way we can produce examples of
exceptional webs with arbitrarily small and negative expected dimension. In general, if a
deformation type w is exceptional so that ν := D(w)− d(w) > 0 then generic ν-parameter
families of weights {zi} will intersect the loci of such webs. We will discuss the consequences
of exceptional walls in the wall-crossing story in Section §8.3.
We can now be more precise about the meaning of “generic weights” or “general
position” used both above and below. This term implies that the weights are not on walls
of marginal stability and do not admit exceptional webs.
Remarks
1. Finally, we remark that there are certain high codimension configurations of weights
where webs can degenerate in ways which are not described in terms of convolution
at a single vertex. An example is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: The sliding web shown here has two degenerations, neither of which is of the form
w1 ∗w2.
2. There are also exceptional vacuum configurations and webs for the half-plane and
strip geometries, and these will be used in Section §8.
3. Tensor Algebras Of Webs And Homotopical Algebra
In this section we consider algebraic operations defined by webs on various tensor algebras
such as 8
TW :=W ⊕W⊗2 ⊕W⊗3 ⊕ · · · (3.1)
and its analogs for WH and WS . Here we take the graded tensor product using the Koszul
rule. The grading of a web such as w, u, s will be given by the dimension d(w), d(u), d(s),
respectively. We will find various algebraic structures familiar from applications of homo-
topical algebra to string field theory. While these algebraic structures emerge naturally
from thinking about webs the reader should be aware that the L∞ and A∞ algebras which
are used to make contact with the physics only make their appearance when we come to
Section §4.
3.1 L∞ And Plane Webs
The convolution of webs is not associative: (w1 ∗ w2) ∗ w3 − w1 ∗ (w2 ∗ w3) consists of
terms where w2 and w3 are are glued in at distinct vertices of w1. One could readily write
down a tower of associativity relations for some generalized convolution operations, which
insert multiple webs at distinct vertices of a single container web. It turns out that for our
applications we only need an operation
T (w) :W⊗V (w) →W (3.2)
8We take the tensor algebra without a unit, i.e. we do not include the ground ring Z.
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which replaces all the vertices of a plane web with other webs. More precisely, we define
T (w) as follows:
Given an ordered collection of ` = V (w) plane webs {w1, . . . ,w`}, we seek some per-
mutation σ of an ordered set of vertices {v1, . . . , v`} of w (with any ordering), such that
Ivσ(a)(w) = I∞(wa) for a = 1, . . . , `. If the permutation does not exist, i.e. if the ar-
guments cannot be inserted into w (saturating all the vertices exactly once) then we set
T (w)[w1, . . . ,w`] = 0. If the permutation exists, it is unique, since a given cyclic fan of
vacua can appear at most once in w. We then define T (w)[w1, . . . ,w`] to be the oriented
deformation type obtained by gluing in wa in small disks cut out around the vertices vσ(a)
of w. The orientation is given by o(w) ∧ or(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(w`). This is the only place the
ordering of {w1, . . . ,w`} is used. In particular, T (w) is graded symmetric, exactly as we
would expect from manipulating graded elements wa of degree d(wa) with the Koszul rule.
(Since d and dr differ by two the sign is the same.) Now, we regard {w1, . . . ,w`} as a
monomial in W⊗` and extend by linearity to define (3.2). Finally, we can extend T (w) to
a map T (w) : TW →W, by setting T (w) :W⊗n →W to be zero unless n = V (w).
It is useful to recall at this stage the definition of n-shuffles. If S is an ordered set
then an n-shuffle of S is an ordered disjoint decomposition into n ordered subsets
S = S1 q S2 q · · · q Sn (3.3)
where the ordering of each summand Sα is inherited from the ordering of S and the Sα are
allowed to be empty. Note that the ordering of the sets Sα also matters so that S1 q S2
and S2 q S1 are distinct 2-shuffles of S. For an ordered set S we let Shn(S) denote the set
of distinct n-shuffles of S. We can count n-shuffles by successively asking each element of
S which set Sα it belongs to. Hence there are n
|S| such shuffles.
We are now ready to formulate a useful compatibility relation between the ∗ and T
operations:
T (w ∗w′)[w1, . . . ,wn] =
∑
Sh2(S)
 T (w)[T (w′)[S1], S2] (3.4)
where we sum over 2-shuffles S = S1 q S2 of the ordered set S = {w1, . . . ,wn} and we
understand that T (w)[∅] = 0. The sign  in the sum keeps track of the web orientations, and
it is determined as follows. We let or(Sα) be the ordered product of reduced orientations
of the wi in Sα and define
 =
or(S1) ∧ or(S2)
or(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(wn) := S1,S2 . (3.5)
exactly as we would expect from manipulating graded elements w of degree d(w) with the
Koszul rule.
Next we extend the map w → T (w) to be a linear map by setting T (w1 + w2) :=
T (w1)+T (w2). It now makes sense to speak of T [t], which will play a particularly important
role for us. The relation (3.4) is bilinear in w and w′. Summing w and w′ separately over
taut elements and applying t ∗ t = 0 it follows that, for any ordered set S (i.e. for any
monomial in TW): ∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 T (t)[T (t)[S1], S2] = 0. (3.6)
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We can interpret these relations as defining a version of an “L∞ algebra.” To make
this clear and to lighten the notation let us denote by bn (“closed brackets”) the restriction
of T (t) to W⊗n, so
bn :W⊗n →W (3.7)
has degree deg(bn) = 3− 2n and satisfies the identities∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2bn2(bn1(S1), S2) = 0 (3.8)
where ni = |Si|, i = 1, 2.
Remarks:
1. The degrees and associativity relations (3.8) coincide with the notion of L∞ algebra
which appears in other areas of physics, such as closed-string field theory [96, 27].
The degrees and signs used in the mathematical literature are slightly different. Our
definitions are known as the L∞[−1] relations. (For a relation of these relations to
the more standard L∞ relations see [73].)
2. It is worth noting that (w1 ∗w2)∗w3−w1 ∗ (w2 ∗w3) can be interpreted as webs with
w2 and w3 inserted into distinct vertices of w1 and is therefore graded symmetric
in w2 and w3. This is precisely the definition of a (graded) “pre-Lie-algebra,” thus
making contact with the papers [16, 63, 78, 8].
3. Note that since every taut web has at least two vertices the differential b1 is always
identically zero. In technical terms these algebras are “minimal” [57].
4. Moreover, bn(w1, . . . ,wn) is a web with
V = n+
n∑
i=1
(V (wi)− 1) (3.9)
vertices. Since we can grade W by the number of vertices it follows that b2 is a
nilpotent multiplication.
5. The T operation also satisfies a natural associativity relation.
T (T (w)[w1⊗· · ·⊗wn])[w˜1⊗· · ·⊗w˜N ] =
∑
Shn(S)
 T (w) [T (w1)[S1], T (w2)[S2], . . . , T (wn)[Sn]]
(3.10)
where the sum over n-shuffles refers to the ordered set
S = {w˜1, · · · , w˜N} (3.11)
The sign  in the sum keeps track as usual of the webs orientations. This relation
will not play an important role in the following.
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3.1.1 Examples Of Web Algebras
We can describe the L∞[−1]-algebra fairly explicitly if there are n vacua with weights zi
which are in the set of extremal points of a convex set. We can enumerate the vertices by
ordering the vacua so that {1, . . . , n} is a cyclic fan of vacua. Then there is an n-valent
vertex w12···n and we can make all other (n − j)-valent vertices by deleting j vacua from
the cyclic fan {1, . . . , n} to form cyclic fans with smaller numbers of vacua. We must have
at least 3 vacua so there are in all:
n−3∑
j=0
(
n
j
)
= 2n − 1
2
(n2 + n+ 2) (3.12)
different vertices. We denote these by wI where I is a cyclic fan of vacua, which, in these
examples is just a cyclically ordered subset of {1, . . . , n} with at least three elements.
We can make all taut elements by “resolving” the vertices. These will be enumerated
by pairs of cyclic fans of vacua I1, I2 which are compatible in the sense that they are of the
form:
I1 = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} I2 = {ik, ik+1, . . . , i1} (3.13)
and, if we denote
I1 ∗ I2 = {i1, i2, . . . , ik, ik+1, . . . , i1} (3.14)
then I1 ∗ I2 is also a cyclic fan. Then we have
t =
∑
wI1;I2 (3.15)
where we sum over such compatible pairs of fans. All the taut webs have exactly two vertices
and therefore (for such convex configurations of vacuum weights) the higher products bn = 0
for n > 2.
The only nonzero products of vertex webs is
b2(wI1 ,wI2) = wI1;I2 (3.16)
However, if a taut web wI1;I2 has vertices with I1 or I2 of length greater than 3 then it can
also define products of non-vertex webs which have I∞(w) = I1 or = I2. Note also that no
taut web has any vertex with Iv = {1, 2, . . . , n} and so any web with I∞(w) = {1, 2, . . . , n}
such as the vertex w1,2,...,n, and all its resolutions, will be in the annihilator of b2. We have
an (n− 2)-step nilpotent algebra. That is, (n− 2) applications of b2 will always vanish.
When the weights zi of the vacua are not extremal points of a convex set then the
algebras can be more complicated and the higher products bn can be nonzero.
3.2 Algebraic Structures From Half-Plane Webs
There are three obvious generalizations of T to half-plane webs: we can either replace all
interior vertices of some half-plane webs u with plane webs, replace all boundary vertices
with half-plane webs, or both. The latter operation is the composition of the former
two: we can first replace the interior vertices, then the boundary vertices (if we try the
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opposite, we create new interior vertices at the first step). It is instructive to discuss all
three possibilities. The first case, discussed in §3.2.1, shows how half-plane webs provide
an L∞-module for the L∞-algebra of plane webs. Then, in §3.2.2 we show that inserting
half-plane webs into half-plane webs defines an A∞-algebra structure. When we combine
the two operations we end up with a set of identites we call the LA∞-identities in §3.2.3.
Finally in §3.2.4 we give a conceptual interpretation of the LA∞-identities in terms of an
L∞-morphism between the L∞ algebra of plane webs and the L∞ algebra of Hochschild
cochains on the A∞ algebra of half-plane webs.
3.2.1 L∞-Modules
The first possibility - replacing just interior vertices - is not our essential goal, but it is
instructive. We define a multilinear map Ti[u] : TW →WH which is, as before, zero unless
there is some permutation σ which matches the arguments wa of a monomial {w1, . . . ,w`}
to the interior vertices of u in the sense that Ivi
σ(a)
(u) = I∞(wa), in which case it is the
simultaneous convolution with orientation o(u) ∧ or(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(w`). This map has a
simple relation to convolutions:
Ti(u ∗w)[w1, . . . ,wn] =
∑
Sh2(S)
 Ti(u)[T (w)[S1], S2]
Ti(u ∗ u′)[w1, . . . ,wn] =
∑
Sh2(S)
′ Ti(u)[S1] ∗ Ti(u′)[S2] (3.17)
with the usual definition S = {w1, . . . ,wn}.
The  signs keep track of the relative web orientations on the two sides of the equations.
It is important to observe that the signs arise from the reorganization of a product of
reduced web orientations. It would thus be incorrect to assume glibly that  coincides
with the Koszul rule: we defined the degree of a web as the dimension of the unreduced
moduli space. The correct sign rule could be denoted as the “reduced Koszul rule”: treat
the symbols as if they had degree given by the reduced dimension of moduli spaces. This
subtlety was invisible for bulk webs, for which the reduction of moduli space removes two
dimensions, but it is important for half-plane webs. The prime on the  in the second
equation of (3.17) takes into account that we must bring u′ across the monomial S1 in the
tensor algebra using the reduced Koszul rule.
If we plug our second theorem tH ∗ tH + tH ∗ tp = 0 into (3.17), we get a neat relation∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 Ti(tH)[T (tp)[S1], S2] + 
′
S1,S2 Ti(tH)[S1] ∗ Ti(tH)[S2] = 0 (3.18)
This identity can be used to define WH as a “right-module for the L∞-algebra W.”
In general, if L is an L∞-algebra with products bLn of degree 3 − 2n, then a left L∞-
moduleM is a graded Z-module with operations bMn : L⊗n⊗M→M defined for n ≥ 0 and
of degree 1− 2n so that the analog of the L∞-identities holds, i.e. for all S = {`1, . . . , `s}
and m ∈M: ∑
Sh2(S)
bMs2+1(b
L
s1(S1), S2;m) +
∑
Sh2(S)
bMs1 (S1; b
M
s2 (S2;m)) = 0 (3.19)
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In the present case, the module operations for a set S = {w1, . . . ,wn} are
u 7→ u ∗ Ti(tH)[S] (3.20)
The module relations are∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 u ∗ Ti(tH)[T (tp)[S1], S2] + ′S1,S2 (u ∗ Ti(tH)[S1]) ∗ Ti(tH)[S2] = 0 (3.21)
and can be proven from (3.18) by convolving with u. The only nontrivial step is the
observation that
(u1 ∗ u2) ∗ u3 − u1 ∗ (u2 ∗ u3) (3.22)
is (reduced Koszul) graded symmetric in u2 and u3. That is, once again we use the property
that convolution defines a pre-Lie algebra structure.
3.2.2 A∞-Algebras
We can define the second natural multilinear map TH[u] : TWH →WH, by inserting half-
plane webs at all boundary vertices of u. In contrast to the interior vertices, the boundary
vertices will always be time ordered, so we define the map to be zero on u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u`
unless the arguments match the boundary vertices, Jv∂a (u) = J∞(ua) for a = 1, . . . , `, in
that order. (Recall from equation (2.19) that we have chosen an ordering of the boundary
vertices.) When this is satisfied we glue in to get a new deformation type in the usual way
with the orientation
o(u) ∧ or(u1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(u`). (3.23)
Before stating the compatibility of TH with ∗ it is useful at this point to define a notion
of ordered n-partitions. If P is an ordered set we define an ordered n-partition of P to be
an ordered disjoint decomposition into n ordered subsets
P = P1 q P2 q · · · q Pn (3.24)
where the ordering of each summand Pα is inherited from the ordering of P and all the
elements of Pα precede all elements of Pα+1 inside P . We allow the Pα to be the empty
set. For an ordered set P we let Pan(P ) denote the set of distinct n-partitions of P . If
p = |P | there are (n+p−1p ) such partitions.
Now we can state the compatibility:
TH(u ∗w)[u1, . . . , un] =  (TH(u)[u1, . . . , un]) ∗w−
n∑
m=1
 TH(u)[u1, . . . , um ∗w, . . . un]
TH(u ∗ u′)[u1, . . . , un] =
∑
Pa3(P )
 TH(u)[P1, TH(u′)[P2], P3]
(3.25)
In the second identity we have introduced a sum over ordered 3-partitions of an ordered
set P of half-plane webs. As before, we take TH[u][P ] = 0 if P = ∅.
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Combining this with tH ∗ tH + tH ∗ tp = 0 we arrive at the relation
1 (TH(tH)[u1, . . . , un]) ∗ tp −
n∑
m=1
2 TH(tH)[u1, . . . , um ∗ tp, . . . un]
+
∑
Pa3(P )
3 TH(tH)[P1, TH(tH)[P2], P3] = 0.
(3.26)
where
1 = (−1)
∑
s dr(us) 2 = (−1)
∑m
s=1 dr(us) 3 = (−1)P1 := (−1)
∑
u∈P1 dr(u). (3.27)
We can interpret (3.26) as the the standard axioms for an A∞ algebra structure on
WH. To make this clear and to lighten the notation let us denote by an (“open brackets”)
the restriction of TH(tH) to W⊗nH for n > 1 and the operation
a1(u) = TH(tH)[u]− (−1)dr(u)u ∗ tp (3.28)
for n = 1. The first of the A∞-relations demands that a1(a1(u)) = 0. This works out to
be
TH(tH)(TH(tH)[u])−(−1)dr(u)TH(tH)[u∗tp]+(−1)dr(u)(TH(tH)[u])∗tp−(u∗tp)∗tp = 0 (3.29)
Thus to match to (3.26) we also need to check that (u ∗ tp) ∗ tp = 0. Although convolution
is not associative, the difference (u ∗ tp) ∗ tp − u ∗ (tp ∗ tp) consists of terms where two taut
webs w1 and w2 are inserted separately at two vertices v
1 and v2 of u. Each such terms
appears twice in the sum, either from (u ∗v1 w1) ∗v2 w2 or from (u ∗v2 w2) ∗v1 w1. The two
contributions have opposite orientations and cancel out against each other.
Moving on to the higher identities, the
an :W⊗nH →WH n ≥ 1 (3.30)
have degree deg(an) = 2− n and satisfy the identities∑
Pa3(P )
(−1)P1ap1+p3+1(P1, ap2(P2), P3) = 0 (3.31)
where pi = |Pi|, i = 1, 2, 3.
3.2.3 The LA∞-Identities
Finally, we can consider the combined operation
T (u) : TWH ⊗ TW →WH (3.32)
as
T (u)[u1, . . . , un;w1, . . . ,wm] :=  TH (Ti(u)[w1, . . . ,wm]) [u1, . . . , un] (3.33)
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We included a sign, to convert the orientation
o(u) ∧ (or(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(wm)) ∧ (or(u1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(un)) (3.34)
in the right hand side to the natural orientation for the order of the arguments on left hand
side
o(u) ∧ (or(u1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(un)) ∧ (or(w1) ∧ · · · ∧ or(wm)) . (3.35)
Again, we note that convolution and T interact well together:
T (u ∗ u′)[P ;S] =
∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 T (u)[P1, T (u
′)[P2;S1], P3;S2] (3.36)
where S is the set of plane web arguments and P is the set of half-web arguments. The
sign is given by the usual reduced Koszul rule.
Similarly
T (u ∗w)[P ;S] =
∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 T (u)[P ;T (w)[S1], S2] (3.37)
Combining (3.36) and (3.37) with (2.30) we get some nontrivial algebraic identities∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 T (tH)[P1, T (tH)[P2;S1], P3;S2] +
∑
Sh2(S)
 T (tH)[P ;T (tp)[S1], S2] = 0. (3.38)
We will refer to this hybrid equation as an “LA∞” identity. (This is not standard
terminology.) It has a somewhat refined algebraic meaning, which we will decode presently.
Before that, we would like to remark that both Ti and TH can be recovered from T by
filling either kinds of slots with the sum over all rigid plane webs r or all rigid half-plane
webs rH:
Ti[S] =
∑
n
T [r⊗nH ;S]
TH[P ] =
∑
n
1
n!
T [P, r⊗n] (3.39)
and we can similarly fill in the slots of (3.38) to get the corresponding equations (3.18) and
(3.26).
3.2.4 Conceptual Meaning Of The LA∞-Identities
We now give a conceptual interpretation of the LA∞ identities (3.38). It is useful to
organize the equations (3.38) by first considering the special cases where S has cardinality
0, 1, 2. Then the general structure will become clear. Correspondingly, we can decompose
the taut element tH according to the number of interior vertices in the taut webs:
tH = t
(0)
H + t
(1)
H + t
(2)
H + · · · (3.40)
Note that the only taut half-plane webs with no interior vertices have precisely two bound-
ary vertices and therefore µ := T (t
(0)
H ) is simply a multiplication map
µ :WH ×WH →WH. (3.41)
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When (3.38) is restricted to S = ∅ we learn that µ is an associative multiplication, up to
sign:
µ(µ(u1, u2), u3) + (−1)d(u1)−1µ(u1, µ(u2, u3)) = 0 (3.42)
and therefore µ˜(u1, u2) = (−1)d(u1)−1µ(u1, u2) is strictly associative.
Next, for a fixed planar web w let
µ(1) := T (t(1))[· · · ;w] : TWH →WH (3.43)
Recall that a Hochschild cochain on an algebra A is simply a collection of linear maps
Fn : A⊗n → A, n ≥ 1, or equivalently an element of CC•(A) := Hom(TA,A). Therefore
for a fixed w we may view µ(1) as a Hochschild cochain on the associative algebra WH.
Then, taking S = {w}, equation (3.38) becomes
0 = µ˜(u1, µ˜
(1)(u2, . . . , un))+
+
n−1∑
r=0
(−1)rµ˜(1)(u1, . . . , ur, µ˜(ur+1, ur+2), ur+3, . . . , un)
+ (−1)nµ˜(µ˜(1)(u1, . . . , un−1), un)
=: B(1)(µ˜(1))(u1, . . . , un)
(3.44)
where µ˜(1) is related to µ(1) by signs in a way analogous to the relation of µ and µ˜. In
the last line of (3.44) we have recognized that the previous lines define the Hochschild
differential B(1) on the Hochschild complex. Thus, our identity (3.38) when |S| = 1 simply
says that µ(1) is a Hochschild cocycle. In order to discuss the cases |S| ≥ 2 we introduce
the notation
µ˜(n)(S) := nT (t
(n))[· · · ;S] : TWH →WH (3.45)
where S = {w1, . . . ,wn}, n ≥ 1, and n is again an appropriate sign redefinition. Then the
identity for |S| = 2 reads
µ˜(1)(b2(w1,w2)) = B
(1)µ˜(2)(w1,w2) +B
(2)(µ˜(1)(w1), µ˜
(1)(w2)) (3.46)
where b2 is the multiplication onW defined by T (tp), and we have introduced the Hochschild
bracket B(2) on the Hochschild complex CC•(WH).
Quite generally the Hochschild bracket on CC•(A) may be defined on two cochains
F,G of degree n,m by
B(2)(F,G) := F ◦G− (−1)(|F |−1)(|G|−1)G ◦ F
F ◦G :=
∑
r
F (u1, . . . , ur, G(ur+1, . . . , ur+m), . . . un+m−1)
(3.47)
where the sign  can be found in many papers. See, for examples, [58, 1]. In general, the
Hochschild complex is a differential graded Lie algebra with operations B(1) and B(2). A
differential graded Lie algebra can be considered to be a special case of an L∞-algebra, so
we can speak of the L∞ algebra of a Hochschild complex.
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To summarize these facts concisely we need the general notion of an L∞ morphism
between two L∞ algebras. See equation (A.52) below.
Now, returning to our example, we consider the map
µ˜ : TW → CC•(WH) (3.48)
defined by
w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗wn 7→ T (tH[· · · ;w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗wn]). (3.49)
Then, separating (3.38) into the cases S1 = ∅, or S2 = ∅, or both S1, S2 are nonempty,
and grouping together the terms S1 q S2 with S2 q S1 in the latter case we see that the
equation (3.38) may be concisely summarized as the statement that µ˜ is an L∞-morphism
from the L∞-algebra of planar webs to the L∞-algebra of the Hochschild complex of WH.
This is the conceptual meaning of the LA∞ identities.
3.3 Bimodules And Strip Webs
Starting from a strip web s, we can define three elementary operations Ti,L,R(s) which
replace either all interior, left boundary or right boundary vertices with plane, positive
half-plane or negative half-plane webs, respectively. (Recall that the positive half-plane
HL has boundary on the left.) The definitions of these operations are completely parallel
to the definitions given in the previous two sub-sections. Due to our choice of ordering
of boundary vertices, the arguments of TL(s) should be ordered left to right in decreasing
time, and right to left in decreasing time for TR(s).
We can then define appropriate composite operations
TL,i(s)[P ;S] := TL (Ti(s)[S]) [P ]
Ti,R(s)[S;P
′] := TR (Ti(s)[S]) [P ′]
TL,R(s)[P ;P
′] := TR (TL(s)[P ]) [P ′]
T (s)[P ;S;P ′] := ′TR (TL (Ti(s)[S]) [P ]) [P ′] (3.50)
where , ′ are (reduced, as always) Koszul signs for reordering the arguments.
We will now just sketch some of the various algebraic structures which follow from the
strip web identity (2.40) which we quote here:
ts ∗ tL + ts ∗ tR + ts ∗ tp + ts ◦ ts = 0. (3.51)
These structures will involve the notion of an A∞-module.
In general, if A is an A∞-algebra with products mAn then a left A∞-module M is a
graded Z-module with operations mMn : A⊗n ⊗M →M defined for n ≥ 0 and of degree
1 − n so that the analog of the A∞-identities holds, i.e. for all P = {a1, . . . , ap} and
m ∈M:∑
Pa3(P )
(−1)p1mMp1+p3+1(P1,mAp2(P2), P3;m) +
∑
Pa2(P )
(−1)p1mMp1 (P1;mMp2 (P2;m)) = 0 (3.52)
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Similarly, one can define right A∞-modules as well as bimodules. When we include interior
operations Ti then there will be L∞ maps to the L∞ algebra of Hochschild cochains with
values these modules.
As the simplest example let us consider HL, the positive half-plane and denote tL :=
tHL and WL :=WHL . Proceeding as in the previous section the identity (2.40) implies:∑
Pa3(P )
TL(ts)[P1, THL(tL)[P2], P3]+
+ TL(ts)[P ] ∗ tR + TL(ts)[P ] ∗ tp −
n∑
m=1
TL(ts)[u1, . . . , um ∗ tp, . . . un]+
+
∑
Pa2(P )
 TL(ts)[P1] ◦ TL(ts)[P2] = 0
(3.53)
where, as usual P = {u1, . . . un}.
One can interpret the equations (3.53) as defining a left A∞-module structure on
M =WS for the A∞-algebra A =WL defined using THL(tL). To see this define
mM0 (s) := (−1)dr(s)s ∗ (tp + tR) (3.54)
and, for n ≥ 1, mMn :W⊗nL ⊗WS →WS by
mMp (P ; s) = TL(ts)[P ] ◦ s (3.55)
In verifying the module relations we find that (mM0 )2 = 0 for reasons analogous to those
mentioned above. Then we compose the LHS of (3.53) with ◦s and use
(−1)dr(s) (TL(ts)[P ] ∗ (tp + tR)) ◦ s = (TL(ts)[P ] ◦ s) ∗ (tp + tR)− TL(ts)[P ] ◦ (s ∗ (tp + tR))
(3.56)
to recast these equations into the left-module conditions.
In a similar fashion, TR(ts) gives a right A∞ module for the A∞ algebra we associated
to THR(tR) and TL,R(ts) gives an A∞ bi-module, with left and right actions given by the
two A∞ algebras we associated to THL(tL) and THR(tR).
As for the interior operation, Ti(ts) will satisfy relations such that the operations
∗Ti(tL) + ∗Ti(tR) + ∗Ti(ts) define a right L∞ module. The three TL,i(ts), Ti,R(ts), T (ts)
satisfy lengthy axioms, which essentially define some left, right or bi-module for the µ
operations (as in Section §3.2.4) associated to either boundary, together with L∞ maps
from the L∞-algebra of planar webs to the L∞-algebra of the Hochschild complexes of the
modules, compatible with the maps defined before.
4. Representations Of Webs
Definition: Fix a set of vacua V and weights {zi}i∈V. A representation of webs is a pair
R = ({Rij}, {Kij}) where
a.) Rij are Z-graded Z-modules defined for all ordered pairs ij of distinct vacua.
b.) Kij is a degree −1 symmetric perfect pairing
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Kij : Rij ⊗Rji → Z. (4.1)
By degree −1 we mean that Kij(rij , r′ji) is only nonzero when deg(rij)+deg(r′ji) = +1
so that the integer Kij(rij , r
′
ji) is degree zero. The pairing is symmetric in the sense that
Kij(rij , r
′
ji) = Kji(r
′
ji, rij) (4.2)
As the degrees of the arguments differ by one unit, the symmetry of Kij makes sense.
Property (b) of Kij is motivated by the realization in Landau-Ginzburg models explained
near equation (12.18) above. Note that since Kij is nondegenerate, Rij and Rji have the
same rank. The property that it is a perfect pairing will be used in several points of the
development, for example, in the derivation of equations (7.26),(7.27) below. Often we will
drop the subscripts and just write to K for the pairing when no confusion can arise.
4.1 Web Representations And Plane Webs
Given a representation of webs, for every cyclic fan of vacua I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} we form
RI := Ri1,i2 ⊗Ri2,i3 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rin,i1 (4.3)
Note that to write this formula we needed to choose a place to start the cyclic sequence.
Different choices in the definition of RI are related by a canonical isomorphism because
the Koszul rule gives a canonical isomorphism
Ri1,i2 ⊗Ri2,i3 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rin,i1 ∼= Ri2,i3 ⊗Ri3,i4 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rin,i1 ⊗Ri1,i2 . (4.4)
We will sometimes refer to RI as a representation of a fan.
Now we collect the representations of all the vertices by forming
Rint := ⊕IRI (4.5)
where the sum is over all cyclic fans of vacua. We want to define a map
ρ(w) : TRint → Rint (4.6)
with properties akin to T (w).
As for T (w), we take ρ(w)[r1, . . . , rn] to be zero unless n = V (w) and there exists an
order {v1 . . . vn} for the vertices of w such that ra ∈ RIva . If such an order exists, we will
define our map
ρ(w) : ⊗v∈V(w)RIv(w) → RI∞(w) (4.7)
as the application of the contraction map K to all internal edges of the web. Indeed, if an
edge joins two vertices v1, v2 ∈ V(w) then if RIv1 (w) contains a tensor factor Rij it follows
that RIv2 (w) contains a tensor factor Rji and these two factors can be paired by K as shown
in Figure 24.
In order to define ρ(w) unambiguously, we need to be very precise about the details of
the contraction: Since K has odd degree, the order of the contractions will affect the sign
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of the result! It is useful to denote by Ke the pairing which we will apply to the tensor
factors associated to the edge e. Then we are attempting to make sense of the overall sign
of an expression such as
⊗e∈E(w)Ke ◦ ⊗na=1ra (4.8)
where each of the ra ∈ RIva (w) is a linear combination of tensor products ri1,i2 ⊗· · ·⊗ rim,i1
if Iva(w) = {i1, i2, . . . , im}.
Given a specific order of the edges in E(w) and vertices in V(w), the meaning of 4.8
is clear: we shuffle the symbols around using the Koszul rule until each Ke is followed by
the two tensor factors it is supposed to contract, and then we execute all the contractions.
We are left with a sequence of residual tensor factors, which can be reordered again with
the Koszul rule until they agree with the order in RI∞(w). The final result depends on the
initial order we picked for the vertices and edges of w in an obvious way: by the Koszul
rule for permuting the ra or the degree −1 Ke symbols among themselves. Our aim is to
define a graded-symmetric operation. As the ra appear in the product in the same order
as the arguments of ρ(w), this is automatically true.
The only remaining subtlety is to relate the order for the edges of w and the orientation
o(w) in such a way that
ρ(−w) = −ρ(w) (4.9)
We can do so if we remember that the moduli space of deformations of a web is given by a
locus in R2V (w) cut locally by a linear constraint for each edge of the web. We can easily
describe a vector field transverse to some edge constraint. For example, we can define ∂e
by acting with a clockwise rotation on the coordinates of the two endpoints of the edge
(the choice of origin for the rotation is immaterial). If we have some order for the edges,
we can define an orientation for w from the canonical orientations dxvdyv in each R2 factor
as ∏
e∈E(w)
∂e ◦
∏
v∈V(w)
dxvdyv (4.10)
where ◦ means we contract the poly-vector field on the left with the differential form on
the right.
We are finally ready to give a complete definition: if the arguments are compatible
with the vertices of the web
ρ(w)[r1, . . . , rn] =
o(w)∏
e∈E(w) ∂e ◦
∏
v∈V(w) dxvdyv
⊗e∈E(w) Ke ◦ ⊗na=1ra (4.11)
where we use the same ordering of edges for the product over ∂e in the denominator and
for the product over Ke. Otherwise, ρ(w)[r1, . . . , rn] = 0. This map has degree −E(w).
The analogy between T and ρ extends to the interplay with the convolution operation.
ρ(w ∗w′)[r1, . . . , rn] =
∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 ρ(w)[ρ(w
′)[S1], S2] (4.12)
where we sum over 2-shuffles of the ordered set S = {r1, . . . , rn}. Once again we define
ρ(w)[∅] = 0. The sign S1,S2 keeps track as usual of the Koszul signs encountered in the
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Figure 24: The internal lines of a web naturally pair spaces Ri1,i2 with Ri2,i1 in a web represen-
tation, as shown here.
shuffling of the arguments ri. The only subtlety in checking this relation is the overall sign
of each term in the left and right hand sides. It is useful to observe that we can order the
edges of w ∗w′ by listing all edges of w first, then all edges of w′. Then the order of the K
factors on the two sides of the equation is the same, the order of the ∂e vector fields in the
denominators is the same, the orientations in the numerators coincide and the reshuffling
of the arguments is accounted for by the  sign.
On the left hand side, the overall position of the second web is removed (convolution
uses the reduced orientation of w′) from the numerator, the position of the insertion vertex
in w is removed from the denominator. As the overall position of the second web is identified
naturally with the position of the insertion vertex, this does not introduce any extra sign.
Now we extend ρ linearly by defining ρ(w + w′) := ρ(w) + ρ(w′). In close analogy to
the previous section we can plug tp ∗ tp = 0 into the relation (4.12) and arrive at the axioms
of an L∞ algebra ρ(t) : TRint → Rint:∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 ρ(tp)[ρ(tp)[S1], S2] = 0 (4.13)
The main difference between this algebra and the web algebra W we encountered before is
that Rint may have a rich subspace of degree 2, which allows us to discuss solutions to the
Maurer-Cartan equation for the L∞ algebra:
Definition: An interior amplitude is an element β ∈ Rint of degree +2 so that if we define
eβ ∈ TRint ⊗Q by
eβ := β +
1
2!
β ⊗ β + 1
3!
β ⊗ β ⊗ β + · · · (4.14)
then
ρ(tp)(e
β) = 0. (4.15)
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Note that any taut summand w in t has 2V (w)−E(w) = 3 and then ρ(w) has degree
−E(w), so evaluated on β⊗V (w) we get an element of degree 3. Thus, (4.15) is a nontrivial
identity consisting of a sum of elements of degree 3.
Definition: A Theory T consists of a set of vacuum data (V, z), a representation of webs
R = ({Rij}, {Kij}) and an interior amplitude β. If we want to talk about Theories with
different data we can write T (V, z,R, β). In the remainder of this section we will assume
we are working within a specific Theory.
An interesting property of the Maurer-Cartan equation (4.15) for an L∞ algebra is
that a solution can be used to “shift the origin” of the algebra. If we define
ρβ(w)[r1, . . . , r`] := ρ(w)[r1, . . . , r`, e
β] (4.16)
then we claim that ρβ(tp) : TR
int → Rint satisfies:∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 ρβ(tp)[ρβ(tp)[S1], S2] = 0. (4.17)
To prove this note that the 2-shuffles of the ordered set S˜ = S ∪ {β, . . . , β} with n copies
of β appended at the right end of S include
(
n
k
)
copies of decompositions of the form
S˜ = (S1 ∪ {β, . . . , β})q (S2 ∪ {β, . . . , β}) (4.18)
with k β’s in the first summand and n− k β’s in the second. 9 Now we multiply the L∞
axiom for ρ(tp) applied to S˜ by
1
n! and sum over n. Thanks to the above remark the sum
can be rearranged to give the left-hand-side of the the L∞ axioms for ρβ(tp) applied to
S. Thus far the argument applies to any element β ∈ Rint. To see what is special about
interior amplitudes note that while we defined ρ(w)[S] = 0 for S = ∅, we have ρβ(w)[∅] 6= 0
in general! Hence, for general β, the term with S1 = ∅ will contribute an extra “source
term” in the identities. However, if β is an interior amplitude then we can drop this term
and just sum over shuffles with S1 6= ∅ to recover the standard L∞ relations.
Remarks:
1. The ρ and T operations are compatible:
ρ(T (w)[w1, · · · ,wn])(r1, · · · , rN ) =
∑
Shn(S)
 ρ(w) [ρ(w1)[S1], ρ(w2)[S2], . . . , ρ(wn)[Sn]]
(4.19)
where S = {r1, · · · , rN}. This equation is clearly analogous to the TT associativity
relation. In a sense, ρ behaves as a representation for the algebraic structure defined
by T , hence our terminology.
9We are being slightly sloppy here about the difference between union and disjoint union. Consider the
initially appended β’s as distinct and only identify them after we apply ρ(tp)[S˜1], etc.
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2. The origin of the term “shift the origin” is from the analogy to string field theory.
Our space Rint is analogous to the space of closed-string fields, and solutions of the
Maurer-Cartan equation are analogous to on-shell backgrounds (at tree level). Now,
there is an identity
ρβ(S, e
β′) = ρ(S, eβ+β
′
) (4.20)
which shifts the origin of the space of string fields.
4.1.1 Isomorphisms Of Theories
It is worth giving a careful definition of an isomorphism between two Theories T (1) and
T (2). First of all, we require that there be a bijection
ϕ : V(1) → V(2) (4.21)
so that the weights are mapped into each other. That is, viewing the vacuum weight as a
map z : V→ C we have
ϕ∗(z(2)) = z(1) (4.22)
It will be convenient to “trivialize” ϕ so that we identify V(1) = V(2) = V. Then ϕ is a
bijection of V with itself. Because we will discuss successive composition of interfaces from
the right it will be convenient to write the action from the right so
i 7→ iϕ (4.23)
and the condition on the weights is
z
(2)
iϕ = z
(1)
i ∀i ∈ V (4.24)
Next, for every distinct pair of vacua (i, j) we have an isomorphism of graded Z-
modules:
ϕij : R
(1)
ij → R(2)iϕ,jϕ (4.25)
such that
(ϕij ⊗ ϕji)∗(K(2)iϕ,jϕ) = K(1)i,j (4.26)
Finally, for any cyclic fan of vacua I we let Iϕ be the image cyclic fan of vacua (it is
cyclic thanks to (4.24)). Then the ϕij induce an isomorphism ϕI : R
(1)
I → R(2)Iϕ and we
require that
ϕI(β
(1)
I ) = β
(2)
Iϕ (4.27)
These three conditions define an isomorphism of Theories.
Remarks:
1. If ϕ(12) : T (1) → T (2) is an isomorphism and ϕ(23) : T (2) → T (3) is another isomor-
phism then ϕ(12)ϕ(23) is an isomorphism T (1) → T (3).
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2. Automorphisms are isomorphisms of a Theory with itself, and these always form a
group. Note that a non-identity automorphism must still induce the identity per-
mutation on V. For, suppose that iϕ 6= i for some i. Then (4.24) implies zi = ziϕ.
But, setting j := iϕ we see that this clashes with the condition on vacuum data
that zij 6= 0 for all i 6= j. The maps ϕij can still be nontrivial so a Theory can still
have a nontrivial automorphism group. In the text we make use of some nontrivial
isomorphisms which are not automorphisms.
4.2 Web Representations And Half-Plane Webs
In Section §5.2 below we will introduce an abstract notion of the Lefschetz thimbles which,
in the context of Landau-Ginzburg theory define special branes in the theory associated to
each of the vacua. (See Section §11 below.) This motivates the following
Definition: Fix a set of vacua V. We define Chan-Paton data to be an assignment i→ Ei
of a graded Z-module to each vacuum i ∈ V. The modules Ei are often referred to as
Chan-Paton factors.
Now fix a half-plane H. If J = {j1, . . . , jn} is a half-plane fan in H then we define
RJ(E) := Ej1 ⊗Rj1,j2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rjn−1,jn ⊗ E∗jn . (4.28)
and the counterpart to (4.5) is
R∂(E) := ⊕JRJ(E) (4.29)
where we sum over all half-plane fans in H.
We are ready to define the web-representation analogue of T (u) defined in (3.32),
namely a map
ρ(u) : TR∂(E)⊗ TRint → TR∂(E) (4.30)
graded symmetric on the second tensor factor. As usual, we define the element
ρ(u)[r∂1 , . . . , r
∂
m; r1, . . . , rn] (4.31)
by contraction. In the equations below we will abbreviate this to ρ(u)[P ;S] where
P = {r∂1 , . . . , r∂m} S = {r1, . . . , rn}. (4.32)
We define ρ(u)[P ;S] to be zero unless the following conditions hold:
• The numbers of interior and boundary vertices of u match the number of arguments
of either type: V∂(u) = m and Vi(u) = n.
• The boundary arguments match in order and type those of the boundary vertices:
r∂a ∈ RJv∂a (u) (Recall these are ordered from left to right in the order described in
(2.19).).
• We can find an order of the interior vertices Vi(u) = {v1, . . . , vn} of u such that they
match the order and type of the interior arguments: ra ∈ RIva (u).
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If the above conditions hold, we will simply contract all internal lines with K and
contract the Chan Paton elements of consecutive pairs of r∂a by the natural pairing Ej⊗E∗j →
Z. We keep track of signs as before, building an orientation for u from the orientation on
R2Vi(u)+V∂(u), denoting the coordinates of interior vertices as xv, yv and boundary vertices
as ya‖ . The edge vector fields ∂e can be built as before, adjusting them so that the boundary
vertices remain on the boundary.
ρ(u)[r∂1 , . . . , r
∂
m; r1, . . . , rn] =
o(u)[∏
e∈E(u) ∂e
]
◦
[∏m
a=1 dy
a
‖
] [∏
v∈Vi(u) dxvdyv
]
[⊗e∈E(u)Ke]
[
m∏
a=1
∂θa
]
◦
[
⊗ma=1θar∂a
]
[⊗na=1ra] (4.33)
The ordering of the products over dya‖ and ∂θa follows that specified in (2.19).
In order for the signs to follow as closely as possible the conventions in T [u], we
introduced m auxiliary degree −1 variables θa, to be contracted with dual ∂θa to get the
final result. The θa produce useful signs as they are brought across the r
∂
a by the Koszul
rule. The use of θar
∂
a mimics the use of reduced orientations in the definition of T . Omitting
the θa auxiliary variables in ρ would have the same effect as replacing∏
a
or(ua)→
∏
a
∂ya‖
∏
a
o(ua) (4.34)
in T , giving rise to somewhat less pleasing sign rules in the various associativity identities.
Figure 25: A typical half-plane web. The signs for the contraction are fixed as explained in the
example.
Example: As an example of how the formalism works consider the half-plane web shown in
Figure 25. This half-plane web is taut and hence has a canonical orientation or(u) oriented
towards larger webs. Therefore or(u) = [dx] = [dy1] = [−dy2]. (Note that the web gets
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larger if we increase x or y1 but smaller if we increase y2.) Now we can take ∂‖ = − ∂∂y1 so
we get o(u) = [dy1dy2]. Similarly, ∂e1 ∧ ∂e2 = − ∂∂y ∧ ∂∂x . Thus, the prefactor on the first
line of (4.33) works out to
o(u)
∂e1 ∧ ∂e2(−dy1)(−dy2)(dxdy)
=
[dy1dy2]
−[dy1dy2] = −1 (4.35)
Now, ρ(u) can only be nonzero on sums of vectors of the form r∂1 ⊗ r∂2 ⊗ r where
r∂1 ∈ Ej1 ⊗RJ1 ⊗ E∗j3 J1 = {j1, j2, j3}
r∂2 ∈ Ej3 ⊗RJ2 ⊗ E∗j4 J2 = {j3, j4}
r ∈ RI I = {j2, j4, j3}
(4.36)
Moreover it suffices to consider monomials of definite degree:
r∂1 = εj1rj1j2rj2j3ε
∗
j3
r∂2 = ε
′
j3rj3j4ε
∗
j4
r = rj2j4rj4j3rj3j2
(4.37)
Therefore
ρ(u)[r∂1 , r
∂
2 ; r] = −Ke1Ke2∂θ1∂θ2(θ1r∂1 )(θ2r∂2 )r
= (−1)1+|r∂1 |Kj2j3Kj3j4r∂1 r∂2 r
(4.38)
From here on, we simply apply the Koszul rule. The net result is
ρ(u)[r∂1 , r
∂
2 ; r] = κεj1 ⊗ rj1j2 ⊗ rj2j4 ⊗ ε∗j4 ∈ Ej1 ⊗RJ∞ ⊗ E∗j4 (4.39)
where J∞ = {j1, j2, j4} and κ is a scalar given by
κ = (−1)s · (ε∗j3(ε′j3)) · (Kj3j4(rj3j4 , rj4j3)) · (Kj2j3(rj2j3 , rj3j2))
s = 1 + |r∂1 |+ |rj2j4 |(|rj4j3 |+ |rj3j2 |) + |rj2j3 |.
(4.40)
With this definition in hand, we can check that ρ behaves just like T as far as convo-
lutions are involved. Since the combinatoric structure is the same as for T , we can focus
on the signs. First, we can look at:
ρ(u ∗w)[P ;S] =
∑
Sh2(S)
S1,S2 ρ(u)[P ; ρ(w)[S1], S2]. (4.41)
The orientations in the numerators appear in the same way on both sides of the equation.
The K factors in ρ(w) on the right hand side are inserted to the right of the θar
∂
a factors in
ρ(u) and need to be brought to the left in order to match the left hand side. This reproduces
the reduced Koszul rule. We also need to bring the ∂e factors in the denominator to the
left of the dya∂ , but this cancels against the sign to bring the K factors to the left of the
∂θa .
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Next, we can look at
ρ(u ∗ u′)[P ;S] =
∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 ρ(u)[P1, ρ(u
′)[P2;S1], P3;S2]. (4.42)
To compare the right hand side to the left hand side, we need to transport the K∂θ block
in ρ(u′), together with the θ in front of it, to the left of the P1 arguments θar∂a in ρ(u). We
also need to transport the arguments ra of S1 to the right of the P3 arguments θar
∂
a . This
reproduces the reduced Koszul rule. All denominator manipulations needed to reorganize
the ∂e and dy
a give signs which cancel out against the identical manipulations on the K
and ∂θa .
Plugging in the usual convolution identities for taut elements, we derive the LA∞
relation for ρ[tH] analogous to (3.38):∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 ρ(tH)[P1, ρ(tH)[P2;S1], P3;S2] +
∑
Sh2(S)
 ρ(tH)[P ; ρ(tp)[S1], S2] = 0. (4.43)
The most important consequence of these identities is that if we are given an interior
amplitude β, we immediately receive an A∞ algebra with operations
ρβ(tH) : TR∂(E)→ R∂(E) (4.44)
defined by
ρβ(tH)[r∂1 , . . . , r
∂
n] := ρ(tH)[r
∂
1 , . . . , r
∂
n; e
β] (4.45)
This is the main object of interest for us. A useful point of view on this derivation is that
because ρ(tp)[e
β] = 0, any convolution of the form u ∗ tp will give zero when inserted into
ρβ: applying the convolution identities to e
β we get
ρ(u ∗ tp)[P, eβ] = ρ(u)[P ; ρ(tp)[eβ], eβ] (4.46)
We are ready for the the half-plane analog of the interior amplitude:
Definition
a.) A boundary amplitude in a Theory T is an element B ∈ R∂(E) of degree +1 which
solves the Maurer-Cartan equations
∞∑
n=1
ρβ(tH)[B⊗n] = 0. (4.47)
b.) A Brane in a Theory T is a pair B = (E ,B) of Chan-Paton data E , together with a
compatible boundary amplitude B. 10
10We will often simply refer to a Brane B by its boundary amplitude B when the Chan-Paton data are
understood.
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We remark that equation (4.47) is a sum of elements of degree 2. Note that we can
also define formally 11
1
1− B =
∞∑
n=0
B⊗n (4.48)
and write the equation as
ρβ(tH)[
1
1− B ] = 0. (4.49)
Remarks:
1. In conformal field theory the term “brane” is often used for conformally invariant
boundary conditions consistent with a given conformal field theory C. These branes
form a category. In our context we think of a boundary amplitude as a bound-
ary condition and indeed in the context of Landau-Ginzburg theories, as described
in Sections §§11-14.7 below, we will see that boundary conditions indeed provide a
boundary amplitude. We will see that, for a fixed Theory T , the boundary ampli-
tudes, or equivalently the different Branes, also form a category.
2. The higher operations
ρβ(tH)[P ;S] := ρ(tH)[P ;S, eβ] (4.50)
still satisfy LA∞ relations. They will not play a further role for us.
3. As for β, we can use B to “shift the origin” in the A∞ algebra. The operations
ρBβ (tH) : TR
∂(E)→ R∂(E) defined by
ρBβ (tH)[r
∂
1 , . . . , r
∂
n] = ρβ(tH)[
1
1− B , r
∂
1 ,
1
1− B . . . ,
1
1− B , r
∂
n,
1
1− B ] (4.51)
again satisfy the A∞-relations if B is a boundary amplitude. The proof is similar
to that of (4.17). We will identify this A∞ algebra in §5.2 with an A∞ algebra of
endomorphisms Hom(B,B) (see (5.17)).
4.3 Web Representations And Strip-Webs
Now we will explore what implications a representation of webs has when combined with
strip webs. Suppose we are given a web representation R = ({Rij},K) and Chan-Paton
factors EL,i and ER,i for the left and right boundaries of the strip. We will denote the fans
for the left boundary as J and the fans for the right boundary as J˜ , with corresponding
spaces RJ(EL) and RJ˜(ER). The direct sum over positive- and negative- half-plane fans
with these Chan-Paton spaces will be denoted as R∂L(EL) and R∂R(ER), respectively.
Definition: We define the space of approximate ground states to be
ELR := ⊕i∈VEL,i ⊗ E∗R,i (4.52)
11The reader is cautioned about a possible notational confusion. Late on, we will introduce an identity
element Id. Given a multilinear function f , the first term in the expansion of some f(X, 1
1−B , Y ) is f(X,Y ),
not f(X, Id, Y )
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and a typical element is denoted by g.
Given a strip web s we plan to define an operation
ρ[s] : TR∂L(EL)⊗ TRint ⊗ ELR ⊗ TR∂R(ER)→ ELR (4.53)
As usual, we take this to be zero unless all the arguments are compatible with the appro-
priate vertices of the strip web and defined by a familiar formula otherwise:
ρ(s)[r∂1 , . . . , r
∂
m; r1, . . . , rn; g; r˜
∂
1 , . . . , r˜
∂
s ] =
o(u)[∏
e∈E(s) ∂e
]
◦
[∏m
a=1 dy
a
‖
] [∏
v∈Vi(s) dxvdyv
] [∏s
a=1 dy˜
a
‖
]
[⊗e∈E(s)Ke]
[
m∏
a=1
∂θa
][
s∏
a=1
∂
θ˜a
]
◦
[
⊗ma=1θar∂a
]
[⊗na=1ra]⊗ g
[
⊗sa=1θ˜ar˜∂a
]
(4.54)
Recall that, reading from left to right the r∂j are inserted on the boundary in order of
decreasing y while the r˜j are inserted in order of increasing time.
Figure 26: Strip webs whose contractions are described in the text.
Example: The contraction associated with the strip-web on the left in Figure 26 maps
Rji(E)⊗ (Ei ⊗ E˜∗i )⊗Rij(E˜)→ Ej ⊗ E˜∗j (4.55)
It operates on a typical primitive tensor via
(vj ⊗ rji ⊗ v∗i )⊗ (v′i ⊗ v˜∗
′
i )⊗ (v˜i ⊗ r˜ij ⊗ v˜∗j ) 7→ ±(v∗i · v′i)(v˜∗
′
i · v˜i)K(rji, r˜ji)vj ⊗ v˜∗j (4.56)
where the superscript ∗ indicates a vector is in E∗ and the sign is determined by the Koszul
rule. Similarly, the strip-web on the right in Figure 26 maps(
Rkj(E)⊗Rji(E)
)
⊗ (Ei ⊗ E˜∗i )⊗Rijk(E˜)→ Ek ⊗ E˜∗k . (4.57)
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It operates on a typical primitive tensor via
(vk ⊗ rkj ⊗ v∗j )⊗ (v′j ⊗ rji ⊗ v∗
′
i )⊗ (vi ⊗ v˜∗i )⊗ (v˜′i ⊗ r˜ij ⊗ r˜jk ⊗ v˜∗k)
7→ ±(v∗j · v′j)(v∗
′
i · vi)(v˜∗i · v˜′i)K(rkj , r˜jk)K(rji, r˜ij)vk ⊗ v˜∗k
(4.58)
where the sign is determined by the Koszul rule.
The full map ρ(s) satisfies the same compatibility relations with convolutions as T (s)◦,
which combined with the convolution identities for the taut elements tell us that ρ(ts)
satisfies the same lengthy algebraic relations as T (ts)◦ , described in Section §3.3.
Now let us select a specific choice of interior amplitude β, together with left and right
boundary amplitudes BL and BR, respectively, and define an operator dLR : ELR → ELR
by the equation
dLR : g 7→ ρ(ts)[ 1
1− BL ; e
β; g;
1
1− BR ]. (4.59)
The ts ◦ ts + · · · = 0 identity (2.40) reduces to the crucial nilpotency
d2LR = 0 (4.60)
essentially because all other terms in the convolution identity give zero when evaluated on
1
1−BL , e
β, and 11−BR . That is, dLR is a differential on the complex ELR.
We believe these considerations amply justify the following
Definition: The complex of ground states associated to a left and right brane in a given
theory is (ELR, dLR). The cohomology of this complex gives us the exact ground states for
this system.
Remarks:
1. When our formalism is applied to physical theories and physical branes the above
definition coincides with the physical notion of groundstates, thus realizing one of
the primary objectives of the introductory section §1.
2. We can define operations
ρβ,R(ts)[P ; g] := ρ(ts)[P ; e
β; g;
1
1− BR ] (4.61)
These endow ELR with the structure of an A∞ left module for ρβ(tL). Similarly,
ρβ(ts)[P ; g;P
′] := ρ(ts)[P ; eβ; g;P ′] (4.62)
defines an A∞ bimodule structure on ELR.
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4.4 On Degrees, Fermion Numbers And R-Symmetry
Throughout this section, and in later sections, we define the Rij as graded vector spaces,
with a Z valued degree which determines the Grassmann parity of objects and allows us
to use the Koszul rule in our manipulations.
The integral grading of objects such as the complex of ground states ELR, the Rint and
R∂ [E ] spaces used in defining the interior and boundary amplitudes should be canonically
well-defined, as these objects are expected to be in correspondence to objects in a physical
theory which have a well-defined, integral grading given by the conserved R-charge.
On the other hand, the individual Rij and Ei spaces are expected to be in correspon-
dence with objects in a physical theory for which the definition of R-charge is possibly not
integral and ambiguous, due to contributions from boundary terms at infinity. Concretely,
the R-charge operators q̂ij and q̂i on Rij and Ei are defined up to a constant shift
q̂ij → q̂ij + fi − fj q̂i → q̂i − fi (4.63)
which leaves the R-charges of ELR, Rint and R∂ [E ] invariant.
When we attempt to associate a web representation to a certain physical theory, we
can always select some choice of fi such that the R-charges are integral, and can be used
to define integral degrees. Such a choice, though, it is not unique, and may break some
symmetry of the theory. Different choices are related by shifts with integral fi.
As changes in degrees affect the Koszul rules, a shift in degree in the Rij will lead
to sign changes in the definition of ρ. Furthermore, it may affect the signs in the MC
equations for interior and boundary amplitudes. In order for our algebraic structures to
behave well under degree shifts, we would like to be able to reabsorb such signs into sign
redefinitions in the ELR, Rint and R∂ [E ] spaces and in the K pairing.
More precisely, we would like to define a new web representation in terms of some
∨Rij isomorphic, perhaps not canonically, to the degree-shifted R
[fi−fj ]
ij , and CP factors
∨Ei isomorphic, perhaps not canonically, to the degree-shifted E [−fi]i such that we have
canonical isomorphisms
ELR ∼= ∨ELR Rint ∼= ∨Rint R∂ [E ] ∼= ∨R∂ [E ] (4.64)
which intertwine between ρ defined by the original representation, and ∨ρ defined by the
new representation and map interior and boundary amplitudes for the original representa-
tion to interior and boundary amplitudes for the new representation.
There is a natural, physical way to find such maps, but the story has an unexpected
twist: in order to relate naturally ρ and ∨ρ, we need to also act with an automorphism of
the web algebra, i.e. a linear map fW : w→ w which commutes with all web convolution
operations. Such a map will not, in general, preserve the taut element and thus will not map
interior amplitudes to interior amplitudes, except in some special cases we will describe
below, unless we generalized the notion of taut element and interior amplitude slightly.
Lets first describe our degree-shift maps. The maps will act as ±1 on each summand
Ei ⊗ E∗i , RI , RJ [E ]. Consider some one-dimensional graded vector spaces Vi of degree fi
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and their duals V ∗i , with a canonical isomorphism V
∗
i ⊗ Vi ∼= Z. Define
∨Rij = Vi ⊗Rij ⊗ V ∗j ∨Ei = Ei ⊗ V ∗i (4.65)
We can focus on Rint and the plane web representation. The same analysis holds for
half-plane and strip web representations. Consider the ∨RI . We can apply the canonical
isomorphism V ∗i ⊗ Vi ∼= Z to relate canonically
∨Ri1···in ∼= Vi1 ⊗Ri1···in ⊗ V ∗i1 (4.66)
We can then define a canonical isomorphism ∨Ri1···in ∼= Ri1···in by Koszul-commuting Vi1
all the way to the right and applying the canonical isomorphism. It is easy to see that
such canonical isomorphism makes a neat commutative diagram with the isomorphisms
Ri1i2···in ∼= Ri2···ini1 and ∨Ri1i2···in ∼= ∨Ri2···ini1 defined in 4.1.
We should define ∨K as well. Of course, ∨Rij ⊗ ∨Rji is canonically isomorphic to
Vi ⊗ Rij ⊗ Rij ⊗ V ∗i . As the degrees of the middle factors add up to 1, there is no sign
to pay to bring Vi all the way to the right and apply the canonical isomorphism again to
Rij ⊗Rij . Thus we can take ∨K to coincide with K up to this canonical isomorphism.
Lets compose ∨ρ with the canonical isomorphisms: we take the arguments ra in RIa ,
map them canonically to elements in ∨RIa and do our contractions with ∨K, which means
we contract the Rij elements with K and the Vi, V
∗
i pairwise according to the same pattern.
Effectively, the only difference between ∨ρ and ρ is the composition of a bunch of
canonical “pair creation” maps Z→ V ∗i ⊗Vi and “annihilation” maps V ∗i ⊗Vi ∼= Z, along a
pattern dictated by the topology of the web. It is easy to see that the chain of contractions
produces a loop for every internal face of the web. Thus ∨ρ and ρ differ by a factor of∏
i∈faces[w](−1)fi .
We can absorb the difference into a linear map
w→ f [w]w ≡
 ∏
i∈faces[w]
(−1)fi
w (4.67)
Thus the web representation transforms canonically under the degree shift combined with
the action of this linear map on the space of webs.
The sign f [w] has a striking property:
f [w1 ∗v w2] = f [w1]f [w2] (4.68)
as convolution does not create new internal faces. Thus the map commutes with all web
algebraic operations. We can call a collections of numbers with such property a cocycle for
the web algebra.
It should be clear that the taut element t is not invariant under twisting by a general
cocycle σ[w]: 12
t→ tσ =
∑
tautw
σ[w]w. (4.69)
12A notable exception is a case of vacuum weights which form a convex polygon: the special cocycles are
trivial because there are no internal faces. Half-plane and strip taut webs may have internal faces bounded
by one of the boundaries of the space, but the extra sign can be reabsorbed in a re-definition of R∂ [E ]. This
will be important in later examples
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On the other hand, the twisted taut element tσ is still nilpotent, and we could extend
our definition of theory by replacing t with tσ in our definition of interior amplitudes, etc.
Although we will suppress this possibility in the remainder of the paper, it is likely relevant
to concrete applications.
Our final statement is that degree shifts fi in the Rij relate canonically a theory
associated to a cocycle σ and a theory associated to a cocycle σf .
Figure 27: In figure (a) we show an extended taut planar web. The contribution of this web to
the equation for an interior amplitude shows that such an (extended) interior amplitude can be
used to define a differential on Rij . Similarly, in figure (b) we show a taut extended half-plane
web. Its contribution to the Maurer-Cartan equation for the corresponding A∞ algebra shows that
a component of the (extended) boundary amplitude defines a differential on Ei.
Figure 28: A bivalent vertex can be added to any leg of any vertex to produce a taut extended
web, as shown here.
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4.5 Representations Of Extended Webs
We can extend the definition of web representations to extended webs. For plane webs, we
have new fans available, with two vacua only, and associated vector spaces
R(ij) = Rij ⊗Rji (4.70)
The interior amplitude includes now a component βij in R(ij). We can use K to “raise an
index” of βij to define a degree 1 map
Qij : Rij → Rij (4.71)
by
Qij(rij) := (1⊗K23)(βij ⊗ rij). (4.72)
where the subscript 23 means that K is contracting the second and third factors in Rij ⊗
Rji ⊗ Rij . The equation satisfied by β implies that Qij is a nilpotent differential, making
Rij into a complex. This is illustrated in Figure 27(a).
13 As the two-valent interior vertex
only appears in taut plane webs with two vertices, the equations for β differ from the
standard case only by terms where some Qij acts on an external ij leg of β. The relevant
kinds of taut webs are illustrated in Figure 28.
For half-plane extended webs, we have a single-vacuum fan available, and associated
vector spaces
Ri(E) := Ei ⊗ E∗i (4.73)
associated to a half-plane “web” consisting of one vertex on the boundary, with no ingoing
lines. When working with extended webs the definition of R∂(E) in (4.29) now reads
R∂(E) = ⊕iEi ⊗ E∗i ⊕⊕zij∈H
(Ei ⊗Rij ⊗ E∗j )⊕ · · · (4.74)
When speaking of elements of R∂(E) we refer to the new summand⊕iEi⊗E∗i in the definition
of R∂(E) as the scalar part. Thus the boundary amplitude includes now a scalar part Qi in
Ri(E). The Maurer-Cartan equation now includes a taut web with two zero-valent vertices
and this contribution requires the scalar part Qi to be a differential on Ei, making the
Chan-Paton factors into a complex. See Figure 27(b). Moreover, the zero-valent boundary
vertices only appear in taut half-plane webs with two vertices, so the equations for Qi +B
differ from the equations for B with unextended webs only by an anti-commutator between
some Qi and B.
It is also interesting to observe that we can define an element Idi as the canonical
identity element in Ri. Then we set
Id := ⊕iIdi . (4.75)
13To give a little more detail: The interior amplitude identity says that K23(βij ⊗ βij) = 0, where again
the subscript 23 indicates which factors the K acts upon. Then, using similar notation, to check Q2ij = 0
we need to verify K23(βij ⊗ K45(βij ⊗ rij)) = 0. Since K23 and K45 act on different spaces and hence
(anti)commute we can first contract K23(βij ⊗ βij) to get zero.
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The Id element behaves as a graded identity for the A∞ algebra ρβ(tH), i.e. ρβ(tH)[Id] = 0,
(since there is no taut web with a single boundary vertex) while, using the conventions of
(4.33),
ρβ(tH)[Id, r] = r ρβ(tH)[r, Id] = (−1)|r|r, (4.76)
while ρβ(tH)[P1, Id, P2] = 0 if both P1, P2 are nonempty (simply because there are no taut
webs of the appropriate kind). This feature alone can make extended webs useful.
For extended strip webs, the new vertices only appear in simple taut (=rigid) webs
consisting of a single zero-valent vertex on either boundary. Thus we should simply add
⊕i∈V [QL,i ⊗ 1 + 1⊗QR,i] (4.77)
to the differential dL,R.
4.6 A Useful Set Of Examples With Cyclic Vacuum Weights
We will now describe an infinite family of non-trivial examples of Theories and Branes
which will be used again in Sections §5.7 and §7.10 to illustrate our formal constructions.
As explained in Section §4.6.4, they are also of physical interest.
Fix a positive integer N and consider the vacuum data
VNϑ : zk = e−iϑ−
2pii
N
k k = 0, · · ·N − 1 (4.78)
For convenience, in this section, we choose a small positive ϑ, so that z0 has the most
positive real part among all vacua, and a small negative imaginary part. The vacua are
a regular sequence of points on the unit circle ordered in the clockwise direction. In
particular they form a regular convex polygon and hence there are no webs with loops. Let
us enumerate the rigid vertices. Note that if i, j, k are three successive vacua in a cyclic fan
then, by our conventions, they label regions in the clockwise order and hence zjk rotates
counterclockwise through an angle less than pi to point in the direction of zij . It follows
that the corresponding vertices zi, zj , zk on the unit circle must be clockwise ordered. From
this we can conclude that the rigid vertices are in one-one correspondence with increasing
(reading left to right) sequences of numbers between 0 and N − 1. In particular, the
trivalent vertices are labeled by triples of vacua with 0 ≤ i < j < k ≤ N − 1.
In what follows we will consider two examples of web representations R. We will
analyze the resulting L∞ MC equation and, for a specific choice of interior amplitude β we
will analyze the A∞ MC equations and Branes in these Theories. While the development
is a purely formal illustration of the mathematical constructions developed above, the two
classes of models are meant to correspond to two physical models, as explained in Section
§4.6.4 below.
4.6.1 The Theories T Nϑ
Our first class of Theories, denoted T Nϑ have web representations such that Rij is one-
dimensional space, with degree (or “fermion number”) 0 or 1:
Rij = Z[1] i < j
Rij = Z i > j (4.79)
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Moreover, we take K to be the natural degree −1 map K : Z[1] ⊗ Z → Z given by multi-
plication. 14
This restriction on the degree has a neat consequence: the degree of RI equals |I| − 1,
where |I| is the number of vacua in the fan I. Thus the interior amplitude, which must have
degree 2, is concentrated on trivalent vertices only. We can therefore label the independent
components of the interior amplitude by βijk ∈ Rij⊗Rjk⊗Rki with i < j < k. To complete
the definition of the theory we must choose a specific interior amplitude. Therefore, let us
examine the L∞ MC equation.
Figure 29: The two terms in the component of the L∞ equations for i < j < k < t.
The only taut webs with only trivalent vertices have four vacua at infinity. For each
increasing sequence of four vacua, i < j < k < t, there are two taut webs corresponding to
the two ways to resolve the 4-valent vertex as shown in Figure 29. Therefore the L∞ MC
equation is a collection of separate equations, one for each such increasing sequence, of the
form
ρ(tp)[βijk, βikt] + ρ(tp)[βijt, βjkt] = Kik ◦ (βijk ⊗ βikt) +Kjt ◦ (βijt ⊗ βjkt) = 0 (4.80)
where Kik is the contraction of the Rik ⊗ Rki factors and so forth. We used the fact that
for a canonically oriented taut web w with two vertices,
∂e ◦ (dx1dy1dx2dy2) = dx1dy2d(y1 − y2) = o(w) (4.81)
to deal with the orientation ratio in ρ. (See Section §4.1 for the definition of ∂e.)
In order to compute the relative signs in the two terms of the MC equation, we re-
member that
βijk ⊗ βikt ∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗Rki ⊗Rik ⊗Rkt ⊗Rti (4.82)
14One could introduce an extra multiplicative factor in the definition of K. Invertibility over the integers
constrains it to be ±1. One could extend it to be a nonzero rational number and tensor the representations
over Q. When counting the ζ-webs of Section §14 it is natural to take the multiplicative factor to be 1.
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and thus Kik has to go through two degree 1 spaces Rij ⊗Rjk to contract Rki⊗Rik, while
βijt ⊗ βjkt ∈ Rij ⊗Rjt ⊗Rti ⊗Rjk ⊗Rkt ⊗Rtj (4.83)
As Rtj has degree 0, we can carry it through the other factors to the right of Rjt, and then
Kjt has to go through a single degree 1 factor Rij in order to contract Rjt⊗Rtj . Therefore,
if we identify now βijk with an integer bijk then the L∞ MC equations becomes the system
of quadratic equations:
bijkbikt − bijtbjkt = 0 i < j < k < t (4.84)
For example, for N = 4 we have a single equation familiar from the conifold. On the
other hand, for large N there are more equations than variables so it is nontrivial to have
solutions at all, let alone integral solutions. 15 Fortunately there is a simple canonical
solution given by bijk = 1 for all i < j < k. This choice of interior amplitude β defines the
Theory we will call T Nϑ .
Next, we can look at half-plane webs and Branes. In general the half-plane taut
element will depend on the relative choice of ϑ and of the slope for the half-plane H. We
have already chosen ϑ to be small and positive and we will now choose H to be the positive
half-plane.
Figure 30: Paths defining positive-half-plane fans for the cyclic weights (4.78). These can be
divided into four types according to whether the vacua in J = {i, . . . , j} are down-type vacua
i, j ∈ [0, N2 ) or up-type vacua i, j ∈ [N2 , N − 1]. (We use the fact that ϑ is small and positive here.)
Reading the paths in the direction of the arrows gives the sequence of vacua encountered reading the
fan in the counterclockwise direction, and this corresponds to reading the vacua in J = {i, . . . , j}
from right to left. Shown here is the case N = 8. The vacua z0, . . . , z3 are lower vacua. The vacua
z4, . . . , z7 are upper vacua. The green path is of type u . . . u. The maroon path is of type u . . . d.
The blue path is of type d . . . u. Finally the purple path is of type d . . . d.
Let us now enumerate the possible positive half-plane fans J = {j1, . . . , js}, where we
recall that reading from left to right we encounter the vacua in the clockwise direction. The
15From the relation to Landau-Ginzburg theory discussed in Section §14 we expect integral solutions.
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presence of the boundary breaks the cyclic symmetry so that when speaking of half-plane
webs and Branes it is very useful to distinguish “upper vacua” or “up vacua” from “lower
vacua” or “down vacua.” The up vacua have positive imaginary part and the down vacua
have negative imaginary part. Thus, the down vacua correspond to i with 0 ≤ i < N2 and
the up vacua correspond to i with N2 ≤ i < N .
In order to enumerate the positive half-plane fans we begin by noting two points:
First, zjp,jp+1 has to have positive real part, and hence Re(zjp) > Re(zjp+1). Second,
zjp,jp+1 must rotate counterclockwise to point in the direction of zjp−1,jp . Now read the list
of vacua counterclockwise, i.e. from bottom to top, and from right to left in J . The vacua
then define a path of points on the unit circle, and the half-plane fans are enumerated
by paths which move to the right so that the successive segments rotate counterclockwise.
One way to classify these paths is the following: Denoting generic up- and down-type
vacua as u or d respectively note that the segments dud or uuu rotate clockwise and
are excluded. Therefore the half-plane fans J must be sequences of the type {u1 · · ·u2},
{u1 · · · d2}, {d1 · · ·u2}, {d1 · · · d2} where in each case the ellipsis · · · , if nonempty, is an
ordered sequence of down-type vacua. An example is shown in Figure 30.
Since our interior amplitude is supported on trivalent vertices, to write the A∞ MC
equations we need only list all the taut half-plane webs with trivalent vertices. This can
be done, with some effort. Indeed, if we associate to each half plane fan the sequence of
edges in the weight plane between the corresponding vacua, then each half-plane web with
non-zero representation can be associated to a triangulation of the polygon defined by the
sequences of edges for half-fans at boundary vertices together with the half-fan at infinity.
Figure 31: The three kinds of taut half-plane webs which can contribute to the A∞-Maurer-Cartan
equation in the examples with cyclic weights.
If the half-plane web does not include intermediate upper vacua in the sequence of
vacua along the boundary, all we can have is a disconnected taut web (Figure 31(a)) or a
web with a single boundary vertex, an edge of which splits at an interior vertex to give a
half-fan at infinity with one extra edge than the half fan at the boundary vertex (Figure
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31(b)) . If the half plane web includes a single intermediate upper vacua, the only relevant
taut half-plane web has two half-fans and a single interior vertex at which the last edge of
one fan and the first of the next fan join to a new semi-infinite line (Figure 31(c)). Webs
with more intermediate upper vacua cannot be taut.
Solving the MC equation is still a rather formidable task, and therefore (with some
later applications in mind), we will constrain the problem further, and impose a simple but
powerful constraint on the degrees assigned to the (nonzero) Chan-Paton factors Ei: we
will choose the degrees to be decreasing as we move clockwise around the lower vacua and
decreasing as we move counterclockwise around the upper vacua. Moreover, we require a
reflection symmetry on the degrees of nonzero Chan-Paton factors. So we take:
deg Ek = n− k 0 ≤ k < N/2
deg EN−k−1 = n− k 0 ≤ k < N/2
(4.85)
for some n. (The integer n is not really needed here but cannot be shifted away in the
related example (4.117) below.)
Figure 32: Three nontrivial components of a boundary amplitude in the cyclic theories. Note
that for small ϑ the slope zN−k,k is nearly vertical, zk,N−k−1 always points downwards, while
zN−k,N−k−1 can point upwards or downwards, depending on k.
The restriction (4.85) strongly constrains which half-plane fans can support a nonzero
boundary amplitude B (since B must have degree 1). It will allow a simple analysis of
the MC equation for a boundary amplitude with such Chan-Paton factors. Suppose we
consider a component Bij ∈ R{i···j}(E). It is useful to look at first at fans which include
two vacua only so Bij ∈ Ei ⊗Rij ⊗ E∗j . If i > j then by (4.79) Rij has degree 0 and hence
the degree of Ei ⊗ E∗j must be 1. The only two possibilities are i = N − k and j = k, with
1 ≤ k < N/2 or i = N − k and j = N − k− 1, with 1 ≤ k < N/2. In both cases i is u-type.
On the other hand, if i < j then by (4.79) Rij has degree 1 and hence the degree of Ei⊗E∗j
must be zero. Then the only possibility is i = k, j = N − k − 1 with 0 ≤ k < N/2. In this
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case i is d-type. It turns out that no half-fans with more than two vacua may contribute
to a degree 1 amplitude. For example, if we consider EN−k ⊗ RN−k,` ⊗ R`,k ⊗ E∗k with
k < ` < N − k then {N − k, `, k} is never a valid half-plane fan. The reason is that the
real part of zN−k,k is sin(ϑ) sin(2pik/N) and is arbitrarily small, and will be smaller than
Re(z`,k) whenever Re(z`,k) > 0. We conclude that the only potentially nonzero components
of a boundary amplitude are of the form:
BN−k,N−k−1 ↔ fk ∈ Hom(EN−k−1, EN−k) 1 ≤ k < N/2
Bk,N−k−1 ↔ gk ∈ Hom(EN−k−1, Ek) 0 ≤ k < N/2
BN−k,k ↔ hk ∈ Hom(Ek, EN−k) 1 ≤ k < N/2
(4.86)
where in the second column we have interpreted the indicated component of B in terms of
linear transformations fk, gk, hk. See Figure 32.
Figure 33: Three nontrivial equations in the A∞ MC equation.
We can now write out the nontrivial components of the A∞ Maurer-Cartan equation
for B. We organize them by the type of the half-plane fan J∞. The uu component arises
from a taut web with a single interior vertex and two boundary vertices as in Figure 31(c).
It takes the form
ρ(tH)[BN−k,N−k−1,BN−k−1,N−k−2;βN−k−2,N−k−1,N−k] = 0 (4.87)
and it tells us that fkfk+1 = 0 in the notation of (4.86).
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In a similar fashion, the dd component takes the form
ρ(tH)[Bk,N−k−1,BN−k−1,k+1;βk,k+1,N−k−1] = 0 (4.88)
and it tells us that if gkhk+1 = 0 in the notation of (4.86) (where k < N/2− 1).
Finally, the udu component involves two kinds of webs: a web with two boundary
vertices only as in Figure 31(a), and a web with a single boundary vertex and a single
interior vertex as in Figure 31(b). Both webs contribute to a term in the MC equation
with a half fan of three vacua, which takes the form N − k, k,N − k − 1. Thus we need to
solve
ρ(tH)[BN−k,k,Bk,N−k−1] + ρ(tH)[BN−k,N−k−1;βk,N−k−1,N−k] = 0 (4.89)
which tells us that fk = hkgk.
Note that the fkfk+1 = 0 constraint follows from the other constraints. Thus the
general solution of the A∞ MC equation subject to the constraint (4.85) is given by a set
of linear transformations {fk, gk, hk} as in (4.86) subject to the two conditions gkhk+1 = 0
and fk = hkgk (for values of k for which this makes sense). These equations are illustrated
in Figure 33.
Let us consider two simple types of solutions. The the first are the “thimbles” Ti
defined by the Chan-Paton factors
E(Ti)j = δijZ (4.90)
with fj = gj = hj = 0. The second kind are the Branes Ck, with 1 ≤ k < N/2. These are
defined by taking Chan-Paton spaces
E(Ck)N−k = Z[1] E(Ck)N−k−1 = Z E(Ck)k = Z (4.91)
with all other Chan-Paton spaces E(Ck)j equal to zero. For the boundary amplitude we
take fk, gk, hk to be be multiplication by 1 (and of course fj , gj , hj vanish for j 6= k) and
hence fj = hjgj and gjhj+1 = 0 for all j is satisfied. The motivation for writing down
these branes is that they are generated from rotational interfaces as described at length in
Section §7.10 below.
In order to look at the strip we need to define some boundary amplitudes and Branes
for the negative half-plane. One convenient way to do this is to use the ZN symmetry of
the model and rotate the half-planes by pi. We can construct a family of cyclic Theories
by simultaneous rotation of all the vacuum weights zi → e−iφzi. As the edges parallel to
zij rotate we continue to associate the same spaces Rij to them, together with the same
interior amplitudes, and thus we obtain a family of Theories. A rotation by a multiple of
2pi/N leaves the set of vacuum weights invariant. Hence there is an isomorphism of the
rotated planar theory with the original theory. However, because of the degree assignments
in equation (4.79) this isomorphism involves an interesting degree shift on the web repre-
sentation. If zi → ω−dzi with ω = exp[2pii/N ] then the isomorphism acts by i → î where
î = (i+ d)modN with 0 ≤ î < N and the rotated web representation Φ∗d(Rij) is related to
the old one by
Φ∗d(Rij) = R
[sij ]
îĵ
(4.92)
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with
[sij ] =

0 i < j & î < ĵ
0 i > j & î > ĵ
+1 i < j & î > ĵ
−1 i > j & î < ĵ
(4.93)
Figure 34: Rotating the theory for N even by pi maps left Branes to right Branes using the above
rule.
In general the rotation takes one half-plane theory to another half-plane theory. If N
is even we can use a rotation by ω−N/2 = −1 to take the positive half-plane theory to the
negative half-plane theory as in Figure 34. Our rule for mapping Chan-Paton spaces will
be that
E˜̂i = E
[si]
i (4.94)
and the degree shifts are chosen so that there is a degree zero isomorphism
Ei ⊗ Φ∗N/2(Rij)⊗ E∗j ∼= E˜̂i ⊗Rîĵ ⊗ E˜∗ĵ (4.95)
and hence the degree-shifts on the Chan-Paton spaces are determined, up to an overall
shift, by
[sij ] = [si]− [sj ]. (4.96)
The general solution to (4.96) is
si =
{
s+ 1 0 ≤ i < N2
s N2 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
(4.97)
for some s. These maps define an isomorphism of theories as in 4.1.1. See also 4.6.3.
In particular, applying this procedure to the Branes Ck produces a collection of Branes
for the right boundary, C˜k, 1 ≤ k < N/2 with
E(C˜k)N−k = Z[s] E(C˜k)k−1 = Z[s−1] E(C˜k)k = Z[s] (4.98)
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and the simplest choice is to take s = 1. In the above we have renamed the Brane Ck
rotated by pi to be C˜N
2
−k. The components of the boundary amplitude of C˜k are obtained
from those of CN/2−k and are ±1.
The strip complex for the Branes Ck and C˜t is non-empty only if k = t or k = t− 1. In
either case, it is a two-dimensional complex, with differential “1”. For example for k = t
we have the complex of approximate ground states
ELR = ⊕iE(Ck)i ⊗ E(C˜k)∗i
∼= Z⊗ Z[−s] ⊕ Z[1] ⊗ Z[−s]
(4.99)
There is only one taut web which contributes to dLR given by the amplitude hk and hence
dLR(m,n) = (0,m). The cohomology is therefore zero: there are no exact ground states
on the strip between Ck and C˜t. In particular, in a physical manifestation of this example,
although there are good approximations to supersymmetric groundstates on the interval
in fact instanton effects break supersymmetry.
4.6.2 The Theories T SU(N)ϑ
There is an interesting, and much richer, variant of the Theories we have described above:
we keep the same weights, but define
Rij = A
[1]
j−i i < j
Rij = AN+j−i i > j (4.100)
where A` is the `-th antisymmetric power of a fundamental representation of SU(N).
16
We will show now how to define an SU(N)-invariant interior amplitude, and thus a family
of Theories T SU(N)ϑ whose algebraic structures will be SU(N) covariant. We choose an
orientation on the fundamental representation A1, or equivalently, a nonzero vector in
AN , denoted by vol . It will also be convenient in some formulae to choose an oriented
orthonormal basis {e1, . . . , eN} and, for multi-indices S = {a1 < a2 < · · · < a`} the
corresponding vector eS = ea1 ∧ ea2 ∧ · · · ∧ ea` . These vectors form an orthonormal basis
for A`.
The fan spaces RI are the product of SU(N) representations whose Young tableaux
have a total of N boxes, and thus contain a unique SU(N) invariant line: Taking the outer
product of the antisymmetric tensors from each of the factors we antisymmetrize on all the
indices.
The pairing Kij : Rij ⊗Rji → Z is uniquely determined by SU(N) invariance to be
Kij(v1 ⊗ v2) = κij v1 ∧ v2
vol
(4.101)
where κij is a nonvanishing normalization factor. For simplicity we will take the κij to be
given by a single factor κ for i < j. Then, by the natural isomorphism Rij⊗Rji ∼= Rji⊗Rij
κji = ±κ with a sign determined by i, j.
16If we want to work over Z or Q we should replace SU(N) with SL(N,Z) or SL(N,Q). We will informally
write SU(N), since this is what appears in the main physical applications.
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Since the degree assignments of (4.100) are the same as those of (4.79) the interior
amplitude only has components on trivalent vertices. We will assume our interior ampli-
tudes are valued in the invariant line in RI and therefore, for i < j < k the amplitude must
be of the form
βijk = bijk
∑
Shijk3
eS1eS2eS3
vol
eS1 ⊗ eS2 ⊗ eS3 (4.102)
where bijk is a scalar, exterior multiplication is understood in the first factor in the sum
on the RHS, and Shijk3 is the set of 3-shuffles of S = {1, . . . , N} such that |S1| = j − i and
|S2| = k − j.
Now let us write the L∞ MC equation. When we compute Kik(βijk⊗βikt) we apply the
contraction to a sum over pairs of 3-shuffles S1qS2qS3 ∈ Shijk3 and S′1qS′2qS′3 ∈ Shikt3 .
In fact, the contraction turns out to be valued in the SU(N) invariant line in R{i,j,k,t}
because the contraction of three epsilon tensors is proportional to an epsilon tensor. In our
notation we have the identity:
eS1eS2eS3
vol
eS′1eS′2eS′3
vol
eS′1eS3
vol
=
{ eS1eS2eS′2eS′3
vol S1 q S2 q S′2 q S′3 ∈ Shijkt4
0 else
(4.103)
where Shijkt4 is a sum over 4-shuffles with lengths j − i, k − j, t − k,N + i − t. Note that
one must be careful to contract Rik ⊗Rki → Z in that order. It therefore follows that
Kik(βijk ⊗ βikt) = κbijkbikt
∑
Shijkt4
eS1eS2eS′2eS′3
vol
eS1 ⊗ eS2 ⊗ eS′2 ⊗ eS′3 (4.104)
A similar result holds for Kjt(βijt ⊗ βjkt), which turns out to be (when considered as
an element of Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗Rkt ⊗Rti)
Kjt(βijt ⊗ βjkt) = −κbijtbjkt
∑
Shijkt4
eS1eS′1eS′2eS3
vol
eS1 ⊗ eS′1 ⊗ eS′2 ⊗ eS3 . (4.105)
The overall minus sign has the same origin as in the second term of (4.84). Therefore the
L∞ MC equations are
bijkbikt − bijtbjkt = 0 i < j < k < t. (4.106)
These are the same equations as before. For general N they are overdetermined, and once
again we take the canonical solution bijk = 1 to define the Theories T SU(N)ϑ .
We can impose the same restrictions on the degree of Chan-Paton factors as in (4.85).
The same reasoning as before implies that we can interpret the possible nonzero components
of the boundary amplitude as linear transformations. We give them the same names as
before, but now equation (4.86) is generalized to give a set of three maps
BN−k,N−k−1 ↔ fk ∈ Hom(EN−k−1, EN−k ⊗AN−1) 1 ≤ k < N/2
Bk,N−k−1 ↔ gk ∈ Hom(EN−k−1, Ek ⊗A[1]N−2k−1) 0 ≤ k < N/2
BN−k,k ↔ hk ∈ Hom(Ek, EN−k ⊗A2k) 1 ≤ k < N/2
(4.107)
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There are two independent MC equations. The first (see the northeast corner of Figure
33) says that
K26K35(1⊗ βk,k+1,N−k−1)gkhk+1 : Ek+1 → EN−k−1 ⊗A2k+2
→ Ek ⊗A[1]N−2k−1 ⊗A2k+2
→ Ek ⊗A[1]N−2k−1 ⊗A2k+2 ⊗A[1]1 ⊗A[1]N−2k−2 ⊗A2k+1
→ Ek ⊗A1
(4.108)
must vanish. Written out in components this means the following. Choose bases {vαk} for
Ek and define matrix elements:
hk(vαk) :=
∑
βN−k,|I|=2k
hβN−k,I|αkvβN−k ⊗ eI
gk(vβN−k−1) :=
∑
γk,|I|=N−2k−1
gγk,I|βN−k−1vγk ⊗ eI
(4.109)
and the MC equation becomes (assuming bk,k+1,N−k−1 6= 0 as is true for the canonical
interior amplitude):
0 =
∑
βN−k−1,I1,I2
εi,I1,I2gγk,I2|βN−k−1hβN−k−1,I1|αk+1 (4.110)
The sum is over all multi-indices I1, I2 with |I1| = 2k+ 2, |I2| = N − 2k− 1. The equation
is meant to hold for all γk, αk+1, and 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The factor εi,I1,I2 ∈ {0,±1} comes from
contracting 3 epsilon tensors. The explicit formula is
εi,I1,I2 :=
(
eieI′2eI′1
vol
)
εI2εI1 (4.111)
where I ′ denotes the complementary multi-index to I in {1, . . . , N} and εI := eI∧eI′vol .
The second MC equation says that the sum of the two diagrams on the bottom of
Figure 33) must vanish. Thus,
hkgk : EN−k−1 → Ek ⊗A[1]N−2k−1
→ EN−k ⊗A2k ⊗A[1]N−2k−1
(4.112)
plus
K24(1⊗ β)fk : EN−k−1 → EN−k ⊗AN−1
→ EN−k ⊗AN−1 ⊗A[1]N−2k−1 ⊗A[1]1 ⊗A2k
→ EN−k ⊗A[1]N−2k−1 ⊗A2k
(4.113)
must vanish. When written out in terms of the matrix elements this means that, for all
vαN−k−1 and all vβN−k and all multi-indices |I1| = N − 2k− 1 and |I2| = 2k we must have
ξI1,I2fβN−2k ,̂i|αN−k−1 =
∑
γk
hβN−k,I2|γkgγk,I1|αN−k−1 (4.114)
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where ξI1,I2 is a constant given by
ξI1,I2 = (−1)n−k+1
(eI1 ∧ ei ∧ eI2
vol
)(ei ∧ êi
vol
)
κbk,N−k−1,N−k (4.115)
This constant is zero unless I1q I2 = î for some i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, and î is the multi-index of
length N − 1 complementary to i.
The last MC equation follows from the first two, as in the T Nϑ theories. fk is a map
fk : EN−k−1 → EN−k ⊗AN−1. We identify AN−1 ∼= A∗1 and then the component of the MC
given by the upper left diagram in Figure 33 becomes a map
[fkfk+1] : EN−k−2 → EN−k ⊗A∗2 (4.116)
obtained by antisymmetrizing the two A∗1 indices to an A∗2 index. The antisymmetrization
is due to the contraction with βN−k−2,N−k−1,N−k. The form of fk determined above in
4.114 shows that [fkfk+1] = 0.
Writing down solutions of these A∞ MC equations is considerably less trivial than in
the T Nϑ theories! It is now natural to impose a requirement of SU(N) invariance on the
boundary amplitude component so that Bi,j is in the invariant subspace of Ei ⊗ Rij ⊗ E∗j .
Equivalently, we require that fk, gk, hk be intertwiners.
Figure 35: The CP factors for the Brane Nn in the T SU(N)ϑ theory, for the case N = 8 and n = 3.
Based on this observation and a certain degree of guesswork using the rotational inter-
faces discussed in Section 7 below, we have found a neat class of Branes Nn for this model:
They are generated from thimbles by using the rotational interfaces. See equation (7.161)
et. seq. below. The Chan-Paton factors of Nn are
E(Nn)k =
{
L
[n−k]
2k+1,n−k+1 0 ≤ k < N/2
L
[n+1−N+k]
1,n+k+1−N
N
2 − 1 < k ≤ N − 1
(4.117)
The superscript indicates the degree in which the complex is concentrated, as usual. Here
L`,m are the representations of SU(N) labelled by an (upside down) L-shaped Young
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diagram with a column of height `, a row of length m and a total of `+m− 1 boxes. They
have dimension
dimL`,m =
(N +m− 1)!
(N − `)!(`− 1)!(m− 1)!
1
`+m− 1 (4.118)
Note that L1,m = Sm, them
th symmetric power ofA1. Note that we also have LN,m+1 ∼= Sm
and L`,1 = A`. For the lower-vacua, moving clockwise the L shrinks in width and gets
taller. For the upper-vacua, the representation is always a symmetric power, and the
Young diagram gets longer as the vacua move clockwise. Note that the two sets of cases in
equation (4.117) overlap for k = (N−1)/2. The upper representation is L[n−(N−1)/2]N,1+n−(N−1)/2 and
the lower one is L
[n−(N−1)/2]
1,n−(N−1)/2 and these are isomorphic. In order for the representations to
make sense the definition requires us to take n sufficiently large. In particular, n ≥ [N2 ]+2
will suffice. We will extend it to all integer n in a later section 7.10.
To define the Brane we must specify the maps
fk :Sn−k → Sn−k+1 ⊗AN−1
gk :Sn−k → L2k+1,n−k+1 ⊗AN−2k−1
hk :L2k+1,n−k+1 → Sn−k+1 ⊗A2k, 0 ≤ k < N/2
(4.119)
such that the MC equations (4.110) and (4.114) are satisfied. It will be convenient to
use the volume form to perform a partial dualization on fk and gk and instead use the
equivalent maps
f̂k : Sn−k ⊗A1 → Sn−k+1
ĝk : Sn−k ⊗A2k+1 → L2k+1,n−k+1
(4.120)
Our choice of Chan Paton factors is such that we have a unique, non-zero SU(N)
invariant line where to choose the maps fk, gk, hk maps. Indeed we note the isomorphism
A` ⊗ Sm ∼= L`+1,m ⊕ L`,m+1 (4.121)
and we choose nonzero intertwiners (projection operators)
Π1`,m : A` ⊗ Sm → L`+1,m
Π2`,m : A` ⊗ Sm → L`,m+1
(4.122)
These projection operators are very easily understood. Given a tensor product of an
antisymmetric and symmetric tensor, ta⊗ ts, we could antisymmetrize one index of ts with
the indices of ta to obtain Π1`,m or we could symmetrize one index of t
a with the indices of
ts to obtain Π2`,m.
Now we can make SU(N)-equivariant maps by declaring:
f̂k := νkΠ
2
1,n−k
ĝk := γkΠ
2
2k+1,n−k
Π1 ◦ hk := ηk1 Π2 ◦ hk = 0
(4.123)
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where νk, γk and ηk are scalars. The map f̂k is particularly easy to write when viewed as
a map Sn−k → Sn−k+1 ⊗A∗1 since it is just given by symmetrization:
fk : Sym(ea1 ⊗ · · · ean−k)→ νk
∑
b
Sym(ea1 ⊗ · · · ean−k ⊗ eb)⊗ eb (4.124)
where {eb} is a dual basis to {ea}. From this viewpoint the [fkfk+1] = 0 follows easily as
we are antisymmetrizing two indices which had been symmetrized. For the [gkhk+1] = 0
equation we note that the composition (given by contracting with the interior amplitude)
is a map L2k+3,n−k → L2k+1,n−k+1 ⊗ A1 but working out the tensor product there is no
nonzero intertwiner, by Schur’s lemma. Finally, fk can be defined in terms of hkgk, and
since the relevant space of intertwiners is one-dimensional it is always possible to choose
νk appropriately given γk and ηk. To be precise
Π22k+1,n−k(fk ⊗ 1) = ηkĝk (4.125)
When the scalars are related in this way the A∞ MC equations are solved.
It is not hard to build a sequence of Branes Nn based on the conjugate representations
Sm, Ln,m. They have Chan-Paton factors
E(Nn)k =
{
L
[−k−n]
N−2k,n+k+1 0 ≤ k < N2
S
[k+1−n−N ]
n+N−k
N
2 ≤ k ≤ N − 1
(4.126)
Finally, we can look at strip complex. We take N even so that we can produce Branes
for the negative half-plane using rotation by 180 degrees, as in the T Nϑ theories. The
rotation exchanges upper and lower vacua and, taking into account the degree shift (4.97)
we produce Branes N˜n:
E(N˜n)k = S[n˜+k+s+1]n˜+k 0 ≤ k ≤
N
2
− 1
E(N˜n)N−k−1 = L[n˜+k+s]N−2k−1,n˜+k 0 ≤ k ≤
N
2
− 1 (4.127)
where n˜ = n− N2 + 1 and s is an arbitrary degree shift.
The complex for the segment with Branes NnL and N˜nR is a somewhat forbidding
direct sum of tensor products of SU(N) representations:(
⊕
N
2
−1
k=0 L
[nL−k]
2k+1,n+1−k ⊗ S[n˜R+k+s+1]n˜R+k
)
⊕
(
⊕
N
2
−1
k=0 S
[nL−k]
nL−k ⊗ L
[n˜R+k+s]
N−2k−1,n˜R+k
)
(4.128)
where the left and right sums come from the lower and upper vacua, respectively. Using
this block form the differential is schematically of the form
⊕
N
2
−1
k=0
(
0 gk ⊗ h˜k
hk ⊗ g˜k 0
)
(4.129)
The techniques explained in Section §7.10 below (see especially equations (7.172) et. seq.)
can probably be used to evaluate the cohomology of (4.128).
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4.6.3 Cyclic Isomorphisms Of The Theories
In Section §4.1.1 we gave a formal definition of an isomorphism of Theories. If we relax the
constraint that ϑ be small and positive we can illustrate that notion with some nontrivial
isomorphisms which will be extremely useful to us in Section §7.10 below.
If we consider the Theories T Nϑ and T Nϑ± 2pi
N
then there are isomorphisms between them.
For example
ϕ± : T Nϑ → T Nϑ± 2pi
N
(4.130)
satisfies
jϕ± = j ∓ 1 mod N (4.131)
The map ϕ+ij : Ri,j → Ri−1,j−1 is a map Z→ Z or Z[1] → Z[1] and consequently has degree
zero, except when i = 0 or j = 0. If i = 0 then
ϕ0,j : R0,j → RN−1,j−1 (4.132)
is a map Z[1] → Z for all j = 1, . . . , N − 1. This necessarily has degree −1. Similarly,
ϕi,0 : Ri,0 → Ri−1,N−1 (4.133)
is a map Z → Z[1] for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1. This necessarily has degree +1. Note that ϕI
has degree zero for a cyclic fan of vacua. It is natural to take ϕij to be multiplication by
1, together with an appropriate degree shift. Since this map preserves cyclic ordering, and
bijk all have the same value, the condition (4.27) is satisfied.
If we consider the Theories T SU(N)ϑ and T SU(N)ϑ± 2pi
N
then there are isomorphisms between
them. Once again
ϕ± : T SU(N)ϑ → T SU(N)ϑ± 2pi
N
(4.134)
satisfies
jϕ± = j ∓ 1 mod N (4.135)
For ϕij , so long as i 6= 0, j 6= 0 we have
ϕij : A
[1]
j−i → A[1]j−i i < j
ϕij : A
[1]
N+j−i → A[1]N+j−i i > j
(4.136)
and for i = 0 or j = 0 the representations are cunningly chosen so that
ϕ0,j : A
[1]
j → Aj j = 1, . . . , N − 1
ϕi,0 : AN−i → A[1]N−i j = 1, . . . , N − 1
(4.137)
Again, it makes sense to take all of these to be the identity map, up to the appropriate
degree shift.
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4.6.4 Relation To Physical Models
We now briefly explain how the above models arise in a physical context. The first class of
examples, T Nϑ , is meant to correspond to the physics of the simple LG model with target
space X = C with Euclidean metric and superpotential
W = ζ
N + 1
N
(
φ− e−iNϑ φ
N+1
N + 1
)
. (4.138)
The prefactor is introduced so that, with the relation zk = ζW k the vacuum weights
coincide with those in (4.78). Indeed the vacua are the critical points of the superpotential
φk = e
iϑ+ 2piik
N . (Here ζ is a phase introduced in Section §11. In those sections we fix a
superpotential and vary ζ.) The S-matrix and soliton spectrum have been worked out in
[23]. All the data agree with the theory T Nϑ .
We refer to Section §11.2 for a general discussion of boundary conditions in LG models.
For now, we can describe the specialization to this simple model. Following Section §11.2.4,
we want Im(ζ−1W )→ +∞ at large |φ| for branes on a boundary of the positive half-plane
and Im(ζ−1W )→ −∞ at large |φ| for branes on a boundary of the negative half-plane. The
sign of Im(ζ−1W ) at large |φ| is governed by that of − sin((N+1) arg φ−Nϑ). Accordingly,
the φ-plane at infinity is subdivided into a sequence of 2N + 2 angular sectors of width
pi
N+1 with boundaries arg φ =
N
N+1ϑ +
2s
2N+2pi, s ∈ Z. Typical boundary conditions are
represented by open curves in the φ plane whose endpoints go to infinity in sectors labeled
by s ∈ Z such that for a boundary of a positive half-plane we have:
Left boundary :
4s− 2
2N + 2
pi +
N
N + 1
ϑ < arg φ <
4s
2N + 2
pi +
N
N + 1
ϑ (4.139)
and for the boundary of a negative half-plane we have:
Right boundary :
4s
2N + 2
pi +
N
N + 1
ϑ < arg φ <
4s+ 2
2N + 2
pi +
N
N + 1
ϑ (4.140)
It is instructive to try to draw the Ck branes in the φ-plane. In Section §7.10 we
construct a family of Branes for the positive half-plane B̂k such that B̂0 is the left Lefshetz
thimble 17 T0 and successive brane are obtained by rotation by
2pi
N in the space-time plane.
It is shown in Section §7.10 that for 2 ≤ k ≤ [N2 ] we have B̂k = C
[1]
k−1. Now equation (4.91)
only defines Ck for k < N/2 so the rotation procedure extends the definition to larger
values of k. It turns out we extend Ck by a sequence of down-vacua thimbles, and C˜k by a
sequence of up-type thimbles. When this is done for the T Nϑ Theory the rotation operation
is periodic and B̂N+1 = B̂0. In order to draw figures of the Branes we should bear in
mind that the Chan-Paton spaces for LG branes are obtained from intersections with the
right Lefshetz thimbles. See equation (13.2) below. Using this one can deduce that the Ck
branes are Lagrangians stretching between sectors labeled s and s+ 1 in (4.139), where s
depends on k.
Let us illustrate the procedure for N = 4. The stability sectors and a basis (for the
relevant relative homology group) of right Lefshetz thimbles is shown in Figure 36. For
17For a definition see Section §11.2.5.
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Figure 36: This figure illustrates the stability sectors in the φ-plane for the T Nϑ Theory for
N = 4 and small positive ϑ. Branes for left boundaries must asymptote to infinity in the red
regions. Branes for right boundaries must asymptote to infinity in the blue regions. These regions
are divided equally by the rays along which Lefshetz thimbles asymptote. The right thimbles are
shown in gold.
Figure 37: A system of elementary Branes for the T Nϑ Theory for N = 4 and small positive ϑ.
The Brane C1 is the Brane B̂[2].
N = 4 the only Ck Brane defined by (4.91) has k = 1, and corresponds to B̂
[−1]
2 . From
the intersection numbers we see that it has the shape of B̂2 in Figure 37. The Brane B̂1
is neither a left thimble, nor a Ck Brane. The Branes B̂3 and B̂4 turn out to be thimbles
in this case. Finally, the Branes are related by 2pi/5 rotations in the φ-plane. There is a
similar picture for Branes C˜k on the right boundary of a negative half-plane obtained by
rotating by pi/10. In particular, C˜1 stretches from arg φ = pi/10 at infinity to arg φ = 5pi/10
at infinity. We conjecture that the obvious generalization of 37 holds for all values of N .
It seems quite likely that the Branes described here are closely related to those studied in
(in the conformal theory) in [69] and in section 6.4 of [74].
One can now go on to consider the local operators between these Branes. This is
worked out in detail for several pairs of Branes in the CNϑ Theories in Section §5.7.
The complex of ground states on a segment is built from a vector space generated
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by intersections between the left and right branes. The intersection number, i.e. the
Witten index of the complex of ground states on the segment, is robust under continuous
deformation thanks to the boundary conditions at infinity. Note that C1, as depicted in
Figure 37 is equivalent to a sum of Lefshetz thimbles Lζ1 +L
ζ
2 +L
ζ
3 while C˜1 is analogously
equivalent to Rζ0 + R
ζ
1 + R
ζ
3. The representation in terms of sums of thimbles gives the
complex (4.99), while the brane C1 shown in Figure 37 and its analogue for C˜1 have zero
intersection. These are consistent because (4.99) has no cohomology.
Using Remark 5 near equation (7.53) we can go on to compute the actual spaces of
BPS states more generally once we know both the space of local operators between Branes,
and how the Branes behave under rotation (in the (x, τ) plane) by pi.
The second class of examples is meant to correspond to the A-model twist of the
affine Toda theory, i.e. the Landau-Ginzburg model whose target space is the subvariety
of X ⊂ (C∗)N defined by
Y1 · · ·YN = q (4.141)
and
W = Y1 + · · ·+ YN (4.142)
In our case q = e−i
N
N−1ϑ. The expected SU(N) global symmetry is not fully manifest in
this LG model. Clearly there is a symmetry by the Weyl group of SU(N), and the N
critical points are permuted by the center of SU(N). The fundamental group of X can
be identified with the root lattice of SU(N) and the solitons have a “winding number” of
log Yi which is independent of i and equal to k/N modulo integers for some k. Thus, the
winding numbers can be identified with the weight lattice of SU(N).
According to [48, 50] the B-model mirror of this A-model is the supersymmetric
CPN−1, with B-twist. This model has manifest SU(N) global symmetry. 18 The study
of this model goes back some time [17][86]. and the solitons of type (i, i + 1) are in the
fundamental representation of SU(N), while those of type (i, i + k) are boundstates of
k fundamental solitons. This justifies nicely our choice of the Rij used in (4.100) above.
The exact S-matrix for the CPN model was written in [60]. The Witten indices µij were
computed in [15, 48].
A nice geometrical interpretation of the Branes should be available in the CPN−1
model in terms of homogeneous vector bundles. We propose that the thimbles may be
identified as
Tj = O(−j) 0 ≤ j < N
2
(4.143)
for the down-vacua, and
TN−j = ΛN−2jTX ⊗O(j −N) N
2
≤ j ≤ N − 1 (4.144)
for the up-vacua. The main justification for this is that the space Q-closed local operators
between these thimbles coincides with the results (5.92)-(5.94) found below using formal
techniques. The branes Nn are obtained from the down-vacua thimbles by rotations, which
18Indeed, the mirror transformation is a T-duality along the (C∗)N isometries.
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can be interpreted as B field shifts, and hence the integer n with the first Chern class on
the bundles.
We should note a few differences between the purely formal presentation of this section
and the physical models. First, in the physical models the fermion number of the ij soliton
sector is 19
fij = { i− j
N
} (4.145)
where, for a real number x, {x} ∈ [0, 1) is the fractional part of x. That is, x = [x] + {x}.
In general, it is possible to add an exact one-form to a conserved fermion number current
JF and thereby define a different consistent fermion number. In the LG model this means
that JF → JF + df , and if the function f has values f(φi) = fi at the critical points
of W then the fermion number
∫
R ∗JF is shifted according to fij → fij − fi + fj . Since
we wish to apply the Koszul rule it is useful to make such a redefinition to get integral
fermion numbers. One choice which achieves this is fi = i/N . In that case we obtain the
fermion number assignments used in (4.79) and (4.100) above. Of course, this still leaves
the ambiguity further integral shifts of fi, but those modifications are dealt with in Section
§4.4 above.
Another difference from the physical models is that we work over Z. We make a
canonical choice of interior amplitude β and it would be very gratifying to know if it
corresponds to that which applies to the physical models.
5. Categories Of Branes
5.1 The Vacuum A∞-Category
In this section we would like to discuss the properties of Branes associated to a Theory T
and a half-plane H. Since we will be comparing branes with different Chan-Paton factors
we should recall the definition of RJ from Section §4.2. We denote by RJ(E) and R∂(E)
the Z-modules built as in (4.28) from some Chan Paton factors Ei and in this section RJ
will denote the “bare space” with trivial CP factors
RJ := Rj1,j2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rjn−1,jn . (5.1)
In defining the morphisms of the vacuum category below we will make use of the space R̂ij
defined as the direct sum of RJ over all half-plane fans of the form J = {i, . . . , j}, that is:
R̂ij := Rij ⊕
(⊕′kRik ⊗Rkj)⊕ (⊕′k1,k2Rik1 ⊗Rk1k2 ⊗Rk2j)⊕ · · · (5.2)
where the prime in the direct sum indicates that we only sum over half-plane fans in H.
20 This allows us to write the A∞-algebra defined by (4.44) as
R∂(E) = ⊕zij∈HEi ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E∗j . (5.3)
19Incidentally, this gives an example where the adiabatic formula for the fermion number, (12.8) below,
which is often used in the literature, is in fact not correct.
20Note that, as opposed to Rij , the expression R̂ij depends on a choice of half-plane H and is only defined
for half of the pairs (i, j). It will also be convenient to define R̂ii = Z, concentrated in degree zero. Care
should be taken when using this notation to distinguish webs from extended webs.
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Until now, we always extended all our maps to give zero whenever some of the ar-
guments cannot be fit together. This is self-consistent, but it hides some structure which
is sometimes useful to make manifest. The natural way to discuss operations which only
make sense (or are only nontrivial) for certain pairs of arguments is to use a categorical
language. In the present case, we need an A∞ category:
Definition: Suppose we are given the data of a Theory T and a half-plane H. The
associated Vacuum A∞-category Vac has as objects the vacua i, j, · · · ∈ V while the space
of morphisms is given by
Hom(j, i) =

R̂ij zij ∈ H
R̂ii = Z i = j
0 i 6= j and zij /∈ H
(5.4)
The A∞-compositions mVac are given by ρβ(tH) (defined as before, but without the con-
tractions of Chan Paton factors). See (5.8) below for a more precise statement.
We should make a number of remarks about this definition
1. Recall that zij ∈ H means that if H is translated so that the origin is on its boundary
then zij is in the translated copy of H.
2. The category depends on the data T and H. We will generally suppress this depen-
dence in the notation but if we wish to stress the dependence or distinguish different
choices of data then we will indicate them in the argument and write some or all of
the data by writing Vac(T ,H) and so forth.
3. Note that we defined Vac with the “bare” RJ . We can “add” Chan-Paton factors to
define a new A∞-category which we will denote as Vac(E) (when T ,H are understood,
and as Vac(T ,H, E) when they are not). The morphism spaces are determined by
replacing R̂ij → Ei ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E∗j in (5.4). To define the A∞-multiplications we tensor
mVac with the obvious contraction operations (E1 ⊗ E∗2 )⊗ (E2 ⊗ E∗3 )→ (E1 ⊗ E∗3 ).
4. Note that Hom(i, i) = Z means the complex concentrated in degree zero, consisting
of scalar multiples of the graded identity element Idi. The definition fits in well with
(5.8) if we use extended webs. Recall that the A∞-multiplications involving Idi are
defined near (4.76).
5. There are three interlocking conventions for composition of morphisms, which we will
now spell out somewhat pedantically. First, one can compose morphisms successively
on the left or on the right. Second, one can read an equation from left to right, or
vice versa. Third, the time ordering implicit in successive operations might or might
not agree with the geometrical time ordering of increasing y in the (x, y) plane. In
equation (5.4), Hom(j, i) refers to the set of arrows which go from object j to object
i. It is useful to define
Hop(i, j) := Hom(j, i) (5.5)
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where Hop is an abbreviation for Homopp. Equations with Hop should generally be
read from right to left. Including the Chan-Paton factors we define Hom-spaces by
using
HopE(i, j) := Ei ⊗Hop(i, j)⊗ E∗j (5.6)
so that the A∞-multiplications
HopE(i0, i1)⊗HopE(i1, i2)⊗ · · · ⊗HopE(in−1, in)→ HopE(i0, in) (5.7)
are computed from
ρβ(tH)(r1, . . . , rn) ∈ HopE(i0, in) (5.8)
with rs ∈ HopE(is−1, is). Successive morphisms are composed on the left and the
successive composition of arrows should be read from right to left. Now, if H is the
positive half-plane x ≥ x0 with boundary on the left then this successive composition
of morphisms can be visualized as taking place forward in “time” y. However, by
the same token, if H is the negative half-plane x ≤ x0 with boundary on the right
then successive composition on the left and reading from right to left corresponds to
going backwards in time y. This leads to some awkwardness when we discuss web
representations and categories associated to strips and interfaces, since these involves
both positive and negative half-plane webs. (Of course, for the negative half-plane,
reading the composition of morphisms from left to right corresponds to going forward
in time, but reversing the time ordering corresponds to composition of morphisms
in the opposite category. ) We will adopt the convention that successive operations
on ELR of (4.52) act on the left and correspond to transitions forward in time. This
makes ELR an R∂L⊗(R∂R)opp A∞-module. (That is, an R∂L−R∂R bimodule.) Similarly,
i→ EL,i⊗E∗R,i defines a Vac(EL)×Vac(ER)opp module of A∞-categories, in the sense
of Definition 8.14 of [5].
Examples
1. Consider the top left taut positive half-plane web in Figure 15. Choose arbitrary
elements r1 ∈ R̂ij and r2 ∈ R̂jk. In this case the composition mVac(r1, r2) is simply
r1 ⊗ r2 ∈ R̂ik.
2. Now consider the bottom left taut web in Figure 15. This taut web leads to a
contribution to mVac2 which we can illustrate as follows. If r1 ∈ Ri1,j and r2 ∈ Rj,in
then the contribution of this web to
mVac2 (r1, r2) ∈ Hop(i1, in) = R̂i1,in (5.9)
is computed as follows. The interior vertex has a cyclic fan of vacua
I = {in, j, i1, i2, . . . , in−1}. (5.10)
Let βI be the component of β in RI for this cyclic fan. Then we consider
K14K23(r1 ⊗ r2 ⊗ βI) (5.11)
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where K23 contracts Rj,in ⊗ Rin,j → Z and then K14 contracts Ri1j ⊗ Rj,i1 → Z
leaving behind an element of
Ri1,i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Rin−1,in ⊂ R̂i1,in (5.12)
3. Similarly, the two taut webs on the right in Figure 15 contribute to m1. The first at
order β with one contraction of K and the second at order β2 with three contractions
of K.
5.2 Branes And The Brane Category Br
We are now ready to define an A∞ category of branes Br, associated to a given choice of
Theory T and half-plane H. The objects of Br are Branes, i.e. pairs B = (E ,B) of some
choice of Chan Paton data E together with a compatible boundary amplitude B. Recall
that a boundary amplitude B is a degree one element
B ∈ ⊕i,j∈VEi ⊗Hop(i, j)⊗ E∗j (5.13)
which satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation in Vac(E):
∞∑
n=1
ρβ(tH)(B, . . . ,B︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
) = 0. (5.14)
The space of morphisms from B2 = (E2,B2), a Brane in Vac(E2) to B1 = (E1,B1), a
Brane in Vac(E1) is defined to be
Hop(B1,B2) := ⊕i,j∈VE1i ⊗Hop(i, j)⊗ (E2j )∗. (5.15)
In order to define the composition of morphisms
δ1 ∈ Hop(B0,B1), δ2 ∈ Hop(B1,B2), . . . , δn ∈ Hop(Bn−1,Bn) (5.16)
It is useful to observe that the boundary amplitude B of a Brane B is, thanks to the
definition (5.15), a morphism in Hop(B,B). With this in mind it makes sense to define
the multiplication operations in Br using the formula
Mn(δ1, . . . , δn) := m
(
1
1− B0 , δ1,
1
1− B1 , δ2, . . . , δn,
1
1− Bn
)
. (5.17)
where m is the tensor product of mVac with the natural contraction on CP spaces. Note
that Mn(δ1, . . . , δn) ∈ Hop(B0,Bn).
After some work (making repeated use of the fact that the Ba solve the Maurer-
Cartan equation) one can show that the Mn satisfy the A∞-relations and hence Br is an
A∞-category. Although this is well-known we provide a simple proof in Appendix B, below
equation (B.4).
Remarks:
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1. As in our notation for Vac, the A∞-category Br implicitly depends on the Theory
T (V, z,R, β), as well as the half-plane H. When we wish to stress this dependence we
will write these as arguments. Note that Br(T ,H) does not depend on any specific
choice of Chan-Paton spaces E .
2. We should note that the passage from Vac to Br is quite standard in the theory
of homotopical algebra where a Brane is known as a “twisted complex.” See, for
examples, Section 3l, p.43 of [81] or Definition 8.16, p.614 of [5]. Our category Br
would be denoted Tw(Vac) in the mathematics literature.
3. It will be useful to extend the Brane category to include the extended webs of Sections
2.44.5. If we use extended webs then the extended web representations (4.74) mean
that the morphisms now have a “scalar part” Qi with Q
2
i = 0. Now we define the
morphism spaces to be
Hop(B′,B) =
(⊕iE ′i ⊗ E∗i )⊕ (⊕zij∈HE ′i ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E∗j ) (5.18)
and we again refer to the component in ⊕iE ′i⊗E∗i as the “scalar part.” The scalar part
of δ ∈ Hop(B′,B) is just a collection of linear maps fi : E(B)i → E(B′)i. Those maps
can be composed or applied to (5.15) and hence we can define the multiplications
(5.17) by using the extended webs in the taut element tH in the definition (5.8) of
mVac. We will generally work with this extended Brane category.
4. The category of vacua is naturally a full subcategory of the category of Branes: each
vacuum i maps to “thimble Branes” Ti (also called simply “thimbles”). The reason
for the name is explained in §11.2.5. The Chan-Paton spaces of Ti are defined by
E(Ti)j = δjiZ, in degree zero. It follows that Hop(Ti,Tj) = Hop(i, j). Moreover, the
boundary amplitude Bi of Ti is taken to be zero (even if we used extended webs).
Thus the insertion of 11−Ti in (5.17) has no effect on the contractions and hence
Mn = m
Vac
n on chains of morphisms between thimbles.
5. The thimbles form an “exceptional collection,” from which all other branes, by def-
inition, arise as twisted complexes. Other exceptional collections will exist in Br,
especially the ones obtained from mutations of the thimble collection. We will dis-
cuss these mutations briefly in Section §7.8 below.
6. Finally, we note that M21 = 0 and hence each space of morphisms Hop(B1,B2) is a
chain complex. In the physical applications the cohomology of the differential M1 on
this complex is interpreted as BRST-invariant local operators which can be inserted
at the boundary of the half-plane H and change the boundary conditions. See the
end of Section §7.4.1, Remark 5 for further discussion.
5.3 Homotopy Equivalence Of Branes
Working in the framework of the extended Brane category we can define a notion of ho-
motopy equivalence which will be extremely useful in Sections §6-8.
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Because δ → M1(δ) for δ ∈ Hop(B′,B) is a differential we can consider M1-exact
and M1-closed morphisms. The composition M2 is compatible with M1. We can use M1
and M2 to define useful notions such as homotopy and homotopy equivalence, treating the
branes as an analogue of a chain complex.
We define two M1-closed morphisms δ1,2 to be homotopic if they differ by an M1-exact
morphism, i.e.
δ1 ∼ δ2 ←→ δ1 − δ2 = M1(δ3) (5.19)
for some δ3. Similarly, we define two branes B and B
′ to be homotopy equivalent, denoted,
B ∼ B′, (5.20)
if there are two M1-closed morphisms δ : B → B′ and δ′ : B′ → B which are inverses up
to homotopy. That is:
M2(δ, δ
′) ∼ Id M2(δ′, δ) ∼ Id. (5.21)
Recall that Id is the graded identity defined in (4.75). 21
If we have two morphisms δ1 and δ2 in Hop(B
′,B) and Hop(B′′,B′), respectively, with
scalar parts given by collections of maps f1,i and f2,i, the scalar part of the composition
M2(δ1, δ2) is simply given by the composition of the scalar parts f2,if1,i. Similarly, if the
scalar parts of the boundary amplitudes of B′ and B are Qi and Q′i, respectively, and the
scalar part of a morphism δ : B→ B′ is fi, then the scalar part of M1(δ) is
Q′ifi ± fiQi (5.22)
Thus the scalar part of an M1-closed morphism is a collection of chain maps between the
Chan Paton factors, homotopic morphisms have homotopic scalar parts and homotopy
equivalent branes have homotopy equivalent Chan Paton factors.
The following will prove to be a very useful criterion for homotopy equivalence between
branes B1 and B2 in our discussions in Sections §§6,7,8. (See, for examples equation (6.65)
and the discussion at the end of Section §7.4.1.) We consider the special case where the
two Branes have the same Chan-Paton data: E(B1) = E(B2), and where the homotopy
equivalence can be written as a morphism of the form Id + , where  is a degree zero
element in Hop(B2,B1) with no scalar part. Note that Id ∈ Hop(B2,B1) makes sense
because the Chan-Paton factors are assumed to be the same. If we require such a morphism
between two branes B1 and B2 to be M1-closed, we find the relation:
M1(Id + ) := ρβ(tH)[
1
1− B2 , Id + ,
1
1− B1 ]
= ρβ(tH)[B2, Id] + ρβ(tH)[Id,B1] + ρβ(tH)[ 1
1− B2 , ,
1
1− B1 ]
= B1 − B2 + ρβ(tH)[ 1
1− B2 , ,
1
1− B1 ] = 0,
(5.23)
21Physically, δ and δ′ correspond to boundary-changing local operators whose OPE is the identity operator
up to exact boundary operators. Homotopy equivalent branes essentially represent the same D-brane in a
topologically twisted physical model.
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where in the last line we used the condition that B2 has degree one and the third term
refers to unextended webs. Recall that we can regard B1 and B2 to be themselves elements
of Hop(B2,B1), so the equation (5.23) makes sense.
We must also guarantee the invertibility up to homotopy (5.21) of Id + . This is
actually automatic in our setup. Indeed, we can solve M2(Id + , Id− ′) = Id recursively
by
′ = −M2(, ′) (5.24)
The recursion will stabilize after a finite number of iterations thanks to the finiteness
properties of the webs involved in M2. As M2 is associative up to homotopy, Id− ′ is also
a left inverse up to homotopy. More generally, if we consider a morphism f +  with scalar
part f and g is an inverse of f up to homotopy then we can find ′ so that g − ′ is an
inverse of f + , up to homotopy.
For examples of homotopy equivalent pair of branes, see Sections §7.6 and §7.10.
In all the constructions of homotopy equivalences in the rest of the paper, we will
actually produce both morphisms Id+, Id−′ explicitly and will not rely on these finiteness
properties to argue for the existence of the inverse. Aside from being philosophically more
satisfying, this will be useful because we can then extend the results to cases of interest
with an infinite number of vacua (such as those relevant to knot homology and the 2d/4d
wall-crossing-formula).
5.4 Brane Categories And The Strip
Given a Theory T we can associate two A∞-categories to the strip geometry [x`, xr]×R. We
have the category of Branes BrL associated to the left boundary, controlled by the operation
ρβ(tL) and the category of Branes BrR associated to the right boundary, controlled by the
operation ρβ(tR).
Our strip bimodule operation ρβ(ts) defined in (4.62) above can be given several dif-
ferent useful interpretations. We will use the concept of a “module for an A∞-category”
as defined in 8.14 of [5]. In general if A is an A∞-category with objects xα then a (left)
module over A consists of a choice of graded Z-module M(xα) for each object together
with a collection of maps
mMn : Hop(x0, x1)⊗ · · · ⊗Hop(xn−1, xn)⊗M(xn)→M(x0) (5.25)
which are defined for n ≥ 1, are of degree 2 − n, and satisfy the categorical analog of the
identities (3.52). As usual, a bimodule for a pair of A∞-categories (A,B) is a module for
the A∞-category A× Bopp.
Our first interpretation is that ρβ(ts) can be used to define a bimodule for the pair of
vacuum categories (VacL,VacR). The objects of VacL × VacoppR are pairs of vacua (i, j)
and we take M(i, j) = δi,jZ, with Z in degree zero.
As a second interpretation, we can define a bimodule for the pair of Brane categories
(BrL,BrR). The objects of BrL ×BroppR are pairs of Branes and now we take
M(BL,BR) := ELR = ⊕i∈VEL,i ⊗ E∗R,i (5.26)
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To define the module maps (5.25) in this case we take
mM(δ1, . . . , δn; g; δ′1, . . . , δ
′
n′) :=
ρβ(ts)
(
1
1− BL,0 , δ1, . . . , δn,
1
1− BL,n ; g;
1
1− BR,0 , δ
′
1, . . . , δ
′
n′ ,
1
1− BR,n′
)
.
(5.27)
where
δ1 ∈ Hop(BL,0,BL,1), . . . , δn ∈ Hop(BL,n−1,BL,n) (5.28)
δ′1 ∈ Hop(BR,0,BR,1), . . . , δn′ ∈ Hop(BR,n′−1,BR,n′). (5.29)
The maps δ1 → mM(δ1; · ; · ) and δ′1 → mM( · ; · ; δ′1) are particularly interesting for
us. Indeed, we have
mM (M1(δ1); · ; · ) = ±dLRmM(δ1; · ; · )±mM(δ1; · ; · )dLR (5.30)
and a similar equation for d( · ; · ;M1(δ′1)).
Thus M1-closed morphisms map to chain maps for the chain complexes of approximate
ground states (ELR, dLR), homotopic morphisms map to homotopic chain maps and homo-
topy equivalent Branes give rise to homotopy equivalent chain complexes. In particular,
homotopy equivalent Branes have isomorphic spaces of exact ground states on the segment.
This is a special case of a general principle: homotopy equivalent Branes are the “same”
Brane for most purposes.
We can also use these constructions to interpret the right-Branes as elements of a
standard category along the following lines. Given a right Brane BR we can define a
module for the A∞-category VacL by the assignment
M(i) = E∗i (5.31)
Then the module maps (5.25) are just
r1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ rn ⊗ g → ρβ(ts)[r1, . . . , rn; g; 1
1− BR ] (5.32)
which thus defines a family (parametrized by BR) of A∞ modules for VacL with i→ E∗i .
Notice that in this formula we have Chan-Paton factors on the right boundary argu-
ments, but not the left boundary arguments. The data (5.32) defines a set of maps
R̂i0,i1 ⊗ R̂i1,i2 · · · R̂in−1,in → E∗R,i0 ⊗ ER,in . (5.33)
This observation suggests the following definition of a mapping category : 22 The objects
will be sets of Chan-Paton data E = {Ei}i∈V and the morphisms Hop(E , E ′) will be the set
of collections of linear maps
R̂i0,i1 ⊗ R̂i1,i2 · · · R̂in−1,in → (E ′i0)∗ ⊗ Ein . (5.34)
22The term “mapping category” is nonstandard. It appears to be closely related to the notion of a Koszul
dual to an A∞-category. See, for example, [68].
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The difference between the collection of maps (5.25) and the collection of maps of the
form (5.34) defining a generic morphism in the mapping category is that the latter need
not satisfy the A∞-relations. Let us denote a collection of such linear maps by m and the
value on a monomial of the form P = r̂i0,i1 ⊗ r̂i1,i2 · · · r̂in−1,in by m[P ]. Two morphisms
m1 ∈ Hop(E , E ′) and m2 ∈ Hop(E ′, E ′′) are composed as
(m1 ◦m2) [P ] =
∑
Pa2(P )
m1[P1]m2[P2] (5.35)
where on the right-hand-side we contract the spaces (E ′i)⊗ (E ′j)∗ in the natural way. This
composition is associative, thus making the mapping category an ordinary category.
There is also a differential on the morphism spaces of the mapping category given by
dm[P ] =
∑
Pa3(P )
m[P1,m
VacL [P2], P3]. (5.36)
It is compatible with the composition. Collections of maps annihilated by the differential
make the assignment i→ Ei into an A∞-module for VacL.
Now, as noted above, for every Brane BR ∈ BrR we can define an object in the mapping
category, namely the Chan-Paton data of the Brane for the negative half-plane. Moreover,
if we regard the mapping category as a very degenerate version of an A∞-category then we
can define an A∞-functor from Br
opp
R to the mapping category. The image of morphisms
δ1, · · · δm is the collection of maps
m[r1, . . . , rn] = ρβ(ts)[r1, . . . , rn; ·; 1
1− BR,0 , δ1, . . . , δm,
1
1− BR,m ] (5.37)
The usual convolution identity for strip webs gives the functor property.
This allows us to identify the right Branes as elements of a standard category, if needed.
5.5 Categorification Of 2d BPS Degeneracies
There is a very nice way to define the complexes R̂ij using matrices of chain complexes.
Suppose there are N vacua so we can identify V = {1, . . . , N}. Introduce the elementary
N ×N matrices eij with a 1 in the ith row, jth column and zero elsewhere. Then we can
define R̂ij from the formal product
Z · 1 +⊕zij∈HR̂ijeij =
⊗
zij∈H
(Z · 1 +Rijeij) (5.38)
where 1 is the N × N unit matrix and in the tensor product we order the factors left to
right by the clockwise order of the argument of zij . Phase-ordered products of this kind
involving operators, rather than complexes, have appeared in the work of Cecotti and Vafa
[15] and in the work of Kontsevich and Soibelman [61, 62] on wall-crossing. 23 Our work
here can be considered as a “categorification” of the wall-crossing formulae. This will be
discussed further in the sections on wall-crossing §7.7 and §8.
23Of course, such phase ordered products have also appeared in many previous works on Stokes data.
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In the physical context one finds that Rij are complexes of approximate groundstates
and the Witten indices
µij := TrRij (−1)F (5.39)
are known as the (two-dimensional) BPS degeneracies. With F denote the integer fermion
number, coinciding with the integer degree we defined on Rij .
They were extensively studied in [23, 15]. Since fermion number behaves well under
tensor product we can take a trace (on the web representations) of (5.38) to obtain
1 +⊕zij∈Hµ̂ijeij =
⊗
zij∈H
(1 + µijeij). (5.40)
where
µ̂ij := TrR̂ij (−1)
F . (5.41)
The Cecotti-Vafa-Kontsevich-Soibelman wall-crossing formula states that certain contin-
uous deformations of Theories lead to jumps in the BPS degeneracies µij while the µ̂ij
remain constant. In Section §8 we will discuss the categorified version of that statement.
Remark: In LG theories, µ̂ij can be computed by intersecting infinitesimally rotated
Lefschetz thimbles [15][48]. See Section §7.9 for a categorized version of that statement.
5.6 Continuous Deformations
In this section we elaborate a bit on the meaning of equation. (5.23) (repeated here)
B′ − B + ρβ(tI)[ 1
1− B′ ; (s);
1
1− B ] = 0 (5.42)
This material will not be used later and the reader should feel free to skip it.
If we are given a brane B and some degree zero morphism  with no scalar part we
can solve the constraint recursively to find some new B′. It is interesting to verify that the
result of such recursion is indeed a boundary amplitude: we can compute
ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ] =ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B ] + ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ;B
′ − B; 1
1− B ] =
= −ρβ(tI)[ 1
1− B′ ; ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ; ;
1
1− B ];
1
1− B ] =
= ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ; ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ];
1
1− B′ ; ;
1
1− B ]+
+ ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B′ ; ;
1
1− Bρβ(tI)[
1
1− B ],
1
1− B ] (5.43)
This relation proves recursively that ρβ(tI)[ 11−B′ ] = 0.
If we have a continuous family (s), the corresponding family of branes B(s) is the
exponentiation of an exact deformation. Start from
B˙(s) + ρβ(tI)[ 1
1− B(s) ; B˙(s);
1
1− B(s) ; (s);
1
1− B ] + ρβ(tI)[
1
1− B(s) ; ˙(s);
1
1− B ] = 0
(5.44)
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This equation is solved by B˙(s) = −ρβ(tI)[ 11−B(s) ; ˙(s); 11−B(s) ]. We can exclude other
solutions recursively, by writing B˙(s) = r − ρβ(tI)[ 11−B(s) ; ˙(s); 11−B(s) ] and plugging into
the second term in the equation. Conversely, the exponentiation of an exact deformation
is a family of isomorphisms. Of course, the notion of isomorphism is sensible even when
boundary amplitudes were defined, say, on Z.
5.7 Vacuum And Brane Categories For The Theories T Nϑ And T SU(N)ϑ
As an illustration of the above definitions we comment on Vac and Br for the Theories
T Nϑ and T SU(N)ϑ described in Section 4.6. Again, we will work with very small, positive ϑ.
Let us consider first the morphism spaces Hop(i, j) of Vac, for either theory. In
principle these could be worked out from equation (5.38), but it is easier to enumerate
the half-plane fans and work out the complexes in special cases. These divide into 4 cases
because (for small positive ϑ) there are four distinct kinds of half-plane fans as enumerated
below Figure 30. Recall these depend on whether i, j are upper or lower vacua, determined
by the sign of the imaginary parts of zi and zj . Of course we always have Hop(i, i) = R̂ii = Z
in degree zero. On the other hand, when i 6= j we have:
1. {d . . . d}. If both i and j are lower vacua, then Hop(i, j) is non-empty only if i ≤ j. If
i < j the possible half-plane fans J between i and j can be enumerated by all strictly
increasing sequences of integers beginning with i and ending with j. The phase ϑij
of zij is given very nearly (for ϑ→ 0+) by tan(ϑij) = cot(pi i+jN ) so the product (5.38)
simplifies considerably and we may write
Z · 1 +⊕0≤i<j<N
2
R̂ijeij =
⊗
0≤i<j<N
2
(Z · 1 +Rijeij) (5.45)
where the product on the RHS is ordered left to right by increasing values of i + j
(since we also have i < j the product is then well-defined). In terms of R̂ij we have
Hop(i, j) =
{
R̂ij 0 ≤ i ≤ j < N2
0 0 ≤ j < i < N2
(5.46)
2. {u . . . d}. Similarly, if i = N − k is an upper vacuum, so 1 ≤ k ≤ N2 and 0 ≤ j < N2
is a lower vacuum then
Hop(N − k, j) =
{
0 0 ≤ j < k
R̂N−k,j k ≤ j < N2
(5.47)
where for k ≤ j we have
R̂N−k,j = ⊕j`=kRN−k,` ⊗ R̂`,j (5.48)
3. {d . . . u}. Now if i is a lower vacuum and j = N − k is upper then
Hop(i,N − k) =
{
0 k ≤ i < N2
R̂i,N−k 0 ≤ i < k
(5.49)
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where for i < k
R̂i,N−k := ⊕k−1`=i R̂i,` ⊗R`,N−k (5.50)
4. {u . . . u}. We label a pair of up vacua by (N − k,N − t) with 1 ≤ k, t ≤ N2 . Then
Hop(N − k,N − t) =

0 t < k
Z t = k
R̂N−k,N−t k ≤ ` ≤ s ≤ t− 1
(5.51)
where for k ≤ t− 1:
R̂N−k,N−t := RN−k,N−t ⊕⊕k≤`≤s≤t−1RN−k,` ⊗ R̂`,s ⊗Rs,N−t. (5.52)
Now let us describe the multiplication operations on Vac, again for both theories.
Since the only taut webs which contribute to ρβ have one or two boundary vertices the
A∞-category Vac is in fact just a differential graded algebra. The differential m1 arises
from Figure 31(b). The multiplication m2 arises from Figures 31(a) and 31(c). In 31(a)
J1, J2 share a common d-type vacuum. In Figure 31(c) the intermediate vacuum is an
up-type vacuum, js ∈ [N2 , N − 1].
Now let us specialize the discussion to Vac(T Nϑ ). In this case the spaces Rij are very
simple and given by (4.79). The key spaces R̂ij for a pair of down vacua with i < j is -
as we have said above - a sum over all increasing sequences of integers beginning with i
and ending with j. Each sequence contributes a summand RJ ∼= Z[|J |−1] to R̂ij . Denoting
generators of Hop(i, j) by eJ , where J is a positive half-plane fan, m1(eJ) is a signed sum
of generators obtained by inserting a down-type vacuum into J in all possible ways. For
example, if J = {d1, . . . , ds} with 0 ≤ d1 < ds < N2 then
m1(ed1···ds) =
s−1∑
n=1
dn+1−1∑
d=dn+1
(−1)n−1ed1···dnddn+1···ds (5.53)
The sign is determined by the usual patient commutation of Kdndn+1 through the first
(n − 1) Rij factors in RJ ⊗ Rdnd ⊗ Rddn+1 ⊗ Rdn+1dn . Note that Rdn+1dn has degree zero
and can be brought from the far right into the relevant place in the product to effect the
contraction by K in the definition of ρβ. It is easy to check that m1 is nilpotent. Similar
formulae hold for the other three types of half-plane fans J : The operation m1 is a signed
sum of all fans where we insert one extra down vacuum.
Now consider the multiplication of eJ1 and eJ2 with
J1 = {j1, . . . , js−1, js} J2 = {js, js+1, . . . , jn} (5.54)
If the intermediate vacuum is down-type 0 ≤ js < N2 then
m2(eJ1 , eJ2) = eJ1∗J2 (5.55)
with
J1 ∗ J2 := {j1. . . . , js−1, js, js+1, . . . , jn} (5.56)
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If the intermediate vacuum js is an up-type vacuum, js ∈ [N2 , N − 1] then
ρ(tH)(eJ1 , eJ2) = Kjs,js−1Kjs,js+1(eJ1 ⊗ eJ2 ⊗ βjs−1,js,js+1) = eJ1∧J2 (5.57)
with
J1 ∧ J2 := {j1. . . . , js−1, js+1, . . . , jn}. (5.58)
Next let us turn to the Brane category Br(T Nϑ ). We will limit ourselves to the descrip-
tion of some of the Hom-spaces and their cohomology using the differential M1. As noted
above, the M1 cohomology will have the physical interpretation as the space of Q-invariant
local operators changing boundary conditions of one Brane into another.
The easiest class of Branes to consider are of course the thimbles Ti since
Hop(Ti,Tj) = Hop(i, j) (5.59)
and in this case Mn = m
Vac
n . In particular we can study the cohomology of m1. It is
easy to see that the cohomology is nonzero in general. This happens when the spaces
(5.46)-(5.51) consist of a single summand Rij . Then Rij has a definite degree so m1 must
be identically zero, and hence the cohomology is the space Rij itself. Thus, for example,
Hop(i, i),Hop(i, i+ 1), Hop(N − k, k), Hop(k− 1, N − k) and Hop(N − k,N − k− 1) have
m1 = 0 and are equal to their own cohomologies. On the other hand, in the other cases
we can construct a contracting homotopy so that the cohomology vanishes. Consider, for
example, the case where i < j are two down-type vacua and i+ 1 < j. Then define
κ(eid2···ds−1j) :=
{
eid3···ds−1j d2 = i+ 1
0 d2 > i+ 1
(5.60)
One can check that κm1 + m1κ = Id and hence the cohomology vanishes. Similarly, for
Hop(N − k, j) with j > k we can define a contracting homotopy operator
κ(eN−k,d2···ds−1j) :=
{
eN−k,d3···ds−1j d2 = k
0 d2 > k
(5.61)
and so forth.
In conclusion: The cohomology of Hop(Ti,Tj) is nonzero if and only if the only half-
plane fan of the form J = {i, . . . , j} is in fact J = {i, j}. We leave the calculation of the
appropriate homotopy contractions to the enthusiastic reader.
As a test, we present the matrix of Poincare´ polynomials for the Hop(Ti,Tj) for N =
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10:
1 y y(y + 1) y(y + 1)2 y(y + 1)3 y(y + 1)4 y(y + 1)3 y(y + 1)2 y(y + 1) y
0 1 y y(y + 1) y(y + 1)2 y(y + 1)3 y(y + 1)2 y(y + 1) y 0
0 0 1 y y(y + 1) y(y + 1)2 y(y + 1) y 0 0
0 0 0 1 y y(y + 1) y 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 y 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 y + 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 y + 1 (y + 1)2 y + 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 y + 1 (y + 1)2 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y + 1 1 0
0 1 y + 1 (y + 1)2 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)4 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y + 1 1

(5.62)
Setting y = −1 we recover the Witten indices of Hop(Ti,Tj), i.e. the µ̂ij :
1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(5.63)
This supports our statement. Equation (5.63), and similar examples below follow a pattern
that leads to a conjectural formula for the general case. We leave it as a challenge to the
reader to give a proof of these formulae.
Next we can look at the morphisms between the Branes Ck defined in Section §4.6 and
the thimbles. Using the formula (4.91) for the Chan-Paton spaces of Ck we have
Hop(Ck,Tj) = Hop(N − k, j)[1] ⊕Hop(N − k − 1, j)⊕Hop(k, j) (5.64)
Consider the multiplications Mn for this pair of Branes. Since the only webs which con-
tribute to tH are those shown in Figure 31 the only nonzero multiplications mVacn are m1
and m2 and hence in the category of Branes likewise only M1 and M2 can be nonzero.
Moreover M2 coincides with m2. However, because Ck has nontrivial boundary amplitudes
B(Ck) with components BN−k,N−k−1, Bk,N−k−1, and BN−k,k there will be an important
difference between m1 and M1. In particular,
M1(δ) = m
Vac(
1
1− B(Ck) , δ,
1
1− B(Tj))
= mVac(
1
1− B(Ck) , δ)
= m1(δ) +m2(B(Ck), δ)
(5.65)
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Now, in order to analyze the M1-cohomology of (5.64) recall that Ck are only defined
when k is a down-type vacuum. Then, when j is a down-type vacuum we can use (5.46)
et. seq. above to find the morphism spaces:
Hop(Ck,Tj) =

R̂
[1]
N−k,j ⊕ R̂N−k−1,j ⊕ R̂k,j k + 1 ≤ j < N2
R
[1]
N−k,k ⊕ Z 0 ≤ k = j < N2
0 0 ≤ j < k < N2
(5.66)
If k = j then Hop(Ck,Tk) ∼= Z[1] ⊕ Z and under this isomorphism M1(x⊕ y) = y ⊕ 0.
The cohomology is therefore zero. If k+ 1 ≤ j and we write the three components of δ as
δ = δN−k,j ⊕ δk,j ⊕ δN−k−1,j = (δN−k,j , δk,j , δN−k−1,j) (5.67)
and then we have
M1(δN−k,j , 0, 0) = (m1(δN−k,j), 0, 0)
M1(0, δk,j , 0) = (m2(BN−k,k, δk,j),m1(δk,j), 0)
= (hkm2(eN−k,k, δk,j),m1(δk,j), 0)
M1(0, 0, δN−k−1,j) = (m2(BN−k,N−k−1, δN−k−1,j),m2(Bk,N−k−1, δN−k−1,j),m1(δN−k−1,j))
= (fkm2(eN−k,N−k−1, δN−k−1,j), gkm2(ek,N−k−1, δN−k−1,j),m1(δN−k−1,j))
(5.68)
The ordering is chosen so that the upper-triangular structure is clear. It is a good exercise
to show that M21 = 0 (one must use fk = hkgk).
Now we claim that there is a homotopy contraction of M1 of the formκ κ12 κ130 κ κ23
0 0 κ
 (5.69)
For this to be a homotopy contraction we need (we use the property that hk is multiplication
by 1 here):
κ12(m1(δk,j)) +m1(κ12(δk,j)) + κ(m2(eN−k,k, δk,j)) +m2(eN−k,k, κ(δk,j)) = 0 (5.70)
with similar equations for κ13 and κ23. One can solve this using
κ12(ek,d2,d3,...,j) =
{
−eN−k,d3,....,j d2 = k + 1
0 else
(5.71)
Thus, there are never boundary-condition-changing operators from Ck to down-type thim-
bles.
Turning now to the case of thimbles for up-type vacua we write, for 1 ≤ t ≤ N2 ,
Hop(Ck,TN−t) = Hop(N − k,N − t)[1] ⊕Hop(N − k − 1, N − t)⊕Hop(k,N − t) (5.72)
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Using (5.46) et. seq. above we find that this vanishes when k > t. When t = k only the
first summand, namely,
Hop(N − k,N − k)[1] ∼= Z[1], (5.73)
is nonzero so the complex is concentrated in a single degree, therefore M1 = 0 and the
cohomology is nontrivial. For k ≤ t − 1 all three summands are nonzero and we expect
that a nontrivial analysis like that above for down-type thimbles shows there are no other
cases with nonzero cohomology.
In conclusion we have given considerable evidence for the claim that Hop(Ck,Tj)
only has nontrivial cohomology when j = N − k, in which case the cohomology is one-
dimensional.
As a test, we provide the matrix of Poincare´ polynomials for Hop(Ck,Tj) for N = 10:
0 y + 1 (y + 1)2 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)4 (y + 1)5 (y + 1)4 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y
0 0 y + 1 (y + 1)2 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)4 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y 0
0 0 0 y + 1 (y + 1)2 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y 0 0
0 0 0 0 y + 1 (y + 1)2 y 0 0 0
 (5.74)
We expect that a very similar story holds for
Hop(Ti,Ck) = Hop(i,N − k)[1] ⊕Hop(i,N − k − 1)⊕Hop(i, k). (5.75)
It is straightforward to check that for i = k there are only two nonzero summands and
the complex is isomorphic to Z[1] ⊕ Z with M1(x⊕ y) = y ⊕ 0, and hence the cohomology
vanishes. The other easy case is i = N − k− 1. Then only the middle summand is nonzero
so we get nonzero cohomology. We expect that for the other values, i 6= k,N − k − 1, a
detailed analysis like that we did above for the other order would show that for the the
cohomology vanishes, but we have not confirmed this. In any case, we expect that the only
nonzero cohomology appears for Hop(TN−k−1,Ck), in which case it is one-dimensional.
Again, the cohomology is limited to half-plane fans of length 2.
As a test, we provide the matrix of Poincare´ polynomials for Hop(Ti,Ck) for N = 10:
(y + 1)2 y + 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (y+1)
2
y
(y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y + 1 0 0 0 0 1 (y+1)
2
y
(y+1)3
y
(y + 1)4 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y + 1 0 0 1 (y+1)
2
y
(y+1)3
y
(y+1)4
y
(y + 1)5 (y + 1)4 (y + 1)3 (y + 1)2 y + 1 1 (y+1)
2
y
(y+1)3
y
(y+1)4
y
(y+1)5
y
 (5.76)
Finally, we could look at the morphisms Hop(Ck,Ct). Each Brane has Chan-Paton
spaces with nonzero support at three vacua and hence we now get nine summands:
Hop(Ck,Ct) = Hop(N − k,N − t)⊕Hop(N − k − 1, N − t)[−1] ⊕Hop(k,N − t)[−1]
⊕Hop(N − k,N − t− 1)[1] ⊕Hop(N − k − 1, N − t− 1)⊕Hop(k,N − t− 1)
⊕Hop(N − k, t)[1] ⊕Hop(N − k − 1, t)⊕Hop(k, t)
(5.77)
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and the differential is
M1(δ) = m1(δ) +m2(B(Ck), δ) +m2(δ,B(Ct)). (5.78)
A systematic analysis of the cohomology would be tedious. So we will limit ourselves to
the cases t ≤ k. If t < k − 1 then Hop(Ck,Ct) = 0. If t = k − 1 then the morphism space
is concentrated in one degree and is Hop(N − k,N − k)[1]. Therefore the cohomology is
nonzero in this case. For t = k we must carry out a nontrivial computation. There are six
nonvanishing morphism spaces
Hop(N − k,N − k)⊕Hop(N − k − 1, N − k − 1)⊕Hop(k, k)
⊕Hop(N − k,N − k − 1)[1] ⊕Hop(k,N − k − 1)⊕Hop(N − k, k)[1]
(5.79)
This space has rank 7 because
Hop(N − k,N − k − 1)[1] = R[1]N−k,N−k−1 ⊕R[1]N−k,k,N−k−1 (5.80)
has rank 2. A little computation shows that
M1 :

δN−k,N−k
δN−k−1,N−k−1
δk,k
δN−k,N−k−1
δN−k,k,N−k−1
δk,N−k−1
δN−k,k

7→

0
0
0
δN−k,N−k − δN−k−1,N−k−1
δk,N−k−1 + δN−k,k − δN−k,N−k−1
δk,k − δN−k−1,N−k−1
δN−k,N−k − δk,k

(5.81)
A short computation then shows that the cohomology is rank one and generated by
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0).
In a similar way we conjecture the absence of cohomology when t > k. As a test, we
provide the matrix of Poincare´ polynomials for Hop(Ck,Ct) for N = 10:
y2 + 3y + 3 (y+1)
4
y
(y+1)5
y
(y+1)6
y
y y2 + 3y + 3 (y+1)
4
y
(y+1)5
y
0 y y2 + 3y + 3 (y+1)
4
y
0 0 y y2 + 3y + 3
 (5.82)
Now let us consider briefly the T SU(N)ϑ theories of Section §4.6. The formulae (5.46)-
(5.51) apply to this case as well. In this way we find the following morphism spaces:
For two lower vacua, 0 ≤ i < j < N2 we have:
Hop(i, j) =
∑
n≥1
∑
∑n
s=1 ds=j−i
n⊗
s=1
A
[1]
ds
(5.83)
If i = N − k is an upper vacuum and j a lower vacuum, we need j ≥ k for a nonzero
morphism space. In this case we have:
Hop(N − k, j) = Aj+k ⊕
∑
n>1
∑
∑n
s=1 ds=j−k+1
A2k−1+d1 ⊗
n⊗
s=2
A
[1]
ds
. (5.84)
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If i is a lower vacuum, and j = N − k an upper vacuum, similar considerations apply with
i < k:
Hop(i,N − k) = A[1]N−k−i ⊕
∑
n>1
∑
∑n
s=1 ds=k−i
n−1⊗
s=1
A
[1]
ds
⊗A[1]N−2k+dn (5.85)
Finally if we have two upper vacua an t > k then
Hop(N − k,N − t) = AN+k−t ⊕
∑
n>1
∑
∑n
s=1 ds=t−k+1
A2k−1+d1 ⊗
n−1⊗
s=1
A
[1]
ds
⊗A[1]N−2t+dn (5.86)
In all four cases (5.83)-(5.86) the sums are over partitions with ds > 0.
Let us turn now to the differential m1 in the vacuum category Vac(T SU(N)ϑ ). We use
the contraction (4.101) and the interior amplitude (4.102) with bijk = b for all i < j < k.
For Hop(i, j) in (5.83) m1 is a signed sum of operations on each of the tensor factors in
the product. On a factor of the form R`,`+d ∼= A[1]d with d > 0 it acts as an intertwiner:
m1 : Ad → ⊕d1+d2=dAd1 ⊗Ad2 (5.87)
Note that for each decomposition d = d1 + d2 there is a canonical intertwiner Πd1,d2 :
Ad1 ⊗Ad2 → Ad given by the wedge product. The components m(d1,d2)1 of m1 in (5.87) are
such that
Πd1,d2 ◦m(d1,d2)1 eS = κb
(
d
d1
)
εSeS (5.88)
(Recall that εS =
eS∧eS′
vol where S
′ is the complementary multi-index to S.) In formulae
m1(eS) = κbεS
d−1∑
d1=1
∑
Sh2(S):|S1|=d1
eS1eS2eS′
vol
eS1 ⊗ eS2 (5.89)
To describe the multiplication m2 in the vacuum category we need to distinguish
between the two cases where the intermediate vacuum is down-type, as in Figure 31(a)
or up-type, as in Figure 31(c). In the first case we simply take a tensor product. In the
second case we must use the contraction. Here we are taking a product
m2 : Hop(i,N − k)⊗Hop(N − k, j)→ Hop(i, j) (5.90)
so we must combine the final factors in equation (5.85) with the initial factors in equation
(5.84). The main step is captured by the map Ri,N−k⊗RN−k,j → Ri,j with i < j < N −k,
namely
A
[1]
N−k−i ⊗Ak+j → A[1]j−i. (5.91)
This is simply taking the dual of the wedge product of the duals (up to a factor of bκ2).
Turning now to the Brane category Br(T SU(N)ϑ ) we can use the above complexes to
compute the space of boundary-changing operators between thimbles, H∗(Hop(Ti,Tj),M1).
In the T SU(N)ϑ theories these will be representations of SU(N). We conjecture the following
Conjecture
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a.) If i, j are lower vacua with i < j then
H∗(Hop(Ti,Tj),M1) ∼= S[j−i]j−i (5.92)
b.) If i = N − k is an upper vacuum and j a lower vacuum with j ≥ k
H∗(Hop(TN−k,Tj),M1) ∼= L[j−k]2k,j−k+1 (5.93)
c.) If i is a lower vacuum, and j = N − k an upper vacuum with i < k:
H∗(Hop(Ti,TN−k),M1) ∼= L[k−i]N−2k+1,k−i (5.94)
The above conjecture is easily checked for the simple cases in which Hop is concentrated
in a single degree, but in general appears to be an extremely challenging computation. We
will deduce equation (5.92) using the rotational interfaces of Section §7. See equation
(7.172) below.
One could contemplate computing the morphisms spaces involving the Branes Nn de-
fined by the Chan-Paton factors (4.117) and amplitudes (4.119) et. seq. We leave this
exercise to the truly energetic reader (with lots of time to spare). Since these Branes are
generated from thimbles by rotational Interfaces (see equation (7.161) et. seq.) it is con-
ceivable that arguments along the lines of (7.172) lead to a derivation of these cohomology
spaces. It would also be interesting to see if these results can be checked using the σ-model
or Fukaya-Seidel viewpoint described in Sections §§11-15.
6. Interfaces
6.1 Interface Webs
6.1.1 Definition And Basic Properties
We now consider webs in the presence of an “Interface,” a notion we will define precisely
just below equation (6.7). Roughly speaking, an Interface is a domain wall separating two
Theories. For simplicity we take the wall to be localized on the line D described by x = x0
in the (x, y) plane. 24 We now consider two sets of vacuum data, (V−, z−), associated
with the negative half-plane x ≤ x0 and (V+, z+) associated with the positive half-plane
x ≥ x0. The data (V±, z±, x0) will be collectively denoted by I. As in the half-plane case,
we assume that none of the z±ij are parallel to D.
Definition:
a.) An interface web is a union of half-plane webs (u−, u+), with u− a negative half-
plane web and u+ a positive half-plane web, where the half-planes share a common bound-
ary D at x = x0. The webs are determined by the vacuum data (V±, z±), respectively.
25
24More generally one could rotate our construction in the plane.
25We stress that at this point u− and u+ are webs, not deformation types of webs.
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b.) An interface fan is the union of a fan for the negative half-plane data and a fan
for the positive half-plane data. It will be denoted J = (J+, J−) where one of J± (but not
both) is allowed to be the empty set.
Remarks:
1. Let d denote a typical interface web. 26 We divide up the set of vertices of d into
the set of wall vertices V∂(d) located on D and interior vertices V±i (d) in either
half-plane with cardinalities V∂(d) and V
±
i (d), respectively. The interior edges are
subsets of the negative or positive half-planes, cannot lie in D, and do not go to
infinity. The sets of interior edges are denoted E±(d) and have cardinality E±(d).
2. We will consider V∂(d) to be an ordered set. Our convention is that reading left to
right we order the vertices from future to past, as we would for a left boundary of a
positive half-plane.
3. An interface web has an interface fan at infinity J∞(d). If d = (u−, u+) then J∞(d) =
{J∞(u+); J∞(u−)}. Similarly, if v ∈ V∂(d) we can define local interface fans Jv(d).
4. Using a standard reflection trick we could make a precise correspondence between
interface webs and half-plane webs for the “disjoint union” of the vacuum data (a
term we will not try to make precise). Note that any half-plane web could be seen as
an interface web with trivial vacuum data on one side of D. As we will see, interface
webs behave very much like half-plane webs.
5. We can speak of a deformation type of an interface web d. In order to avoid con-
fusion, let us stress that the deformation type d of an interface web is not just a
pair of deformation types of negative and positive half-plane webs. The reason is
that when vertices of the negative and positive half-plane webs coincide deformations
must maintain this identification. When they do not coincide, deformations must
preserve the relative order. See, for example, Figure 38. In particular note that one
cannot unambiguously combine deformation types of negative and positive half-plane
webs into a deformation type of an interface web. Thus if we identify d with (u−, u+)
we must bear in mind that u± represent webs, not deformation types, so there is fur-
ther data specifying how the webs are combined, in particular, how their boundary
vertices are ordered and/or identified to form the set of wall vertices of d. When the
vacuum data are in general position, the moduli space D(d) of interface webs of a
fixed deformation type has dimension
d(d) :=
(
2V −i (d)− E−(d)
)
+
(
2V +i (d)− E+(d)
)
+ V∂(d). (6.1)
For nongeneric vacuum data there can be exceptional webs with dimD(d) > d(d).
6. We define interface webs to be rigid, taut, and sliding if d(d) = 1, 2, 3, respectively,
just as for half-plane webs. Similarly, we define oriented deformation type and con-
sider the free abelian group WI generated by oriented deformation types of interface
26The gothic “d,” which looks like d, is for “domain wall,” although in the course of our work that term
has been deprecated in favor of “interface.”
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webs. The taut webs have a canonical orientation (towards larger webs) and we de-
note the sum of taut canonically oriented interface webs by t−,+I or, usually, just t
−,+
when the data I is understood. We can also denote by W±p the group of plane webs
associated to the data in the positive and negative half-planes respectively.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 38: The three interface webs shown here have different deformation types. The webs (a)
and (b) are taut, while (c) is rigid. In all three webs J∞(d) = {i1, i2, i3; j1, j2, j3, j4}. In Figure (b)
the top vertex has Jv(d) = {i1, i2, i3; j4}.
There are natural convolution operations inserting elements of W±p , WI at interior
vertices in the appropriate half-planes or at wall vertices respectively and we have the
natural
Theorem: Let t−,+I be the interface taut element and t
±
p the plane taut elements associated
to the data in the two half-planes. It is useful to define the formal sum tp = t
+
p + t
−
p . We
have a familiar-looking convolution identity:
t−,+I ∗ t−,+I + t−,+I ∗ tp = 0. (6.2)
The proof is closely modeled on that of the half-plane case (2.30).
6.1.2 Tensor Algebra Structures
Turning now to the tensor algebras of webs, we also have natural operations associated to
the insertion of appropriate webs at all interior vertices on either half plane and/or at the
wall vertices. As usual, the operations involving interior vertices define complicated L∞-
type structures. The basic operation T∂(d) on TWI , denoted T∂(d)[d1, . . . , dn] is defined
as usual by replacing all wall vertices of d on D with appropriate interface webs with
Jva(d) = J∞(da). To repeat, the ordering of vertices va is toward decreasing y. This
behaves as it did for half-plane webs and in particular applying the reasoning of (3.26) et.
seq. the operator T∂(t
−,+
I ) : TWI →WI defines the structure of an A∞ algebra on WI .
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Figure 39: Conventions for Chan-Paton factors localized on interfaces. If representation spaces
are attached to the rays then this figure would represent a typical summand in Hom(jmj
′
1, j1j
′
n).
We order such vertices from left to right using the conventions of positive half-plane webs.
6.1.3 Web Representations, Interfaces, And Interface Categories
We now consider the algebraic structures that arise when we are given a pair of representa-
tions of the vacuum data (V±, z±). The discussion closely parallels that for the half-plane
theory.
We define a representation of interface webs to be a pair of representations
RI =
(
({R−ij}, {K−ij}), ({R+i′j′}, {K+i′j′})
)
(6.3)
for the vacuum data V±. Similarly, we define Chan-Paton data for an interface to be an
assignment (i, i′) → Ei,i′ where the Chan-Paton factors Ei,i′ are graded Z-modules. We
picture this with a vacuum i on the negative half plane and i′ on the positive half plane
with the Chan-Paton factor located on the boundary D. Our convention will be that the
wall vertices on D of interface fans J = {j′1, . . . j′n; j1, . . . , jm} will be represented by the
graded Z-module:
RJ(E) := Ejm,j′1 ⊗R+j′1,j′2 ⊗ · · · ⊗R
+
j′n−1,j′n
⊗ E∗j1,j′n ⊗R−j1,j2 ⊗ · · · ⊗R−jm−1,jm . (6.4)
This is illustrated in Figure 39. As usual we define the direct sum over all domain wall
fans to be:
R∂(E) := ⊕JRJ(E). (6.5)
It is straightforward to define a map ρ(d) : TRint,− ⊗ TR∂(E) ⊗ TRint,+ → R∂(E) with
arguments associated respectively to the interior vertices in the negative half plane, wall
vertices, and positive half plane interior vertices. Given a Theory T − on the negative half
plane and a Theory T + on the positive half-plane we can define ρβ(d) : TR∂(E)→ R∂(E)
by
ρβ(d)[r
∂
1 , . . . , r
∂
n] = ρβ(d)[e
β− ; r∂1 , . . . , r
∂
n; e
β+ ] (6.6)
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where β± are the interior amplitudes of T ± and β = (β−;β+). Familiar reasoning shows
that this defines an A∞-algebra structure on R∂(E).
In analogy to the half-plane case we can now define an interface amplitude to be an
element BI ∈ R∂(E), for some E , which solves the Maurer-Cartan equations
∞∑
n=1
ρβ(tI)(B⊗nI ) = ρβ(tI)[
1
1− BI ] = 0 (6.7)
Definition: An Interface is a choice of D, a pair of Theories T ±, a choice of Chan-Paton
data for the interface, and an interface amplitude.
We generally denote an Interface by a capital Gothic letter, such as I. The Chan-Paton
data is E(I) and the interface amplitude is B(I). Occasionally we will simply denote an
Interface by its interface amplitude B.
As in the half-plane case, given data (V±, z±, x0) and Chan-Paton spaces Eii′ we can
introduce a vacuum category Vac(T −, T +, E) with morphisms
HomE(jj′, ii′) =

Eii′ ⊗ R̂+i′j′ ⊗ E∗jj′ ⊗ R̂−ji Re(zi′j′) > 0 and Re(zij) > 0
Z i = j and i′ = j′
0 else
(6.8)
See Figure 39 for a typical summand. The superscripts ± remind us that the R̂’s are
defined with respect to positive and negative half-planes, respectively. As before, if we just
take Eii′ = Z for all i, i′ then we get the “bare” Interface vacuum category Vac(T −, T +).
Now, taking all Chan-Paton spaces into account we can define an A∞-category of
Interfaces, denoted Br(T −, T +), following closely the definitions of Br(T ) in Section §5.2.
The objects are Interfaces and the space of morphisms from the Interface I2 to the Interface
I1 is the natural generalization of (5.15):
Hop(I1, I2) := ⊕ii′,jj′E(I1)ii′ ⊗Hop(ii′, jj′)⊗ (E(I2)jj′)∗. (6.9)
where Hop(ii′, jj′) refers to the morphisms (6.8) of the “bare” category with Eii′ = Z for
all i, i′. The A∞-multiplications are given by the natural generalization of equation (5.17).
There is no difficulty defining the formalism for extended webs so, as in the discussion
of (5.19) et. seq., we can use compositions M1 and M2 to define notions of homotopic
morphisms and of homotopic Interfaces.
6.1.4 Identity And Isomorphism Interfaces
There is a very simple, universal, and instructive example of an interface between a Theory
and itself: the identity interface Id. We can pick as Chan-Paton factors Eij = δijZ. With
such a choice of CP factors amplitudes are valued in
R∂(E) = ⊕zij∈H+R̂+ij ⊗ R̂−ji. (6.10)
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Figure 40: Examples of taut interface webs which contribute to the Maurer-Cartan equation for
the identity interface Id between a Theory and itself.
Recall that the notation R̂ij implies a choice of half-plane. We use the positive half-plane for
the left factor and the negative half-plane for the right factor. To define the interface we take
B(Id) to have nonzero component only in summands of the form Rij ⊗Rji corresponding
to the fan {i, j; j, i}. The vertex looks like a straight line of a fixed slope running through
the domain wall. The specific component of B(Id) in Rij ⊗Rji will be −K−1ij , where K−1ij
is defined as follows:
The element K−1ij ∈ Rij ⊗Rji uniquely characterized by the property that the map
Rij → Rij ⊗Rji ⊗Rij → Rij (6.11)
defined by
r → K−1ij ⊗ r → (1⊗Kji)(K−1ij ⊗ r) (6.12)
is simply the identity transformation r → r. 27 It is worth expanding K−1ij in terms of a
basis. We introduce bases {vα} and {vα′} for Rij and Rji, respectively, where vα, vα′ are
assumed to have definite degree. Then Kα′α = Kji(vα′ , vα) and Kαα′ = Kij(vα, vα′) are
related by Kαα′ = Kα′α since K is symmetric. The element K
−1
ij defined above is
K−1ij = (−1)deg(vα)Kαα
′
vα ⊗ vα′ , (6.13)
27Warning: If we map r′ ∈ Rji by r′ → r′ ⊗K−1ij and then contract on the first two factors the result is
r′ 7→ (−1)F+1r′.
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where Kαα
′
is the matrix inverse of Kα′α. That is K
αα′Kα′β = δ
α
β. Note well that under
the natural isomorphism Rij ⊗ Rji → Rji ⊗ Rij we have K−1ij → −K−1ji . Hence, in this
sense, K−1ij is antisymmetric, a fact that will be useful in Sections §§7 and 9. Thus, the
component of B(Id) in Rji⊗Rij , where ji is the fan in the negative half-plane, is just K−1ji .
Now that we have defined Id let us verify that the interface amplitude indeed satisfies
the Maurer-Cartan equation. The only non-zero contributions to ρβ(tI)( 11−B ) arise from
taut webs with a single bulk vertex in either the positive or negative half-plane, but not
both, as shown in Figure 40. The interior vertex is saturated by the interior amplitude
β. These vertices form pairs obtained by “transporting” the vertex across the wall D.
These pairs of taut webs cancel out together in verifying the Maurer-Cartan equation for
Id. In slightly more detail, suppose that I = {i1, . . . , in} is a cyclic fan so that the vacuum
amplitude β has component βI ∈ RI . Since (by assumption) none of the zij for i, j ∈ V
is pure imaginary we can choose to start the fan so that zi1,i2 , . . . , zim−1,im point into the
positive half-plane and zim,im+1 , . . . , zin,i1 point into the negative half-plane. The taut web
with the vertex in the negative half-plane contributes (up to a sign, determined by equation
(4.33))
Ki1,i2 · · ·Kim−1,im
(
K−1i1,i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗K−1im−1,im ⊗ βI
)
(6.14)
to the Maurer-Cartan equation, where the K−1’s come from BI while the taut web with
the same vertex in the positive half-plane contributes (up to a sign, determined by equation
(4.33))
Kim+1,im · · ·Kin,i1
(
K−1im+1,im ⊗ · · · ⊗K−1i1,in ⊗ βI
)
. (6.15)
Both of the webs in Figure 40 are taut and hence canonically oriented. If x is the coordinate
of the interaction vertex then the one on the left has or(u) = −[dx] and the one on the
right has or(u) = +[dx]. We claim all the other sign factors cancel out and hence the
two expressions in fact sum to zero. Essentially, this follows from the fact that the edge
vector fields associated to Kin,in+1 get contracted with the one-forms for the wall vertex
associated to K−1in,in+1 , and the relative order of the vector fields and one forms mimic the
relative order of the K and K−1 symbols.
From this description it is clear that the existence of this vertex strongly uses the
fact that the left and right interior amplitudes are assumed to be equal. This property of
the MC equation anticipates a theme which will recur later in the paper: the existence of
interfaces with given properties can encode relations between two theories. See Section §8
for an implementation of this idea.
There is a very useful generalization of the identity Interface. Suppose there is an
isomorphism ϕ : T (1) → T (2), as defined in Section §4.1.1. Then we can construct an
almost-canonical invertible Interface
Idϕ ∈ Br(T (1), T (2)) (6.16)
which we will call an isomorphism Interface. The Chan-Paton factors are defined by
E(Idϕ)i,j = δj,iϕZ[ei] (6.17)
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where ei is a degree-shift which will be fixed, up to a common shift ei → ei + s, below.
(This ambiguity is the reason we say the interface is only “almost” canonical.)
In order to define the amplitudes we define a set of canonical elements
K−1,ϕij ∈ R(1)ij ⊗R(2)jϕ,iϕ (6.18)
labeled by pairs of distinct vacua. This element can be defined by requiring commutativity
of the diagram
R
(1)
ij
1⊗K−1,ϕji //
ϕij
&&
R
(1)
ij ⊗R(1)ji ⊗R(2)iϕ,jϕ
K
(1)
ij ⊗1

R
(2)
iϕ,jϕ
(6.19)
This is equivalent to the condition
R
(2)
jϕ,iϕ
K−1,ϕji ⊗1// R(1)ji ⊗R(2)iϕ,jϕ ⊗R(2)jϕ,iϕ
1⊗K(2)iϕ,jϕ

R
(1)
ji
ϕji
gg
(6.20)
thanks to (4.26).
In order to give an explicit formula for K−1,ϕij we choose bases v
(ij)
α for the R
(1)
ij and
similarly for R
(2)
ij . We write linear transformations v 7→ vϕij so that the matrix elements
relative to a basis are defined by vαϕ = ϕαβwβ. Then the composition of linear trans-
formations ϕ1ϕ2 is represented by the standard matrix product (ϕ1)αγ(ϕ2)γβ. With this
understood we have the formula
K−1,ϕij = (−1)deg(v
(ij)
α )(K−1,ϕij )
α,βv(ij)α ⊗ v(jϕ,iϕ)β (6.21)
with
(K−1,ϕij )
α,β = (K
(1)
ij )
−1,α,γ(ϕij)γ,β (6.22)
Now the boundary amplitudes for Idϕ are valued in
Ei,iϕ ⊗ R̂(2)iϕ,jϕ ⊗ E∗j,jϕ ⊗ R̂(1)ji (6.23)
and these are taken to be B = K−1,ϕij up to degree shifts. The degree shifts are used to
ensure that B has degree one. Pictorially we have a bivalent vertex on the domain wall
with a straight line going through it from one half-plane to the other, just as in Figure 40.
The demonstration that these boundary amplitudes satisfy the MC equation is closely
analogous to that of Id.
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6.1.5 Trivial Theories
Once we speak of interfaces it is useful to introduce a formal concept of a trivial theory
Ttriv. This is a Theory whose vacuum data is a set V with a single element υ. The
corresponding vacuum weight z is irrelevant. There are no planar webs. There is a unique,
trivial web representation, as there are no Rij . Of course, R̂υ,υ = Z. However, there are
extended half-plane webs: They are simply a collection of vertices on the boundary of the
half-plane. The Chan-Paton data consists simply of a graded Z-module E . The boundary
amplitude consists entirely of its scalar part B ∈ E⊗E∗, which can be viewed as an operator
Q ∈ Hom(E) of degree one. The taut web is the case of two boundary vertices so the MC
equation simply says that Q2 = 0. Thus, giving a Brane for the trivial Theory is equivalent
to giving a chain complex over Z.
Now, an Interface between the trivial Theory T − = Ttriv and T is a Brane for the
theory T on the positive half-plane. An Interface between the trivial Theory and itself is
therefore, once again, a chain complex over Z.
6.1.6 Tensor Products Of A∞-Algebras
We remark in passing that our representations of interface webs lead to a nice mathematical
construction of tensor products of A∞-algebras. In general the problem of defining a tensor
product structure on A∞-algebras is nontrivial and has been discussed, for examples, in
[4, 70, 67]. In general there is a moduli space of possible tensor products. From our present
viewpoint, at least for a pair of A∞-algebras of the form Vac(T −, E−),Vac(T +, E+) we can
choose our interface Chan-Paton spaces to be tensor products Ei,i′ = E−i ⊗ E+i′ and then
our construction defines a canonical tensor product structure on R∂(E) ∼= (R∂(E−))opp ⊗
R∂(E+). This is a distinguished A∞-algebra structure on the tensor product, given the
vacuum weights.
6.2 Composite Webs And Composition Of Interfaces
The crucial property of Interfaces, which goes beyond the properties of Branes, is that they
can be composed. We will discuss here the composition of two Interfaces. The composition
of an Interface and a Brane is a special case of that. Physically, we are defining a notion
of operator product expansion of supersymmetric interfaces.
The composition of Interfaces is based on a generalization of the strip geometry. Choose
x− < x+ and define a tripartite geometry G2 to be the union of the negative half-plane
x ≤ x−, the strip x− ≤ x ≤ x+, and the positive half-plane x+ ≤ x. To these three regions
we associate the three vacuum data (V−, z−), (V0, z0), and (V+, z+), respectively. See
Figure 41.
By definition a composite web for this tripartite geometry is a triplet c = (u−, s, u+) of
half-plane and strip webs on G2 which are based on the appropriate vacuum data in each
connected component. (The definition can clearly be generalized to regions with multiple
strips with data (V−, z−), (V0, z0), . . . , (Vn, zn), (V+, z+).) Once again, the moduli space
of deformation types is not just the product D(c) 6= D(u−) × D(s) × D(u+) because the
deformations follow the rules for interface webs between (V−, z−) and (V0, z0) and between
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Figure 41: An example of a composite web, together with conventions for Chan-Paton fac-
tors. In this web the fan of vacua at infinity has J∞(c) = {j′1, . . . j′n; j1, . . . , jm} and Jˇ∞(c) =
{i′′; j′1, . . . j′n; j′′; j1, . . . , jm}. Reading from left to right the indices are in clockwise order.
(V0, z0), and (V+, z+). 28 In general we denote the free abelian group generated by oriented
deformation types of composite webs asWC [V−,V0, . . . ,Vn,V+] (with the vacuum weights
understood). As for strip webs, the geometry has no scale invariance, and thus reduced
moduli spaces are quotiented by time translations only. Thus the definitions of taut and
sliding composite webs are analogous to those for strip webs:
Definition: Assuming that at least two of the Theories (T −, T 0, T +) are nontrivial, com-
posite webs with d(c) = 1 are called taut (or rigid) and composite webs with d(c) = 2 are
called sliding.
For composite webs there are two senses in which we can speak of the fans of vacua at
infinity. If c = (u−, s, u+) then we could define
J∞(c) := {J∞(u+); J∞(u−)}. (6.24)
Notice that this has the same structure as boundary vertex fans for an interface web
between vacua V− and V+, a fact which will be useful presently. Sometimes it can be
28Once again, u−, s, u+ are webs, not deformation types. Given three such deformation types there are
several ways to combine them into a deformation type of a composite web.
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useful to include the past and future vacua j−(s) and j+(s) of s, respectively. Then we
define
Jˇ∞(c) := {j+(s); J∞(u+); j−(s); J∞(u−)} (6.25)
See for example Figure 41.
We will now describe the convolution identity forWC , the free abelian group generated
by the oriented deformation types of composite webs. Here a novel feature arises and the
identity itself involves a tensor operation. As usual we consider the possible boundaries of
deformation types of sliding composite webs. We encounter again the same phenomenon
as for strip webs: some components of the moduli space of taut composite webs are not
segments, but half lines. While the boundaries at finite distance are accounted for by
convolutions, we need a different operation to account for boundaries at infinity.
For strip webs, the new operation was time convolution: a large strip sliding web takes
the form of two taut strip webs separated by a long stretch of time. For composite webs,
we can do something similar, but there is an important difference: as a web becomes large
in size, the restriction to the central strip will consist of two or more components of finite
extent and well separated in time, but the components in the left and right half-planes
may simply grow to arbitrarily large size. See Figure 42 for an example.
We can make this statement precise by separating the “bound” vertices whose distance
from the boundaries stabilizes as the web keeps growing from the “scaling” vertices whose
distance from the boundaries scales linearly with the distance from the boundaries. The
bound vertices form clumps consisting of vertices whose distance in time remains bounded
as the web grows. We can take a sliding web of some large size L, and re-scale all coordi-
nates by a factor of L. The intermediate strip is now of very small width and the composite
web is well approximated by an interface web d between T − and T + whose interior ver-
tices correspond to the scaling vertices of the original composite web and whose boundary
vertices correspond to each of the clumps of bound vertices of the original composite web.
We can put these heuristic pictures on a firm footing by considering a tensor operation
where a composite web is obtained from an interface web d by convolving composite webs
into the wall-vertices of the interface web d. To be more precise, suppose d is an interface
web between (V−, z−) and (V+, z+). We can define an operation
T∂(d) : TWC →WC (6.26)
whose nonzero values on monomials c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn are obtained by inserting the ca (in the
correct time order 29 ) into the wall vertices v∂a of d provided Jvpa(d) = J∞(ca) and provided
that the past strip vacuum of ca agrees with the future strip vacuum of ca+1. We orient
the resulting web in the standard way, wedging the reduced orientations of the arguments
in the same order as the arguments themselves. It is easy to check that the dimensions of
the deformation spaces of the webs are related by
d (T∂(d)[c1, . . . , cn]) = d(d) +
n∑
a=1
(d(ca)− 1) . (6.27)
29By convention we use the order set by the positive half-plane webs. Therefore reading from left to right
corresponds to vertices with decreasing y.
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Figure 42: The taut interface web on the left can be convolved with three taut (=rigid) composite
webs at the three green wall vertices to form the sliding composite web on the right. This represents
one type of degeneration in the convolution identity for the taut composite web. The region at
infinity is represented by the limit in which the red vertex moves off to infinity in the positive
half-plane.
If we take into account the positions of the walls it is most natural to take the position
x0 of the wall for d to be somewhere in the open interval x− < x0 < x+, and all the
composite webs ca have the same positions (x
−, x+). Since we are defining an operation
on deformation types the precise choice of x0 does not matter.
According to (6.27) if all the composite webs are taut, so d(ca) = 1, and if the interface
web d is taut, so d(d) = 2, then T∂(d)[c1, . . . , cn] has d = 2 and is hence a sliding composite
web. In this way the generic sliding composite web is associated to a taut interface web,
with insertions of an arbitrary number of taut composite webs. We thus claim that the
regions at infinity of the reduced moduli space of sliding composite webs are well described
by
T∂(t
−,+)
[
1
1− tc
]
(6.28)
where tc is the taut element for composite webs and t
−,+ is the taut element for interface
webs between (V−, z−) and (V+, z+). It is worth noting that the time convolution of two
composite webs is a special case of this operation. It arises from the taut interface webs
with precisely two wall vertices. For another example see Figure 42. Note that this is
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qualitatively different from all the previous convolution operations we have encountered
because the “more primitive” structure plays the role of the “container web.”
To write down the full convolution identity for the taut composite webs we should also
take into account other degenerations at finite distance in the reduced moduli space. To
do this let
tpl := t
−
p + t
0
p + t
+
p (6.29)
be the formal sum of plane web taut elements for the three vacuum data. Similarly, let
tI := t−,0 + t0,+ (6.30)
where t−,0 is the taut element associated to the interface webs between vacuum data
(V−, z−) and (V0, z0), while t0,+ is the taut element associated to the interface webs be-
tween vacuum data (V0, z0) and (V+, z+). The convolution identity for composite webs
is
tc ∗ tpl + tc ∗ tI + T∂(t−,+)[ 1
1− tc ] = 0. (6.31)
Following the discussion of Section 3.2.2 we can identify this equation as the Maurer-
Cartan equation for an A∞ algebra structure on WC with operations T∂(t−,+), plus an
extra differential ∗tpl + ∗tI .
We now consider a triplet of Theories (T −, T 0, T +) associated to the three regions
of G2. Given Intefaces I
−,0 ∈ Br(T −, T 0) and I0,+ ∈ Br(T 0, T +) we want to define a
product Interface, I−,0  I0,+ ∈ Br(T −, T +).
We first determine the Chan-Paton factors of I−,0  I0,+. The choice of Theories
(T −, T 0, T +) implies a choice of three representations (R−,R0,R+) of vacuum data. The
Interfaces I−,0 and I0,+ have Chan-Paton spaces E−,0i,i′′ and E0,+i′′,i′ , respectively. Define the
Chan-Paton data for the product Interface between vacua T − and T + as
E(I−,0  I0,+)ii′ := E−,+ii′ := ⊕i′′∈V0E−,0i,i′′ ⊗ E0,+i′′,i′ (6.32)
Note that E−,+ := ⊕i∈V−,i′∈V+E−,+ii′ is a generalization of the approximate ground states
on the strip of equation (4.52).
Now, in order to define the interface amplitudes of I−,0  I0,+ we need some more
preliminaries. Viewing E−,+ii′ as Chan-Paton factors for an interface between T − and T +
we can formulate the spaces R∂(E−,+) using equation (6.4). For a composite web c we
follow the usual procedure and define
ρβ(c) : TR
∂(E−,0)⊗ TR∂(E0,+)→ R∂(E−,+), (6.33)
where E−,+ is given by (6.32), by inserting β = (β−, β0, β+) into the interior vertices of c,
so that
ρβ(c)[r
−,0
1 , . . . , r
−,0
n ; r
0,+
1 , . . . , r
0,+
m ] :=ρ(c)[e
β− ; r−,01 , . . . , r
−,0
n ; e
β0 ; r0,+1 , . . . , r
0,+
m ; e
β+ ]
∈ R∂(E−,+).
(6.34)
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Figure 43: A simple taut web is illustrated here. It leads to the contractions described in the
example below.
Example: As an example consider the taut composite web c shown in Figure 43. The
action of ρβ(c) is zero on every component of TR
∂(E−,0)⊗ TR∂(E0,+) except on(
E−,0j,j′′ ⊗R0j′′,i′′ ⊗ (E−,0i,i′′ )∗ ⊗R−i,j
)
⊗
(
E0,+j′′,j′ ⊗R+j′,i′ ⊗ (E0,+i′′,i′)∗ ⊗R0i′′,j′′
)
(6.35)
The superscripts on the R’s indicates which Theory we are speaking of, and there is no
sum on any of the indices. The action of ρβ(c) on this summand uses the contraction
K0j′′,i′′ : R
0
j′′,i′′ ⊗R0i′′,j′′ → Z (6.36)
together with the Koszul rule to map an element of (6.35) to(
E−,0j,j′′ ⊗ E0,+j′′,j′
)
⊗R+j′,i′ ⊗
(
E−,0i,i′′ ⊗ E0,+i′′,i′
)∗ ⊗R−i,j (6.37)
Now note that (6.37) is a summand of R∂(E−,+).
There is a special case of (6.34) we must deal with separately, namely when n = 0 or
m = 0. The reason is that we can have composite webs with no vertices one one of the
two interfaces. See for example the taut web in Figure 44. For such webs ρβ(c) will map
ρβ(c) : TR
∂(E−,0)→ R∂(E−,+), (6.38)
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Figure 44: A taut web with no vertices on the T 0, T + boundary.
by taking ρβ(c)[r1, . . . , rn; ∅] to have a value only in the component:(
E−,0j,i′′ ⊗ E0,+i′′,i′
)
⊗R̂+i′,i′⊗
(
E−,0i,i′′ ⊗ E0,+i′′,i′
)∗⊗ R̂−i,j ∼= (E−,0j,i′′ ⊗ R̂0i′′,i′′ ⊗ (E−,0i,i′′ )∗ ⊗ R̂−i,j)⊗(E0,+i′′,i′ ⊗ (E0,+i′′,i′)∗)
(6.39)
with a value given by
ρβ(c)[r1, . . . , rn]⊗ Idi′′,i′ (6.40)
where ρβ(c)[r1, . . . , rn] is just the contraction for an interface web between T − and T 0. We
make a similar definition with webs that have no vertices on the (T −, T 0) boundary.
Now we can define the interface amplitude of I−,0  I0,+. Suppose that I−,0 and I0,+
have interface amplitudes B−,0 and B0,+, respectively. We claim that
B(I−,0  I0,+) := ρβ(tc)
[
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,+
]
(6.41)
satisfies the Maurer Cartan equation for an interface amplitude between the theories T −
and T + with Chan-Paton spaces (6.32). To prove this claim we first note that
ρβ(t
−,+)
[
1
1− B(I−,0  I0,+)
]
= ρβ
(
T∂(t
−,+)
[
1
1− tc
])[
1
1− B−,0 ,
1
1− B+,0
]
(6.42)
This forbidding identity has a simple meaning. On the right hand side we are computing
the amplitude of composite webs produced by inserting tc in all possible ways in t
−,+. On
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the left hand side we compute the amplitude for the individual tc sub webs first, and then
insert that in t−,+. Finally, we apply the convolution identity (6.31) and use the fact that
β is an interior amplitude and B−,0 and B0,+ are interface amplitudes, thus establishing
that (6.41) is an interface amplitude.
It follows from the the above discussion that Interfaces can be composed. In fact,
the product  can be extended to define an A∞ bi-functor from the Cartesian product
of Interface categories Br(T −, T 0) × Br(T 0, T +) to the Interface category Br(T −, T +).
That means that if we have
1. A sequence of interface amplitudes I−,00 , . . . ,I
−,0
n in Br(T −, T 0) together with mor-
phisms δ1, . . . , δn between them, and
2. similarly, we have interface amplitudes I0,+0 , . . . ,I
0,+
n′ in Br(T 0, T +), together with
morphisms δ′1, . . . , δ′n′ between them,
then we can produce an element:
ν(δ1, . . . , δn; δ
′
1, . . . , δ
′
n′) ∈ Hop
(
I−,00  I
0,+
0 , I
−,0
n  I
0,+
n′
)
(6.43)
such that the A∞-relations are satisfied separately in the two sets of arguments. The
element ν(δ1, . . . , δn; δ
′
1, . . . , δ
′
n′) is defined by ρβ(tc):
ρβ(tc)[
1
1− B−,00
, δ1, · · · , δn 1
1− B−,0n
;
1
1− B0,+0
, δ′1, · · · , δ′n′
1
1− B0,+n′
] (6.44)
This extends the composition of Interfaces to a full A∞ bi-functor. (We have not written
out the full details of a proof that this is in fact a bi-functor.)
Figure 45: The (extended) taut web shown here contributes to ν(Id; ∅).
If we specialize the above discussion to n = 1 and n′ = 0 or n = 0 and n′ = 1 then we
obtain an interesting interplay with notions of homotopy equivalent branes and interfaces.
In particular, even though I−,0  I0,+ is not a bilinear operation, we claim that if I−,00
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is homotopy equivalent to I−,01 then I
−,0
0  I0,+ is homotopy equivalent to I
−,0
1  I0,+.
There is a completely parallel result for homotopy equivalences of I0,+ holding I−,0 fixed.
To prove this we note that we have identities like the commutativity (up to sign) of the
diagram:
Hop(I−,00 , I
−,0
1 )
ν //
M−,01

Hop(I−,00  I0,+, I
−,0
1  I0,+)
M−,+1

Hop(I−,00 , I
−,0
1 )
ν // Hop(I−,00  I0,+, I
−,0
1  I0,+)
(6.45)
where ν is the map obtained by specializing (6.44) to n = 1 and n′ = 0. Of course there is
a similar identity for n = 0 and n′ = 1. This follows by applying the representation of the
identity (6.31) to the sequence of arguments
eβ
−
;
1
1− B−,00
, δ,
1
1− B−,01
; eβ
0
;
1
1− B0,+ ; e
β+ (6.46)
where δ ∈ Hop(I−,00 , I−,01 ). It follows from (6.45) that ν maps an M1-closed or exact
morphism between I−,00 and I
−,0
1 to an M1-closed or exact morphism between I
−,0
0  I0,+
and I−,01 I0,+. Now note that if Id is the graded identity element of equation (4.75) then
ν(Id; ∅) = Id. To prove this note that the only taut webs which can contribute to
ρβ(tc)[
1
1− B−,0 , Id,
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,+ ] (6.47)
are those with a single vertex on the boundary between T − and T 0, and a single vacuum i′′
in the region x− ≤ x ≤ x+, as shown in Figure 45. Now, using the definitions (6.38)-(6.40)
we can check that the sum over such taut webs gives ν(Id; ∅) = Id. Similarly, ν(∅; Id) = Id
comes from taut webs with a single vertex on the T 0, T + boundary.
Now, since ν is an A∞-functor, if δ, δ′ define a homotopy equivalence between I
−,0
0 and
I−,01 then
30
M2(ν(δ), ν(δ
′)) = ν(M2(δ, δ′))± ν(M1(δ), δ′)± ν(δ,M1(δ′))±M1(ν(δ, δ′))
= ν(M2(δ, δ
′))±M1(ν(δ, δ′))
= ν(Id +M1(δ
′′))±M1(ν(δ, δ′))
= Id +M1(ν(δ
′′)± ν(δ, δ′))
(6.48)
In the first line we used the definition of an A∞-functor. In the second line we used the
hypothesis that δ, δ′ are closed, in the third line we used the hypothesis that they define
a homotopy equivalence. This finally completes the proof that homotopy equivalence is
nicely compatible with .
In the special case where T − is the trivial Theory, we have a useful result: each
Interface in Br(T 0, T +) gives us an A∞ functor from Br(T 0) to Br(T +). This will be
important for us later in Section §7 so let us spell it out a bit more. If I0,+ is a fixed
Interface we define an A∞-functor by declaring that on objects
FI0,+(B) := B I0,+ (6.49)
30In this equation we got lazy about the signs.
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and if δ1, . . . , δn is a composable set of morphisms between Branes B0, . . . ,Bn in Br(T 0)
then
FI0,+(δ0, . . . , δn) := δ ∈ Hop(FI0,+(B0),FI0,+(Bn)) (6.50)
is given by
δ = ρβ(tc)[
1
1− B0 , δ1, · · · , δn
1
1− Bn ;
1
1− B0,+ ] (6.51)
and we claim, moreover, that the A∞-relations defining an A∞-functor are satisfied:∑
k
∑
Pak(P )
ρβ+(t
+
H) (FI0,+(P1), . . . ,FI0,+(Pk))
=
∑
Pa3(P )
P1,P2,P3FI0,+
(
P1, ρβ0(t
0
H)(P2), P3
) (6.52)
where P = {δ1, . . . , δn}, FI0,+(∅) = 0, P1,P2,P3 is an appropriate sign, and we note that
t−,+ = t+H is the taut element of the Theory T + in the positive half-plane while t−,0 = t0H
is the taut element of the Theory T 0 in the positive half-plane.
Moreover, suppose that ψ ∈ Hop(I0,+1 , I0,+2 ) is a morphism between Interfaces. Then
we claim that there is an A∞-natural transformation τ(ψ) between the corresponding
functors F
I0,+1
and F
I0,+2
. That is, for every B ∈ Br(T 0) we can define
τ(ψ)B ∈ Hop(FI0,+1 (B),FI0,+2 (B)) (6.53)
so that, if δ1, . . . , δn is a composable sequence of morphisms between Branes B0, . . . ,Bn
in T 0, then
F
I0,+2
(Bn)
τ(ψ)Bn//
F
I
0,+
2
(δ0,...,δn)

F
I0,+1
(Bn)
F
I
0,+
1
(δ0,...,δn)

F
I0,+2
(B0)
τ(ψ)B0// F
I0,+1
(B0)
(6.54)
is a commutative diagram. The formula for τ(ψ)B is just
τ(ψ)B := ρβ(tc)
[
1
1− B ;
1
1− B0,+1
, ψ,
1
1− B0,+2
]
. (6.55)
where B is the boundary amplitude of B and B0,+1 , B0,+2 are the interface amplitudes of
I0,+1 , I
0,+
2 , respectively. Moreover, a natural transformation τ between an Interface and
itself is homotopic to the identity if, for every B, τB = Id + M1(δ). Two A∞-functors
can be regarded as homotopy equivalent if they are related by two natural transformations
whose composition is homotopic to the identity. Now
M2(τ(ψ1)B, τ(ψ2)B) = τ(M2(ψ1, ψ2))B + · · · , (6.56)
where the extra terms in · · · involve M1. This simply follows from the observation that
τ(ψ)B = ν(∅;ψ) (compare equation (6.44)) and is part of the statement that ν is an A∞-
functor in its second set of arguments. Hence a homotopy equivalence between Interfaces
I0,+1 and I
0,+
2 leads to a homotopy equivalence of the corresponding A∞-functors.
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If both T − and T + are trivial, the above results reduce to the previous results for
the strip. For example, equation (2.40) is a special case of equation (6.31): The only
nontrivial taut element in t−,+ consists of two boundary vertices, and the composition
operation then gives concatenation of strip-webs. As noted previously, the Chan-Paton
space (6.32) becomes the space of approximate ground states (4.52). Moreover equation
(6.33) is equivalent to equation (4.53), when we bring ELR from the LHS to E∗LR on the
RHS of the latter equation. The differential dLR on the complex of approximate ground
states can be thought as a solution of a trivial MC equation, where only the composition
of the Chan-Paton factors remain interesting.
Figure 46: Illustrating the A∞-multiplications on the local operators on an Interface. Figure (a)
shows a number of local operators between different Interfaces. The vertical purple arrows indicate
that they are to be multiplied. The result is a single local operator between the initial and final
Interfaces, as illustrated in Figure (b).
Remarks:
1. In principle we should keep track of the positions x−,0 and x0,+ of the original Inter-
faces as well as the position x−,+ of the final product Interface. Given the translation
invariance and homotopy equivalence we can be a bit sloppy about this, but it is
relevant to the sense in which the product is associative. We take that issue up in
the next Section §6.3.
2. It might help to restate some of the above formal expressions in more physical terms.
First of all, the basic A∞-product on local operators on Interfaces is illustrated in
Figure 46. Physically the product I−,0 I0,+ is a kind of operator product of super-
symmetric interfaces. In the physical models there is no “Casimir force” between the
Interfaces, even with the insertions of (a suitable class of) local operators. Therefore
they can be adiabatically brought together as illustrated in Figure 47 to produce a
new Interface with a single local operator, as illustrated in Figure 48. An illustration
of the statement that ν is an A∞-functor (for fixed δ′1, . . . , δ′n′) is shown in Figure 49
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Figure 47: Illustrating the bifunctor ν. Here the green squares illustrate 4 local operator inser-
tions δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 between Interfaces from Theory T − to Theory T 0. Similarly, the green triangles
represent 3 local operator insertions δ′1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3 between Interfaces from Theory T 0 to Theory T +.
The maroon arrows indicate that the two interfaces with their local operator insertions are being
moved together (adiabatically).
Figure 48: The result of the process described in Figure 47 is a single local operator, described
by the green star, between the products of the initial and final Interfaces. This is the operator
ν(δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4; δ
′
1, δ
′
2, δ
′
3).
and Figure 50. Of course, an analogous statement can also be made holding δ1, . . . , δn
fixed.
6.3 Composition Of Three Interfaces
We can now consider a geometry Gη3 with three interfaces, set at x = −L, x = ηL, x = L,
−1 < η < 1, with vacuum data (Vα, zα), α ∈ {−, 0, 1,+}, in the negative half plane, the
two strips and the positive half plane respectively. The composite webs in this geometry
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Figure 49: This figure represents one side of the equation stating that ν is a bifunctor. We first
take the “operator product” of the ordered set P2 of local operators on Interfaces between T − and
T 0, as indicated by the vertical purple arrows, and then apply the Interface product, as indicated
by the horizontal maroon arrows. We sum over all decompositions of the local operators on the left
Interface into P1 q P2 q P3.
Figure 50: This figure represents the other side of the equation stating that ν is a bifunctor. We
consider all ordered decompositions Q1 q · · · qQk of local operators on the left Interface (keeping
δ′1, . . . , δ
′
n′ fixed). We apply the Interface product separately to these collections to produce the
Interfaces and local operators indicated by F(Q1), . . . ,F(Qk). Then we take the product of these
local operators, as indicated by the vertical purple arrows.
have essentially the same properties as in the case with two interfaces, with a convolution
identity of the same general form.
Following through the same derivation, we arrive at the statement that given four
Theories T −, T 0, T 1, T + we obtain a triple A∞ functor from Br(T −, T 0)×Br(T 0, T 1)×
Br(T 1, T +) to Br(T −, T +), composing three consecutive Interfaces I−,0, I0,1, I1,+ to a
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single Interface we can denote as
I−,+η := (I
−,0I0,1I1,+)η. (6.57)
It has boundary amplitude
B(I−,+η ) := ρβ(tc)
(
1
1− B−,0 ,
1
1− B0,1 ,
1
1− B1,+
)
(6.58)
where tc is the taut composite element in G
η
3.
Thus we get a family of triple compositions, parameterized by η, and we may obviously
wonder how would they compare to the repeated compositions (I−,0  I0,1)  I1,+ and
I−,0  (I0,1  I1,+). We want to argue that there is an homotopy equivalence between
any pair of interfaces (I−,0I0,1I1,+)η and (I−,0I0,1I1,+)η˜ and that moreover there are well-
defined limits such that:
(I−,0I0,1I1,+)η→−1 = (I−,0  I0,1) I1,+
(I−,0I0,1I1,+)η→1 = I−,0  (I0,1  I1,+) (6.59)
It then follows that (I−,0  I0,1) I1,+ and I−,0  (I0,1  I1,+) themselves are homotopy
equivalent.
6.3.1 Limits
We can start from the analysis of the η → −1 limit of the triple composition. We need to
study the fate of a composite taut web in Gη3 when η is sent to −1. The taut element itself
may jump in the process. As there are only finitely many possible taut web topologies, as
we make η sufficiently close to −1, the taut element will ultimately stabilize.
After the taut element has stabilized, we can analyze the problem in the same way as
we did for composite webs. As the left strip shrinks, some vertices will remain at finite
distances from the boundaries, while the distance from the left boundary of some other
“bound” vertices will scale as 1+η. The bound vertices will form clumps at finite locations
along the left boundary. The whole web is well-approximated by a composite taut web
in the G2 geometry with vacua V−, V1, V+, with boundary vertices on the left boundary
replaced by tiny taut webs in a local G2 geometry with vacua V−, V0, V1.
If c is any composite web in theG2 geometry with vacua V−, V1, V+, so c ∈ WC [V−,V1,V+]
then we can define an operation
T∂(c) : TWC [V−,V0,V1]→WC [V−,V0,V1,V+] (6.60)
whose nonzero values on monomials c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn are obtained by inserting the ca into the
left boundary vertices v∂a of c provided Jvpa(c) = J∞(ca) and provided that the past strip
vacuum of ca agrees with the future strip vacuum of ca+1. We orient the resulting web in
the standard way, wedging the reduced orientations of the arguments in the same order as
the arguments themselves.
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Figure 51: In the limit that η → −1 the taut composite web on the left degenerates to that on
the right. We can view this as a contribution of T∂(t
−,1,+)[t−,0,1, t−,0,1] to t−,0,1,+η .
Thus with these definitions, if t−,0,1,+η is the taut element in Gη3 and t
−,1,+ and t−,0,1
the taut elements for the two G2 geometries respectively,
lim
η→−1
t−,0,1,+η = T∂ [t
−,1,+](
1
1− t−,0,1 ) (6.61)
See, for example, Figure 51.
Now we can compute
(B−,0B0,1B1,+)η→−1 = ρβ( lim
η→−1
t−,0,1,+η )[
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,1 ;
1
1− B1,+ ] (6.62)
from the representations of webs and interface amplitudes. We can write
ρβ(T∂ [t
−,1,+](
1
1− t−,0,1 ))[
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,1 ;
1
1− B1,+ ] =
ρβ(t
−,1,+)[
1
1− ρβ(t−,0,1)[ 11−B−,0 ; 11−B0,1 ]
;
1
1− B1,+ ] (6.63)
Thus
(I−,0I0,1I1,+)η→−1 = (I−,0  I0,1) I1,+ (6.64)
A similar analysis holds for η → 1.
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At this point, we are left with the task of proving the homotopy equivalence of the
triple compositions for different values ηp,f of η. The Chan-Paton factors are independent
of η. If we define Ip,f = (I
−,0I0,1I1,+)ηp,f then, according to (5.23), we need to find
δh ∈ R∂(E−,+) such that
Bf − Bp + ρβ(t−,+)[ 1
1− Bf ; δh;
1
1− Bp ] = 0 (6.65)
where
E−,+i−,i+ := ⊕i0,i1E
−,0
i−,i0 ⊗ E
0,1
i0,i1
⊗ E1,+i1,i+ (6.66)
As the interface amplitudes Bp,f ∈ Hop(Ip, If ) are computed directly from the corre-
sponding composite taut elements t−,0,1,+p,f we will first try to find a similar identity for the
difference between these two taut elements.
6.3.2 Homotopies
How can we compare the taut elements for different values of η? One way would be to
vary η continuously, and study the special values at which the taut element jumps. This is
a somewhat subtle but interesting analysis, and we will come back to it at the very end of
the section. Here we will use a different, more effective strategy, which produces precisely
the desired result.
We can encode the problem in a simple geometric setup: a time-dependent setup where
η depends very slowly on the time direction. We want η(y) to vary slowly enough that the
deviation from the vertical of the slope of the boundary between the V0 and V1 at any y
does not affect the local interface taut element between V0 and V1. In particular the slope
should remain close enough to vertical so that it never crosses the slopes of the weights z0ij
and z1i′j′ for any i, j, i
′, j′. We also want the variation of η to be restricted to some compact
region y ∈ [yp, yf ] with fixed values ηp and ηf in the past and the future, respectively. We
will call such functions η(y) tame.
As soon as these conditions are met, we can consider composite webs in the time-
dependent geometry. 31 The definitions for composite webs from Section §6.2 have straight-
forward generalizations, with one important exception noted in the next paragraph. The
only slightly new point is that the wall vertices between T 0 and T 1 do not sit at a definite
value of x since the boundary between these theories is y-dependent. Nevertheless, one can
define deformation types of time-dependent composite webs. The only new point is that
wall vertices between T 0 and T 1 must slide along the wall x = η(y)L. If a composite web
c has n wall-vertices on the boundary between T 0 and T 1 and d1, . . . , dn are n interface
webs between T 0 and T 1 then the convolution T [c](d1, . . . , dn) makes sense as a composite
web in the time-dependent geometry. Moreover, we claim that if η(y) satisfies the above
conditions then the deformation type of T [c](d1, . . . , dn) only depends on the deformation
types of c and d1, . . . , dn. To prove this we note that there are only a finite number of
possible webs c, d1, . . . , dn. But then note that the homotopy which straightens out the
31Actually, we could consider the positions of all three interfaces to be time-dependent. The resulting
discussion would be similar to what we give here.
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Figure 52: A smooth adiabatic variation of η as a function of y can relate the products of interfaces
at different values of η.
boundary between T 0, T 1 to a vertical line in the neighbourhood of each interface web will
change the edge lengths by an amount which can be made arbitrarily small by making the
slope of the boundary arbitrarily close to vertical.
The one new point in the definitions for composite webs in time-dependent geometries
is that we must change the definitions of rigid, taut and sliding webs from what we used
in Section 6.2. Webs in the time-dependent geometry with no moduli are rigid or taut,
and webs with a single modulus are called sliding. An example of a sliding web in a time-
dependent geometry is a rigid composite web for η = ηf whose support lies in y ≥ yf or,
similarly, a rigid composite web for η = ηp whose support lies in y ≤ yp.
We can now repeat our usual exercise: We define t[η(y)] to be the taut (= rigid) element
inWC in the time-dependent geometry determined by η(y) and find its convolution identity
by examining the end-points of the moduli spaces of sliding webs in this time-dependent
geometry. We encounter standard boundaries at finite distance: some edge inequalities
get saturated, some subset of vertices collapse to a point in the interior or at any of the
interfaces. These endpoints are enumerated by convolutions of appropriate taut elements.
Boundaries at infinite distance are also rather standard. Much as for the time-
independent geometry we can consider directions along which a web grows to large size.
These boundaries are accounted for by a standard tensor operation, inserting taut com-
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posite webs at the boundary vertices of a taut interface web. In order for the result to
have only one modulus in the time-dependent geometry, exactly one of the composite webs
must be localized in the compact region where η varies. The others will be sliding along
the regions of constant η in the past or future. Thus these endpoints are enumerated by
the usual T∂(t
−,+) operation with t−,+ being the taut element for interface webs between
V− and V+, acting on a collection of taut webs in the far past or future, together with a
single rigid/taut web stuck somewhere in the region yp ≤ y ≤ yf .
The only new terms are very simple: a single taut web for the G
ηp
3 geometry inserted
far in the past, or a taut web for the G
ηf
3 geometry inserted far in the future. We are now
ready to write the convolution identity for the taut element t[η(y)] in the time-dependent
geometry. Let tpl = t
−
p + t
0
p + t
1
p + t
+
p denote the sum of the planar taut elements for
the four theories. Similarly, let t∂ denote the sum of the taut interface elements for the
three boundaries between pairs of theories: t∂ = t
−,0 + t0,1 + t1,+, and let tp,fc be the taut
composite elements for the initial and final G
ηp,f
3 geometries. If t
f
c is understood to be made
of webs with all edges and vertices in the region y ≥ yf and likewise tpc has all lines and
vertices in the region y ≤ yp, then we can consider these as elements of the web group of
the time-dependent geometry. With this understanding we have the convolution identity
t[η(y)] ∗ tpl + t[η(y)] ∗ t∂ + tfc − tpc + T∂(t−,+)[
1
1− tfc
; t[η(y)];
1
1− tpc ] = 0. (6.67)
The tfc − tpc could be absorbed into the T∂(t−,+) term if we include the empty web (no
vertices nor edges) into t[η(y)].
Now we combine equation (6.67) together with a representation of the composite webs
and apply the result to
eβ
−
;
1
1− B−,0 ; e
β0 ;
1
1− B0,1 ; e
β1 ;
1
1− B1,+ ; e
β+ (6.68)
The first two terms of (6.67) give zero. The next two terms give Bf−Bp using the definition
(6.58), and, using identities analogous to (6.42), the last term in (6.67) gives
ρβ(t
−,+)
[
1
1− Bf ; δ[η(y)];
1
1− Bp
]
(6.69)
with
δ[η(y)] := ρβ(t[η(y)])[
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,1 ;
1
1− B1,+ ] (6.70)
finally leading to the desired relation (6.65). Recall from (5.23) that (6.65) implies that
the morphism Id + δ[η(y)] (or just δ[η(y)] if we include the empty web into t[η(y)]) from
Bp to Bf is M1-closed.
Next, we need to show that Id + δ[η(y)] has a closed inverse up to homotopy. In
principle, we could cheat a bit. The morphism δ[η(y)] can have a non-trivial scalar part,
from composite webs with no external edges. As the vacua are naturally ordered, in the
sense that for any pair of vacua only one of the two can be to the future of the other, this
scalar contribution is upper triangular and thus the scalar part of Id+ δ[η(y)] is invertible.
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We could build the required inverse recursively, as described in Section 5.2. However, there
is a much better way to proceed.
In order to prepare some tools which will be useful later, we will instead prove directly
that the closed morphism Id + δ[η(y)] associated to the η(y) deformation and the closed
morphism Id + δ[η(−y)] associated to the time-reversed deformation are inverse of each
other up to homotopy.
The first observation is that if we have two continuous deformations η1(y) and η2(y),
with the same value η1,p = η2,f in the past of η1 and in the future of η2, we can build a
“shifted time composition” η1 ◦T η2 where η1 is placed at some large time T after η2. If T
is sufficiently large, it is easy to see that
Id + δ[η1 ◦T η2] = M2(Id + δ[η1], Id + δ[η2]) (6.71)
where M2 is computed in the Interface category Br(T −, T +), and δ[η1 ◦T η2], δ[η1], and
δ[η2] are computed in different time-dependent geometries.
In order to establish (6.71) we observe that the most general rigid web in the composite
geometry can be approximated by a large interface web with a boundary vertex resolved
into a rigid web in the region of η1 variation, a boundary vertex resolved into a rigid web
in the region of η2 variation and any number of boundary vertices resolved to rigid webs
in the regions of constant η. Thus we have:
t[η1 ◦T η2] = t[η1] + t[η2] + T∂(t−,+)[ 1
1− t1,fc
; t[η1];
1
1− t1,pc
; t[η2];
1
1− t2,pc
] (6.72)
where t1,fc is the taut composite element for the value η1,f and we recall that t
1,p
c = t
2,f
c . This
equation is to be thought of as valued in the web group of the time-dependent geometry
described by η1 ◦T η2. Now, again using identities similar to (6.42) we learn that (6.72)
implies (6.71). Thus, the desired result
I−,+ηp ∼ I−,+ηf (6.73)
will follow by proving that
Id + δ[η(y) ◦T η(−y)] ∼ Id. (6.74)
We will prove (6.74) in the next Section.
6.3.3 Homotopies Of Homotopies
The required identity (6.74) will follow from a more general result: Suppose that η1(y) and
η2(y) define two tame time-dependent geometries such that η1(y) = η2(y) = ηf for y ≥ yf
and η1(y) = η2(y) = ηp for y ≤ yp. Suppose moreover that η(y; s) is a homotopy between
these functions. Then we claim that
δ[η1(y)] ∼ δ[η2(y)] (6.75)
are homotopic morphisms in Br(T −, T +). When writing η(y; s) we take s ∈ R and assume
that ∂∂sη(y; s) has compact support in some interval (s1, s2) with η(y; s) = η1(y) for s ≤ s1
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and η(y; s) = η2(y) for s ≥ s2. We will also assume that the homotopy η(y; s) is tame for
all fixed s and is furthermore generic.
We will establish (6.75) by studying how the taut element t[η(y; s)] jumps as we vary
s. Some of the ideas we introduce here will be very useful in Section §8 on wall-crossing as
well as in Sections §10.7 and §15 on Landau-Ginzburg models.
The basic idea is to allow deformations in the geometry G3[s] := G
η(·;s)
3 determined by
η(y; s) in our notion of “deformation type”. We will call this enlarged notion “deformation
type up to homotopy” or just h-type, for brevity. Thus, we allow the usual translations and
dilation of internal edges at fixed s, but also we allow the parameter s to be adjusted. For
readers who demand more precision we will spell this out more formally. Less fastidious
readers can skip to the examples below equation (6.77) below.
Define a continuous family of webs w[s], labeled by s− ≤ s ≤ s+ to be a family of webs
such that
1. For each fixed s ∈ [s−, s+], w[s] is a web in the geometry G3[s].
2. As s varies the vertices of w[s] in the plane vary continuously, no edge shrinks to zero
length, and no boundary vertices collide.
For a fixed s ∈ R let Web[G3[s]] denote the set of all webs in the geometry G3[s].
According to the definition in Section §2.1, a deformation type of a web in G3[s] is a subset
D(w) ⊂ Web[G3[s]], defined by an equivalence relation under translation and dilation of
internal edges. We now consider the union
WEB := ∪s∈RWeb[G3[s]] (6.76)
and define a deformation type up to homotopy (or, just an h-type, for brevity) to be an
equivalence class of webs Dh ⊂WEB with the following two equivalence relations:
1. If wa,wb ∈Web[G3[s]] for the same value of s then, if they define the same deforma-
tion type within Web[G3[s]], they are equivalent.
2. If there exists a continuous family of webs w[s], s− ≤ s ≤ s+ interpolating be-
tween w− and w+, then the web w− ∈ Web[G3[s−]] is equivalent to the web w+ ∈
Web[G3[s+]].
As usual, we will let Dh(w) denote the set of deformation types up to homotopy of
any given web w ∈Web[G3[s]] for some s.
Of course, there is a projection pi : WEB→ R given by the s-coordinate so an h-type
Dh will be fibered over a connected subset of some interval [s−, s+] ∈ R. See, Figure 59
below. The fiber of the projection pi : Dh → [s−, s+] above some s ∈ [s−, s+] will be a
subset of R2Vi(w)+V∂(w) given by the data of the vertices of the web. We can therefore
regard Dh(w) ⊂ R2Vi(w)+V∂(w)+1. This motivates us to define the expected h-dimension (or
just h-dimension, for brevity) by
dh(w) := 2Vi(w) + V∂(w) + 1− E(w). (6.77)
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The set Dh(w) is orientable. Oriented h-types are denoted by wh. If w ∈ Web[G3[s]] for
some s then we let wh denote the induced h-type with orientation o(wh) = o(w) ∧ ds. It
can happen that the projection of Dh under pi is a single point s∗ ∈ R. In this case we take
the orientation to be o(wh) = ds. Oriented h-types again generate a free abelian group
Wh.
We now consider the convolution identity in Wh. As usual we examine the moduli
space of sliding h-types, i.e. those with dh(w) = 1. What are the possible boundary
regions? Provided that η(y; s) is tame and generic these can be listed as follows:
Figure 53: At fixed s the web shown here has expected and true dimension zero: There are four
boundary vertices and four internal edges. If the edge constraints can be satisfied then the equations
are all independent. At fixed values of s the web cannot be deformed at all. If it exists it will only
exist for a finite set of possible y-coordinates of the left vertex. However, if it exists, for tame and
generic homotopies η(y, s) if we deform s we can deform the web so that it will generically define
a deformation type up to homotopy of expected and true dimension dh = 1. This is a typical
contribution to both th[η1(y)] and t
h[η2(y)].
1. First, for s ≤ s1 or s ≥ s2 any of the summands in th[η(y; s)] are sliding. Recall that
we assume η(y; s) has nontrivial y-dependence, so the taut elements are the same as
the rigid elements. That is, they have d = 0. For fixed s the moduli space of such
deformation types is either empty or a finite set. (It could be identified, for example,
with the finite set of y values of the vertex on the left boundary.) On the other hand,
the image under pi of such an h-type is a semi-infinite interval containing (−∞, s1] or
[s2,+∞). The boundaries at infinity of these webs contributes th[η1(y)] − th[η2(y)]
to the convolution identity, where th[η1(y)], t
h[η2(y)] denote sums of oriented h-types
of webs. For a typical example, see Figure 53. We are interested in the difference
th[η1(y)]− th[η2(y)]. It can be nonzero because some webs can appear and disappear
by shrinking to zero and then violating edge constraints, or by blowing up to infinity.
2. It can happen that, at some special values of s, exceptional webs exist. See, for
example Figures 54 and 55. Now at those special values of s, d(w) = −1 and dh(w) =
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Figure 54: This web will only exist at special values of s. It has dimension 2Vi + V∂ − E =
2 + 4− 7 = −1 at fixed s and h-dimension dh = 0.
Figure 55: This web will only exist at special values of s. It has dimension V∂ − E = 5− 6 = −1
at fixed s and h-dimension dh = 0.
0. Such webs will exist only at isolated values s∗. Such exceptional configurations can
be convolved with taut elements tp or t∂ to produce h-types of h-dimension one. The
case of a convolution with t∂ is illustrated in Figure 56. This h-type projects under
pi to a single point in the s-line. If we denote by eh the h-types of all the exceptional
webs of h-dimension 0 then this represents a contribution of eh ∗ t∂ to the convolution
identity.
3. By contrast in Figure 57 we show an h-type of h-dimension 1 which will project to
an interval in the s-line. The boundary of this h-type contributes to one of the terms
eh ∗ tpl in the convolution identity.
4. Finally, there are boundary regions at infinity: a very large exceptional sliding web,
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Figure 56: Here we show a typical example of a contribution eh ∗ t∂ to the convolution identity.
The sliding h-type on the left projects to a single value s∗ ∈ R.
Figure 57: The web shown here has expected dimension d = 0 at fixed s and h-dimension dh = 1.
If it exists it will project to an interval of the s-line. At the boundary of the interval the inner
triangle shrinks and the figure degenerates to an exceptional web which only exists at a fixed value
s∗. The nearby sliding h-types represent contributions to eh ∗ tpl in the convolution identity.
which can be described as usual by the tensor operation T∂(t
−,+)[ 1
1−tfc
; eh; 1
1−tpc ].
5. There can also be contributions to the moduli space of sliding h-types which are
circles with no boundary. This is illustrated in Figure 58. Altogether, the moduli
space of sliding h-types can be schematically pictured as shown in Figure 59.
Putting these various boundaries together we can write the resulting convolution iden-
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Figure 58: The web shown here has expected dimension d = 0 at fixed s and h-dimension dh = 1.
As s varies the two “causal diamonds” can merge and exchange places, leading to a component of
the moduli space of sliding webs which is a circle.
Figure 59: A schematic picture of the set of sliding h-types. The horizontal axis at the bottom is
the s-line but no meaning is assigned to the vertical direction.
tity as 32
th[η1(y)]− th[η2(y)] + eh ∗ tpl + eh ∗ t∂ + T∂(t−,+)[ 1
1− tfc
; eh;
1
1− tpc ] = 0 (6.78)
where, again, eh includes the sum of oriented h-types of all possible exceptional webs
encountered along the deformation.
If we apply a web representation to equation (6.78), and again use identities of the
32We will not try to give a formal definition of a convolutionWh×W →Wh, and so forth for all possible
webs.
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form (6.42) to evaluate ρβ(T (t
−,+)) then
δ[η1(y)]− δ[η2(y)] +M1
(
ρβ(e
h)[
1
1− B−,0 ;
1
1− B0,1 ;
1
1− B1,+ ]
)
= 0 (6.79)
This finally concludes our proof of equation (6.75).
Figure 60: If the homotopy η(y; s) is not tame then configurations can occur which do not fit into
our convolution identity. On the left we have sliding webs. On the right we have an exceptional
web with dh = 0. It could be decorated to make a sliding h-type.
Remarks
1. We stress that the assumption that we have a tame homotopy is crucial to our
argument above. Otherwise configurations such as those shown in Figure 60 can
occur which do not fit into our convolution identity.
2. All these results are easily generalizable to the composition of any number of inter-
faces.
3. Notice that we could have attempted the approach based on deformation type up
to homotopy in order to compare the triple compositions for different values of η,
by considering instead a variation η(s) which is not encoded as a time-dependent
configuration, but as a family of G3 geometries. The problem with such an approach
is that the corresponding convolution identity would look like
e′ ∗ tp + e′ ∗ t∂ + tfc − tpc + T∂(t−,+)[
1
1− tc(s) ; e
′;
1
1− tc(s) ] = 0 (6.80)
where the tensor operation involving some exceptional web in e′ picks the taut element
tc(s) for the value of s at which the exceptional web exists. This convolution identity
is clearly less useful than 6.67.
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4. We have found that Theories and Interfaces produce a very interesting mathematical
structure which should, perhaps, be called an A∞-2-category. The objects (“zero-
morphisms”) are Theories. The space of (one-)morphisms between two Theories T −
and T +, is just the category of Interfaces: Hom(T −, T +) = Br(T −, T +). The mor-
phisms between two objects of this category I−,+1 and I
−,+
2 are the two-morphisms.
Rather than associativity we have A∞-type axioms for the composition of morphisms.
6.4 Invertible Interfaces And Equivalences Of Theories
The existence of the identity Id interface allows us to make an obvious definition: an
interface I ∈ Br(T −, T +) has a right inverse I˜ ∈ Br(T +, T −) if I  I˜ = Id. This is an
extremely strong condition. For example it implies that the Chan-Paton spaces satisfy∑
i′∈V+
E−+ii′ ⊗ E˜+−i′j = δijZ (6.81)
To give a nontrivial example of inverses, suppose that we have isomorphisms ϕ(12) :
T (1) → T (2) and ϕ(23) : T (2) → T (3). Then define ϕ(13) := ϕ(12)ϕ(23). We claim that
Iϕ
(12)  Iϕ(23) = Iϕ(13) (6.82)
The key identity needed to establish this claim is that
K
(2)
iϕ(12),jϕ(12)
(
K−1,ϕ
(12)
ji ⊗K−1,ϕ
(23)
jϕ(12),iϕ(12)
)
= K−1,ϕ
(13)
ji (6.83)
With some patience this can be proven using (6.22) and (4.26).
We will need a more flexible notion of invertibility of Interfaces. It turns out to be much
more useful to define a right-inverse up to homotopy if I I˜ is homotopy equivalent to the
identity interface Id. Similar definitions hold for left inverses. Because of associativity up
to homotopy, a left inverse and a right inverse up to homotopy are equal up to homotopy.
Definition: We will refer to an interface which has right and left inverse up to homo-
topy as an invertible interface.
A good example of invertible Interfaces which are only invertible up to homotopy are
the rotation Interfaces R[ϑ`, ϑr] discussed at length in Section 7.
The existence of an invertible Interface between two Theories T − and T + implies a
strong relation between the Theories. It defines a functor between the categories of Branes
or Interfaces which is invertible up to natural transformations. Concretely, it allows one
to identify the spaces of exact ground states between branes of one theory and the other:
sandwiching the interface and its inverse between two branes and using associativity we
get a quasi-isomorphism between the complex of ground states for the two branes and the
complex of ground states for their image in the other theory. In Section §8 we will pursue
this idea further to define a notion of equivalence of Theories.
7. Categorical Transport: Simple Examples
In the previous Section §6 we have constructed an A∞-2-category of Interfaces. The argu-
ments used in the construction employed (geometric) homotopies of the interface geometries
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and their relation to (algebraic) homotopy equivalences of Interfaces. A crucial result was
that the composition of consecutive Interfaces along the x-axis is associative up to ho-
motopy equivalence. We can therefore consider compositions of several Interfaces, closely
spaced along the x-axis. The resulting composition is well-defined up to homotopy equiv-
alence. This suggests consideration of a third kind of homotopy, namely homotopies of
the data used to define Theories and Interfaces. Thus, without trying to make the notion
too precise at the moment, we can imagine continuous families of vacuum weights zi, con-
tractions Kij , interior amplitudes β and so forth. Moreover, we could generalize the set
of vacua V to be a discrete (possibly branched) cover over some space of parameters. In
the same spirit we could generalize web representations Rij to bundles of Z-modules, etc.
Let us denote the relevant parameter spaces for these data generically as C. The results of
Section §6 thus suggest that given a continuous path ℘ from some interval [s`, sr] ⊂ R to
C there might be a way to “map” the Theory T ` at s` to the Theory T r at sr so that the
Branes for the positive half-plane with data ℘(s`) are “coherently mapped” to Branes for
the positive half-plane with data ℘(sr).
To be slightly more precise, for a continuous map ℘ as above, suppose we have a
definite law for constructing T r given T `. Then we are aiming to define an A∞-functor
F(℘) : Br(T `,H)→ Br(T r,H) (7.1)
where H is, say, the positive half-plane. The functor F(℘) is meant to be a categorical
version of parallel transport. Thus, it should be an A∞-equivalence of categories, and
moreover, if ℘1 and ℘2 are two paths which can be composed then there should be an
invertible natural transformation between F(℘1 ◦ ℘2) and the composition of the A∞-
functors F(℘1) and F(℘2). Of course, if ℘ is the constant path then F(℘) should be
the identity functor. We will refer to such a family of functors as a categorical parallel
transport law, or just categorical transport for brevity. We aim to show, furthermore, that
the “connection” defining this transport law is in fact a flat connection. That is, if ℘1 is
homotopic to ℘2 in an appropriate space of parameters C then there is an invertible natural
transformation between F(℘1) and F(℘2).
Given the above motivation our general strategy for constructing the functors F(℘) will
be to regard the variation ℘(s) as a spatially dependent variation of parameters allowing
us to construct families of Interfaces I[℘] which satisfy homotopy properties analogous to
F(℘). In particular, we require two key properties:
1. Parallel transport : If ℘1 and ℘2 are composable paths then there must be a homotopy
equivalence of Interfaces:
I[℘1] I[℘2] ∼ I[℘1 ◦ ℘2]. (7.2)
2. Flatness: If ℘1 ∼ ℘2 are homotopy equivalent, in a suitable sense, then correspond-
ingly there must be a homotopy equivalence of Interfaces:
I[℘1] ∼ I[℘2]. (7.3)
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Given a family of Interfaces satisfying (7.2) and (7.3) we can then invoke the con-
struction of equations (6.49), (6.50), and (6.51) to produce the corresponding flat parallel
transport A∞-functors.
In this Section and in Section §8 we will make some of these general ideas much more
precise for certain variations of the data used to define Theories and Interfaces. For further
discussion see the introduction to Section §8.
7.1 Curved Webs And Vacuum Homotopy
One of the most important physical examples of the variations of parameters described
above are variations of vacuum weights. Thus we consider paths of weights ℘ : R→ CV−∆,
where ∆ is the large diagonal. If ℘ is continuous and nonconstant only within some finite
interval we will call it a vacuum homotopy. Such a collection of maps zi : R → C for
i ∈ V can be used to define a set of spatially-dependent vacuum weights zi(x). If the
maps are continuously differentiable and suitably generic then in the context of Landau-
Ginzburg theories such collections of maps can be used to define interesting supersymmetric
interfaces. This is described in more detail in Section §17 below.
The notion of webs for spatially-dependent weights zi(x) still makes sense: They are
again graphs in R2 but now the edges are allowed to be smooth non-self-intersecting curves.
The connected components of the complement of the graph are labeled by vacua and edges
separate regions labeled by pairs of distinct vacua. If zi(x) are all continuously differentiable
in the neighborhood of a point x0 then we can orient the ij edges in a strip centered on
x0 and the tangent vector to an edge at a point (x, y) in this strip, with i on the left and
j on the right, is parallel to zij(x) := zi(x) − zj(x). Such webs are called curved webs.
33 In fact, when discussing homotopies of paths it is useful to generalize still further and
consider spacetime dependent weights zi(x, y) with the natural generalized definition of
curved webs. We will see many examples of such curved webs below. See, for examples,
the figures in Section §7.4.1.
In the remainder of Section 7 we will discuss a very simple class of curved webs such
that
zi(x) = e
−iϑ(x)zi (7.4)
where ϑ : R → R is a smooth function with compact support for ϑ′. We will call these
spinning weights because they are all related by a uniform (albeit x-dependent) rotation.
If we wish to distinguish their webs from general curved webs we call them spinning webs.
We will already find quite a rich set of phenomena in this case.
One advantage of the spinning webs is that we can consider the interior amplitude
βI to be x-independent. In a general composite web with several interfaces the interior
amplitude can vary discontinuously across the interfaces. However, the particular family
of “spinning” vacuum weights (7.4) have the property that the set of cyclic fans I does not
change with x. Therefore there is a natural choice of interior amplitude where we take βI
33We will assume that zi(x) are sufficiently generic that edges have transverse intersections, except at
special points called “binding points,” defined below.
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to be x-independent. In the remainder of Section §7 we make that choice. In Section §8
we consider more general situations.
There is another very nice way to motivate the study of spinning vacuum weights and
describe that in the next two subsections.
7.2 Rotation Interfaces
Given a choice of a Theory T and a half-plane H, we have defined a category of Branes
Br[T ,H]. It is natural to wonder how this category depends on the choice of H for fixed T .
Certainly it is literally unchanged if we apply a translation to H. On the other hand, there
is an interesting change if we apply a rotation to H. It is useful to denote the phase of the
normal to the boundary pointing into H as ϑ and the corresponding half-plane (defined up
to translation) as Hϑ. The corresponding category of Branes will be denoted Brϑ. The
notion of half-plane webs is ill-defined for those special values of ϑ such that the boundary
of the half-plane aligns with zij for some i, j ∈ V. We define an Sij-ray to be the ray in
the complex plane 34 through the angle eiϑij such that the canonically oriented boundary
has direction −zij . In formulae, the Sij-ray is the ray through eiϑij such that
Re
(
e−iϑijzij
)
= 0 & Im
(
e−iϑijzij
)
> 0. (7.5)
Thus we have a well-defined notion of Brϑ when e
iϑ is in the complement of the union,
over all pairs (i, j) of distinct vacua, of the Sij-rays.
We would like to define an A∞-equivalence of the categories of Branes Brϑ for different
values of ϑ. The Branes associated to the Hϑ half-plane for some Theory T with vacuum
data (V, z) can be re-interpreted as Branes associated to the positive half-plane for a Theory
T ϑ. To define T ϑ we choose the same set of vacua V, but now the weights are rotated:
zϑj := e
−iϑzj . (7.6)
The interior amplitude β and the web representation R can be taken to be the same. In
other words, Brϑ[T ] = Br0[T ϑ] and we can focus on relations between Branes for rotated
Theories in the positive half plane. The A∞-equivalences we seek will be given by the
functors associated (via equations (6.49) et. seq.) to a family of invertible Interfaces
R[ϑ`, ϑr] between any pair of rotated Theories T ϑ` and T ϑr . Here we must regard ϑ`
and ϑr as belonging to the real numbers. Although the Theories T ϑ only depend on
ϑ mod2pi there are interesting monodromy phenomena associated with interpolations that
have |ϑ` − ϑr| ≥ 2pi. (See Section §7.4.4 below.)
The definition of R[ϑ`, ϑr] appears in equation (7.50) at the end of Section §7.4.4 and
uses the key definition (7.46) below. We now give some motivation for the somewhat
elaborate definitions which follow.
As discussed above, we want our Interfaces to behave as a categorical version of par-
allel transport: the composition R[ϑ1, ϑ2]  R[ϑ2, ϑ3] should be homotopy equivalent to
34The terminology is motivated by the relation to the theory of spectral networks [31, 33, 34]. The
relation to spectral networks is discussed in more detail in Section §18.2 below.
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R[ϑ1, ϑ3], and R[ϑ, ϑ] should be the identity interface Id. Once the problem is approached
from the point of view of the composition of interfaces, the variation of ϑ becomes naturally
tied to the space direction. In order to define an interface R[ϑ`, ϑr] we could then hope
that there is a simple definition when ϑ` and ϑr are infinitesimally close and then imagine
subdividing the interval [ϑ`, ϑr] into a very large number of small sub-intervals [ϑk, ϑk+1],
and use the definition of the infinitesimal interfaces. This line of reasoning naturally leads
to the idea that given any continuous interpolation ϑ(x) with ϑ(x) = ϑ` for x < −L and
ϑ(x) = ϑr for x > L there is a corresponding Interface I[ϑ(x)]. In Section §7.4.2 we will
indeed define such an interface. (See equation (7.46) below.) We will need to define Chan-
Paton factors and amplitudes. The main tool is to use representations of spinning webs.
We will also use curved webs with space-time dependent weights to show that homotopy
equivalent interpolations will give us homotopy equivalent interfaces.
Before giving the complete set of rules to deal with such curved webs, we gain some
intuition by looking at a special case which can be reduced to standard webs with straight
edges. Choosing real lifts so that ϑ` > ϑr and |ϑ` − ϑr| ≤ pi we can consider the smooth
interpolation ϑ(x) = −x (where the sign is chosen for future convenience) defined on the
interval −ϑ` ≤ x ≤ −ϑr. The advantage of this is that if we apply the exponential map
u + iv := e−ix+y taking the strip −ϑ` ≤ x ≤ −ϑr in the x + iy plane to a wedge, denoted
H[ϑ`, ϑr], in the u+iv plane, then curves x(s)+iy(s) with tangent dds(x(s)+iy(s)) = eix(s)zij
in the x + iy plane are mapped to curves u(s) + iv(s) satisfying dds(u(s) + iv(s)) = −izij .
These will be straight rays (or line segments) parallel to −izij inside the wedge H[ϑ`, ϑr].
Therefore, a curved web on the strip will map to a web with straight edges in the wedge
H[ϑ`, ϑr].
Now, given a left Brane B for T ϑ` and a right Brane B˜ for T ϑr , we can define a
complex of approximate ground states by sandwiching an R[ϑ`, ϑr] Interface between the
two Branes, i.e. by looking at the composition (BR[ϑ`, ϑr]B˜)η computed with a G3 ge-
ometry as in Section §6.3. Recall that an Interface between a trivial Theory and itself is
just a chain complex. We could equally well consider the chain complex of approximate
groundstates (recall the definition from Section §4.3) for the strip with B  R[ϑ`, ϑr] on
the left and B˜ on the right or that with B on the left and R[ϑ`, ϑr] B˜ on the right. All
of these chain complexes are homotopy equivalent. Our main heuristic is that these chain
complexes should also be computed by a natural generalization of the complex of approx-
imate groundstates associated to webs in the wedge geometry. In the next Section §7.3
we will describe that generalization, and then the requirement that there be a homotopy
equivalence to the chain complexes (BR[ϑ`, ϑr]B˜)η will help us figure out how to compute
the Chan-Paton factors for R[ϑ`, ϑr].
7.3 Wedge Webs
A wedge geometry consists of the conical region H[ϑ`, ϑr] of R2 included between the two
rays ϑ` and ϑr, ϑ` > ϑr, clockwise from ϑ`. A wedge web is a web with vertices which may
lie in the interior, on the two boundary rays or at the origin of the wedge. The interior
vertices of a wedge web are associated to standard interior fans and the left and right
boundary vertices to half-plane fans for Hϑ` and Hpi+ϑr respectively. The possible vertex
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at the origin is associated to a wedge fan, a sequence of vacua compatible with edges lying
in the wedge. The same type of wedge fan labels the external edges of the web, i.e. the
fan at infinity. It is convenient to include the trivial wedge fan, with a single vacuum and
no edges.
We can define as usual deformation types of wedge webs v, moduli spaces of defor-
mations, orientations, etc. We can define the convolution and tensor operations taking a
wedge web as a container and inserting appropriate plane or half-plane webs or another
wedge web at the vertex at the origin, as long as the fans match.
The wedge geometry has a scaling symmetry and thus a taut wedge web has a single
modulus associated to the scale transformations, oriented towards larger webs. The wedge
taut element tw satisfies the usual type of convolution identity
tw ∗ tw + tw ∗ tpl + tw ∗ t∂,` + tw ∗ t∂,r = 0 (7.7)
In the first term we are convolving summands from tw into summands from tw at the origin
of the wedge.
Given a choice of Theory T and of Chan Paton factors Ei, E˜i at the two boundary
rays, we can define in a standard way a representation of wedge webs. We can associate to
a wedge fan {i1, . . . , in} a vector space Ei1 ⊗Ri1,i2 ⊗ · · ·Rin−1,in ⊗ E˜∗in and collect all these
vector spaces into a single
Rϑ`,ϑrw [E , E˜ ] = ⊕zij∈H[ϑ`,ϑr]Ei ⊗ R̂ϑ`,ϑrij ⊗ E˜∗j (7.8)
with
Z · 1 +⊕zij∈H[ϑ`,ϑr]R̂ϑ`,ϑrij eij :=
⊗
zij∈H[ϑ`,ϑr]
(Z · 1 +Rijeij) (7.9)
As usual, given a wedge web v we have an associated multilinear map:
ρβ(v) : TR
∂,`[E ]⊗Rϑ`,ϑrw [E , E˜ ]⊗ TR∂,r[E˜ ]→ Rϑ`,ϑrw [E , E˜ ] (7.10)
The convolution identity tells us that ρβ(tw) defines an A∞ bimodule, satisfying the
same type of A∞ axioms as the strip-web operation ρβ(ts) did, but with a larger vector
space Rϑ`,ϑrw [E , E˜ ] instead of the ELR we found for the strip. In particular, for any pair of
Branes B and B˜ in the Brϑ` and Brϑr+pi categories we have a chain complex R
ϑ`,ϑr
w [E , E˜ ]
with differential
g → ρβ(tw)[ 1
1− B , g,
1
1− B˜ ]. (7.11)
This complex should be thought of as describing local operators placed at the tip of the
wedge.
If we want the chain complexRϑ`,ϑrw [E , E˜ ] to be homotopy equivalent to
(
BR[ϑ`, ϑr]B˜
)
η
,
as suggested by the exponential map, we are led to the idea that the Chan Paton factors
of the interface R[ϑ`, ϑr] should coincide with the R̂
ϑ`,ϑr
ij . The exponential map relates the
straight edges of a wedge web which go to the origin or to infinity in the wedge geometry
to external edges of the curvilinear web which go to infinity in the Euclidean time direction
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y, either sitting in the far past or far future at values of x such that eiϑij(x) lies on an Sij
ray for the Theory T .
This suggests that the Chan Paton factors for the R[ϑ`, ϑr] interface should be built
from individual factors of Rij associated to such “vertical” external edges. With this hint
we are now ready to propose the full set of rules for spinning webs.
7.4 Construction Of Interfaces For Spinning Vacuum Weights
Let us now return to the general case of spinning vacuum weights of the form (7.4), deter-
mined by a generic, smooth function ϑ : R→ R so that ϑ′ has compact support.
In what follows we choose some L so that the support of ϑ′ is in (−L,L). We set
ϑ(x) = ϑ` for x ≤ −L and ϑ(x) = ϑr for x ≥ L. Moreover, we assume that none of the
complex numbers e−iϑ`zij , e−iϑrzij is pure imaginary for i 6= j. Our goal is to define an
Interface
I[ϑ(x)] ∈ Br(T ϑ` , T ϑr) (7.12)
with the flat parallel transport properties spelled out in equations (7.2) and (7.3). To
implement (7.3) we define ϑ1(x) ∼ ϑ2(x) to be homotopic if the functions e−iϑa(x), a = 1, 2,
define homotopic maps from the real line into the circle.
Figure 61: Near a future stable binding point x0 of type ij the edges separating vacuum i from
j asymptote to the dashed green line x = x0 in the future. Figures (a) and (b) show two possible
behaviors of such lines. The phase e−iϑ(x)zij rotates through the positive imaginary axis in the
counterclockwise direction.
7.4.1 Past And Future Stable Binding Points
Let us first describe some special properties of the spinning webs. They share some char-
acteristics of plane webs, of interface webs for data (V−, z−) = (V, zϑ`) and (V+, z+) =
(V, zϑr), and also of composite and strip webs. In general, curved webs will be denoted by
z. All of the vertices v in z will be equipped with a cyclic fan of vacua Iv(z) drawn from V,
just as for plane webs. Nevertheless, there are two very different kinds of external edges.
To see this let us consider what the external edges of the web might look like. The external
edges with support in the regions x ≥ L or x ≤ −L extend to x → +∞ or x → −∞ and
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Figure 62: Near a past stable binding point x0 of type ij the edges separating vacuum i from
j asymptote to the dashed green line x = x0 in the past. Figures (a) and (b) show two possible
behaviors of such lines. The phase e−iϑ(x)zij rotates through the positive imaginary axis in the
clockwise direction.
define positive and negative half-plane fans J+ and J−, respectively. On the other hand,
a novel aspect of curved webs is that there can also be vertical external edges supported
in the region −L < x < L. We now describe this important phenomenon in some detail.
At any fixed x we can apply the line principle to a vertical line through x, and hence
the edges will be graphs of functions over certain intervals. We define an “edge of type ij”
to be an edge that separates vacua i and j. (There is no distinction between an edge of
type ij and type ji.) Locally, there is a parametrization of the edge with tangent vector
oriented so that vacuum i is on the left and j is on the right. With this parametrization
d
ds(xij(s) + iyij(s)) = e
−iϑ(x)zij and hence locally the edge is the graph of a function yij(x)
satisfying
dyij
dx
= tan(αij − ϑ(x)) (7.13)
where the phase αij is defined by zij := |zij |eiαij . Note that αji = αij +pi. This differential
equation is singular at those values of x for which αij−ϑ(x) ∈ pi2 +piZ. Suppose that when
x is near x0 we have
αij − ϑ(x) = pi
2
+
(x− x0)
κ
+O((x− x0)2) + 2pin (7.14)
for some n ∈ 12Z and some nonzero real number κ. 35 Then near x0 we must have
yij(x) ∼= −κ log |x− x0|+ const+ · · · (7.15)
The local behavior of edges separating vacuum i from j in the neighborhood of x = x0
(but not at x = x0) is governed by four cases according to whether n in (7.14) is integer
or half-integer and the sign of κ. It is useful to make the following definition: 36
35We are using here the assumption that ϑ(x) is suitably generic.
36Once again the terminology here is motivated by the theory of spectral networks [31, 33, 34]. As
discussed in Section §17 and §18.2 below, the “binding points” represent places where supersymmetric
domain walls in 1 + 1 dimensional theories (or, more generally, on surface defects) can form boundstates
with two-dimensional BPS particles.
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Definition: Given vacuum weights of the form (7.4) we define a point x0 ∈ R to be a
binding point of type ij if ϑ satisfies (7.14) with some integer n. It is called a future stable
binding point if κ > 0 and a past stable binding point if κ < 0. We denote the set of future
stable binding points of type ij by upriseij and the set of past stable binding points of type ij
by gij . If x0 is a (future- or past- stable) binding point of type ij we call the line x = x0
in the (x, y)-plane a (future- or past- stable) binding wall of type ij.
Remarks:
1. Note well that the set gij ∪ upriseij of all binding points of type ij can be characterized
as precisely those positions x0 on the real line where e
iϑ(x0) defines an Sij-ray. (Recall
the definition of Sij-rays in (7.5).)
2. The differential equation for yij is also singular when n is a half-integer n ∈ 12 +Z in
(7.14). In this case x0 is a binding point of type ji.
3. The sign of the derivative ϑ′(x0) determines whether the point is past or future
stable. As x increases past x0, the complex number zij(x) goes through the positive
imaginary axis in the counter-clockwise direction for a future stable binding point,
and in the clockwise direction for a past stable binding point.
Figure 63: When a vertex for a line separating vacua (i, j) has an x-coordinate which is a binding
point x0 of type ij then it can be “frozen”. In Figure (a) the vertex cannot move off the binding
wall x = x0 if x0 is a future-stable binding point, since the figure cannot smoothly deform to Figure
61. In Figure (b) the vertex cannot move off the binding wall x = x0 if x0 is a past-stable binding
point, since the figure cannot smoothly deform to Figure 62. On the other hand, in Figure (a) the
vertex is not frozen if x0 is past stable and in Figure (b) the vertex is not frozen if the x0 is future
stable.
Putting these remarks together we see that edges of type ij have a behavior in the
neighborhood of a binding point x0 of type ij of the form shown in Figure 61 for future
stable binding points and shown in Figure 62 for past stable binding points.
It is also possible for an ij-edge to sit within the vertical line x = x0. This is illustrated
in Figures 63 and 64. As explained in the caption of Figure 63 a vertex can be frozen in
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Figure 64: A vertical internal edge at an ij binding point. The internal edge can be deformed
away from the binding wall x = x0.
the sense that it cannot be translated in the x direction. Such vertices are connected to
frozen external edges. We therefore split the vertices of z into free and frozen subsets
V(z) = Vfree(z) ∪ Vfrozen(z). In an analogous way the external edges can be divided up as
Eext(z) = Eextfree(z) ∪ Eextfrozen(z).
Now we can define the fan at infinity I∞(z) for a curved web z. As we have said,
edges extending outside −L < x < L define negative- and positive- half-plane fans J−, J+,
respectively. Suppose these two fans are J− = {j1, . . . , jm} and J+ = {j′1, . . . , j′n} as in
Figure 39. Then the vacua in the regions encountered moving from x = −L to x = +L
will stabilize, for sufficiently large positive y, to a set
J + = {jm, f1, . . . , fs, j′1} (7.16)
while the vacua encountered moving from x = +L to x = −L will stabilize, for sufficiently
large negative y, to a set
J − = {j′n, i1, . . . , it, j1}. (7.17)
Therefore, reading left to right, the vacua encountered in a clockwise traversal at infinity
are
I∞(z) = {J +, J+,J −, J−}. (7.18)
We are now ready to define the oriented deformation type of a curved web. Given a
curved web z we can deform it by varying the positions of the vertices subject to the edge
constraints and subject to the condition that the web does not change topology, i.e., that
no edge collapses to zero length. Free vertices contribute two degrees of freedom but frozen
vertices only contribute one (it can be taken as the y coordinate of the vertex). Thus the
expected dimension of the deformation space of a generic curved web z is
d(z) = 2Vfree(z) + Vfrozen(z)− Eint(z). (7.19)
This can also be written as:
d(z) = 2V (z)− Eint(z)− Eextfrozen(z). (7.20)
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since each frozen vertex is uniquely associated with a frozen edge. As usual, we are as-
suming ϑ(x) is sufficiently generic when we make this definition. There will sometimes be
exceptional webs e where some of the edge constraints are ineffective and the dimension of
the deformation space is larger than d(e). In addition to this, the above discussion assumed
that the set of vertices V(z) is nonempty. Actually, we can have curved webs with no ver-
tices at all, and in fact these will play an important role below. (See, for examples, Figure
65 and Figures 69- 73 below.) In that case the expected dimension is the true dimension
of the deformation space and is simply the number of components of the web.
Unlike the deformation spaces we have considered until now the moduli spaces D(z)
do not have piecewise linear boundaries. Nevertheless, they are cells, and for generic z
they will have a dimension d(z). We can give them an orientation to define an oriented
deformation type z and consider the free abelian group Wcurv generated by the oriented
deformation types of curved webs. When we form the tensor algebra TWcurv we give z the
degree d(z).
Curved webs have a translation symmetry in the y-direction but no scaling symmetry.
In this sense they are very much like strip webs and composite webs, and indeed can be
thought of as a continuous version of composite webs where many closely spaced interfaces
have been joined together. We therefore adopt the definitions of Section §6.2 and define z
to be rigid or taut if d(z) = 1 and to be sliding if d(z) = 2. The canonical orientation for
the taut webs is dy where y is a measure of the y position of the web. We denote the taut
element in Wcurv by t
Figure 65: An example of a taut curved web consisting of a single free edge of type ij. This
contributes two external free edges. In this and similar figures the light blue shaded region indicates
the support of ϑ′(x).
Examples
1. If there is no binding point of type ij then an edge of type ij can stretch from x = −∞
to x = +∞ with no vertices. This is a taut curved web z. See Figure 65.
2. If there is a future stable binding point of type ij then an edge of type ij can come in
from the negative half-plane or from the positive half plane, as shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 66: An example of a curved sliding web. If x = x0 is a future stable binding wall of type
ij then the vertex can move across the line.
Figure 67: An example of a curved taut web in the case that x = x0 is a past stable binding wall
of type ij. The edge of type ij is a frozen external edge; the only degree of freedom corresponds to
moving the vertex vertically along the ij binding wall, and hence the web is taut. Similarly, if an
ij edge extends vertically to −∞ at a future stable binding point then the external edge is frozen
and the web is a taut web.
A curved with with a single component, as shown in either Figure 61(a) or Figure
61(b) is a taut curved web.
3. Similarly if there is a past stable binding point of type ij then an edge of type ij can
come in from the negative or positive half-plane, as shown in Figure 62. A curved
with with a single component, as shown in either Figure 62(a) or Figure 62(b) is a
taut curved web.
4. Any vertex of the Theories T ϑ` or T ϑr defines a sliding web. See Figure 66.
5. However, if a vertex of the Theories T ϑ` or T ϑr has an edge of type ij then it might
also define a taut curved web located on binding walls of type ij. The case of a past
stable binding wall is shown in Figure 67.
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6. Finally, it is possible to have a completely rigid curved web with no moduli at all.
These correspond to entire lines of type ij, parallel to the y-axis and located at ij
binding points. They will play some role in Section 9 below.
Let us now discuss what kinds of convolution are possible with curved webs. Every
web w for the vacuum data (V, zϑ`) can be continued to a web for any (V, zϑ(x)) simply
by a rotation, until it becomes a web for (V, zϑr). If z is a curved web it makes sense
to consider the convolution z ∗v w, declaring the convolution to be nonzero when the fan
coincide and rotating w by the appropriate angle before inserting it at v.
Now suppose that d is an interface web between T ϑ` and T ϑr and z1, . . . , zn are a
collection of curved webs. Then we can define a curved web T∂(d)[z1, · · · , zn] ∈ Wcurv. We
think of the interface as placed somewhere in the region −L < x < L and we replaced
each of the wall vertices in d with the sequence of curved webs z1, · · · , zn, defining the
convolution to be zero when the curved webs do not fit in properly with the set of wall
vertices of d. In particular the operation is zero unless the left and right half-fans of the za
are compatible with the fan for the corresponding vertex of d. Moreover it is zero unless the
(transpose of the) past fan J −(za) coincides with the future fan J +(za+1), including the
specific location for each vertical external edge. The vertical external edges of consecutive
arguments can be connected into a single internal edge. It is important to observe that one
always connects frozen vertical edges of some curved web with un-frozen vertical edges of
another curved web.
One can show that the moduli space of deformations of T∂(d)[z1, · · · , zn] is locally the
product of the deformation space of d times the product of reduced moduli spaces of the
za. In particular,
d(T∂(d)[z1, · · · , zn]) = d(d) +
n∑
a=1
(d(za)− 1) (7.21)
just like equation (6.27). Thus, the operation is defined on the oriented deformation types
of these webs.
Now we can write the convolution identity for the taut element t in Wcurv. Let tpl =
tϑ` + tϑr be the formal sum of taut elements for the Theories T ϑ` and T ϑr respectively.
Similarly, let tI be the taut interface element between T ϑ` and T ϑr . Then, examining the
ends of the moduli spaces of sliding webs, as usual, produces
t ∗ tpl + T∂(tI)[ 1
1− t ] = 0 (7.22)
This is to be compared with equation (6.31). The difference is that all vertices of t are now
interior.
7.4.2 Defining Chan-Paton Spaces And Amplitudes
Let us now consider a representation of webs R. The usual definition of representations of
webs only makes use of the set of vacua V and not the weights, so it essentially carries over
immediately to the case of curved webs, up to an important subtlety concerning frozen
external edges. Frozen external edges impose an extra edge constraint on the deformation
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space of a curved web z and thus a good definition of ρ(z) should include some extra degree
−1 map Kˇeˇ, to be defined momentarily, for each frozen external edge eˇ:
ρ(z)[r1, . . . , rn] =
o(w)[∏
eˇ∈Eextfrozen(z) ∂eˇ
∏
e∈E(w) ∂e
]
◦∏v∈V(w) dxvdyv ·
·
[
⊗eˇ∈Eextfrozen(z)Kˇeˇ ⊗e∈E(w) Ke
]
◦ ⊗na=1ra (7.23)
We would like to define some interface Chan-Paton data Ej,j′ so that ρ(z), for z a web
with I∞(z) of the form (7.18) can be understood as a map
ρ(z) : ⊗v∈V(z)RIv(z) → Ejm,j′1 ⊗ R̂+j′1,j′n ⊗ (Ej1,j′n)
∗ ⊗ R̂−j1,jm (7.24)
whose output is an interface vertex for some Interface in Br(T ϑ` , T ϑr).
The definitions of Ej,j′ and ρ(z) should be compatible with the convolution operation
T∂(d)[z1, · · · , zn]:
ρ(T∂(d)[z1, · · · , zn])(S) =
∑
Shn+2(S)
 ρ(d) [S1; ρ(z1)[S2], . . . , ρ(wn)[Sn+1];Sn+2] (7.25)
That means that the contraction of vertical external edges on the left hand side of this
equation should match the contraction of E∗j,j′ and Ej,j′ on the right hand side. We need an
independent summand in Ejm,j′1for any possible J +(z) in order to encode the representation
data attached to vertical edges and, dually, a summand in (Ej1,j′n)∗ for any possible J −(z)
in order to encode the representation data attached to past vertical edges.
We define the relevant Chan-Paton data using a construction very similar to the prod-
uct rule construction of R̂ij in equation (5.38) above:
For each binding point x0 of type ij introduce a matrix with chain-complex entries. It
depends on whether x0 is future-stable or past stable:
Sfij(x0) := Z · 1 +Rijeij Future stable ij binding point (7.26)
Spij(x0) := Z · 1 +R∗jieij Past stable ij binding point. (7.27)
We will refer to Sij(x0) as a categorified Sij-factor, or just as an Sij-factor, for short. The
future and past stable S-factors are related by Spij = (S
f
ji)
tr,∗.
We define
⊕j,j′∈VEj,j′ej,j′ :=
⊗
i 6=j
⊗
x0∈gij ∪upriseij
Sij(x0) (7.28)
where the tensor product on the RHS of (7.28) is ordered from left to right by increasing
values of x0 and Sij(x0) is the future- or past-stable factor as appropriate to the binding
point. (Note that the rule (7.28) reduces to the product for wedges (7.9) if ϑ(x) = −x.)
Given this definition, we can associate each J +(z) to a summand in Ej,j′ given as an
ordered tensor product with a factor of Rij for every vertical external unfrozen ij edge and
a factor of R∗ji for every vertical external frozen ij edge. These two choices differ by one
unit of degree, which matches the extra edge constraint for frozen edges and is crucial in
defining a degree one boundary amplitude from the taut curved element t below.
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Dually, we can associate each J −(z) to a summand in (Ej1,j′n)∗ given again as an
ordered tensor product with a factor of Rij for every vertical external unfrozen ij edge and
a factor of R∗ji for every vertical external frozen ij edge. To see this take the dual and
transpose of the RHS of (7.28). This takes the transpose of the matrix units eij and takes
Rij → R∗ij . The factors are now ordered with decreasing values of x0. Now use the relation
Spij = (S
f
ji)
tr,∗.
We have encoded the full fan at infinity I∞(z) for any curved web z into a summand
of the interface factor RJ(E) of equation (6.4).
Recall that Kij : Rij ⊗ Rji → Z is a perfect pairing and since Kij has degree −1 we
can define a degree −1 isomorphism of Z-graded modules:
Kˇij : Rij → R∗ji (7.29)
by Kˇij(rij)(·) := Kij(rij , ·). In terms of the notation in equation (6.13) we have
Kˇij(vα) =
∑
α′
Kαα′v
∗
α′ (7.30)
We identify the map Kˇeˇ in 7.23 associated to a frozen ij external edge eˇ with Kˇij .
In order to complete our definition of ρ(z), we only need to define carefully the vector
field ∂eˇ associated to the corresponding external edge constraint, in such a way that the
compatibility condition 7.25 holds true. We define ∂eˇ to be a translation of the frozen vertex
in the positive x direction. When we contract two vertical external edges at a future-stable
binding point, this coincides with the ∂e vector field for the resulting internal edge. This
agrees with the absence of relative sign in Kˇij(rij) · rji := Kij(rij , rji). On the other hand,
when we contract two vertical external edges at a past-stable binding point, this has the
opposite orientation to the ∂e vector field for the resulting internal edge. This agrees with
the relative sign in rji · Kˇij(rij) := −Kij(rij , rji).
Now that we have defined the Chan-Paton spaces (7.28) for the Interface we turn to
the definition of the interface amplitude. This will be defined by using taut curved webs.
Recall from Section §7.1 that we are taking the interior amplitude β to be constant. In
particular we take the same interior amplitudes βI for T ϑ` and for T ϑr . 37 With this
understood, for any curved web z we can define the operator ρβ(z) following the usual
insertion of eβ. We will be particularly interested in the special element ρ0β(z) given by
inserting β into every interior vertex of z.
ρ0β(z) = ρ(z)[e
β] (7.31)
which is valued in (7.24), and has degree 2V (z)−Eint(z)−Eextfrozen(z). It follows from (7.20)
that if z is a taut web then (7.31) indeed has degree 1, as befits an interface amplitude.
Example: An example, which will be useful to us later, is given in Figure 67. Here a
vertex of the theory T ϑ` has been rotated so that the ij edge goes to the future at a past
37Note that the interior amplitude is not defined as a solution of an L∞ Maurer-Cartan equation
ρ(t)(eβ) = 0, where t is the curved taut element!
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stable binding point of type ij. Suppose the cyclic fan of the vertex is I. It can be written
as
I = {j, . . . , k, . . . , i} = J+ ∗ J− (7.32)
where J+ = {j, . . . , k} is a positive half-plane fan for T ϑr and J− = {k, . . . , i} is a negative
half-plane fan for T ϑ` and the amalgamation J+ ∗J− is regarded as a cyclic fan. Now, the
interior amplitude βI is a degree two element of RI and (after a cyclic transformation) it
will be convenient to regard this as
βI ∈ Rij ⊗ (RJ+ ⊗RJ−) . (7.33)
We wish to interpret ρ0β(z) as an interface amplitude valued in RJ(E). The Chan-Paton
data for ρ0β(z) are defined by (7.28) and the relevant factors for this web are Eij = R∗ji
(coming from (7.27)) and E∗kk = Z. Therefore the interface amplitude must be valued in
ρ0β(z) ∈ Eij ⊗RJ+ ⊗ E∗kk ⊗RJ− ∼= R∗ji ⊗ (RJ+ ⊗RJ−) . (7.34)
We identify the interface amplitude as
ρ0β(z) := (Kˇij ⊗ 1)(βI) (7.35)
for this particular taut web z. Note that it indeed has degree 1. We do not need any extra
sign on the right hand side, as i∂eˇ(dx ∧ dy) = dy.
Figure 68: The taut curved web of Figure 65 leads to a nonzero interface amplitude for the rigid
interface web shown here.
Figure 69: The taut curved web of Figure 61 (a) leads to a nonzero interface amplitude for the
rigid interface web shown here.
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Figure 70: The taut curved web of Figure 61(b) leads to a nonzero interface amplitude for the
rigid interface web shown here.
Figure 71: The taut curved web of Figure 62(a) leads to a nonzero interface amplitude for the
rigid interface web shown here.
Figure 72: The taut curved web of Figure 62(b) leads to a nonzero interface amplitude for the
rigid interface web shown here.
The above discussion has assumed that the taut curved web z has vertices. However,
as we have already noted, it is possible to have taut curved webs with no vertices. These re-
quire special consideration when defining ρ0β(z) (again, considered as an interface amplitude
for I[ϑ(x)]). We must consider a few cases here.
1. The most basic case is for taut webs of the form shown in Figure 65. In the case of
Figure 65 there are no binding walls so the Chan-Paton data defined by (7.28) give
simply Ek,` = δk,`Z for all k, ` ∈ V. The taut curved web of Figure 65 contributes
to ρ0β(z) as an amplitude associated with the rigid interface web shown in Figure
68. The interface amplitude associated with such a web must be valued in Rji ⊗Rij
(where we put the negative half-plane factor first) and we take it to be
ρ0β(z) := K
−1
ji . (7.36)
This choice can be shown to be required by demanding the composition property of
Interfaces (7.2) or by the Maurer-Cartan equation for the S-wall Interfaces discussed
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Figure 73: A taut curved web with no vertices between future stable ij and ji binding points.
Figure 74: The amplitude associated with the taut curved web of Figure 73 is defined by the
interface product shown here.
in Section §7.6 below. Note that the interface amplitudes for Id are a special case of
this equation.
2. In addition the future- and past-stable taut curved webs shown in Figures 61 and 62
lead to basic amplitudes shown in Figures 69-72. By insisting that the amplitudes
define solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equation for the future- and past-stable S-wall
interfaces Sf,pij described in Section §7.6 below we derive the following:
• The amplitude of Figure 69, Bijjj ∈ Eij ⊗Rji ∼= Rij ⊗Rji is
Bijjj = −K−1ij (7.37)
• The amplitude of Figure 70, Bijii ∈ Eij ⊗Rji ∼= Rij ⊗Rji is
Bijii = K−1ij (7.38)
• The amplitude of Figure 71, Bjjij ∈ Rij ⊗ E∗ij ∼= Rij ⊗Rji is
Bjjij = (−1)FK−1ij = Kαα
′
vα ⊗ vα′ (7.39)
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• The amplitude of Figure 72, Biiij ∈ Rij ⊗ E∗ij ∼= Rij ⊗Rji is
Biiij = −(−1)FK−1ij = −Kαα
′
vα ⊗ vα′ (7.40)
3. There can also be taut curved webs trapped between two binding points. These
should be defined so that the composition property (7.2) holds with an equality. One
example, which will be of significance later in Section §9, is shown in Figure 73. The
result is an amplitude Biiii ∈ End(Eii) where the Chan-Paton space Eii is derived from
multiplying (
Z Rij
0 Z
)(
Z 0
Rji Z
)
(7.41)
and hence Eii ∼= Z⊕Rij ⊗Rji. We can define Biiii from the interface product  of an
Interface I1 of Figure 70 with an Interface I2 of Figure 69 (with i and j switched). The
relevant diagram is shown in Figure 74. The contraction in this diagram involves:
Kji : (E(I1)ij ⊗Rji)⊗ (Rij ⊗ E(I2)ji)→ Eij(I1)⊗ E(I2)ji ∼= Rij ⊗Rji (7.42)
and the value is
Kji((K
−1
ij )⊗ (−K−1ji )) = K−1ij (7.43)
We view the amplitude Biiii as a map
Z ∼= E(I1)ii ⊗ E(I2)ii → E(I1)ij ⊗ E(I2)ji ∼= Rij ⊗Rji (7.44)
taking 1 to K−1ij and annihilating Rij ⊗Rji. It is indeed a degree one differential on
E(I1  I2)ii, as required by the Maurer-Cartan equation.
4. As we noted above, there can be completely rigid curved webs with no moduli (these
are vertical lines at binding points). These can be “added” to generic curved webs
at otherwise empty binding points to get new webs with the same number of moduli.
They contribute to ρβ(·) an extra tensor factor acting as the identity on the corre-
sponding Rij or R
∗
ji factors in Ej,j′ . It is important to include these contributions in
the total curved taut element t.
We have now completely defined ρ0β(t). The operator ρβ(z) is compatible by construc-
tion with convolutions and the tensor operation T∂ , and thus the convolution identity gives
us
ρβ(tI)[
1
1− ρ0β(t)
] = 0 (7.45)
In other words, we have the key observation that ρ0β(t) is an interface amplitude and,
together with (7.28), it defines an Interface
I[ϑ(x)] ∈ Br(T ϑ` , T ϑr). (7.46)
associated to a function ϑ(x) defining spinning vacuum weights (7.4).
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As a special case, note that if ϑ(x) = ϑ is constant then I[ϑ(x)] = Id is the identity
Interface in Br(T ϑ, T ϑ). Since, by assumption e−iϑzij is never imaginary the Chan-Paton
factors are indeed given by Eij = δijZ. The amplitude ρ0β(t) is defined by (7.36), which is
also the definition of the amplitudes for Id.
The above construction can be generalized to discuss curved webs in the presence of in-
terfaces by making ϑ(x) piecewise differentiable and placing interfaces at positions x where
ϑ′(x) has a discontinuity. For example, suppose we have Interfaces I−,ϑ` ∈ Br(T −, T ϑ`)
at x` and I
ϑr,+ ∈ Br(T ϑr , T +) at xr. Then we can consider curved webs in the strip
x` ≤ x ≤ xr given by ϑ(x) interpolating between ϑ` and ϑr. We could repeat our above
discussion and define an interface web Istrip[ϑ(x)] ∈ Br(T −, T +). On the other hand, we
could instead extend ϑ(x) to a function on the real line to define I[ϑ(x)] as in equation (7.46)
above. Then, using a G3-geometry as in Section 6.3 we can consider (I
−,ϑ`I[ϑ(x)]Iϑr,+)η
as in (6.58). We claim these Interfaces are all homotopy equivalent. An appropriate space-
time dependent geometry can realize an homotopy equivalence with any setup where the
interpolation happens throughout the whole region in between the locations of I−,ϑ` and
Iϑr,+. This leads, in particular, to the connection to the wedge geometries sketched above.
7.4.3 Verification Of Flat Parallel Transport
Now that we have defined I[ϑ(x)] let us verify the two key properties (7.2) and (7.3) for
defining flat parallel transport.
First, the composition property (7.2) is straightforward. Suppose ϑ1(x) smoothly
interpolates from ϑ− to ϑ0 and ϑ2(x) smoothly interpolates from ϑ0 to ϑ+. Then, on the one
hand, we have defined Interfaces I[ϑ1(x)] ∈ Br(T ϑ− , T ϑ0) and I[ϑ2(x)] ∈ Br(T ϑ0 , T ϑ+)
which can be composed as in equation (6.41). On the other hand, the functions can be
concatenated to define a smooth interpolation ϑ1 ◦ ϑ2(x) from ϑ− to ϑ+ and we wish to
show:
I[ϑ1(x)] I[ϑ2(x)] ∼ I[ϑ1 ◦ ϑ2(x)] (7.47)
where ∼ means homotopy equivalence. The definition (7.28) as an ordered product along
the real line shows that the Interfaces on the left- and right-hand sides of (7.47) have iden-
tical Chan-Paton spaces. As for the amplitude, if we cut a taut curved web (contributing
the the interface amplitude of I[ϑ1 ◦ ϑ2(x)]) into two pieces along a vertical line x = x0,
then there is a corresponding taut composite web used in the definition of the interface
amplitude of I[ϑ1(x)]  I[ϑ2(x)] and the two amplitudes match. Next, as we have seen,
in the case of taut curved webs with no vertices the amplitudes are defined in terms of
elementary ones so that the composition property holds. In fact, often, one can replace
the homotopy equivalence in (7.47) by an equality sign. In general, we should write a
homotopy equivalence because  is only associative up to homotopy equivalence.
Thanks to the composition property the general Interface I[ϑ(x)] can be decomposed
as a product of elementary Interfaces. We discuss these elementary Interfaces in detail in
Sections §§7.5 and 7.6 below.
Next, we need to study the behaviour of I[ϑ(x)] under homotopy of ϑ(x). Accordingly,
let ϑ(x, y) be an homotopy interpolating between two functions ϑf (x) at very large positive
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y and ϑp(x) at very large negative y with the same endpoints ϑ`,r. Again, our choice of
argument is intentional: we interpret the homotopy as an actual space-time dependent
configuration.
We can define curved webs with space-time dependent weights e−iϑ(x,y)zi in an obvious
way. Their properties are somewhat similar to the ones we looked at to prove associativity
of composition of interfaces in Section §6.3. Looking at sliding webs, we get the convolution
identity closely analogous to equation (6.67)
tst ∗ tpl + tf − tp + T∂(tI)[ 1
1− tf ; tst;
1
1− tp ] = 0 (7.48)
where tp,f are the taut elements for curved webs with the past and future spinning weights
e−iϑp(x)zi, e−iϑf (x)zi, respectively, and tst is now the space-time dependent taut element
(not including the empty web). The notations tpl and tI are as in (7.22).
Applying a web representation, we find an identity of the form of equation (5.23) and
therefore using the discussion of that result we conclude that δ[ϑ(x, y)] := ρ0β(tst) defines a
closed morphism Id + δ[ϑ(x, y)] between I[ϑf (x)] and I[ϑp(x)].
Next, we need to show that the closed morphisms Id + δ[ϑ(x, y)] and Id + δ[ϑ(x,−y)]
are inverse up to homotopy. We can use the same strategy as for the proof of asso-
ciativity of composition of interfaces up to homotopy: show that given a continuous in-
terpolation ϑ(x, y, s) between two homotopies ϑ1(x, y) and ϑ2(x, y) the closed morphism
Id + δ[ϑ(x, y, s)] varies by an exact amount. This follows from a convolution identity for
curved web homotopies similar to the ones we have already discussed above.
To summarize, we have proven that given two homotopic maps ϑ1(x) and ϑ2(x) with
the same endpoints the corresponding Interfaces I[ϑ1(x)] and I[ϑ2(x)] are homotopy equiv-
alent.
7.4.4 Rigid Rotations And Monodromy
We can now deliver on a promise made in Section §7.2 and define a canonical Interface
R[ϑ`, ϑr] between Theories T ϑ` and T ϑr . Namely, choose lifts of ϑ`, ϑr to R so that ϑ` > ϑr
and |ϑ` − ϑr| ≤ pi. Then, as in Section §7.2 we can use
ϑ(x) =

ϑ` x ≤ −ϑ`
−x −ϑ` < x < −ϑr
ϑr x > −ϑ`
(7.49)
to define
R[ϑ`, ϑr] := I[ϑ(x)]. (7.50)
Now, it follows from (7.47) that
R[ϑ1, ϑ2]R[ϑ2, ϑ3] = R[ϑ1, ϑ2] (7.51)
as desired.
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If we try to extend the above discussion to intervals larger than 2pi then we encounter
the interesting phenomenon of monodromy. Consider the function
ϑ(x) =

ϑ∗ x ≤ −ϑ∗
−x −ϑ∗ < x < −ϑ∗ + 2pi
ϑ∗ − 2pi x > −ϑ`
(7.52)
The invertible interface I[ϑ(x)] in this case defines an A∞-functor from Br(T ϑ∗) to itself.
Note that there is precisely one binding wall of type ij for each pair distinct pair of vacua
(i, j). This can be viewed as a monodromy transformation on the category of Branes.
Indeed, we can see that the Interface for rigid rotation through an angle 2pi is not equiv-
alent to the identity Interface using the discussion of equations (7.41)-(7.44) above. The
cohomology of Eii is the quotient of Rij⊗Rji by the one dimensional line spanned by K−1ij ,
and is in general nontrivial. See Section §7.9 below for further discussion.
7.4.5 The Relation Of Ground States To Local Operators
The rigid rotation Interfaces can be used to describe the precise relation between the
complex of ground states on an interval and the complex of local operators on a half-plane.
Let us return to the motivation in Sections §7.2 and 7.3. There is a very useful special
case of the exponential map, namely when the wedge has opening angle pi. In this case
we find that if B1,B2 ∈ Br(T ϑ) then Hop(B1,B2) with differential M1 is literally the
same as the complex of approximate groundstates on the interval with left-Brane B1 and
right-Brane B2[pi] := B2  R[ϑ, ϑ + pi], with differential (4.59). Indeed, note that on an
interval of pi for every unordered pair of vacua there will be precisely one binding wall. (It
is important to define the rotation Interface so that ϑ increases, and hence all the binding
walls are past-stable.) The Chan-Paton factors of R[ϑ, ϑ + pi] provide all the relevant
half-plane fans and we conclude that
H∗(Hop(B1,B2),M1) ∼= H∗(ELR(B1,B2[pi]), dLR). (7.53)
This result will be very useful in Section §7.10 below. Physically, it states that the space
of BPS states between branes on an interval is isomorphic to the local boundary-changing
operators on a half-plane. For more discussion of the relation to local observables see
Section §16 below.
7.5 Locally Trivial Categorical Transport
Let us consider a function ϑ(x) interpolating from ϑ` to ϑr with ϑ` = ϑr = ϑ∗. We
assume, moreover that there is a homotopy ϑ(x, y) to the constant function ϑ(x) = ϑ∗
such that ϑ(x, y) has no binding points (as a function of x at fixed y, for all y). Applying
the discussion of (7.48) et. seq. we conclude that I[ϑ(x)] is homotopy equivalent to the
identify interface Id on T ϑ∗ .
More generally when the function ϑ(x) has no binding points we say that I[ϑ(x)]
defines a locally trivial categorical transport. The Interface and its associated A∞-functor
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Figure 75: Two contributions to the Maurer-Cartan equation for an interface defined by locally
trivial transport, such as that induced by taut webs of the form of Figure 75.
(via equation (6.49) ) are particularly simple in this case. Since there are no binding walls
equation (7.28) says that the Chan-Paton factors are identical to those of the identity
interface Id, namely Eij = δi,jZ.
We will say that ϑ(x) and its associated Interface I[ϑ(x)] are simple if the only curved
taut webs look like those in Figure 65 (one for each pair of distinct vacua (i, j)). The
interface amplitudes for such a simple Interface are then those given by equation (7.36).
The demonstration that the Maurer-Cartan equation is satisfied, that is, the demonstra-
tion that (7.45) holds in this case, is very similar to that used to show that the identity
Interface Id between a theory and itself satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation. Indeed, we
should compare Figure 40 with Figure 75. The main difference is that when we move an
interior vertex across the interface it gets rotated in order to be compatible with Figure 68.
Algebraically, the demonstration that the Maurer-Cartan equation is satisfied is identical
to the case of Id. Nevertheless, we should not identify it with Id because it is in general
an Interface between different theories T ϑ` and T ϑr .
In general if ϑ(x) has no binding points but is not simple then the Chan-Paton factors
are still given by Eij = δi,jZ but in principal there could be exceptional taut webs leading
to different interface amplitudes. In this case we can divide up the region of support into
a union of small regions [xi, xi+1] so that ϑ(x) is simple in each region. Then, invoking
equation (7.47) we learn that locally trivial transport is always homotopy equivalent to
simple locally trivial transport.
Using the discussion of (6.49) et. seq. we see that a locally trivial Interface I[ϑ(x)]
defines an A∞-functor Fϑ(x) : Br(T ϑ`) → Br(T ϑr). However, thanks to the very simple
Chan-Paton data, it preserves the vacuum subcategory whose objects are just the thimbles
Ti. That is, we can think of locally trivial transport as induced from a simpler functor
Fϑ(x) : Vac(T ϑ`)→ Vac(T ϑr).
Note well that in the above discussion we have strongly used the fact that there are
no binding walls. If, on the other hand, the rotation of some edge from e−iϑ`zij to e−iϑrzij
passes through the positive imaginary axis then one of the vertices of T ϑ` cannot be
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transported through the region of support of ϑ′(x) to produce the corresponding vertex of
T ϑr . The Maurer-Cartan equation (7.45) for the simple interface amplitudes (7.36) will fail
in this case. The next subsection §7.6 explains in detail how the correct Interface I[ϑ(x)]
corrects the simple amplitudes to produce a solution of the Maurer-Cartan equation.
7.6 S-Wall Interfaces
As we mentioned above, thanks to the composition property (7.47) the general Interface
I[ϑ(x)] can be decomposed into elementary factors. These consist of locally trivial parallel
transport together with the “S-wall Interfaces” that are described in detail in this Section.
The S-wall Interfaces are defined (up to homotopy equivalence) by functions ϑ(x) which
interpolate from ϑij±  to ϑij∓ , where eiϑij defines an Sij-ray and  is a sufficiently small
positive number. 38
To be concrete, we define an Interface Spij (up to homotopy equivalence) by choosing
ϑ(x) to interpolate from ϑij− to ϑij+ on some interval (x0−δ, x0+δ). Here δ is a positive
number (and not a morphism!) and, for definiteness, we choose a linear interpolation with
  δ. The region of support of ϑ′(x) contains a past stable binding point x0 of type ij
and no other binding points. The vacuum weights e−iϑ(x)zk all rotate clockwise through
an angle 2 and e−iϑ(x)zij rotates clockwise through the positive imaginary axis.
Similarly, we will define an Interface Sfij (up to homotopy equivalence) by choosing
ϑ(x) to interpolate from ϑij +  to ϑij −  on some interval (x0 − δ, x0 + δ). The region of
support of ϑ′(x) contains a future stable binding point x0 of type ij and no other binding
points. The vacuum weights e−iϑ(x)zk all rotate counter-clockwise through an angle 2 and
e−iϑ(x)zij rotates counter-clockwise through the positive imaginary axis.
The name S-wall Interfaces is apt because the path in the complex plane e−iϑ(x)zij
crosses an Sij-ray (see equation (7.5)).
According to the definition (7.28) the Chan-Paton data for these Interfaces are given
by
E(Spij)kl =
{
R∗ji (k, l) = (i, j)
δk,lZ else
(7.54)
E(Sfij)kl =
{
Rij (k, l) = (i, j)
δk,lZ else
(7.55)
The interface amplitudes have already been described in Section §7.4.2 above. We
summarize the nonzero amplitudes in Figure 76 for Spij and in Figure 77 for S
f
ij .
It is instructive to check explicitly the claim that the interface amplitude satisfies
the Maurer-Cartan equation (7.45). We will do so for Spij , and the check for S
f
ij is very
similar. For webs not involving ij lines the check is identical to the verification of the
Maurer-Cartan equation for the identity Interface. However, there are some new taut webs
that arise because Eij is nonzero and because there are new vertices involving ij lines.
38Note that while the variation in ϑij is small we have said nothing about how large the region of support
of ϑ′(x) is. This can be changed, up to homotopy equivalence, and could be taken to be very large or very
small.
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Figure 76: This figure shows the nonzero components of the interface amplitude for Spij . For every
pair of vacua (k, `) there is an amplitude of the form shown in the top middle. The acute angle
between the lines in the negative and positive half-planes is 2. The left and right figures show new
amplitudes relative to the locally trivial case. The acute angle here is . The amplitudes for all the
above three cases are given up to sign by K−1, suitably interpreted. See equations (7.36), (7.39),
and (7.40) for the precise formulae. The lower middle figure is a new amplitude associated to any
interior vertex with an ij edge pointing to the future. If βI is the interior amplitude associated
with that vertex then the corresponding interface amplitude is (Kˇ ⊗ 1)(βI).
First consider interior vertices with an external ij line that goes to the future. When
this vertex is “moved” through the Interface the lines rotate and we obtain taut interface
webs such as those shown in Figure 78. The amplitude for Figure 78(a) is valued in
Eii ⊗ R̂+ik ⊗ E∗kk ⊗ R̂−ki while that for Figure 78(b) is valued in Ejj ⊗ R̂+jk ⊗ E∗kk ⊗ R̂−kj . The
extra rotation, compared to the identity Interface, has led to amplitudes valued in different
spaces which therefore cannot cancel. However, thanks to the “new” interface amplitudes
for Spij there are also two new taut webs shown in Figure 79(a) and Figure 79(b). The
amplitude for Figure 78(a) cancels that for Figure 79(a) and similarly the amplitude for
Figure 78(b) cancels that for Figure 79(b). In fact, demanding this cancellation gives the
derivation of the basic amplitudes (7.39) and (7.40) above.
Next, consider interior vertices of T ϑ` with an external ij line that goes to the past.
Some new taut webs constructed with such a vertex in either half-plane are shown in Figure
80 (for the case of a trivalent vertex). Working patiently and carefully with all the sign
conventions we have explained one can check that these two amplitudes do indeed cancel.
Finally, recall that in the identity for the taut planar element tpl ∗ tpl = 0 the terms
canceled in pairs. For each such pair involving a vertex with an ij edge we can construct
two taut webs. For example, consider the component of the Maurer-Cartan equation shown
in Figure 81. This is an identity for the interior amplitudes βI . There is a corresponding
pair of taut interface webs shown in Figure 82. Since the vertices with ij lines in Figure 82
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Figure 77: This figure shows the nonzero components of the interface amplitude for Sfij analogous
to those for Spij .
Figure 78: These two contributions to the MC equation for Spij are analogous to canceling con-
tributions for Id but cannot cancel in this case because now the amplitudes are valued in different
spaces, as explained in the text.
are defined by Kˇ(β) the A∞ Maurer-Cartan equation for the Interface will be satisfied if
β satisfies the corresponding L∞ Maurer-Cartan equation. This completes the verification
of the Maurer-Cartan equation for the Interface Spij .
The general arguments we gave in Section §7.4.3 imply that if we compose past and
future S-wall Interfaces the result is homotopy equivalent to the identity Interface. Never-
theless, it is instructive to examine this homotopy equivalence in some detail and we turn
to this next. Let
T + = T ϑij+ T − = T ϑij− (7.56)
Ifp = Sfij S
p
ij ∈ Br(T +, T +) Ipf = Spij Sfij ∈ Br(T −, T −) (7.57)
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Figure 79: Contributions (a) and (b) to the MC equation for Spij cancel those of Figure 78(a) and
Figure 78(b), respectively.
Figure 80: Contributions (a) and (b) to the MC equation for Spij cancel.
Figure 81: A cancelling pair in the Maurer-Cartan equation for the Theory T ϑij−.
Then we claim that
Ifp ∼ IdT + & Ipf ∼ IdT − . (7.58)
The Chan-Paton data of the Interfaces Ifp and Ipf are the same and are easily com-
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Figure 82: A component of the L∞ MC equation of Figure 81 has a corresponding component for
the A∞ MC equation for S
p
ij shown here.
Figure 83: The two composite webs shown here lead to differentials on the Eij Chan-Paton space
of Sfij  S
p
ij and S
p
ij  S
f
ij , respectively. In each case there is a chain homotopy of the identity
morphism to zero so that the cohomology of Eij vanishes.
puted from equations (6.32), (7.54), and (7.55), with the result
E(Ifp)kl = E(Ipf )kl =
{
Efij ⊕ Epij (k, l) = (i, j)
δk,lZ else.
(7.59)
Here we have denoted Efij := E(Sfij)ij ∼= Rij and Epij := E(Spij)ij ∼= R∗ji. The first check
of a homotopy equivalence to the identity Interface is that the cohomology of the Chan-
Paton space of type ij should vanish. In fact, the interface product  leads to a nontrivial
differential associated with the taut composite webs shown in Figure 83. We explain this
in detail for Ifp. The taut composite web of Figure 83(a) gives an amplitude valued in
E(Ifp)ij ⊗ E(Ifp)∗ij ∼= End(E(Ifp)ij). (7.60)
Now the endomorphisms of E(Ifp)ij can be organized into block matrices using the sum-
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mands Rij and R
∗
ji so that elements are valued in the block matrix:(
End(Rij) Hom(Rij , R
∗
ji)
Hom(R∗ji, Rij) End(R
∗
ji)
)
(7.61)
With this understood, the amplitude defined by Figure 83(a) is
B(Ifp)ijij =
(
0 0
(−1)FK−1ij 0
)
(7.62)
Note that (−1)FK−1ij = Kαα
′
vα⊗vα′ ∈ Hom(R∗ji, Rij) really has degree +1 since the matrix
elements are only nonzero when deg(vα) + deg(vα′) = +1.
39
Now, to exhibit a homotopy equivalence Ifp ∼ Id we need to produce four morphisms:
δ1 ∈ Hop(Ifp, Id)
δ2 ∈ Hop(Id, Ifp)
δ3 ∈ Hop(Ifp, Ifp)
δ4 ∈ Hop(Id, Id)
(7.63)
such that
M2(δ1, δ2) = IdIfp +M1(δ3) (7.64)
M2(δ2, δ1) = IdId +M1(δ4) (7.65)
First of all, we take (δ1)
kk
kk = (δ2)
kk
kk = 1 for all k ∈ V. Now, because Ifp has a CP
space
Eij = Efij ⊕ Epij ∼= Rij ⊕R∗ji (7.66)
the identity morphism IdIfp has a component of type (ij, ij), namely, the identity trans-
formation IdEij ∈ Hom(Eij) that is impossible to produce from M2(δ1, δ2). It is impossible
to produce IdEij simply because if δ1 ∈ Hop(Ifp, IdT +) has an ij line in the future then
it must have a jj line in the past but if δ2 ∈ Hop(IdT + , Ifp) has an ij line in the past it
must have an ii line in its future. Therefore, no composition of δ1 and δ2 can product an
element of Hom(Eij). Therefore the (ij, ij) component of IdIfp must come from M1(δ3).
We choose δ3 to have only one nonzero component, valued in End(Eij), and given by
(δ3)
ij
ij =
(
0 (−1)FKji
0 0
)
(7.67)
where we interpret (−1)FKji = (−1)vα′Kα′αv∗α′ ⊗v∗α ∈ Epij⊗ (Efij)∗. Then, when computing
M1(δ3) we meet
ρ(tI)(B, δ3) + ρ(tI)(δ3,B). (7.68)
39It is a nice and rather subtle exercise to check that the product Interface does indeed satisfy the MC
equation.
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Using Bijij above, and taking proper care of signs 40 one finds that the first summand in
(7.68) gives IdEfij
and the second gives IdEpij so the sum gives the desired identity morphism
on E(Ifp)ij . Thus, δ3 provides an explicit chain homotopy equivalence of the identity
morphism on Eij to the zero morphism.
Since δ3 is nonzero there are induced vertices of type (ii, ij) and (ij, jj) in M1(δ3) but
these can be cancelled against M2(δ1, δ2) by choosing
(δ2)
ii
ij = +IdEfij
(7.69)
(δ1)
ij
jj = −IdEpij (7.70)
Now we must check that the other vertices of B(Ifp) do not lead to new components of
M1(δ3) or new components of M2(δ1, δ2) or M2(δ2, δ1) which would complicate the homo-
topy equivalence. There are several potential contractions which would considerably com-
plicate the discussion, but happily they all give zero because, after careful examination,
they all involve contractions of (Efij)∗ with Epij or (Epij)∗ with (Efij), and these contractions
vanish. Now is easy to check that
M2(δ2, δ1) = IdIdT+ (7.71)
so we can take δ4 = 0.
Figure 84: The dashed curves show the behavior of binding points under a homotopy between
ϑfp(x) and the constant. In (a) the homotopy ϑ(x, y) has the property that for y ≤ −δ it is just the
constant ϑ(x, y) = − and for y ≥ δ it is ϑ(x, y) = ϑfp(x). As y decreases from δ to 0, the binding
points approach each other and annihilate. In (b) we show the location of the binding points for
the time-reversed homotopy ϑ(x,−y).
Finally, it is instructive to see how the general argument of Section §7.4.3 produces the
above explicit homotopy equivalence of Ifp with the identity Interface. Let ϑfp(x) define
a vacuum homotopy corresponding to Ifp. Thus, on some interval, zij(x) rotates from
ie−i to ie+i and then back to ie−i, where  > 0. Let ϑ(x, y) be a homotopy of ϑfp(x) to
40Define the sign of the dual so that v∗α · vβ = δα,β .
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Figure 85: The taut (= rigid) web on the left produces a space-time curved web which contributes
to the component (δ1)
ij
jj in the morphism describing the homotopy equivalence of I
fp and IdT + .
Figure 86: A vacuum homotopy ϑ˜(x, y) used to compute M2(δ2, δ1) leads to past and future
binding points shown in Figure (a). We do not expect any exceptional webs when we consider
a homotopy ϑ˜(x, y; s) to the constant function. On the other hand, a vacuum homotopy ϑˇ(x, y)
used to compute M2(δ1, δ2) leads to past and future binding points shown in Figure (b). In the
corresponding homotopy ϑˇ(x, y; s) to the constant the two dashed curves must start far apart, then
merge and turn into two parallel dashed lines. At some point s = s∗ there will be an exceptional
web, illustrated in Figure 87 leading to the morphism δ3.
the constant path, so that, for y ≥ δ we have ϑ(x, y) = ϑfp(x) and for y ≤ −δ we have
ϑ(x, y) = . For example, as y decreases from δ to −δ, the path zij(x) could rotate more
and more slowly so that at −δ it becomes constant. See Figure 84 for an illustration of
how the future and past ij binding points evolve. Note that at some intermediate time,
say y = 0 the vacuum weight zij(x; y), as a function of x fails to rotate past the positive
imaginary axis. Then the past and future binding points annihilate.
As described in Section §7.4.3, the morphism δ1 can be constructed from ρ0β(tst) where
tst is the taut element in the space-time curved webs described by ϑ(x, y). In particular, the
nontrivial component of equation (7.70) arises from the taut (= rigid) web shown in Figure
85. One can similarly derive the nontrivial component (7.69) for δ2. Finally, when we
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Figure 87: When the concatenation time ◦T is positive it is impossible to draw an ij line such as
that shown here. In the homotopy ϑˇ(x, y; s) there will be a critical value of s where an ij line of
the type shown here will exist. This is an exceptional web e that leads to the morphism δ3.
compute M2(δ1, δ2) and M2(δ2, δ1) we should use equation (6.71), valid for concatenations
◦T with a large time interval T . In the case of M2(δ2, δ1) we have a spacetime configuration
with binding points evolving as in Figure 86(a). This can be homotoped to the constant
function without producing any exceptional webs. On the other hand, when computing
M2(δ1, δ2) we use Figure 86(b). In the homotopy ϑˇ(x, y; ) to the function ϑ
fp(x) the
dahsed line of binding points merges and then turns into two parallel dashed lines. When
the concatenation time T is positive it is impossible to draw an ij line, and when the two
components are too close it is again impossible to draw an ij line. At a critical value s∗
there will be an exceptional web e such as that shown in Figure 87 leading to δ3 = ρ
0
β(e),
and producing an amplitude of the type (7.67).
7.7 Categorification Of Framed Wall-Crossing
As we have mentioned, the Interfaces Sp,fij may be regarded as a categorification of the
“S-factors” which play an important role in the theory of spectral networks [31, 33, 34, 75].
The relation to spectral networks is discussed in more detail in Section §18.2 below. In
order to recover wall-crossing formulae for framed BPS states we replace Rij by its Witten
index µij to obtain two-dimensional soliton BPS counts. For an Interface I
−,+ we define
the framed BPS degeneracies to be the Witten indices of the Chan-Paton factors
Ω(I−,+, ij′) := TrE(I−,+)ij′ (−1)F (7.72)
To compare with [31, 33, 34, 75], note that the role of the line defect is played by I−,+ and
the IR charge, usually denoted γij′ is here simply the pair ij
′.
To illustrate the relation to wall-crossing let us consider a vacuum homotopy that
crosses and Sij-wall. For x1 < x2 define I[x1, x2] to be I[ϑ(x;x1, x2)] where
ϑ(x;x1, x2) =

ϑ(x1) x ≤ x1
ϑ(x) x1 ≤ x ≤ x2
ϑ(x2) x ≥ x2
(7.73)
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The family of interfaces satisfies I[x1, x3] ∼ I[x1, x2]  I[x2, x3] for x1 < x2 < x3. In
particular, if xij is a binding point of type ij then
I[x1, xij + δ] ∼ I[x1, xij − δ] I[xij − δ, xij + δ] = I[x1, xij − δ]Sp,fij (7.74)
where we choose Sp,fij depending on whether xij is past or future stable, respectively. This
is the categorified S-wall-crossing formula.
If we consider the Chan-Paton data to be a matrix of complexes then we have the
homotopy equivalence of matrices of chain complexes:
E(I[x1, xij + δ]) ∼ E(I[x1, xij − δ])E(Sp,fij ) (7.75)
To relate this to the standard wall-crossing formula note that if we take the Witten index
of the matrix of Chan-Paton spaces we produce the generating function for framed BPS
degeneracies of the Interface:
F [I[x1, x2]] := TrE(I[x1,x2])(−1)F =
∑
k,`
Ω(I[x1, x2], k`)ek,`. (7.76)
This matrix-valued function will be continuous in x1, x2 for locally trivial transport, but
when x crosses a binding point of type ij we have framed wall-crossing formula:
F 7→
{
F · (1 + µijeij) xij ∈ upriseij
F · (1− µijeij) xij ∈ gij
(7.77)
In the second line we have used the degree −1 isomorphism of R∗ji with Rij to identify
the Witten index of R∗ji with −µij . Equation (7.77) is precisely the framed wall-crossing
formula of [31].
7.8 Mutations
Categorical transport by Sp,fij makes contact with the theory of mutations and exceptional
collections in category theory. The relation between mutations of exceptional collections
and D-branes in Landau-Ginzburg models has been discussed at length in [95, 48, 81]. We
briefly make contact with these works.
In general there is no natural order on the set of vacua V because the vacuum weights
zi are points in the complex plane. If we choose a direction in the plane, say parallel to a
complex number ζ, then that direction defines a height function on the plane and, so long
as ζ is not parallel to any of the zij for i, j ∈ V we can order the vacua by increasing (or
decreasing) height. Note this is the same as the condition that ζ is not orthogonal to any
Sij ray. Considering ζ to the normal direction to a half-plane, the corresponding thimbles
Ti can now be ordered:
Ti < Tj ⇔ Re(ζ−1zij) > 0. (7.78)
Note that with such an ordering we can write
Hop(Ti,Tj) =

R̂ij Ti < Tj
R̂ii ∼= Z i = j
0 Ti > Tj
. (7.79)
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where R̂ij is defined with respect to a half-plane with inward-pointing normal vector ζ.
Since the thimbles generate the category of Branes, they form what is known in category
theory as an exceptional collection, and the vacuum category Vac(T ,H) is an exceptional
category as defined in Appendix B below.
Now consider rotating ζ or, equivalently, fix ζ = +1, take the positive half-plane H+,
and consider a family of spinning weights e−iϑ(x)zi. When eiϑ(x) passes through an Sij
wall an ordered pair of thimbles (Ti,Tj) exchanges its ordering and the old exceptional
collection is no longer an exceptional collection in the new Theory. A natural question is
whether one can construct a new exceptional collection of Branes in the new Theory out of
the old exceptional collection of the old Theory. The answer to this question is “yes,” and
the procedure is called a mutation. We will explain how mutations work in our formalism.
If our path of Theories crosses a future stable Sij wall then interface product with
the S-wall Interface Sfij defines, as usual, an A∞-functor Br(T ϑij+) → Br(T ϑij−). The
original Theory, T ϑij+ has Re(zij) > 0 so Ti < Tj . So, the original exceptional collection
is
. . . ,Ti,Tj , . . . Future stable (7.80)
and the final Theory, T ϑij− has Re(zij) < 0. Similarly, if the path of Theories crosses a
past stable Sij wall then we use S
p
ij to define an A∞-functor Br(T ϑij−) → Br(T ϑij+).
The original Theory, T ϑij− has Re(zij) < 0 so Ti > Tj . So, the original exceptional
collection is
. . . ,Tj ,Ti, . . . Past stable (7.81)
and the final Theory, T ϑij+ has Re(zij) > 0.
Figure 88: The Brane TiSfij has one nonvanishing boundary amplitude. Under the isomorphism
Ei ⊗ R̂ji ⊗ E∗j ∼= Rij ⊗Rji it is K−1ij .
Let us examine the action of the S-wall functors on the exceptional collections of the
original Theory in these two cases. It is easy to see that
Tk Sp,fij = Tk k 6= i (7.82)
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Figure 89: The Brane TiSpij has one nonvanishing boundary amplitude. Under the isomorphism
Ei ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E∗j ∼= Rij ⊗Rji it is −(−1)FK−1ij .
since none of the amplitudes in Figures 77 or 76 can contract with Tk. On the other hand,
Ti Sp,fij is nontrivial. Indeed we can compute the Chan-Paton factors:
E
(
Tk Spij
)
`
= E(Tk)` ⊕ δk,iR∗ji ⊗ E(Tj)`
E
(
Tk Sfij
)
`
= E(Tk)` ⊕ δk,iRij ⊗ E(Tj)`
(7.83)
Moreover, each of the Branes Ti  Sp,fij has a single nonvanishing boundary amplitude,
illustrated in Figures 88 and 89.
Let us consider the case of crossing an Sij wall in the future-stable direction. We
now would like to introduce a new generating set of Branes, replacing the old exceptional
collection (7.80) by the new collection of Branes
. . . ,Tj ,Ti Sfij , . . . (7.84)
In the language of Appendix B this corresponds to a left-mutation at j. Similarly, when
crossing an Sij-wall in the past-stable direction we would like to introduce a new generating
set of Branes, replacing the old exceptional collection (7.81) by the new collection of Branes
. . . ,Ti Spij ,Tj , . . . (7.85)
In the language of Appendix B this corresponds to a right-mutation at j. The idea is that
the “missing” Brane Ti can be expressed as a boundstate of the Branes Tj and Ti Sf,pij
by condensing local boundary operators. One way of expressing this, often found in the
literature, is to relate the three Branes by an exact triangle. We explain this momentarily.
On general grounds, mutations of exceptional collections are expected to provide a
representation of the braid group, up to homotopy. Such a braid group representation is
intimately connected to the theory of categorical wall-crossing we develop in Section 8.
Before writing our exact triangles we first note that the category of Branes forms a
module over the category of Z-modules. Given any Z-module V and any Brane B we define
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V ⊗B to be the Brane which has Chan-Paton spaces
E(V ⊗B)i := V ⊗ E(B)i (7.86)
Then the amplitude of V ⊗B is supposed to live in
⊕zij∈HE(V ⊗B)i ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E(V ⊗B)∗j = (V ⊗ V ∗)⊗⊕zij∈HE(B)i ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ E(B)∗j (7.87)
and we take the amplitude (up to an appropriate sign) to be IdV ⊗ B where B is the
amplitude of B. The hom-spaces of the category of Branes satisfy
Hop(V1 ⊗B1, V2 ⊗B2) = V1 ⊗Hop(B1,B2)⊗ V ∗2 . (7.88)
Now, consider a path crossing an Sij-wall in the future-stable direction and consider
the triple of Branes Rij ⊗ Tj ,Ti,Ti  Sfij We compute the hom-spaces for the positive
half-plane in the new Theory T ϑij−:
Hop(Rij ⊗ Tj ,Ti) = Rij ⊗ R̂ji (7.89)
Hop(Ti Sfij ,Ti) = Hop(i, i)⊕Rij ⊗ R̂ji (7.90)
Hop(Rij ⊗ Tj ,Ti Sfij) = Rij ⊗ R̂ji ⊕Rij ⊗R∗ij (7.91)
Each of the summands above contains a canonical element. In (7.89) we have the element
K−1ij , in (7.90) the first summand has the identity and the second has K
−1, and in (7.91)
the first summand has K−1 and the second summand has the identity IdRij . Using the
definition (5.17) (contraction with the taut element) we can check the exact triangle of
morphisms
Rij ⊗ Tj Ti
K−1
oo
K−1{{
Ti Sfij
IdRij
ee
(7.92)
is a commutative diagram.
Similarly, for Ti Spij we compute (again with zij in the positive half-plane)
Hop(Ti, R
∗
ji ⊗ Tj) = R̂ij ⊗Rji
Hop(Ti,Ti Spij) = Hop(i, i)⊕ R̂ijRji
Hop(Ti Spij , R∗ji ⊗ Tj) = R̂ij ⊗Rji ⊕R∗ji ⊗Rji
(7.93)
Once again, using suitable canonical elements from the summands we can construct the
exact triangle:
Ti R
∗
ji ⊗ TjK−1
oo
IdR∗
jiyy
Ti Spij
K−1
cc (7.94)
These are the kinds of exact triangles that appear in discussions of mutations of exceptional
collections found in the literature.
When comparing with the general discussion of Appendix B we should note that some
of the factors Rij above should really be viewed as Hop spaces R̂ij . However, near an
Sij-wall these two spaces can be identified.
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7.9 Categorical Spectrum Generator And Monodromy
Let us now return to (7.52). We define R[ϑ, ϑ−pi] to be the categorical spectrum generator.
The name is apt because in this case ϑ(x) has a unique future stable binding point for each
pair of vacua with zij in a suitable half-plane. Taking ϑ to be small we can rewrite (7.28)
as
⊕j,j′∈VEj,j′ej,j′ :=
⊗
Re(zij)>0
Sij(xij) (7.95)
where the ordering in the product from left to write is the clockwise ordering of the phases
of zij . If we consider the Witten index of this product we produce precisely the spectrum
generator as defined in [28, 31]. In the case of 2d Landau-Ginzburg models this is precisely
the matrix S defined long ago by Cecotti and Vafa. (See equation (2.11) in [15].)
In our case we have the general result that
R[ϑ, ϑ− 2pi] ∼ R[ϑ, ϑ− pi]R[ϑ− pi, ϑ− 2pi] (7.96)
Examining the Chan-Paton factors for the Interface R[ϑ, ϑ− 2pi] motivates the interpreta-
tion of R[ϑ, ϑ − 2pi] as a categorified version of Cecotti and Vafa’s “monodromy” SStr,−1
(which in turn is motivated by the monodromy of the cohomology of a Milnor fiber in
singularity theory). 41 Indeed, if ϑ(x) = −x for x ∈ [0, 2pi] then all the S-walls are future
stable and, for every pair ij with i 6= j there will be precisely two future stable binding
points xij and xji in the interval of length 2pi, and moreover |xij − xji| = pi. Again, with
a suitable choice of half-plane H (or choosing ϑ to be small) we can write the Chan-Paton
factors of R[ϑ, ϑ− 2pi] as
· · · ⊗ (Z1⊕Rijeij)⊗ · · · ⊗ (Z1⊕Rjieji)⊗ · · · = S⊗ Sopp (7.97)
where S is the clockwise phase-ordered product for zij in one half-plane and Sopp is the
clockwise phase-ordered product in the opposite half-plane. Now, if we take the Witten
index to decategorify S→ S then we map the factors in S via (Z1⊕Rijeij)→ (1 +µijeij).
Now we need the relation
µji = −µ∗ij (7.98)
which follows from the existence of the degree −1 pairing Kij . (See also the discussion in
Landau-Ginzburg theory in Section §12.3 below.) If we define the fermion number to be
integral (using the gauge freedom discussed in Sections §4.4 and §4.6.4) then µij is real and
hence if S→ S then Sopp → Str,−1.
There is a known relation between properties of the UV theory and the eigenvalues
of the matrix SStr,−1 [15]. If the massive theory flows from a UV SCFT, as is the case
for T N , the eigenvalues take the form exp 2piiqa, where qa are the charges of UV B-model
operators under the R-charge broken by the massive deformation of the SCFT. If the UV
theory is asymptotically free, as is the case for T SU(N), SStr,−1 typically has Jordan blocks.
In Section §7.10 below we will construct some rotation Interfaces for T N and T SU(N) and
41We can also regard R[ϑ, ϑ − 2pi] as a categorified version of a Stokes matrix. We will not pursue that
very interesting direction in the present paper.
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we will see that indeed a sufficiently high power of the rotation Interface is trivial in the
former case, but not in the latter case. Moreover, since R[ϑ, ϑ − 2pi] is a categorical lift
of SStr,−1 it is natural to wonder if it somehow reconstructs some other properties of the
UV theory. Indeed we will see that it is an essential ingredient in the construction of local
operators (on the plane) in Section §9.2.
It would be interesting understand whether there is a categorical generalization of the
relation of the eigenvalues of SStr,−1 to R-charges. Perhaps this can be done by introducing
a notion of an “eigen-interface” for R[ϑ, ϑ − 2pi] under interface product , but we will
leave this idea for future work.
7.10 Rotation Interfaces For The Theories T Nϑ And T SU(N)ϑ
In this section we construct some interfaces in the Theories T N,SU(N)ϑ which give a very
useful construction of nontrivial Branes from the simple thimbles. (Much of the discussion
can be developed in parallel for the two families of Theories T Nϑ and T SU(N)ϑ . So we will
delay separating the cases as long as possible.) We will reveal how one could discover the
Branes Ck and Nn of the Theories T Nϑ and T SU(N)ϑ , respectively. (See Section §4.6 above.)
This construction also leads to a very neat computation of the space of boundary-condition-
changing operators H∗(Hop(B1,B2),M1) for certain pairs of Branes, thus justifying several
claims made in Section 5.7.
Recall that the Theories T N,SU(N)ϑ are based on the vacuum weights (making a slight
change of notation from §4.6):
zϑj := e
−iϑ− 2pii
N
j (7.99)
Here j is an integer modulo N and we will always choose it to be in the fundamental
domain 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1. As described in section §4.6.3, there are nontrivial isomorphisms
ϕ± : T N,SU(N)ϑ → T N,SU(N)ϑ± 2pi
N
(7.100)
and the corresponding isomorphism Interfaces will be denoted Id± := Idϕ± . In particular,
we have jϕ± = (j ∓ 1)modN and
E(Id+)j,k =
{
δk,N−1Z[1] j = 0
δk,j−1Z 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.101)
The choice of degree shift here is the simplest one such that the boundary amplitudes
K−1,ϕ
+
ij ∈ Ei,i−1 ⊗Ri−1,j−1 ⊗ E∗j,j−1 ⊗Rji (7.102)
all have degree one. In T Nϑ this is just ±1 ∈ Z[1] and in T SU(N)ϑ it is of the form
±
∑
I
εI (eI ⊗ eI′)[1] (7.103)
where the sum is over multi-indices of length |i− j| and εI is a sign defined under (4.110).
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We can work out Id− similarly. It is useful to think of the Chan-Paton data as a
matrix with chain complexes as entries and in these terms we have
E(Id+) = Z[1]e0,N−1 ⊕
N−1⊕
j=1
Zej,j−1 (7.104)
E(Id−) = Z[−1]eN−1,0 ⊕
N−2⊕
j=0
Zej,j+1 (7.105)
We now consider rotation Interfaces R[ϑ`, ϑr] relating the Theories T N,SU(N)ϑ for dif-
ferent values of ϑ. Thus, ϑ(x) varies linearly and the binding walls are determined by the
equations
Re
(
zϑjk
)
= 2 sin
(
ϑ+
pi
N
(k + j)
)
sin
( pi
N
(k − j)
)
= 0 (7.106)
Im
(
zϑjk
)
= 2 cos
(
ϑ+
pi
N
(k + j)
)
sin
( pi
N
(k − j)
)
> 0 (7.107)
To be more specific we consider the Theories
T + := T N,SU(N) T − := T N,SU(N)2pi
N
− (7.108)
where  is a small positive phase with  piN . (Actually, 0 <  < piN will already suffice.)
We now consider functors between the categories of Branes Br(T +) and Br(T −).
They will be induced by Interfaces as discussed in equation (6.49) et. seq. There are four
natural ways to relate these Theories. Indeed, for clockwise rotations, we can rotate T N
into T N2pi
N
−, or rotate T N2pi
N
− into T N2pi
N
+
and then act with a symmetry interface Id− to bring
it back to T N . For counterclockwise rotations, we can rotate T N2pi
N
− into T N , or rotate T N
into T N− and then act with a symmetry interface Id+ to bring it back to T N2pi
N
−.
We can thus define
I˜+− := R[,
2pi
N
− ] ∈ Br(T +, T −)
I˜−+ := R[
2pi
N
− , 2pi
N
+ ] Id− ∈ Br(T −, T +)
I+− := R[,−] Id+ ∈ Br(T +, T −)
I−+ := R[
2pi
N
− , ] ∈ Br(T −, T +).
(7.109)
Next, we work out the effect of convolution by these Interfaces on the Chan-Paton
factors of Branes. We begin by computing the binding walls.
Consider the case of I−+. Equation (7.106) is equivalent to ϑ+ piN (k + j) = npi, with
n ∈ Z,. But, given the range of ϑ, we must have ϑ = piN and hence k+j = N−1 and n = 1.
Then the positivity constraint (7.107) implies k < j, and hence 0 ≤ k < N−12 . Similar
results hold for the other three cases with minor variations. We have binding walls of type
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jk where, roughly speaking, j is an upper vacuum and k is the lower vacuum vertically
below it.
There is a small subtlety in this computation because all the binding walls of type jk
with j+k = N−1 are at the same value of x, thanks to the very symmetric choice of vacuum
weights we made for these examples. However, the matrices ej,k for j + k = N − 1 and
0 ≤ k < N−12 all commute with one another and hence the product (7.28) is unambiguous.
Indeed, any small deformation of the vacuum weights will split the walls, leading to a
multiple convolution of the walls Sfj,k for these values of j, k. The different orderings of
the convolutions will be homotopy equivalent. Similar remarks apply to the other three
Interfaces.
Since the product of two matrices of the type ej,k for j + k = N − 1 and 0 ≤ k < N−12
is zero (7.28) simplifies to the lower triangular matrix
E(I−+) = Z1⊕
⊕
N−1
2
<j≤N−1
Rj,N−j−1ej,N−j−1 (7.110)
Explicitly, for N = 2, 3, 4, 5 we have
E(I−+) =
(
Z 0
R1,0 Z
)
(7.111)
E(I−+) =
 Z 0 00 Z 0
R2,0 0 Z
 (7.112)
E(I−+) =

Z 0 0 0
0 Z 0 0
0 R2,1 Z 0
R3,0 0 0 Z
 (7.113)
E(I−+) =

Z 0 0 0 0
0 Z 0 0 0
0 0 Z 0 0
0 R3,1 0 Z 0
R4,0 0 0 0 Z
 (7.114)
The case of I+− is slightly more elaborate. The binding walls of R[,−] are obtained
from (7.106) with ϑ = 0 and hence j + k = N . Again n = 1 and then (7.107) implies
1 ≤ k < N2 . We must then convolve with the isomorphism Interface Id+. The net result
is
E(I+−) = Z[1]e0,N−1 ⊕N−1j=1 Zej,j−1 ⊕1≤k<N
2
RN−k,keN−k,k−1 (7.115)
Again, to get a feel for these, we list the cases N = 2, 3, 4, 5:
E(I+−) =
(
0 Z[1]
Z 0
)
(7.116)
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E(I+−) =
 0 0 Z[1]Z 0 0
R2,1 Z 0
 (7.117)
E(I+−) =

0 0 0 Z[1]
Z 0 0 0
0 Z 0 0
R3,1 0 Z 0
 (7.118)
E(I+−) =

0 0 0 0 Z[1]
Z 0 0 0 0
0 Z 0 0 0
0 R3,2 Z 0 0
R4,1 0 0 Z 0
 (7.119)
Using these formulae it easily follows that if B ∈ Br(T −) then
E (B I−+)
j
=
{
E(B)j ⊕ E(B)N−j−1 ⊗RN−j−1,j 0 ≤ j < N−12
E(B)j N−12 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.120)
and similarly if B ∈ Br(T +) then the Chan-Paton factors change by
E (B I+−)
j
=

E(B)j+1 ⊕ E(B)N−j−1 ⊗RN−j−1,j+1 0 ≤ j < N2 − 1
E(B)j+1 N2 − 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 2
E(B)[1]0 j = N − 1
(7.121)
Entirely analogous remarks apply to the Interfaces I˜±∓. The main difference is that
since ϑ(x) increases in the rotation Interfaces the binding walls are past stable. In this way
we find that if B ∈ Br(T +) then
E
(
B I˜+−
)
j
=
{
E(B)j ⊕ E(B)N−j−1 ⊗R∗j,N−j−1 0 ≤ j < N−12
E(B)j N−12 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.122)
and if B ∈ Br(T −) then
E
(
B I˜−+
)
j
=

E(B)[−1]N−1 j = 0
E(B)j−1 ⊕ E(B)N−j−1 ⊗R∗j−1,N−j−1 1 ≤ j < N2
E(B)j−1 N2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.123)
The boundary amplitudes for I−+ and I+− are shown in Figures 90 and 91, respec-
tively. Similar results hold for I˜−+ and I˜+−.
Now, successive application of these Interfaces generates a sequence of Branes in
T −, T + starting with one Brane in either Theory. To be specific, suppose B ∈ Br(T +).
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Figure 90: Nonzero boundary amplitudes for I−+.
Figure 91: Nonzero boundary amplitudes for I+−.
We then generate a sequence of Branes B[n] ∈ Br(T +) and B[n+ 12 ] ∈ Br(T −) with n ∈ Z
by setting B[0] := B and then defining recursively, for n ≥ 0
B[n+
1
2
] :=
{
B[n] I+− n ∈ Z
B[n] I−+ n ∈ Z+ 12
(7.124)
while for n ≤ 0 we take
B[n− 1
2
] :=
{
B[n] I˜+− n ∈ Z
B[n] I˜−+ n ∈ Z+ 12
(7.125)
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Note that for n positive we are thus taking successive convolutions (well-defined up to
homotopy equivalence)
I+−  I−+  I+− · · · (7.126)
and similarly for n negative with I˜±∓. We do not get anything interesting by alternating
I±∓ and I˜±∓ because of the homotopy equivalences:
I˜+−  I−+ ∼ IdT + I−+  I˜+− ∼ IdT − (7.127)
and
I+−  I˜−+ ∼ IdT + I˜−+  I+− ∼ IdT − (7.128)
Figure 92: A boundary amplitude for I+− I˜−+ contributing to the extended web shown on the
right arises from the convolution of boundary amplitudes with the taut web shown on the left. This
defines a differential which eliminates the Chan-Paton factors not present in the identity Interface,
upon taking cohomology.
The homotopy equivalences (7.127) are straightforward given our previous discussion
on categorical parallel transport. The equivalences (7.128) require more discussion. A
short computation show that the Chan-Paton data for I+−  I˜−+ is
E(I+−  I˜−+) = Z1⊕
⊕
0≤k<N
2
−1
(
R∗k,N−2−k ⊕RN−k−1,k+1
)
eN−k−1,k+1 (7.129)
Plainly, the Chan-Paton data differ from those of the identity Interface.
A glance at Figure 92 shows that the problematic chain complexes E(I+−I˜−+)N−k−1,k+1
have a nonzero differential. Indeed, using the symmetry isomorphism and Kˇ we have a
degree zero isomorphism:
R∗k,N−2−k ∼= R[−1]k+1,N−k−1 (7.130)
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and with this understood the differential given by Figure 92 acts onR
[−1]
k+1,N−k−1⊕RN−k−1,k+1
as (r[−1], s) 7→ (0, r). Thus, the cohomology of the problematic terms in the Chan-Paton
data vanishes.
Of course, the above quasi-isomorphism would be a simple consequence of the homo-
topy equivalence (7.128), but, as we have seen with the homotopy equivalence of Sfij S
p
ij
with the identity Interface, explained at length in Section §7.6, more discussion is needed
to establish a homotopy equivalence. The argument in this case is very similar to that for
Sfij S
p
ij .
Let us now study the sequence of Branes B[n] for some simple choices of B = B[0]. It
is already quite interesting for thimbles. To begin, suppose that T` ∈ Br(T +) is a thimble
with 1 ≤ ` ≤ N2 , i.e. a down-vacuum thimble. Then one can easily show that
E(T`  I+−)k = δk,`−1Z (7.131)
and moreover the boundary amplitudes are all zero. To see this note that since the bound-
ary amplitudes of T` are all zero the only possible boundary amplitude in the convolution
would use the amplitude in the upper right of Figure 91, but for ` in the range 1 ≤ ` ≤ N2
there is no such nonzero amplitude. It follows that we have
T`  I+− = T`−1 1 ≤ ` ≤ N
2
(7.132)
T`  I−+ = T` T` ∈ Br(T −), 0 ≤ ` ≤ N − 1
2
. (7.133)
T`  I˜+− = T` T` ∈ Br(T +), 0 ≤ ` ≤ N − 1
2
. (7.134)
T`  I˜−+ = T`+1 T` ∈ Br(T −), 0 ≤ ` ≤ N
2
− 1. (7.135)
where the results (7.133)-(7.135) are obtained in an entirely analogous fashion.
Equations (7.132) and (7.133) cannot be applied to thimbles for upper vacua nor to
the case of ` = 0. Let us focus on the latter case and consider the more nontrivial sequence
of Branes produced when we take B[0] = T0. Then B[
1
2 ] = T
[1]
N−1 is a shifted thimble.
However, at the next step we find
E(B[1])j =

R
[1]
N−1,0 j = 0
Z[1] j = N − 1
0 else
(7.136)
Moreover, B[1] now acquires a nonzero amplitude for the fan J = {0, N − 1} given by
K−1N−1,0 ∈ R[1]N−1,0 ⊗R0,N−1 ⊗ (Z[1])∗. See Figure 93.
Proceeding to compute B[32 ] = B[1] I+− we get
E(B[3
2
])j =

R
[1]
N−1,1 j = 0
Z[1] j = N − 2
R
[2]
N−1,0 j = N − 1
0 else
(7.137)
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Figure 93: This figure shows how a nonzero boundary amplitude can be generated from the
thimble.
Moreover, computing the boundary amplitudes we find three fans have nontrivial ampli-
tudes They can be interpreted as K−1 for fans {0, N−2} and {N−1, N−2} and Kˇ(β0,1,N−1)
for {N − 1, 0}. (These come from using Figure 91, upper right with j = N − 1, lower left
with k = 0, ` = N − 1, and lower right, with ` = 0, j = N − 1, respectively.)
Figure 94: These amplitudes are common to B[2] and B̂[2].
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Figure 95: These amplitudes are present for B[2] but not for B̂[2].
If we move on to B[2] = B[32 ] I−+ then
E(B[2])j =

R
[1]
N−1,1 ⊕R[2]N−1,0 ⊗RN−1,0 j = 0
R
[1]
N−2,1 j = 1
Z[1] j = N − 2
R
[2]
N−1,0 j = N − 1
0 else
(7.138)
The nontrivial amplitudes are illustrated in Figures 94 and 95. Note that {N − 1, 0} is a
positive-half-plane fan for the Theory T − but {0, N −1} is a positive-half-plane fan for the
Theory T +. Thus the “emission line” in the lower left of Figure 95 does not continue into
the positive-half-plane.
We would now like to replace B[2] with a simpler, but homotopy equivalent, Brane,
denoted by B̂[2]. At this stage we must distinguish between the Theories T N and T SU(N)
since we need to use special properties of the Rij . We first discuss the case of T N . We
then return and pick up the thread for T SU(N) at this point.
For T N equation (7.138) simplifies to
E(B[2])j =

Z[1] ⊕ Z[2] j = 0
Z[1] j = 1
Z[1] j = N − 2
Z[2] j = N − 1
0 else
(7.139)
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We want to eliminate the j = 0 Chan-Paton space so we define B̂[2] to have Chan-Paton
data:
E(B̂[2])j =

Z[1] j = 1
Z[1] j = N − 2
Z[2] j = N − 1
0 else
(7.140)
with the same boundary amplitudes as in Figure 94.
Now we describe the homotopy equivalence B̂[2] ∼ B[2]. Note that with nonempty
positive-half-plane fans 0 is always in the future. Moreover, {0, i}, i = 1, N − 2, N − 1 are
all positive-half-plane fans for T +. To construct the homotopy equivalence we need closed
morphisms
δ1 ∈ Hop(B̂[2],B[2]) = Hop(B̂[2], B̂[2]) (7.141)
δ2 ∈ Hop(B[2], B̂[2]) = Hop(B̂[2], B̂[2])⊕D (7.142)
D :=
⊕
i=1,N−2,N−1
E(B[2])0 ⊗ R̂0,i ⊗ (E(B̂[2])i)∗ (7.143)
such that the products M2(δ1, δ2) and M2(δ2, δ1) are homotopy equivalent to Id:
M2(δ1, δ2) = IdB̂[2] +M1(δ3)
M2(δ2, δ1) = IdB[2] +M1(δ4).
(7.144)
It will be useful below to compare the boundary amplitudes of B[2] and B̂[2] and write
B(B[2]) = B(B̂[2]) + ∆B (7.145)
The multiplications Mk are computed using the taut half-plane webs, and the only
ones with at least two boundary vertices in fact have at most two boundary vertices. (See,
for example, Figure 31 for the case of unextended webs.) This property considerably
simplifies the computation of M2. To begin we take δ1 = IdB̂[2] and δ2 = IdB̂[2]⊕ 0, where
the direct sum refers to the decomposition in (7.142). The equation M2(δ1, δ2) = IdB̂[2]
works nicely with δ3 = 0. On the other hand, since B[2] has a nonzero Chan-Paton space
for i = 0 and B̂[2] does not, M2(δ2, δ1) cannot possibly reproduce IdE(B[2])0 . Therefore,
δ4 ∈ Hop(B[2],B[2]) must be nonzero. We take it to have only nonzero scalar component
in End(E(B[2])0). Then the scalar component of the differential is simply given by matrix
multiplication
M1(δ4) = B00δ4 + δ4B00 (7.146)
where B00 ∈ End(E(B[2])0) is the boundary amplitude induced by the lower left diagram
of Figure 95. Writing vectors in E(B[2])0 in the form r1 ⊕ r2 where r1 ∈ Z[1] and r2 ∈ Z[2]
we easily compute that the boundary amplitude is the linear transformation:
B00 : r1 ⊕ r2 7→ 0⊕ r[1]1 . (7.147)
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Therefore, we can take δ4 to be the chain-homotopy inverse
δ4 : r1 ⊕ r2 7→ r[−1]2 ⊕ 0 (7.148)
so that the scalar component of M1(δ4) is the missing component IdE(B[2])0 . There will
be further contributions from M1(δ4), producing amplitudes with positive half-plane fans
of type {0, 1}, {0, N − 2}, and {0, N − 1}. They are given (essentially) by ∆B, and can
be cancelled by adding (essentially) −∆B to δ2. Now we have established the required
homotopy equivalence B̂[2] ∼ B[2].
In what follows we will need to employ repeatedly a maneuver very similar to what
we just explained: We will find a pair of Branes B and B̂ all of whose Chan-Paton spaces
are identical except for one vacuum j∗ (the vacuum j∗ = 0 in the example above) and
whose boundary amplitudes are identical for all amplitudes not involving this distinguished
vacuum. Moreover, we have
E(B)j∗ = E(B̂)j∗ ⊕ V ⊕ V [1] (7.149)
and there is a boundary amplitude in Hop(B,B) in End(E(B)j∗) taking
v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3 → v1 ⊕ 0⊕ v[1]2 (7.150)
In this case we can find a homotopy equivalence B̂ ∼ B, exactly as in the above example.
This will allow us to replace B by the simpler Brane B̂. We call this the cancellation
lemma below.
Returning to our sequence of Branes B[n] in the Theory T Nϑ we next observe that
B̂[2] is the nontrivial Brane C
[1]
k=1 of equation (4.91) above. We now proceed inductively.
Suppose that k < N2 and that B[k] is homotopy equivalent to B̂[k] = C
[1]
k−1. Therefore
E(B̂[k])j =

Z[1] j = k − 1
Z[1] j = N − k
Z[2] j = N − k + 1
0 else
(7.151)
so we compute
E(B̂[k] I+−)j =

Z[1] ⊕ Z[2] j = k − 2
Z[1] j = k − 1
Z[1] j = N − k − 1
Z[2] j = N − k
0 else
(7.152)
Once again there is a component of the boundary amplitude which acts as a differential
on the Chan-Paton space with j = k − 2 and eliminates it upon passing to cohomology.
Our cancellation lemma allows us to replace this Brane with a homotopy equivalent Brane
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B̂[k + 12 ] with
E(B̂[k + 1
2
])j =

Z[1] j = k − 1
Z[1] j = N − k − 1
Z[2] j = N − k
0 else
(7.153)
Now we compute again
E(B̂[k + 1
2
] I−+)j =

Z[1] ⊕ Z[2] j = k − 1
Z[1] j = k
Z[1] j = N − k − 1
Z[2] j = N − k
0 else
(7.154)
and again the cancellation lemma gives us
B̂[k +
1
2
] I−+ ∼ B̂[k + 1] = C[1]k . (7.155)
completing the inductive step.
The inductive step works until we produce B̂[k] ∈ Br(T +) for k = [N2 ]. For simplicity
assume first that N is even. Then we compute
E(B̂[N
2
] I+−)j =

Z[1] ⊕ Z[2] j = N2 − 2
Z[1] j = N2 − 1
Z[2] j = N2
0 else
(7.156)
The cancellation lemma produces a homotopy equivalent Brane with Chan-Paton factors
E(B̂[N
2
+
1
2
])j =

Z[1] j = N2 − 1
Z[2] j = N2
0 else
(7.157)
Then we compute again
E(B̂[N
2
+
1
2
] I−+)j =

Z[1] ⊕ Z[2] j = N2 − 1
Z[2] j = N2
0 else
(7.158)
which, by the cancellation lemma, is homotopy equivalent to a shifted thimble! That is,
we have B̂[N2 + 1] = T
[2]
N/2.
Now using equations (7.132) and (7.133) we can continue the procedure to produce a
sequence of thimbles of down-type vacua, until we get to T
[2]
0 .
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It follows from the above discussion that
T` 
(
I+−  I−+
)N+1 ∼ T` 0 ≤ ` ≤ N
2
(7.159)
a similar story holds if N is odd. In this case the induction works until we get to B̂[N−12 ].
Then B̂[N+12 ] has two Chan-Paton fators Z
[1] and Z[2] at j = (N −1)/2 and j = (N +1)/2,
respectively, and B̂[N+32 ] = T
[2]
(N−1)/2.
We have not worked out the sequence of Branes generated by thimbles for upper vacua.
We next turn our attention to the Theory T SU(N) . We begin with the sequence of
Branes B[k], k ≥ 0 generated by the thimble T0 in the Theory T SU(N) . We have already
described the general story up to the Brane B[2], as in equation (7.138). Now, however we
have
E(B[2])0 = R[1]N−1,1 ⊕R[2]N−1,0 ⊗RN−1,0
= A
[1]
2 ⊕A[2]1 ⊗A1
(7.160)
Next A
[2]
1 ⊗ A1 ∼= A[2]2 ⊕ S[2]2 . It is natural to expect that the differential computed by
the lower left diagram of Figure 95 maps A
[1]
2 → A[2]2 as a degree shift, since we know
the amplitudes are all SU(N)-covariant. We will assume this to be the case and proceed,
although we have not checked the boundary amplitudes in detail.
Passing to cohomology we eliminate the two summands of A2 and using the cancellation
lemma we claim a homotopy equivalence to B̂[2] with
E(B̂[2])j =

S
[2]
2 j = 0
A
[1]
3 j = 1
Z[1] j = N − 2
A
[2]
1 j = N − 1
0 else
(7.161)
Referring to equation (4.117) we identify these as the Chan-Paton factors of N
[1]
1 . We
expect that the boundary amplitudes coincide with those of N
[1]
1 , although we have not
checked in detail. In this and similar equations below we must interpret
Ln,m = 0 n > 1,m ≤ 0
L1,0 =S0 ∼= Z
Sm = 0 m < 0
(7.162)
Again, we can proceed inductively. Suppose that B[n] ∼ B̂[n] where B̂[n+ 1] = N[1]n .
It is useful to employ the isomorphism LN,m+1 ∼= Sm and rewrite (4.117) as
E(Nn)j =
{
L
[n−j]
2j+1,n+1−j 0 ≤ j < N−12
S
[n+j+1−N ]
n+j+1−N
N−1
2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.163)
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The boundary amplitudes were described in section §4.6. Now it is straightforward to
compute
E(Nn  I+−)j =
{
L
[n−j−1]
2j+3,n−j ⊕ S[n−j]n−j ⊗RN−j−1,j+1 0 ≤ j < N2 − 1
S
[n+j+2−N ]
n+j+2−N
N
2 − 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.164)
Thus, using (4.100) and (4.121) we learn that for 0 ≤ j < N2 − 1
E(Nn  I+−)j ∼= L[n−j−1]2j+3,n−j ⊕ L[n−j]2j+2,n−j+1 ⊕ L[n−j]2j+3,n−j (7.165)
Using the cancellation lemma we claim a homotopy equivalence to B̂[n+ 32 ] with
E(B̂[n+ 3
2
])j =
{
L
[n−j]
2j+2,n−j+1 0 ≤ j < N2 − 1
S
[n+j+2−N ]
n+j+2−N
N
2 − 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.166)
Then a similar argument shows that B̂[n+ 32 ]I−+ ∼ N
[1]
n+1 thus completing the inductive
step. Unlike the case of the Theory T N , the sequence does not simplify and there is no
periodicity as we increase n. Physically, n is related to a first Chern class of an equivariant
bundle on CPN−1, and no such periodicity is expected. See Section §7.10.1 below for further
discussion of this non-periodicity.
If, instead, we use the interfaces I˜+−, I˜−+ we find that n is reduced by successive
composition. If B[0] = Nn with n >
N
2 then the recursion relations (7.125) give a sequence
of Branes B̂[`] for ` < 0 and ` ∈ Z+ 12 . With this sequence we find for ` negative integral
(and not too negative) B̂[`] ∼ Nn+`:
Nn 
(
I˜+−  I˜−+
)|`| ∼ Nn+` (7.167)
At n − |`| = N2 − 1 the Chan-Paton factor becomes Z for j = N2 . Proceeding to lower N
the usual cancellation argument in expressions like (7.165) produces zero. Making use of
equation (7.162) note that equation (7.163) makes sense for n ≥ −1 and we can proceed
to reduce n until we get to N−1 = T
[−1]
0 . We can then continue the recursion (7.125) using
(7.134) and (7.135) to define Nn for lower values of n in terms of down-type thimbles. The
process then stops when we arrive at N−1−N/2 = T
[−1]
N/2 (taking N to be even, for simplicity).
At this point we recall the Branes Nn of section §4.6 with
E(Nn)j =
{
L
[−j−n]
N−2j,n+j+1 0 ≤ j < N2
S
[j+1−n−N ]
n+N−j
N
2 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(7.168)
which makes sense for n ≥ −N/2. Note that N−N/2 = T[1]N/2. The usual arguments then
show that
Nn 
(
I˜+−  I˜−+
)` ∼ Nn+` (7.169)
and hence we can continue to define Nn for values below −N/2− 1 by taking
N−N
2
−n ∼= N
[−2]
−1−N
2
+n
n ≥ 1 (7.170)
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(We have not checked the above equations at the level of boundary amplitudes.)
The relation of the Branes Nn to thimbles for a certain range of n allows us to fill
in a gap from Section 5.7, namely the proof of equation (5.92). The key idea is that,
thanks to the A∞-bifunctor of Section §6.2 the complex between two Branes Hop(B1,B2)
is quasi-isomorphic to the complex obtained by composition with an invertible interface.
If we apply that to the present case then we can write, for the case of two lower vacua
i, j < N/2
Hop(Ti,Tj) = Hop(N
[1]
−1−i,N
[1]
−1−j)
=q.i. Hop(N
[1]
−1,N
[1]
−1−j+i)
= Hop(T0,N
[1]
−1+i−j)
(7.171)
where =q.i means we have a quasi-isomorphism.
Now assume for simplicity that N is even. We next use the observation of equation
(7.53) to say that,
H∗(Hop(Ti,Tj),M1) ∼= H∗(ELR(T0,N[1]−1+i−j [pi]), dLR) (7.172)
Recall from the discussion of equation (7.53) that we should rotate in the direction of
increasing ϑ, so we should compose with (I˜+−  I˜−+)N/2 to rotate the Brane by pi and
hence
N
[1]
−1+i−j [pi] = N
[1]
−1+i−j−N/2. (7.173)
The complex of groundstates is very simple when one of the Branes is a thimble. In this
case there is no differential and the cohomology is the Chan-Paton factor itself. In our
case
H∗(ELR(T0,N[1]−1+i−j−N/2, ), dLR) ∼=
(
E(N[1]−1+i−j−N/2)N/2
)∗
(7.174)
Note that although we have the thimble for the vacuum i = 0 on the left side of the strip,
thanks to the rotation by pi we should take the Chan-Paton space with vacuum N/2 on
the right-Brane. Next, assuming that j > i we can use equation (7.170) to say
E(N[1]−1+i−j−N/2)N/2 = E(N
[−1]
j−i−N/2)N/2 (7.175)
Finally, using (7.168) we have
E(N[−1]j−i−N/2)N/2 = S
[i−j]
j−i (7.176)
Putting together equations (7.171)-(7.176) we finally arrive at a proof of equation (5.92).
We expect that similar manipulations allow a computation of the cohomologies of the
groundstate complexes such as (4.128) and the spaces of local operators in (5.93) and
(5.94).
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7.10.1 Powers Of The Rotation Interface
It is rather interesting to examine the powers of the Interface I+−+ := I+−  I−+ that
corresponds to a rotation by 2pi/N in the worldvolume of the Theory. We will discuss this
at the level of Chan-Paton factors, without investigating the boundary amplitudes.
The Chan-Paton data of I+−+ is the matrix of complexes:
E(I+−+) = R[1]N−1,0e0,0 ⊕
N−2⊕
j=0
Zej+1,j ⊕ Z[1]e0,N−1
⊕
⊕
1≤j<(N−1)/2
RN−1−j,jeN−j,j ⊕
⊕
0≤j<(N−2)/2
RN−1−j,j+1eN−1−j,j
(7.177)
Explicitly, for N = 2 this is
E(I+−+) =
(
R
[1]
1,0 Z[1]
Z 0
)
(7.178)
and for N = 3,
E(I+−+) =
R
[1]
2,0 0 Z[1]
Z 0 0
R2,1 Z 0
 (7.179)
The equation (7.159) suggests that for T Nϑ the (N+1)th power is homotopy equivalent
to a (shifted) Identity interface. Indeed, one easily checks that the third power of (7.178)
is just (
Z[2] ⊕ Z[2] ⊕ Z[3] Z[2] ⊕ Z[3]
Z[2] ⊕ Z[3] Z[2]
)
(7.180)
and is quasi-isomorphic to Z[2]12. Similarly, a check by hand shows that the fourth power
of (7.179) is quasi-isomorphic to Z[2]13, and we conjecture that for all N , (I+−+)(N+1) is
homotopy equivalent to the isomorphism Interface given by a degree shift of 2. There is a
simple intuitive explanation in the LG theory 4.138 for this result. The effect of convolution
with I+− or I−+ on geometric branes simply rotates the sectors at infinity by one unit
and deforms the geometric brane accordingly by a rigid rotation by 2pi/(N + 1) in the φ
plane. 42 As there are 2N + 2 sectors, the (N + 1) power of the interface I+−I−+ acts
geometrically on the branes by rotating it by 2pi back to itself in the φ plane.
In fact, the characteristic polynomial of E(I+−+) is given by the remarkable formula:
det(x1N − E(I+−+)) = xN +
N−1∑
j=1
Rjx
j + 1 (7.181)
where we interpret a shift by [1] as a minus sign and we use the property that Ra,b = Ra−b
only depends on the difference a− b. For a proof see Appendix §D
For the Theory T Nϑ we have Rj = Z, and hence the “eigenBranes” of I+−+ have
eigenvalues given by the N nontrivial (N+1)th roots of unity. This proves that (I+−+)N+1
is homotopy equivalent to the identity (up to an even degree shift).
42Do not confuse this with the origin of the Interfaces from rotations by 2pi/N in the (x, τ) plane.
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We can also apply equation (7.181) to the Theory T SU(N)ϑ . Now we have Rj = AN−j
so, at the level of the Witten index we can factorize equation (7.181) to get the character
N∏
i=1
(x+ ti) (7.182)
where t = Diag{t1, . . . , tN} is a generic element in the diagonal Cartan subgroup of SU(N).
It is natural to suspect that the “eigen-Branes” can be interpreted in the CPN−1 B-model
as Dirichlet branes located at the N fixed points of the natural SU(N) action on the
homogeneous coordinates, with eigenvalue ti. The result (7.182) will be very useful when
we discuss local operators in Section §9.3 below.
8. Categorical Transport And Wall-Crossing
8.1 Preliminary Remarks
We now return to the general situation discussed at the beginning of Section §7. In Section
§7 we considered in detail categorical transport of Brane categories associated to paths of
weights ℘ given by spinning weights (7.4). In this section we consider more general vacuum
homotopies. In particular we will consider three kinds of vacuum homotopies:
1. Vacuum homotopies {zi(s)} which are more general than (7.4) but do not cross the
real codimension one walls of special webs described in Section §2.5. In this case the
webs behave in a very similar way to those of (7.4). We will call these tame vacuum
homotopies. They are discussed in Section §8.2.
2. Vacuum homotopies {zi(s)} which cross the exceptional walls described in §2.5 above.
This is discussed in Section §8.3.
3. Vacuum homotopies {zi(s)} which cross walls of marginal stability described in §2.5.
This is discussed in Section §8.4.
In Section §7 we constructed Interfaces I[ϑ(x)] ∈ Br(T `, T r). Given T ` there was
a canonical choice for T r given by taking “constant” web representation R and interior
amplitude β. In this section we will see that the more general paths of weights listed above
make a canonical determination of T r given T ` somewhat more problematical. The reason
for this is that there can be wall-crossing phenomena associated to the data (R, β) used to
define a Theory. In particular, we will see that if ℘(s) crosses an exceptional wall then the
L∞ algebra of closed webs will in general change because the taut element will in general
change. Therefore, in general the interior amplitude will change. If ℘(s) crosses a wall
of marginal stability then the set of cyclic fans will change and hence Rint must change.
Indeed, in general when crossing a wall of marginal stability both the interior amplitude
and the web representation R will change. The rules for the discontinuity of R lead to a
categorification of the Cecotti-Vafa-Kontsevich-Soibelman wall-crossing formula.
We will now make the notion of a “change of Theory” somewhat more precise. Given
a vacuum homotopy ℘ : R→ CV−∆ we say that a family of Theories T (s) is continuously
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defined over ℘ if for all i 6= j the Rij form a continuous vector bundle with connection
over ℘ such that Kij and β are parallel-transported. If we can and do trivialize the bundle
with connection then Rij ,Kij , β are all constant. As mentioned above, when the path ℘(s)
crosses walls with special configurations of weights there will be obstructions to defining
a continuous family of theories over that path. Instead, we can only define piecewise-
continuous paths of Theories over ℘. Naively, the only discontinuities are located at the
walls of special weights described in Section §2.5. We will assume this for the moment,
but that assumption will need to be revised for reasons described in Remark 2 below. A
formula for the discontinuity of T is a wall-crossing formula. Let T − denote the Theory
just before the wall and let T + denote the Theory just after the wall. Thus, a wall-crossing
formula is, in its simplest incarnation, just a prescription for determining (R+, β+) from
(R−, β−).
Given such a wall-crossing rule, if we have path of vacuum weights ℘ then, given T `
we can construct a corresponding piecewise-continuous path T (s) of Theories. The wall-
crossing rule should then be constrained by requiring that the path T (s) behave suitably
with respect to homotopy and concatenation of paths of vacuum weights ℘. Heuristically
speaking, we want to define a “flat connection on Theories.” However a little thought
quickly shows such a parallel transport rule must be defined on a suitable equivalence class
of Theories. In order to motivate the relevant notion of equivalence let us say a little more
about how we propose to approach the wall-crossing formula.
As in Section §7 our theme will be to interpret the variation of parameters T (s) as
spatial-variation of parameters, so we will have spatially dependent vacuum weights ℘(x)
and spatially-dependent data of Theories T (x). Then it is quite natural to interpret a
discontinuity of theories across some point x∗ in terms of a suitable “wall-crossing Interface”
Iwc ∈ Br(T −, T +).
Let us make this slightly more precise. We assume that there exist x` and xr so that
℘(x) is constant for x ≤ x` and x ≥ xr. Choose such points and let z` : V → C and
zr : V→ C be the corresponding weight functions in these regions. Then there should be a
corresponding piecewise-continuous family of Theories T (x) interpolating between T ` and
T r together with an Interface
I[T (x)] ∈ Br(T `, T r) (8.1)
generalizing equation (7.46). As before, such a family of Interfaces allows us to define a
functor of Brane categories F : Br(T `)→ Br(T r) and hence define a categorical transport
law on Brane categories.
When trying to construct the relevant Interfaces we will keep in mind the following
three useful guiding principles:
1. The Interfaces for paths such that zij(x) is never pure imaginary should already define
functors between the vacuum categories Vac(V, z`) and Vac(V, zr). In particular the
Chan-Paton factors of I[T (x)] will be Eii′ = δii′Z.
2. We must have properties (7.2) and (7.3): First, if there are two piecewise-continuous
families of Theories T 1(x) and T 2(x) that can be concatenated at a point of continuity
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then
I[T 1(x)] I[T 2(x)] ∼ I[T 1 ◦ T 2(x)]. (8.2)
Second, let E be the exceptional set of weights in CV −∆ described in Section §2.5.
That is, the subset {zi} where some subset of three or more weights is colinear, or
where there are exceptional webs. Then, if ℘p(x) and ℘f (x) are paths in CV−∆−E
homotopic in CV −∆ − E through a homotopy keeping fixed (V, z`) and (V, zr) for
x ≤ x` and x ≥ xr and T p(x) and T f (x) are corresponding paths of Theories then
I[T p(x)] ∼ I[T f (x)] (8.3)
are homotopy equivalent Interfaces. As before, given such Interfaces we have a notion
of flat parallel transport along ℘ from the category of Branes Br(T `) to the category
of Branes Br(T r), generalizing what was constructed in Section §7.
3. Because the underlying physical theory is rotationally invariant the Interfaces should
come in a ϑ-dependent family, intertwined by the rotation interfaces. To be more
precise, for any path ϑ(x) of real numbers from 0 to ϑ we can concatenate the path
℘(x) from {z`i} to {zri } with a path e−iϑ(x)zri from zri to e−iϑzri . Alternatively we can
concatenate the path e−iϑ(x)z`i with the path e
−iϑ℘(x). The homotopy zi(x)e−iϑ(y)
shows that these two vacuum homotopies are homotopic and hence it follows from
(8.2) that 43
R[0, ϑ] I[e−iϑT (x)] ∼ I[T (x)]R[0, ϑ]. (8.4)
More geometrically, we can imagine rotating the plane by angle ϑ and defining in-
terfaces for the rotated Theories for vacuum homotopies defined along the rotated
x-axis. Of course, this should not essentially change the parallel transport, and that
is what equation (8.4) is meant to express. Note in particular that if we set ϑ = 2pi
then I[e−2piiT (x)] = I[T (x)] are literally equal, but R[0, 2pi] might well be nontrivial.
We can now say what our notion of equivalence of Theories will be. We say that
Theories T 1 and T 2 are equivalent Theories if there exists a periodic family of invertible
Interfaces Iϑ between T 1,ϑ and T 2,ϑ which intertwine with the rotational Interfaces in the
sense of equation (8.4). The auto-equivalences of a Theory with itself form a kind of “gauge
symmetry” of the “flat connection on Theories.” We should only hope to define parallel
transport up to such “gauge symmetry.” As a simple example, the dependence of equation
(8.1) on x` and xr is only up to equivalence of Theories in this sense.
Conditions 1,2,3 above on the Interfaces I[T (x)] are certainly rather restrictive. We
do not know if they are defining properties.
In the remainder of Section §8 we will construct Interfaces and rules for constructing
T (x) for paths ℘ which cross exceptional walls and walls of marginal stability. We will
43The notation R[0, ϑ] is slightly ambiguous since the interface actually depends on the initial Theory,
just like in equation (8.1). The two appearances of this Interface in (8.4) are hence slightly different. Also
the notation e−iϑT (x) means that we take the same continuous family of (R, β) but the vacuum weights
are e−iϑzi(x).
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see that the existence of such Interfaces imposes strong constraints on how the interior
amplitude and the web representation can vary along the family. The problem of finding
the Interfaces is over-determined and thus invertibility of the Interfaces, compatibility with
rotations, homotopy invariance, etc. give constraints on the family T (x). This phenomenon
is a categorical version of the derivation of the wall-crossing formula for the µij from the
properties of framed BPS degeneracies under deformations of parameters [30, 31, 75].
Remarks
1. A more ambitious formulation of a wall-crossing formula is to give an L∞ morphism
γweb between the planar web algebras determined by (V±, z±) compatible with an
L∞ morphism γ between the L∞-algebras associated with the Theories T ±. We
will, in fact, do this for crossing exceptional walls. One should probably go further
and construct an “LA∞ morphism” of “LA∞ algebras.” which is compatible with a
functor F : Br(T −)→ Br(T +). We have not done that. It is not clear to us if such
data is uniquely determined by giving families of Interfaces (8.1).
2. There is a natural notion of “inner auto-equivalence” between Theories T ± which
have the same vacuum data and representation of webs, but interior amplitudes
which differ by an exact amount:
β+ = β− + ρβ−(t)[] (8.5)
where  is a degree 1 element in Rint supported on a single fan I. Because of the line
principle, ρ(eβ
+
) = ρβ−(e
ρβ− ()) = 0 if ρ(eβ
−
) = 0. It is straightforward to map the
Brane categories of the two Theories into each other, simply by shifting boundary
amplitudes in a similar fashion:
B+ = B− + ρβ−(t∂)[
1
1− B− ; ] (8.6)
This transformation can also be implemented by a family of interfaces Iϑ which
differs from the identity interfaces only by a shift by  of the boundary amplitude.
It is possible to show that these interfaces are truly invertible (i.e. not just up
to homotopy) and commute with rotation interfaces. Indeed, the two sides of the
commutation relation 8.4 for these interfaces only differ by an exact term added to
the boundary amplitude. It is also possible to recast these relations in the form of
an LA∞ algebra isomorphism. 44
3. Inner auto-equivalences play a role in the relation between Theories and concrete
physical theories: although we expect to have a direct map from physical theories
44In order to prove these statements, it is useful to observe that the amplitude for a web defined in the
presence of an Iϑ interface which includes an insertion of  at an interface vertex is identical to the amplitude
for a web with the same geometry defined in the absence of the Iϑ interface. By this identification, the MC
equation for Iϑ becomes 8.5, the definition of B Iϑ maps to 8.6 and 8.4 maps to the convolution identity
for curved webs.
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to Theories, the image of the map may change by inner auto-equivalences as we
vary the parameters of the underlying physical theory, even if the corresponding
vacuum homotopy does not cross the exceptional set E. These jumps will occur at
co-dimension one walls whose position depends on the detail of the underlying theory,
possibly including D-term deformations. We will therefore call these phantom walls.
Because of the possibility of phantom walls, we should really map physical theories
to equivalence classes of Theories up to inner auto-equivalences. Correspondingly, in
physical applications any “categorical wall-crossing formula” should be understood
up to inner auto-equivalences. It is also possible to envision another class of phantom
walls, across which the Rij themselves may change to a homotopy equivalent complex,
which would require one to quotient the space of Theories further in order to define a
robust map from physical theories. We leave open the problem to identify which type
of equivalences between theories should be associated to the most general possible
phantom walls.
4. We can elaborate further on the possibility of phantom walls in the context of physical
theories such as the Landau-Ginzburg theories we discuss in Sections §§11-17. Sup-
pose we are given a one-parameter family of superpotentials W (φ; s), say with s ∈ R.
Following, Remark 9 of Section §2.1 we obtain a vacuum homotopy {zi(s)}. In gen-
eral, there will be isolated points s∗ where Ws∗ admits exceptional ζ-instantons with
fan boundary conditions. (See Section §14 below for a discussion of ζ-instantons.)
Such exceptional instantons will have a moduli space whose formal dimension (given
by the index ι(L), discussed in Section §14.3 below) is 1. This means that the am-
plitude associated with the path integral with fan boundary conditions (as discussed
in Section §14.6) will define an element γ ∈ Rint with fermion number +1. It can
be inserted into some taut webs in ts∗ to produce an element ρβ[ts∗ ](γ) of fermion
number +2. This will contribute to a jump in the interior amplitude β as s passes
through s∗. In terms of ζ-instantons, as s → s∗ the size of the relevant ζ-web that
can accomodate the exceptional instanton at a vertex will grow to infinity. This is
an infrared phenomenon associated with working on a noncompact spacetime; it has
no counterpart to invariants associated with topological field theory integrals defined
on compact manifolds.
5. We should note that these are by no means the most general continuous families we
could consider. An important variation on the above ideas involves replacing the
vacua V with the fibers of a branched covering pi : Σ → C, where C is a space of
Theories. This is the setup appearing in the 2d4d wall-crossing formula of [31]. It
should be possible to extend the ideas of the present paper to the more general setting
of a branched cover, but, beyond some remarks in Section §18.2, that lies beyond the
scope of this paper.
8.2 Tame Vacuum Homotopies
We define a tame vacuum homotopy to be a vacuum homotopy {zi(x)} such that:
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1. For all x the set of weights {zi(x)} is in general position, in the sense of Section §2.5.
2. Each taut web in WEB[x] (the set of plane webs determined by the vacuum weights
{zi(x)} ) fits into a continuous family of webs, in the sense defined in Section §6.3.3.
Moreover, no taut web is created as x varies.
Given these criteria we can speak of a single web group W and there is a continuously
varying planar taut element tpl(x). We can also define curved webs precisely as in Section
§7.1 and hence we can define the curved taut element t to be the sum of oriented deformation
types of curved taut webs, i.e. those with expected dimension d = 1. We can then write a
convolution identity for t. We make the assumptions contained in the paragraph containing
equation (8.1). In particular, the vacuum data (V, z`) and (V, zr) define web groups W`
and Wr. We can define tpl = t`pl + trpl to be the formal sum of the planar taut elements
in the web groups. Similarly, we let t`,r denote the taut interface element for an interface
separating vacuum data (V, z`) and (V, zr). Then we have the analogue of equation (7.22)
t ∗ tpl + T∂(t`,r)[ 1
1− t ] = 0. (8.7)
We choose the representations R` and Rr of the webs determined by (V, z`) and (V, zr)
to be the same, indeed we can think of a constant, i.e. x-independent representation of the
vacuum data (V, z(x)). For a tame vacuum homotopy the set of cyclic fans is constant so
Rint is constant. Moreover, since the taut element tpl(x) varies continuously it makes sense
to speak of an x-independent interior amplitude β. We can therefore define the contraction
operation ρβ on curved webs and then (8.7) implies that
ρβ(t
`,r)[
1
1− ρ0β(t)
] = 0 (8.8)
where the superscript 0 on ρ0β(t) indicates that the interior amplitude β is inserted at all
vertices of the curved taut element t. It follows that ρ0β(t) can be regarded as an interface
amplitude, where the Chan-Paton factors for the interface are given once again by the
formula (7.28), repeated here:
⊕j,j′∈VEj,j′ej,j′ :=
⊗
i 6=j
⊗
x0∈gij ∪upriseij
Sij(x0), (8.9)
where we just take x0 in the interval (x
`, xr). Strictly speaking we should define binding
points and binding walls in the more general context of tame vacuum homotopies, but the
definitions of Section 7.4.1 are essentially the same and will not be repeated.
Therefore, to a tame vacuum homotopy and a choice of points x`, xr, with corre-
sponding Theories T ` and T r determined by a constant web representation R and vacuum
amplitude β we can construct an Interface between the theories.
We can now imitate closely the ideas used in Section §6.3. If we are given a tame
homotopy ℘(x, y) between two tame vacuum homotopies ℘p(x) and ℘f (x) then there is a
set of weights zi(x, y) which we can regard as space-time dependent with z
p
i (x) in the far
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past and zfi (x) in the far future. Curved webs again make sense with these space-time
dependent weights and we can use them, together with a constant web representation and
interior amplitude to construct a closed invertible morphism Id+δ[℘(x, y)] between I[℘p(x)]
and I[℘f (x)]. Again we can define the time-concatenation ◦T of two such homotopies and
we claim that
Id + δ[℘1 ◦T ℘2] = M2(Id + δ[℘1], Id + δ[℘2]) (8.10)
Finally, as in Section 6.3.3 a homotopy of homotopies ℘(x, y; s) with fixed vacuum weights
z` for x ≤ x` and zr for x ≥ xr, and fixed ℘p(x) in the far past and ℘f (x) in the far
future defines a homotopy equivalence between the morphisms Id + δ[℘p(x)] and Id +
δ[℘f (x)]. It then follows from (8.10) that homotopies between vacuum homotopies lead
to homotopy-equivalent Interfaces thus checking (8.3) for tame homotopies between tame
vacuum homotopies. In a similar way we can also check equation (8.2) for concatenation
of tame vacuum homotopies.
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Figure 96: An exceptional web which appears only at s = s∗ in a family of webs defined by {zi(s)},
s ∈ R.
8.3 Wall-Crossing From Exceptional Webs
We now come to a different kind of path of vacuum weights where ℘(x) crosses a wall of
exceptional webs. For simplicity assume first that exceptional webs exist only at a single
point x∗. It will be useful to consider first an abstract family of weights {zi(s)}, with
s ∈ R and consider the h-types of webs for this family rather than curved webs. (Recall
the definition of h-type in Section §6.3.3.) The exceptional webs appear only at s = s∗.
We will describe how such families lead to L∞-morphisms of the L∞ algebras (W, T (t)) of
Section §3 and (Rint, ρβ(t)) of Section §4.1, as well as A∞-morphisms of the A∞ algebras
defined by t∂ . Then, when we consider the family as an x-dependent family of weights we
describe the wall-crossing in terms of a suitable Interface.
8.3.1 L∞-Morphisms And Jumps In The Planar Taut Element
Let us begin with an example.
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Figure 97: A non-exceptional web which can degenerate as s→ s∗ to the exceptional web shown
in Figure 96.
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Figure 98: The taut web of Figure 97 disappears for s > s∗, and near s = s∗ its h-type can be
written as a convolution of an exceptinol web with a taut web.
Suppose that the family of weights {zi(s)} admits an exceptional web such as that
shown in Figure 96 at s = s∗. If we study the behavior of webs in the neighborhood of
s∗ several things can happen. The vertex with fan I = {1, 2, 3} will continue to exist for
all s, but it will typically happen that it will not “fit” into any larger triangle with fan
I∞ = {5, 6, 7}. When this happens there are several different subcases:
1. It can happen that the exceptional web of Figure 96 is not a degeneration of any web
that exists for s 6= s∗. Such a web then has no effect on the L∞ algebras (W, T (t))
and (Rint, ρβ(t)).
2. It can also happen that there is a vacuum with weight z4(s) so that the web of Figure
96 can be viewed as a degeneration of a nearby non-exceptional web, such as that
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Figure 99: Another exceptional web in the exceptional class of the web shown in Figure 96.
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Figure 100: An exceptional sliding web that will appear in the convolution e ∗ t. To see this
convolve the vertex with fan {2, 5, 8, 6, 3} of Figure 99 with a suitable taut web.
shown in Figure 97. Here, some set of edge constraints are effective for s 6= s∗ but
become ineffective, or linearly dependent, at s = s∗. Geometrically, some set of edges
and vertices shrinks to a single vertex. Generically, we will have a triangle shrink
to a single vertex, reducing the contribution of this set of edges and vertices to the
expected dimension from 3 to 2. The result is an exceptional web. In this case there
are two further subcases we must consider:
3. It can happen that such nonexceptional degenerating webs exist both for s < s∗ and
s > s∗. Again, when this happens there might or might not be a difference in the
L∞ algebras (W, T (t)) and (Rint, ρβ(t)) defined by webs for s < s∗ and s > s∗. This
can be understood once we understand the next and last case.
4. On the other hand, it can also happen that the degenerating web of Figure 97 exists
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Figure 101: Terms in t ∗ e such as this cancel the exceptional sliding webs such as those shown in
Figure 100.
s
Figure 102: A typical component of the moduli space of sliding h-types for the family {zi(s)}.
(Three dimensions for translation and dilation have been factored out.) It can happen that the only
nonzero component is just t+ or t−, as could happen for the case of Figure 96. Or it can happen
that there are several branches meeting at s = s∗, as for the case of Figure 99. Comparing the
boundaries of this dimension one complex leads to the convolution identity for exceptional webs.
for s > s∗, but not for s < s∗, or vice versa. Note that the web of Figure 97 is a taut
web. If it exists for s > s∗ and not for s < s∗ (say), then there must be a change in
the taut element and hence a change in the L∞ algebras (W, T (t)) and (Rint, ρβ(t)).
We are most interested in this fourth case.
In order to understand how the algebras (W, T (t)) and (Rint, ρβ(t)) change in the fourth
case above let us first note that the web of Figure 97 can be written as a convolution as in
Figure 98. Thus, a convolution of an exceptional web with a non-exceptional web can be
non-exceptional. Moreover, given the rule (2.9), in such a case the convolution of a taut
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exceptional web with a taut non-exceptional web will be a taut non-exceptional web. This
example suggests that we can write the change in the taut element t+ − t−, where t± are
the taut elements for s > s∗ and s < s∗ respectively, in terms of e ∗ t where e is the sum
of oriented exceptional taut webs and t is the sum of taut webs that do not change from
s > s∗ to s < s∗.
There is a problem with expressing t+ − t− in terms of e ∗ t. The problem arises from
the fact that there can be further exceptional taut webs such as that shown in Figure 99.
Indeed, we will refer to the set of exceptional webs obtained by shrinking the same small
triangle as an exceptional class of webs. Generically e will be the sum over one exceptional
class. Quite similarly to the case of Figure 96, the web of Figure 99, and indeed every
web in the exceptional class, can be viewed as a degeneration of a nonexceptional taut web
obtained by taking the convolution of the {1, 2, 3} vertex as in Figure 98. However, the
problem is that the convolution e∗ t will also typically contain exceptional sliding webs. An
example is shown in Figure 100. Such terms must clearly be cancelled off from e ∗ t since
t+ − t− contains no exceptional webs. We can do this by noting that Figure 100 can also
be degenerated by shrinking the exceptional triangular web, producing a boundary in the
form of a convolution as shown in Figure 101. This suggests that we should subtract t ∗ e
from e ∗ t. Note that t ∗ e is always exceptional, and hence will always produce exceptional
sliding webs.
We now generalize the above example by considering the h-types of the webs defined
by {zi(s)}. The moduli space of sliding h-types (that is, h-types of h-dimension 4) will
have typical components that (for the doubly-reduced moduli space) look like Figure 102,
which the reader should compare with Figure 59. Comparing the boundaries of this space
leads to the convolution identity for jumps in the taut element due to exceptional webs:
t+ − t− = e ∗ t− t ∗ e (8.11)
where, again, e is the sum of exceptional taut webs at s = s∗ and t is the sum of taut webs
which do not change across s∗. In the next paragraph we explain that the taut element t
on the right-hand side can be either t+ or t−.
At this point we need some properties of exceptional webs. Let us call the difference
between the dimension of the moduli space of a web and its expected dimension, that is,
D(w)− d(w), the excess dimension. In a generic one-parameter family of webs the excess
dimension will only jump by ±1. Thus, for example, in a family where the web of Figure 97
degenerates to Figure 96 the excess dimension jumps by +1. Let us call the fans at infinity
I∞ for the exceptional webs exceptional fans. In any web, the set of local fans Iv(w), for
v ∈ V(w) will contain at most one exceptional fan. Otherwise the excess dimension would
jump by more than ±1. Moreover, no local vertex Iv of an exceptional web can be an
exceptional fan, since resolving such a web would change the excess dimension by more
than ±1. It follows that the taut webs which do jump across s∗ cannot have exceptional
fans as local vertex fans. Therefore, we can replace t on the right-hand-side of (8.11) by
either t+ or t−.
Given the change in the taut element (8.11) how can we express the change in the L∞
algebras (W, T (t)) and (Rint, ρβ(t))? We will focus on Rint, which is somewhat simpler and
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just remark on the former case at the end of this section. It is natural to try to relate the
two L∞ algebras for s > s∗ and s < s∗ using an L∞-morphism.
Recall that, in general, given two L∞ algebras (L±, b±) an L∞ morphism γ : (L−, b−)→
(L+, b+) is a map γ : TL− → L+ such that, for all monomials S ∈ TL− we have∑
k
∑
Shk(S)
b+(γ(S1), . . . , γ(Sk)) =
∑
Sh2(S)
γ(b−(S1), S2) (8.12)
where  are signs following from the Koszul rule. See Appendx A below for more precise
definitions. It is easy to show that, given an L∞ morphism γ and a solution β− of the L∞
MC equation for (L−, b−) we automatically get a solution
β+ = γ(eβ
−
) (8.13)
of the MC equation for (L+, b+).
Now we claim that
γ = 1 + ρ[e] (8.14)
is an L∞-morphism, where 1 is the identity on Rint and vanishes on the higher tensors(
Rint
)⊗n
with n > 1. To prove this first note that if it is an L∞ morphism then we must
have
β+ = γ(eβ
−
)
= β− + ρ[e](eβ
−
)
= β− + ρ0β− [e].
(8.15)
Again, β+ and β− will only differ on summands RI where I is an exceptional fan. As we
have just explained, these are never the fans at vertices of an exceptional web so we may
write ρ0β− [e] = ρ
0
β+ [e] and hence it is also true that β
− = β+ − ρ0β+ [e]. Note that (8.15) is
compatible with equation (8.11) because
ρ[t+](eβ
+
) = ρ[t−](eβ
+
) + ρ[e ∗ t](eβ+)− ρ[t ∗ e](eβ+)
= ρ[t−](ρ0β− [e]) + ρβ+ [e](ρ
0
β+ [t])− ρβ+ [t](ρ0β+ [e])
= 0
(8.16)
To get to the last line the first and third terms of the second line cancel and the middle
term vanishes, after using the definition of an interior amplitude.
Now to prove that (8.14) is in fact an L∞ morphism recall that taut webs can have
at most one exceptional fan as a local fan Iv at its vertices. Therefore, in (8.12) on the
left-hand-side ρ[e] can appear at most linearly. (It might appear linearly through the
expansion of eβ
+
using (8.15) or it might act on the arguments of S.) This, together with
the properties of 1 simplifies the sum over k-shuffles considerably and the required identity
follows from applying a representation of webs to the convolution identity (8.11).
Remarks
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1. The final arguments using equations (8.15) and (8.16) made use of the finiteness
properties of V and the line principle. In general we would like to have more general
arguments since some of the main applications, namely knot homology and categori-
fied spectral networks will not enjoy those finiteness principles. We expect that in
general there will be an L∞ morphism to express the change of the interior amplitude.
2. Let us return briefly to discuss the change in the L∞ algebra of planar webs (W, T [t]).
It would be preferable to describe the jump in this algebra and then apply web
representations to obtain the jump in (Rint, ρβ[t]). Roughly speaking, we expect that
there will be an equation of the form
T [t+](e
g) = g ∗ t− (8.17)
for some object g generalizing r + e (where r is the rigid element). Some further
thought suggests that in order to give a direct geometric meaning to such a formula,
and in particular to g itself, we need to cook up a setup which is translation invariant,
but not scale invariant: g has degree number 2! For example, we could let the slope
of an edge depend on its length, so that long edges are controlled by the vacuum
data for s > s∗ and short edges by the vacuum data for s < s∗. Then the set of rigid
webs in such a setup would give us a degree 2 object g. Sliding webs in such a setup
would give the desired convolution identity: large web endpoints of moduli spaces
will look like a large taut web in t+ with all vertices solved to g rigid webs, while
small web endpoints will look like a rigid web in g with a single vertex resolved into
a taut web in t−. The advantage of this complicated construction is that it would
probably work in situations with weaker finiteness properties. The disadvantage is
that the prescription seems somewhat ad hoc and unphysical.
3. Returning to the path ℘(x) defining x-dependent weights and curved webs, when x
passes through x∗ we will introduce in Section §8.3.3 below an Interface whose (A∞)
Maurer-Cartan equation is equivalent to the condition (8.15) above. Then, if there
are several values of x where ℘(x) passes through an exceptional wall we simply take
the convolution of the Interfaces.
8.3.2 A∞-Morphisms And Jumps In The Half-Plane Taut Element
Let us fix a half-plane H, for example the positive or negative half-plane, and continue to
consider the family of weights {zi(s)} with exceptional half-plane webs appearing at s = s∗,
and for no other value of s. It is possible for both plane and half plane exceptional webs to
appear at the same value s = s∗. Indeed, for any class of planar exceptional webs we can
make half-plane exceptional webs by taking an extremal vertex of the planar exceptional
and interpreting it as a boundary vertex. See, for example, Figure 103. In this way we can
construct taut exceptional half-plane webs from taut planar webs. We will denote the sum
of oriented taut half-plane exceptional webs at s = s∗ by e∂ and the sum of oriented taut
plane exceptional webs, if present at s = s∗, by e.
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Figure 103: Exceptional half-plane webs for the positive and negative half-planes, whose existence
follows from Figure 96.
If we consider the moduli space of sliding h-types of half-plane webs we derive the
convolution identity:
t+∂ − t−∂ = e∂ ∗ tpl + e∂ ∗ t∂ − t∂ ∗ e− t∂ ∗ e∂ . (8.18)
Adopting the usual arguments based on finiteness and the line principle, it does not matter
whether we take t±pl or t
±
∂ on the right hand side.
Let us now suppose that B− is a boundary amplitude for the positive half-plane for
a Theory T − with vacuum weights zi(s−) with s− < s∗. We must also choose R and
Chan-Paton data E . Now, holding R and E fixed, consider a Theory T + for zi(s+) with
s+ > s∗. We can construct a new solution B+ to the MC equation of T + if we set
B+ := B− + ρβ(e∂)[ 1
1− B ]. (8.19)
Again, we are using heavily the finiteness principle to insure that this expression is well-
defined, and independent of the choice of B± or β± on the right hand side. To verify it
one must take
ρ(t+∂ )
[
1
1− B+ ; e
β+
]
(8.20)
and expand everything in terms of amplitudes and webs for s < s∗ using (8.15),(8.18) and
(8.19). After a few lines of computation, using the finiteness properties and the fact that
B− and β− are boundary and interior amplitudes one finds that (8.20) is indeed zero.
An obvious way to extend this analysis to more general situations would be to think
in terms of an A∞ morphism γ∂ from the A∞-algebra (R∂ , ρβ−(t
−
∂ )) to the A∞-algebra
(R∂ , ρβ+(t
+
∂ )), mapping B− to B+. In the case with a single class of exceptional webs, the
morphism is γ∂ = 1 + ρβ(e∂), in close analogy to the case of planar webs.
Remarks
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1. We could probably extend the above discussion to define an LA∞ morphism from
ρ(t−∂ ) to ρ(t
+
∂ ), which coincides in the simple case with 1 + ρβ(e∂). (See Appendix
§A.6 for the definition of an LA∞-morphism.)
2. As in the planar case we could give a geometric meaning to these general structures
by using the same trick to break scale invariance, considering half-plane webs with
edges whose slope depends on the length. Rigid webs in such a setup would define an
element g∂ mapped by a web representation to γp and satisfying automatically the
required axioms.
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Figure 104: We consider an interface with weights {zi(s∗ + )} in the positive half-plane and
weights {zi(s∗ − )} in the negative half-plane. In the upper center we show a typical interior
amplitude which is discontinuous at s∗ because of the exceptional web of Figure 96. There is a
unique corresponding taut interface web obtained by placing a vertical slice through an adjusted
version of the exceptional web. Two (out of three) possible places for the placement of this vertical
slice are shown in the lower left and lower right. Only one of the three possible vertical lines will
actually admit a solution to the edge constraints.
8.3.3 An Interface For Exceptional Walls
We will now construct an Interface Iexc whose Maurer-Cartan equation is equivalent to
the discontinuity (8.15) of the interior amplitude and which induces a functor on brane
categories reproducing the discontinuity (8.19) of boundary amplitudes.
We continue to consider the continuous family {zi(s)} of vacuum weights crossing an
exceptional wall at s∗. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the generic situation where
a single class of exceptional webs appear at the jump locus, and use all the necessary
finiteness constraints.
Our Interface Iexc will separate two Theories with vacuum weights {zi(s∗ − )} in the
negative half-plane and {zi(s∗+)} in the positive half-plane. The Interface will be formally
the same as the identity Interface Id. That is the Chan-Paton factors are simply δi,jZ and
the nonzero interface amplitudes are all 2-valent and take the value K−1ij ∈ Rij ⊗Rji. The
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main difference from the case of the identity Interface Id, is that the interface taut element
is now more interesting and the Maurer-Cartan equation satisfied by Iexc is more subtle.
Quite generally, given any continuous family of weights {zi(s)}, by taking a vertical
slice through a planar web w with weights zi(s0), where the slice does not go through any of
the vertices of w, one can make a corresponding interface web wifc (adding 2-valent vertices
where the lines intersect the vertical slice). One could then deform the interface web so
the slopes have weights zi(s0 + ) in the positive half-plane and zi(s0 − ) in the negative
half-plane. This procedure will never change the expected dimension: We always add a
boundary vertex and an internal edge so d(w) = d(wifc). In general, the procedure also
does not change the true dimension: D(w) = D(wifc). Thus, in general, if we apply the
procedure to planar taut webs we get interface sliding webs. However, in the special case
when we apply this procedure to an exceptional web with s0 = s∗ the resulting interface
web is non-exceptional: D(wifc) = d(wifc). In particular, if we apply the procedure to an
exceptional taut planar web we then produce a taut interface web. We claim, moreover,
that for each deformation class of exceptional taut web at s = s∗ the procedure will yield
a unique deformation class of taut interface web separating weights zi(s0 ± ). See Figure
104.
It then follows that the Interface Iexc has a more subtle Maurer-Cartan equation than
that of Id. Since some interior amplitudes βI are discontinuous we cannot apply the
simple argument of Figure 40. But we know from equation (8.15) that βI will only be
discontinuous when I is an exceptional fan. These extra terms are precisely compensated
by the taut interface webs such as those shown in Figure 104! The Maurer-Cartan equation
thus becomes
β+ − β− = ρ0β[e] (8.21)
and thus the MC equation for Iexc is equivalent to the discontinuity condition (8.15), as
was to be shown.
In a similar way, if we try to compose our Interface with a Brane, the only non-trivial
taut (=rigid) composite webs will be in one-one correspondence with exceptional taut half-
plane webs through a similar procedure of introducing a vertical slice. Thus the A∞-functor
FIexc defined in (6.49) implements the discontinuity equation
B+ − B− = ρβ(e∂)[ 1
1− B ]. (8.22)
The Interface Iexc we have just constructed represents the discontinuity of Theories for
crossing an exceptional wall. It is thus similar to the Interfaces Sp,fij for crossing S-walls.
In a way analogous to the general Interface for spinning webs of Section 7, we can use
the concatenation property (8.2) to define Interfaces for more general paths ℘(x) which
can cross several exceptional walls by taking suitable compositions of the Interfaces such
as Iexc with interfaces for tame vacuum homotopies. At this point one should engage
in an extensive discussion of homotopy equivalence, well-definedness of concatenation of
homotopies up to homotopy equivalence etc., but we will not spell out the details here.
It is useful to point out, however, that when working with homotopies of homotopies
special codimension two loci in the space of weights CV − ∆ can become important. In
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particular, one one should treat with care points where two distinct co-dimension one walls
of exceptional weights intersect.
Another loose end which we leave to the reader’s imagination is to show that the
Interface Iexc satisfies the MC equations also in the more general setup we defined with
L∞ morphisms and non-scale invariant configurations. This can be done with a setup
where the edge slopes depend on their length, but only on the positive half-plane. Then
the MC equation for the Interface with β+ realized by rigid webs represents a large sliding
web in the setup. The other endpoints can be represented by convolutions with standard
planar taut elements, and these terms will vanish. Similar interpolations show that the
A∞ morphism matches the composition with the trivial interface.
Figure 105: An example of a continuous path of vacuum weights crossing a wall of marginal
stability. Here zk = a and zi = b with a, b real and a < 0 < b. They do not depend on x, while
zj(x) = ix. We show typical vacuum weights for negative and positive x and the associated trivalent
vertex. All other vacuum weights are assumed to be independent of x. As x passes through zero
the vertex degenerates with zjk(x) and zij(x) becoming real. Note that with this path of weights
the {i, j, k} form a positive half-plane fan in the negative half-plane, while {k, j, i} form a negative
half-plane fan in the positive half-plane. If we choose x` < 0 < xr there is an associated interface
I<>. (We suppress the dependence on x`, xr in the notation.) The only vertices are divalent
vertices. These are all the standard amplitude K−1 familiar from the identity Interface Id, except
for α−−<> ∈ R(2)ik ⊗R(1)ki .
8.4 Wall-Crossing From Marginal Stability Walls
One of the most interesting wall-crossing phenomena occurs when the path of vacuum
weights goes through a wall of marginal stability, such as equation (2.41). In this section
we examine some important examples of such wall-crossing, but we do not give a completely
general wall-crossing prescription.
One way to cross such a wall is illustrated in Figures 105 and 106. While we have
chosen a very concrete set of weights our analysis applies to general configurations where
the fans behave as described in the captions, and so long as none of the zij , zjk, zki become
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Figure 106: In this figure the path of weights shown in Figure 105 is reversed. Again, zk = a and
zi = b with a, b real and a < 0 < b, but now zj(x) = −ix. We show typical vacuum weights for
negative and positive x and the associated trivalent vertex. All other vacuum weights are assumed
to be independent of x. Note that with this path of weights the {i, j, k} form a positive half-plane
fan in the positive half-plane, while {k, j, i} form a negative half-plane fan in the negative half-plane.
In order to define an interface we choose initial and final points for the path −xr < 0 < −x` so that,
after translation, it can be composed with the path defining I<>. The interface I>< has several
nontrivial vertices. See Figure 111.
Figure 107: For the path of vacuum weights in Figure 105 we have BPS rays crossing as in the
standard marginal stability analysis of the two-dimensional wall-crossing formula.
pure imaginary. If our Theory has more than three vacua we assume that all other vacuum
weights are constant and just the i, j, k “subsector” of the Theory is changing.
Let us begin by recalling the well-known standard Cecotti-Vafa-Kontsevich-Soibelman
result for this situation. Referring to the path of Figure 105 we have the standard trans-
formation of BPS rays shown in Figure 107. Thus the equality of phase-ordered products
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Figure 108: Vertices for the interface amplitude I<> described in Figure 105. The bottom left
and right amplitudes are the standard K−1-type of the Interface Id, but the middle amplitude is a
nontrivial amplitude α−−<> ∈ R(2)ik ⊗R(1)ki in the wall-crossing identity.
Figure 109: There is one nontrivial taut interface web in the MC equation for I<> which only
involves vacua i, j, k.
(5.40) where H is the positive half-plane gives:
(1 + µ−ijeij)(1 + µ
−
ikeik)(1 + µ
−
jkejk) = (1 + µ
+
jkejk)(1 + µ
+
ikeik)(1 + µ
+
ijeij) (8.23)
and so we obtain Cecotti and Vafa’s wall-crossing result:
µ−ij = µ
+
ij
µ−jk = µ
+
jk
µ−ik + µ
−
ijµ
−
jk = µ
+
ik.
(8.24)
Of course, the inverse transformation is obtained by considering the path shown in Figure
106.
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Figure 110: Vertices for the interface amplitude I>< described in Figure 106. The bottom left
and right amplitudes are the standard K−1-type of the Interface Id, but the middle amplitude is a
nontrivial amplitude α−−>< ∈ R(1)ik ⊗R(2)ki in the wall-crossing identity.
Figure 111: There are three other vertices for the interface I>< described in Figure 106, shown
here. The lower left is an amplitude α>−>< ∈ R(1)ik ⊗ Rkj ⊗ Rji. The lower right is an amplitude
α−<>< ∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗R(2)ki . The middle amplitude is α><>< ∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗Rkj ⊗Rji.
At a minimum, a “categorification” of the wall-crossing formula (8.24) should describe
the discontinuous change in the web representationR of the Theories defined by the weights
of Figure 105 at x` < 0 and xr > 0. As we have seen with the paths involving exceptional
webs we should also allow for a change in the interior amplitude and indeed this is quite
necessary in the present case since the set of cyclic fans must change by replacing {i, j, k}
with {i, k, j}.
The simplest hypothesis for how R changes, which is compatible with the change
of Witten indices (8.24), is that Rik, Rki,Kik,Kki change while all other representation
spaces and contractions remain unchanged. Similarly, the component βijk of the interior
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Figure 112: There are two nontrivial taut interface webs in the MC equation for I>< which only
involves vacua i, j, k.
Figure 113: The first nontrivial equation in the identity I<>I>< ∼ Id. The simplest possibility
is to take the amplitude to be K
(1),−1
ik .
amplitude can only exist on one side of the wall while βikj can only exist on the other. We
assume all other interior amplitudes are unchanged.
We will again seek to characterize an Interface which implements (via the discussion
of Section 6.2) the desired A∞ functor between Brane categories. The Interface I<> re-
lates the Theory with vacuum weights at x`, web representation, R
(1)
ik , R
(1)
ki ,K
(1)
ik ,K
(1)
ki , and
interior amplitude β
(1)
ijk on the left and the Theory with vacuum weights at xr, web repre-
sentation R
(2)
ik , R
(2)
ki ,K
(2)
ik ,K
(2)
ki and interior amplitude β
(2)
ikj on the right. The interface I><
is then defined by the choice of path in Figure 106 beginning at −xr and ending at −x`.
Thus, we seek to define Interfaces:
I<> ∈ Br(T `, T r) & I>< ∈ Br(T r, T `) (8.25)
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Figure 114: The second nontrivial equation in the identity I<>  I>< ∼ Id. The simplest
possibility is to take the amplitude to vanish.
Figure 115: The first nontrivial equation in the identity I><I<> ∼ Id. The simplest possibility
is to take the amplitude to be K
(2),−1
ik .
(where the notation is meant to remind us how the half-plane fans are configured in the
negative and positive half-planes). Now, the essential statement constraining these Inter-
faces is that, after a suitable translation of an Interface to the left or right so that they
can be composed, the composition of the Interfaces should be homotopy equivalent to the
identity Interface:
I<>  I>< ∼ IdT ` & I><  I<> ∼ IdT r . (8.26)
The Interfaces only depend on x` < 0 and xr > 0 through composition with invertible
Interfaces.
We now construct such Interfaces I>< and I<>. The simplest hypothesis is that the
Chan-Paton data of the Interfaces I<> and I>< is identical to that of Id and we will adopt
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Figure 116: The second nontrivial equation in the identity I><  I<> ∼ Id. The simplest
possibility is to take the amplitude to vanish.
these. As explained in Figure 108 the Interface I<> has amplitudes coinciding with those
of the Identity interface Id, except for
α−−<> ∈ R(1)ki ⊗R(2)ik (8.27)
where the notation is again meant to be suggestive of the picture. The Mauer-Cartan
equation for this interface is illustrated in Figure 109. It constrains the interior amplitudes
through the condition:
Kij ⊗Kjk
(
β
(1)
ijk ⊗ β(2)ikj
)
= 0 (8.28)
where we have used repeatedly the defining properties of K−1. There is no constraint on
α−−<> from taut webs involving only vacua i, j, k. Of course, if there are other vacua then
this amplitude might well be involved in other components of the MC equation.
Similarly, as explained in Figure 110 and 111 the Interface Id>< has a more intricate
set of amplitudes. In Figure 110 we have
α−−>< ∈ R(2)ki ⊗R(1)ik (8.29)
and in Figure 111 we have
α−<>< ∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗R(2)ki
α>−>< ∈ R(1)ik ⊗Rkj ⊗Rji
α><>< ∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗Rkj ⊗Rji
(8.30)
Once again, the notation is meant to be a mnemonic for the picture. There are now
two nontrivial components to the MC equation, illustrated in Figure 112. These lead to
equations
K
(2)
ik
(
β
(2)
ikj ⊗ α−−><
)
= 0 (8.31)
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K
(1)
ik
(
α−−>< ⊗ β(1)ijk
)
= 0 (8.32)
In order to investigate (8.26) we work out the nontrivial amplitudes of the composition
of the two Interfaces. For I<>  I>< there are two nontrivial amplitudes. The first,
illustrated by Figure 113 is given by 45
K
(2)
ik
(
α−−<> ⊗ α−−><
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
β
(1)
ijk ⊗ α>−><
)
∈ R(1)ik ⊗R(1)ki . (8.33)
In this formula, and in the similar ones to follow we have used the basic defining property
(6.11), (6.12) of K−1 several times. The second nontrivial amplitude, illustrated by Figure
114, is given by
K
(2)
ik
(
α−−<> ⊗ α−<><
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
β
(1)
ijk ⊗ α><><
)
∈ Rij ⊗Rjk ⊗R(1)ki . (8.34)
Similarly, for I><  I<> there are likewise two nontrivial amplitudes. The first, illus-
trated by Figure 115 is given by
K
(1)
ik
(
α−−>< ⊗ α−−<>
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
α−<>< ⊗ β(2)ikj
)
∈ R(2)ik ⊗R(2)ki . (8.35)
The second nontrivial amplitude, illustrated by Figure 116, is given by
K
(1)
ik
(
α>−>< ⊗ α−−<>
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
α><>< ⊗ β(2)ikj
)
∈ Rkj ⊗Rji ⊗R(2)ik . (8.36)
In order to illustrate the categorified wall-crossing we will content ourselves with con-
structing a consistent pair of Interfaces I<> and I>< satisfying all the above criteria. We
will not try to construct the most general Interface consistent with all the criteria. In this
spirit we will therefore try to construct these Interfaces so that equation (8.26) is satisfied
with equality, rather than homotopy equivalence. This leads to the four equations:
K
(2)
ik
(
α−−<> ⊗ α−−><
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
β
(1)
ijk ⊗ α>−><
)
= K
(1),−1
ik (8.37)
K
(2)
ik
(
α−−<> ⊗ α−<><
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
β
(1)
ijk ⊗ α><><
)
= 0 (8.38)
K
(1)
ik
(
α−−>< ⊗ α−−<>
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
α−<>< ⊗ β(2)ikj
)
= K
(2),−1
ik (8.39)
K
(1)
ik
(
α>−>< ⊗ α−−<>
)
+Kij ⊗Kjk
(
α><>< ⊗ β(2)ikj
)
= 0 (8.40)
The conditions (8.37)-(8.40) are rather opaque. They can be considerably simplified
by using the property that K is a nondegenerate pairing to define a degree minus one
isomorphism Rji → R∗ij . In this way we can reinterpret the amplitudes (8.27)-(8.30) as 7
45In these, and similar formulae below we have not attempted to get the relative signs in the equations
right.
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Figure 117: A quiver-like figure illustrating the various linear transformations appearing in the
categorified wall-crossing formula.
linear transformations between three different vector spaces:
αˇ−−<> ∈ Hom(R(1)ik , R(2)ik )
αˇ−−>< ∈ Hom(R(2)ik , R(1)ik )
αˇ−<>< ∈ Hom(R(2)ik , Rij ⊗Rjk)
αˇ>−>< ∈ Hom(Rij ⊗Rjk, R(1)ik )
αˇ><>< ∈ Hom(Rij ⊗Rjk, Rij ⊗Rjk)
βˇ
(1)
ijk ∈ Hom(R(1)ik , Rij ⊗Rjk)
βˇ
(2)
ikj ∈ Hom(Rij ⊗Rjk, R(2)ik )
(8.41)
In these terms the Maurer-Cartan equations become 3 simple conditions on the linear
transformations: 46
βˇ
(1)
ijkβˇ
(2)
ikj = 0
αˇ−−><βˇ
(1)
ijk = 0
βˇ
(2)
ikjαˇ
−−
>< = 0,
(8.42)
while the equivalence of the composition with the identity Interface, equations (8.37)-(8.40)
become the four somewhat more tractable equations:
αˇ−−<>αˇ
−−
>< + βˇ
(1)
ijkαˇ
>−
>< = IdR(1)ik
αˇ−−><αˇ
−−
<> + αˇ
−<
><βˇ
(2)
ikj = IdR(2)ik
αˇ−−<>αˇ
−<
>< + βˇ
(1)
ijkαˇ
><
>< = 0
αˇ>−><αˇ
−−
<> + αˇ
><
><βˇ
(2)
ikj = 0.
(8.43)
46Our convention here is that subsequent composition of linear transformations are written on the right.
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It helps to draw a quiver-like diagram to represent the linear transformations and their
constraints as shown in Figure 117.
There will be a moduli space of solutions to these constraints. Some general facts are
readily deduced. For example it is an easy exercise to show from these equations that
αˇ−−<>αˇ
−−
>< and αˇ
−−
><αˇ
−−
<> are projection operators onto subspaces V1 ⊂ R(1)ik and V2 ⊂ R(2)ik
and that αˇ−−<> is an isomorphism from V1 to V2. We may therefore take
R
(1)
ik = V ⊕W1 R(2)ik = V ⊕W2 (8.44)
Therefore βˇ
(1)
ijkαˇ
>−
>< and αˇ
−<
><βˇ
(2)
ikj are orthogonal projectors onto W1 and W2, respectively.
We will not try to give the most general solution to the constraints. The simplest solution
of all our constraints is obtained when
Rij ⊗Rjk = W1 ⊕W2 ⊕ U (8.45)
and then to take αˇ><>< = 0 and
47
αˇ−−>< = αˇ
−−
<> = PV
αˇ−<>< = βˇ
(2)
ikj = PW2
βˇ
(1)
ijk = P
[1]
W1
αˇ>−>< = P
[−1]
W1
(8.46)
The superscripts in the last line indicate a degree-shift. Indeed, when passing from the
amplitude α to the linear transformation αˇ we must use the degree −1 isomorphism of
Rij → R∗ji, and so on. Therefore, αˇ−−><, αˇ−−<>, αˇ−<><, and βˇ(2)ikj all have degree 0, etc.
In terms of physics, V represents ik solitons which are unchanged by the wall-crossing,
while W1 and W2 are sets of solitons which are gained or lost during the wall-crossing.
Those subspaces are isomorphic to subspaces of Rij ⊗ Rjk (and indeed correspond to
boundstates). Thanks to the degree assignments of αˇ and βˇ we see that W1 and W2
contribute with opposite signs in computing the index on Rij ⊗Rjk (while U is a subspace
which contributes zero) and in this sense we can say, informally, that the categorified
Cecotti-Vafa-Kontsevich-Soibelman wall-crossing formula is
R
(2)
ik −R(1)ik = (Rij ⊗Rjk)+ − (Rij ⊗Rjk)−
=
(
R+ij −R−ij
)
⊗
(
R+jk −R−jk
) (8.47)
where the superscript ± on the right hand side refers to the sign of (−1)F .
It is time to stop and assess our results. We have given an explicit description of a
pair of “minimal” wall-crossing interfaces I<> and I><, which exist as long as the web
representations before and after wall-crossing are related in a natural way, as described by
the above decomposition. We have not checked that I<> and I>< intertwine with rotation
interfaces, nor that one can encode the relation between the two theories enforced by I<>
47There is a slight abuse of notation here. PV here denotes the projection to V composed with the identity
map to the subspace V in the codomain. We have suppressed this in an attempt to keep the equations
readable.
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and I>< into an L∞ (or better, an LA∞) morphism. We leave these problems to future
work.
In the context of LG theories, as described in Section §12.3 the Rik spaces are generated
by certain solitons interpolating between the critical points of the superpotential associated
to the vacua i and k. At a wall-crossing, such solitons only appear and disappear generically
when the critical point j hits the soliton, splitting it into ij and jk solitons. The subspaces
V , W1 and W2 should be generated by solitons which respectively are not hit by j, or
are hit when approaching the wall in parameter space from either side. It should also be
possible to test our solution for the jump in interior amplitudes for LG theories. We leave
that problem, as well, to future work.
We expect our proposal for the wall-crossing of the Rij spaces to hold universally
for massive (2, 2) theories, in the sense that the “true” wall-crossing interfaces should
always factor through our I<> or I><, up to inner auto-equivalences or other equivalences
associated to phantom walls (See Remarks 2,3 and 4 at the end of Section §8.1.)
9. Local Operators And Webs
This section develops some formalism for discussing local operators on the plane, in the
context of the web formalism.
We have already identified the local boundary operators on the half-plane between two
Branes B1 and B2 with Hop(B1,B2). More precisely, using the first A∞ multiplicationM1,
Hop(B1,B2) is a complex whose cohomology is meant to be the space of Q-cohomology
classes of local operators preserving suitable supersymmetries. As explained in Section
§11.2.1 below, the physical context for these operators is the “A-model with superpoten-
tial.” As explained in Section §16.2, this space of local operators includes both order and
disorder operators and is slightly unusual in discussions of Landau-Ginzburg models.
Now, in Section §16.3 we show that further new ideas are needed to discuss local
operators in the bulk. This proves to be the case in the approach from the web-based
formalism as well. We should stress one point: In the Landau-Ginzburg model it is quite
natural to look at the Jacobian ideal C[φI ]/(dW ) (or its generalizations with curved target
space). This is the chiral ring for the B-twisted model, and is not the local operators
relevant to the “A-model with superpotential.” The latter has a subspace of local operators
given by the DeRham cohomology of the target, although these are only the order operators,
and in principle there will be other, disorder operators, in the space of local operators.
9.1 Doubly-Extended Webs And The Complex Of Local Operators On The
Plane
The guiding principle for generalizing the complex Hop(B1,B2) to the case of operators on
the plane will be the relation to the complex of groundstates provided by the exponential
map
u+ iv = e−ix+y. (9.1)
Recall that, for boundary operators, the spinning webs, (7.4), with uniform rotation ϑ(x) =
−x on an interval of length pi map to half-plane webs with a marked point on the boundary
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at u = v = 0. This point corresponds to the far past y → −∞ on the strip. The relation of
the complex of local operators to the complex of groundstates is summarized in equation
(7.53).
We now imitate the above discussion for closed strings. Accordingly, we will map the
infinite cylinder with coordinates (x, y) and x ∼ x+ 2pi to the plane using the exponential
map (9.1). Equivalently, we can consider periodic webs on the strip in the (x, y) plane
with x` ≤ x ≤ x` + 2pi. We again consider curved spinning webs with uniform rotation
ϑ(x) = −x. The complex of groundstates on the strip will be given by the trace of the
matrix of Chan-Paton factors of the rotation Interface R[ϑ`, ϑ` − 2pi]. (See the discussion
in Section §7.3, and further development in Section §9.2 below.) All binding points are
future stable and, from equation (7.28) see see that each cyclic fan of vacua will fit on the
cylinder. We thus might expect the complex of groundstates to be simply the complex
Rint = ⊕IRI we have met before. This is not quite right since the constant vacuum i,
corresponding to the “fan” {i} is also an approximate groundstate. Therefore, for each
vacuum i we introduce a module Ri ∼= Z, in degree zero, and we define
Rc := [⊕i∈VRi]⊕Rint
= [⊕i∈VRi]⊕ [⊕IRI ]
(9.2)
The complex Rc defined in equation (9.2) is nicely in accord with the MSW complex
of semiclassical twisted ground states discussed in Section §16.3.1 below. The summands
Ri correspond to states in the constant vacuum φi that sits at a critical point of the
superpotential. The summands RI where I has length greater than one correspond, for
large radius of the cylinder, to the fans of solitons.
Now, we would like to define a differential dc on Rc to make it into a complex. We
follow the lead of the complex of approximate ground states defined in Section §4.3 above.
We should contract incoming states at y = −∞ on the strip with all taut webs, saturating
all boundary and interior vertices with boundary and interior amplitudes, as in equation
(4.59).
The image under the exponential map (9.1) of a taut spinning periodic web will be one
of two types, illustrated in Figures 118 and 119. In the first type, there is a fan of vacua I
at y → −∞ of length larger than one. In the second type, the fan at y → −∞ consists of a
single vacuum {i}. In the first case the image of the taut curved web in the (u+ iv)-plane
is a taut web with one vertex at the origin, as shown in Figure 118. If I is the fan of vacua
at y → −∞ and if rI ∈ RI , then we define
dc(rI) := ρβ[tpl](rI), (9.3)
where tpl is the taut planar element on the (u + iv)-plane. Thus, all vertices except for
the one at the origin are saturated with the interior amplitude β. The second type of taut
spinning periodic web will lead to a map
Ri → ⊕j 6=iRij ⊗Rji. (9.4)
To define this map return to Figure 73 and use equations (7.42)-(7.44) to write
dc(φi) := ⊕j 6=iK−1ij (9.5)
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Figure 118: This figure represents the relation between a taut curved web on the x+ iy cylinder
and a taut extended web on the u + iv plane. The open red circle is the origin of the plane and
corresponds to the y → −∞ limit of the cylinder under the map u+ iv = e−ix+y. The vertical lines
extending from y = −∞ to +∞ at x = −αi` and x = −αi` have no moduli, and the vertex can
only move vertically at x = −αik. Taut webs are used to define a differential on the complex Rc.
Contraction with the taut web shown here takes an element r ∈ R{i,k,`} to ρβ [t](r) which in this
case is just ρ[t](r⊗βijk). The cylindrical picture is meant to motivate this operation as a transition
amplitude from an approximate ground state in the far past of the cylinder to a state in the future.
Figure 119: The web on the cylinder has one modulus and hence is taut as a curved web. It can
be considered as a map from a state in Ri to a state in Rij ⊗ Rji. It is natural to give this map
the amplitude K−1ij and indeed that completes the operation of Figure 118 to a differential. The
image under the exponential map shows that we should broaden our notion of extended webs to
doubly-extended webs by including a new kind of vertex in the faces of the webs.
where φi is a generator of Ri ∼= Z defined below. The crucial property d2c = 0 will follow
from our discussion of “doubly-extended webs” below.
The cohomology H∗(Rc, dc) is to be identified with the space of local operators. Recall
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that under the isomorphism Rij ⊗Rji → Rji ⊗Rij , the element K−1ij is antisymmetric. It
therefore follows that
1 := ⊕i∈Vφi (9.6)
is always closed and defines a canonical element of the cohomology. This element simply
corresponds to the unit operator.
Figure 120: The pictorial demonstration of a convolution for doubly-extended webs. The web
with the closed vertex in vacuum i has four moduli - two for each vertex and is therefore a sliding
web. Near one of the boundaries of its moduli space it can be expressed as a convolution of two
taut webs.
Figure 121: The two boundaries illustrated in (a) and (b) correspond to two boundaries leading
to cancelling contributions in the contribution of d(d(φi)) to the summand of Rc with fan I =
{i, k, `, j}.
We now show that Rc is indeed a complex. In fact, it is an L∞ algebra, extending the
L∞ algebra structure on the set of interior vectors Rint. To this end we introduce a notion
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of doubly-extended webs. These are plane webs, defined as before, but now we introduce
a new kind of vertex, called a closed vertex that can be inserted into the interior of the
faces of an ordinary extended plane web. These closed vertices are denoted by open circles
in Figures 120 and 121. We can now define oriented deformation type and convolution in
straightforward ways. Each closed vertex adds two moduli. The boundaries of the moduli
space include ends where a closed vertex approaches a bounding edge of a face. Given a
web w, let w˜ be the new doubly-extended web where a closed vertex has been inserted into
some face at a point (uo, vo). Then the orientations of the two webs are related by
o(w˜) = o(w) ∧ (duodvo) (9.7)
All the convolution identities work as for (extended) plane webs. An illustration of an
important convolution involving a closed vertex is shown in Figure 120. An example of
cancelling ends in a convolution identity is shown in Figure 121.
With a representation of webs we can define generators φj of Rj , j ∈ V, by
ρ(w˜)[S1, φj , S2] := δi,jρ(w)[S1, S2] (9.8)
where w and w˜ are related as before and the closed vertex in w˜ is inserted in a face marked
with the vacuum i. Here S1, S2 ∈ TRc. The generator φi of Ri is the same as that used
in equation (9.5), as one can check by carefully comparing orientations in Figure 120. The
demonstration of the L∞ algebra structure on Rc completely parallels that used before for
Rint. In particular, the demonstration that d(d(φi)) = 0 follows from the consideration of
ends of moduli space such as those shown in Figure 121.
9.2 Traces Of Interfaces
There is a useful, alternative perspective on the cylinder geometry with ϑ(x) = −x. Up to
an homotopy, we can deform the ϑ(x) profile so that the variation happens on a small scale
compared to the size of the circle. Thus the geometry reduces to a cylinder with essentially
constant vacuum weights, and an interface R[2pi, 0] inserted at x = 0. The complex of
approximate ground states is essentially the same as Rc, though the differential will only
be chain-homotopic to dc.
This is a special case of a construction which is available every time we have an interface
I ∈ Br(T , T ) between a Theory T and itself. Let us define the trace of the Interface I,
denoted Tr(I), to be the complex of approximate groundstates on the cylinder with I
running along the axis of the cylinder. Thus, the underlying Z-module of the complex is
Tr(I) = ⊕i∈VE(I)ii (9.9)
To define the differential we consider “periodic webs.” These are webs in R × S1 where
the edges have constant slope. In other words, if we unroll the cylinder by cutting along
a vertical line to get a strip, then the edges of the webs are straight lines in the strip.
Periodic webs are a close analogue to strip webs or composite webs on a strip geometry.
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Taut webs have two moduli (one of which is translation along the axis of the cylinder). 48
The taut element tc satisfies a convolution identity
tc ◦ tc + tc ∗ tpl + tc ∗ tI = 0 (9.10)
and hence dc = ρβ[tc](
1
1−B ), where B is the boundary amplitude of the Interface, is a
differential.
In general we claim that Tr(I R[0,±2pi]) is homotopy equivalent to the complex of
groundstates on the strip x ∼ x + 2pi with I inserted and with spinning vacuum weights,
spinning by ϑ(x) = −x. In particular, taking I to be the identity Interface, and the
definition (7.28) we see that the Chan-Paton data of R[ϑ, ϑ− 2pi] are given by
⊕i∈V(Ri ⊕ R̂′ii)eii ⊕⊕i<jR̂+ijeij ⊕⊕i>jR̂−ijeij (9.11)
where R̂′ii is the set of cyclic fans with vacuum i at x = 0. (See equation (7.41) above for
the case of two vacua.) The trace of this matrix of complexes recovers the complex Rc of
equation (9.2). Thus, given the results of the previous section, the space of local operators
in a Theory can be described in terms of the trace of R[ϑ, ϑ− 2pi].
The above construction can be generalized. If we have a sequence of Interfaces Ii ∈
Br(T i, T i+1) at locations xi, i = 1, . . . , n along the periodic direction x → x + 2pi, inter-
polating between a periodic sequence of Theories T i then we can consider the trace of the
product
Tr(I1  · · · In) = ⊕j1,···jn ⊗ni=1 E(Ii)ji,ji+1 (9.12)
There will be many different homotopy-equivalent differentials. If we consider again the
taut element for periodic composite webs tc (generalizing that used above for a single
Interface) then the convolution identity generalizes to
tc ◦ tc + tc ∗ tpl +
n∑
i=1
tc ∗ tIi = 0 (9.13)
and therefore dc = ρβ[tc](⊗ni=1 11−Bi ) defines a differential on (9.12).
9.3 Local Operators For The Theories T N and T SU(N)
We comment briefly on the computation of the cohomology of Rc for the two examples of
Theories T N and T SU(N) discussed throughout this text.
Let us consider first T N . According to Section §4.6.4 this is meant to coincide with the
A-model with target space X = C and superpotential (4.138). For the strict A-model the
target space cohomology H∗DR(X) has a single operator in degree zero corresponding to the
unit operator. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section §16.3 the full space of local operators
can in principle include disorder operators, and H∗DR(X) is only a subspace of the space
of local operators. In fact, for the T N Theories, the cohomology of Rc is one-dimensional,
and spanned by the unit operator 1 as the following computation shows.
48In the absence of the Interface I, the line principle shows the only webs would be unions of closed loops
wrapping around the cylinder.
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The complex Rc takes the form
⊕iRi → ⊕i<jRij ⊗Rji → ⊕i<j<kR{i,j,k} → · · · → ⊕iRî → R{0,1,...,N−1} → 0 (9.14)
where in degree N − 2, î denotes the fan that omits i from {0, . . . , N − 1}. Using (4.79)
this becomes
⊕NZ→ ⊕(N2 )Z[1] → · · · → ⊕(Nj )Z[j−1] → · · · → Z[N−1] → 0 (9.15)
The Witten index is thus automatically 1. We can in fact do better and compute the
cohomology as follows. We can identify the complex with a subspace of a Grassmann
algebra G = Z[θ0, . . . , θN−1]/I where the ideal I is generated by θiθj + θjθi = 0, for all
i, j and the θi have degree +1. We identify Rc with the subspace of G of elements of
degree at least one and then shift the degree by −1. To see this, identify a generator of
Ri1,i2 ⊗ · · ·Rik−1,ik ⊗ Rik,i1 , where i1 < i2 < · · · < ik with θi1θi2 · · · θik [−1]. Then, for any
fan, the differential acts by diagrams like those of Figure 118. Since the interior amplitude
is only nonzero for 3-valent vertices with bijk = 1 for i < j < k it is easy to see that the
differential dc is the same as the action of multiplication by Θ = θ0 + · · · + θN−1. There
is thus a clear chain-homotopy inverse between the zero map and the projection operator
onto on elements of Rc of positive degree. It is given by:
κ(r) :=

(
∂
∂θ0
+ · · ·+ ∂∂θN−1
)
r deg(r) > 0
0 deg(r) = 0
(9.16)
Thus,
(κdc + dcκ) (r) :=
{
Nr deg(r) > 0
Nr − tr(r)1 deg(r) = 0
(9.17)
Here 1 =
∑
i∈V φi is the unit operator discussed above. In this example 1 =
∑N−1
i=0 θi[−1].
Moreover, if r =
∑
xiθi[−1] is of degree zero we define tr(r) =
∑
i xi. Therefore the
cohomology is generated by the unit operator. 49
Turning now to the T SU(N) Theory the physical expectation from Section §4.6.4 is
that it should correspond to an A-model with superpotential W =
∑N
i=1 Yi on the space
Ξ defined by Ξ = {(Y1, . . . , YN )|Y1 · · ·YN = q} ⊂ (C∗)N where q 6= 0. By [47] this should
be mirror to the B-model on CPN−1. We use this mirror dual pair to check our proposal
for the local operators using the complex Rc constructed from the representation of webs
described in equation (4.100) above.
In general, the B-model with target space X has a space of local operators
⊕p,qHp(X,ΛqT 1,0X). (9.18)
49This argument only suffices to determine the cohomology up to N -torsion. From examples we find that
the cohomology is in fact isomorphic to Z in degree zero. In physics the space of local operators is a vector
space over C, but in the web formalism one can work over Z. This raises the interesting question of whether
there can be torsion in the cohomology of Rc, and what its physical meaning would be, if any. We leave
that for another time.
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In the present case we compute the cohomology, as a representation of su(N) to be:
Hp(X,ΛqT 1,0CPN−1) =
{
LN−q,q+1 p = 0
0 p > 0
(9.19)
where the Ln,m were defined in Section §4.6. The result is in fact very intuitive. Cohomol-
ogy classes with p = 0 can be represented by global sections
C
j1...jq
i1...iq
Xi1 · · ·Xiq ∂
∂Xj1
∧ · · · ∧ ∂
∂Xjq
, (9.20)
where [X1 : · · · : XN ] are homogeneous coordinates. The SU(N) tensor Cj1...jqi1...iq is totally
symmetric in ik and totally antisymmetric in jk and therefore in AN−q ⊗ Sq. Now we
must identify by the image of holomorphic vector fields and this requires C
j1...jq
i1...iq
to be
traceless. Referring to the decomposition (4.121), the traceless part is the second summand.
The cohomology is one-dimensional in degree q = 0 and isomorphic to the adjoint in
degree q = 1. Indeed, the one-dimensional cohomology should be a Lie algebra of global
symmetries of the theory on a priori grounds and that is the su(N) symmetry of the present
example.
We leave it as an interesting and nontrivial challenge to reproduce (9.19) from the
cohomology of Rc, as defined in equation (9.2).
We can perform one nontrivial check on this identification by examining the character-
valued index. Let t = Diag(t1, . . . , tN ) be a generic diagonal element of SU(N). It
acts naturally on the homogeneous coordinates of CPN−1 thereby inducing an action on
Hp(X,ΛqT 1,0X). By the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula we have 50
FN (x) :=
N−1∑
q=0
xq
N−1∑
p=0
(−1)pTrHp(X,ΛqT 1,0CPN−1)t
=
N∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i(1 + xti/tj)∏
j 6=i(1− tj/ti)
(9.22)
In particular, the character-valued index is
FN (−1) =
N∑
i=1
∏
j 6=i(1− ti/tj)∏
j 6=i(1− tj/ti)
= (−1)N−1(t1 · · · tN )−1
N∑
i=1
tNi = (−1)N−1
N∑
i=1
tNi (9.23)
where in the second equality we used the property that t ∈ SU(N).
50Incidentally, there is an elegant argument to recover the representations of (9.19) from this formula.
Consider
UN (z, x) :=
1
z
∏N
j=1(1 + xz/tj)∏N
j=1(1− tj/z)
dz (9.21)
By equating the residue at z = ∞ with the sum of the finite residues, using the generating functions for
characters of symmetric and antisymmetric representations, and using the decomposition (4.121) one can
reproduce (9.19).
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On the other hand, by direct computation of the character-valued index of Rc, using
the characters of the anti-symmetric representations Rij we find
TrRc(−1)F = N −N
N∏
i=1
ti + (−1)N−1
N∑
i=1
tNi = (−1)N−1
N∑
i=1
tNi (9.24)
where in the second equality we used the property that t ∈ SU(N). We checked equa-
tion (9.24) for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, but giving a direct proof of this equation looks difficult.
Fortunately the methods of Section §7.10.1 above can be used to give a proof: The Inter-
face I+−+ of that section implements a rotation by 2pi/N , and hence its N th power gives
the full Interface for rotation by 2pi. The eigenvalues of the character-valued index of the
Chan-Paton data of this Interface follow from (7.182), and are simply (−ti), i = 1, . . . , N .
Using the relation of the complex Rc to the trace of the Interface explained in Section §9.2
we arrive at equation (9.24). 51
Note that the cohomology is much larger than the naive DeRham cohomology of Ξ ∼=
(C∗)N−1 that one might associate to the A-model on Ξ. Indeed, the dimension of the
H∗(Rc, dc) for T SU(N) is given by 2F1(1−N,N +1, 1;−1), and this grows with N far more
rapidly than 2N−1. Thus, there are many disorder operators. Indeed, we can already see
the need for disorder operators for the case N = 2 discussed in detail in Section §16.3.3
below.
10. A Review Of Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics And Its Relation
To Morse Theory
In Sections §§11-17 below we will sketch our main physical application of the formalism
we have developed. That application is based in turn on standard ideas about the in-
terpretation of Morse theory in terms of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [87]. While
this material is well-known, and is nicely reviewed, for example, in [50], we would like to
emphasize several key points which are of particular importance in our application.
10.1 The Semiclassical Approximation
We start by reviewing supersymmetric quantum mechanics and its relation to Morse theory
(see [87] and section 10 of [50]), since much of our subject can be developed in close parallel
to this. Much of this material may be familiar to many readers, but in section 10.6 we
explain a point that may be less familiar and that is crucial background for the present
paper.
We begin with a Riemannian manifoldM of dimension n, with local coordinates ua, a =
1, . . . , n, a metric tensor gab, and a smooth real-valued function h, called the superpotential.
A critical point of h is a point at which its gradient vanishes, ∂h/∂ua = 0, a = 1, . . . , n, and
51Actually, there is a disagreement by an N -independent minus sign. We have not sorted out the expla-
nation of this sign.
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a critical point is called nondegenerate if at this point the matrix of second derivatives52
∂2h/∂ua∂ub is nondegenerate. (This matrix is sometimes called the Hessian.) We will
assume that h is a Morse function. A Morse function is simply a smooth function such
that all critical points φi are nondegenerate. For the moment, we assume M to be compact,
in which case the number of critical points of h is finite, but sometimes one wishes to relax
the compactness assumption and also allow infinitely many critical points.
From this data, we construct a supersymmetric quantum mechanics model, describing
maps from R1|2 – a supersymmetric worldline with a real coordinate t and odd coordinates
θ and θ – to M . The supersymmetry algebra53 is generated by the odd vector fields on M
Q = ∂
∂θ
+ iθ
∂
∂t
, Q = ∂
∂θ
+ iθ
∂
∂t
; (10.1)
the only nonzero anticommutator of these operators is
{Q,Q} = 2H, H = i∂t. (10.2)
This supersymmetry algebra admits a group U(1) of outer automorphisms called the R-
symmetry group, generated by a charge F that assigns the values 1 and −1 to θ and θ,
respectively. This will be a symmetry of the models we consider. The supersymmetry
algebra commutes in the Z2-graded sense with the operators
D =
∂
∂θ
− iθ ∂
∂t
, D =
∂
∂θ
− iθ ∂
∂t
, (10.3)
which are used in writing Lagrangians.
To construct a supersymmetric model that describes maps from R1|2 to X, we promote
the local coordinates ua on M to superfields Xa(t, θ, θ) = ua(t)+iθψa(t)+iθψ
a
(t)+θθF a(t),
where ψa and ψ
a
are Fermi fields with F = 1 and F = −1, respectively, and the F a are
auxiliary fields.54 It follows from this that
{Q, ψa} = iu˙a + F a
{Q, ψa} = −iu˙a + F a. (10.4)
One takes the action to be
I =
1
λ
∫
dtd2θ
(
1
2
gab(X
k)DXaDXb − h(Xc).
)
(10.5)
52In general, to define the second derivative of a function h on a Riemannian manifold M , we need to
use the affine connection of M ; the only natural second derivative is D2h/DuaDub, where D/Dua is a
covariant derivative. But at a critical point, D2h/DuaDub reduces to the more naive ∂2h/∂ua∂ub, a fact
that we incorporate in some formulas below.
53We write Q and Q (rather than Q and Q) for the supercharges of the quantum mechanical model, since
this will be more convenient in discussing the generalization to two-dimensional LG theories.
54When working with complex superalgebras we let ∗ denote the complex anti-linear involution which
acts on odd variables according to the rule (θ1θ2)
∗ = θ∗2θ
∗
1 . Our notation is such that θ = (θ)
∗, and so on.
Hence Xi is a real superfield when F i is real. We are using the same letter Q for an operator on fields and
for an odd vector field on a supermanifold, so the supersymmetry transformation rule is [iQ, Xi] = QXi.
Unfortunately, our conventions differ from those in [50] by an exchange of ψ ↔ ψ.
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This action describes a supersymmetric σ-model in which the target space is M . Perturba-
tion theory is a good approximation if λ is small, but λ can be eliminated from the formulas
by rescaling gab and h (and to avoid clutter we do so in what follows). After integrating
over θ and θ, the action becomes55
I =
∫
dt
(
1
2
gabu˙
au˙b + igabψ
a D
Dt
ψb +
1
2
gabF
aF b − F a∂ah+ ψaψb D
2h
DuaDub
+ . . .
)
,
(10.6)
where the covariant derivative D/Dt is defined using the pullback of the Levi-Civita con-
nection of M , and we omit four-fermi terms. One can eliminate the auxiliary field F a via
its equation of motion
F a = gab∂bh, (10.7)
and for the ordinary potential energy, one finds
V (uk) =
1
2
|∇h|2 = 1
2
gab∂ah∂bh. (10.8)
A classical ground state is therefore a critical point of h. Since we have assumed that h is
a Morse function, there is a finite set V of such critical points.
The fermion mass term that arises in expanding around a critical point can be read
off from the action:
Hψψ =
1
2
[ψa, ψ
b
]
∂2h
∂ua∂ub
. (10.9)
(The bracket appearixng here is an ordinary commutator, not a graded commutator, and
accounts for an important normal ordering convention to preserve supersymmetry.) Since
we assume that h is a Morse function, the fermion mass matrix mab = ∂
2h/∂ua∂ub is
nondegenerate at each critical point. In Morse theory the number of negative eigenvalues
of the Hessian at a critical point p is called the Morse index. We denote it by np. Thus
the number of negative eigenvalues of the mass matrix is np. Similarly the bosonic mass
squared matrix that arises in expanding around p is positive-definite. So in expanding
around a given critical point, all bosonic and fermionic modes are massive. Hence, from
the standpoint of perturbation theory, there is precisely one minimum energy state Φp
for every critical point p ∈ V. In perturbation theory, this state has zero energy and is
annihilated by the supercharges Q and Q. Indeed, the supersymmetry algebra
{Q,Q} = 2H, Q2 = Q2 = 0, (10.10)
implies that eigenstates of H with nonzero eigenvalue come in pairs, and therefore the
fact that in expanding around the critical point p one finds only a unique ground state
Φp implies that in perturbation theory, Φp is annihilated by Q, Q, and H, so it is a
supersymmetric state of zero energy. (Beyond perturbation theory, as we discuss in section
10.4, nonperturbative effects can modify this statement.)
The states in the σ-model are not functions on M , but differential forms on M . To
see this, we observe that a state of smallest fermion number must be annihilated by the ψ
a
55Here
∫
d2θθθ =
∫
dθdθ θθ = +1.
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operators, but may have an arbitrary dependence on the bosonic variables ua. So letting
|Ω〉 denote a state annihilated by all ψa and independent of the ua, a state of minimum
possible fermion number is f(u)|Ω〉, where f(u) is an arbitrary function on M . A state
whose fermion number is greater by n is then
∑
a1...an
fa1a2...an(u)ψ
a1ψa2 . . . ψan |Ω〉, where
in the language of differential geometry,
∑
a1...an
fa1a2...an(u)du
a1dua2 . . . duan is called an
n-form on M . Thus quantum states in the σ-model correspond to differential forms on
M and, up to an additive constant (which is the fermion number we assign to the state
|Ω〉), the fermion number of a state is the degree of the corresponding differential form.
In differential geometry, it is customary to define the degree of a differential form on a
d-manifold to vary from 0 to d. However, the theory (10.5) has a symmetry ψ ↔ ψ
(“charge conjugation,” which in differential geometry is called the Hodge star operator on
differential forms). F is odd under this symmetry at the classical level, and to maintain
this property quantum mechanically, we subtract an overall constant −d/2 and say that
an n-form corresponds to a state of fermion number F = −d/2 + n.
To determine the fermion number of the low energy state Φp associated to a given
critical point p, we need to determine which modes of ψ and ψ annihilate Φp. All we
need to know is that for a real number m and a single pair of fermion modes ψ, ψ, the
operator H0 =
m
2 [ψ,ψ] has (i) an eigenstate |↓〉 annihilated by ψ with H0 = −m2 and (ii)
an eigenstate |↑〉 annihilated by ψ with H0 = +m2 . For m > 0, the ground state of H0 is
annihilated by ψ but for m < 0, it is annihilated by ψ. So the number of modes of ψ that
annihilate the ground state of the fermion mass operator Hψψ of eqn. (10.9) is equal to the
number of negative eigenvalues of the matrix ∂2h/∂ua∂ub, or in other words, the Morse
index of the critical point p. So if p has Morse index np, then Φp is an np-form.
Thus if n+ and n− are the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of the fermion
mass matrix in expanding around a given critical point p (so d = n+ + n− and the Morse
index of p is np = n−), then the fermion number of Φp is
fp = −1
2
(n+ − n−) . (10.11)
A standard argument using the supersymmetry algebra (10.10) shows that the space
of supersymmetric states – states annihilated by Q,Q, and H – can be naturally identified
with the cohomology of Q (the kernel of Q divided by its image). Here Q is an operator
mapping n-forms to n + 1-forms and obeying Q2 = 0. In differential geometry, there is a
standard operator with this property, the exterior derivative d. In differential geometry, it is
usual written d = dua∂ua , which in our language would be ψ
a∂ua . Hence {d, ψa} = gab∂ub .
Recalling that in canonical quantization, u˙a maps to −igab∂ub , eqn. (10.4) tells us that
{Q, ψa} = gab(∂ub + ∂bh). So Q does not coincide with ψa∂ua = d; rather,
Q = ψa(∂ua + ∂ah) = e−hdeh. (10.12)
Thus Q does not coincide with the exterior derivative d, but rather is conjugate to it.
This means that the cohomology of Q is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of d,
which is usually called the de Rham cohomology of M : the cohomology of Q is obtained
from that of d by multiplying by the operator e−h. In particular, the number of states of
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precisely zero energy with fermion number −d/2 + n is the corresponding Betti number
bn (defined as the rank of the de Rham cohomology for n-forms) and does not depend
on the choice of h. By contrast, the number of zero energy states found in perturbation
theory for given n is the number of critical points of h of Morse index n and definitely does
depend on h. (For example, if M is the circle 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi, the Morse function h = cos kϕ
has 2k critical points, half with index 0 and half with index 1.) So there will have to be
nonperturbative effects that in general eliminate some of the vacuum degeneracy.
Since Q is the adjoint of Q, it follows from (10.12) that
Q = ψa(−∂ua + ∂ah) = ehd†e−h, (10.13)
where d† is the adjoint of d in the standard L2 metric on differential forms. The Hamiltonian
H = {Q,Q}/2 definitely does depend upon h, though the number of its zero energy states
for each value of F does not.
10.2 The Fermion Number Anomaly
The next topic we must understand is the fermion number anomaly. For this computation,
we transform to Euclidean signature via t = −iτ . The (linearized) Dirac equation for ψ
and ψ becomes
Lψ = 0 = L†ψ, (10.14)
with
(Lψ)a =
Dψa
Dτ
− gab D
2h
DubDuc
ψc
(L†ψ)a = −Dψ
a
Dτ
− gab D
2h
DubDuc
ψ
c
. (10.15)
We consider expanding around a path ` ⊂ M that starts at one critical point q in the far
past and ends at another critical point p in the far future.
Let nq and np be the Morse indices of these critical points. We want to compute a
vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude, that is, a transition between the initial state Φq, of F =
−d/2+nq, and the final state Φp, of fermion number F = −d/2+np. The fermion numbers
of the initial and final states differ by np − nq, so the amplitude must vanish unless one
inserts operators that carry a net fermion number np − nq.
As usual, the mechanism for this is that the index56 of the operator L, which is defined
as the number of zero-modes of L minus the number of zero-modes of its adjoint L†, is
equal to np−nq. Let us verify directly that this is true. Since the index is invariant under
smooth deformations (which preserve the mass gap at infinity), it suffices to consider the
case that the Levi-Civita connection of M is trivial along ` and that the fermion mass
matrix is diagonal along `. Thus it suffices to consider the case of a single pair of fermions
56There is a slight clash in the standard terminology here; the “index” of an operator should not be
confused with the “Morse index” of a critical point of a function.
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ψ, ψ with
Lψ(τ) =
dψ(τ)
dτ
− w(τ)ψ(τ)
L†ψ(τ) = −dψ(τ)
dτ
− w(τ)ψ(τ) (10.16)
where in the one-component case, we abbreviate D2h/Du2 as w. We assume that the
function w is nonzero for τ → ±∞. The equations Lψ = 0 and L†ψ = 0 imply respectively
ψ(τ) = C exp
(∫ τ
0
dτ ′w(τ ′)
)
ψ(τ) = C ′ exp
(
−
∫ τ
0
dτ ′w(τ ′)
)
, (10.17)
with constants C,C ′. If w has the same sign for τ >> 0 as for τ << 0, then neither
solution is square integrable. If w is positive for τ << 0 and negative for τ >> 0, then
ψ has a normalizable zero-mode but not ψ; if w is negative for τ << 0 and positive for
τ >> 0, then ψ has a normalizable zero-mode but not ψ. In all cases, the index of the
1× 1 operator L for a single pair ψ,ψ is the contribution of this pair to np−nq. Summing
over all pairs, the index of L equals np − nq, as expected.
The index ι(L) of the operator L always determines the difference between the number
of ψ and ψ zero-modes, but in fact generically one of these numbers vanishes and the other
equals |ι(L)|. For example, if ι(L) ≥ 0, generically there are no ψ zero-modes, and the space
of ψ zero-modes has dimension ι(L); if ι(L) ≤ 0, generically there are no ψ zero-modes
and the space of ψ zero-modes has dimension −ι(L). The explicit calculation in the last
paragraph shows that these statements are always true in the 1× 1 case; in fact, they hold
generically. Informally, ι(L) is a regularized difference between the number of variables and
the number of conditions in the equation Lψ = 0. So for example if ι(L) > 0, the equation
Lψ = 0 is analogous to a finite-dimensional linear problem with ι(L) more variables than
equations and generically has a space of solutions precisely of dimension ι(L).
10.3 Instantons And The Flow Equation
In general, a Morse function on M has too many critical points to match the de Rham coho-
mology of M , so there must be nonperturbative effects that shift some of the perturbatively
supersymmetric states Φq away from zero energy. For this to happen, the supercharges Q
and Q, instead of annihilating the Φq, must have nonzero matrix elements 〈Φp|Q|Φq〉 or
〈Φp|Q|Φq〉, for distinct critical points p and q.
So we have to analyze tunneling events that involve transitions between two critical
points q and p. As a preliminary, we evaluate the action for a trajectory u(τ) that starts at
q for τ → −∞ and ends at p for τ → +∞. For such a trajectory, in Euclidean signature,
and with the auxiliary fields eliminated via (10.7), the bosonic part of the action (10.6) is
I =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
(
gab
dua
dτ
dub
dτ
+ gab∂ah ∂bh
)
=
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ gab
(
dua
dτ
± gac∂ch
)(
dub
dτ
± gbe∂eh
)
∓ (h(p)− h(q)), (10.18)
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after integrating by parts. The action is therefore minimized by a trajectory that obeys
dua
dτ
− gab∂bh = 0, h(p) > h(q), (10.19)
or
dua
dτ
+ gab∂bh = 0, h(p) < h(q). (10.20)
(For a given sign of h(p)− h(q), only one of these equations may have a solution, since the
left hand side of eqn. (10.18) is non-negative. If h(q) = h(p), with q 6= p, neither equation
has a solution.) These equations are called gradient flow equations; we can write them
d~u
dτ
= ±~∇h, (10.21)
where the “flow” vector d~u/dτ has components ∂τu
a, and the “gradient” vector ~∇h has
components gab∂bh.
The gradient flow equations have another interpretation. The Lorentz signature super-
symmetry transformations (10.4) can be transformed to Euclidean signature via t = −iτ ,
so that iu˙a = idua/dt is replaced by −dua/dτ . After also eliminating the auxiliary fields,
the supersymmetry transformations in Euclidean signature read
{Q, ψa} = −du
a
dτ
+ gab∂bh
{Q, ψa} = du
a
dτ
+ gab∂bh. (10.22)
The condition for a trajectory to be Q-invariant is that {Q, ψa} vanishes for that trajectory.
So Q-invariant trajectories obey
dua
dτ
= gab∂bh, (10.23)
and we call these ascending gradient lines since the flow (for increasing τ) is in the direction
of steepest ascent for h. And Q-invariant trajectories are similarly descending gradient flow
lines, obeying
dua
dτ
= −gab∂bh. (10.24)
Now let us discuss the moduli space Mqp of ascending gradient flow lines from q in
the past to p in the future. The tangent space of Mqp at the point corresponding to a
given solution of the ascending flow equation (10.23) is the space of solutions of the linear
equation found by linearizing the ascending flow equation around the given solution. The
linearization of the ascending flow equation is simply the equation Lψ = 0, where L is the
fermion kinetic operator defined in eqn. (10.16). As explained in section 10.2, the index
of L is ι(L) = np − nq, and generically, when this number is nonnegative, it equals the
dimension of the kernel of L or in other words of the tangent space of Mqp. Generically
(that is, for a generic metric gab on M and a generic Morse function h), Mqp is a smooth
(not necessarily connected) manifold of dimension np − nq, assuming that this number is
positive. For this reason, one calls np−nq the expected dimension ofMqp. If the expected
dimension is negative, generically Mqp is empty.
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To understand what happens when nq = np, we first need the following general com-
ment. As long as p 6= q, an ascending flow from q to p cannot be invariant under time
translations, so there is always a free action of the group R of time translations onMqp. So
for p 6= q, we can define a reduced moduli spaceMqp,red as the quotientMqp/R. Mqp is a
fiber bundle overMqp,red with fibers R. The expected dimension ofMqp,red is np−nq − 1.
So if np = nq and p 6= q, the expected dimension of Mqp,red is −1. This means that
generically Mqp,red is empty, in which case Mqp is likewise empty. If instead p = q, the
only ascending or descending flow from q to p is the trivial flow in which ua(τ) does not
depend on τ . (This is an easy consequence of the fact that the right hand side of (10.18)
vanishes for such a flow.) So Mpp is always a point.
One last comment along these lines is that even ifMqp has a positive expected dimen-
sion, it is empty if h(p) ≤ h(q). This follows easily from (10.18), whose right hand side
would be non-positive for an ascending flow from q to p.
We conclude with a more elementary way to determine the dimension of Mqp. Near
a nondegenerate critical point m ∈ M , we can find Riemann normal coordinates ua such
that the metric tensor is just
∑
a(du
a)2 +O(u2), and
h = h0 +
1
2
∑
a
fau
2
a, (10.25)
where the fa are all nonzero and the number of negative fa equals the Morse index at m.
The flows (10.23) near m look like
ua(τ) =
∑
a
cae
faτ , (10.26)
so the flows that depart from m for τ → −∞ (or approach m for τ → +∞) are those
in which ca = 0 for fa < 0 (or fa > 0). The space of all gradient flows has dimension d
(since a flow is determined by its value at a specified time). After imposing nq conditions
to ensure that a flow starts at q and d− np conditions to ensure that a flow ends at p, we
find that the expected dimension of the space of flows from q to p is np − nq.
10.4 Lifting The Vacuum Degeneracy
Now we want to see how instantons can lift the vacuum degeneracy that is present at tree
level. We consider the matrix element of the supercharge Q between perturbative vacuum
states Φq and Φp:
〈Φp|Q|Φq〉. (10.27)
For this matrix element to be nonzero, the fermion number of |Φp〉 must exceed that of
|Φq〉 by 1. In other words, the Morse index of p exceeds that of q by 1. To compute the
matrix element, we perform a path integral over trajectories that begin at q at τ = −∞
and end at p at τ = +∞. Since Q is a conserved quantity (or since Φp and Φq both have
zero energy in the approximation that is the input to this computation), the time at which
Q is inserted does not matter.
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The action for trajectories from q to p is Q-exact modulo an additive constant that
depends only on the values of the superpotential at the critical points p and q:
I = {Q, V }+ 1
λ
(h(p)− h(q)) (10.28)
This statement is a supersymmetric extension of eqn. (10.18). In eqn. (10.28), V is
proportional to 1/λ. By rescaling V , one goes to arbitrarily weak coupling while only
changing I by Q-exact terms. So the path integral with insertion of arbitrary Q-exact
operators, such as Q itself, can be computed in the weak coupling limit.
Since Q is a symmetry of the action and obeys Q2 = 0, the path integral with insertion
of arbitrary Q-invariant operators – such as Q itself – localizes on Q-invariant fields. As we
deduced from eqn. (10.22), a Q-invariant field is a solution of the ascending gradient flow
equation. These are the appropriate instantons in our problem, and the desired matrix
element can be computed as a sum of instanton contributions. Since the Morse indices
of p and q differ by 1, the moduli space M of solutions of the gradient flow equation is
1-dimensional and the reduced moduli space Mred is a finite set of points. The desired
matrix element can be computed by summing over those points.
There is, however, a subtlety in the computation. To see why, it helps to restore the
loop counting parameter λ in the original action (10.5). When we do this, Q, Q, and H
are all proportional to 1/λ if expressed in terms of classical variables u, u˙, ψ, and ψ. For
example
Q = 1
λ
(
gab
dub
dτ
− ∂ah
)
ψa. (10.29)
The supersymmetry algebra {Q,Q} = 2H is obeyed (with no factor of λ) since the canonical
commutators are proportional to λ.
In computing a transition from Φq to Φp with an insertion of Q (or any other Q-
invariant operator), there will be a factor of exp(−(h(p) − h(q)/λ) that comes from the
value of the classical action for the instanton trajectory. We will use the phrase “reduced
matrix element” to refer to a matrix element for a transition from Φq to Φp with this
elementary factor of exp(−(h(p)− h(q))/λ removed.
Though Q is of order 1/λ, its reduced matrix element is of order 1 and comes from a
1-loop computation around the classical instanton trajectory. There are two ways to see
this. First, if we try to do a leading order calculation in the instanton field, we immediately
get 0, since the instanton is a solution of the gradient flow equation gab
dub
dτ − ∂ah = 0, and
Q is proportional to the left hand side of this equation. So the reduced matrix element
must come from a 1-loop calculation. Second, an elegant calculation explained in section
10.5.1 of [50]) shows directly that the reduced matrix is of order λ0.
This is shown not by doing the 1-loop computation 57 but by an interesting shortcut
that avoids the need for such a calculation. Instead of computing the reduced matrix
element of Q, we pick any function f that has different values at the critical points p and
q and compute the reduced matrix element of the commutator [Q, f ]. (For example, we
57It turns out that a direct calculation is actually quite tricky.
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could take f = h, and this is the choice actually made in [50].) This contains the same
information, for the following reason. When we compute the matrix element of an equal
time commutator
〈Φp|(Qf − fQ)|Φq〉, (10.30)
we can as usual assume that the operator that is inserted on the left is inserted at a slightly
greater time than the one that is inserted on the right. But as Q is a conserved quantity,
the time at which it is inserted does not matter and we can take this to be much greater
or much less than the time at which f is inserted. So
〈Φp|[Q, f ]|Φq〉 = 〈Φp|(Q(τ)f(τ ′)− f(τ)Q(τ ′)|Φq〉, (10.31)
where we can take τ − τ ′ to be very large. (Only the difference τ − τ ′ matters, since the
initial and final states have zero energy.) When we evaluate the right hand side of (10.31)
by integrating over instanton moduli space, the instanton must occur at a time close to
the time at which Q is inserted. This means that f is inserted in the initial or final state
Φp or Φq. To lowest order in λ, we set f to f(q) or f(p) in the initial or final state. (In a
moment, it will be clear that higher order terms are not relevant.) So
〈Φp|Q|Φq〉 = 1
f(q)− f(p)〈Φp|[Q, f ]|Φq〉. (10.32)
What we have gained from this is that [Q, f ] = ∂afψa is independent of λ, so the right
hand side of (10.32) can be evaluated classically.
The actual calculation is explained in [50]. We insert [Q, f ] at, say, τ = 0. The
instanton trajectory is ua(τ) = uacl(τ − v), where v is a collective coordinate over which we
must integrate. The corresponding classical fermion zero-mode is ψacl(τ) = ∂vu
a
cl(τ − v).
At the classical level in an instanton field, we simply set [Q, f ](0) = ∂afψa|τ=0 to its value
with ua(τ) set equal to the classical trajectory uacl(τ − v) and ψa set equal to ψacl, both
evaluated at τ = 0. Thus [Q, f ](0) = ∂vuacl(−v)∂af(u(−v)) = ∂vf(u(−v)). This must be
integrated over v and multiplied by the ratio of fermion and boson determinants. By time
translation symmetry, these determinants do not depend on v, so we can integrate over
v first, giving
∫∞
−∞ dv ∂vf(u(−v)) = f(q) − f(p). Inserting this in (10.32) the factor of
f(q)− f(p) cancels, and we find that the contribution of a given instanton to the reduced
matrix element is simply the ratio of fermion and boson determinants. The boson and
fermion determinant are equal up to sign because of a pairing of nonzero eigenvalues by
supersymmetry, so their ratio gives a factor of ±1. In more detail, the ratio of determinants
is
det′(L)
(det′(L†L))1/2
, (10.33)
where det′ is a determinant in the space orthogonal to the zero-modes. The numerator
in (10.33) is real, since L is a real operator, but is not necessarily positive. The denom-
inator is positive since L†L is non-negative and is positive-definite once the zero-mode is
removed. The cancellation of numerator and denominator up to sign occurs because for a
real operator L, det′(L) = det′(L†) so det′(L†L) = det′(L†) det′(L) = (det′(L))2.
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Actually, as usual, the path integral on R is not a number but a transition amplitude
between initial and final states. This is clear in eqn. (10.34), where reversing the sign of
the initial or final state Φq or Φp would certainly reverse the sign of the matrix element
mqp. In the mathematical theory, one says that the regularized fermion path integral is
not a number but a section of a real determinant line bundle that can be trivialized by
choosing the signs of the initial and final states. We give an introduction to this point of
view in Appendix F, but here we give a less technical explanation.
Restoring the factor of exp(−(h(p)− h(q))/λ), Q acts on the states of approximately
zero energy by
QΦq =
∑
p|np=nq+1
exp (−(h(p)− h(q))/λ)mqpΦp, (10.34)
where the sum runs over all critical points p of Morse index nq + 1. The matrix element
mqp vanishes if there are no flows from q to p and receives a contribution of +1 or −1
for each ascending flow line from q to p. We will describe this loosely by saying that mqp
is computed by “counting” the instanton trajectories from q to p. We always understand
that “counting” means “counting with signs.”
Alternatively, denoting as M a matrix that multiplies Φq by exp(−h(q)/λ), we find
that Q̂ = M−1QM acts by
Q̂Φq =
∑
p|np=nq+1
mqpΦp, (10.35)
Thus matrix elements of Q̂ are reduced matrix elements of Q. Of course, the cohomology
of Q is naturally isomorphic to that of Q̂, but eqn. (10.35) has the advantage of making
it manifest that the cohomology is defined over Z. We call the complex with basis Φq and
differential Q̂ the MSW (Morse-Smale-Witten) complex.
Now let us see what we can say about the sign of the fermion path integral, based only
on very general ideas. It is simplest to assume first that the target space M is simply-
connected. The fermion kinetic operator L makes sense for expanding around an arbitrary
path from q to p, not necessarily a classical solution, and likewise it makes sense to discuss
the sign of the measure in the fermion path integral for an arbitrary path. For a particular
path, there is no natural way to pick the sign of the fermion measure, but it makes sense
to ask that the sign of the fermion measure should vary continuously as we vary the path.
For simply-connected X, any two paths from q to p are homotopic, and therefore the sign
of the fermion measure for any such path is uniquely determined up to an overall choice
of sign that depends only on the choice of q and p and not on a particular path between
them.
From this, it seems that the reduced matrix element mqp in (10.35) or (10.34) is well-
defined up to an overall sign that is the same for all trajectories from q to p, say up
to multiplication by (−1)f(p,q) where f(p, q) equals 0 or 1 for each pair p, q. However,
there is one more ingredient to consider and this is cluster decomposition. Let p, q, and
r be three critical points. Consider a path from q to r that consists of a path that first
travels from q to p and then, after a long time, travels from p to r. (Such a trajectory is
called a broken path and plays a further role that we will explain in section 10.6.) Cluster
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decomposition – that is, the condition that the fermion measure should factorize naturally
in this situation – gives the constraint (−1)f(p,q)(−1)f(r,p) = (−1)f(r,q). This implies that
(−1)f(p,q) = (−1)a(p)+a(q) for some function a on the set of V of critical points. But a factor
of (−1)a(p)+a(q) in the reduced matrix element can be eliminated by multiplying the state
Φs, for any critical point s, by (−1)a(s). In short, for simply-connected M , the fermion
measure in all sectors is uniquely determined up to signs that reflect the choices of sign in
the initial and final state wavefunctions.
In case M is not simply-connected, the principles we have used do not necessarily give
a unique answer because in general the answer is not unique. The signs of the fermion
measure in the different sectors might not be uniquely determined (even after allowing
for the freedom to change the external states) because one is free to twist the theory by
considering differential forms on M valued in a flat real line bundle, rather than ordinary
differential forms. This will change the signs of the various transition amplitudes. (If one
wishes to weight the different sectors of the path integral by arbitrary complex phases, as
opposed to arbitrary minus signs as assumed above, one would find that the construction is
unique up to the possibility of considering differential forms on M valued in a flat complex
line bundle.)
The attentive reader might notice one subtlety that was ignored in the above discussion.
If M is simply-connected, we can interpolate between any two paths from q to p. However,
if pi2(M) 6= 0, there are different homotopy types of such interpolations. If different ways
to interpolate between one path and another would give different signs for the fermion
measure, we would say that the theory has a global anomaly and is inconsistent. This does
not happen in the class of supersymmetric quantum mechanical models considered here
(basically because the theory of differential forms can be defined on any manifold M), but
it does happen in other classes of supersymmetric quantum mechanical models.
In the simple remarks just made, we have explained, just from general principles, that
the path integral for trajectories from q to p is well-defined as a transition amplitude from
Φq to Φp. But we have not given a recipe to compute the overall sign of this transition
amplitude. The reader interested in this should consult Appendix F.
10.5 Some Practice
To help orient the reader and as background for section 10.6, we will here give some simple
examples involving flow lines and Morse theory. In our first example, we take the target
space of the σ-model to be N = S1 with a Morse function h that has only two critical
points – a maximum p and a minimum q. Accordingly, the supersymmetric quantum
mechanics with this target space and Morse function has precisely two states whose energy
vanishes in perturbation theory – a state Φq that corresponds to a 0-form and a state
Φp that corresponds to a 1-form. Since the cohomology of S
1 has rank 2, the states Φp
and Φq must survive in the exact quantum theory as supersymmetric states of precisely
zero energy. Since h has the minimum number of critical points needed to reproduce the
cohomology of M , it is called a perfect Morse function. Because Q̂ increases the fermion
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Figure 122: Some example of flow lines in Morse theory. (a) A circle N = S1 is embedded in
R2 in such a way that the “height” function is a perfect Morse function h, with only the minimum
possible set of critical points – a maximum p and a minimum q. (b) A two-sphere M = S2 is
embedded in R3 in such a way that the height function is not a perfect Morse function. It has two
local maxima r and r′, a saddle point p, and a minimum q. The arrows on the flow lines show the
directions along which h increases.
number by 1, its only possibly non-zero matrix element is
Q̂Φq = mqpΦp, (10.36)
where mqp is a sum over ascending flow lines from q to p, weighted by the sign of the
fermion determinant. However, since Φq and Φp must remain at precisely zero energy, we
expect mqp = 0. Concretely, as sketched in Figure 122(a), there are two steepest descent
or ascent trajectories from p to q, labeled ` and `′ in the figure.
Each of them, if properly parametrized by the Euclidean time τ , gives a solution of
the equation for ascending gradient flow from q to p. Each of these trajectories contributes
±1 to mqp. The expected result QΦq = 0 arises because the two trajectories contribute
with opposite signs: whatever orientation we pick at p, the orientation of time translations
along one of the two trajectories will agree with it, along the other trajectory will disagree
with it. (Again, see Appendix F for a technical description of the signs.)
For a slightly more elaborate example, we consider M = S2, but now with a decidedly
non-perfect Morse function that has two local maxima r and r′, a saddle point p, and a
minimum q (Figure 122(b)). The MSW complex now has rank 4, generated by the 2-forms
Φr and Φr′ , the 1-form Φp, and the 0-form Φq. A priori, the possible matrix elements of
Q are
Q̂Φq = mqpΦp
Q̂Φp = mprΦr +mpr′Φ′r. (10.37)
As shown in Figure 122(b), there are two flow lines ` and `′ from q to p. However, they
cancel just as in the previous example. There is, however, just a single flow line ̂` or ̂`′
from p to r or r′, so no cancellation is possible. We can pick the signs of the states so that
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mpr = mpr′ = 1 and then we have
Q̂Φq = 0
Q̂Φp = Φr + Φ′r. (10.38)
The cohomology of S2 is therefore of rank 2, generated by a 0-form Φq and a 2-form that
we can take to be Φr or Φr′ .
The result (10.38) makes it clear that in this example Q2 = 0. Considerations of
fermion number force Q2 to annihilate all the basis vectors except Φq, but Q2Φq = 0 since
QΦq = 0.
10.6 Why Q2 = 0
We now want to explain in terms of Morse theory and gradient flow lines why Q2 = 0
in general (See [53] for a fairly accessible rigorous explanation.) The explanation gives
important motivation for many of the constructions in the present paper.
Consider in general a target space M with Morse function h. Let q be a critical point
of Morse index n. The general form of Q̂Φq from eqn. (10.35) is
Q̂Φq =
∑
pi|npi=n+1
mqpiΦpi , (10.39)
where the sum runs over critical points pi of index n + 1 and mqpi is the usual sum of
contributions ±1 from ascending flows from q to pi. And similarly the general form of
Q̂2Φq is
Q̂2Φq =
∑
rα|nrα=n+2
∑
pi|npi=n+1
mqpimpirαΦrα , (10.40)
where rα ranges over the critical points of index n + 2. So the statement that Q2Φq = 0
amounts to the statement that for each α,∑
i
mqpimpirα = 0. (10.41)
The only possibly dangerous case is the case that there is, for some i, an ascending
gradient trajectory from q to pi and also an ascending gradient trajectory from pi to rα.
(Otherwise, either mqpi or mpirα vanishes for all i.) So let us assume this to be the case.
Rather as in Figure 122(b), let ` be an ascending trajectory from q to pi and let ̂` be
an ascending trajectory from pi to rα. (We assume that as usual these flows depend on
no moduli except those associated to time translations.) We can make an approximate
ascending gradient flow trajectory from q to rα as follows. Start at q at τ = −∞. After
lingering near q until time τ1, flow from q to pi along the trajectory `. Linger near pi until
some much later time τ2, and then flow to rα along the trajectory ̂`. For τ2 − τ1 >> 0,
this gives a very good approximate solution of the flow equation, depending on the two
parameters τ2 and τ1.
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Index theory and the theory of differential equations can be used to show that these
approximate solutions can be corrected to give a family of exact solutions of the flow
equations, also depending on 2 parameters.58
Since nrα − nq = 2 by hypothesis, 2 is the expected dimension of the moduli space
Mqrα of ascending flows from q to rα. What we have found is a componentM∗qrα ofMqrα
that has this expected dimension. (Mqrα is not necessarily connected; in general, M∗qrα is
one of its connected components.)
As usual, the group R of time translations acts on M∗qrα ; the quotient is a 1-manifold
M∗qrα,red. For generic metric gij on M and Morse function h, the 2-manifold M∗qrα and
the 1-manifold M∗qrα,red are smooth manifolds without boundary. This follows again from
general considerations about index theory and differential equations.
A smooth 1-manifold without boundary is either a circle or a copy of R. However,
M∗qrα,red is not compact, since it has an “end” corresponding to τ2 − τ1 → ∞. Therefore,
M∗qrα,red must be a copy of R. And since R has two ends, M∗qrα,red must have a second
end, in addition to the one that we know about.
The end of M∗qrα,red that we know about is sometimes called a broken trajectory or a
broken flow line. It corresponds to the limit of a gradient flow line from q to rα that breaks
up into a widely separated pair consisting of a flow from q to another critical critical point
pi followed by a flow from pi to rα, where the Morse index increases by 1 at each step.
It again follows from very general considerations that any end of any component of
Mqrα,red corresponds to a broken trajectory from q to rα. So in addition to the broken
trajectory from q to rα that appears at the end of M∗qrα,red that we know about, M∗qrα,red
must have a second end that corresponds to a second broken trajectory from q to rα.
The sum on the left hand side of eqn. (10.41) can be regarded as a sum over contri-
butions from broken trajectories. The contribution of each broken trajectory is ±1. The
mechanism by which the sum always vanishes is that broken trajectories appear in pairs,
corresponding to the two ends of a 1-dimensional reduced moduli space such as M∗qrα,red.
Careful attention to signs show that they do indeed provide canceling contributions. (See
Appendix F.)
To conclude, we should elaborate on the claim that an end of a 1-dimensional reduced
moduli space must correspond to a broken trajectory. Roughly speaking, an end of a
moduli space of solutions of a differential equation corresponds in general to an ultraviolet
effect (something blows up at short distances or times), a large field effect (some fields go to
infinity), or an infrared effect (something happens at large distances or times). An example
of an ultraviolet effect is the shrinking of an instanton to zero size in four-dimensional
gauge theory. This has no analog in our problem, because at short times the gradient flow
equation reduces to dua/dτ = 0 (the term gab∂bh in the equation is subleading at small
times), and the solutions of this equation do not show any ultraviolet singularity. If M is
58Schematically, if we linearize the problem of correcting the approximate solution u0 to an exact solution
we find an inhomogeneous linear problem
Lδu = −Lu0 (10.42)
The obstruction to inverting L on the space of normalizable fluctuations is controlled by the kernel of L†,
which is generically empty.
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compact, we do not have to worry about ua becoming large; if M is not compact (as will
actually be the case in our main application), it is necessary to analyze this possibility.
Finally, as we are considering a massive theory, the only interesting effect that is possible
at long times is a broken trajectory. In a massive theory in Euclidean signature, long times
do not come into play unless the trajectory becomes broken.
A final comment is that actually, this subject is one area in which rigorous mathemat-
ical theorems are illuminating for physics. From a physicist’s point of view, perturbation
theory gives an approximation to the space of supersymmetric ground states of supersym-
metric quantum mechanics, and the inclusion of instantons gives a better approximation.
Does inclusion of instantons give the exact answer, or could there be nonperturbative cor-
rections that near the classical limit are even smaller than instantons? One answer to this
question is that the rigorous theorems, described in [53], show that inclusion of instantons
gives the exact answer for the space of supersymmetric states.
10.7 Why The Cohomology Does Not Depend On The Superpotential
In equation (10.12), we showed that the superchargeQ is conjugate to the de Rham exterior
derivative d. This implies that the cohomology of Q is canonically isomorphic to the de
Rham cohomology, which is defined without any choice of metric g or superpotential h.
Hence, the cohomology of Q does not depend on the choice of g or h.
However, this sort of proof is not available when we get to quantum field theory with
spacetime dimension > 1. We will give another explanation here that does generalize.
This explanation relies on counting of gradient flow trajectories. (For a much more precise
account, see Section 4 of [53].)
Before beginning the technical explanation, let us explain the physical framework that
should make one expect such an explanation to exist. According to eqn. (10.28), the
Euclidean action of supersymmetric quantum mechanics is {Q, V } plus a surface term,
where
V =
1
2λ
∫ ∞
−∞
dτgabψ
a
(
dub
dτ
− gbc ∂h
∂uc
)
. (10.43)
The definition of V makes sense if g and h have an explicit τ -dependence, rather than
being functions of ua only, and in this more general situation, we can generalize (10.28) to
the supersymmetric action
I = {Q,V }+ 1
λ
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
∂
∂τ
h(u; τ). (10.44)
The fact that it is possible to give h and g an explicit time-dependence while maintaining
Q-invariance can be regarded as an explanation of the technical construction that we will
describe in the rest of this section. This technical construction has numerous analogs that
are important in the rest of this paper, notably in section 15 where we explain the relation
between the Fukaya-Seidel category and the web-based construction of the abstract part
of this paper.
Here is the technical explanation. To compare the cohomology of Q computed using
one metric and superpotential g and h to that computed using another pair g′, h′, we
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proceed as follows. Let C be the set of critical points of h and C′ the set of critical points of
h′. In the classical limit, the system based on g, h has a supersymmetric state Φp for each
p ∈ C, furnishing a basis of the space V of approximately supersymmetric states (the MSW
complex). Similarly, the system based on g′, h′ has an approximately supersymmetric state
Φp′ for each p
′ ∈ C′, furnishing a basis of the analogous space V ′. As in eqn. (10.35),
by counting gradient flow trajectories for the Morse function h with metric g, we define a
normalized differential Q̂ acting on V, and similarly by counting trajectories for g′, h′, we
define a normalized differential Q̂′ acting on V ′. We write H and H′ for the cohomology of
Q̂ and Q̂′, respectively. We want to define a degree-preserving linear map U : V → V ′ that
will establish an isomorphism between H and H′.
A degree d linear transformation U : V → V ′ will induce a map Û : H → H′ if it is a
“chain map,” meaning that
Q̂′U = (−1)dUQ̂. (10.45)
This ensures that if ψ ∈ V represents a cohomology class of Q̂, meaning that Q̂ψ = 0, then
Uψ represents a cohomology class of Q̂′, since Q̂′Uψ = UQ̂ψ = 0. Moreover the class of
Uψ only depends on the class of ψ, since if we replace ψ by ψ + Q̂χ, then Uψ is replaced
by Uψ + UQ̂χ = Uψ + (−1)dQ̂′(Uχ). We define Û : H → H′ by saying that if a class in
H is represented by a state ψ, then Û maps this state to the class of U(ψ). To show that
such a Û : H → H′ is an isomorphism, we will want a map U ′ : V ′ → V in the opposite
direction, obeying the analog of (10.45) and inducing an inverse on cohomology.
To construct U , we first pick an interpolation from the pair g, h to the pair g′, h′. We do
this by letting g and h depend on a real-valued “time” coordinate τ , such that (g(τ), h(τ))
approach (g, h) for τ → −∞ and approach (g′, h′) for τ → +∞. We can assume that g(τ)
and h(τ) are nearly (or even exactly) independent of τ except near some time τ0. Now we
consider the gradient flow equation with a time-dependent metric and superpotential:
dua
dτ
= gab(u; τ)
∂h(u; τ)
∂ub
. (10.46)
The boundary conditions are that u(τ) → p ∈ C for τ → −∞ and u(τ) → p′ ∈ C′ for
τ → +∞. The index determining the expected dimension of the space of solutions of
this equation is simply the difference between the Morse indices np and np′ of p and p
′.
(We know that this is the answer if g = g′ and h = h′, and the index does not change
under continuous evolution of g′, h′, and p′.) So the index is 0 if p and p′ have the same
Morse index. For a generic interpolation, the moduli spaces have dimensions equal to their
expected dimensions; we consider an interpolation that is generic in this sense. So the
index zero condition means that the moduli space consists of finitely many points. (Since g
and h are time-dependent, there is no time translation symmetry to force the existence of
a modulus.) These points correspond to solutions in which ua(τ) is almost constant except
near some time τ = τ0. We let upp′ be the “number” of such solutions (as usual weighting
each solution with the sign of the fermion determinant), and define U : V → V ′ by
UΦp =
∑
p′|np′=np
upp′Φp′ . (10.47)
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The condition that np′ = np means that U preserves the grading of V and V ′. We will need
to know that U defined by (10.47) is nonzero, and in fact satisfies (10.45). This will be
justified at the end of this section.
The left and right hand sides of the equation Q̂′U = (−1)dUQ̂ both increase the
degree (or grading) by 1. So to prove this identity, we have to look at moduli spaces of
time-dependent gradient flows with np′ = np + 1. The reasoning we need is very similar
to the proof that Q̂2 = 0 in section 10.6. Let M be a component of the moduli space of
solutions of the time-dependent gradient flow equation, interpolating from p in the past
to p′ in the future. M is a one-manifold without boundary, and so is either a copy of S1,
with no ends at all, or a copy of R, with two ends. In the following, only the case that M
is a copy of R is relevant.
Just as in section 10.6, an end of M is a broken path, in which a solution breaks up
into two pieces localized at widely different times. The building blocks of a broken path in
the present context are of the following types:
(A) One ingredient is familiar from section 10.6. In the far past or the far future,
where the equation (10.46) has no explicit time-dependence, we may have a solution of the
time-independent gradient flow equation that interpolates between two critical points of h
or two critical points of h′ with Morse index differing by 1. Let us say that such a solution
is of type (A−) if the transition occurs in the past and of type (A+) if it occurs in the
future.
(B) The new ingredient in the present context is a solution that interpolates from a
critical point of h to a critical point of h′, near the time τ0.
Ends of M correspond to broken paths of two possible types:
(i) One type consists of a trajectory of type (A−) in the far past, interpolating between
two critical points of h, followed by a trajectory of type (B) at τ ∼= τ0, interpolating from
a critical point of h to one of h′.
(ii) The other type consists of a trajectory of type (B) at τ ∼= τ0, interpolating from
a critical point of h to one of h′, followed by a trajectory of type (A+) interpolating to
another critical point of h′.
Conversely, every broken path of either of these types arises at one end of one com-
ponent of M, and this component has a second end that is either of the same type or
of opposite type. This is true for reasons similar to what we explained in showing that
Q̂2 = 0.
A broken path of type (i) contributes ±1 (depending on the sign of the fermion de-
terminant) to a matrix element of UQ̂, and a broken path of type (ii) contributes ±1 to
the matrix element of Q̂′U between the same initial and final states. If M has two ends
that are both of type (i) or both of type (ii), then the corresponding contributions to UQ̂
or to Q̂′U cancel. On the other hand, if M has one end of each type, then these ends
make equal contributions to UQ̂ and to Q̂′U . Both statements follow from the observation
that the sign of a contribution is equivalent to a choice of orientation of the corresponding
component of M, and all contributions are oriented canonically towards the future. After
summing these statements over all components of M, we arrive at the desired identity
(10.45).
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Figure 123: Some possibilities for a component of the moduli space M of solutions to (10.49)
that exist for some s in the case where np = np′ . (Some additional possibilities are omitted).
The picture is only schematic: while the value of s at which a solution exists is precisely defined,
the corresponding value of τ0 which characterizes the solution is not really well-defined. What is
well-defined is only whether a sequence of solutions goes to τ0 = ±∞. A component of M might
be compact and without boundary, as in (a). Otherwise, it has two boundaries and/or ends. Each
boundary or end contributes to one of the four terms in equation (10.48). and the two boundaries
and/or ends ofM make compensating contributions to this identity. In (d), (e), and (f), the vertical
dotted lines represent values of s at which there is an exceptional gradient flow solution contributing
to the matrix E. These are flows that reduce the Morse index by 1.
One question about this is whether the map U : V → V ′ (and hence possibly the
induced map Û on cohomology) depends on the specific choice of a generic time-dependent
interpolation from g, h to g′, h′ (we call an interpolation generic if the moduli spaces have
their expected dimensions). In general, the counting (with signs) of the solutions of an
elliptic differential equation is invariant under continuous variations of the parameters in
the equation, as long as solutions cannot go to infinity. If we could assume in the present
context that solutions cannot go to infinity, then the numbers upp′ would be independent of
the choice of a generic interpolation and U would likewise not depend on the interpolation.
This is actually not so in general. If U0 and U1 are the maps determined by two different
generic interpolations, then in general the relationship between them is not U0 = U1 but
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rather
U1 − U0 = Q̂′E− EQ̂, (10.48)
where E is a linear transformation E : V → V ′ that reduces the degree by 1. This is enough
to ensure that the induced maps on cohomology are equal, Û1 = Û0. The correction terms
on the right hand side of eqn. (10.48) should be expected, for the following reason. The
action of our system is Q-exact up to a surface term (eqn. (10.44)), and when we change
the interpolation from g, h to g′, h′ (without changing g or h at τ = ±∞) we change the
action by a Q-exact term. After integration by parts, this results in contributions in which
Q acts on initial and final states, and the transition amplitude changes by Q̂′E − EQ̂ for
some E (as usual the shift from Q to Q̂ and Q̂′ results from absorbing the surface terms in
the action in the normalization of the initial and final states).
Technically, E can be found as follows. Given two generic interpolations from g, h to
g′, h′, we first select an interpolation between the two interpolations. This means that we
choose a metric g(u; τ, s) and superpotential h(u; τ, s) that depends not only on the time
but on another parameter s, with 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, such that the restriction to s = 0 or to s = 1
gives the two interpolations that we want to compare. Now we look for solutions of the
gradient flow equation in τ at a fixed value of s
dua
dτ
= gab(u; τ, s)
∂h(u; τ, s)
∂ub
(10.49)
flowing from a critical point p in the past to a critical point p′ in the future in such a way
that the Morse index is reduced by 1: np′ = np − 1. For fixed s, the expected dimension
of the moduli space is −1, meaning that for generic s there are no solutions (and there are
in fact no solutions at s = 0 or s = 1 since we have assumed g(u; τ, s) and h(u; τ, s) to be
generic at s = 0, 1). However, by allowing s to vary – or in other words including s as an
additional variable – we increase the expected dimension by 1. The expected dimension
of the moduli space of solutions flowing from p to p′ at some unspecified value of s is 0,
and we define an integer epp′ as the “number” of such solutions, weighted by the sign of an
appropriate fermion determinant. (We address the sign issues here briefly in Appendix F.)
The matrix E is defined by
EΦp =
∑
p′|np′=np−1
epp′Φp′ . (10.50)
Let also U0 : V → V ′ and U1 : V → V ′ be the maps defined via eqn. (10.49) at s = 0 and
s = 1. We claim that U0, U1, and E satisfy (10.48).
As usual, to justify the claim we analyze the moduli spaces of solutions of the gradient
flow equation. We consider a matrix element of eqn. (10.48) from Φp to Φp′ , where
np = np′ . The moduli space of gradient flows from p to p
′ at some unspecified value of s is
1-dimensional. Some illustrative possibilities for what a componentM of this moduli space
might look like are indicated in Figure 123. As usual (Figure 123(a)),M might be compact
and without boundary, but such a component does not contribute to the discussion. If M
is not of this type, then it has two boundaries or ends that may be either at s = 0, s = 1,
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τ = −∞, or τ = +∞. Boundaries or ends of M of the four possible types contribute to
the four terms in eqn. (10.48), and the two ends ofM make canceling contributions in this
identity.
We already know that an endpoint of M at s = 0 or s = 1 contributes to U0 or U1.
What remains is to explain why M can have an end at τ0 = ±∞ and why such ends
correspond to matrix elements of Q̂′E or EQ̂. For example, suppose that Q̂′E has a matrix
element from Φp to Φp′ , where np′ = np. This means that E has a matrix element from Φp
to Φq′ , where q
′ is a critical point of h′ with nq′ = np − 1, and Q̂′ has a matrix element
from Φq′ to Φp′ . The matrix element of E comes from a gradient flow from p to q
′ (for the
time-dependent superpotential h(u; τ, s)) that exists at some value s = s0 (this solution is
localized near some time τ = τ0). The matrix element of Q̂′ comes from a flow from q′ to p′
(for the time-independent superpotential h′) that exists at generic s (and any τ). We can
try to convert the “broken path” p→ q′ → p′ into an exact gradient flow that interpolates
from p to q′ near time τ0 and then from q′ to p′ at some much later time τ1. For very large
τ1 − τ0, we can certainly make a very good approximate solution like this. However, in
contrast to examples that were considered before, general considerations of index theory
do not predict that this approximate solution can be corrected to an exact solution at the
same value of s. The reason is that the initial flow from p to q′ has virtual dimension
−1, meaning that the linearization of the gradient flow equation near this trajectory is not
surjective; the gradient flow equation that this soluton satisfies has one more equation than
unknown and a generic perturbation of the equation causes the solution not to exist. A
generic perturbation can be made by either changing s or including the second flow near
time τ1 >> τ0. However, the fact that the index is −1 means that the space of potential
obstructions to deforming a solution is 1-dimensional, so we can compensate for existence
of the second flow at very large τ1 by perturbing s slightly away from s0. For τ1 →∞ (so
that the perturbation by the second flow goes to zero), we must take s → s0 (so that the
perturbation by s goes to 0). This is why a matrix element of Q̂′E or EQ̂ corresponds to
an infinite end of the moduli space, as indicated in Figure 123(d,e,f).
Now that we know that the map induced on cohomology by a generic interpolation
from g, h to g′, h′ does not depend on the interpolation, it is straightforward to show that
this map is invertible. Just as before, we pick a time-dependent interpolation from g′, h′
back to g, h and use the counting of trajectories to define a map U ′ : V ′ → V in the
opposite direction. We can compute the product map U ′U : V → V by considering an
interpolation from g, h to itself in which we first interpolate from g, h to g′, h′ near some
time τ0 and then interpolate back to g, h near some much later time τ1. Thus the product
U ′U is computed by counting the trajectories for some interpolation from g, h to itself.
As we have just explained, the map U ′U will in general depend on the interpolation, but
the induced map Û ′Û on cohomology will not. So we can compute it for the trivial, time-
independent interpolation from g, h to itself. The map on cohomology associated to the
trivial interpolation is certainly the identity, so it follows that in general Û ′Û = 1.
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11. Landau-Ginzburg Theory As Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
Now we turn to our real topic – massive theories in two dimensions. Our purpose is to give
a concrete realization of the abstract algebraic structures described in Sections §2 - §8 in
the context of massive Landau-Ginzburg theories.
Our analysis will proceed roughly in the opposite order as in the abstract context. As
discussed in the introduction 1, our starting point is the complex of ground states for a
two-dimensional theory compactified on a strip with supersymmetric boundary conditions.
In a limit where the segment is made very long, we expect to be able to reconstruct this
complex in terms of a web representation and interior and boundary amplitudes which
encode properties of the same theory on the plane and on the left and right half-planes.
The advantage of working with LG theories is that we can formulate our questions in
the language of Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics and Morse theory. As a result,
the complex of ground states on the strip, the web representation data, the interior and
boundary amplitudes will all be defined in terms of counting problems for solutions of
certain differential equations on the strip, plane and half planes.
In this section we review the basic data required to define a massive LG theory, some
supersymmetric boundary conditions, the relation to Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
and Morse theory and the corresponding differential equations. We also explain the relation
between the supersymmetric boundary conditions discussed in this paper and the Fukaya-
Seidel category or more precisely the Fukaya category of the superpotential.
11.1 Landau-Ginzburg Theory
Let us recall the basic data needed to formulate a 1 + 1 dimensional LG theory with
N = (2, 2) supersymmetry. We require a Ka¨hler manifold X, together with a holomorphic
superpotential W : X → C. X has a Ka¨hler form ω, making it a symplectic manifold,
and a corresponding Ka¨hler metric. A vacuum state corresponds to a critical point of W ,
and at such a critical point, the fermion mass matrix is the matrix of second derivatives
of W , also called the Hessian matrix. So an LG theory is massive precisely if the Hessian
matrix is nondegenerate at every critical point of W . In this case, we say that W is a
Morse function in the holomorphic sense. (Using the Cauchy-Riemann equations, this is
equivalent to the condition that any nontrivial real linear combination of ReW and ImW is
a Morse function in the ordinary real sense.) Since we assume that the theory is massive in
every vacuum, and in addition the soliton states that interpolate between different vacua
will also be massive, there is a characteristic length scale `W beyond which the theory
should always be, in some sense, close to a vacuum configuration. As usual, we write V for
the set of vacua or equivalently the set of critical points of W .
There are many familiar ways to formulate the standard 1 + 1-dimensional Landau-
Ginzburg model associated to the above data. A slightly less familiar approach will be
convenient for us. We will formulate the LG model as a special case of the supersymmet-
ric quantum mechanics construction of section 10, but now with an infinite-dimensional
target space.59 This construction will make manifest not all four supersymmetries of the
59The ability to do this uses (2, 2) supersymmetry in an essential way. A two-dimensional σ-model
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(2, 2) model, but only a subalgebra consisting of two supercharges whose anticommutators
generate time translations but not spatial translations. Such a subalgebra is not uniquely
determined. It will be important to have an unbroken U(1)R symmetry that acts on this
superalgebra. This will be an axial U(1) charge normalized so that the negative-chirality
supercharge Q− and the positive chirality supercharge Q+ both have axial U(1)R-charge
+1 while the positive-chirality supercharge Q+ and the negative-chirality supercharge Q−
have axial U(1)R-charge −1. We will refer to this axial U(1)R charge as “fermion number.”
As already explained in section 1, a subalgebra satisying these conditions depends on
the choice of a complex number ζ of modulus 1. The subalgebra that we make manifest
via the quantum mechanical construction is generated by
Qζ := Q− − ζ−1Q+, Qζ := Q− − ζQ+. (11.1)
The nonzero anticommutators are
{Qζ ,Qζ} = 2H− 2Re(ζ−1Z), (11.2)
where H is the Hamiltonian of the quantum field theory and Z is the central charge. We
will call this a small subalgebra of the supersymmetry algebra.
To present the two-dimensional LG model as an abstract quantum mechanical model,
we formulate it on a two-manifold of the form R × D, where R is parametrized by the
“time,” and D is a 1-manifold that represents “space.” It could be D = R, or the half-lines
D = [x`,∞) or D = (−∞, xr] or the interval D = [x`, xr].
The target space of the supersymmetric quantum mechanics model is going to be the
space of all X-valued fields on D, or in other words
X = Maps(D → X). (11.3)
X inherits a natural metric from the Ka¨hler metric of X:
d`2 =
1
2
(
gIJdφ
I ⊗ dφJ + complex conjugate
)
(11.4)
where φI are local holomorphic coordinates on X. Thus X has metric:
|δφ|2 = 1
2
∫
D
dx
(
gIJδφ
IδφJ + complex conjugate
)
. (11.5)
Our motivating example is X = Cn with a flat Ka¨hler metric
1
2
∑
K
(
dφK ⊗ dφK + dφK ⊗ dφK
)
. (11.6)
In this case, the Ka¨hler form ω = i2
∑
K dφ
K∧dφK is exact, ω = dλ with λ = Re( i2
∑
K φ
KdφK).
The following construction applies whenever ω is exact. When this is not the case, some
with (1, 1) supersymmetry actually cannot be viewed as an infinite-dimensional version of the construction
reviewed in section 10. For example, such a σ-model in general does not have an additively conserved
fermion number.
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slight modifications are needed since the superpotential h that we introduce momentarily
is not single-valued. In this case one should replace X by a suitable cover on which h is
single-valued.
To put the σ-model in the supersymmetric quantum mechanics framework of section
10, all we need is to define the superpotential h. We take this to be
h := −1
2
∫
D
dxRe
(
i
∑
I
φI
∂
∂x
φI − ζ−1W
)
. (11.7)
for the case that X = Cn with ω = i2
∑
I dφ
I∧dφI . In general, one replaces Re( i2
∑
φIdφ
I
)
with any 1-form λ such that ω = dλ. Parametrizing X by an arbitrary set of real coordi-
nates ua, we write λ = λadu
a and then
h := −
∫
D
dx
(
λa
dua
dx
− 1
2
Re
(
ζ−1W
))
. (11.8)
(If one transforms λ to λ+ dα for some function α on X, h is modified by boundary terms
that we will discuss in section 11.2.)
The construction reviewed in section 10, applied to any Riemannian manifold (in this
case X ), with any superpotential (in this case h), gives a quantum mechanical model
with two supercharges Qζ and Qζ of fermion number F = 1 and −1, respectively. The
supersymmetry algebra of the quantum mechanical model includes time translations, but
of course it does not include spatial translations, which are not defined in the general
quantum mechanical framework. From eqn. (10.6), the kinetic energy of the quantum
mechanical model is T = 12gabu˙
au˙b, which in the present context becomes
T =
∫
D
dx
1
2
gIJ
dφI
dt
dφJ
dt
. (11.9)
The potential energy of the quantum mechanical system, again from (10.6), is V =
1
2g
ab∂ah∂bh. In the present case, this becomes
V =
1
2
∫
D
dx
∣∣∣∣dφIdx − iζ2 gIJ ∂W∂φJ
∣∣∣∣2 , (11.10)
or, after integration by parts,
V =
∫
D
dx
1
2
(
gIJ
dφI
dx
dφJ
dx
+
1
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φI
∂W
∂φJ
)
+
1
2
[
Im(ζ−1W )
]∂rD
∂`D
. (11.11)
Here ∂rD and ∂`D are the left and right boundaries of D, which for the moment we assume
to be at x→ ±∞. (In case D has boundaries at finite points x` and/or xr, the same formula
holds after imposing some further conditions that we discuss in section 11.2.)
Still assuming that D = R, and assuming a reasonable behavior at infinity as discussed
in section 11.2), the boundary terms in (11.11) are just constants that depend on the
boundary conditions. These constants are responsible for the central charge term in the
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small supersymmetry algebra (11.2). Apart from this constant term, the potential energy
V of the σ-model is independent of ζ. Moreover, the sum T +V is simply the bosonic part
of the Hamiltonian of the standard LG model with superpotential W . When one adds in
the fermionic terms in the Hamiltonian of the quantum mechanical model, one simply gets
the full supersymmetric LG Hamiltonian.
What we have achieved via this construction of the LG model is to make manifest
an arbitrary ζ-dependent small subalgebra of the supersymmetry algebra. This is useful
because we are primarily interested in branes and supersymmetric states that are invariant
under such a small subalgebra but not under the full N = 2 supersymmetry algebra.
As an immediate application, let us discuss the states that are annihilated by Qζ and
Qζ . From the general quantum mechanical discussion of section 10, we know that such
states60 correspond in the classical limit to critical points of h. A simple computation
shows that stationary points of h must satisfy
d
dx
φI = gIJ
iζ
2
∂W
∂φ
J
(11.12)
We call this equation the ζ-soliton equation. Not coincidentally, the potential energy is
written in eqn. (11.10) as the integral of the square of the left hand side of this equation.
For D = R, with the fields required to approach specified vacua i, j,∈ V at the two ends of
D, a solution of this equation gives the classical approximation to an ij BPS soliton [15].
Another view of the ζ-soliton equation is as follows. We can think of h, as defined in
eqn. (11.8), as the action of a classical mechanical system in which the symplectic form
is ω = dλ and the Hamiltonian is H = −12Re(ζ−1W ). 61 So the ζ-soliton equation is a
Hamiltonian flow equation
ωab
dub
dx
+
∂H
∂ua
= 0. (11.13)
Since the Hamiltonian is a conserved quantity in a Hamiltonian flow, an immediate con-
sequence is that H = −12Re(ζ−1W ) is independent of x in a solution of the ζ-soliton
equation. On a Ka¨hler manifold, Hamiltonian flow for a Hamiltonian that is the real part
of a holomorphic function is the same as gradient flow with respect to the imaginary part
of the same holomorphic function. So it is also possible to write the ζ-soliton equation as
a gradient flow equation:
dua
dx
= gab
∂
∂ub
Im
(
1
2
ζ−1W
)
. (11.14)
(Concretely, the equivalence of these two forms of the ζ-soliton equation is proved using the
Cauchy-Riemann equation for the holomorphic function ζ−1W .) Hence Im(ζ−1W ) is an
increasing function of x for any flow. Combining these statements, it follows, for example,
60States annihilated by the full supersymmetry algebra with four supercharges, as opposed to the small
subalgebra generated by Qζ and Qζ , are the supersymmetric vacua of the theory and correspond, of course,
to critical points of W .
61This H is distinct from the Hamiltonian H in equation (11.2). Note too that one often splits the real
coordinates ua into canonically conjugate pairs pi and q
i, with ω =
∑
i dq
i ∧ dpi and λ = −∑i pidqi. This
might make h =
∫
(pidq
i −Hdx) look more familiar.
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that an ij soliton (interpolating from φi at τ = −∞ to φj at τ = +∞) can only exist for
a particular value of ζ:
iζ = iζji :=
Wj −Wi
|Wj −Wi| (11.15)
We recall that the central charge in this sector is Zji = Wj −Wi.
In general, a solution of the ζ-soliton equation gives only a classical approximation to
a quantum BPS state in the ij sector. To get the exact spectrum of quantum BPS states,
one needs to modify the classical approximation by instanton corrections. We defer the
details to section 12, and for now merely remark that the framework to compute instanton
corrections is simply the standard framework for instanton corrections in supersymmetric
quantum mechanics, as described in section 10. Thus, one needs to count (with signs)
the solutions of the instanton equation of the supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The
general instanton equation (10.23) of supersymmetric quantum mechanics, specialized to
the case that the target space is Ka¨hler, is
dφI
dτ
= 2gIJ
δh
δφJ
. (11.16)
For the case that the target space is X and with our choice of h, this becomes(
∂
∂x
+ i
∂
∂τ
)
φI =
iζ
2
gIJ
∂W
∂φJ
, (11.17)
or alternatively
∂φI
∂s
=
iζ
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φJ
, (11.18)
where s = x + iτ . We call this the ζ-instanton equation, and we call its solutions ζ-
instantons.
Remark: It is sometimes useful to have a clear idea about how the discrete spacetime
symmetries P and PT are implemented in Landau-Ginzburg theory. PT corresponds to
a rotation by pi in Euclidean space and is therefore a symmetry of the theory. Under PT
the bosonic fields transform as φ(x, τ) → φ(−x,−τ), and the fermion fields transform as
ψ± → ∓iψ±. This is not a symmetry of the ζ-instanton equation but rather transforms it
by ζ → −ζ. Parity, on the other hand, is in general not a symmetry of the Landau-Ginzburg
theory. Under parity we must have φ(x, τ)→ φ(−x, τ), while the fermionic fields transform
as ψ± → e±iαψ∓. In general, this transformation will map one Landau-Ginzburg model to
another. A sufficient criterion for parity invariance is W (φ) = (W (φ))∗. In particular, if
W is a polynomial it should have real coefficients.
11.2 Boundary Conditions
11.2.1 Generalities
The nature of the boundary conditions we impose on (11.12) depends on the domain D.
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At an infinite end of D, to keep the energy of the LG model finite, the fields must
approach one of the critical points φi, i ∈ V. So if D extends to −∞, then we require
lim
x→−∞φ = φi (11.19)
where φi is some critical point of W . Similarly, if D extends to +∞ then we require
lim
x→+∞φ = φj (11.20)
where again φj is a critical point of W .
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Let us now consider boundaries of D at finite distance. We want to describe bound-
ary conditions that preserve the small supersymmetry algebra. Up to a certain point, the
abstract quantum mechanical construction of the LG model tells us how to do that. For-
mally, with an arbitrary target space and an arbitrary real superpotential, we can make a
quantum mechanical model with 2 supersymmetries. So from that point of view, we can
take the target space to be X = Maps∗(D,X) where the notation Maps∗ means that at the
boundary of D, we place a restriction of our choice on the map from D to X. For example,
if D = [x`, xr] is a compact interval (the analog if D ∼= R+ has only one boundary point is
obvious), we can pick submanifolds U`, Ur ⊂ X and require that x` maps to U` and xr to
Ur. Similarly, from a formal point of view, we can add any boundary terms that we want
to the bulk superpotential h defined in (11.7). In the spirit of LG models, we will take the
boundary terms to be functions of the fields φI only and not their derivatives. So we pick
arbitrary real-valued functions k` on U` and kr on Ur and add the corresponding boundary
terms to h to get:
h := −1
2
∫
D
dx
(
2λa
dua
dx
− Re (ζ−1W ))− k`(u(x`)) + kr(u(xr)). (11.21)
There is no natural choice of λ; we are always free to transform λ→ λ+ dα for any 0-form
α. But in (11.21), it is clear that such a redefinition of λ can be absorbed in k` → k` +α`,
kr → kr +αr. So, since we allow any k`, kr, a shift of λ by an exact form does not matter.
The general quantum mechanical construction gives us an action with target Maps∗(D,X)
and superpotential h; the action is invariant under two supercharges Qζ , Qζ for any choices
of U`, Ur, k` and kr. However, here we have to be careful because not every action function
constructed from infinitely many variables can be quantized in a sensible way. For example,
if we simply drop the du
a
dx term in (11.21), we would lose the corresponding |∂xφ|2 term in
the Hamiltonian (or in the potential energy of eqn. (11.11)). The theory would then be
“ultra-local,” with no energetic cost in fluctuations of short wavelength, and we would not
expect to be able to quantize it sensibly.
62The integral (11.7) defining h is infinite if Re(ζ−1W (φ)) is nonzero at an infinite end of D. However, in
each sector defined by the choices of critical points at infinity, h can be naturally defined up to an overall
constant; the variation of h (under a local variation of φ(x)) and more generally the differences in the values
of h for different fields in the same sector are finite and well-defined. Actually, for D = R, in a sector that
contains BPS solitons, we can do better. In such a sector, Re(ζ−1W (φ)) has the same value for φ = φi or
φj , and the problem in defining h can be eliminated by subtracting a constant from W to ensure that this
value is 0. If D has only one infinite end, one can do the same for each choice of vacuum at infinity.
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A more subtle variant of this problem arises in the present context unless U` and Ur
are middle-dimensional in X. Quantization will only be possible if the choices of U` and Ur
lead to elliptic boundary conditions on the Dirac equation of the two-dimensional σ-model.
A simple elliptic boundary condition on the Dirac equation on a two-manifold Σ requires
that one-half of the fermion components vanish on the boundary of Σ. In the present
context, in the abstract quantum mechanical model of section 10, the fermions ψ,ψ take
values in (the pullback to the worldline of) the tangent space of the target space M . In the
present context, with M = X = Maps∗(D,X), this means that the restrictions of ψ,ψ to
the boundaries of D take values in (the pullbacks of) the tangent bundles of U`, Ur. Thus
the condition that the boundary values of the fermions take values in a middle-dimensional
subspace means that U`, Ur must be middle-dimensional. If we do not obey this condition,
we can write down a supersymmetric action, but we cannot quantize it in a supersymmetric
fashion.
Actually, U` and Ur are subject to a much stronger constraint, which we can discover
from the condition for a critical point of h. Asking for h to be stationary under variations
of φi or ua that vanish at the boundary of D will give the ζ-soliton equation that we have
already discussed. But there are also boundary terms to consider in the variation of h.
These terms are
δh
δua(x)
= · · ·+ δ(x− x`)
(
λa(x)− ∂k`
∂ua
)
− δ(x− xr)
(
λa(x)− ∂kr
∂ua
)
. (11.22)
In general, in supersymmetric quantum mechanics, h is certainly not stationary at a generic
point in field space. But in the particular case of the infinite-dimensional target space
Maps∗(D,X), to get a sensible model, we do need to work in a function space in which
the delta function terms in the variation of h vanish. Otherwise, when we compute the
potential energy 12 |dh|2, we will find terms proportional to δ(0).
In the present context, the only way to eliminate the delta function terms in the
variation of h is to constrain suitably U`, Ur, k`, and kr. Writing λ|U for the restriction of
λ to U ⊂ X, the conditions we need are
λ|U` = dk`, λ|Ur = dkr. (11.23)
In particular, λ restricted to U` or Ur is exact, and therefore ω = dλ vanishes when
restricted to U` or Ur. Since U` and Ur are middle-dimensional, this means that U` and
Ur are “Lagrangian submanifolds” of X. To emphasize that they are Lagrangian, we will
henceforth denote them as L` and Lr rather than U` and Ur. Moreover, eqn. (11.23) imply
that (up to inessential additive constants) k` and kr are uniquely determined by λ.
The condition on U` and Ur that we have found is simply independent of W , so it must
agree with what happens at W = 0. Indeed, at W = 0, a brane invariant under the small
supersymmetry algebra is usually called an A-brane, and the usual A-branes are supported
on Lagrangian submanifolds. ζ does not enter in standard discussions of A-branes; the
reason for this is that if W = 0, there is an extra U(1) R-symmetry that can be used to
rotate away ζ. The A-model at W = 0 in general may have “coisotropic” branes [55] as well
as the usual Lagrangian branes, but we will not try to generalize them in the presence of a
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superpotential. The fact that the usual Lagrangian A-branes at W = 0 can be generalized
so as to preserve the small supersymmetry algebra also for W 6= 0 has been shown before
in a somewhat different way (see section 7.1 of [44]).
Just as it is not strictly necessary to assume that ω is globally exact and therefore
that λ is globally-defined, similarly it is not strictly necessary to assume that k` and kr are
globally-defined. Only their derivatives appear in the Lagrangian, and one can consider
the case that k` and kr are defined only up to additive constants. In this case, one must
develop the theory with a multivalued superpotential h or else replace Maps∗(D,X) by a
cover on which h is single-valued. However, the theory has particularly simple properties if
one assumes that λ, k`, and kr are all single-valued, and this assumption is rather natural in
the context of LG models. Therefore, in this paper we will usually make that assumption.
Under this assumption, eqn. (11.23) says that λ|L` and λ|Lr are globally exact. On
a symplectic manifold X with exact symplectic form ω = dλ, one says that a Lagrangian
submanifold L ⊂ X is exact if λ|L is exact. One implication of exactness in the standard
A-model at W = 0 is as follows. In general, a (closed) Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X
determines a classical boundary condition in the A-model, but because of disc instanton
effects, this classical boundary condition might not really correspond to a supersymmetric
A-brane. In fact, disc instanton effects can cause Q2ζ to be nonzero in the presence of such
a brane, as we explain in section 13.5. A disc instanton is a holomorphic map ψ : H → X,
where H is a disc, such that ψ(∂H) ⊂ L. Disc instantons do not exist if ω and L are
exact, that is if ω = dλ and λ|L = dk with λ and k globally defined, for then the area of a
hypothetical disc instanton would have to vanish:∫
H
ψ∗(ω) =
∫
∂H
ψ∗(λ) =
∫
∂H
ψ∗(dk) =
∫
∂H
dψ∗(k) = 0. (11.24)
So in the usual A-model, an exact Lagrangian submanifold always does correspond to a
supersymmetric brane. The same is true in the presence of a superpotential, since as we
will explain in section 13.5, the disc instantons that are important here are “small” ones
(localized near a particular boundary point) that are not affected by a superpotential.
We conclude this introductory discussion with some general remarks.. The (2, 2) su-
persymmetric sigma model with Ka¨hler target X and no superpotential has two classical
R-symmetries. U(1)Axial rotates Q−, Q+ with a phase and Q+, Q− with the opposite
phase, while U(1)Vector rotates Q−, Q+ with a phase and Q−, Q+ with the opposite phase.
The topological A-model is obtained by topological twisting using the current generat-
ing U(1)Vector. A-branes are the branes in this topological field theory. When we turn
on a generic63 superpotential W , the U(1)Axial is unbroken classically but the U(1)Vector
symmetry is broken classically and we cannot twist to make a topological A-model.
Nevertheless, as we have seen, it is still possible to define branes that correspond rather
closely to the usual A-branes at W = 0. We will just call them A-branes. Moreover, as
we will learn in section 11.3, it is also possible with W 6= 0 to define tree-level amplitudes
63In the presence of a quasihomogeneous superpotential, meaning that there is an action on X of a group
U(1)X under which W has “charge 1,” there is still an R-symmetry that acts on the supersymmetries as
U(1)Vector. It is a diagonal combination of U(1)Vector with U(1)X .
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with many of the properties of standard A-model amplitudes (though not the usual cyclic
symmetry). We will refer to the model that can be constructed with W 6= 0 as the A-model
with superpotential. This theory is not a topological field theory, but shares many features
of a topological field theory. In what follows, many statements are equally applicable to
either a standard A-model (with a compact target space, or with branes required to be
compact, or some other condition placed on branes for reasons explained in section 11.2.3)
or to the A-model with superpotential W 6= 0. When we refer loosely to the A-model, we
are making statements that apply equally to the different cases.
At W = 0, the standard definition of a Lagrangian A-brane involves specifying not
just the support L of the brane, but also a flat unitary Chan-Paton vector bundle64 over
L. This part of the brane story is not affected by introducing W , and does not interact
in a very interesting way with what we will describe below. In principle we should always
denote a brane by B to distinguish it from its support L. Nevertheless, we will sometimes
trust to the reader’s indulgence and simply refer to a brane by L.
11.2.2 Hamiltonian Symplectomorphisms
In the conventional topological A-model – with a compact target space, for example –
the brane determined by a Lagrangian submanifold L is supposed to be invariant under
deformations of L that are induced by Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of X, provided
the Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms are isotopic to the identity. The group of Hamilto-
nian symplectomorphisms is the group generated by Hamiltonian flows with single-valued
Hamiltonian functions H. To a function H, we associate the Hamiltonian vector field
V aH = ω
ab∂bH. (11.25)
The group of Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms is the group generated by these vector
fields.
To determine the infinitesimal motion of a Lagrangian submanifold L generated by a
given Hamiltonian function H, we only care about the corresponding Hamiltonian vector
field VH modulo vectors that are tangent to L, since a vector field tangent to L generates a
reparametrization of L, rather than a motion of L in X. To determine VH modulo vector
fields tangent to L, we only need to know the first derivatives of H along L (rather than
its derivatives in the normal direction). So if we are given a function H that is defined just
on L (and not on all of X), this suffices to determine a motion of L in X to first order,
though of course only to first order.
In the mathematical literature on the topological A-model, going all the way back to
the work of A. Floer in the mid-1980’s, invariance of A-branes under Hamiltonian symplec-
tomorphisms is one of the most central properties. Yet this fact is relatively little-known
among physicists. The reason that the statement is not more familiar to string theorists is
the following. In a class of Lagrangian submanifolds that are equivalent under Hamiltonian
64This description is a little over-simplified, as one knows from the K-theory interpretation of D-branes.
The Chan-Paton bundle on a brane is not quite a flat unitary vector bundle but is twisted by a gerbe of
order 2 associated to w2(L).
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diffeomorphisms that are isotopic to the identity, there is at most one special Lagrangian
representative, and this is the representative that is important in most physical applica-
tions of the A-model. If there is no special Lagrangian representative in the given class,
then the branes in question are “unstable,” analogous to unstable holomorphic bundles on
the B-model side, and cannot be used in a superconformal construction.
Actually, invariance of the A-model under Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of branes
is mirror dual to invariance of the B-model under complex gauge transformations of the
Chan-Paton gauge field of a brane. One expects to be able to make Hamiltonian sym-
plectomorphisms independently for each A-brane, just as in the B-model, one can make
separate complex gauge transformations for each B-brane.
Here is a more detailed explanation. First we consider the B-model, and then we will
consider the A-model in parallel. In a σ-model, a brane B is described by a submanifold
Y ⊂ X that is equipped with a Chan-Paton vector bundle E → Y that is endowed with
a unitary connection A. A unitary gauge transformation of A just changes the worldsheet
action by a total derivative, so it is trivially a symmetry. However, the B-model is actually
invariant under complex gauge transformations of A, not just unitary ones. The way that
this happens is that the change in the action when A is changed by a gauge transformation
with an imaginary generator is Q-exact. This is a special case of the fact that a D-term
in the action is always Q-exact. For simplicity, in both the A-model and the B-model, we
will consider only branes of rank 1; for the B-model, this means that A is a U(1) gauge
field. The boundary D-terms of lowest dimension take the form∫
∂Σ
dtd2θ k(ua), (11.26)
where X is parametrized locally by some functions ua and k is a real-valued function on
the support L of a brane B. The integral runs over the portion of ∂Σ that is labeled by
a particular brane. After performing the θ integrals, in the case of the B-model, one can
recognize (11.26) as the change in the action under an infinitesimal gauge transformation
of A with imaginary gauge parameter ik.
To imitate this in the A-model, we proceed in exactly the same way, using the same
D-term (11.26). But this is actually not anything new. We already allowed for such a
boundary D-term in eqn. (11.21), where we included in the Morse function h a boundary
contribution involving an a priori arbitrary function k on L. (In writing this equation,
we allowed for the possibility of separate Lagrangian submanifolds L` and Lr at the two
ends, with separate functions k` and kr.) The contribution of the Morse function to the
action is the D-term
∫
dtd2θ h, so the dependence of a brane on this interaction is Qζ-
exact. However, we learned in the subsequent analysis that actually k cannot be specified
independently of the choice of L. Having specified once and for all a one-form λ with
dλ = ω, the restriction of λ to L must be related to k by eqn. (11.23):
λ|L = dk. (11.27)
This means that, up to an additive constant, k cannot be varied independently of L. If
we change L to first order by a Hamiltonian vector field V , then the change in λ|L is iV ω,
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where iV is the contraction operation (in coordinates, iV ω = V
aωabdu
b). Thus eqn. (11.27)
tells us that if we want to change k by an amount δk, then we also need to move L by the
Hamiltonian vector field
V a = ωab∂b(δk). (11.28)
For a more complete picture, suppose first that we are given a Hamiltonian function
H that is defined throughout X. We consider making a change of variables in the theory
with δua = V aH . In first order, this moves each Lagrangian submanifold L by the restriction
to L of VH . To decide if this is an invariance of the A-model, we must see what happens
to the Morse function h. This is a sum of three terms
h1 = −
∫
D
λadu
a
h2 =
∫
D
dx
1
2
Re(ζ−1W )
h3 = −k`(u`) + kr(ur). (11.29)
None of these terms is separately invariant under δua = V aH . For example, h2 changes by
a bulk integral
δh2 =
∫
D
dx
1
2
{H,Re(ζ−1W )}, (11.30)
where {f, g} is the Poisson bracket of two functions f and g. Because this is purely a bulk
integral with no delta function terms at the end, the corresponding contribution
∫
dtd2θ δh2
is a harmless D-term. By contrast, the change in h1 is only a boundary term:
δh1 =
∫
D
δuaωabdu
b =
∫
D
ωac∂cH ωabdu
b = −
∫
D
dH = −H(xr) +H(x`). (11.31)
A change in the Morse function by boundary terms will make δ(0) contributions to the
potential energy |dh|2 of the σ-model. So these terms must be canceled by the variation of
h3. To do this, we compensate for the change of variables δu
a = V aH by allowing variations
in kr and k`:
δh3 = −δk`(u`) + δkr(ur). (11.32)
To cancel the boundary terms in δh, we simply choose δkr and δk` to equal H(xr) and
H(x`), respectively, as was already explained in the last paragraph.
The result just described is not general enough, since modulo D-terms, we are sup-
posed to be able to make separate Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms at the two ends of an
open string. Suppose that we want to transform L` by a Hamiltonian function H` and Lr
by another Hamiltonian function Hr. We pick some more general function H(u
a;x) that
depends explicitly on the point x along a string, chosen to coincide with H` in a neigh-
borhood of x = x` and with Hr in a neighborhood of x = xr. The important boundary
terms in the preceeding analysis are unaffected. The only change in the analysis is that δh1
becomes more complicated, with an additional bulk contribution that involves the explicit
x-dependence of H(ua;x) and contributes a harmless D-term.
There are still a few loose ends to tie up. First, in addition to the term |dh|2, the
σ-model action contains another D-term, the kinetic energy of the σ-model. This is not
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Figure 124: A disc with its boundary divided in three segments ∂iΣ, i = 1, 2, 3, labeled by different
branes.
invariant under a generic Hamiltonian symplectomorphism. However, since it is a D-term,
its variation is also a D-term, and moreover a harmless one, like δh2, with no boundary
contributions. That is so simply because the kinetic energy has time derivatives only, and
no spatial derivatives, so there is no way for it to generate a boundary term.
Second, the A-model action also has a topological term that is not Qζ-exact:
I ′ =
∫
Σ
Φ∗(ω) =
∫
Σ
ωabdu
a ∧ dub. (11.33)
In discussing this term, we can assume an arbitrary Σ, not necessarily a strip in the plane.
I ′ is a topological invariant – and hence in particular is Qζ-invariant – if Φ(∂Σ) is contained
in a Lagrangian submanifold L. What happens under a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism
δua = V aH that changes the map Φ and also changes L? The change in I ′ is
δI ′ =
∫
Σ
d(δuaωabdu
b) =
∫
∂Σ
V aHωabdu
b = −
∫
∂Σ
dH. (11.34)
This vanishes if all of ∂Σ is mapped to the same Lagrangian submanifold with the same
H (since H is single-valued). More generally, ∂Σ may be a union of segments ∂iΣ whose
left and right endpoints we call pi and pi+1 (Figure 124. We assume that the ∂iΣ are
mapped to different Lagrangian submanifolds Li, which we want to deform using different
Hamiltonian function Hi. The generalization of eqn. (11.34) is
δI ′ = −
∑
i
∫
∂iΣ
dHi =
∑
i
(Hi(pi)−Hi−1(pi)). (11.35)
At each intersection point pi, a vertex operator is inserted for an external string state, and
the contribution Hi(pi) −Hi−1(pi) to the action can be absorbed in the normalization of
this vertex operator.
Finally, in our discussion of the Morse function and kinetic energy of the σ-model,
we considered only a time-independent situation in which Σ is a strip in the plane. This
makes it possible to consider A-branes and strings that preserve two supersymmetries,
namely Qζ and its adjoint Qζ . In that context, we have shown that varying L` and Lr by
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Figure 125: A pair of Lagrangian submanifolds L`, Lr embedded in the u − v plane. L` and
Lr intersect at the one point indicated. u is plotted horizontally and we assume that L`, Lr are
embedded in the half-plane u > 0.
independent Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms is equivalent to adding to the action a D-
term – a term that is both Qζ-exact and Qζ-exact. In a more general situation in which Σ
is not simply a strip (for example, in the study of tree-level amplitudes described in section
11.3), there is no time-translation invariance and one cannot maintain both Qζ and Qζ
symmetry. Instead of writing the response to Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of branes
as
∫
Σ dtdxdθdθ F (where F was described in the above construction), we have to write it
simply as
∫
Σ d
2x
∫
dθ F̂ , where in the time-independent case F̂ =
∫
dθF . In general, we
would pick an F̂ that everywhere near the boundary of Σ looks like the functional the F̂
that we used in analyzing the problem on a strip. In this way, we would establish the
desired invariance.
11.2.3 Branes With Noncompact Target Spaces
In the A-model with a compact symplectic manifold X as target, one defines an A-brane
supported on any (closed) Lagrangian submanifold L, subject to some mild restrictions that
are not pertinent at the moment.65 However, a compact X is not relevant for the present
paper, since if X is compact, it is not possible to introduce a nonconstant holomorphic
superpotential W .
Once X is not compact, one usually wants to impose some sort of condition on the
behavior of a Lagrangian submanifold at infinity. The most basic reason is that otherwise
the space of supersymmetric states in quantization on a strip with boundary conditions
set at the ends by a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds L`, Lr will not have the expected
behavior. To see what will go wrong in general, consider the case that X = R2 with the
standard symplectic form ω = du∧ dv, and with L` and Lr as depicted in Figure 125. We
assume that the u-axis runs horizontally in the figure, and that L` and Lr are embedded
in the half-plane u > 0. Let us consider this system first in the ordinary A-model without
a superpotential. The classical approximation to a supersymmetric state of the (L`,Lr)
system is given by an intersection point of the Lagrangian submanifolds L` and Lr. In the
65One restriction is associated to the K-theory interpretation of D-branes (the normal bundle to L in X
must admit a Spinc structure [24]. Another restriction, described in section 13.5, involves disc instantons.
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example shown in the figure, there is precisely one such intersection point. Since the MSW
complex is thus of rank 1, its differential necessarily vanishes and the space of quantum
supersymmetric states of the (L`,Lr) system is one-dimensional.
Now let us introduce a superpotential and quantize the theory on a strip of width
w = xr−x`. The classical approximation to a supersymmetric state of the (L`,Lr) system
is given, just as in the usual A-model, by a time-independent supersymmetric state, but
now the condition for supersymmetry is the ζ-soliton equation. So supersymmetric states,
in the classical approximation, correspond to solutions of the ζ-soliton equation that start
somewhere on L` at x = x` and end somewhere on Lr at x = xr. (For more on this,
see section 13.) In this discussion, we consider only solutions that are independent of the
usual time coordinate τ and it is convenient to refer to the usual spatial coordinate x as
“time.” Let Lw` parametrize the points that can be reached by starting somewhere on L`
and evolving for time w via the ζ-soliton equation. Then Lw` is a Lagrangian submanifold
that is very close to L` if w is small. (Lw` is Lagrangian because the ζ-soliton equation
describes Hamiltonian flow with the Hamiltionian −12Re (ζ−1W ).) ζ-soliton solutions that
flow from L` to Lr in “time” w are simply intersections of Lw` with Lr. For small enough w,
the difference between L` and Lw` is unimportant and the classical supersymmetric states
with W 6= 0 correspond naturally to those with W = 0.
However, with everything being noncompact, intersection points of Lw` and Lr can
flow to infinity at finite w. This will actually happen in the example of the figure if we
take ζ−1W = iφ2 (where φ = u + iv with real u, v and we take the Kahler metric of the
φ-plane to be d`2 = du2 + dv2). So Im(ζ−1W ) = (u2 − v2) and the ζ-soliton equation is
∂xu = u, ∂xv = −v. In particular, Lw` is obtained from L` by (u, v)→ (ewu, e−wv). In the
figure (in which u is plotted horizontally), we can assume that L` and Lr are contained
in a strip u0 < u < u1 with u0 > 0. Then for large enough w, Lw` is entirely to the
right of the strip and has no intersections with Lr. Thus in this example, for large enough
w, supersymmetry is broken, even though for small w it is unbroken (with precisely one
supersymmetric ground state). For some purposes this might be an interesting example of
supersymmetry breaking. However in the present context it is a problem. What has gone
wrong is that the intersection of Lw` with Lr goes to infinity at a finite value of w.
A related problem arises even in the absence of a superpotential if we consider the
fact that the A-model is supposed to be invariant under Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms
applied separately to each brane, as we described in section 11.2.2. This fails if we consider
branes and Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms with no restriction on their behavior at in-
finity For instance, in our example, we can eliminate the intersection point of L` with Lr
by transforming L` via a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism (u, v) → (u + c, v) for a large
constant c (the single-valued Hamiltonian that generates this symplectomorphism is simply
v). So the space of supersymmetric states of the (L`,Lr) system is not invariant under
Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms applied separately to L` or Lr.
11.2.4 W -Dominated Branes
To avoid both of these problems, we will place some conditions on L` and Lr, to prevent
their intersections from going to infinity. In the present section, we describe a class of branes
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for which intersections are bounded and for which the machinery of the present paper
applies naturally. In defining this class of branes, we will make use of the superpotential
W . However, for Lagrangian submanifolds L` and Lr obeying the conditions that we will
state momentarily, the space of supersymmetric (L`,Lr) states makes sense in the ordinary
A-model without a superpotential, and is unchanged when one turns on the superpotential
W .
We simply require that Im(ζ−1W ) goes to +∞ at infinity along L`, and to −∞ at
infinity along Lr. We will refer to left- and right- branes obeying this condition as W -
dominated branes. (The reversal of sign between L` and Lr, which might look peculiar at
first sight, is natural in our formalism because a pi rotation of the plane, which exchanges
the left and right boundaries, reverses the sign of ζ and hence of Im(ζ−1W ).)
One might think that this condition is required for bounding the surface terms in eqn.
(11.11). But actually, that is not necessary; the potential V is positive-definite in any case
since it can be written as in eqn. (11.10).
The real virtue of the W -dominated branes is that the growth condition on Im(ζ−1W )
prevents the intersections of left- and right- branes from going to infinity. As one varies
L` and/or Lr to make an intersection point p go to infinity, Im(ζ−1W ) would have to go
to +∞ (since p ∈ L`) and to −∞ (since p ∈ Lr). So intersection points do not go to
infinity66 and the space of (L`,Lr) strings is well-defined in the ordinary A-model without
a superpotential. (In other words, the space of (L`,Lr) strings is well-defined even if we
only use W for guidance in deciding what L` and Lr to allow and do not actually turn on
W as a contribution to the Lagrangian.)
Also, if Im(ζ−1W ) diverges at infinity on L`, then the same is true on Lw` for any
w > 0, since the ζ-soliton equation is ascending gradient flow for Im(ζ−1W ). So intersection
points of Lw` with Lr do not go to infinity with increasing w. This means that intersection
points cannot flow in from or out to infinity when w is turned on, so that, at the level of
cohomology, the space of supersymmetric (L`,Lr) strings is unchanged when W is turned
on and is independent of w.
A further virtue of W -dominated branes is that the spaces of supersymmetric states
are finite-dimensional spaces. We will phrase our argument here for the standard A-model
without a superpotential; including a superpotential simply replaces L` with Lw` in what
follows. In quantization of the (L`,Lr) system, if L` and Lr intersect in a discrete set of
points T(L`,Lr), then in the classical approximation, there is one supersymmetric state
Φα for each α ∈ T(L`,Lr). The theory has a much simpler flavor if the sets T(L`,Lr) are
always finite, and more generally the intersections L` ∩Lr are always compact. Otherwise,
one has to deal with infinite-dimensional spaces of supersymmetric states, in the classical
approximation and perhaps in the exact theory. A simple example of what one would like
to avoid is provided by again taking X to be the u−v plane, with symplectic form du∧dv,
and taking for L` and Lr the u-axis and the curve v = sinu. Here the intersection L` ∩Lr
consists of infinitely many points. It is easy to construct wilder examples involving spirals
66We consider a family of branes parametrized by a compact parameter space. In that situation, the
upper and lower bounds on Im(ζ−1W ) hold uniformly. The same comment is relevant at several points
below.
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in the plane. For W -dominated branes, compactness of the intersection L` ∩ Lr is insured
since Im(ζ−1W ) goes to +∞ at infinity on L` and to −∞ at infinity on Lr. In this case,
the subset ∆ ⊂ L` on which Im(ζ−1W ) is less than its upper bound on Lr is compact.67
The intersection L`∩Lr is a closed and therefore compact subspace of ∆ and consequently
the space of supersymmetric states of the (L`,Lr) system will always be finite-dimensional.
In our example of §11.2.3 with Im(ζ−1W ) = (u2 − v2), the brane Lr of Figure 125
has the desired property, since (u2 − v2) goes to −∞ at infinity along Lr, but L` does not
obey the appropriate condition at infinity. To ensure that (u2− v2) goes to +∞ at infinity
along L`, we could rotate L` by ±pi/2. In this case, the pathologies noted in Section of
§11.2.3 would disappear. Once we restrict the class of branes so that Im(ζ−1W ) goes to
+∞ or −∞ at infinity on L` or Lr, we must also restrict the class of gauge transformations
to include only those Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms that preserve these conditions. In
particular, a pi/2 rotation, although symplectic, is not an allowed gauge transformation.
In this section, we have explained one natural answer to the question, “For what kind
of branes L`,Lr is the space of supersymmetric (L`,Lr) states well-defined?” However,
this question has at least one more interesting answer, which we return to in section 11.2.6
after introducing the concept of a thimble.
11.2.5 Thimbles
Generically, for every critical point φi, there is a canonical example of a left-brane L
ζ
i and
also of a right-brane Rζi satisfying the conditions of section 11.2.4. To construct L
ζ
i , we
consider the ζ-soliton equation on the half-line (−∞, 0] with the boundary condition that
the solution approaches a critical point φi at x = −∞. Regarding the ζ-soliton equation
as a gradient flow equation, the flows of this type are parametrized by the constants ci
in eqn. (10.26) with fi > 0, so the dimension of L
ζ
i is the Morse index y of the function
Im(ζ−1W ) at its critical point, and Lζi is a copy of Ry. Like the real or imaginary part
of any holomorphic function that has a nondegenerate critical point, this function has
middle-dimensional Morse index, so in particular y = dimCX. By mapping an ascending
flow on (−∞, 0] that starts at φi to its value at x = 0 (here we include the trivial flow
line that sits at φi at all times), we can interpret the space of such flows as a middle-
dimensional submanifold Lζi ⊂ X. Since the ζ-soliton equation is translationally-invariant,
the value φ(x0) of an ascending flow from φi at any point x0 with −∞ < x0 <∞ is on the
submanifold Lζi . So L
ζ
i can be viewed as the union of all ascending flow lines that start
at the critical point φi in the far past. If all flow lines that start at φi in the past flow to
infinity in the future, then Lζi is a closed submanifold of X, and in this case we call it a
Lefschetz thimble.
There is an important circumstance in which this can fail. Suppose that ζ = ζji for
some j. Then an ij soliton may exist. Such a soliton is a flow line that starts arbitrarily
close to φi in the past and flows arbitrarily close to φj in the future, but never reaches it.
So in this case, the point φj is contained in the closure of L
ζ
i but not in L
ζ
i itself. (One
67We consider a family of branes parametrized by a compact parameter space. In that situation, the
upper and lower bounds on Im(ζ−1W ) hold uniformly and all intersections occur in a fixed compact set
∆ ⊂ X that is independent of the parameters.
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could of course replace Lζi with its closure, but this does not work well; for example, for
dimCX > 1, the closure is generically not a manifold, and for dimCX = 1 it may be a
manifold with boundary. The fundamental reason that there is no good definition of a
Lefschetz thimble at ζ = ζji is really that in crossing such a value, the topology of the
Lefschetz thimble can jump.)
As long as ζ does not equal any of the ζij , we do not meet this problem and L
ζ
i
is a closed submanifold of X. We have already seen that Lζi is middle-dimensional and
topologically Ry. To show that Lζi is Lagrangian, we use the fact that the ζ-soliton equation
is Hamiltonian flow (eqn. (11.13)). Using the identification of Lζi with the value u
a(0) of a
flow at time x = 0, and writing the symplectic form of X as ωabdu
adub, the restriction of
this form to Lζi is ω|Lζi = ωabdu
a(0)dub(0). But Hamiltonian flow preserves the symplectic
form, so we can equally write ω|
Lζi
= ωabdu
a(x)dub(x) for any x. Taking x → −∞,
this vanishes for flows that start at φi, so ω|Lζi = 0 and L
ζ
i is Lagrangian. Since L
ζ
i is
topologically Ry, any closed form on Lζi is exact, and L
ζ
i is exact Lagrangian. Finally,
because Lζi was defined by ascending gradient flow from φi, Im(ζ
−1W ) is bounded below
along Lζi by its value at φi. If the Ka¨hler metric of X is complete, Im(ζ
−1W ) goes to
infinity at infinity along Lζi . (Completeness of the metric and the fact that each ascending
flow from φi goes to infinity in X implies that each ascending flow line has infinite length;
this plus the ascending flow equation implies that Im(ζ−1W ) goes to infinity along each
such line.) The corresponding right-brane Rζj , which we call a right Lefschetz thimble,
is defined in precisely the same way, with similar properties. It parametrizes ascending
gradient flows on the half-line [0,∞) that approach φj for x → ∞, and can be identified
with the value of such a flow at x = 0. Clearly Im(ζ−1W ) is bounded above along Rζj by
its value at φj .
As a simple example we return to ζ−1W = iφ2 so Im(ζ−1W ) = (u2 − v2). There is a
single critical point at φ = 0. The left-Lefshetz thimble is the u-axis and the right-Lefshetz
thimble is the v-axis.
11.2.6 Another Useful Class Of Branes: Class Tκ
In any Hamiltonian flow, the Hamiltonian is a conserved quantity. So in particular, the
Hamiltonian H = −12Re(ζ−1W ) is a conserved quantity for the ζ-soliton equation. More-
over, Im(ζ−1W ) is an increasing function of x along any non-constant solution of this
equation. Putting these facts together, the values of W along the left thimble Lζi lie on a
ray that begins at the point W (φi) and extends in the direction iζ in the complex W -plane
(Figure 126). (The following discussion could be presented in terms of right thimbles rather
than left thimbles, but this would add nothing as it would be equivalent to replacing ζ by
−ζ.)
The images in the W -plane of all the left thimbles Lζj , j ∈ V, form a collection of
parallel rays, starting at the critical values W (φj). Assuming that V is a finite set, the
images of these thimbles are all contained in a semi-infinite strip Tζ of finite width in
the W -plane. (This is sketched in Figure 127, except that, for reasons that will soon be
apparent, in the figure ζ is replaced by a complex number κ of modulus 1, not necessarily
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iζ
W(φi)
Figure 126: A ray in the complex W -plane, starting at W (φi) and running in the iζ direction.
equal to ζ.) Tζ is defined by
|Re (ζ−1W )| ≤ c
Im (ζ−1W ) ≥ c′, (11.36)
for some constants c, c′. We say that a Lagrangian submanifold L – or a brane supported
on L – is of class Tζ if W restricted to L is valued in Tζ . Branes of class Tζ (or obeying
an equivalent condition) are considered in the mathematical theory of the Fukaya-Seidel
category [81]; see section 11.3. This is a mathematical theory related to what in physical
terms is the A-model with a superpotential W . In addition to some reasoning that is
described below, the construction of the Fukaya-Seidel category is motivated by mirror
symmetry.
Let L and L′ be Lagrangian submanifolds of class Tζ . In the A-model without a
superpotential, the space of supersymmetric (L,L′) states is not well-defined, because the
strip Tζ is not compact and intersections of L and L′ can go off to infinity (if, for example,
a Hamiltonian symplectomorphism is applied to L or L′). What happens if we turn on
a superpotential W? By itself, this does not help. In studying supersymmetric (L,L′)
states on a strip of width w > 0, the effect of turning on the superpotential is that instead
of looking at intersections L ∩ L′, we have to look at intersections Lw ∩ L′, where Lw is
obtained from L by ascending gradient flow with respect to Im(ζ−1W ). The image under
W of Lw is contained in the strip Tζ itself, so Lw is again of class Tζ and the intersections
Lw ∩ L′ are not well-behaved.
However, a simple variant of this idea does work. We pick a complex number κ of
modulus 1, but not equal to ±ζ. Then instead of branes of class Tζ , we consider branes of
class Tκ. These branes are characterized by the condition (11.36), but with ζ replaced by
κ (as is actually shown in Figure 127). Omitting the points ±ζ divides the unit circle into
two connected components, and it is convenient to make a choice that κ lies to the “left”
of ζ (meaning that pi > Arg(ζ−1κ) > 0).
The classical approximation to a supersymmetric (L,L′) state on a strip of width w is
now given by a solution of the ζ-soliton equation, starting somewhere on L at the left end
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Tκ
Figure 127: The rays in the complex W -plane that start at critical points and all run in the iκ
direction fit into the semi-infinite strip Tκ, which is shown as a shaded region.
of the strip and ending somewhere on L′ at the right end. Differently put, the classical
approximation to such a supersymmetric state is an intersection point of Lw with L′, where
Lw is obtained from L by evolving for a “time” w via the ζ-soliton equation.
This evolution is in the direction of increasing Im (ζ−1W ) (with Re (ζ−1W ) fixed).
Because of our hypothesis that κ 6= ±ζ, this evolution tends to move the image of Lw out
of the strip Tκ. As we will see momentarily, under reasonable conditions on the growth of
W at infinity, the intersection Lw ∩ L′ is bounded, so the space of supersymmetric (L,L′)
states is well-defined.
To show the boundedness, we proceed as follows. Let Xκ be the portion of the target
space X of the σ-model in which W takes values in Tκ. And let X
w
κ be the subset of X that
Xκ flows to under ζ-soliton flow for “time” w. The key point is now to show that under
suitable conditions, Xwκ ∩ Xκ is compact for all w > 0. For if L and L′ are any (closed)
Lagrangian submanifolds of class Tκ, then the intersection Lw ∩ L′ is a closed subset of
Xwκ ∩Xκ, and so is compact if Xwκ ∩Xκ is compact. As usual, the compactness of Lw ∩L′
will ensure that the space of supersymmetric states of the (L,L′) system is well-defined.
See Figure 128.
To understand the compactness of Xwκ ∩Xκ without any excessive clutter, let us take
ζ = 1 and κ = i. So the ζ-instanton equation is Hamiltonian flow for the Hamiltonian
H = −12Re (ζ−1W ) = −12ReW . The “time”-dependence of Re(κ−1W ) = ImW along the
flow is
d
dx
Re(κ−1W ) =
d
dx
ImW = {H, ImW} = −1
2
{ReW, ImW} = −1
4
|dW |2. (11.37)
Here { , } is the Poisson bracket computed using the symplectic form of the target space X,
and we have evaluated this Poisson bracket using the Cauchy-Riemann equations obeyed
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Figure 128: Illustrating the regions Xκ, X
w
κ and their intersection. Here we choose a single
chiral superfield φ with W = iφ2 and ζ = 1. The region Xκ for κ = i, c = 5, and c
′ = −5
is illustrated in the upper left figure. The region is noncompact, with northeast and southwest
boundaries asymptoting to the line v = u. Under the flow u → ewu, v → e−wv the region evolves
(for e2w = 3) to the blue region shown in the upper right figure. Again this region is noncompact.
The intersection, shown below in purple is compact for all w > 0 and decompactifies as w → 0.
by the holomorphic function W . (In general we have ddxRe(κ
−1W ) = 14 Im(
ζ
κ)|dW |2.)
Usually, we are interested in models in which |dW |2 goes to infinity at infinity along
X, and hence also along Xκ. (For example, in the most standard Landau-Ginzburg model,
X = Cn for some n and W is a polynomial that is sufficiently generic so that |dW |2
grows polynomially at infinity.) In this case, eqn. (11.37) implies that the rate at which
Re(κ−1W ) increases under ζ-soliton flow increases near infinity in Xκ. This means that
ζ-soliton flow for any positive “time” w maps a neighborhood of infinity in Xκ strictly
outside of Xκ (this neighborhood depends on w), and hence X
w
κ ∩Xκ is indeed compact
for all w > 0.
In general, we might not want to assume that |dW |2 goes to infinity at infinity along
X, but it is always reasonable to assume that |dW |2 is bounded above 0 near infinity.
(Otherwise, W has a critical point at infinity and one should not expect to get a good
description based only on the set V of finite critical points.) With |dW |2 bounded above 0,
the same reasoning as before shows that if w is sufficiently large, then Xwκ ∩Xκ is compact.
Putting these statements together, under reasonable conditions, the space of super-
symmetric (L,L′) states is well-defined for any L,L′ of class Tκ. In the above, we took
κ = iζ, but the same reasoning applies as long as κ 6= ±ζ. Saying that the space of (L,L′)
strings is well-defined means that it invariant under Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of
Xκ (applied separately to L and L′), invariant under changes in the Ka¨hler metric of X
(as long as this is not changed too drastically at infinity) and invariant under changes in κ
(as long as one keeps away from κ = ±ζ).
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11.3 The Fukaya-Seidel Category
Having come this far, it is not too hard to understand how to go farther and define open-
string tree amplitudes for branes of class Tκ. (By contrast, one cannot do this for W -
dominated branes, as we will soon explain.)
These open-string tree amplitudes – when specialized to the case of just one string in
the future, as discussed below – give what would be called mathematically an A∞ algebra
if one considers just one brane of class Tκ, or an A∞ category if one considers all of them.
The A∞ category that we obtain is presumably the Fukaya-Seidel category [81, 82, 83, 80],
or its close cousin, the Fukaya category of the superpotential. (These are expected68 to
have the same derived categories of branes.)
It seems that, mathematically, it is understood that the Fukaya-Seidel category should
have a definition along the lines of what we sketch below, but this has not yet appeared
in the literature because of analytical details. The existing literature is thus based on
alternative approaches that circumvent some analytical difficulties but will be less trans-
parent to a quantum field theorist. Also, some of the details of the setup we use here
seem fairly natural from a quantum field theory point of view, but a rigorous approach
might use somewhat different definitions because purely from the standpoint of partial
differential equations, one can make some more general choices and this freedom might be
useful. For example, instead of branes of class Tκ, one could consider branes whose image
in the W -plane is the union of a semi-infinite ray and a compact set. Similarly, instead
of using the global ζ-instanton equation, one can consider a more general equation that
looks like the ζ-instanton equation near the infinite ends of the worldsheet. Despite some
detailed differences in approach, we expect the open-string amplitudes that we define to
have essentially the same content as the Fukaya-Seidel category.
To define open-string amplitudes, it is important to spell out a consequence of the
restriction κ 6= ±ζ. Concretely, to compute the space of supersymmetric (L,L′) strings, we
quantize the σ-model on a strip S in the x − τ plane that is defined by x` ≤ x ≤ xr with
xr − x` = w. This is a strip that runs in the τ direction. We construct an MSW complex
as usual with a basis given by solutions of the ζ-soliton equation and a differential found
by counting solutions of the ζ-instanton equation. The reason that we specified that the
strip S runs in the τ direction is that, unlike the equation for a pseudoholomorphic curve
that is usually considered in the A-model, the ζ-instanton equation is not invariant under
rotation of the x− τ plane. If we rotate S in the x− τ plane, so that S is at an angle ϑ to
the τ -axis, this would be equivalent to replacing ζ by ζeiϑ. Since the only restriction on ζ
is ζ 6= ±κ, we may rotate S by an angle ϑ as long as ζeiϑ 6= ±κ. For example, if κ = iζ,
we may take S to be a strip propagating in any direction in the x − τ plane except the
horizontal. This restriction on the slope of S means that S has a well-defined “past” (an
end with τ → −∞) and “future” (an end with τ → +∞).
The procedure for defining the open-string amplitudes in this situation is standard,
except for a few key details. Let us recall that in the usualA-model without a superpotential
68For example, see the end of section 2 of [80], where the Fukaya cateory of the superpotential is called
F (pi) and the Fukaya-Seidel category is called A. This and other matters described in the next paragraph
were explained to us by N. Sheridan.
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(or in physical string theory), to compute a tree-level amplitude with q open strings, one
takes the string worldsheet to be a disc H with q marked points on its boundary. The
regions on the boundary between the marked points are labeled by branes and the marked
points are labeled by vertex operators. Modulo conformal transformations, H depends on
q − 3 real moduli. To compute the usual A-model amplitudes, we count (with signs) all
pseudomolomorphic maps from H to the target space X, obeying conditions determined
by the choices of branes and vertex operators. In the counting, we do not specify a priori
the conformal structure of H and we include pseudoholomorphic curves with any values of
their moduli.
To define open-string amplitudes in the present context, roughly speaking, we do the
same thing, with the equation for a pseudoholomorphic map replaced by the ζ-instanton
equation. There are some changes because the ζ-instanton equation is not conformally-
invariant or even rotation-invariant. We take H to be a region in the complex plane,
where we know how to define the ζ-instanton equation.69 Without conformal invariance,
there is no direct equivalence between states and vertex operators, so we represent the
external strings by semi-infinite strips of specified widths. These strips are not allowed
to be horizontal, because then in the case of branes of class Tκ, the external string states
would not be well-defined, as was just explained. So in contrast to physical string theory
(or the usual A-model), there is a well-defined distinction between string states that come
in from the “past” (τ → −∞) and those that go out to the future (τ → +∞). There are
well-defined amplitudes with any number n of strings coming in from the past and any
number m going out to the future. However, in the context of the Fukaya-Seidel category
or the Fukaya category of the superpotential, it is usual to consider only the case m = 1.
(This case leads to amplitudes that can be put in a convenient algebraic framework – an A∞
algebra – and whose counterparts under mirror symmetry are relatively well-understood.)
For brevity, we will consider only the case m = 1. The total number of external string
states is therefore q = n + 1, and the number of real moduli is q − 3 = n − 2. To define
the n→ 1 amplitude, we need a family of regions H in the x− τ plane that depend on the
usual n− 2 real moduli of a disc with n+ 1 marked points on its boundary. These regions
are far from being uniquely determined. One convenient choice is the parametrization of
the moduli space of a disc with n + 1 punctures that in ordinary string theory is used
in light cone gauge (for the case that all incoming particles have equal p+). The strings
coming from the past all have equal width w and the string going out to the future has
width nw; as usual in light cone gauge, the moduli are the differences between the values
of τ at which two strings join. This is depicted in Figure 129(a). If one prefers, one can
use the less singular worldsheets of Figure 129(b).
As long as all branes considered are of class Tκ, the counting of ζ-instanton solutions
to define string amplitudes in this situation is well-defined, basically because the properties
of the branes that make the external string states well-defined also ensure that solutions
of the ζ-instanton equation cannot go to infinity. The resulting tree amplitudes have all
69It is possible but not necessary for our purposes here to generalize this slightly – H could be a Riemann
surface with boundary with strip-like ends with a not necessarily holomorphic trivialization of its canonical
line bundle and some conditions on how the trivialization behaves at infinity and along the boundary.
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Figure 129: (a) An open-string worldsheet H in a form familiar in light-cone gauge. n open
strings all of width w come in from the past (τ = −∞) and a single one of width nw goes out to
the future (τ = +∞). There are n− 1 values of τ at which two open strings combine to one. The
linearly independent differences between these critical values of τ are the n− 2 real moduli of this
worldsheet. (b) The picture in (a) can be slightly modified in this fashion – if one wishes – so that
H becomes smooth. The moduli are still the differences between the critical values of τ .
the usual properties except cyclic symmetry. Lack of cyclic symmetry means that these
amplitudes cannot be derived in a natural way from a Q-invariant effective action (except
possibly by introducing separate fields to represent incoming and outgoing strings) but
can be interpreted as constructing a nonlinear Q operator (which acts on a Fock space of
open strings). Mathematically, lack of cyclic symmetry means that one gets an A∞ algebra
without a trace.
This construction would not work for W -dominated branes. W -dominated branes
lead to well-defined spaces of BPS states, but not to tree amplitudes. The reason is that in
trying to define a tree amplitude for W -dominated branes, there is no natural way to decide
if we should use a left-brane (with Im(ζ−1W ) → +∞ at infinity) or a right-brane (with
Im(ζ−1W )→ −∞ at infinity) on the intermediate boundaries in Figure 129(b). Moreover,
neither choice leads to a well-controlled counting.
On the other hand, for branes of class Tκ, the definition of n → 1 amplitudes by
counting of ζ-instantons works fine for any κ ∈ U(1) − {±ζ}. If κ and κ′ are in the same
connected component of U(1)− {±ζ}, the categories associated to κ and κ′ are naturally
equivalent to each other via rotation. Thus, using branes of class Tκ (with the same κ on
all connected components of all boundaries), by counting ζ-instantons in Figure 129 we can
define two A∞ categories Br±κ. In Section §15 below we will argue that the two categories
Br±κ are A∞-equivalent to the two categories of branes constructed in the abstract part
of this paper using left- and right- thimbles of class Tζ and positive or negative half-plane
webs.
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We should stress that even for branes of class Tκ, while we can define tree-level am-
plitudes in parallel with standard tree-level A-model amplitudes, we cannot define analogs
of higher genus A-model amplitudes. This is basically because with W 6= 0, the standard
A-model twisting is not available. In the future, to avoid repeating ourselves many times,
we will use the phrase “A-model” to refer to either a standard A-model with W = 0, or a
partial A-model with W 6= 0 in which one considers only tree amplitudes.
12. MSW Complex On The Real Line: Solitons And Instantons
Up to this point, our preliminary discussion of BPS solitons has been purely classical. We
now want to study these BPS solitons at the quantum level. Everything about this problem
will closely parallel the general quantum mechanical analysis of section 10, except that we
have to take into account certain zero-modes associated to broken bosonic and fermionic
symmetries; these do not have a close analog in the generic quantum mechanical case.
Let Sij denote the set of classical ij solitons, that is solutions of the ζ-soliton equation
that interpolate from φi at x = −∞ to φj at x = +∞. From eqn. (11.15), we know that
such solutions exist only for ζ = ζji, so in what follows we choose that value of ζ. The
group R of translations of the x-axis acts freely on the space of classical ij solitons, and
generically an ij soliton has no bosonic zero-mode except the one associated to translation
invariance. We will assume that we are in this situation. A classical ij soliton always has
a pair of fermionic zero-modes, one of fermion number F = 1 and one of fermion number
−1, generated by the 2 supercharges that are not in the small subalgebra. When the zero-
mode associated to translation symmetry is the only bosonic zero-mode, the 2 zero-modes
associated to broken supersymmetries are the only fermionic ones.
In this situation, the quantization of a classical ij soliton solution, in perturbation
theory, is relatively straightforward. The non-zero bosonic and fermionic modes are simply
placed in their ground state. The only subtlety here is that one must determine the fermion
number f0 of the ground state of the nonzero modes of the fermions. We consider this
question presently. The quantization of the bosonic and fermionic zero-modes is slightly
subtle but is well-known. If we write a for the translational zero-mode of the soliton, then
a wavefunction eipa for this mode describes a soliton in a state of arbitrary momentum p.
A quantum BPS state invariant under the small supersymmetry algebra generated by Qζ
and Qζ arises for p = 0. (A soliton in a momentum eigenstate with p 6= 0 is invariant under
a boosted version of this algebra.) The fermion zero-modes are a pair of operators χ0, χ0 of
F = ±1 generating a two-dimensional Clifford algebra; the representation of this algebra
gives a pair of states of fermion number F = ±1/2. So overall, the quantized soliton in
perturbation theory can have any momentum and has fermion number f0 ± 1/2.
12.1 The Fermion Number
The fermion number f0 of the Fock vacuum (of non-zero fermion modes) is formally the
fermion number of the filled Fermi sea. This of course diverges and needs to be regularized.
The physically natural approach is to define first the renormalized, conserved, Lorentz-
covariant fermion number current (for example, via a process of point-splitting and normal-
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ordering) and then compute the matrix element in the soliton state, in perturbation theory,
of the integral of the fermion charge density. The point-splitting and normal ordering deal
with ultraviolet divergences in the definition of f0. And even if D has infinite ends (for
instance D = R), there is no infrared problem in defining the integrated fermion number
because, by virtue of Lorentz invariance, the expectation value of the fermion charge density
vanishes in the massive vacua at x → ±∞. (It turns out that there is a subtlety at finite
distance boundaries of D rather than at ends at infinite distance; see section 13.3.)
An alternative procedure is more convenient for some purposes. In its standard form
that we describe first, this procedure deals with ultraviolet divergences but not infrared
ones, so it applies for the case that space is a compact 1-manifold D = [x`, xr] (with
boundary conditions as in section 11.2). In what follows, by a “fermion state,” we mean
an energy level of the single-particle Dirac equation that governs the fermions of F = 1.
(We need not discuss separately the single-particle F = −1 modes; they are canonically
conjugate to the F = 1 modes, and the Fock vacuum can be completely characterized by
saying which F = 1 modes annihilate it.) From f0, which formally is the number of filled
states of negative energy, formally we subtract a constant, namely 1/2 the total number
of fermion states. Subtracting this constant can be thought of as measuring the fermion
number of the soliton relative to the fermion number of the vacuum. Still formally, with
this subtraction, f0 is 1/2 of the number of F = 1 fermion modes of negative energy
(the ones that are filled in the Fock vacuum) minus 1/2 the number of F = 1 states of
positive energy (the ones that are unfilled). This result, whose quantum mechanical analog
is eqn. (10.11), still needs to be regulated. We weight a mode of energy E by a factor of
exp(−ε|E|), for small positive ε, and take ε→ 0 at the end of the calculation. Thus if T is
the set of all non-zero energy fermion modes of F = 1, we define f0 as
f0 = −1
2
lim
ε→0
∑
i∈T
exp(−ε|Ei|)sign(Ei). (12.1)
This formula is the general formula (10.11) of supersymmetric quantum mechanics for the
fermion number of a state associated to a critical point, except that in infinite dimensions
we require a regulator, such as exp(−ε|E|), and in the finite-dimensional problem with a
nondegenerate Morse function, there is no need to discuss fermion zero-modes. The η-
invariant of the single-particle Dirac Hamiltonian D (this is the operator whose eigenvalues
are the Ei; see eqn. (12.5)), is usually defined as the “limit”
70
η(D) = lim
ε→0
∑
i∈T
|Ei|−εsign(Ei), (12.2)
but the precise choice of regulator does not matter; one can here replace |E|−ε = exp(−ε log |E|)
with exp(−ε|E|), as in (12.1). So
f0 = −η(D)
2
. (12.3)
70Unlike the sum in (12.1), the one in (12.2) is not absolutely convergent. So we should specify that the
meaning of the “limit” in this equation is that the sum over states on the right hand side of eqn. (12.2)
converges for sufficiently large Re ε and defines an analytic function of ε that has an analytic continuation to
ε = 0 where it is non-singular. Also, η is sometimes defined to include a contribution from the zero-modes,
but here it will be more convenient to omit them.
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Including the contributions of the zero-modes, the soliton has two states of fermion number
f0 ± 1/2. In other words, the two states, which we will call Ψfij(p) and Ψf+1ij (p) (where
p ∈ Sij labels a particular classical ij soliton), have fermion numbers f and f + 1, with
f = f0 − 1
2
= −η(D) + 1
2
= −η(D + ε)
2
. (12.4)
This is the proper formula for f on a compact manifold without boundary. In our appli-
cation, D always has boundaries and/or infinite ends. In the presence of an infinite end,
an infrared regularization of η is required, as in eqn. (12.7) below. In the presence of a
boundary, the formula for f requires a boundary correction that is explained in section
13.3.
A shortcut to find the appropriate Dirac operator D whose η-invariant enters this
formula is to use the general formalism of supersymmetric quantum mechanics, as reviewed
in section 10. In general, the Hamiltonian operator acting on the fermions (which in
the quantum mechanical context is the fermion mass matrix ∂2h/∂ui∂uj) is the operator
that arises in linearizing the equation (∂h/∂ui = 0) for a critical point. In our present
context, the equation for a critical point is the ζ-soliton equation and its linearization is
the condition
∂
∂x
δφI − iζg
IJ
2
∂2W
∂φJ∂φK
δφK = 0, (12.5)
together with the complex conjugate of this equation. Writing the left hand side of (12.5) as
a linear operator acting on the pair
(
δφI
δφJ
)
and including the complex conjugate equation,
we arrive at a formula for the appropriate Dirac operator:
D = σ3i d
dx
+
(
0 0
1 0
)
ζ−1
2
gJI
∂2W
∂φJ∂φK
+
(
0 1
0 0
)
ζ
2
gIJ
∂2W
∂φJ∂φK
. (12.6)
Here the Hessians of W and W are evaluated on the soliton configuration and σ3 is short
for (
δIK 0
0 −δI
K
)
.
The standard definition of the η-invariant that we have given above assumes that D
has a discrete spectrum, so it applies for quantization on D = [x`, xr] (where, however, it
does not quite give the complete answer for the fermion number, as we explain in section
13.3) but not otherwise. In the case of a BPS soliton with D = R, because there is a
mass gap at infinity, D has a discrete spectrum near zero energy, but it has a continuous
spectrum above some threshold. One needs to generalize slightly the definition of the η-
invariant in this situation (for a rigorous treatment, see [76]). The contribution of the
discrete spectrum does not need any change (there are only finitely many states in the
discrete spectrum, and their contribution to the η-invariant is actually simply the number
of positive energy normalizable eigenstates of D minus the number of negative energy
normalizable eigenstates of D). The contribution of the continuous spectrum needs to be
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defined more precisely. If P is the orthogonal projector onto the continuous spectrum of
D, the contribution of the continuous spectrum to the η-invariant is
ηcont(D) = lim
ε→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
2d∑
s=1
〈
x, s|P sign(D) exp(−ε|D|)|x, s〉. (12.7)
As usual, |x〉 is a state with delta-function support at a point x ∈ R, and s parametrizes
the additional labels carried by such a state.71 The definition of the operator sign(D)
is potentially troublesome because of zero-modes of D, but the zero-modes are in the
discrete spectrum and so are annihilated by P , and hence there is no problem in defin-
ing the product P sign(D). The fact that is being generalized in the formula (12.7) is
that if M is an operator of finite rank or more generally of “trace class” (represented
by an x-space kernel that we also call M), then TrM =
∫∞
−∞ dx
∑
s〈x, s|M |x, s〉. The
contribution of the continuous spectrum to the η-invariant is supposed to be, naively,
limε→0 TrP sign(D) exp(−ε|D|), but this trace is only conditionally-convergent (the opera-
tor whose trace we are trying to take is not trace class) and is not well-defined. The formula
(12.7) is a well-defined, regularized version of this trace. It is well-defined because the in-
tegrand
∑
s
〈
x, s|P sign(D) exp(−ε|D|)|x, s〉 vanishes exponentially for x → ±∞. This is
so for the same reason that there is no infrared problem in the approach to defining f0 via
point-splitting and normal-ordering: the fermion number density vanishes in the vacua at
±∞.
12.2 Properties Of The η-Invariant
What can we say about the invariant η(D)? There is no simple formula for η(D) for a
particular ij soliton solution, but there is a useful general statement comparing the values
of η(D) for different ij solitons. (Since we have not yet analyzed boundary contributions to
the fermion number, the following analysis applies strictly for the case D = R, but similar
statements hold for other cases. See section 13.3.)
Suppose that p, p′ ∈ Sij are two different ij soliton solutions, interpolating between
the same vacua at both ends. They have two different Dirac operators Dp and Dp′ and
so two different η-invariants η(Dp) and η(Dp′) and two different fermion numbers fp and
fp
′
. These can differ, but their difference fp
′ − fp is always an integer. The proof can be
expressed in either mathematical or physical language. To express the proof in physical
language first, we observe that the bosonic fields of the LG model do not carry fermion
number and hence F is conserved in the propagation of the fermion fields in an arbitrary
time-dependent background constructed from the bosons. So in particular (here we assume
that X is simply-connected), we can construct a time-dependent background that interpo-
lates from the soliton solution p in the far past to the soliton solution p′ in the far future;
moreover, we can do this with fields that are time-independent at spatial infinity. So time
evolution gives an F-conserving mapping from the fermion Hilbert space Hp constructed in
71The operator D acts on a fermi field valued in the tensor product of a two-dimensional Clifford module
with the pullback of the complex tangent bundle of the target space X, which has rank d = dimCX. So s
runs over an orthonormal basis of a 2d-dimensional vector space.
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the past by expanding around soliton p to the corresponding Hilbert space Hp′ constructed
in the future by expanding around p′. All states in Hp have F = fp mod Z, since the
modes of the fermion field, which act irreducibly in Hp, carry F = ±1. Likewise all states
in Hp′ have F = fp′ mod Z. So the existence of an F-conserving map between these two
Hilbert spaces implies that fp = fp
′
mod Z.
For a more mathematical version of this argument, observe first that in general, chang-
ing only finitely many eigenvalues of an operator D does not change η(D) mod 2, since
for ε → 0, each eigenvalue contributes ±1 to η(D). In varying finitely many eigenvalues,
η(D) only changes when an eigenvalue changes sign, in which case it jumps by ±2. The
same is true if one varies infinitely many eigenvalues provided that the change in the nth
eigenvalue vanishes rapidly enough for n→∞. We are in this situation if we change D by
varying the x-dependent matrix ∂2W/∂φI∂φJ in an arbitrary fashion (replacing it with an
arbitrary mIJ(x), not necessarily derived from an LG field), keeping fixed its behavior for
x → ±∞. Since we do not change D at spatial infinity, we do not change the energies of
states at large |x|; since we do not change the term σ3id/dx in D that dominates at high
energies, we do not change the eigenvalues of high energy. So in such a variation, only a
finite number of eigenvalues change substantially, and η(D) only changes when an eigen-
value passes through 0. When that happens, η(D) jumps by ±2, so that f = −(1/2)η(D)
is constant mod 1. Note that in this argument (as opposed to the physical argument), we
do not need to assume that X is simply-connected; we can interpolate between the Dirac
operators Dp and Dp′ whether or not we can interpolate between the solitons p and p′.
Clearly, there is a topological invariant, namely the value of −12η(D) mod Z, which
only depends on the matrices mIJ = ∂
2W/∂φI∂φJ at x = ±∞. How can one compute this
topological invariant? One way to compute the value of −12η(D) mod Z is to deform to the
case that mIJ(x) varies adiabatically as a function of x, between its given limiting values
at x = ±∞. The adiabatic condition is that if |m| is the smallest eigenvalue of mIJ , then
|m|−2dmIJ/dx is everywhere small. Under this condition, η(D) can be computed as the
integral over x of a universal local expression constructed from m and its first derivative.
A straightforward computation using perturbation theory then yields the formula
f =
1
2pi
(
arg det
∂2W
∂φI∂φJ
∣∣∣∣
φj
− arg det ∂
2W
∂φI∂φJ
∣∣∣∣
φi
)
mod Z. (12.8)
This agrees with the formulae stated in [23, 14, 15]. Incidentally, in the case of solitons on
the real line, one might wonder if one can write an exact formula for f , not just a mod Z
formula, as the integrated “winding number” of the matrix of second derivatives of W :
f
?
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
d
dx
arg det
∂2W
∂φI∂φJ
∣∣∣∣
φi
. (12.9)
This formula actually does not make sense, since in general det ∂2W/∂φI∂φJ can have
zeroes; moreover, as one varies the Ka¨hler metric of X, a ζ-instanton trajectory can cross
such a zero, whereupon the right hand side of (12.9) would jump, contradicting fermion
number conservation if eqn. (12.9) were valid.
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The continuous variation between the soliton solutions p and p′ can also be used, in
principle, to compute the integer fp
′ − fp. This integer is the “spectral flow,” the net
number of eigenvalues of D that pass through 0 in the downward direction, in interpolating
from p to p′. This spectral flow is a regularized version of the difference in the Morse index
of the soliton p′ and the soliton p.
A standard argument in index theory says that the spectral flow of a Dirac operator in
d dimensions gives the index of a Dirac operator in d+1 dimensions. We actually explained
this argument for d = 0 in section 10.2, and this particular argument is independent of
d. The argument uses the fact that the d + 1-dimensional Dirac equation can be written
Lψ = 0, where L = ∂τ + D; here D is a d-dimensional self-adjoint Dirac operator (for
d = 0, as in section 10.2, D is simply a finite rank matrix). The index is the number of
normalizable solutions of the equation Lψ = 0 minus the number of normalizable solutions
of the adjoint equation L†ψ = 0, where L† = −∂τ + D. By reducing to the case that the
eigenvalues of D vary adiabatically with τ and performing the analysis of eqn. (10.17) for
each eigenvalue, one finds that the index of L is the spectral flow of D (defined as the
net number of eigenvalues of D that pass from positive to negative between τ = −∞ and
τ = +∞). In the context of Morse theory, the d + 1-dimensional Dirac operator L is the
linearization of the gradient flow equation. In two-dimensional LG theory, the gradient flow
equation is the ζ-instanton equation (eqn. (11.18)) and the analog of L is the linearization
of this equation. As is the case in supersymmetric quantum mechanics in general, L is the
kinetic operator for the fermions of F = 1 (and its adjoint is the corresponding operator for
the fermions of F = −1). In a process involving an instanton transition from the soliton
p in its ground state of lower fermion number to a soliton p′ in the analogous state, the
fermion number F changes by fp′ −fp; everything is consistent because this number is the
index of L, and therefore equals the fermion number of the operator insertions that must
be made to get a nonzero amplitude for this transition.
12.3 Quantum BPS States
The basic framework to study BPS states in the full quantum theory is the same as in
section 10. We construct a complex which additively is given by the semiclassical spectrum
of BPS solitons, and on this complex, we use instantons to define a differential Q̂ζ (a
normalized version of Qζ with the values of h for the classical soliton solutions removed).
The cohomology of this differential gives the exact quantum spectrum of BPS solitons.
So additively, the complex describing ij solitons is
Mij = ⊕p∈Sij
(
ZΨfij(p)⊕ ZΨf+1ij (p)
)
(12.10)
where Sij is the set of intersection points of a left thimble of type i with a right thimble of
type j. The grading of the complex is given by the fermion number F . This grading is not
really a Z-grading, since the values of F differ from integers as explained in (12.8), but it
is shifted from a Z-grading by an overall constant that depends only on i and j.
Just as in section 10, the differential on the complex (12.10) arises from counting
instantons interpolating between states whose fermion number differs by +1. In other words
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we consider solutions of the ζ-instanton equation with ζ = ζji and boundary conditions
lim
x→−∞φ(x, τ) = φi Im x→+∞φ(x, τ) = φj (12.11)
together with
lim
τ→−∞φ(x, τ) = φ
p1
ij (x) limτ→+∞φ(x, τ) = φ
p2
ij (x) (12.12)
where φp1ij (x) and φ
p2
ij (x) are two ij ζ-solitons. In section 12.4, we give an example showing
that in general there are ζ-instantons obeying these boundary conditions and contributing
to the differential Q̂ζ . So not all BPS solitons give rise to true BPS states.
In the general quantum mechanical analysis of section 10, there were only two super-
symmetries, one of which was a symmetry of the instanton. The instanton therefore had
just 1 fermion zero-mode, and this mode was responsible for the fact that the instanton am-
plitude increases F by 1. In the present situation, the underlying two-dimensional model
altogether has four supersymmetries, only two of which (the ones in the small subalgebra)
are symmetries of the initial and final states. As a result, the initial and final states both
represent a rank 2 Clifford algebra of broken supersymmetries. This is responsible for the
doubling of the spectrum: a classical soliton corresponds to two quantum states of fermion
numbers f, f + 1. The instanton still preserves only one supersymmetry, so now there
are three fermion zero-modes, of which one is normalizable. The two zero-modes that are
generated by supersymmetries that are not in the small subalgebra are localized in space
but not in time, so they are not normalizable (and do not contribute to the index of the
operator L). They go over in the far future or past to the fermion zero-modes of the indi-
vidual solitons. The fact that the zero-modes of the individual solitons can be extended to
time-dependent zero-modes in the instanton background means that the instanton ampli-
tudes commute with the action of the Clifford algebra on the initial and final states. The
third fermion zero-mode in the field of the instanton is normalizable and is the analog of
the single zero-mode of the quantum mechanical analysis. It is localized in space and time
and ensures that ζ-instantons contribute to the matrix element of the differential Q̂ζ only
in the case fp2 − fp1 = 1.
The fact that the instanton amplitude commutes with the Clifford algebra means that
we can write the complex a little more economically:
Mij = W⊗M′ij . (12.13)
Here W ∼= Z ⊕ Z is an irreducible module for the Clifford algebra generated by two basis
vectors |− 12〉, |+ 12〉 with F = −12 ,+12 , respectively, and M′ij is a reduced complex. Indeed,
we can write Ψfij(p) = | − 12〉 ⊗mf0ij (p) and Ψf+1ij (p) = | + 12〉 ⊗mf0ij (p) where f0 = f + 12 .
Thus,
M′ij = ⊕p∈SijZmf0ij (p). (12.14)
In Section §14.5 below, we show that in matching to the web-based formalism we should
take what there was called Rij to be the complex generated by the states of upper fermion
number:
Rij = ⊕p∈SijZΨf+1ij (p) (12.15)
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The instanton-generated differential Q̂ζ acts on the reduced complexes M′ij and Rij .
Once we get rid of the doubling of the spectrum in this way, the analogy with the
general quantum mechanical analysis of section 10 is much closer. As in that analysis,
each instanton solution that interpolates from a soliton p1 in the past to a soliton p2 in the
future – and has no moduli except the minimum possible number – contributes ±1 to the
relevant matrix element of the normalized differential Q̂ζ acting on the reduced complex.
The sign of this contribution is given by the sign of the fermion determinant. The problem
of defining this sign – and how it should be interpreted72 – is very similar in the present
context to what it was in the general quantum mechanical discussion. If pi2(X) is trivial
then any two fields obeying the boundary conditions (12.11), (12.12) are homotopic, so
the fermion determinant is uniquely determined up to an overall sign. Moreover, cluster
decomposition can be used to determine all the signs except for signs that can be absorbed
in the definitions of the initial and final soliton states. More generally, if pi2(X) 6= 0, then
the general analysis of the signs of the fermion determinants leads to the possibility of
discrete theta-angles, similarly to what happens in section 10 when pi1(M) 6= 0.
Now, let us consider an ij soliton at rest with vacuum i on the left and vacuum j on the
right. If we turn the picture upside-down, rotating by an angle pi in Euclidean signature,
an ij soliton becomes a ji soliton. The pi rotation, which is the Euclidean version of a CPT
transformation, also reverses the sign of the fermion number current. So if a multiplet of
ij solitons have fermion numbers F = f, f + 1, then the rotation gives a pair of ji solitons
of fermion numbers F = −f,−f − 1. A static picture of an ij soliton sitting at rest can be
viewed as a pairing between an ij soliton coming in from τ = −∞ and a ji soliton coming
in from τ = +∞. The path integral gives a non-degenerate and F-conserving pairing
Mij ⊗Mji → Z. (12.16)
Since the full complexes Mij admit this F-conserving pairing, the state Ψf+1ij must
pair with the state Ψ−f−1ji and the state Ψ
f
ij must pair with the state Ψ
−f
ji . Therefore, the
pairing on W is off-diagonal, pairing | − 12〉 with |+ 12〉 to give (without loss of generality)
+1. Since the pairing on the Clifford algebra has fermion number 0 and the total pairing
has fermion number 0, the induced pairing on the reduced states mij and mji has fermion
number 0. That is, the induced pairing on the states of lower fermion number in each
doublet,
K ′ : M′ij ⊗M′ji → Z, (12.17)
pairs mf0ij (p) with m
−f0
ji (p) and hence K
′ has fermion number 0.
When we explain the relation of the Landau-Ginzburg theory to the formalism of
Section §4 in Section §14.5 below it will turn out that we should not identify the reduced
complex of solitons M′ij with what in the web treatment was called Rij . Rather, Rij will
72The most powerful mathematical framework is provided by the theory of real determinant line bundles,
as we discuss in the quantum mechanical case in Appendix F. Here we content ourselves with the following
simple remarks showing that as in the general quantum mechanical case, the theory is uniquely determined
– up to physically-understood choices – if it works.
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actually be identified with the complex of soliton states of “upper” fermion number as in
equation (12.15). The pairing K ′ induces a similar pairing
K : Rij ⊗Rji → Z. (12.18)
To define K we simply drop the factor | + 12〉 in both Ψf+1ij (p) = | + 12〉 ⊗ mf0ij (p) and
Ψ−fji (p) = |+ 12〉 ⊗m−f0ji (p), and use the pairing K ′ on mf0ij (p) and m−f0ji (p). Thus, K is a
nondegenerate pairing of fermion number −1 + 0 = −1, in harmony with the definition of
a web representation in Section §4. It is symmetric by CPT invariance.
Figure 130: In a massive theory, when viewed from long distance, or in the limit that the mass
goes to infinity, the soliton solution is well approximated by a discontinuous solution, discontinuous
at some point x = x0.
Remarks
1. A soliton solution φij(x) is very near φi or φj for “most” of the values of x and only
shoots from vacuum i to j in a very short interval ∆x set by the inverse mass scale
`W of the theory. Thus, “in the infrared limit” where we take the mass scale large the
solution can be thought of as a discontinuous function with vacuum i at x < x0 and
j at x > x0. See Figure 130. Similarly, the instantons can be viewed as stationary
soliton worldlines with a small dot inserted as in Figure 131. This is the beginning
of the connection to the (extended) webs of previous sections.
2. We will show below that the counting of solitons and instantons leads to web repre-
sentations. So, starting with the data defining a LG field theory, we can deduce a
mathematical structure that is defined over the integers, and this is how it was pre-
sented in the first half of the paper. On the other hand, the field theory is defined in
terms of complex amplitudes and vector spaces, and hence does not give an entirely
natural explanation of why the mathematical structures, such as equation 12.16, are
in fact defined over Z. (It is natural for topological field theory path integrals to have
integral values, but we are not discussing topological field theory here.)
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Figure 131: Left: An instanton configuration contributing to the differential on the MSW complex.
The black regions indicate the locus where the field φ(x, τ) varies vary significantly from the vacuum
configurations φi or φj . The length scale here is `W , set by the superpotential. Right: Viewed from
a large distance compared to the length scale `W the instanton looks like a straight line x = x0,
where the vacuum changes discontinuously from vacuum φi to φj . The nontrivial τ -dependence of
the instanton configuration, interpolating from a soliton p1 to another soliton p2 has been contracted
to a single vertex located at τ = τ0. This illustrates the origin of the 2-valent vertices of extended
webs in the context of LG theory.
3. We can now introduce the Witten index, which in this context is known as the BPS
index µij . This is just the Euler character of the complexMij of (12.10) appropriately
interpreted to take into account the fact that we are working with a slightly degenerate
Morse function. We should compute [14]
µij := TrMijFe
ipiF = −
∑
p∈Lζi∩Rζj∩XW0
eipif(p) (12.19)
where XW0 is the preimage under W of a regular value W0 of the superpotential.
Here ζ = ζji and W0 lies on the interior of the line segment between the critical
values Wi and Wj . As we have shown in equation (12.8) the fermion number of a
classical soliton φpij has the form f(p) = fj − fi + nij(p) where nij(p) is an integer.
According to [14, 15, 48] the integer nij(p), reduced mod 2, is the contribution of p
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to the oriented intersection number of the Lefshetz thimbles, and hence
µij = e
ipi(fj−fi+1)#Lζi ∩Rζj = eipi(fj−fi+1)
∑
p∈Lζi∩Rζj∩XW0
(−1)ι(p) (12.20)
where ι(p) is the oriented intersection number.
12.4 Non-Triviality Of The Differential
Some of the literature on BPS states in two-dimensional LG models studies special cases
which might give one the impression that BPS solitons always lead to BPS states. In
this section we show that, in general, the differential Qζ acting on the space of classical
ζ-solitons is non-trivial.
The strategy will be to adapt a simple fact in ordinary Morse theory. We consider a
family of Morse functions in one variable u that near u = 0 look like
hε(u) =
u3
3
− εu, (12.21)
where ε is a real parameter. The equation for a critical point is u2 = ε. It has no real root
for ε < 0 but has a pair of real roots u± = ±
√
ε for ε > 0. For ε < 0, there are no classical
vacuum states near u = 0, but for ε > 0, there are two of them. However, extra quantum
vacua cannot appear as ε is varied, so there must be an instanton effect that lifts the two
approximately supersymmetric states that appear for ε > 0. Indeed, the portion of the
u-axis between u+ and u− is a gradient flow line that connects the two critical points, and
the contribution of this gradient flow line to the differential removes from the cohomology
the states supported at u+ and u−.
Notice that at ε = 0, where the two critical points appear or disappear, hε is not a
Morse function, since its unique critical point at u = 0 is degenerate – the second derivative
of h0(u) vanishes at u = 0. Consider in any number of variables a critical point that is
degenerate in this way – it is cubic in one variable u and quadratic in any number of
additional variables:
h(u, v1, . . . , vs, w1, . . . , wt) =
u3
3
+
s∑
i=1
v2i −
t∑
j=1
w2j . (12.22)
Under a generic perturbation, which will include a term linear in u, such a critical point
will either disappear or split into a pair of nondegenerate critical points, depending on the
sign of the perturbation. If the sign the perturbation is such as to generate two new critical
points, there can be no exact quantum supersymmetric state associated to them, since with
the opposite perturbation, these critical points would be absent even classically. So there
will always be a gradient flow line removing this pair of approximate ground states from
the supersymmetric spectrum.
The ζ-soliton equation on the real line is a problem of roughly this nature, with the
role of the Morse function played by the functional
h := −1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dxRe
(
i
2
gIJ
∑
I
φI
∂
∂x
φJ − ζ−1W
)
. (12.23)
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in the case that gIJ is constant. h is a function of infinitely many variables, and also
we should factor out by translations of x to think of h precisely as a Morse function.
We will find a situation in which, near a certain critical point (and omitting the mode
corresponding to spatial translations), h will look like (12.22), but with infinitely many v’s
and w’s. By varying one parameter that will correspond to ε, we will be able to make a
pair of ζ-solitons appear or disappear. When these two classical solitons appear, for the
same reasons explained above, there will have to be a ζ-instanton interpolating between
them and ensuring that the corresponding quantum states are not exactly supersymmetric.
The parameter playing the role of ε can actually be either a parameter appearing in
the Ka¨hler metric of the target space X or a parameter in the superpotential. For X = C,
varying the Ka¨hler metric of X will never cause a ζ-soliton to appear or disappear,73 but it
is not difficult to give an example for X = C2. We parametrize C2 with complex variables
Y,Z. To begin with, we take the Ka¨hler metric to be
d`2 = |dY |2 + |dZ|2. (12.24)
Later, we will make a perturbation of this Ka¨hler metric.
We start with a 1-variable superpotential W0(Y ), and for brevity we choose ζ
−1 = i,
so that the ζ-soliton equation is ascending gradient flow for ReW0 and a solution will have
a fixed value of ImW0. We pick W0 so that a non-trivial ij ζ-soliton Y0(x) does exist,
for some i, j ∈ V. After adding a constant to W0, we can assume that in this ζ-soliton,
W0(Y0(x)) is everywhere real and moreover that W0(Y0(x)) is negative for x → −∞ and
positive for x→ +∞.
In complex dimension 1, the operator L obtained by linearizing around a ζ-soliton
has no zero-mode except the one associated to spatial translations. (This is related to
the remark in footnote 73.) To mimic the situation described in eqn. (12.22), we need a
ζ-soliton that is “degenerate,” meaning that the linearized operator L has a zero-mode not
associated to translation symmetry. To achieve this, we include a second superfield Z in
the discussion, generalizing the superpotential to
W1(Y,Z) = W0(Y )(1 + Z
2). (12.25)
We have picked W1 so that ∂ZW1 = 0 at Z = 0, ensuring that (with the Ka¨hler metric
(12.24)) the ζ-soliton equation has the solution Y = Y0(x), Z = 0. Now let us expand
around this solution. The choice of W1 ensures that the fluctuations in Y and Z obey
separate equations. Y has the one zero-mode associated to spatial translations, and the
linearized equation for Z is
dZ
dx
= W0(Y0(x))Z. (12.26)
73 For X = C and i, j ∈ V, ij ζ-solitons are in 1-1 correspondence with paths in X from i to j with
Re(ζ−1W ) constant. Such a path, if properly parametrized, becomes a ζ-soliton. The Ka¨hler metric of X
enters only in determining the proper parametrization.
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Setting Z = z1 + iz2 with z1, z2 real and recalling that W0(Y0(x)) is real, we get the
solutions
z1(x) = exp
(∫ x
0
dx′W0(Y0(x′))
)
z2(x) = exp
(
−
∫ x
0
dx′W0(Y0(x′))
)
. (12.27)
Here, given our assumptions about W0(Y0(x)), z1(x) blows up exponentially at x = ±∞,
but z2(x) vanishes exponentially and thus we have found a ζ-soliton with a zero-mode that
is not associated to translation symmetry.
Now introduce a small parameter u and consider a family of approximate ζ-solitons
with
(Y,Z) = (Y0(x), uz2(x)) +O(u2). (12.28)
This obeys the ζ-soliton equation to order u, but can we choose the O(u2) terms to obey
the equation in order u2? The case of interest is that this is not possible; that will be so if
and only if (after integrating out all the non-zero modes), the function h of eqn. (12.23),
when expanded in powers of u, has a term of order u3. (The fact that (Y,Z) defined in
eqn. (12.28) is a ζ-soliton up to order u2 means that h has no term linear or quadratic in
u.) The model as we have defined it so far has a symmetry Z → −Z which ensures that
h is an even function of u and hence that there is no u3 term. However, we can easily
modify the model (without affecting the fact that h has no term linear or quadratic in u)
so that h acquires a u3 term. We simply add to the superpotential a term cubic in Z. The
superpotential thus becomes
W1(Y,Z) = W0(Y )(1 + Z
2) +A(Y )Z3, (12.29)
for a generic function A(Y ).
At this point, the solution (Y,Z) = (Y0, 0) of the ζ-soliton equation is a degenerate
critical point of the functional h that can be modeled as in (12.22) (with infinitely many
v’s and w’s and an additional zero-mode - due to translation invariance - that does not
have a simple finite-dimensional analog). To complete the story, we want to show that a
perturbation of the Ka¨hler metric or a further perturbation of the superpotential can add to
h a term linear in u. By varying the sign of this term, we can then make a pair of classical
ζ-solitons appear and disappear. For the sign of the perturbation for which the pair of
classical solutions exists, there will have to be a ζ-instanton interpolating between the
two ζ-solitons and removing the corresponding quantum states from the supersymmetric
spectrum.
A further perturbation of the superpotential that will have the desired effect is simply
a term εB(Y )Z, with a generic function B(Y ) and a sufficiently small ε. Thus the full
superpotential becomes
W = W0(Y )(1 + Z
2) +A(Y )Z3 + εB(Y )Z. (12.30)
Alternatively, we can induce the desired linear term in h by a small perturbation of the
Ka¨hler metric (12.24) that breaks the symmetry Z → −Z of this metric. We can choose a
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simple perturbation that preserves the flatness of the metric:
d`2 → d`2 + ε (dY dZ + dZdY ) . (12.31)
For a generic superpotential W1(Y,Z) as constructed above, this perturbation adds to h a
term εu and ensures that all of the desired conditions are satisfied.
13. MSW Complex On The Half-Line And The Interval
Now we will consider the analogous questions when the LG model is formulated on a
two-manifold that is either a half-plane or a strip, in other words it is R × D where R
parametrizes time and D is a half-line [x`,∞) or (−∞, xr] or a compact interval [x`, xr].
An important difference from the discussion of BPS solitons on the real line is that in the
discussion of ij solitons, we set ζ to the unique value ζji at which such solitons may exist.
By contrast, when we quantize the LG model on a strip or a half-plane, we pick a generic
value of ζ at which there are no ij solitons for any i, j. 74 Wall-crossing phenomena can
occur when ζ crosses the special values at which ij solitons do exist, and it is simplest to
work away from these walls.
In quantization on either a half-line or an interval, we need a boundary condition at
each finite end of D. Any such boundary condition will explicitly break the N = (2, 2)
supersymmetry of the bulk LG model to a subalgebra with at most two supercharges,
and we want this to be the small supersymmetry algebra generated by Qζ and its adjoint.
Since the spatial translations and supersymmetries that are not in the small subalgebra are
explicitly broken by the boundary conditions, they do not lead to any zero-modes. This
makes the analogy with the generic quantum mechanical analysis of section 10 much more
straightforward. Generically, for each choice of boundary condition, the ζ-soliton equation
has only a finite set of solutions, none of which admit any bosonic or fermionic moduli.
Each such solution corresponds to a single approximately supersymmetric state of some
fermion number f (whose definition is analyzed in section 13.3). As usual, we make a
complex with a basis corresponding to the solutions of the ζ-soliton equation, and on this
complex we define a differential Q̂ζ whose matrix elements are found by counting (with
signs that come from the sign of the fermion determinant) the ζ-instantons that interpolate
between two given ζ-solitons.
We now make a few more detailed remarks about the cases of a half-line or a strip.
13.1 The Half-Line
If we do not impose a boundary condition at x = 0, then the space of ζ-solitons on the
half-line [0,∞) that approach φj at infinity is the exact Lagrangian submanifold Rζj that
was described at the end of section 11.2. Rζj is naturally embedded in X by identifying a
ζ-soliton with the value φI(0). To quantize the LG model on [0,∞), we require a boundary
condition at x = 0 stating that φI(0) must lie in a specified Lagrangian submanifold L.
74Using equation (11.15) and Remark 9 of Section §2.1 this statement is equivalent to the criterion, used
in the abstract part of the paper, that no difference of vacuum weights zij is parallel to the boundary ∂H.
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ζ-solitons on [0,∞) that obey this condition at x = 0 and also approach φj at x =∞ are
simply in one-one correspondence with the intersection points L ∩Rζj .
As usual, to find the quantum BPS states, we construct a complexML,j that additively
has a basis corresponding to the intersection points just mentioned, with a differential Q̂ζ
that can be found by counting ζ-instantons. The instantons are schematically illustrated
in Figure 132.
To study BPS states on the half-line (−∞, 0], again with boundary conditions set by
L, we proceed in just the same way. The ζ-solitons that obey the boundary conditions
are the intersections Lζi ∩ L, where as in section 11.2, Lζi is defined by ascending gradient
flows on (−∞, 0] that start at φi at x = −∞. This gives a basis for a complex Mi,L, whose
normalized differential Q̂ζ is found by counting ζ-instanton solutions.
In general, a Lagrangian submanifold L may intersect Rζj (or Lζi ) in many points.
Moreover, if L is varied by an exact symplectomorphism of X (and thus without changing
it as an A-brane), the number of these intersection points may vary. Since the number of
exactly supersymmetric states on the half-line does not change if L is varied in this way,
but the dimension of the complexML,j can jump, the differential Q̂ζ is certainly nonzero in
general and ζ-instantons are important. However, it is difficult to give explicit examples.
We will describe an important example in which it is straightforward to identify the
intersections L ∩ Rζj . We simply take L to be one of the Lagrangian submanifolds Lζi . So
L ∩ Rζj = Lζi ∩ Rζj consists of points in X that are boundary values of flows on (−∞, 0]
that start at φi and also are boundary values of flows on [0,∞) that end at φj . Gluing
these flows together, we get an ij soliton, but by our hypothesis there are no such solitons
for i 6= j. So Lζi ∩ Rζj is empty for i 6= j. On the other hand, the only solution of the
ζ-soliton equation interpolating from a vacuum i to itself is the trivial constant solution
(in a non-trivial solution, the function Im(ζ−1W ) is strictly increasing), so Lζi ∩Rζi consists
of a single point, the critical point φi. With only a single approximately supersymmetric
state, there is no possibility of an instanton transition.
Of course, the analysis of Lζi ∩ L is the same if L = Rζj . So
M
Lζi , j
= M
i, Rζj
=
{
0 if j 6= i
Z if j = i,
(13.1)
in each case with trivial differential.
Remark: When comparing with the abstract discussion of Section §4.2 we should
identify the Chan-Paton factors for a brane defined by a Lagrangian subvariety L with
Ej := ML,j & E˜i := Mi,L (13.2)
for left- and right- boundaries, respectively.
13.2 The Strip
In quantization on the closed interval D = [x`, xr], with boundary conditions set at the
ends by two Lagrangian submanifolds L`,Lr, a classical ground state is a solution of the
ζ-soliton equation with φ(x`) ∈ L`, φ(xr) ∈ Lr. For the case that the strip is very long
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Figure 132: An instanton in the complex ML,j . The solitons corresponding to p1, p2 ∈ L ∩ Rζj
are exponentially close to the vacuum φj except for a small region, shown in turquoise, of width
`W . In addition, the instanton transitions from one soliton to another in a time interval of length
`W , indicated by the green square. At large distances the green square becomes the 0-valent vertex
used in extended half-plane webs.
compared to the longest Compton wavelength of any massive particle in the theory, we
can give a simple counting of such solutions. At long distances from the boundaries, the
theory will be close to one of the vacuum states, which correspond to the critical points φi,
i ∈ V. Given this, near the left boundary, the ζ-soliton solution will approximate one of
the half-line solutions that contribute basis vectors of ML`,i; and near the right boundary,
it will approximate one of the half-line solutions that contribute basis vectors of Mi,Lr .
Conversely, if the strip is wide, then generalities of index theory and elliptic operators
imply that every pair of left- and right- half-line solutions arises in this way from a solution
on the strip.75 So additively, the complex ML`,Lr of the two-sided problem has a simple
description:
ML`,Lr ∼= ⊕i∈VML`,i ⊗Mi,Lr (13.3)
At the end of section 13.3, we explain why the grading of ML`,Lr by fermion number is
related to those of ML`,i and Mi,Lr in the way suggested by this decomposition.
As usual, the normalized differential Q̂ζ on this complex is computed by counting ζ-
instanton solutions. Some such instantons are localized at one end of the strip or the other.
These instantons contribute the differentials of individual factors ML`,i and Mi,Lr in the
sum over i ∈ V in (13.3). If they were the only instantons on the strip, then the cohomology
of the complex ML`,Lr would have the same sort of decomposition as the complex itself:
H∗(ML`,Lr)
?∼= ⊕i∈VH∗(ML`,i)⊗H∗(Mi,Lr). (13.4)
75If the strip is wide, then a simple guing starting with a left- and a right- half-line solution comes
exponentially close to an exact solution on the strip. Using the assumed nondegeneracy of the solutions and
the fact that the relevant index vanishes because L` and Lr are both middle-dimenisonal, this approximate
solution can be corrected to an exact solution in a unique way.
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As discussed qualitatively in the introductory section 1, in general the differential for
the problem on the strip is much more complicated and this simple formula is not correct.
The differential can receive corrections from instantons that cannot be localized at one end
of the strip or the other. To a large extent, the goal of this paper is to understand these
unlocalized contributions to the differential, which prevent an elementary description of the
space of physical states on the strip. Starting in Section §14, we will seek to understand
these contributions in the context of LG models. But first we pause for another interlude
on the fermion number (Section §13.3).
Although there is no simple statement about the cohomology on the strip, there is a
simple statement about the Euler characteristic of the cohomology. The Euler character-
istic of the cohomology of a complex does not depend on the differential (the effect of the
differential is eliminate pairs of states of opposite statistics that anyway make no net con-
tribution to the Euler charactistic), so the supersymmetric index of this problem factorizes
nicely in the fashion suggested by (13.3). If we define the index
µL`,i = TrML,ie
ipiF (13.5)
on the half-line, with a similar definition for µi,Lr and µL`,Lr , then, provided the fermion
numbers are coherently related, it follows from equation (13.3) that these indices nicely
factorize:
µL`,Lr =
∑
i∈V
µL`,iµi,Lr (13.6)
13.3 The Fermion Number Revisited
Much of our analysis of the fermion number and the η-invariant, starting in section 12.1,
was equally valid whether the spatial manifold D on which we quantize is the real line, a
half-line, or a compact interval. However, we will now describe some special features that
occur when D has a boundary (as opposed to an infinite end). In doing so, it is convenient
to assume that D has only boundaries and no infinite ends – the general case is a mixture
of the two problems.
We begin by considering, in the absence of a superpotential, the standard A-model
of maps φ : Σ → X, where Σ is a compact Riemann surface without boundary of Euler
characteristic χ(Σ) and X is a compact Ka¨hler manifold. In general, fermion number is
not conserved in this model. The net violation of fermion number is given by the index of
the two-dimensional Dirac operator coupled to φ∗(T 1,0X). After topological twisting76 the
resulting Dirac operator L has index:
ι(L) = χ(Σ) dimCX − 2
∫
Σ
c1(φ
∗(KX)), (13.7)
where KX is the canonical bundle of X – the bundle of (n, 0) forms on X, where n =
dimCX. (In the untwisted σ-model, one would drop the first term on the right-hand side of
(13.7).) The index (13.7) is the expected real dimension of the moduli space of holomorphic
76After this twisting, the relevant Dirac operator is naturally regarded as a ∂ or Dolbeault operator.
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maps φ : Σ→ X. Equivalently, it is the net fermion number F of operators that must be
inserted to get a non-zero A-model amplitude. For our purposes, the important term in
the index formula is the one involving c1(φ
∗(KX)). This term depends on φ, so when it
is nonzero, different A-model amplitudes on the same Σ violate the fermion number F by
different amounts and we say that the A-model does not have fermion number symmetry.
The χ(Σ) dimC(X) term in the index formula, since it is independent of φ, is a sort of
c-number anomaly, and actually, in our eventual applications, we will have χ(Σ) = 0. (The
A-model still makes sense – and is much studied – as a topological quantum field theory
even when it does not conserve an integer-valued fermion number. Because of the factor of
2 multiplying the φ-dependent term, the A-model always conserves fermion number modulo
2k for some integer k, and similarly in the analysis below, even when there is no Z-graded
MSW complex, there is always a Z2k-graded one.)
What happens if we turn on a superpotential? Then the equation ∂sφ
I = 0 for a
holomorphic map is deformed to the ζ-instanton equation
∂φI
∂s
=
iζ
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φJ
. (13.8)
This equation depends on the choice of local complex parameter s on Σ and does not make
sense on an arbitrary Σ. The left hand side of (13.8) is a (0, 1)-form and the right hand side
is a 0-form; to set these equal implies picking a trivialization of the bundle of (0, 1)-forms.
For Σ of genus 1, this is given by the globally-defined (0, 1)-form ds, but for χ(Σ) 6= 0,
there is a topological obstruction to the definition. However, whenever the deformation
from the usual A-model equation to the ζ-instanton equation is possible, this deformation
certainly does not affect the index, since the superpotential W is a lower order term in the
ζ-instanton equation, or alternatively since the index is an integer and (for compact Σ) the
spectrum of L varies smoothly when W is turned on.
Now let us allow Σ to have a boundary, labeled by a brane. To define a boundary
condition on the equation for a holomorphic map, or on the ζ-instanton equation, we pick
a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ X and require that φ(∂Σ) ⊂ L, as discussed in section
11.2. In addition we choose local boundary conditions on the fermions which then follow
from the preservation of Qζ-supersymmetry. In this case, the index of the Dirac/Dolbeault
operator L still makes sense and still determines the expected dimension of the moduli
space and the net violation of fermion number in amplitudes. Moreover, if Σ is compact,
and if it makes sense to turn on a superpotential W , the index is independent of W ,
since W contributes a lower order term in the ζ-instanton equation and does not affect
the boundary condition. For similar reasons, when we discuss later the η-invariant on a
one-manifold D with boundary (but no infinite ends), W will be irrelevant and can be set
to 0. Accordingly, the following discussion of the index theorem when Σ has a boundary,
and later of the η-invariant when D has a boundary, can be carried out at W = 0 and is
simply part of the analysis of the usual A-model. By contrast, if Σ or D has an infinite
end, then W affects the asymptotic behavior at the end and does affect the index theory
and the η-invariant, as for instance in eqn. (12.8).
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So setting W = 0, we now consider the formula for the index when Σ has a boundary.
The formula (13.7) does not quite make sense without some explanation because to define a
first Chern class of the line bundle φ∗(KX) over Σ, one needs a trivialization of φ∗(KX) on
∂Σ. The proper interpretation is as follows. For simplicity, we assume that the Lagrangian
submanifold L is orientable and pick an orientation. L acquires a Riemannian metric from
its embedding in the Ka¨hler manifold X, so it has a volume form vol. Setting n = dimCX,
vol is a real-valued n-form on L. On the other hand, a section of KX is an (n, 0)-form whose
restriction to L is a complex-valued n-form on L. A real-valued n-form is a special case of
a complex-valued one, so we can regard vol as a trivialization of KX |L (the restriction of
KX to L). Given a map φ : Σ → X that maps ∂Σ to L, the trivialization of KX |L pulls
back to a trivialization of φ∗(KX)|∂Σ. We define
∫
Σ c1(φ
∗(KX)) using this trivialization
of φ∗(KX) on ∂Σ. With this interpretation, the index formula (13.7) remains valid. (For
mathematical background on this and related statements, see [40], especially section 2.1.D,
and [79], especially section 5.) To emphasize the role of the trivialization, we write the
index formula as
ι(L) = χ(Σ) dimCX − 2
∫
Σ
c1(φ
∗(KX))|vol , (13.9)
where the notation is meant to remind us that the first Chern class is defined using the
trivalization via vol on the boundary. If one asks “why” the trivialization we have used is
the right one in the index formula, one answer is that this trivialization is the only one that
can be described in a universal local way, and the heat kernel proof of the index theorem
makes clear that there must be a universal local formula.
Now let us ask under what conditions the A-model has fermion number symmetry, in
the sense that the index ι(L) does not depend on φ. A necessary condition is certainly
that c1(KX) = 0. Otherwise, the A-model has no fermion number symmetry even in the
absence of a boundary. However, even if c1(KX) = 0, it does not necessarily follow that
c1(φ
∗(KX))|vol vanishes. This involves a condition on L, and the A-model has fermion
number symmetry only when this condition is obeyed.
Let us consider an example. We take X to be the complex φ-plane, and we take L to
be the unit circle in the φ-plane.77 We take Σ to be the unit disc in the complex z-plane.
A degree 0 map from Σ to X, mapping ∂Σ to L, is a constant map, depending on 1 real
parameter (the choice of a point in L). A degree 1 map from Σ to X, mapping ∂Σ to L,
is a fractional linear transformation φ = (az+ b)/(bz+ a), depending on 3 real parameters
(the real and imaginary parts of a, b with the equivalence a, b ∼= λa, λb for λ > 0; one also
requires |b| < |a|). More generally, a degree r map is φ = p(z)/zrp(1/z), where p is a
degree r polynomial which depends on 2r+ 1 parameters (after allowing for an equivalence
p ∼= λp, λ ∈ R; p(z) must have all its zeroes inside the unit disc). So the index ι(L) equals
2r+ 1. Since ι(L) depends on φ in this example, this means that with this choice of L, the
A-model does not have fermion number symmetry. (In fact, F is conserved only mod 2 in
this situation, since by changing r one changes ι(L) be an arbitrary multiple of 2.)
77This particular Lagrangian submanifold does not actually correspond to a quantum A-brane, because
of disc instanton effects. But we can still use it to illustrate the index theorem.
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Now let us try to understand the dimension of the moduli space from the index formula
(13.9). Since χ(Σ) = dimCX = 1, to get ι(D) = 2r + 1, we need
∫
Σ c1(φ
∗(KX))|vol = −r.
The basic case to understand is r = 1, as the general case will then follow by taking an
r-fold cover. For r = 1, we can take the map from Σ to X to be φ = z, so we identify Σ
with the unit disc Y ⊂ X and perform the calculation there. In terms of polar coordinates
φ = reiα, the volume form of L is vol = dα. We want to calculate ∫Y c1(KX)|vol, where
we interpret vol as a trivialization of KX |L. One way to do the computation is to extend
vol = dα to a meromorphic section Υ of KX over Y . Then the difference between the
number of zeroes and poles of Υ in Y is
∫
Y c1(KX)|vol. The formula (dz/z)||z|=1 = idα
shows that we can take Υ = −idz/z, with one pole and no zeroes in the unit disc, so∫
Y c1(KX)|vol = −1, as expected.
When c1(KX) = 0, the relevant part of the index formula can be written as follows
as an integral over ∂Σ. Let Ω be a holomorphic n-form on X, normalized so that |Ω ∧ Ω|
agrees with the Riemannian volume form of X. Then when restricted to L, the expression
eiϑ =
vol
Ω|L (13.10)
is a U(1)-valued function on L. (L is said to be special Lagrangian if this function is
constant.) If Σ has several boundary components Σs mapping to Lagrangian submanifolds
Ls, then each has its own volume-form vols and we set eiϑs = vols/Ω|Ls . The index
formula is then
ι(L) = χ(Σ) dimCX − 2
∑
s
∮
∂sΣ
dϕs
2pi
. (13.11)
where we define ϕs := φ
∗
s(ϑs) and φs is the restriction of φ to ∂sΣ. To get from (13.9) to this
formula, we observe that if we were to trivialize φ∗(KX) via the everywhere nonzero section
φ∗(Ω), then
∫
Σ c1(φ
∗(KX)) would vanish. The actual definition involves a trivialization on
each ∂sΣ via φ
∗(vols), and then
∫
Σ c1(φ
∗(KX)) is a sum of boundary contributions, where
the contribution of ∂sΣ is made by comparing the two trivializations of φ
∗(KX)|∂sΣ.
Finally this gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the A-model with branes
defined by Lagrangian submanifolds Ls to have conserved fermion number. The condition
under which the index does not depend on the map φ is that on each Ls, it is possible to
define ϑs as a real-valued function, not just an angle-valued function.
Now we turn to our real interest, which is to analyze the fermion number of physical
states in quantization of the model. For this, we take Σ = R ×D, where D is a compact
interval, for instance the interval78 [0, pi]. We label the two ends of the interval with
Lagrangian submanifolds L` and Lr. Assuming c1(X) = 0, we want to define the conserved
fermion number of the A-model. From section 12.1, we certainly expect that the η-invariant
of the one-dimensional Dirac operator will be part of the answer. But since there is a
boundary correction in the index formula (13.11), it is not surprising that a boundary
contribution is needed in the definition of a conserved fermion number.
78For W = 0, conformal invariance ensures that the width of interval D does not matter. It is convenient
to take an interval of width pi.
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Rather than developing a general theory, we will continue with the example X =
C. (The interested reader should be able to generalize the following computation.) We
parametrize X by a single complex field φ. To start with, we take Lr to be a straight line
in X at an angle −ϑr to the Reφ axis. The equation defining this straight line is
φ = e2iϑrφ. (13.12)
We similarly take L` to be a straight line in C at an angle ϕ` to the real axis, and so
described by
φ = e2iϑ`φ. (13.13)
For compact D, we can set W to 0 without modifying the fermion number. When we
do this, the Dirac operator (12.6) is simply
D = σ3i d
dx
. (13.14)
We recall that this was written in a basis
(
δφ
δφ
)
. We write ψ+, ψ− for fermions corre-
sponding respectively to δφ, δφ, 79 so D acts on the fermions as
Dψ± = ±i d
dx
ψ±. (13.15)
The boundary conditions (13.12) and (13.13) imply that variations of φ obey δφ = e2iϑrδφ
at x = pi and δφ = e2iϑ`δφ at x = 0. So the boundary conditions on the fermions are
ψ− = ψ+ ·
{
e2iϑr , x = pi
e2iϑ` , x = 0.
(13.16)
With these boundary conditions, and the specific form of the Dirac operator D in (13.15),
we can glue ψ+, ψ− to a single fermi field
ψ(x) =
{
ψ+(x) 0 ≤ x ≤ pi
e−2iϑrψ−(2pi − x) pi ≤ x ≤ 2pi
that obeys
Dψ = i d
dx
ψ (13.17)
and
ψ(x+ 2pi) = e−2i(ϑr−ϑ`)ψ(x). (13.18)
The eigenvalues of the Dirac operator acting on states with this periodicity condition are
λn = n+
ϑr − ϑ`
pi
, n ∈ Z. (13.19)
79These are actually linear combinations of the fields ψ± and ψ± used in the standard Lagrangian.
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Since this spectrum is a periodic function of ∆ = ϑr−ϑ`pi with period 1, η(D) is also a periodic
function of ∆ with that period. Using the Hurwitz zeta function ζ(s, α) =
∑∞
n=0
1
(n+α)s
and its analytic continuation to s = 0, given by ζ(0, α) = 12 − α (and valid for Re(α) > 0)
one easily shows that for 0 < ∆ < 1, η(D) = 1− 2∆. In general this is correct mod 2,
η(D) = 1− 4ϑr − ϑ`
2pi
mod 2Z, (13.20)
with even integer jumps so that η(D) is periodic.
Let us write fψ for the fermion number of the filled fermi sea. By equation (12.3), this
is −η(D)/2, which in view of eqn. (13.20) leads to
fψ = −1
2
+ 2
ϑr − ϑ`
2pi
modZ. (13.21)
To see why the fermion number needs an additional contribution, let L` and Lr be
more general Lagrangian submanifolds of X, not necessarily straight lines. Pick a time-
independent bosonic field of the LG model; this is just a map φ : [0, pi]→ X with φ(0) ∈ L`
and φ(pi) ∈ Lr. Since the fermions are free for the case that X = C, the computation of
the η-invariant is the same as above, with ϕ` = ϑ`(φ(0)) and ϕr = ϑr(φ(pi)) where ϑ is
defined by (13.10). Another way to say this is that for any choice of φ : [0, pi] → X, the
calculation is the same as above, with L` and Lr replaced by their tangent lines at the
points φ(0) ∈ L` and φ(pi) ∈ Lr. Now give φ a slow time dependence. The formula for
fψ remains the same, but now it is time-dependent, since ϕr and ϕ` are time-dependent.
To define a conserved fermion number, we have to add to fψ a boundary correction that
cancels this time-dependence. As one might guess from the analysis of the index, this is
only possible if one can define ϕ` and ϕr as real-valued functions (rather than angle-valued
functions) and in that case one can take the conserved fermion number to be
f = fψ − 2ϕr − ϕ`
2pi
= −1
2
η(D)− 2ϕr − ϕ`
2pi
. (13.22)
In view of (13.21), f takes values in −1/2+Z. The generalization of this to higher complex
dimension is −12 dimCX+Z. From the point of view of the physical approach described at
the beginning of section 12.1, the reason that a boundary correction to the fermion number
is needed is that although one can define a conserved current that is bilinear in the fermion
fields, its flux through the boundary may be nonzero.
We note, however, that for a Lagrangian submanifold L, if the angle-valued function ϑ
can be lifted to an integer-valued function, then this lift is only uniquely determined mod
2piZ and the choice of lift (which in (13.22) is made independently for L` and Lr) affects
the definition of the fermion number. Moreover, if we change the orientation of L, this
changes the sign of vols and hence shifts ϑs by pi, again changing the fermion number. So
an orientation of L and a choice of lift of ϑ have to be regarded as part of the definition of
an A-brane. A change in orientation or lift of either L` or Lr changes f by an integer. (We
do not need to worry about the dependence of ϑ on the choice of Ω, because, assuming we
use the same Ω to define ϑs for all Ls, a change in Ω shifts all ϑs by the same amount and
never contributes to ϕr − ϕ`.)
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The physical application of this is as usual. In quantization on D = [0, pi], in a
transition between two ζ-solitons, the integer-valued conserved fermion number will in
general change by an integer. This integer will match the index of the two-dimensional
Dirac operator L, and this index gives the net fermion number of operators that must be
inserted to make this transition possible.
Now let us restore W and take the interval D = [x`, xr] to be much longer than the
Compton wavelength of any massive particle. Then for each ζ-soliton, the fermion number
can be written as a sum of contributions from the two ends of the strip, as we assumed
in discussing (13.3). The boundary corrections are manifestly a sum of contributions from
the two ends, and the η-invariant has the same property, since it can be written rather as
in (12.7) as an integral over D:
ηcont(D) = lim
ε→0
∫
D
dx
2d∑
s=1
〈
x, s|sign(D) exp(−ε|D|)|x, s〉. (13.23)
The integral receives a contribution only from the regions near the boundaries of D, because
the integrand vanishes exponentially fast away from the boundaries. The last statement
just reflects the fact that the expectation value of the Lorentz-invariant fermion number
current is 0 in a Lorentz-invariant vacuum, and moreover, in a massive theory, the approach
to the vacuum is exponentially fast.
Thus far, we have assumed D is compact. If we take D to be a half-line [0,∞) or
(−∞, 0], then because of the infinite end of D, we cannot simply set W to 0. However,
W does not affect the boundary contributions at the finite end of D to the index or the
fermion number.
In summary, although we have based our discussion on a representative example, in
general the fermion number of the MSW complex on the interval is defined by
f = −1
2
η(D)− 2ϕr − ϕ`
2pi
(13.24)
where D is the Dirac operator obtained from linearizing the ζ-soliton equation. We choose
local Qζ-preserving boundary conditions for the fermions and ϕ` = ϑ`(φ(x`)) while ϕr =
ϑr(φ(xr)). On the interval we can simplify the Dirac operator by setting W = 0. On the
half-line we drop ϕr or ϕ`, as appropriate, and we cannot set W = 0.
13.4 Implications Of The Bulk Anomaly
What are the implications of the fermion number anomaly? Our next goal is to explain
that in general, the framework of the present paper only applies when the fermion num-
ber anomaly vanishes. We discuss first the bulk anomaly and then (in section 13.5) the
boundary anomaly.
The bulk anomaly is proportional to the first Chern class c1(X) of the target space
X of the σ-model, so it is absent for simple Landau-Ginzburg models with X = Cn. We
pause to give a few illustrative examples of massive σ-models with more complicated target
spaces X, constructed from a U(1) gauge theory coupled to chiral superfields. Here are
two examples:
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(A) For our first model, we consider three chiral superfields u, v, b with U(1) charges
1, 1,−2. The D-term constraint coming from the U(1) gauge-invariance is |u|2 + |v|2 −
2|b|2 = r. If the constant r is large and positive, the model is equivalent at low energies
to a σ-model in which the target space X is the Eguchi-Hansen manifold, the total space
of the line bundle O(−2)→ CP1, where CP1 is embedded as the locus b = 0. We take the
superpotential to be W = buv + b2G(u, v) where G is a generic homogeneous polynomial
of degree 4. This gives a massive model with 2 vacua at b = 0 (with u = 0 or v = 0) and
more at b 6= 0.
(B) For our second model, we consider three chiral superfields u, v, b with U(1) charges
1, 1,−1. The D-term constraint is |u|2 + |v|2 − |b|2 = r, and if r >> 0, the target space
X is the total space of the line bundle O(−1)→ CP1, where again CP1 is embedded in X
as the locus b = 0. We take the superpotential to be W = bu. There is a unique massive
vacuum at b = u = 0.
In general, in a theory of a U(1) vector multiplet coupled to chiral multiplets of charge
qi, the condition for a fermion number anomaly is
∑
i qi 6= 0. Accordingly, model (A)
actually does not have a fermion number anomaly, since the sum of the chosen U(1) charges
vanishes, while model (B) does have an anomaly.
Parenthetically, we remark that while model (A) does not have an anomaly, neverthe-
less it does illustrate another point of interest in the present paper: the superpotential W
has equal values at both of the b = 0 vacua. This does not reflect global symmetries: for
generic G(u, v), there are none. Rather, it reflects the fact that the two vacua are contained
in a common holomorphically embedded CP1. In general, if W is restricted to any compact
and holomorphic subvariety of X it must be constant there, and hence the critical values
of any two critical points on such a subvariety are equal. 80 So in general in a massive
(2, 2) model in two dimensions, it is not true that parameters can be varied so that the
superpotential takes generic values in the different vacua. Hence the genericity assumption
that we have made throughout this paper needs to be treated with care. However, the case
that everything is generic except that two vacua unavoidably have the same value of W
fits into our framework with a minor modification: precisely because the two vacua have
the same value of W , there are no BPS solitons connecting them, and in many statements
we can simply conflate the two vacua in question.
Returning to the consequences of a nonvanishing fermion anomaly, as we have noted,
model (B) actually does have a fermion number anomaly, since in this model q :=
∑
i qi = 1.
To understand the consequences, recall that in the theory of N = (2, 2) vector multiplets
80In the particular case of a (2, 2) supersymmetric σ-model with a hyperka¨hler target X, there is a
possible modulus that is not easily visible in the linear σ-model language and that removes holomorphic
subvarieties. The modulus in question is a rotation of the complex structure of X away from the one that
is visible in the linear σ-model. In particular, in model (A), the target has the Eguchi-Hanson metric and
is hyperka¨hler. A rotation of complex structure removes the holomorphically embedded CP1. For such a
rotation (with a corresponding change of W to remain holomorphic) the values of W in the two vacua will
in general become unequal. We can still illustrate the main point since a more elaborate model of this type
has no such modulus. An example is a U(1) gauge theory with chiral superfields u, v, w, b, b′ of charges
1, 1, 1,−1,−2 and superpotential W = bu+ b′vw. There are two massive vacua with b = b′ = u = 0 and v
or w vanishing, and W = 0 in each vacuum.
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coupled to chiral multiplets in two dimensions, the vector multiplet field strength is a
twisted chiral superfield Σ. Classically, the twisted chiral superpotential for this field is
W˜ = tΣ. Here t is a complex constant, the Ka¨hler modulus, whose imaginary part is
the constant r that enters the classical D-term constraint; its real part is θ/2pi, with θ
the quantum mechanical θ-angle. But at 1-loop order, when q 6= 0, the twisted chiral
superpotential becomes W˜ = tΣ + qΣ log Σ/2pii. In our model (B), with q = 1, this W˜
turns out to have a unique critical point, which corresponds to the unique massive vacuum
of the model.81 The value of W˜ at the critical point depends on the Ka¨hler modulus t. If
we take model (B) as it stands, since it has only one vacuum, the value of W˜ in this vacuum
does not really matter (an additive constant in either W or W˜ is irrelevant), and moreover
with only one vacuum, all considerations of the present paper are trivial. To make a more
interesting variant of model (B), we first observe that model (B) can be interpreted as
a σ-model whose target X is C2 with a point blown up. (As a σ-model, this model is
asymptotically free, since
∑
i qi > 0, so this description is good even in the ultraviolet.)
Here C2 is parametrized by x = ub and y = vb, and the point x = y = 0 is blown up in
X to the copy of CP1 defined by b = 0. In this description, the superpotential is W = x.
Though the function x has no critical point on C2, when one blows up a point, it acquires
a nondegenerate critical point on the resulting exceptional divisor CP1. Now let us blow
up k points p1, . . . , pk ∈ C2. After the blowup, each pi is replaced by a copy of CP1, and
on each of these CP1 the superpotential W has a nondegenerate critical point φi, with the
value of W (φi) being simply the x-coordinate of the point pi; in particular, these values
can be generic. Each CP1 also has its own Ka¨hler modulus ti. The value of the twisted
chiral superpotential W˜ at the critical point φi depends on ti just as if the other CP1’s
did not exist (it can be computed in A-model terms by counting holomorphic maps to
the given CP1, and this counting does not “know” whether other points have been blown
up). In particular, in this model, both the ordinary superpotential W and the twisted
superpotential W˜ take generic values in the massive vacua.82
The significance of this arises when we consider solitons in the ij sector. In addition to
the familiar central charge W (φi) −W (φj), the supersymmetry algebra acquires another
central charge term W˜ (φi) − W˜ (φj). The supercharge Qζ whose cohomology we have
been analyzing is still conserved, but it is no longer nilpotent in a soliton sector; rather
Q2ζ is proportional to ζ−1
(
W˜ (φi)− W˜ (φj)
)
. The supersymmetric model still exists, but it
cannot be studied using the methods of this paper, which assume that Q2ζ = 0. Generically,
fermion number conservation is the only obvious mechanism to ensure that the F = 1
supercharge Qζ obeys Q2ζ = 0 in a soliton sector. That is why we require fermion number
conservation.
As usual, the relation between W and W˜ is actually symmetrical. A priori, an N =
(2, 2) model in two dimensions can have separate R-symmetry groups acting on positive
81We are eliding a few points, which are explained for example in section 13.6 of [18]. The semiclassical
method described in the text to evaluate W˜ in a massive vacuum is valid when |r| is large and the signs of∑
i qi and of r are such that the value of Σ is large in this vacuum. Even when this derivation is not valid,
the answer it gives for the value of W˜ in a massive vacuum can be justified using holomorphy.
82The techniques described in [71] could be used to make the above construction quite concrete.
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chirality and negative chirality supercharges. Taking W 6= 0, W˜ = 0 leaves one linear
combination of these as a possible symmetry, and this is what we have called fermion
number. Taking W = 0, W˜ 6= 0 leaves a different symmetry and a different supercharge Q˜
that obeys Q˜2 = 0 in soliton sectors. The reasoning of this present paper applies equally
well to a model with W = 0, W˜ 6= 0.
13.5 Implications Of The Boundary Anomaly
Even if the bulk fermion number anomaly vanishes, it is natural now to suspect that
a similar phenomenon can arise from the boundary contribution to the fermion number
anomaly. Indeed, this is the case. As an example, we consider the model that we already
used to illustrate the boundary anomaly, with X being the complex φ-plane. 83 We take
the superpotential to be ζ−1W = iφ2, which has just one critical point at φ = 0. The
right thimble Rζ is the imaginary φ axis. We consider the σ-model on the half-plane x ≥ 0
in the x − τ plane with boundary condition at x = 0 set by a Lagrangian submanifold
L. As in section 13.1, the classical approximation to a supersymmetric state on the half-
plane is given by an intersection L ∩ Rζ . We take L to be the unit circle in the φ-plane.
This is an example where the phase function eiϑ defined in (13.10) does not have a well-
defined logarithm, so we should expect trouble. The Lagrangian L intersects Rζ in the two
points φ = ±i, which we call p and p′. So in the classical approximation, there are two
supersymmetric half-plane states, |p〉 and |p′〉. The state |p〉 corresponds to a ζ-soliton Φp
on the half-line that interpolates from φ = i at x = 0 to φ = 0 at x = ∞, and similarly
|p′〉 corresponds to a ζ-soliton Φp′ that interpolates from φ = −i at x = 0 to φ = 0 at
x =∞. The model has a classical symmetry κ : φ→ −φ that exchanges the points p and
p′, and also the states |p〉 and |p′〉. What does κ do to the fermion number of a half-plane
state? The η-invariant is invariant under κ, but κ increases the boundary contribution to
the fermion number by 1. (This is clear from eqn. (13.22): the boundary contribution at
x = 0 is ϕ`/pi where ϕ` differs by pi between the points p and p
′.) The fact that κ increases
F by 1 is compatible with κ2 = 1, since F is only conserved modulo 2. There is no natural
way to define a zero of the fermion number and say which of |p〉 and |p′〉 is even and which
is odd.
Quantum mechanically, there must be no supersymmetric states on the half-plane in
this problem. This follows from the fact that the space of supersymmetric states must be
invariant under Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms acting on the Lagrangian submanifold
L. We can use such a symplectomorphism to move L so that it does not intersect Rζ
at all. (This is possible, in part, because the algebraic intersection number of L and Rζ
vanishes in this example.) Accordingly, it must be that quantum mechanically Qζ does
not annihilate the states |p〉 and |p′〉. In fact, Qζ must exchange these two states, as Qζ
reverses the Z2-valued fermion number and the two states have opposite fermion number.
So Qζ must act by
Qζ |p〉 = λ|p′〉
Qζ |p′〉 = λ′|p〉, (13.25)
83This example is closely related to Example 1.11 discussed in [7].
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where λ and λ′ cannot both be zero. However, the symmetry κ ensures that λ is nonzero
if and only if λ′ is nonzero.84 Hence in this space of states Q2ζ = λλ′ 6= 0.
In the topological A-model, one would describe the fact that Q2ζ 6= 0 by saying that
the brane under consideration is not a valid A-brane. It appears that in the physical
supersymmetric model, this brane makes sense but that for strings ending on this brane,
there is a central charge such that Q2ζ is a nonzero constant. In any event, the fact that
Q2ζ 6= 0 in the presence of this brane means that supersymmetric states involving this brane
cannot be studied using the methods of the present paper.
But what goes wrong with the proof that Q2ζ = 0? We view the σ-model on the half-
line as an infinite-dimensional version of Morse theory, with the Morse function of eqn.
(11.21). As explained in section 10.6, to try to prove that Q2ζ = 0, we are supposed to
look at two-dimensional moduli spaces of the flow equation, which in the present context
is the ζ-instanton equation on the half-plane x ≥ 0. To be more precise, to try to prove
that Q2ζ annihilates the state |p〉, we must study solutions of the ζ-instanton equation that
approach the ζ-soliton Φp for τ → ±∞, approach φ = 0 for x → ∞, and obey |φ| = 1
at x = 0. To get a two-dimensional moduli space, we need a fermion number anomaly of
2, and this means, since the fermion number anomaly is twice the winding number of the
boundary, that along the boundary of the half-plane (which is the line x = 0), φ wraps
once around the unit circle.
If λ, λ′ 6= 0, then solutions obeying the appropriate conditions do exist. For to get
a non-zero matrix element Qζ |p〉 = λ|p′〉, there is a solution of the ζ-instanton equation
of the half-plane that describes a flow from Φp in the past to Φp′ in the future; and this
solution has only the one modulus that results from time-translation symmetry. Similarly,
a non-zero matrix element Qζ |p′〉 = λ′|p〉 means that there are ζ-instantons describing
flows from Φp′ back to Φp, again with only one modulus associated to time translations.
As always in Morse theory, by combining these solutions to a broken path Φp → Φp′ → Φp
and correcting the broken path slightly to get a family of exact flows, we get a family of
solutions of the ζ-instanton equation with a two-dimensional moduli space M and hence
a one-dimensional reduced moduli space Mred. Mred has one end corresponding to the
broken path Φp → Φp′ → Φp. This broken path by itself makes a nonzero contribution to
the matrix element of Q2ζ from |p〉 to itself.
Usually, in Morse theory, the proof that Q2ζ = 0 comes by arguing that any such
Mred must have a second end corresponding to another broken path starting and ending
at Φp, and that the two broken paths make canceling contributions to the matrix element
of Q2ζ . However, in the present context, the second end of Mred is not another broken
path; it is a sort of ultraviolet end that is possible because of the fermion number anomaly.
It seems to be difficult to find exactly the relevant two-parameter family of ζ-instantons
(with a quadratic superpotential, the ζ-instanton equation is linear but it is difficult to
satisfy the boundary conditions). However, we can easily find the end of Mred that is not
a broken path and so leads to Q2ζ being non-zero. This end is described by a ζ-instanton
84One might be surprised to have both λ and λ′ nonzero, since one counts ascending gradient flows from
p to p′ and the other counts ascending flows from p′ to p. How can there be ascending flows in both
directions? The point is that we are in a situation in which the superpotential is not single-valued.
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that coincides with the ζ-soliton Φp except very near a boundary point x = 0, τ = τ0
(for some τ0). At short distances, the ζ-instanton equation can be approximated by the
equation ∂φ/∂s = 0 for a holomorphic map; as usual s = x+ iτ . A simple family of such
holomorphic maps from the right-half plane to the unit disc, mapping the boundary of the
right half plane to the boundary of the disc with winding number 1 is given by a fractional
linear transformation
φa,τ0(s) = i
(s− iτ0)− a
(s− iτ0) + a, τ0 ∈ R, a > 0. (13.26)
This is a family of holomorphic maps from the right half-plane to the unit disc, mapping
the boundary of the half-plane to the boundary of the disc, and depending on the two real
parameters τ0 and a > 0. (A third parameter has been fixed by requiring that φa,τ0(±i∞) =
i.) For very small a, φ(s) differs substantially from i only for |s − iτ0| . a. In the limit
a → 0, the reduced moduli space of holomorphic maps has an “end.” For small a, we
can find a family of ζ-instantons that coincide with Φp except very near s = iτ0 and
with φa,τ0 near s = iτ0; the asymptotic behavior of φa,τ0 has been chosen to make this
possible. (As usual, gluing gives a family of approximate solutions and index theory and
general properties of nonlinear partial differential equations predict that this can be slightly
corrected to a family of exact solutions.) Thus in this example, the ζ-instanton moduli
space has an end which is not a broken path and which spoils the usual strategy to show
that Q2ζ = 0.
14. ζ-Instantons And ζ-Webs
14.1 Preliminaries
One of the most important properties of the ζ-instanton equation is that in any massive
theory, it has no pointlike solutions. To be more precise, the only solution on R2 that
approaches a prescribed critical point φ = φi at infinity is the constant solution with
φ = φi everywhere.
This is proved by a standard type of argument. Suppose we are given a solution of the
ζ-instanton equation
∂φI
∂s
− iζ
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φJ
= 0 (14.1)
on the whole complex s-plane. Then
0 =
∫
d2s
(
∂φI
∂s
− iζ
4
gIK
∂W
∂φ
K
)∂φJ
∂s
+
iζ−1
4
gLJ
∂W
∂φL
 gIJ . (14.2)
Expanding this out, we obtain
0 =
∫
d2s
(∣∣∣∣∂φ∂s
∣∣∣∣2 + 116
∣∣∣∣∂W∂φ
∣∣∣∣2
)
+
1
2
Im
[
ζ
∫
d2s
∂
∂s
W
]
. (14.3)
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Alternatively, for any R > 0, after integrating by parts, we have
0 =
∫
|s|≤R
d2s
(∣∣∣∣∂φ∂s
∣∣∣∣2 + 116
∣∣∣∣∂W∂φ
∣∣∣∣2
)
+
R
4
Im
[
ζ
∫ 2pi
0
e−iθWdθ
]
|s|=R
, (14.4)
where d2s = i2ds ∧ ds, θ = arg(s).
After possibly adding a constant to W (which does not change the ζ-instanton equa-
tion), we can assume that W (φi) = 0. In any massive theory, a solution in which φ→ φi at
infinity has the property that φ approaches φi exponentially fast. Hence W (φ) approaches
its limiting value W (φi) = 0 exponentially fast, and therefore the surface term in (14.4)
vanishes for R → ∞. Accordingly, these formulas imply that ∂W (φ)/∂φI identically van-
ishes in any such solution of the ζ-instanton equation, so that φ is everywhere equal to a
critical point of W . In a massive theory, the critical points are a discrete set, and therefore
φ must be identically equal to its limiting value at infinity.
Although the ζ-instanton equation does not have point-like solutions, it does have
solutions localized on lines, as we explained qualitatively in the introduction. We have
chosen ζ so that for any i, j ∈ V, there does not exist a time-independent solution of the
ζ-instanton equation interpolating between φ = φi at x = −∞ and φ = φj at x = +∞.
However, such a solution φij(x) might exist if we replace ζ in the ζ-soliton equation by an
appropriate value ζji. If φij(x) obeys the ζji-soliton equation
d
dx
φIij(x) =
iζji
2
gIJ∂JW (φij(x)), (14.5)
then clearly its rotated counterpart
φeucij (x, τ) := φij(cos μx+ sin μτ), (14.6)
obeys (
∂
∂x
+ i
∂
∂τ
)
φeuc,Iij (x, τ) =
ieiμζji
2
gIJ∂JW (φij(x)) (14.7)
We call this a boosted soliton, although in Euclidean signature it might be more apt to
speak of a rotated soliton. This construction gives a solution to the ζ-instanton equation
(11.17) provided we choose μ so that
eiμζji = ζ (14.8)
The boosted soliton is of course not at rest; rather, it is localized along a line L in the
complex s-plane. This line is parallel to the complex number ieiμ as in Figure 133. Com-
paring this with the definition of plane webs in Section §2.1 and using equation (11.15) we
deduce that the relation between plane web vacuum weights and the critical values of the
superpotential is zj = ζW j .
In saying that the solution is localized on a line, we ignore the width of the BPS solitons.
When one looks more closely, these solitons have a width no greater than `W = 1/m, where
m is the mass of the lightest particle of the theory. Because of this width, though L has
a precisely defined angle, its “impact parameter” is only naturally defined to within a
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precision of `W . A similar remark holds in many statements below about the relation
between ζ-instantons and webs.
Though there is no natural definition of the impact parameter of a ζ-soliton, it is
convenient for some purposes to pick a specific definition. First we define for each ij soliton
precisely what we mean by its center of mass. There is no completely natural choice, and
we pick some definition. (For instance, for a soliton at rest, we can pick the unique point
with equal integrated energy to its left and right.) Having done this, a possibly boosted
soliton is centered on a well-defined oriented line `. We pick an arbitrary origin v ∈ R2
and use the orientation of R2 that is built into the ζ-instanton equation. Then we define
the impact parameter of the given soliton as the signed distance by which ` passes to the
right of v (Figure133).
Soliton
center
Figure 133: A “boosted” ij soliton defines a ζ-instanton with “core” along an oriented line ` in
the (x, τ) plane parallel to the phase ±iζ/ζji. The same line with opposite orientation determines
a ji soliton with opposite impact parameter.
14.2 Fan-Like Asymptotics and ζ-Webs
The ζ-instanton equation might also have solutions of a more complicated sort that again
was schematically described in the introduction. At large values of |s| the solutions ap-
proach piecewise constant functions on the complement of certain rays in the complex
s-plane. (More precisely the rays should be replaced by certain strips with a width of order
`W .) The constant values of φ are a cyclically ordered sequence of vacua i1, . . . , ip ∈ V, for
some p. Across a ray separating vacuum ik from vacuum ik+1 the field is well approximated
by a boosted ikik+1 soliton of the type just discussed. The picture is schematically depicted
in Figure 178 of Appendix E below (where the boundary conditions are spelled out a bit
more precisely). In the picture, in crossing from vacuum ik to vacuum ik+1, the central
charge jumps from W (φik) to W (φik+1), and the angle μ at which the boosted ikik+1 soli-
ton emerges is described by eiμζji = ζ, as in eqn. (14.8). This angle must be a decreasing
function of k in order for the picture to make sense, and therefore i1, . . . , ip must be a cyclic
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fan of vacua in the sense defined in section 2.1.85 An important detail is that although the
angles of the outgoing solitons are directly determined by ζ and the critical values Wi, the
impact parameters of the outgoing solitons (defined by some specific procedure like that of
section 14.1) are not; they must be found by solving the ζ-instanton equation. The outgo-
ing rays are only defined near infinity on the s-plane, and if continued into the interior of
the picture, they do not necessarily meet. Motivated by this picture, we define a a fan of
solitons to be a cyclically-ordered collection of solitons of type86 {φi1,i2 , . . . , φip,i1}.
As was discussed qualitatively in the introduction, low energy field theory (as opposed
to a full study of the nonlinear ζ-instanton equation) is not powerful enough to determine
whether solutions with such fan-like asymptotics at infinity actually exist. The considera-
tions of the present paper are most interesting if they do exist and we proceed assuming
this is the case. In fact, the ζ-instanton equations with such boundary conditions have
been studied previously in the context of domain wall junctions in [13, 39] where, in some
special cases, existence proofs are given.
Although we refer to solutions of the ζ-instanton equation with fan asymptotics as
“ζ-instantons,” the fact that such solutions have outgoing solitons means that they are not
localized in spacetime and are not instantons in the usual sense. In fact they have infinite
action if we use the standard Landau-Ginzburg action discussed (implicitly) in Section
§11.1 above. More precisely, using (14.4) one easily shows that the contribution to the
standard Landau-Ginzburg action from integrating over a disk of radius R approaches
R
∑
k
|Wik+1 −Wik |+ ρ+ 2
∫
R2
φ∗(ω) (14.9)
as R → ∞. Here ω is the Ka¨hler form on X and one can show, using (14.4) that ρ has a
finite limit as R → ∞; it is an interesting function of the fan of solitons. The term linear
in R is just R times the sum of the masses of the solitons. One could remove this term by
a suitable “wavefunction renormalization.” We will, actually, consider a slightly different
action for the path integral in our discussion below. Namely, we take the action given by
squaring the ζ-instanton equation, as in equation (14.2), for the bosonic fields, and then
adding the supersymmetric completion. In this theory, the ζ-instantons have zero action.
In a model in which solutions with fan-like asymptotics do exist, the most important
ones in a certain sense are the “vertices,” the families of irreducible solutions. This concept
requires some explanation. Suppose that for a specified fan i1i2 . . . ip of vacua, there is
a nonempty moduli space M = Mi1i2...ip of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation. (In
definingM, we do not specify the impact parameters of external solitons. See section 14.3
for more on this.) M is not necessarily connected and might have components of different
dimension. Our considerations are most natural in an F-conserving theory, as we have
explained in section 13.5. The conservation of the fermion number F together with the
analysis of Sections §14.3 and §14.4 implies a relation between the expected dimension of
85Recall our convention that for a fan of vacua i1, . . . , ip, reading left to right the vacua are located in
regions in the clockwise direction.
86We will be more precise in section 14.5 about how to treat the fact that each classical soliton corresponds
to two quantum states.
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M and the fermion numbers (fa, fa + 1) of the solitons φia,ia+1 in the fan:
dimM =
∑
a
(fa + 1) (14.10)
In other words, the expected dimension equals the sum of the upper fermion numbers of
the outgoing solitons in the fan. See Appendix §E for further details.
The ζ-instanton equation has translation symmetry but no additional relevant sym-
metries. The quotient of M by translations is a reduced moduli space Mred of dimension
d− 2. A basic question now is whether Mred is compact, and if not, what are its “ends”?
In other words, after dividing by spatial translations to eliminate a trivial “end” of the
moduli space in which a solution moves off to spatial infinity, in what ways can a sequence
of solutions with given fan-like asymptotics blow up or diverge?
We make use of the trichotomy that was explained at the end of section 10.6. An end
of the moduli space is either an ultraviolet effect (something blows up at short distances), a
large field effect (some fields go to infinity), or an infrared effect (something happens at large
distances). In a massive theory, we do not anticipate a large field effect, since the potential
|dW |2 blows up if the fields become large. Before discussing ultraviolet effects, we recall
some examples. A typical example of an ultraviolet “end” of a moduli space of solutions of
a partial differential equation is the small instanton singularity in four-dimensional Yang-
Mills theory, or the analogous small instanton singularity in a two-dimensional σ-model
with a suitable Ka¨hler target X. The latter example is more relevant to us, since at short
distances the ζ-instanton equation can be approximated by the equation ∂sφ
I = 0 for a
holomorphic map to X. In the case of a massive LG model with target X = Cn, we
do not have to worry about ultraviolet ends of the moduli space, because the equation
∂sφ
I = 0 is linear and does not have an analog of the small-instanton singularity (paying
proper attention to domains, a sequence of holomorphic functions does not converge to a
meromorphic function with a pole). The considerations of the present paper also apply for
more general X’s, on which small instanton singularities might in general occur. However,
we can assume that the A-model of X exists without a superpotential (otherwise turning
on a superpotential will hardly help), and this means that the small instanton ends of the
moduli space do not contribute to supersymmetric Ward identities. So even if X is not
Cn, we do not have to worry about ultraviolet ends of the moduli space.87
Just as in the Morse theory problem of section 10.5, we do have to worry about
infrared effects. Morse theory involves a massive theory in 1 dimension, and in this case
the only interesting infrared effect is a “broken path” involving successive jumps from one
critical point to another. The basic example was a two-step jump i1 → i2 → i3 that was
crucial in understanding the MSW complex. To construct a solution of the gradient flow
equation representing this two-step jump, we glue together two widely separated solutions
87Even for X = Cn, if the σ-model is formulated on a two-manifold with boundary, in general the ζ-
instanton moduli space has ultraviolet ends, as we have explained in section 13.5. But as was also explained
there, such effects are not relevant if the boundary conditions are set by a valid A-brane – or are such that
the methods of the present paper are applicable. In that analysis, we made use of the fact that ultraviolet
ends of the moduli space are not affected by a superpotential.
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representing transitions i1 → i2 and i2 → i3, and deform slightly to make an exact solution
corresponding to a broken path. The ends of moduli spaces of gradient flows are given by
such broken paths.
In two dimensions, there is a similar operation of combining solutions to make a more
complicated solution, but, once we have introduced fan boundary conditions, this operation
is much more complicated because there are many more possible gluing operations in two
dimensions than in one dimension. The basic gluing operation is made by embedding in
R2 widely separated ζ-instanton sub-solutions each of which has fan-like asymptotics, and
which are positioned in such a way that the various soliton lines that are outgoing from
the various individual sub-solutions fit into a web. Some examples are sketched in Figure
134. Such a picture represents something that is exponentially close to a solution of the
ζ-instanton equation, and (modulo technicalities that we will certainly not resolve in the
present paper) index theory can be used to predict that this approximate solution can
be slightly corrected to make an exact solution. We say a little more on this in section
14.4. We will call the picture representing such a gluing a ζ-web. ζ-webs are analogous
to the abstract webs of section 2.1, but differ in two key ways: First, an edge separating a
vacuum i from vacuum j is labeled by a choice of classical ij soliton, as shown in Figure 134.
Second, the vertices in a ζ-web are not simple points but are rather regions in which the
approximation to a boosted soliton breaks down. Within this region the solution should
be a solution of the ζ-instanton equation with boundary conditions given by the fan of
solutions defined by the lines coming out of the vertex. Thus, we may think of the vertex-
regions as representing moduli spaces of solutions with fan-like boundary conditions. Since
a priori we know little about these moduli spaces, a ζ-web is a concept that only makes
sense in the limit that the vertex regions are small relative to the lengths of the the internal
lines in the ζ-web.
A reduced moduli space of ζ-instanton solutions corresponding to a given fan of soli-
tons can have an “end” corresponding to a ζ-web. Sketched in Figure 134 are some exam-
ples of possible ends of the moduli space Mred corresponding to fan boundary conditions
{φi1,i2 , φi2,i3 , φi3,i4 , φi4,i1}. We claim that the only ends of reduced ζ-instanton moduli
spaces with fan-like asymptotics correspond to such ζ-webs. From a physical point of view,
we expect this claim to be valid since degeneration to a ζ-web with widely separated ver-
tices is the only natural infrared effect in a massive theory. Mathematically, our claim,
and even the existence of ζ-instanton moduli spaces with fan-like asymptotics, is almost
certainly not a direct consequence of any standard theorem and will involve new analysis.
IfMred does have an end corresponding to a ζ-web such as one of those in Figure 134,
then we can repeat the question. Pick one of the blobs corresponding to a sub-solution in
this ζ-web. This blob is associated to a new fan of vacua j1, . . . , jq and has its own reduced
moduli spaceM′red. We should ask the same question aboutM′red that we originally asked
aboutMred. IsM′red compact, and if not what are its ends? The same reasoning as before
makes us expect that ends ofM′red arise just like the ends ofMred, by resolving the chosen
blob into a new ζ-web. This is illustrated in Figure (135). The process of finding an end
of a ζ-web moduli space by resolving one of the sub-solutions from which this ζ-web is
constructed into a new ζ-web might be called ζ-convolution as it is fairly analogous to the
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Figure 134: Sketched here are some of the possible “ends” of the moduli spaceM of ζ-instantons
with fan boundary conditions {φi1,i2 , φi2,i3 , φi3,i4 , φi4,i1}. An end of the moduli space can be de-
scribed by a web-like picture in which the lines represent BPS solitons that propagate for long
distances (compared to `W ), the regions between the lines are labeled by vacua, and the “blobs”
where lines meet represent in their own right moduli spaces of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation
with fan-like boundary conditions. Thus an end of M is associated to a gluing of moduli spaces
Mi of ζ-instantons (the Mi have smaller dimension than M) which themselves satisfy fan-like
boundary conditions. In subsequent figures of ζ-webs, we will generally drop the explicit labeling
of the edges by solitons, but they are implicitly there.
ordinary convolution of webs as introduced in section 2.
This process cannot go on indefinitely, because at each step the dimension of the moduli
spaces represented by the remaining blobs becomes smaller. (We will be more precise about
this in section 14.2.) So eventually we arrive at a web that is made from “ζ-vertices.” By a
ζ-vertex V we mean a fan of solitons together with a compact and connected component of
its reduced moduli space. We denote it by Mred(V). Thus a ζ-vertex represents a family
of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation that does not have any ends at which it can be
resolved into a non-trivial ζ-web (a ζ-web with more than one vertex).
There can be several ζ-vertices for a given fan of solitons. That is, there can be several
compact connected components of the reduced moduli space of ζ-instantons with a fixed
fan of solitons at infinity. More generally, for a given fan at infinity, one expects the
moduli space M of ζ-instantons to have only finitely many components. This is actually
a special case of the statement that M is compact except for ends arising from gluings of
sub-solutions.
The ζ-vertices of reduced dimension 0 play a special role in our construction. We will
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Figure 135: The ends of M depicted in Figure 134. may themselves have ends; these ends would
arise by further resolving one of the blobs of that figure as a convolution of ζ-instanton moduli spaces
of yet smaller dimension. (The particular example shown here can arise by resolving a vertex in
either Figure 134(a) of Figure 134(b) ) This process only ends when the blobs are ζ-vertices, which
by definition cannot be further resolved.
call them rigid ζ-vertices. The reduced moduli space of a rigid ζ-vertex is by definition
a point. The algebraic structures constructed in this paper can be understood entirely
in terms of rigid ζ-vertices. In particular, the rigid ζ-vertices suffice for answering one
of the basic questions in the present paper, which is to understand in terms of webs the
space of supersymmetric states of the (B`,Br) system, where B` and Br are left and right
W -dominated branes described in section 11.2.4. This statement reflects the following
considerations.
A ζ-vertex V, if we forget the ζ-instanton equation, determines in particular a fan of
vacua to which we can associate a web wV with only one vertex. In the language of section
2.1, since wV only has one vertex, its reduced moduli space is a point, of dimension 0.
This coincides with Mred(V) if V is rigid, but if V is a non-rigid ζ-vertex with Mred(V)
of dimension εV > 0, then Mred(V) parametrizes internal degrees of freedom of a family
of ζ-instanton solutions that cannot be described in terms of webs. We call εV the excess
dimension of Mred(V).
Our definitions and assumptions imply that if S is any component of the moduli space
of ζ-instantons on the s-plane with fan-like behavior at infinity, then either S is the moduli
space associated to a ζ-vertex V or S has an end corresponding to a ζ-web made from
ζ-vertices Vi. In the latter case, we define ε(S) =
∑
i ε(Vi). (We claim that this sum does
not depend on the choice of a particular end of S.) As we explain in section 14.4, ε(S) is
the excess dimension of the moduli spaceM(S) associated to S, relative to the dimension
of the moduli space of the web wS . This excess dimension is always non-negative and
vanishes precisely if the ends of S are built from rigid ζ-vertices.
Finally we can explain the importance of the case that the excess dimension is zero.
For the same reasons as in the supersymmetric approach to Morse theory, the dimension
of a moduli space of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation determines the net violation of
fermion number in an amplitude derived from that moduli space. (As in Morse theory,
the relevant fact is that the Dirac equation for the fermions of fermion number 1 is the
linearization of the ζ-instanton equation.) By considering only moduli spaces of zero excess
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dimension, we can answer questions that involve the minimum violation of fermion number.
Such a question is to determine the space of supersymmetric (B`,Br) states on a strip;
the differential of the MSW complex comes from ζ-instanton solutions on the strip with
no reduced moduli (except the one that is required by time-translation invariance), so that
the excess dimension of the moduli space must vanish. Since excess dimensions are non-
negative and add under natural operations of combining webs or vertices, to construct the
differential of the MSW complex, we only need to study ζ-vertices of excess dimension 0,
in other words the rigid ones. However, the A-model can have local observables of positive
fermion number, and to compute their matrix elements requires considering moduli spaces
with a positive excess dimension; see section 16. For this application, we do need to consider
the non-rigid ζ-vertices.
We stress again that because a BPS soliton has a nonzero width of order `W , the soli-
tons emanating from a rigid ζ-vertex cannot literally be identified with rays that emanate
from a point in the plane. To define rays associated to solitons, one must choose a “center
of mass” for each BPS soliton, as in section 14.1. Regardless of those choices, one should
not expect the solitons emanating from an arbitrary ζ-vertex to correspond to rays that
emanate from a point in the plane. This will only work to within a precision of order `W .
In the case of a non-rigid ζ-vertex, after making a precise definition of the centers of masses
of the solitons, the offsets of the rays representing the solitons will depend on the excess
moduli of the vertex, though only by an amount of order `W . The relationship between
ζ-solitons and webs is a statement about the infrared limit and always involves ignoring a
discrepancy of order `W .
14.3 The Index Of The Dirac Operator
Let L be the Dirac operator in this theory for fermions of fermion number F = 1. The
Dirac equation is[
∂
∂r
+ iσ3
1
r
∂
∂θ
+
i
2
(
0 −ζe−iθW ′′
ζ−1eiθW ′′ 0
)](
δφ
δφ
)
= 0 (14.11)
where s = x + iτ = reiθ and for simplicity we take X = C with standard Euclidean
metric. For the same reasons as in supersymmetric quantum mechanics, the index ι(L) is
the expected dimension of the moduli spaceM of ζ-instantons. This happens because the
operator L is the linearization of the ζ-instanton equation.
However, there is a subtlety that does not have an analog in supersymmetric quantum
mechanics. When we consider a ζ-instanton that is asymptotic at infinity to a fan consisting
of p ≥ 3 solitons, each soliton has its own “impact parameter.” We have to decide whether
in defining a moduli spaceM of such ζ-instantons, we want to allow deformations in which
these impact parameters change. Such deformations correspond to zero-modes of L that are
asymptotically constant along each outgoing soliton; 88 these represent an asymptotically
88That is, one could make the ansatz for the Dirac equation δφ(x, τ) = f(r, θ)φ′ij(r(ψij − θ)) in the
neighborhood of an outgoing boosted ij soliton where the soliton ray is parallel to eiψij = iζ/ζji. As r →∞
the Dirac equation rapidly approaches the free Dirac equation for f(r, θ). We require that f(r, θ) approaches
a constant for r →∞.
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constant displacement of the soliton in question. They are certainly not square-integrable.
For most purposes, it is more natural for us to define a moduli spaceM of ζ-instantons
in which the impact parameters of outgoing solitons are not specified. The dimension of
M is then the index ι(L) of the operator L, acting on a space of F = 1 fermion states that
are allowed to be asymptotically constant along each outgoing soliton. This motivates our
conjectural dimension formula 14.10.
An important detail is that ι(L) is the difference in dimension between the kernel of
L, acting on F = 1 fermions, and the kernel of the adjoint operator L†, acting on F = −1
fermions. The adjoint condition to “constant at infinity” is “vanishing at infinity” so in
computing ι(L), one counts F = −1 zero modes that vanish at infinity.
Although we will not often find this useful, we could alternatively define a moduli space
Mx1,...,xp in which the impact parameters of the solitons are required to take specified values
x1, . . . , xp. To make sense of this, as described at the end of section 14.1, we first define
for each ij soliton precisely what we mean by its impact parameter. Then we denote
as Mx1,...,xp the ζ-instanton moduli space in which the impact parameters take specified
values x1, . . . , xp. The expected dimension ofMx1,...,xp is ι(L), where ι(L) is the index of
L acting on F = 1 fermions that vanish at infinity (and dually, on F = −1 fermions that
are allowed to be constant at infinity). The relation between the two notions of the index
of L is
ι(L) = ι(L)− p. (14.12)
Indeed, each time we constrain the F = 1 fermions to vanish at infinity along a particular
outgoing soliton, and drop a dual requirement for F = −1 fermions to vanish at infinity
along that soliton, we remove an F = 1 zero-mode or add an F = −1 zero-mode, in either
case reducing the index by 1.
If ι(L) > 0, this implies that there are normalizable fermion zero-modes of F = 1.
All the amplitudes we compute below will then vanish unless we insert local A-model
observables to absorb those zero-modes. In a Landau-Ginzburg model with target X = Cn,
there are no such observables in bulk, but more general models can have such observables.
(Even for target Cn, there can be boundary A-model observables for suitable choices of
brane.) Dually, if ι(L) < 0, there are normalizable fermion zero-modes of F = −1, which
will also ensure vanishing contributions to A-model amplitudes. However, ζ-instanton
moduli spaces with ι(L) < 0 have negative expected dimension and generically do not
exist. In fact, translation invariance implies that an actual ζ-instanton moduli space has
dimension at least 2, so ζ-instanton moduli spaces with ι(L) < 2 generically do not exist.
Hence we are primarily interested in the case that ι(L) ≥ 2 and (if localA-model observables
are not relevant) ι(L) ≤ 0. The last condition tends to be violated if excess dimensions
are too large, so it is part of the reason that ζ-instanton moduli spaces with positive excess
dimension are not relevant unless we consider local A-model observables.
When ι(L) = d ≥ 2 for a given component M of ζ-instanton moduli space, we expect
M to be generically a smooth manifold of dimension d. When this is so, if ι(L) = −k is
negative, what this means generically is thatMx1...xp is nonempty only if k conditions are
placed on the impact parameters x1, . . . , xp.
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14.4 More On ζ-Gluing
Suppose that we are given a fan of solitons corresponding to vacua i1, . . . , ip, p ≥ 3. The
sum of the fermion numbers of the chosen solitons is an integer. Indeed, the fermion
numbers of the individual solitons in the fan are given mod Z by certain boundary terms
(eqn. (12.8)), and these boundary terms cancel when we add up the fermion numbers of
all the solitons in the fan.
Let us suppose that there exist solutions of the ζ-instanton equation on the s-plane
that are asymptotic at infinity to the chosen fan of solitons and let M be a component
of the corresponding moduli space. As already stressed in section 14.3, in defining M we
do not specify the “impact parameters” of the outgoing solitons. In the notation of that
section, when ι(L) = d, this means that in trying to solve the ζ-instanton equation (without
specifying the impact parameters of outgoing solitons), there are in effect d more unknowns
than equations. That is why the moduli space has dimension d. Now let us consider the
gluing operation of section 14.2 from the point of view of index theory. We try to glue
various sub-solutions of the ζ-instanton equation corresponding to moduli spaces Mi of
dimensions di ≥ 2. We make this gluing via a web w. The corresponding web moduli space
D(w) was studied in section 2.1 and (for generic vacuum data) has dimension
d(w) = 2V − E, (14.13)
where V and E are respectively the numbers of vertices and internal edges in the web w.
Because the three-dimensional group of translations and scalings of R2 acts on D(w), we
are usually only interested in gluings leading to webs such that d(w) ≥ 3; other gluings
cannot be realized by webs of BPS solitons unless the central charges of the solitons take
special values.
The analog of eqn. 14.13 for the dimension of a hypothetical moduli space M∗ of
ζ-instantons that arises by gluing of sub-solutions with moduli spaces Mi is
d(M∗) =
∑
i
d(Mi)− E. (14.14)
For webs, each vertex carries 2 moduli, accounting for the contribution 2V in (14.13). For
ζ-webs, the contribution of each sub-solution is instead d(Mi), accounting for the formula
(14.14). The −E in (14.14) has the same origin as in (14.13): for every edge in a web or
ζ-web, there is one constraint so that the two vertices or sub-solutions can be connected by
a line or a ζ-soliton at the appropriate angle. This result is compatible with our conjectural
dimension formula 14.10: each internal edge removes the upper fermion numbers of two
CPT-conjugate solitons, which add to 1.
A priori, when we glue together widely separated sub-solutions – one for each vertex
in the web w – we do not get an exact ζ-instanton solution, but we come exponentially
close to one. However, index theory and generalities about nonlinear equations make one
expect that when the expected dimension d(M∗) is positive and the individual moduli
spaces that are being glued are smooth (no fermion zero-modes of F = −1), a very good
approximate solution can be corrected to a nearby exact solution. The condition on the
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expected dimension is satisfied, since d(M∗) ≥ d(w) ≥ 3. The formulas (14.13) and (14.14)
and the conditions d(w) ≥ 3, d(Mj) ≥ 2 for all j, imply that d(M∗) > d(Mi) for all i. This
inequality ensures that the process of repeatedly resolving a ζ-moduli space by blowing up
a sub-solution into a ζ-web must terminate, as claimed in section 14.2. By definition, when
it terminates, the Mi are all ζ-vertices. Then d(Mi) = 2 + εi, where εi is the excess
dimension defined in section 14.2. So the excess dimension of the ζ-web whose moduli
space is M∗ (defined as the difference between d(M∗) and the corresponding dimension
d(w) of the ordinary web moduli space) is
d(M∗)− d(w) =
∑
i
εi. (14.15)
This is the additivity of the excess dimension claimed in section 14.2.
Since d(Mi) might be greater than 2, d(M∗) might be large even if d(w) < 3. This
may make one wonder if gluing of ζ-instantons can produce a ζ-web that does not have an
analog (for generic central charges) in ordinary webs. However, if a given web w cannot
be constructed (with a given set of central charges) if the vertices are points, then it also
cannot be constructed if the vertices are pointlike within an error of order 1/`W . To
construct such a web with vertices that are ζ-instanton sub-solutions, one would really
have to resolve some of the sub-solutions into webs (so that they become far from point-
like), taking advantage of their moduli spaces Mi. What would arise this way is an end
of M that we would associate not to the web w, but to some other web w′ obtained by
resolving some of the vertices in w. Thus ends of a moduli space M of ζ-instantons with
fan-like asymptotics can be put in correspondence with ordinary webs with point vertices,
the same objects studied in Sections §§2-§9 of this paper.
14.5 The Collective Coordinates
Now let us examine in this context the consequences of the fact that a classical ζ-soliton
solution actually corresponds to a pair of quantum states of fermion numbers f, f + 1 for
some f . The doubling of the spectrum arises from quantizing the center of mass motion of
the soliton and its supersymmetric counterpart. It is convenient here, as in section 14.1,
to choose a precise definition of the impact parameter x of each soliton, even though this
concept is really only naturally defined up to an additive constant. The fermionic collective
coordinate of the soliton is {Qζ , x}. It is evocative to write this as dx. Now consider a
ζ-instanton asymptotic to a fan of, say, n solitons. Each of the n outgoing solitons has a
bosonic collective coordinate x1, . . . , xn, together with corresponding fermionic collective
coordinates dx1, . . . ,dxn. The ζ-instanton amplitude to create the outgoing solitons is a
state Ψ(x1,dx1; . . . ;xn, dxn); we can think of this state as a differential form on a copy of
Rn parametrized by the xi. This differential form is valued in the tensor product
M′I = M′i1i2 ⊗M′i2i3 ⊗ · · ·M′ini1 (14.16)
of the reduced complexes (12.14) that describe BPS solitons without their zero-modes; Ψ
is the product of an ordinary differential form and an element mi1i2 ⊗mi2i3 ⊗ · · ·mini1 of
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Figure 136: This ζ-web has only two moduli (assuming the vertex is rigid) so the “impact param-
eters” x1, x2, x3 of the three outgoing solitons cannot be varied independently. They obey a linear
relation a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 = 0, for some constants ai.
 
 
 
 
Figure 137: A ζ-web with four external solitons and a four-dimensional moduli space. The impact
parameters can be varied independently but only in a certain region in R4.
this tensor product 89
Ψ = ψ(xi,dxi) ·mi1i2 ⊗mi2i3 ⊗ · · ·mini1 (14.17)
89We abbreviate the expression mf0ij (p) of equation (12.14) by mij and also shift its fermion number by
− 1
2
so that two Clifford module generators of the module W in equation (12.13) have fermion numbers 0
and 1.
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Qζ acts on this Ψ as the exterior derivative d on ψ. As in any instanton calculation,
in discussing the state Ψ generated by a given ζ-instanton moduli space, we need not
consider higher order ζ-instanton effects that generate the differentials for the individual
soliton states that appear on the right hand side of the formula for Ψ. (How they enter
will be explained in footnote 90.) Now Qζ-invariance of the path integral is the statement
that dΨ = 0.
To understand Ψ, we need to know whether, as we vary the ζ-instanton moduli, the xi
can be varied independently. A typical example in which they cannot be varied indepen-
dently arises from a ζ-web with a single trilinear vertex (Figure 136). Assuming the vertex
is rigid, it has only two moduli so the xi are not independent, but obey a linear relation
a1x1 +a2x2 +a3x3 = 0, with some constants ai. (With natural outgoing normalizations for
all solitons, we can take the ai to be all positive. Even if the vertex is not rigid, the relation
is obeyed to within an error of order `W .) The wavefunction Ψ is therefore supported on
the locus a1x1 + a2x2 + asx3 = 0. It takes the form
Ψ = ±δ(a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3)(a1dx1 + a2dx2 + a3dx3) ·mij ⊗mjk ⊗mki, (14.18)
where as usual in the A-model, the signs of boson and fermion determinants cancel, leaving
a “constant” wavefunction with a sign ± that comes from the sign of the fermion deter-
minant (as usual, this sign depends on the signs chosen for the soliton states mij , mjk,
mki).
To explain the above formula better, we note that A-model results are usually expressed
as forms on the appropriate moduli space, which here is defined by  = 0 where  =
a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3. If one does this, the wavefunction would just be ±1 (times the tensor
product of symbols mij , etc., representing the external states). However, in the present
context, it is much more natural to express Ψ as a wavefunction on the space R3 that
parametrizes the three centers of mass. We do this by multiplying by the form δ()d. In
general, for any manifold X with submanifold Y whose interior points are defined locally
by equations 1 = · · · = k = 0, where an orientation of the normal bundle to Y is defined
by d1 ∧ · · · ∧ dk, one defines the k-form Poincare´ dual to Y by
ΘY = δ(1) . . . δ(k)d1 . . . dk, (14.19)
which depends only on Y and not on the choices of the functions i. In our discussion it
is important to consider the case where Y has a boundary. If Y has a boundary ∂Y , and
near ∂Y it is defined locally by equations 1 = · · · = k = 0 together with an inequality
h ≥ 0, then (14.19) should be modified to
ΘY = Θ(h)δ(1) . . . δ(k)d1 . . . dk, (14.20)
where Θ(α) for α real is the standard Heaviside function given by 0 for α < 0 and 1 for
α > 0. In this situation, ∂Y is defined by equations 1 = . . . k = 0 = h, so the definitions
just given immediately imply that
dΘY = Θ∂Y . (14.21)
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In our example, Ψ is Poincare´ dual to the submanifold Y defined by a1x1 +a2x2 +a3x3 = 0;
Y has no boundary, so dΨ = 0 in eqn. (14.18). This is a consequence of the underlying
Qζ-invariance, since as usual in the A-model, Qζ behaves as the exterior derivative d on
moduli spaces of classical solutions.
We note from eqn. (14.18) that although the three-soliton state created by the given
ζ-instanton has definite fermion number, the individual outgoing solitons are not created
in states of definite fermion number: the factors dx1, dx2, and dx3 each have fermion
number 1. Another interesting point concerns the total fermion number of the state Ψ.
In an F-conserving theory, the outgoing state created by a ζ-instanton moduli space must
have fermion number 0. So as the explicit factor a1dx1 + a2dx2 + a3dx3 has F = 1, the
factor mij ⊗mjk ⊗mki must have F = −1. Similarly, in eqn. (14.24) below, the factor
mi1i2 ⊗mi2i3 ⊗mi3i4 ⊗mi4i1 has F = 0.
If we want to get a number from this ζ-instanton amplitude, we have to pair Ψ with an
external state of the outgoing solitons. Such a state would have to be a two-form, and we
want a closed two-form as we want a Qζ-invariant state. An example would be the closed
two-form Ψ′ = δ(x1 − c1)dx1 δ(x2 − c2)dx2 ·mik ⊗mkj ⊗mji, where c1, c2 are constants
and, for example, mji is the state in the reduced complex M′ji that is obtained from mij
by a pi rotation (and so is dual to mij under the pairing (12.17)). The pairing
ZΨ′ =
∫
R3
D(xi, dxi)
(
Ψ(xi, dxi),Ψ
′(xi,dxi)
)
(14.22)
is clearly nonzero. To evaluate it, we contract out the internal states mij , mji, etc.,
using the pairing (12.17) (this gives a factor ±K ′(mij ,mji)K ′(mjk,mkj)K ′(mki,mik)) and
integrate over the other variables using the natural measure D(xi, dxi) for integration over
the pairs of bosonic and fermionic variables xi and dxi. (So for a function f(x, dx) defined
on R, the integral
∫
RD(x,dx) f(x,dx) is simply the integral over R of the differential form
f(x, dx).) ZΨ′ is the ζ-instanton amplitude to create the outgoing solitons in the state Ψ
′.
As usual in an A-model (with or without a superpotential) this amplitude is the answer
to a counting question (A-model “counting” is always weighted by the sign of a fermion
determinant). In the present example, what we have counted (the answer being ±1) is the
number of ζ-instantons with the given fan asymptotics that create outgoing solitons with
impact parameters obeying the constraints x1 = c1 and x2 = c2.
A final comment is that the relation
dΨ = 0, (14.23)
which expresses the underlying Qζ-invariance, is needed to ensure that the amplitude
(14.22) is invariant under Ψ′ → Ψ′ + dχ for any χ.
Another instructive example is sketched in Figure 137. Here we consider a ζ-web with
four external soliton lines and four vertices that we will assume rigid; hence this ζ-web
has a four-dimensional moduli space. The impact parameters x1, . . . , x4 of the external
solitons can be varied independently, but subject to inequalities that come from the fact
that the lengths of the edges in the ζ-web must all be positive. Thus the wavefunction Ψ
is nonzero only in a certain (noncompact) polytope U ⊂ R4. Within U , Ψ = ±1 (times
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a state ⊗4j=1mijij+1 in the appropriate reduced complex), expressing the fact that if we
specify the desired values of the xi, there is a unique point in the given ζ-web moduli space
that yields these values. (This statement assumes that we keep away from the boundaries
of U by an amount much greater than 1/m, the inevitable error in any statement based on
a ζ-web.) So the wavefunction of the outgoing solitons is
Ψ = ±ΘU ⊗4j=1 mijij+1 , (14.24)
where ΘU is the characteristic function of the region U , the sign depends on the sign of a
fermion determinant, and ⊗jmijij+1 is the Q-invariant state in the reduced complexM′ijij+1
corresponding to the specific outgoing solitons. We immediately see that this wavefunction
is not closed: dΨ is a delta function supported on the boundaries of U . In fact, as U has
codimension 0 in R4, the characteristic function ΘU is the Poincare´ dual to U as defined
in eqn. (14.19), and a special case of eqn. (14.21) tells us that
dΘU = Θ∂U , (14.25)
where now ∂U has codimension 1 so Θ∂U is a 1-form. Even though the formula (14.24) is
precisely valid only away from the boundaries of U , modifying Ψ only near those boundaries
will not help in achieving dΨ = 0. After all, for a zero-form Ψ to be annihilated by d, it
must be constant throughout R4.
What is going on here is that the ζ-web in question really represents one end of a
four-dimensional moduli spaceM of ζ-instantons with fan-like asymptotics. IfM has only
one end corresponding to the ζ-web in the figure, we will indeed get a contradiction. There
must then be other ends of the moduli space that either cancel Ψ or complete it to a closed
0-form on R4. This paper is really based on the possibility that this cancellation occurs in
an interesting way, such that the interior amplitudes defined and studied in section (14.6)
are not identically zero. A less interesting but logical possibility is that one of the rigid ζ-
vertices in Figure 137 can be replaced by a second ζ-vertex with the same asymptotics but
contributing with the opposite sign of the fermion determinant. (Remember that a choice
of a component of the moduli space is part of the definition of a ζ-vertex.) This case is less
interesting, in the sense that if it occurs, the two ζ-vertices in question will always make
canceling contributions in all of our considerations. A final comment is that hypothetical
ultraviolet ends of M – ends supported on a region in which one or more of the internal
lines in Figure 137 collapses to a length of order 1/m – could not help in correcting Ψ to
satisfy dΨ = 0. But as explained in section 14.2, as long as the corresponding A-model
under discussion exists as a topological field theory, we do not expect contributions from
such ultraviolet ends.
Finally, we discuss what happens to the collective coordinates of a given soliton line
under gluing. To be specific, consider the ζ-web in Figure 138 showing a solution made by
convolution of two sub-solutions connected by a single soliton. This soliton is of type ij if
viewed as propagating from left to right in the figure, or of type ji if we consider it to be
propagating from right to left. It has collective coordinates x, dx. Write generically y, dy
for the collective coordinates of solitons emerging from the subsolution on the left and
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Figure 138: A ζ-web with four external solitons and a four-dimensional moduli space. The impact
parameters can be varied independently but only in a certain region in R4.
z, dz for the collective coordinates of solitons emerging on the right. The subsolution on
the left creates a fan of solitons in a state that we write generically as Ψ`(x,dx; y,dy) and
the subsolution on the right creates a fan of solitons in a state that we write generically
as Ψr(x,dx; z, dz). The ζ-web in the figure has fan-like asymptotics with the outgoing
solitons described by the whole collection of variables y, dy; z dz. Cluster decomposition
in a massive theory tells us that the wavefunction of the solitons emerging from the whole
web is the product of the left and right wavefunctions with the collective coordinates x, dx
of the internal soliton integrated out:
Ψ(y,dy; z, dz) =
∫
R
D(x,dx)
(
Ψ`(x,dx; y,dy),Ψr(x,dx; z,dz)
)
. (14.26)
where, again, the pairing on the integrand uses K ′.
Let us formalize this result. The variables x and dx are collective coordinates of an ij
soliton emerging from the subsolution on the left of the figure. This ij soliton is a vector
in the reduced complex M′ij of classical ij solitons. Similarly, the ji soliton emerging
from the subsolution on the right of the figure is a vector in the space M′ji of classical ji
solitons. The pairing between these states is the nondegenerate pairing of eqn. (12.17). We
recall that this pairing is nondegenerate because whatever ij ζ-soliton emerges from the
left subsolution in the figure can be paired with a unique ji ζ-soliton, namely the “same”
classical solution rotated by an angle pi.
It remains to discuss the integration over the bosonic collective coordinate x. Let M`
and Mr be the moduli of the sub-solutions on the left and right of the figure and let M
be the moduli space of the overall ζ-web. For a given choice of a point in M`, the ij
soliton connecting the two parts of the figure has a definite impact parameter, so it has a
wavefunction δ(x− a), where a is a function on M`. Similarly, the wavefunction of the ji
soliton emerging from the right is proportional to δ(x − b), where b is a function on Mr.
The integral over x gives ∫
R
dx δ(x− a)δ(x− b) = δ(a− b). (14.27)
The constraint that a = b in order for the ζ-web in the figure to exist means that dimM =
dimM` + dimMr − 1. The term −E in eqn. (14.14) arises because each internal line in a
ζ-web makes in this way a contribution −1.
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Figure 139: These two taut ζ-webs might arise as the ends of the same 1-dimensional reduced
moduli spaceMred. (In general, the ends ofMred might not be the same topologically, but in this
example they are.)
One last comment is that in all of these examples, because we have assumed all ζ-
vertices to be rigid, there are no normalizable moduli. All deformations of the ζ-webs that
we have considered change the impact parameters of the external solitons. In the case of a
ζ-web that has a modulus that can be varied without changing the impact parameters – for
example, a non-rigid ζ-vertex – there is a normalizable fermion zero-mode. Unless we insert
a suitable vertex operator to absorb this zero-mode (and Landau-Ginzburg models with
target Cn do not have such operators), an amplitude derived from a web with a normalizable
zero-mode vanishes. That is why we can restrict our attention here to ζ-vertices of zero
excess dimension.
14.6 Interior Amplitudes And The Relations They Obey
The goal of this section is to explain the origin of the fundamental relation for representa-
tions of plane webs that was presented in eqn. (4.15). Rather like the proof that Q2ζ = 0 in
the context of the MSW complex (section 10.6), the basic idea is to consider the two ends
of 1-dimensional reduced moduli spaces.
Let i1i2 . . . in be a cyclic fan of vacua and let M′i1...in = M
′
i1i2
⊗ · · · ⊗ M′ini1 be the
tensor product of the reduced complexes of the outgoing solitons. The impact parameters
of the outgoing solitons define a point in Rn, with one copy of R for each soliton. We write
Ω∗(Rn) for the space of differential forms on Rn.
If V is a rigid ζ-vertex that is asymptotic to the given fan of vacua, then the path
integral associated to this family of ζ-instantons determines an element B(V) ∈ Ω∗(Rn)⊗
M′i1,...,in . Examples were discussed in section 14.5. A small simplification is that, dividing
by overall translations, Rn projects to a reduced parameter space Rn−2 and B(V) is actually
always the pullback of an element Bred(V) ∈ Ω∗(Rn−2)⊗M′i1,...,in , which we call the reduced
state. Some statements are more transparent in terms of Bred(V). We note that Rn−2 has
a natural origin o, corresponding to solitons that all emanate from a common point in R2.
Since V is rigid, its reduced moduli space is 0-dimensional and Bred(V) is actually a simple
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product
Bred(V) = Θo ·B′red(V), (14.28)
where Θo is an n−2-form with delta function support at o ∈ Rn−2 and B′red(V) ∈M′i1,...,in .
To be more precise, Bred(V) takes this form within the usual error of order 1/m. Bred(V)
differs from the expression just given by an exact form dχ, where χ vanishes exponentially
fast at distances greater than 1/m from the point o.
We will say that a component M of the moduli space of ζ-instantons is “taut” if (i)
it is three-dimensional, so that the corresponding reduced dimension Mred = M/R2 has
dimension 1; and (ii) this reduced space is a copy of R. The reason for the definition
is that ζ-instanton moduli spaces that are taut in this sense will play a role somewhat
analogous to the role played by taut webs. Indeed, if M is taut, then Mred ∼= R has two
ends (Figure 139). Each of these ends corresponds to what we will call a taut ζ-web, that
is a ζ-web with a 1-dimensional reduced moduli space. (If M obeys condition (i) but not
condition (ii), then Mred is a copy of S1. In this case, M is a non-rigid ζ-vertex with an
excess dimension of 1. Such components of ζ-instanton moduli space will play no role in
the present section.)
Suppose that Z is a taut ζ-web asymptotic to the fan of vacua i1 . . . in. (Z is actually
asymptotic at infinity to a specific fan of solitons, but it is more convenient here simply to
specify the fan of vacua.) Then the path integral for this family of ζ-instantons determines
a state ΨZ ∈ Ω∗(Rn) ⊗M′i1...in , which as in the case of a rigid ζ-web is a pullback of a
reduced state ΨZ,red ∈ Ω∗(Rn−2) ⊗ M′i1...in . Moreover this state is supported on the 1-
dimensional reduced moduli space of the web Z. By scale-invariance of webs, this reduced
moduli space is a ray r starting at the origin o ∈ Rn−2 (to within the usual error of order
1/m). As in section 14.5, the state determined by Z is the Poincare´ dual of r times a state
Ψ∗Z ∈M′i1...in :
ΨZ,red = Θr ·Ψ∗Z . (14.29)
It immediately follows from this that ΨZ,red is not closed. We have dΘr = Θ∂r = Θo (since
the boundary of the ray r consists of its endpoint o), so
dΨZ,red = Θo ·Ψ∗Z . (14.30)
(We have dΨ∗Z = 0 since Ψ
∗
Z is just a fixed state in M′i1...in corresponding to the relevant
fan of solitons.)
The reduced state associated to the whole moduli space M will be closed because of
the underlying Qζ-invariance; ΨZ,red, which is not closed, is the contribution of just one
end of the moduli space. Mred has precisely 1 additional end, corresponding to another
taut90 web Z ′. The state associated to this second taut web is supported on another ray
r′ from the origin, and has the form
ΨZ′,red = Θr′ ·Ψ∗Z′ , (14.31)
90 Actually, this taut web could be what in the abstract part of this paper was called a taut extended web:
that is, it could be constructed from a rigid ζ-vertex with a ζ-instanton correction to the MSW complex on
one of the external lines.
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for some Ψ∗Z′ ∈M′i1...in . Hence
dΨZ′,red = Θo ·Ψ∗Z′ . (14.32)
The condition that d(ΨZ,red + Ψ∗Z′,red) = 0 is thus simply
Ψ∗Z + Ψ
∗
Z′ = 0. (14.33)
This is the identity that leads to the basic algebraic relation for plane webs that was
proposed in eqn. (4.15).
Before explaining this claim, we pause to point out that it is oversimplified to expect
that the reduced state produced by the moduli spaceM is precisely ΨZ,red + ΨZ′,red. The
ζ-webs Z and Z ′ are really only well-defined when they are large, in other words far from
the origin o ∈ Rn−2. The state Ψ̂M is not just the pullback of ΨZ,red + ΨZ′,red; it is the
pullback of a state Ψ̂M,red that differs from ΨZ,red + ΨZ′,red by a state χ supported near
the point o. The reason for the identity (14.33) is that without this identity, the condition
d(ΨZ,red+ΨZ′,red+χ) = 0 is not satisfied for any compactly supported χ. (The obstruction
comes from the fact that Θo, since its integral over Rn−2 is non-zero, represents a non-zero
element in the compactly supported cohomology of Rn−2, so it is not dχ for any compactly
supported χ. Here it does not matter if “compact support” is replaced by “exponential
decay at distances large compared to 1/m.”)
To understand the identity (14.33), let us first note that it trivially implies a relation
for the sum of contributions of all taut webs asymptotic to the fan i1i2 . . . in of vacua. Let
Si1i2...in be the set of all taut ζ-webs asymptotic to the given fan. Then by virtue of (14.33),∑
Z∈Si1...in
Ψ∗Z = 0. (14.34)
Indeed, each taut ζ-web with the given asymptotics is an end of a unique 1-dimensional
reduced moduli space of ζ-instantons, and, because of (14.33), the two taut ζ-webs that
are the ends of this reduced moduli space make canceling contributions in (14.34).
The sum in eqn. (14.34) is reminiscent of the sum over ordinary taut webs with given
asymptotics in eqn. (4.15). To understand the relationship, we have to analyze the state
Ψ∗Z ∈ M′i1...in . Here the moduli Z are not relevant; by definition, Ψ∗Z is a state in the
product M′i1i2⊗· · ·⊗M′ini1 of the reduced complexes. To determine this state, we can work
near infinity in the reduced moduli space of Z: thus Z is built from widely separated rigid
ζ-vertices Va, a = 1, . . . , t, connected by soliton lines. The path integral for each ζ-vertex Va
determines a state B(Va) of the solitons emanating from this vertex. When two ζ-vertices
Va and Vb are connected by a soliton line in the ζ-web Z, this means that the corresponding
soliton states emanating from Va and Vb have to be contracted via the nondegenerate
degree 1 pairing (12.17). The combined operation of computing a state B(Va) and then
contracting these states whenever two vertices are joined by lines is precisely the operation
ρ defined in (4.7) et. seq., used in formulating the fundamental algebraic identity (4.15)
(this interpretation of ρ was the motivation for the way it was defined). The terms Ψ∗Z
that contribute in the identity (14.34) are in natural corresponence with contributions to
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the identity (4.15) of the abstract part of the paper: in either case, a contribution is made
by arranging rigid vertices as the vertices of a taut web, computing states associated to
the vertices and contracting those states whenever two vertices are joined by a line.
In relating our present analysis to the abstract discussion, the object called β in the
abstract discussion should be defined as a sum over all rigid ζ-vertices Va. If Va is asymp-
totic to the fan of vacua ja1 . . . j
a
sa , and the corresponding solitons have center of mass
coordinates xja1 , . . . , xjas , then
β =
∑
a
dxja1 . . . dxjasB
′
red(Va). (14.35)
See eqn. (14.28) for the definition of B′red(Va). Now, Bred, being the state produced by the
path integral in a fermion-number conserving theory, has F = 0; since Θo is an (n − 2)-
form, B′red has fermion number −(n−2). Including the factors of dxjak increases the fermion
number by n, so β has fermion number 2, as in the definition (4.15) in Section 4.1. The
factors dxjak have been included in the definition of β for the following reason. In the
abstract algebraic treatment, it is convenient to imagine that a classical soliton that has
two states of fermion number f, f + 1 is always created in the state of fermion number
f + 1. In the more microscopic path integral treatment, the truth is more complex, as
we see in eqn. (14.18), and in the above derivation, it was actually more convenient to
use reduced states of fermion number f . To compensate for this, we include a factor of
dx for each soliton in the formula for β. This also means that the pairing used in the
abstract description is not the degree 1 pairing (12.17) but is the degree −1 pairing K that
is obtained by composing (12.17) with the operation that removes the fermion zero-mode
dx from each soliton state.
At this point, using the Landau-Ginzburg theory based on (X,W ), we have deter-
mined vacuum data (V, z) (from the superpotential), web representations R (from equa-
tions (12.15) and (12.18)), and an interior amplitude β (from equation (14.35)), thus defin-
ing a Theory in the formal sense of Section §4.1. We have accordingly recovered all the data
needed to form the vacuum category Vac using the construction of Section §5.1, once we
choose a half-plane H. We let Vac(X,W ) denote the category for the positive half-plane
so that Vacopp(X,W ) is the category for the negative half-plane. It now follows from the
purely formal constructions of Section §5.2 above that there is a corresponding A∞ cate-
gory of Branes Br(X,W ), and it is natural to wonder if the corresponding A∞ amplitudes
are equivalent to those that were constructed in section 11.3 for branes of class Tκ. We
will discuss this question in detail in Section §15.
14.7 ζ-Instantons On A Half-Space Or A Strip
14.7.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we will first analyze ζ-instantons on the half-plane x ≥ 0 in the x−τ plane,
with boundary conditions set by a Lagrangian submanifold L. After some preliminaries,
we explain in section 14.7.2 how ζ-instantons can be used to define a boundary amplitude
B as introduced in section 4.2 and obeying the key identity 4.47. The considerations here
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Figure 140: Boundary conditions for general half-plane instantons with fan boundary conditions
at x→ +∞ and solitons at τ → ±∞.
are very similar to those of sections 14 and 14.6. Then we consider ζ-instantons on a strip
in section 14.7.3.
We began section 14 by showing that in any massive theory, there are no localized
ζ-instantons on R2. The analog in a half-plane is more subtle. To formulate the question,
we pick a critical point φi corresponding to a vacuum i ∈ V at x→∞, and we also choose
a half-line ζ-soliton φL,i that interpolates from L at x = 0 to vacuum i at x =∞. Then we
ask if there are ζ-instantons on the half-plane that map the τ -axis to L, approach φL,i for
τ → ±∞, and approach φi for x→∞. Such a ζ-instanton is localized in the sense that it
differs substantially from the chosen ζ-soliton only in a localized region of the half-plane.
In general, depending on L, there may be such localized half-plane ζ-instantons. We have
seen an example in section 13.5. As we learned there, when localized half-plane instantons
exist, it often means that the brane in question is not a valid A-brane and our methods do
not apply in its presence.
In this section, we will not consider such localized half-plane ζ-instantons. This does
not mean that we have to assume they do not exist; they are not relevant to the questions
we will consider here. When moduli spaces of localized half-plane ζ-instantons exist (but
the brane in question is a valid A-brane), they are somewhat like ζ-instanton moduli spaces
with positive excess dimension, relevant only if one inserts local A-model observables. A
simple criterion that ensures that there are no localized half-plane ζ-instantons is that the
superpotential h of eqn. (11.21) is single-valued. In particular, this is so if the symplectic
form ω of X is exact and the Lagrangian submanifold L is also exact (for these notions,
and their significance, see the discussion of eqn. (11.24); the assumptions of exactness are
often made mathematically in the Fukaya-Seidel category). Since the ζ-instanton equation
is gradient flow for h, h strictly increases with τ in any non-trivial ζ-instanton. So single-
valuedness of h implies that there are no non-trivial ζ-instantons beginning and ending at
the same ζ-soliton φL,i.
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On the other hand, if p and p′ are two distinct intersection points of L with the
right thimble of type i, corresponding to two different half-line solitions, then there can
be nontrivial ζ-instantons with the boundary condition that φ → φpL,i for τ → −∞ and
φ→ φp′L,i for τ → +∞. Indeed, such instantons of fermion number one define the differential
on the MSW complex ML,i. They are localized both in τ and near the boundary and
correspond to boundary vertices of valence zero in the extended webs of the web-based
formalism. Recall Figure 132.
In analogy with Section §14, our main interest is in ζ-instantons on the half-space that
are asymptotic to a half-plane fan of solitons, as sketched in Figure 140, with i1 6= in. We
trust that this notion is clear: as in the figure, we start with a half-plane fan of vacua
i1, . . . , in and then choose suitable half-line ζ-solitons at τ → ±∞, and suitable boosted
ζ-solitons along outgoing lines separating the vacua in the fan. Generally speaking, all
notions of Section §14.2 have analogs in this situation. IfM is a component of the moduli
space91 of half-space ζ-instantons with fan-like asymptotics, then the group R of time
translations acts freely on M; we define the reduced moduli space Mred =M/R. We call
a connected component ofM a half-space ζ-vertex if the corresponding reduced component
in Mred is compact. If in addition that component is a point, we call it a rigid ζ-vertex;
if Mred has positive dimension, we call its dimension the excess dimension of M. We can
write again a formula for the expected dimension ofM in an F-conserving system in terms
of the upper fermion numbers fa of the solitons in the fan and f
p′ , fp of the half-line soliton
states |p〉 and |p′〉:
dimM = fp′ − fp +
∑
a
(fa + 1) (14.36)
In general, if Mred is not compact, it has “ends” that can be constructed by gluing of
sub-solutions, as we discussed for ζ-instantons with fan-like asymptotics on R2 starting
in Section §14.2. The sub-solutions can now be ζ-instantons with fan-like asymptotics on
either R2 or the half-space. Thus, in general the “ends” of M correspond to half-space
ζ-webs. After repeatedly resolving the sub-solutions into ζ-webs, we eventually learn that
any end of M can be built by gluing of ζ-vertices VJ , arranged in a ζ-web u. As in eqn.
(14.15), the dimension of M exceeds the dimension of the moduli space of the half-space
web u (for any u associated to an end of M) by the sum of the excess dimensions of the
ζ-vertices VJ .
14.7.2 Boundary Amplitudes And The Relations They Obey
The general analysis of boundary amplitudes and the relations they obey is very similar
to what we said in action 14.6 concerning interior amplitudes – so similar that we will be
brief.
We start with a boundary condition associated to a Lagrangian submanifold L, with
a half-plane fan of vacua i1, . . . , in, as in Figure 140. To this data, we have complexes
ML,i1 and ML,in of initial and final classical half-plane states, and reduced complexes
91As discussed most fully in section 14.3, in defining M, we do not specify the impact parameters of
outgoing solitons.
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M′i1i2 , . . . ,M
′
in−1in of classical outgoing solitons. The tensor product
MLi1...in = ML,i1 ⊗M′i1i2 ⊗ · · · ⊗M′in−1in ⊗ (ML,in)∗ (14.37)
has a basis corresponding to choices of classical BPS half-line and soliton states. The
spaces ML,i of half-line solitons play the role of the Chan-Paton spaces Ei of the abstract
discussion. The impact parameters of the n − 1 outgoing solitons define a point in Rn−1,
and we write Ω∗(Rn−1) for the corresponding space of differential forms.
If V is a rigid half-plane ζ-vertex that is asymptotic to the given fan of vacua, then the
corresponding path integral defines an element B(V) ∈ Ω∗(Rn−1) ⊗MLi1...in . Dividing by
time translations, Rn−1 projects to Rn−2 and B(V) is the pullback of an element Bred(V) ∈
Ω∗(Rn−2)⊗MLi1...in . This copy of Rn−2 has a natural origin o, corresponding to a collection
of n − 1 solitons that all emanate from a common point on R, the boundary of the half-
plane. Since V is rigid, its reduced moduli space is 0-dimensional and Bred(V) is a simple
product
Bred(V) = Θo ·B′red(V), (14.38)
where Θo is Poincare´ dual to the point o ∈ Rn−2 and B′red(V) ∈MLi1...in . (As usual, such a
statement holds modulo a correction dχ, where χ vanishes rapidly at infinity.)
We say that a component M of the moduli space of half-plane ζ-instantons is “taut”
if (i) it is two-dimensional, so that the reduced space Mred =M/R has dimension 1; (ii)
this reduced space is a copy of R. Such components play a role analogous to that played
by taut half-plane webs in the abstract discussion of section 4.2. In this situation, each of
the two ends of Mred ∼= R corresponds to what we will call a taut half-plane ζ-web, by
which we mean a half-plane ζ-web with a 1-dimensional reduced moduli space.
From here, the goal is to show that the objects B′red(V) (after dressing as in eqn.
(14.35) with 1-forms for outgoing solitons) satisfy the fundamental identity (4.47) or (4.49)
of a boundary amplitude, as formulated abstractly in section 4.1. The argument will simply
follow what we said for interior amplitudes in section 14.6.
Let M be a taut family of half-plane ζ-instantons, and let Z, Z ′ be taut ζ-webs
representing the two ends of Mred. The path integral associated to the family Z of ζ-
instantons determines a state ΨZ ∈ Ω∗(Rn−1)⊗MLi1...in , which is the pullback of a reduced
state ΨZ,red ∈ Ω∗(Rn−2) ⊗MLi1...in . Just as in (14.29), this state is supported on a ray r
emanating from the origin o ∈ Rn−2:
ΨZ,red = Θr ·Ψ∗Z , Ψ∗Z ∈MLi1...in . (14.39)
Hence
dΨZ,red = Θo ·Ψ∗Z . (14.40)
We can make the same construction for Z ′; ΨZ′,red is supported on another ray r′ from o,
and again
dΨZ′,red = Θo ·Ψ∗Z′ , (14.41)
for some Ψ∗Z ∈MLi1...in . The state determined by the full moduli space M must be closed,
and this tells us that
Ψ∗Z + Ψ
∗
Z′ = 0, (14.42)
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just as in eqn. (14.33).
From eqn. (14.42), we can deduce a result analogous to eqn. (14.34). Let SLi1...in be
the set of all taut ζ-webs asymptotic to the given half-plane fan of vacua. Then∑
Z∈SLi1...in
Ψ∗Z = 0. (14.43)
The proof mimics the proof of eqn. (14.34). Each taut half-plane ζ-web is associated to an
end of a 1-dimensional reduced ζ-instanton moduli space; each such moduli space has two
ends; and by virtue of (14.42), these two ends cancel in pairs in eqn. (14.43).
The relation between (14.43) and the identity (4.47) or (4.49) of the abstract discussion
of boundary amplitudes is quite analogous to the corresponding relation between eqn.
(14.34) and the identity (4.15) of the abstract discussion of bulk amplitudes. Ψ∗Z can
be computed by working at infinity in the reduced moduli space of Z, where it is built
from widely separated bulk and boundary rigid ζ-vertices, connected in general by classical
solitons that propagate for long distances. Let us denote the bulk and boundary ζ-vertices
as Va and Vα, respectively. To compute Ψ∗Z , we take the tensor products of all states B(Va)
and B(Vα), and then, whenever two vertices are connected by a soliton line in the ζ-web Z,
we contract out the corresponding soliton states using the degree 1 pairing (12.17). Thus,
the left hand side of (14.43) is obtained by summing over all taut half-plane ζ-webs Z, and
for each such web, computing a state B(Va) or B(Vα) for each bulk or boundary vertex and
then contracting these states whenever two vertices are joined by lines. All this matches
precisely the operation ρβ used in the abstract statements (4.47) or (4.49) and therefore
(14.43) essentially matches those identities.
To match the notation used in the abstract discussion, we proceed as in eqn. (14.35).
Let Vα be a rigid half-plane ζ-vertex, asymptotic to a half-plane fan with sα vacua and sα−1
outgoing solitons with impact parameters xα1 , . . . x
α
sα−1. In a fermion-number conserving
theory, the state B(Vα) produced by the path integral has fermion number 0. However,
Θo, being Poincare´ dual to a point o ∈ Rsα−2, is an (sα − 2)-form, and hence the reduced
state B′red(Vα) has fermion number −(sα−2). To match the abstract discussion, we should
define
B =
∑
α
dxα1 . . . dx
α
sα−1B
′
red(Vα), (14.44)
where the sum runs over rigid half-plane ζ vertices. Clearly, B is a sum of terms all of
fermion number 1. This is the object that appears in the identity (4.47) or (4.49) of the
abstract discussion.
14.7.3 ζ-Instantons On A Strip
Now we return to the problem formulated in section 13.2 of finding physical states when
the theory is quantized on an interval D = [x`, xr], with boundary conditions at the two
ends of the strip set by Lagrangian submanifolds L`, Lr. We recall from eqn. (13.3) that,
if the width of the strip is much greater than the largest length scale in the theory, there
is no problem to describe the classical approximation to the space of physical states on the
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Figure 141: A rigid strip web s.
strip:
ML`,Lr ∼= ⊕i∈VML`,i ⊗Mi,Lr (14.45)
The problem raised in section 13.2 was to compute the differential Qζ that acts on this
complex. Matrix elements of this differential are supposed to be computed by counting
ζ-instantons on the strip. To be more precise, we are supposed to count families of rigid
ζ-instantons on the strip, that is families of ζ-instantons that have no modulus except the
inevitable modulus associated to time translations. To compute a matrix element of Qζ
between specified initial and final states, we have to count families of rigid ζ-instantons that
interpolate between specified initial and final ζ-solitons – that is elements in the complex
ML`,Lr of (14.45) – in the far past and the far future.
We hope it is now clear how to do the counting. On a very wide strip, the ζ-instantons
can be represented by webs – or ζ-webs – in which the lines are classical solitons and
the vertices are bulk and boundary ζ-vertices. So if M is a component of ζ-instanton
moduli space on the strip, we can associate to it a strip web s in the sense of section 2.3.
The ζ-instantons parametrized byM are built by gluing bulk and boundary ζ-vertices Va,
a = 1, . . . , s and Vα, α = 1, . . . , t via the strip web s. The web dimension d(s) is always
at least 1, because of time translations, and s is called a rigid strip web if d(s) = 1. The
dimension of M exceeds d(s) by the sum of the excess dimensions of the ζ-vertices Va
and Vα. (See eqn. (14.15) for a formula of this type.) So for M to be 1-dimensional, s
must be rigid and the ζ-vertices Va and Vα must have 0 excess dimension, that is they
must also be rigid. Given a rigid strip web s, such as the one sketched in Figure 141, to
count the corresponding ζ-instantons, we just sum over all possible labelings of the internal
lines in the web by solitons, the boundary segments by half-plane states, and the bulk and
boundary vertices Va and Vα by the corresponding bulk and boundary amplitudes B(Va)
and B(Vα). We have shown that B(Va) and B(Vα) obey the algebraic identities that were
assumed in section 4.3, and the counting procedure for rigid ζ-instantons on the strip
coincides with what was used in that section to define a differential. So we conclude that
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the procedure of that abstract discussion can indeed be used to determine the differential
whose cohomology gives the exact supersymmetric ground states on the strip.
15. Webs And The Fukaya-Seidel Category
15.1 Preliminaries
In this paper, we have described two algebraic structures associated to open strings in the
same massive Landau-Ginzburg model:
(i) In the abstract part of this paper, Sections §§2-5, we described an algebraic structure
that is built, roughly speaking, by multiplying boundary web vertices. This algebraic
structure is an A∞ algebra, something that in physical applications is usually associated
to open-string amplitudes at tree level.
(ii) In section 11.3, we described the Fukaya-Seidel category, or more precisely in our
context the Fukaya category of the superpotential, in which an A∞ algebra is actually
defined from open-string amplitudes.
It would be surprising for two essentially different A∞ algebras to arise in the same
model, and indeed in the present section we will argue that, once one restricts the web-based
construction to a smaller class of branes in a way that we will explain, the two A∞ algebras
are indeed equivalent. Roughly speaking, (i) and (ii) correspond, respectively, to methods
of describing the same category in the infrared (long distances) and in the ultraviolet
(short distances). Naively, the superpotential W is very important in the infrared and not
important in the ultraviolet. Unfortunately, this is a little oversimplified. It is true that in
method (i), the superpotential plays a very important role, and we will explain below in
what sense webs emerge from the ζ-instanton equation in the infrared limit. But, unless
the branes considered are all compact, there is no ultraviolet limit in which one completely
forgets the superpotential; as explained in Section §11.2, it plays a role in controlling the
classes of branes that one can consider and in ensuring that counting of solutions is always
well-defined.
Approach (i) was part of a larger discussion in which the largest class of branes that
one can consider are the W -dominated branes described in section 11.2.4. Recall this means
that on left branes Im(ζ−1W ) goes to +∞ at infinity, and on right branes Im(ζ−1W ) goes
to −∞ at ∞. If B` is a left brane and Br is a right brane, then there is a well-defined
space of (B`,Br) strings. This space can be computed by solving the ζ-instanton equation
on a vertical strip in the s = x + iτ plane. To ensure that the space of (B`,Br) strings
is well-defined, the strip has to be vertical (as drawn, for example, in Figure 3 from the
introduction, and in many other figures in this paper), assuming no restriction except that
the branes are W -dominated. We always think of a left brane as attached to a left vertical
boundary of a region in the s-plane, and a right brane as attached to a right vertical
boundary of such a region.
Manipulating boundary vertices by the procedure of Section §5 gives one A∞ algebra
for the left branes, and another for the right branes. Similarly, there are really two versions
of the Fukaya-Seidel category. That follows because in Section §11.3 we considered branes
of class Tκ where κ is a complex number of modulus 1 that is required to differ from ±ζ.
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Removing the points ±ζ from the unit circle divides it into two components, and there are
really two Fukaya-Seidel categories depending on which component contains κ. We will
match the two Fukaya-Seidel categories with the web-based categories for left and right
branes.
However, to make contact with the Fukaya-Seidel category, it is not sufficient simply
to require that the left and right branes be W -dominated. Let us therefore discuss what is
the smallest class of branes that we could reasonably consider. In the abstract discussion,
a brane B has Chan-Paton factors Ei(B) for each vacuum state i ∈ V. Ei(B) is a complex
whose cohomology is the space of supersymmetric physical states when the theory is formu-
lated on a half-line with B at the finite end and vacuum i at infinity. (In the case of a left
or right brane, the finite end of the half-line is taken to be on the left or right.) The axioms
of the abstract discussion ensure the existence, for each vacuum i ∈ V, of a distinguished
left brane Ti whose Chan-Paton factors are δijZ (or δijC if one considers physical states
to be complex vector spaces rather than Z-modules); in other words, there are no physical
states with brane Ti at the finite end and vacuum j at infinity, unless i = j, in which case
the space of such states has rank (or dimension) 1. In terms of Landau-Ginzburg models,
the Ti are the left thimbles L
ζ
i that were introduced in section 11.2.5. The Chan-Paton
factors of these thimbles were described in eqn. (13.1) and are as desired. Thus, certainly,
in a Landau-Ginzburg construction that is supposed to illustrate the abstract part of this
paper, among the left branes we must at least include the left thimbles Lζi . (And similarly
we must include the right thimbles Rζi among the right branes.) The abstract part of this
paper also includes a criterion (section 4.2) for what is a brane with more general Chan-
Paton factors, and to match this discussion, we need to allow more general branes built
from the thimbles. We therefore need a reasonable class of left branes that includes these
thimbles, and is closed under the relevant operations (which basically involve building a
new brane as an extension of one brane by another) yet is sufficiently small to allow a
construction we will come to momentarily. 92 It turns out that a suitable condition is
that a left brane must be of class Tζ , as described in section 11.2.6. (We recall that the
Tζ condition means that, along the support of the brane, W must take values in a certain
semi-infinite strip that contains the images in the W -plane of the Lζi , as in Figure (127).)
The analogous condition on right branes is that they should be of class T−ζ .
To compare the web-based approach to the Fukaya-Seidel category, we want to interpret
left branes of class Tζ as objects in the Fukaya-Seidel category. At first sight there is some
tension here. In section 11.3, we found that to describe the Fukaya-Seidel category using
the ζ-instanton equation, we had to consider not branes of class T±ζ , but branes of class
Tκ where κ is a complex number of modulus 1 and not equal to ±ζ. But in the web-
based procedure using the ζ-instanton equation, we definitely want left branes of class
Tζ , not of class Tκ with any other κ. (And the right branes should definitely be of class
T−ζ .) However, there is a simple way to reconcile the different statements. We use the
fact that the ζ-instanton equation is not invariant under rotations of the s-plane, and
that such a rotation is equivalent to a rotation of the complex number ζ. In section 11.3,
92Mathematically we would certainly want to include the smallest triangulated category containing the
thimbles.
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τr
τℓ
Figure 142: A horizontal strip τ` > τ > τr in the s-plane.
we assumed that open-string amplitudes relevant to the Fukaya-Seidel category are to be
computed with a quantum field theory defined in a region of the s-plane whose boundaries
are asymptotically vertical, as in Figure 129. In this case, the branes must be of class
Tκ with κ 6= ±ζ. If we want instead to use branes of class Tζ , we simply have to rotate
Figure 129 so that the boundaries of incoming and outgoing open strings are not vertical.
For example, it is convenient to rotate the figure by an angle of ±pi/2 so that incoming
open strings come in from the left of the s-plane or from the right. (The angle pi/2 is not
essential; any angle other than 0 or pi will do.)
As we explained above, there are really two Fukaya-Seidel categories, depending on
which component of S1\{±ζ} contains κ. After we rotate Figure 129 so that the open
strings no longer come in from the bottom (or top) of the figure, the two categories differ
by whether the open strings come in from the left half of the s-plane or from the right half.
We will match the Fukaya-Seidel category constructed with open strings that come in from
the left to the web-based category of left branes. Similarly, the Fukaya-Seidel category with
open strings that come in from the right matches the web-based category of right branes.
Some of the ideas in the following analysis have been explained in a simpler context
in Section §10.7.
15.2 Morphisms
If B and B′ are two branes of class Tζ , then we can calculate the space of supersymmetric
(B,B′) states on the interval, which we will call HB,B′ , in the Fukaya-Seidel category, and
we can also compute HwebB,B′ := H∗(Hop(B,B′),M1) in the web-based construction of an
A∞ category. Our goal in this section is to sketch the construction of a natural isomorphism
HB,B′ ∼= HwebB,B′ . (Of course, like most claims in this paper about the ζ-instanton equation,
the arguments presented here are not complete mathematically.) When combined with a
similar analysis that we will make of the multiplication of string states in section 15.3, and
of the higher order operations in section 15.4, this will show the equivalence between the
two constructions of an A∞ category. 93
93In the abstract part of this paper, we introduced (1) a space of (B,B′) ground states, where B is a
left-brane and B′ is a right-brane, and also (2) a space HwebB,B′ of morphisms between two left-branes (or two
right-branes). What is relevant to the present discussion is definitely construction (2). From the σ-model
point of view, the definition (1) assumes that B and B′ are W -dominated branes of opposite type, and
the definition (2) applies to branes of class Tζ . HwebB,B′ can be interpreted as a space of open-string ground
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Figure 143: (a) The symbol ~ represents a half-space fan of solitons, as indicated, or equivalently
an element δ ∈ Hop(B,B′) in the web-based formalism. The symbol ~ with the indicated fan
of solitons emerging from it represents a possible asymptotic behavior at infinity of a solution
of the ζ-instanton equation with no knowledge of how the solution behaves in the interior. (b)
This picture, which is our first example of a “hybrid” ζ-web, would represent a ζ-web with a 1-
dimensional reduced moduli space, except that one of the vertices is not a ζ-vertex but rather is
an abstract vertex labeled ~, which represents a fan of solitons rather than a solution of the ζ-
instanton equation. All other bulk and boundary vertices in the picture are conventional ζ-vertices,
contracted together by “propagators” in the usual way.
First we review the definition of the two spaces that are supposed to be isomorphic.
The definition of HB,B′ involves two steps:
(a) We consider the LG model of interest on a strip R× I, where I is a closed interval,
with boundary conditions at the two ends set by B and B′, where B,B′ are both of class
Tζ . For reasons explained in section 15.1, we take this strip to run horizontally, rather than
vertically, in the s = x + iτ plane (Figure 142). Thus the strip is defined by τ` ≥ τ ≥ τr
(for some τ`, τr), and x plays the role of “time.” We define a vector space MB,B′ (actually
a Z-module) that has a basis vector for every ζ-soliton – that is, for every solution of the
ζ-instanton equation (11.17) on the strip that depends only on τ . This complex is graded
by fermion number in the usual way.
(b) On MB,B′ , we define a differential Q̂ζ by counting suitable 1-parameter families of
ζ-instantons on the strip. The solutions are required to be independent of x for x << 0
and also for x >> 0. This means that the “initial data” (for x << 0) are associated to
a basis vector |φ`〉 of MB,B′ , corresponding to some ζ-soliton that satisfies the boundary
conditions, and the “final state” (for x >> 0) is similarly associated to a possibly different
ζ-soliton |φr〉. The one-parameter family corresponds to translation in the x-direction.
states in quantization on a horizontal strip as in Figure 142, but since the class of branes is different and
both branes are of the same type, these are not the open-string states studied in the abstract part of the
paper.
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Counting 1-parameter families of ζ-instantons with these boundary conditions gives the
matrix element of Q̂ζ from |φ`〉 to |φr〉. (As always, in this “counting,” a ζ-instanton is
weighted with a factor ±1 coming from the sign of the fermion determinant.) The space
HB,B′ is the cohomology of the differential Q̂ζ .
The definition of HwebB,B′ in the web-based procedure of section 5 involves two analogous
steps:
(a′) We first choose a half-plane, H, and here we choose it to be the positive half s-plane
as in Figure 143(a)). Next we define a complexMwebB,B′ with a basis vector associated the the
following data: As in Figure 143(a)) we choose a half-plane fan of vacua J = {i0, i1, . . . , in}.
The regions between the lines in the figure are labeled by vacua i0, . . . , in ∈ V, representing
constant solutions of the ζ-instanton equation. The line separating any two consecutive
vacua ik and ik+1 is labeled by an ikik+1 ζ-soliton. When restricted to large |s|, H has both
an upper and a lower boundary. The upper boundary is labeled by a half-line ζ-soliton
interpolating from brane B to vacuum i0; the lower boundary is labeled by a half-line
ζ-soliton set by the brane B′ and the vacuum in. If we compare with the definitions in
Section §5.2 then we should identify
MwebB,B′ = Hop(B,B
′) = Hom(B′,B) = ⊕i,j∈VE(B)i ⊗ R̂ij ⊗ (E(B′)j)∗. (15.1)
In short, MwebB,B′ has a basis in which the basis vectors are half-plane fans of solitons,
interpolating between branes B and B′. Such a fan is indicated in Figure 143(a). It
represents the asymptotic behavior at infinity of a possible solution of the ζ-instanton
equation on the half-plane, with no knowledge concerning the behavior in the interior.
In the abstract part of this paper, we studied webs in which the vertices represented
elements of MwebB,B′ and its bulk analog. Starting in section 14.2, we have studied ζ-webs,
in which the vertices are ζ-vertices, which represent solutions of the ζ-instanton equation
with fan-like asymptotics. It will now be useful to consider webs with ingredients of both
kinds. We will call these hybrid ζ-webs. In a hybrid ζ-web – our first example is in Figure
143(b) – a vertex labeled by ~ represents a fan of solitons, and a vertex not so labeled
is a conventional ζ-vertex. Thus, the symbol ~, which we call an abstract vertex (in
homage to the abstract nature of the web-based construction) represents an element of
MwebB,B′ associated to a given fan of solitons, while the other vertices are the ones that we
have used until now in the σ-model approach. Consideration of these hybrid ζ-webs will
be helpful in bridging the gap between the two approaches to open-string amplitudes.
The next step is to define a differential on the spaceMwebB,B′ , making it a complex whose
cohomology is HwebB,B′ . The differential is called M1 in eqn. (5.17) and may be described as
follows:
(b′) In the web-based treatment, the differential acting on δ ∈ MwebB,B′ is defined by
inserting δ (or the associated half-space fan) at one boundary vertex of a taut half-plane
web, and weighting all other interior or boundary vertices by the appropriate interior or
boundary amplitudes. We follow the same procedure now, with one difference: we interpret
the interior or boundary amplitudes as the ones that are computed in the σ-model, by
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counting solutions of the ζ-instanton equation. This means that the bulk and boundary
vertices – other than the one associated to δ – are now going to be ζ-vertices.94
Accordingly, we consider a hybrid ζ-web (Figure 143(b)), of the type just described.
We use such hybrid ζ-webs, for the time being, merely to give a pictorial representation of
some of the abstract web-based constructions, with the one change that bulk and interior
amplitudes are now derived by counting ζ-instantons. The hybrid ζ-webs in Figure 143(b)
are required to be taut; that is, they have precisely one reduced modulus, derived from an
overall scaling of the half-plane, keeping the abstract vertex fixed.
To a hybrid ζ-web with one abstract vertex ~ and with fan-like asymptotics at infinity,
we can associate a pair of elements of the web-based complex MwebB,B′ . By restricting the
hybrid ζ-web to a neighborhood of the abstract vertex v we find a labeled fan of vacua
Jv and a corresponding basis vector |φwebF (~)〉 of MwebB,B′ . (The subscript F is meant to
remind us that φF depends on a fan of solitons, rather than a single soliton.) Similarly,
by restricting the web to a neighborhood of |s| = ∞, we get a second labeled fan of
vacua J∞ and correspondingly a second basis vector |φwebF (∞)〉. It is convenient to refer
to a neighborhood of the abstract vertex and a neighborhood of infinity as the two ends
of the hybrid ζ-web in Figure 143(b). The matrix element of the web-based differential
M1 = Q̂webζ from |φwebF (~)〉 to |φwebF (∞)〉 is computed by counting the number of hybrid
ζ-webs, as in Figure 143(b), with precisely one reduced modulus associated to scaling, and
with |φwebF (~)〉 and |φwebF (∞)〉 as the restrictions to the two ends. The webs are weighted
with the signs carefully spelled out in equation (4.33) above. Physically these signs come
from the fermion determinants (and they agree because fermion determinants satisfy the
gluing laws that were built into the other approach). The algorithm we have just described
is precisely the definition of M1(δ) as defined in equation (5.17), where the morphism δ is
inserted at the abstract vertex ~.
To establish a natural isomorphism between HB,B′ and HwebB,B′ , we will imitate the
procedure explained in section 10.7 for showing that the cohomology of the MSW complex
does not depend on the metric or superpotential on X. First we define a linear map
U : MB,B′ →MwebB,B′ , (15.2)
as follows. We consider a region W of the complex s-plane in which a semi-infinite strip
comes in from x = −∞ and fans out to the positive half plane (Figure 144(a)). We
consider solutions of the ζ-instanton equation on W with boundary conditions determined
by B and B′ on the upper and lower boundaries, respectively, and which moreover are
independent of x for x → −∞ and finally have fan-like asymptotics for |s| → ∞ for large
Re(s) in the positive half-plane. The behavior of such a solution for x→ −∞ gives a basis
vector |φ`〉 of MB,B′ , and its behavior for |s| → ∞, x  0 gives a basis vector |φwebF (∞)〉
of MwebB,B′ . We consider only the components of the moduli space of such solutions with
an expected dimension of 0. The actual dimension is then also 0 if the Ka¨hler metric of
the target space X is generic. Counting (with signs, as always) the solutions that are in
94Likewise in discussing below other constructions of the web-based approach, all bulk or boundary
vertices not labeled by ~ will be ζ-vertices.
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Figure 144: (a) A region W in the s-plane; a strip coming in from the left opens out to the half-
plane H. (b) A ζ-web in the region W. The web sketched here is a simple one in which two BPS
solitons emitted from the boundary join into one. This web corresponds to a moduli space of zero
dimension if and only if the indicated boundary vertices are possible only at specific points along
the boundary, because the ζ-solitons in question can be emitted only when the boundary slopes at
a favored angle.
zero-dimensional moduli spaces and with the asymptotics that we have specified gives the
matrix element of the desired operator U from |φ`〉 to |φwebF (∞)〉. The map U that is defined
this way preserves the fermion number since it comes from components of moduli space
with expected dimension 0.
In this construction, the width of the strip in the left half plane is arbitrary. In
particular, we are free to choose this strip to be much wider than the natural length scale
of the massive LG theory under study. If we do this, then a ζ-instanton contributing to
U can everywhere be represented by a ζ-web. A possible example is sketched in Figure
144(b). (The ζ-web associated to a ζ-instanton without moduli extends only a bounded
distance to the left down the strip, but given the desired fan-like asymptotics for x  0,
it is unbounded to the right.) Computing the dimension of the moduli space associated to
such a web involves some new ingredients, which we will not explore, since some boundary
vertices might exist only when the boundary is oriented at a favored angle. If we work
with wide strips, then other solutions that we encounter presently are similarly web-like.
As in eqn. (10.45), U induces a map on cohomology, in other words a linear transfor-
mation Û : HB,B′ → HwebB,B′ , because it obeys (up to sign)
Q̂webζ U = UQ̂ζ . (15.3)
The proof of this formula proceeds like the proof of eqn. (10.45). We consider the 1-
dimensional moduli space M of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation on the region W,
which we require to have asymptotic behavior corresponding to basis vectors |φ`〉 and
|φwebF (∞)〉 (whose fermion numbers now differ by 1, sinceM is 1-dimensional). The moduli
space M in general has several connected components. As usual the compact components
do not affect the following discussion. Alternatively, a given component Mα of M could
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Figure 145: The two types of end of a 1-dimensional moduli space of ζ-instantons on the region
W are depicted here. (These webs correspond to 1-dimensional moduli spaces if the web in Figure
144(b) has a zero-dimensional moduli space. As observed in the caption to that figure, this depends
on some assumptions about the boundary vertices.) The end in (a) correponds to the ζ-instanton
of Figure 144(b), which contributes to U , concatenated with a ζ-instanton on the strip, which
contributes to Q̂ζ . An end of this type contributes to the product UQ̂ζ . The end in (b) is made by
replacing the abstract vertex in Figure 143(b), which contributes to Q̂webζ , with the ζ-instanton of
Figure 144(b), which contributes to U . An end of this type contributes to the product Q̂webζ U .
instead be a copy of R, with two ends. Such ends are of two possible types as illustrated
in Figure 145. One type of end contributes to the left hand side of eqn. (15.3), and one
contributes to the right hand side. If a given componentMα has two ends of the same type,
these ends both contribute to the same side of eqn. (15.3) but with opposite signs. If the
ends are of opposite types, one end contributes ±1 to the left hand side of the identity and
one makes an equal contribution to the right hand side. After summing the contributions
of all 1-dimensional components Mα of M, we arrive at the identity (15.3).
The interpolation we have made to define the map U involved a number of arbitrary
choices: the regionW was not uniquely determined (we only specified its asymptotic form),
the Ka¨hler metric on the target space X is supposed to be irrelevant, and for that matter
the Ka¨hler metric on W should likewise be unimportant, as long as its asymptotic behavior
is kept fixed. To show that the induced map Û on cohomology does not depend on the
choices, one needs an identity of the same form as eqn. (10.48). If U0,U1 : MB,B′ →MwebB,B′
are computed with two different choices related by homotopy, we need a map E : MB,B′ →
MwebB,B′ of fermion number −1 obeying
U1 − U0 = Q̂webζ E− EQ̂ζ . (15.4)
This is established by imitating the proof of eqn. (10.48): one interpolates between the
choices made to define U0 and U1, and then looks at certain 1-dimensional moduli spaces.
These moduli spaces have ends of four types that correspond to the four terms in eqn.
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Figure 146: (a) Since the region Y is homotopic to an infinite strip, counting of ζ-instantons on
Y gives a map V that induces an isomorphism on cohomology. (b) Restriction of a ζ-instanton on
Y to the dotted semi-circle reveals a fan of solitons that determines a basis vector of MwebB,B′ . This
implies that the map V determined by ζ-instantons on Y can be factored through U , implying that
U also induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
(15.4). The map E is defined by counting exceptional solutions of the ζ-instanton equation
that exist only at specific points during the interpolation from U0 to U1.
Finally, we would like to establish that the induced map Û on cohomology is an iso-
morphism. As in section 10.7, this is most naturally done by finding an inverse map. For
this, we consider ζ-instantons on the region Y sketched in Figure 146(a). A strip coming
in from x = −∞ opens out to a very large portion of the right half-plane (compared to the
width of the strip) which is part of Y, but eventually this is cut off and the region Y reduces
back to a strip for x→ +∞. By counting ζ-instantons on Y that are independent of x for
x→ ±∞, we get a linear map V : MB,B′ →MB,B′ . The induced map on cohomology is the
identity. (If Y were replaced by a simple product R× I, rather than a region asymptotic to
such a product, then V would be the identity even before passing to cohomology; a special
case of what is explained in the last paragraph is that the induced map on cohomology is
unaffected if R× I is replaced by Y.) On the other hand, the ζ-instantons contributing to
V have a web-like description, as illustrated in Figure 146(b). If one of these solutions is
restricted to the semi-circle indicated in that figure, it determines a labeled fan of vacua or
in other words a basis vector |φwebF (∞)〉 of MwebB,B′ . Accordingly, the map V can be factored
as V ′ ◦ U , where U : MB,B′ → MwebB,B′ was defined above, and V ′ is a map in the other
direction. It follows that the map Û on cohomology is an isomorphism.
15.3 Multiplication
Let B,B′, and B′′ be three branes. In the σ-model approach, a string state x ∈ MB,B′
and a string state y ∈ MB′,B′′ are multiplied by joining the two strings (Figure 147(a)).
This operation gives a bilinear map m2 : MB,B′ ⊗MB′,B′′ →MB,B′′ .
On the other hand, there is also a bilinear product M2 : MwebB,B′ ⊗MwebB′.B′′ → MwebB,B′′ ,
defined in eqn. (5.17). The definition is as follows. We recall that an element of MwebB,B′
or MwebB′,B′′ represents a half-plane fan of solitons emanating from an abstract vertex. To
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Figure 147: (a) In the σ-model approach, the multiplication MB,B′ ⊗ MB′,B′′ → MB,B′′ is
defined by joining open strings. (b) In the web-based approach, the multiplication Hom(B,B′) ⊗
Hom(B′,B′′) → Hom(B,B′′) is defined by configurations similar to rigid half-plane ζ-webs but
with abstract vertices (depicted as ~ in the figure ) at two specified points on the boundary.
a) b)
X X′
Figure 148: In (a), we multiply two string states within the σ-model approach, and then apply
the map U to the web-based category. The string states come in from the left, are multiplied when
the two strings join, and are mapped to the web picture when the strip widens out into a half-plane.
In (b), we first map each state separately to the web-based category, and then multiply them using
the multiplication law of that category. The two results are equivalent modulo a sum of terms in
which the differential Q̂ζ or Q̂webζ acts on the initial or final states, because the regions X and X′
of the s-plane can be deformed into each other without altering anything at infinity. Under this
deformation, the A-model action changes by an exact term, which after integration by parts is
equivalent to a sum of contributions in which the differential acts on external states. In particular,
these contributions vanish if we consider the multiplication law on cohomology.
multiply two such fans, we place the two abstract vertices at chosen points on the boundary
of the half-plane H and draw a picture that is analogous to a rigid ζ-web except that two
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of the vertices are abstract vertices rather than ζ-vertices. (Choosing the points at which
the two abstract vertices are inserted on the boundary of H can be understood as dividing
by the translation and scaling symmetries of H.) This procedure is illustrated in Figure
147(b); every line or vertex in this figure, except the two abstract vertices that are denoted
as ~, represents a boosted ζ-soliton or ζ-instanton solution with appropriate asymptotics.
Then for δweb1 ∈ MwebB,B′ , δweb2 ∈ MwebB′,B′′ , we want to define M2(δweb1 ⊗ δweb2 ) ∈ MwebB,B′′ .
The definition is as follows: the coefficient with which a given basis vector of MwebB,B′′ –
corresponding to an outgoing fan of solitons at infinity – appears in M2(δ
web
1 ⊗ δweb2 ) is
given by counting (with signs, as usual) the possible rigid pictures of the type sketched in
Figure 147(b).
We now should recall that we also have, for any branes B1,B2, the natural map
U : MB1,B2 → MwebB1,B2 . So given δ1 ∈ MB,B′ , δ2 ∈ MB′,B′′ , we have two ways to produce
an element of MwebB,B′′ :
(i) We first multiply δ1 and δ2 in the σ-model approach, and use U to map the result
to the web-based category, to get U(m2(δ1 ⊗ δ2)) ⊂MwebB,B′′ .
(ii) Alternatively, we first map δ1 and δ2 to Uδ1 and Uδ2 in the web-based category,
and then use the multiplication M2 in that category, to get M2(Uδ1 ⊗ Uδ2).
The relation between these two procedures is that there is a map E : MB,B′⊗MB′,B′′ →
MwebB,B′′ , reducing the fermion number by 1, such that
M2 ◦ (U ⊗ U)− U ◦m2 = Q̂webζ E− EQ̂ζ . (15.5)
This formula can be understood by considering Figure 148. In part (a) of this figure, two
open strings join to a single open string – corresponding to the operation m2 in the σ-model
approach – and then the worldsheet of that string opens out to a half-plane – giving the
map U to the web-based category. Solving the ζ-instanton equation in the region X of
Figure 148(a), with asymptotic conditions of the standard type at the ends, gives a matrix
element of U ◦ m2. In part (b), each open-string worldsheet fans out into a region of a
half-plane, with opening angle pi, to describe the separate action of U on δ1 and δ2 (in other
words to describe U⊗U), and then, on a larger length scale, the two regions fit into a single
half-plane, to describe M2(U⊗U). Solving the ζ-instanton equation on the resulting region
X′, with the standard type of asymptotic condition, gives a matrix element of M2 ◦(U ⊗U).
To understand the relation between corresponding matrix elements of M2 ◦ (U ⊗U) and of
U ◦m2, we need to compare the counting of ζ-instantons in the regions X and X′ of figures
148(a) and (b).
Those regions are topologically the same, and differ only by a change of metric; more-
over, this change of metric is trivial near infinity. As in the A-model the stress tensor
is Q-exact, so the change in the action resulting from a change in the metric is Q-exact.
After integration by parts, a Q-exact term in the action leads to contributions in which the
differential acts on initial or final states; these contributions make up the right hand side of
eqn. (15.5). Thus the origin of the right hand side of this equation is precisely analogous
to the origin of the right hand side of eqn. (10.48) of section 10.7.
A detailed explanation of the right hand side of eqn. (15.5) – by describing moduli
spaces of solutions of the ζ-instanton equation, rather than by a quantum field theory
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argument using Q-exactness – would proceed much like the explanation of eqn. (15.4).
One would pick an interpolation between the two pictures of Figure 148(a,b), involving a
new parameter u. Including u in the description, one would look at one-parameter families
of solutions of the ζ-instanton equations. Such families would have ends of four possible
types, which would contribute to the four terms in eqn. (15.5). In particular, E would
be computed by counting exceptional solutions of the ζ-instanton equation that exist at
special values of u.
The map m2 induces a map on cohomology groups, m̂2 : HB,B′⊗HB′,B′′ → HB,B′′ , and
likewise M2 induces a map M̂2 : HwebB,B′ ⊗HwebB′,B′′ → HwebB,B′′ . When we pass to cohomology,
the right hand side of eqn. (15.5) drops out and we get Û ◦ m̂2 = M̂2 ◦ (Û ⊗ Û). In other
words, the isomorphism between the cohomology groups of the two categories coming from
Û extends to an isomorphism between the two multiplication laws.
15.4 The Higher A∞ Operations
The σ-model and web-based categories also have higher multiplication laws, which we have
described in sections 11.3 and 5.2. In either case, one is given branes B0, . . . ,Bn of class
Tζ and elements δi ∈MBi−1,Bi or δwebi ∈MwebBi−1,Bi , i = 1, . . . , n which can be multiplied to
get mn(δ1 ⊗ δ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δn) ∈MB0,Bn or Mn(δweb1 ⊗ δweb2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δwebn ) ∈MwebB0,Bn . We want
to compare these operations. First let us summarize the two definitions.
In the σ-model approach, mn is defined by joining together n open strings (via a
worldsheet with disc topology) to make a single string; one has to integrate over the n− 2
real moduli that are involved in this gluing. Since we depict strings in the σ-model approach
as propagating from left to right, we depict this gluing as in Figure 149(a). The moduli
in the gluing are the differences between the horizontal positions xi of the joining events.
We should point out, however, that in an A-model, “integrating” over the moduli has a
special meaning. Amplitudes are defined in the A-model by counting (with signs) solutions
of the ζ-instanton equation that have appropriate asymptotics. If the fermion numbers of
external states are such that the matrix element of mn that we are trying to compute is
not trivially zero, then the expected dimension of the moduli space M of ζ-instantons is
0. Generically, M then actually consists of finitely many (nondegenerate) points, which
correspond to solutions that exist only for particular values of the n− 2 moduli of Figure
149(a). Given this, the “integration” that is involved in evaluating a matrix element of mn
reduces to the sum of finitely many delta-function contributions, corresponding to these
solutions.
In the web-based description, the higher multiplication operation Mn of eqn. (5.17)
can be described as follows. The elements δwebi that we wish to multiply correspond to
morphisms attached to the ~ symbols in Figure 149(b). To compute a matrix element
of Mn from δ
web
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δwebn to a given fan at infinity, one counts certain pictures of the
form shown in the figure. (Recall the morphisms dictate a particular fan of solitons at
each abstract vertex ~.) In the figure, as usual, all vertices are ζ-vertices, except that
the ~ symbols represent abstract vertices. We only care about pictures like that of Figure
149(b) modulo the translation and scaling symmetries of the right half plane. We can use
those symmetries, for example, to fix the top and bottom abstract vertices in the figure
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Figure 149: The purpose of this picture is to sketch the higher A∞ operations mn and Mn in
the σ-model approach and in the web-based approach. (We take n = 4 for illustration.) (a) In the
σ-model approach, mn is defined by joining n open strings and “integrating” over the differences
between the horizontal positions xi at which this joining takes place. (This is simply Figure 129(b)
of §11.3, but rotated by an angle pi/2.) (b) In the web-based approach, the multiplication is defined
by counting rigid pictures such as that shown here. In this picture, there are n abstract vertices
labeled by the symbol ~. One can use the scaling and translation symmetries of the right half plane
to place the first and last of them at specified values of τ , say 1 and 0; otherwise, the positions of
the abstract vertices are unspecified. As usual, in the web-based approach, the abstract vertices
represent morphisms δi ∈ Hop(Bi−1,Bi). All lines and all other vertices in the figure represent
ζ-solitons or ζ-instantons with appropriate asymptotics.
to specified positions, say τ = 1 and τ = 0. However, the locations of the other abstract
vertices are then “moduli,” over which we have to integrate. An integration over this
moduli space is hidden in eqn. (5.17), in the following sense. If the fermion numbers of
the initial and final fans are chosen so that the matrix element of Mn is not trivially zero,
then (for generic superpotential) pictures of the form sketched in Figure 149(b) are rigid
up to the translation and scaling symmetries of the right half plane, and each such picture
determines the moduli – the positions of the abstract vertices – uniquely. In eqn. (5.17),
no restriction is placed on the moduli and a given matrix element of Mn is determined
by counting (in our present language) all rigid ζ-webs with specified fans at the abstract
vertices and at infinity. Since the moduli are unspecified, one can think of this procedure
as an instruction to integrate over moduli space, where the integrand has a delta function
contribution (with coefficient ±1) at any point in moduli space at which an appropriate
picture exists. This “integration” is precisely in parallel with the integration in the σ-model
approach to the Fukaya-Seidel category.
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Figure 150: In (a), we sketch the worldsheet that can be used to multiply n open strings in the
σ-model approach (sketched here for n = 4) and then map them to the web-based category. To
instead map the open strings to the web-based category before multiplying them, we should use the
worldsheet (b). The topological equivalence between the two pictures leads to the A∞ equivalence
between the two categories.
Now we would like to compare the result of first multiplying n open strings in the
σ-model approach and then mapping to the web description, on the one hand, with the
result of first mapping to the web description and then multiplying, on the other hand. In
other words we want to compare U ◦mn to Mn◦(U⊗ . . .U). The basis for the comparison is
shown in Figure 150, in which part (a) shows the worldsheets that must be used to compute
U◦mn, and part (b) shows the worldsheets that must be used to compute Mn◦(U⊗· · ·⊗U).
As in section 15.3, these worldsheets differ only by having different Ka¨hler metrics (the
worldsheets can actually be identified in such a way that the metrics are the same at
infinity). Since the Ka¨hler metric is irrelevant in the A-model, in some sense there is an
equivalence between U ◦ mn and Mn ◦ (U ⊗ · · · ⊗ U). Technically the equivalence is a
morphism of A∞ algebras, a fact that can be understood as follows.
A change in Ka¨hler metric changes the A-model action by a Q̂ζ-exact term, which can
be analyzed by integration by parts on the worldsheet. In the case of the multiplication law,
this integration by parts leads to the terms Q̂webζ E− EQ̂ζ on the right hand side of (15.5),
and certainly a term of this kind also appears in the difference Mn ◦ (U ⊗· · ·⊗U)−U ◦mn.
What is new for n > 2 is that there are also moduli, and Q-exact terms can contribute
total derivatives on moduli space, leading to surface terms on moduli space. Thus, U is
extended to include maps U : MB0,B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗MBn−1,Bn →MwebB0,Bn (the map E in equation
(15.5) is already the case n = 2), and the result of these surface terms is that there will be
extra terms in the identity:
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1. The region where xk+1, . . . , xk+k′  x1, . . . , xk, xk+k′+1, . . . , xn in Figure 150(a) leads
to terms of the form
U (δ1, · · · , δk,mk′(δk+1, · · · , δk+k′), δk+k′+1, · · · , δn) (15.6)
with k′ < n.
2. The collision of abstract vertices in Figure 150(b) leads to operations U(δi, . . . , δj)
and terms of the form
Ms
(U(δ1, · · · δk1),U(δk1+1, · · · δk1+k2), . . . ,U(δk1+k2+···+ks−1+1, · · · δn)) (15.7)
Taking all boundaries into account and recalling that Q̂ζ = m1 and Q̂web = M1 we
find that U is simply an A∞-functor:∑
s
∑
Pas(P )
Ms (U(P1), . . . ,U(Ps)) =
∑
Pa3(P )
P1,P2,P3U (P1,mp2(P2), P3) (15.8)
where P = {δ1, . . . , δn} and pk = |Pk|.
From a physical point of view, one would simply summarize the above discussion as
follows (in the context of the A-model): An A∞ algebra or category is a way of describing
the tree level approximation to an open-string theory. Two open-string theories whose
construction differs by Q̂ζ-exact terms should be equivalent. A map from one open-string
theory to another that maps the operations of one to the operations of the other, modulo
Q̂ζ-exact terms, should be an equivalence.
16. Local Observables
16.1 The Need For Unfamiliar Local Observables
The familiar local observables of the A-model with target X are associated to the coho-
mology of X. One way to describe the local operator corresponding to a given cohomology
class makes use of a dual homology cycle. Indeed, if H ⊂ X is any oriented submanifold,
one defines in the A-model a local operator OH as follows. In general, A-model observables
on a two-manifold Σ are defined by counting holomorphic maps Φ : Σ→ X (or solutions of
a corresponding ζ-instanton equation) that obey suitable conditions. An insertion of OH
at a point p ∈ Σ imposes the condition that Φ(p) must lie in H. The fermion number of
OH is the codimension of H; it is also the degree of the cohomology class dual to H. It is
also possible, in a standard way, to define one-form and two-form descendants of OH .
However, even in the absence of a superpotential, these familiar A-model observables
are not the whole story. To see this, let us consider the B-model of C∗ = R × S˜1, where
S˜1 is a circle and we regard C∗ as the quotient of the complex φ˜-plane by φ˜ ∼ φ˜ + 2pii.
We recall that in general the most familiar local observables of the B-model with target
X correspond to elements of Hp(X,∧qTX), where TX is the tangent bundle of X. To be
more precise, an element of Hp(X,∧qTX) corresponds to a local B-model observable of
fermion number p+ q. In particular, setting p = q = 0, we have the holomorphic functions
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On = enφ˜, n ∈ Z, and these correspond to observables of fermion number 0. H0(C∗, TC∗)
is also infinite-dimensional, with sections Ôn = enφ˜∂φ˜. These correspond to observables of
fermion number 1. (This completes the story, since H1(C∗,∧qT C∗) = 0 for all q.)
By T -duality on the second factor of C∗ = R× S˜1, we can map the B-model of C∗ to
the A-model of a dual C∗, namely R×S1, where S1 is the circle dual to the original S˜1. So
the A-model of C∗ must also have infinitely many local operators of fermion number 0 or
1. The standard construction gives only one local operator of degree 0 and one of degree
1, since the cohomology of C∗ is of rank 1 in degree 0 or 1 and vanishes otherwise. What
are all the other local observables of the A-model of C∗?
Going back to the B-model, the observables corresponding to O0 and Ô0 have mo-
mentum 0 around the circle in C∗ = R× S˜1, and they correspond to the standard A-model
observables, i.e. the cohomology classes mentioned in the first paragraph of this section.
But the operators On, Ôn with n 6= 0 carry momentum around the circle. Their duals will
have to correspond to A-model observables with winding number.
What is an A-model observable with winding number? It is a disorder operator, which
creates a certain type of singularity in the holomorphic map (or solution of the ζ-instanton
equation) that is counted in the A-model. Let us take the worldsheet Σ to be the complex
s-plane and let us parametrize the dual C∗ of the A-model by a complex variable φ with
φ ∼ φ + 2pii. An A-model observable of winding number n, inserted at a point s = s0,
imposes a constraint that the holomorphic map φ(s) should have a singularity at s→ s0
φ(s) ∼ n log(s− s0), (16.1)
where n is the winding number. Indeed, this singularity of φ(s) is characterized by the fact
that as s loops around s0, φ(s) loops n times around the second factor in C∗ = R× S1.
Actually, the concept of a disorder operator in the A-model, which creates some sort
of singularity in a holomorphic map, is much more general than the concept of an A-model
observable that carries winding number. It is not difficult to give a more sophisticated
example of a B-model with infinitely many observables such that the dual A-model has a
target space with finite rank cohomology that moreover has a trivial or finite fundamental
group. 95 In such a situation, most of the B-model observables will correspond to disorder
operators of the A-model, but these operators cannot be characterized by their winding
numbers. To describe them requires more insight about what sort of condition should be
placed on the singularity of a holomorphic map.
We will not pursue this issue here. Instead, we will consider a more sophisticated
example of an A-model that must have local observables of an unfamiliar sort. This example
will provide a good illustration of ideas we develop later.
Our example is theB-model of CP1. In this example, H0(CP1,O) ∼= C; H0(CP1, TCP1)
is of rank 3 (and corresponds to the Lie algebra of SL(2,C)); and H1(CP1,∧qTCP1) = 0,
q = 0, 1. So the space of local observables has rank 1 in fermion number 0 and rank 3 in
fermion number 1.
95A good example is the B-model on Hitchin moduli space in a complex structure other than ±I. Consider
the mirror duals of the characters of holonomies of the flat gauge field parametrized by the moduli space.
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The B-model of CP1 has a mirror that can be obtained [47] by T -duality on the orbits
of a U(1) subgroup of the SL(2,C) symmetry group of CP1. This dual has target space C∗,
which we again parametrize by a complex variable φ with φ ∼ φ+ 2pii. In the σ-model, φ
is promoted to a chiral superfield. The difference between the mirror of C∗ and the mirror
of CP1 is that in the latter case, there is a superpotential
W = eφ + e−φ. (16.2)
The U(1) symmetry of the B-model that is used in the T -duality is converted to the
winding number symmetry of the A-model of C∗. (Except for the Weyl symmetry φ↔ −φ,
which will play an important role, the rest of the SL(2,C) symmetry of the B-model is
not manifest in the A-model mirror.) So let us enumerate the U(1) charges of the B-
model observables. This will tell us something about what to expect in the A-model. The
observable of the B-model of CP1 of fermion number 0 corresponds to the constant function
1; it is U(1)-invariant, so its dual will be an A-model observable of winding number 0. The
three observables of the B-model of CP1 with fermion number 1 correspond to the Lie
algebra of SL(2,C), so (if we normalize the U(1) generator to assign charges ±1/2 in the
two-dimensional representation of SL(2,C)) they have U(1) charges 1, 0,−1.
This then gives our expectations for the A-model of C∗ with the superpotential of eqn.
(16.2): there should be one observable of fermion number 0 and winding number 0, and
three observables of fermion number 1 and winding number −1, 0, 1. We return to this
example after developing the necessary machinery.
We have explained here one reason, based on T -duality, that in general closed-string
disorder operators must be considered in the A-model with a noncompact target space.
This argument could be adapted for open-string observables, but instead in section 16.2,
we give a different explanation of why in the A-model with a superpotential, the natural
class of local open-string observables includes disorder operators.
16.2 Local Open-String Observables
Local open-string observables in the presence of a superpotential can be studied rather
directly using the construction already described in section 15.2. (To adapt this for closed
strings will require some further ideas that are explained in section 16.3.)
An open-string observable is inserted at a point p in the boundary of a string world-
sheet Σ. The point p locally divides the boundary into two pieces which in general are
labeled by branes B1 and B2 that are supported on Lagrangian submanifolds L1 and L2
(Figure 151). In the ordinary A-model with compact target space X, the space of local
operators that can be inserted at p is the same as the space of (L1,L2) strings. To argue
that this is also true in the presence of a superpotential, we return to Figure 144(a) of
section 15.2, where a strip comes in from the left of the s-plane and attaches to the right
half-plane. In the limit that the strip is very narrow, the incoming string can be replaced
by a local operator of some sort inserted at a point on the boundary, as in Figure 151.
However, there is some subtlety in describing this local operator.
A-model observables are computed by summing contributions of solutions of the ζ-
instanton equation (or simply the equation for a holomorphic map if the superpotential
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Figure 151: The vertical line is the boundary of a string worldsheet Σ. A point p ∈ Σ divides the
boundary in portions that are mapped to two different Lagrangian submanifolds L1 and L2, which
are the supports of branes B1 and B2.
vanishes). Thus, whatever we compute in the picture of Figure 144(a) involves summing
over solutions of the ζ-instanton equation in the geometry W of that picture. In the limit
that the strip that comes in from the left in Figure 144(a) is very narrow,W can be replaced
by the right half-plane Σ of Figure 151 and a solution of the ζ-instanton equation on W
converges to a solution on Σ. However, the limiting solution on Σ might have a singularity
at p.
If the limiting solution has no singularity at p, we call the local operator O that is
inserted at p an order operator. In this case, the role of O in the A-model is to put a
constraint on the solution of the ζ-instanton equation. We will explain this more precisely
in a moment. Alternatively, the limiting solution might have a singularity at p. In that
case, we call O a disorder operator. Such a disorder operator is characterized by the precise
type of singularity that occurs at p; this is determined by the choice of the open-string state
that comes in from the left in the original description on W.
In the conventional A-model with compact target space (and therefore no superpo-
tential), all local open-string (and closed-string) observables are order operators. We will
recall why this is true and explain why it is not true in the presence of a superpotential.
More fundamentally, we will see that in the presence of a superpotential, the distinction
between order and disorder operators is not really natural for open-string observables of
the A-model, in the sense that it is not invariant under independent Hamiltonian symplec-
tomorphisms of L1 and L2. This fact will provide useful background for our study of the
closed-string case in section 16.3.
Let us look at Figure 151 and ask what an order operator might be. In doing this,
we will assume for simplicity that L1 and L2 intersect transversely at finitely many points
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r1, . . . , rk. We can expect to reduce to this case
96 by applying suitable Hamiltonian sym-
plectomorphisms to L1 and L2. What can a solution of the ζ-instanton equation on the
half-plane Σ look like in this situation, assuming that it has no singularity at p? The upper
half of the boundary is mapped to L1 and the lower half to L2. So the point p must be
mapped to one of the intersection points r1, . . . , rk ∈ L1 ∩L2. For each such point, we can
define a local operator Ork that imposes a constraint that the point p must be mapped
to rk. It is not true necessarily true that the Ork are A-model observables, because there
might be a nontrivial differential acting on the space spanned by the Ork . (This will hap-
pen, in particular, if L1 and L2 were chosen to have unnecessary intersections that could
be deformed away.) Rather, one can define a complex with basis given by the Ork such
that the cohomology of this complex is the space of local A-model open-string observables.
To see that all A-model open-string observables in the absence of a superpotential
are order operators, let us just ask what is the space of (B1,B2) strings in the ordinary
A-model without a superpotential. A classical zero energy state of an open-string, with the
left endpoint mapped to L1 and the right endpoint mapped to L2, is given by a constant
map of the string to one of the intersection points rk ∈ L1∩L2. So the MSW complex of the
open strings has a basis corresponding to the rk. The differential acting on this complex
is the same as the differential acting on the corresponding space of operators Ork . This
follows by a standard argument involving a conformal mapping from a strip 1 ≥ Im s ≥ 0
in the complex s-plane, on which one defines the MSW complex, to the half-plane Σ of
Figure 151. In this mapping, the left end of the strip (where an initial string state comes
in from Re s = −∞, as in Figure 144(a)) is mapped to a boundary point p at which a local
operator is inserted.
The reason that this argument does not apply in the presence of a superpotential is
that when there is a nontrivial superpotential the MSW complex does not have a basis
corresponding to the intersections of L1 and L2. Rather, as we explained in section 11.2.3,
it has a basis corresponding to intersection points of Lw1 with L2, where w is the width
of the strip on which we quantize and Lw1 is obtained from L1 by Hamiltonian flow for
“time” w with Hamiltonian 12Re ((iζ)
−1W ). The reason for the “extra” factor of −i is that
far down the funnel of Figure 144(a) the relevant ζ-instantons are (to exponentially good
accuracy) x-independent, and therefore solve the soliton equation in the τ -direction with
phase ζ → −iζ. There is no simple correspondence in general between Lw1 ∩L2 and L1∩L2.
In order to define a local operator we need to take the limit w → 0 of the solution to the
ζ-instanton equation in the geometry of Figure 144(a). We consider (B1,B2) strings such
that the corresponding supports L1,L2 are both of class Tζ , as defined in Section §11.2.6
above. As long as w > 0 there will be a finite number of points in Lw1 ∩L2. However, it can
happen that as w → 0 some of those points move off to infinity. If the intersection point
moves off to infinity as w → 0 then the limiting solution φlim on the positive half-plane
must be such that φlim(q)→∞ as q → p. Such solutions correspond to disorder operators.
The remaining points in the intersection Lw1 ∩ L2 will have smooth limits to intersection
96We can expect to do this even if B1 = B2. This case arises in mathematical work on the Arnold-
Givental conjecture, and its special case, the Arnold conjecture. The work of A. Floer on the Arnold
conjecture in the 1980’s was one of the original mathematical applications of the A-model.
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Figure 152: Three tubes have been attached to the complex s-plane. Closed-string states will
propagate in from these tubes. In the limit that the circumference of the tubes goes to zero, these
closed-string insertions will converge to local closed-string operators of the A-model.
points in L1∩L2. Such solutions correspond to order operators, as in the standard A-model
without superpotential. It can well happen that L1 ∩L2 = ∅ and yet Lw1 ∩L2 is nonempty
for all positive w. (For an example, consider the two Lagrangians v = u ±  in the upper
left region of Figure 128.) In this case all the local operators in Hop(B1,B2) are disorder
operators.
We have just explained that the local operators in Hop(B1,B2) will, in general, con-
sist of both order and disorder operators. Actually, this distinction is not invariant under
Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms applied separately to L1 and L2. The relevant symplec-
tomorphisms ϕ in this case are those that preserve the region Xζ (and which are isotopic to
the identity). Recall from Section §11.2.6 that Xζ is the preimage under W of the rectangle
Tζ . As we saw in the example of Figure 125, such symplectomorphisms can map a pair
L1,L2 with nontrivial intersections to a pair ϕ(L1),L2 with no intersections. Hence, while
there is a well-defined space Hop(B1,B2) of boundary-condition-changing local operators,
there is no invariant distinction between which operators are order operators and which
operators are disorder operators. This fact will be useful background for our study of the
closed strings. In that study, we will consider all local operators together, and it will not
be very apparent which are order operators and which are disorder operators.
16.3 Closed-String Observables
16.3.1 Twisted Closed-String States
For closed-string observables, there is an essentially new ingredient. We associated open-
string observables to ordinary open-string states, but closed-string observables will be as-
sociated to what one might call twisted closed-string states.
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By analogy with Figure 144(a), which was the starting point to define the map from
open-string states to the corresponding local observables, we can start by considering a
worldsheet Σ – we will take it to be the complex s-plane – to which semi-infinite tubes
are attached (Figure 152). Closed-string states of some kind will be inserted at the ends
of these tubes. In the limit that the tubes shrink to zero circumference, the tubes and the
incoming closed-string states can be replaced by local operator insertions. The question is
what kind of closed-string states we will have to use in this process.
The complex s-plane Σ with the tubes attached is conformally equivalent to the s-plane
with finitely many points s1, . . . , sk removed. However, as the A-model with a superpo-
tential is not conformally-invariant, we have to specify a Kahler metric on the punctured
s-plane. We want this metric to be tubelike, so we choose something like
d`2 = |ds|2
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
f2i
|s− si|2
)
(16.3)
with small positive constants fi.
To formulate the A-model with superpotential on the punctured s-plane, we need to
study the ζ-instanton equation. It will have the form
∂φI − ξ iζ
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φ
J
= 0, (16.4)
where ξ will be a (0, 1)-form that should be everywhere non-zero. In fact ξ should be such
that vol := i2ξ ∧ ξ is the positive (1, 1) form associated with the metric d`2 (where ξ is the
complex conjugate of ξ). Indeed, let EI denote the left-hand-side of (16.4). Then one can
show that on any Riemann surface Σ with boundary:
−2i
∫
Σ
gIJE
IEJ =
∫
Σ
gIJdφ
I ∗ dφJ + 1
4
vol gIJ∂IW∂JW − 2
∫
Σ
φ∗(ω)
−
∫
Σ
Re
(
ζW∂ξ
)
+ 2
∮
∂Σ
Re
(
ζWξ
) (16.5)
where the Hodge ∗ in line one is computed with the metric whose (1, 1)-form is vol = i2ξξ.
Returning to the metric (16.3), a simple choice for ξ is:
ξ = ds
(
1 +
k∑
i=1
f2i
|s− si|2
)1/2
. (16.6)
This expression has norm one near the punctures and is free of zeroes. But it leads to
“twisted closed-string states,” as we now explain.
To study the closed-string state that is inserted at s = sj , we set z = i log(s− sj), and
write
z = x+ iτ, 0 ≤ x ≤ 2pi, (16.7)
so
s− sj = exp(−iz) = eτe−ix. (16.8)
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Conventions have been chosen to match with Section §11, with x and τ understood as
“space” and “time” coordinates for the closed string and with Section §7 for wedge webs.
In the limit that s → si, that is, such that τ → −∞, the ζ-instanton equation (16.4)
becomes
∂φI
∂z
= −ζe
ix
4
fig
IJ ∂W
∂φ
J
. (16.9)
Apart from a factor of fi this differs from the standard form of the ζ-instanton equation on
the flat z-plane (i.e., with the substitution s → z in eqn. (11.18)) in one important way:
ζ is replaced by ζeff = iζe
ix. Thus, effectively all values of ζ are realized at a unique point
along the circle parametrized by x = Re z.
This twisted version of the ζ-instanton equation describes gradient flow in the τ = Im z
direction, with a superpotential that is the obvious generalization of eqn. (11.8):
h := −
∫ 2pi
0
dx
(
λa
dua
dx
− 1
2
Re
(−iζ−1e−ixfiW )) . (16.10)
We call this a “twisted” version of the usual superpotential, where what is “twisted” is ζ
as a function of x.
The standard machinery of supersymmetric quantum mechanics and the MSW complex
can be used with this superpotential to determine what we will call the twisted closed-string
states. Twisted closed-string states are the ones that correspond to local closed-string
observables of the A-model with a superpotential. In the absence of a superpotential, the
twisted ζ-instanton equation, just like the ordinary one, would reduce to the equation for
a holomorphic map, and the twisted closed-string states would reduce to the standard
closed-string states of the A-model.
For the twisted theory to be satisfactory, and to give a space of twisted closed-string
states that has the expected invariances of the A-model we need to know that the critical
points of h and the flows between them cannot go to or from infinity as one varies the Kahler
metric of the target space X or of the tube parametrized by z. In later applications, we
need an analogous compactness result for solutions of the ζ-instanton equation on a more
general worldsheet Σ, such as that of Figure 152, with tubes attached, and possibly with
boundaries. A sufficient condition for such compactness arguments is that
|dW |2  |W | (16.11)
at infinity on X. This condition is satisfied for most interesting choices of X (and its Kahler
metric) and W . To show the relevance of the condition (16.11), we refer to equation (16.5)
above. On the second line there is an extra term proportional to W . The condition (16.11)
means that near infinity on X, this extra term is subdominant compared to the |dW |2
term that appears in the first line of equation (16.5). One expects that in a rigorous
mathematial theory, this will give the compactness of moduli spaces of twisted ζ-solitons
and ζ-instantons that is needed to justify the reasoning that follows.
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16.3.2 Fans Of Solitons
In the above construction, the Kahler metric on the tube is R2|dz|2, where for the jth closed-
string insertion, R = fj . Though the σ-model is not conformally-invariant, as always (given
the compactness that was just explained) the cohomology of the MSW complex does not
depend on the Kahler metric. The connection to local operators arises if R is small. If R is
large, we can get a useful alternative description of the MSW complex. Almost everywhere
along the circle, the σ-model fields will sit at a critical point i ∈ V, corresponding to one
of the vacua of the theory. An ij soliton involving a transition from vacuum i to vacuum
j can occur at a unique angular position x along the circle, namely the position at which
the effective value ζeff = iζe
ix of ζ coincides with the value ζji = −i(Wj −Wi)/|Wj −Wi|
(eqn. (11.15)) at which an ij soliton can actually occur. The condition for this is x = xji
with
Wj −Wi
|Wj −Wi| = −ζe
ixji . (16.12)
Using the relation between the vacuum weights of the web formalism and the critical values
of W , which in this case becomes zi(x) = ζeffW i, we see that the xji of equation (16.12)
correspond precisely to the binding points of type ij of Section §7. (See equation (7.5).)
Thus, when the radius of the tube is large compared to `W , a basis of the MSW
complex is given by a cyclic fan of solitons, arranged at preferred locations around the
circle. This might not be a complete surprise, since in the abstract discussion of local
operators in section 9, such a cyclic fan of solitons gave a basis for the complex that was
used to describe local operators. (Vacua in such a fan were enumerated in clockwise order,
which in view of eqn. (16.8) means in the order of increasing x.)
The fact that the solitons have a preferred location along the circle has an important
implication for the fermion number of a twisted closed-string state. Usually, a soliton along
the real line has an arbitrary position. That is so because the appropriate superpotential
(11.7) does not depend on the position of the soliton. The position of the soliton is a
bosonic collective coordinate that has two fermionic partners. Quantization of the fermion
zero-modes gives a pair of states differing in fermion number by 1, and accordingly the
quantum soliton really represents such a pair states.
Things are different for twisted closed-string states. The appropriate superpotential
h of eqn. (16.10) depends on the angular position x∗ of a soliton. For an ij soliton, it is
stationary at x∗ = xji. Moreover, as a function of x, h has a local maximum at x∗ = xji
if R is large enough. This splits the degeneracy between the two states of the soliton. In
general, in Morse theory, an unstable direction contributes +1 to the fermion number of
the quantum state associated to a critical point. So a twisted closed-string state in the
classical approximation corresponds to a cyclic fan of solitons, with the upper value of the
fermion number chosen for each soliton. This coincides with the recipe of section 9, once
we take into account (12.15).
To verify that h has a local maximum at x∗ = xji, we will literally evaluate h as a
function of the assumed position x∗ of the soliton along the circle. Since the first term in h
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Figure 153: A tube is attached to the complex s-plane. Sketched is a solution of the ζ-instanton
equation on the s-plane with fanlike asymptotics at infinity on the s-plane and with a solution
asymptotic to a twisted soliton at the end of the tube. The solution has no simple description in
the tube (unless the radius of the tube is large), but asymptotically it is fanlike.
(namely − ∮ λadua) is rotation-invariant, we only have to examine the x∗-dependence of
∆h =
1
2
∫ 2pi
0
dxRe
(−iζ−1e−ixW ) . (16.13)
In this computation, assuming that the circle is very large compared to the internal struc-
ture of the soliton, we can ignore that internal structure and think of the soliton as a
discontinuity in the fields, which we assume jump from one vacuum i ∈ V to another vac-
uum j ∈ V at x = x∗ along the circle. We work in an interval I : x0 ≤ x ≤ x1 that we
assume contains only one soliton. More specifically, we assume the fields are in vacuum i
for x0 ≤ x < x∗ and in vacuum j for x∗ < x ≤ x1 for some point x∗ ∈ I. As usual, we also
write Wi and Wj for the values of W in vacua i and j. The contribution to ∆h from the
interval I is
∆hI =
∫ x∗
x0
dxRe
(−iζ−1e−ixWi)+ ∫ x1
x∗
dxRe
(−iζ−1e−ixWj) . (16.14)
The second derivative of this with respect to x∗ is
∂2∆hI
∂x2∗
= Re
(
ζ−1e−ix∗(Wj −Wi)
)
. (16.15)
We want to evaluate this at x∗ = xji, where xji satisfies eqn. (16.12). We get simply
∂2∆hI
∂x2∗
∣∣∣∣
x∗=xji
= −|Wj −Wi| < 0. (16.16)
So h has a local maximum as a function of the assumed position of the soliton, and hence
the quantum soliton must be placed in the state of upper soliton number.
To map the MSW complex of twisted closed strings to a complex of cyclic fans of
solitons, we imitate the open-string construction of Figure 144 and equation (15.2). Thus,
we seek to define a chain map
U˜ : MS1 →MwebS1 . (16.17)
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Figure 154: A cyclic fan of solitons. The solitons emanate from a point that has been labeled }.
This is an abstract symbol that does not necessarily have an interpretation in terms of a solution
of the ζ-instanton equation on the s-plane, even a singular one.
Here MS1 is the MSW complex of twisted closed strings, that is, periodic solutions of the
soliton equation (16.9), and
MwebS1 = Rc (16.18)
where Rc is the complex defined in equation (9.2): It is the sum over all cyclic fans of
solitons (where the singleton fan {i} corresponds to the vacuum φ(x) = φi). In analogy
to equation (15.2) we define U˜ by defining its matrix elements using the counting of ζ-
instantons. If φP (x) is a twisted closed-string state, and φF is a cyclic fan of solitons
then the matrix element between φP (x) and φF is given by counting, with signs, the zero-
dimensional components of the moduli space of the solutions to the following ζ-instanton
equation: We attach a tube to the s-plane as in Figure 153. We consider the ζ-instanton
equation (16.4) with the choice of ξ in (16.6) (with k = 1). The boundary conditions for
s → si (i.e. τ → −∞ in the coordinates (16.8) ) are specified by the choice of twisted
closed string state φP (x), while the boundary conditions for s → ∞ are specified by fan
boundary conditions with data φF . We argue below equation (16.19) that U˜ is a chain
map.
If the radius of the tube is large compared to `W , a twisted closed-string state in the
tube is itself labeled by a fan of solitons, as explained above. The MSW differential Q̂MSWζ
itself can be represented by counting webs on the large cylinder. The solution in Figure
153 has a simple description everywhere in terms of solitons: the solitons are located at
fixed positions in the tube, and when the tube opens up to the s-plane, they remain at the
corresponding angular positions in the s-plane.
On the other hand, to understand local closed-string operators, we want to consider
the tube to have a small circumference. A solution of the ζ-instanton equation in this
situation can then be represented by a fan only at large distances on the s-plane. We
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consider all such fans and label the vertex from which a fan emanates as } as shown in
(Figure 154). We think of this as an abstract vertex analogous to the abstract vertices that
were labeled ~ in the open-string discussion.
The abstract vertex does not necessarily represent a ζ-instanton solution on the s-
plane, not even a singular one. The reason for this statement is that the map U˜ from the
twisted MSW complex to the set of cyclic fans is not necessarily injective or surjective if
the tube has a small circumference. The only general statement, which we will justify in
a moment, is that U˜ induces an isomorphism on cohomology; there is no simple general
statement about how it acts on the complex. In the limit that the tube in Figure 153 has
a small radius the ζ-instanton sketched in that figure plausibly converges to a singular ζ-
instanton on the s-plane. But this does not give a natural way to interpret the } solution
in terms of singular ζ-instantons; when the radius is small, some cyclic fans of solitons
might arise from more than one solution in Figure 153 and some might not arise at all.
Just as ~ is can be viewed as a receptacle for open string local operators, so too } can be
viewed as a receptacle for local closed-string operators.
To prove that the map U˜ induces an isomorphism on cohomology, we simply repeat
the reasoning from the open string case. First we show that
Qwebζ U˜ = U˜Q̂MSWζ , (16.19)
where Q̂MSWζ is the differential of the MSW complex, and we will recall in a moment the
definition of the corresponding web differential Qwebζ . This means that the map U˜ between
the two complexes induces a map on cohomology. To show eqn. (16.19), we consider
1-parameter families of ζ-instantons in the geometry of Figure 153.
We now make an argument of a type that should be familiar; accordingly, we will be
brief. The compact components ofM make no contribution. The noncompact components
of M will have two ends. Each of these ends be one of two types. One type of end arises
from convolving a ζ-instanton solution on the punctured plane with a tunneling event
between two closed-string solitons far down the tube. Such a tunneling event represents
a contribution to Q̂MSWζ . When it occurs far down the tube in the geometry of Figure
153, this gives a contribution to U˜Q̂MSWζ , the right hand side of eqn. (16.19). The other
possible type of end of M arises from convolving a ζ-instanton solution on the punctured
plane with a taut ζ-web, as pictured in Figure 155. In this picture, all vertices except
the one labeled } are ζ-vertices (i.e. interior amplitudes) and represent solutions of the
ζ-instanton equation with the indicated asymptotics. (The ζ-web in the figure is taut if
its only modulus, keeping fixed the position of the special vertex }, is the one derived
from scaling.) The vertex labeled } simply represents a cyclic fan of solitons emanating
from a ζ-instanton solution on the punctured plane. The web differential Qwebζ in the
abstract treatment of local operators (described in Section §9) was defined as follows. Its
matrix element from a given “initial” fan of solitons to a given “final” one is obtained by
counting taut webs that interpolate from the initial fan at the origin to the final fan at
infinity. In this counting, one considers only taut webs and one weights each vertex by the
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Figure 155: A cyclic fan of solitons. The solitons emanate from a point that has been labeled }.
This is an abstract symbol that does not necessarily have an interpretation in terms of a solution
of the ζ-instanton equation on the s-plane, even a singular one.
corresponding interior amplitude. With this definition of Qwebζ , an end ofM of the second
type represents a contribution to Qwebζ U˜ .
A given componentMmight have two ends of the same type. If so, they make canceling
contributions to the left or to the right of eqn. (16.19). A component with ends of opposite
types makes equal contributions to the left and to the right. As usual, any matrix element
of either the left or the right can be interpreted as a sum of ends of one-parameter families
of ζ-instantons.97 The identity of eqn. (16.19) comes from summing the contributions of
ends of 1-parameter families of ζ-instantons.
So U˜ induces a map, Û , on cohomology. The fact that Û is an isomorphism is proved by
imitating the argument of Figure 146: one lets a tube fan out into a plane that then closes
back into a tube, to give an inverse to Û . The fact that Û does not depend on arbitrary
choices made in the construction is shown by an argument similar to the one discussed in
relation to eqn. (15.4).
16.3.3 More On The Mirror of CP1
We now return to an example described in section 16.1: the A-model mirror of the B-model
of CP1. This is a model with a single chiral superfield φ, with an equivalence φ ∼= φ+ 2pii
so that it parametrizes X = C∗, and with superpotential W (φ) = eφ + e−φ.
The Weyl group of the original SL(2,C) symmetry of the CP1 acts by φ→ −φ. This
symmetry plays a significant role, so we want to pick a Kahler metric on X that respects
this symmetry. For example, we can use the flat Kahler metric d`2 = |dφ|2.
97This is proved by the usual type of gluing argument. The convolution of a ζ-instanton on the punctured
plane with a tunneling event far down the tube or a very large ζ-web is exponentially close to a ζ-instanton
solution and can be slightly perturbed to make an exact solution.
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Figure 156: Illustrating the path of eφ(x) for the four nontrivial solitons.
The superpotential has two critical points at φ = φ1 = 0 and φ = φ2 = pii. The values
of the superpotential at the two critical points are W1 = 2 and W2 = −2. In particular,
W1 − W2 is real, and this means that 12 and 21 solitons only occur when ζ = ±i. In
turn this means that ImW will be a conserved quantity in the ζ-soliton equation. Since
ImW = 0 at each critical point, the soliton trajectory will be one along which ImW is
identically 0. The locus ImW = 0 is the union of the real φ axis, the line Imφ = pi, and
the circle Reφ = 0. (This is a circle because φ ∼= φ+ 2pii.) A trajectory on the real φ axis
or on the line Imφ = pi cannot connect the two critical points at φ = 0 and φ = pii, but
we can connect them by a trajectory on the circle Reφ = 0. In fact, we can do this in two
different ways: the soliton trajectory can be the “upper” segment 0 ≤ Imφ ≤ pi or “lower”
segment −pi ≤ Imφ ≤ 0 (in each case with Reφ = 0). The ζ-soliton equation on the real
x-line determines a unique parametrization of these segments (as a function of x, and up
to an additive constant) to make a 12 or 21 solition. So there are two 12 solitons, say s+12
and s−12, where the superscript refers to the upper or lower soliton trajectory, and likewise
two 21 solitons, s±21. See Figure 156.
Now we can enumerate a basis for the MSW complex. There are two states consisting
of trivial fans that simply sit at critical point 1 or 2 on the whole circle. And there are four
states consisting of a fan of two solitons s±12 and s
±
21 that sit at antipodal points x12, x21 on
the circle, chosen to give the right values of ζeff .
We would like to know the winding numbers and fermion numbers of these six states.
For the winding numbers, this is immediate. The trivial fans have winding number 0. For
the four fans s±12s
±
21, we observe that two of these four go forwards and then back along the
upper or lower half of the circle, producing a net winding of 0. The other two states go
all the way around the circle in one direction or the other, traversing first the upper half
of the circle and then the lower half, or vice-versa. These two states have a net winding
number of 1 and −1, respectively.
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It is almost equally easy to determine the fermion numbers. The trivial fans correspond
to states with fermion number 0. This is a universal statement about a massive A-model
with a superpotential. A trivial fan corresponds to a closed-string state that lives in
a particular vacuum i ∈ V. Since the fermion number current is a Lorentz vector, its
expectation value in any vacuum is 0 in infinite volume. In a massive theory, this statement
is not significantly affected by compactification on a very large circle to get a closed-string
state, so the state associated to a trivial fan always has fermion number 0.
What about the non-trivial fans of solitons? The fermion number of a fan is the sum
of the fermion numbers of the individual solitons. The fermion number of an individual
solition is an η-invariant computed from the non-zero eigenvalues of the Dirac operator,
plus a contribution ±1/2 from the zero-modes. For the particular model under study here,
with W = eφ+e−φ, φ imaginary in a soliton trajectory, and ζeff imaginary, the appropriate
Dirac operator D of eqn. (12.6) is odd under complex conjugation (or alternatively under
conjugation with the Pauli matrix σ1). This implies the spectrum is invariant under E →
−E, and accordingly the η-invariant computed from the non-zero modes vanishes. 98 Hence
each soliton has two states of fermion number ±1/2 from quantization of the zero-modes.
As explained in section 16.3.2, to make a fan we take for each soliton the state of upper
fermion number. In the present context, this means that the solitons all have fermion
number 1/2 and hence that each of the four fans s±12s
±
21 has a fermion number of 1.
In summary, the MSW complex for this problem has a basis consisting of six states,
as follows: (1) there are two states of fermion number 0 and winding 0; (2) there are four
states of fermion number 1 and winding number 0, 0, 1,−1.
Since the differential of the MSW complex commutes with winding number, the two
states of fermion number 1 and winding number±1 will certainly survive in the cohomology.
However, there could be a nonzero differential acting on the states of fermion number 0 and
winding number 0, mapping them to fermion number 1 and winding number 0. From the
point of view of the MSW complex on the cylinder, it is not obvious what this differential
would be. However, this differential was determined in the web-based formalism below
equation (9.4), and this answer carries over to the MSW complex, since we identified the
two complexes in section 16.3.2. Equation (9.4) shows that when there are only two vacua,
the two states corresponding to trivial fans, which in that language are R1 and R2, have
up to sign the same non-zero image R12⊗R21 in fermion number 1. So precisely one linear
combination of states of fermion number 0 survives in the cohomology. This corresponds
to the identity operator of the field theory. Dually, the cohomology in fermion number 1
and winding 0 is one-dimensional, generated by any state of winding number zero that is
not in the image of the one-dimensional space of winding number zero states obtained from
the differential acting on R1 ⊕R2.
Accordingly, the cohomology of the MSW complex is as follows: (1) there is one state
of fermion number 0 and winding 0; (2) there are three states of fermion number 1 and
98Since the real line on which the soliton is defined is not compact, the η-invariant is defined not just in
terms of the eigenvalues of D but also requires a regularization, such as the one in eqn. (12.7). With such a
regularization, the fact that D is odd under complex conjugation does imply that the nonzero eigenvalues
do not contribute to η(D).
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winding 1, 0,−1. This agrees with the prediction from mirror symmetry.
16.3.4 Closed-String Amplitudes
Having come this far, it is not hard to see how to define closed-string amplitudes, making
up what mathematically is called an L∞ algebra. We simply imitate what we did in section
11.3 for open strings.
Imitating the open-string worldsheets of Figure 129, we need a suitable family of
closed-string worldsheets that describes a transition from k twisted closed strings to a
single twisted closed string.99 For the necessary worldsheet Σ, we simply use the s-plane
with punctures at s1, . . . , sk, but we omit the “1” from the metric and from the (0, 1)-form
ξ. Thus the metric becomes
d`2 = |ds|2
k∑
i=1
f2i
|s− si|2 (16.20)
and ξ becomes
ξ = ds
(
k∑
i=1
f2i
|s− si|2
)1/2
. (16.21)
The s-plane with the metric (16.20) is sketched in Figure 157. The regions near s = si,
i = 1, . . . , k make up k tubes that we consider “incoming”; they join into a single “outgoing”
tube, represented by the region near s =∞.
We define a k-fold product that maps k states in the twisted closed-string MSW com-
plex to a single one as follows. We choose k incoming states in the twisted MSW complex
of the closed strings, and one such outgoing state. These k+1 states determine the desired
asymptotic behavior of a solution on Σ of the ζ-instanton equation. We count the number
of solutions (with signs, as always) of that equation, with the desired asymptotics. In
the counting, we use the translation and scaling symmetries of the s-plane to set s1 = 0,
s2 = 1, but we leave s3, . . . , sk unspecified. The number of such solutions, with the stated
asymptotics, and any values of s3, . . . , sk, gives the chosen matrix element of the k
th L∞
operation. The procedure is sketched in Figure 157.
What we have stated is the standard procedure for defining closed-string amplitudes in
topological string theory, adapted to a situation in which we need to specify more carefully
what worldsheets should be used, since some of the symmetry is missing. This procedure
99In contrast to the open-string case, it appears difficult to define k → m amplitudes with m > 1. The
singularity of ξ (eqn. (16.21) near an incoming string at, say, sj = 0 is ξ ∼ ds/|s|. We call this an incoming
singularity. The singularity near s = ∞, in terms of t = 1/s, is ξ ∼ |t|dt/t2. We call this an outgoing
singularity. For topological reasons, on a surface of genus 0, if ξ has no zeroes and has only incoming
and outgoing singularities, the number of outgoing singularities is precisely 1, though there may be any
number of incoming singularities. To see this note that a nonzero ξ defines a trivialization of T (0,1),∗Σ,
where Σ is the surface without the singular points. At incoming singularities ξ has zero winding number,
and the trivialization may be extended over these points. On the other hand, at outgoing singularities ξ
has a winding number of −2. The sum of the winding numbers must equal the first Chern class of T (0,1),∗Σ
where Σ is the surface with the singular points filled in. This is given by minus the Euler character of Σ.
Therefore there is precisely one outgoing puncture for g = 0, there are no outgoing punctures for g = 1,
and for g > 1 a ξ with the assumed properties does not exist.
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Figure 157: k tubes joining to a single one, sketched here for k = 3.
Figure 158: The s-plane with a web containing k abstract vertices denoted } (here k = 3).
Additional vertices are ζ-vertices. In this example, only one such ζ-vertex is shown.
nevertheless defines an L∞ algebra structure on the MSW complex MS1 of twisted closed
string states.
To relate what we have just described to the web-based definition in section 9, we
imitate what we did in the open-string case in section 15. First, if we deform the metric
on Σ so that the tube in Figure 157 joins on a flat s-plane then we obtain a sequence of
maps
U˜k : M⊗kS1 →MwebS1 k ≥ 1 (16.22)
Next we claim that these maps define an L∞ morphism. (See Section §A.5.) To see this
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Figure 159: The web-based LA∞ algebra is reproduced by counting ζ-instantons with abstract
vertices (representing insertions of local operators) Each turquoise disk is removed and the boundary
is smoothly attached to a semi-infinite cylinder.
we now deform the metric to a different picture in which k small tubes join separately
to the asyptotically flat s-plane (this picture was sketched in Figure 152). In a limit in
which the tubes are all widely separated compared to their sizes and to the natural length
scale of the theory, a solution of the ζ-instanton equation becomes weblike, but now with k
abstract vertices as well as possible ζ-vertices, as shown in Figure 158. In this description,
to compute the k-fold L∞ product, we have to count such webs, where two of the abstract
vertices are placed at s1 = 0 and s2 = 1, and the others are at unspecified points s3, . . . , sk.
In the counting, each ζ-vertex is weighted by the corresponding interior amplitude. But
this is precisely the definition of ρ(tp) used in defining the planar L∞ algebra in Section
§4.1 and the L∞ algebra Rc in Section §9. The argument of Section §15.4 can now be
imitated to establish that the U˜k define an L∞-morphism.
We can extend further the maps U˜k defined above to give an LA∞ morphism of open-
closed LA∞ algebras. (See Section §A.6.) We now attach tubes to the geometries of the
form shown in Figure 129 to define LA∞ products on the Fukaya-Seidel morphisms MB,B′
with MS1 . Then by attaching a geometry such as Figure 157 to, say, Figure 149(a) and
counting ζ-instantons we obtain a sequence of linear maps
U˜n,m : MB0,B1 ⊗ · · ·MBn−1,Bn ⊗M⊗mS1 →MwebB0,Bn n ≥ 1,m ≥ 0. (16.23)
Then, by deforming these geometries to those such as the ones shown in Figure 159, (cor-
responding to the case n = 3 and m = 2) we can prove that the U˜n,m satisfy the axioms of
an LA∞-morphism.
16.4 Direct Treatment Of Local A-Model Observables
This section is somewhat outside our main line of development. We will ask what we
can learn by studying standard local A-model operators in a web framework. This is a
little unnatural, for we have learned in sections 16.1 and 16.2 that in the presence of a
superpotential, the standard local operators of the A-model are not the whole story. Still
it seemed interesting to ask what we could say by directly studying the standard operators.
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We will do this just in the special case of boundary local operators, associated to a
particular brane B that is supported on a Lagrangian submanifold L. These operators are
associated to the cohomology of L. Let H ⊂ L be a homology class of real codimension r.
The A-model has a corresponding boundary observable OH(w) which should be inserted at
a point w in a boundary ∂LΣ (of the Riemann surface Σ on which the A-model is defined)
that maps to L: this operator imposes a constraint that the point w should map to H ⊂ L.
The descent procedure gives a corresponding 1-form operator O(1)H , characterized by the
condition
{Qζ ,O(1))H } = dOH(w). (16.24)
The insertion
∫
∂LΣO
(1)
H imposes a constraint that some point on ∂LΣ should map to H.
Modulo {Qζ , ·}, the operators OH and
∫
∂LΣO
(1)
H depend only on the homology class of H.
The fermion number of the operator OH is the codimension r of H, and that of O(1)H is
r − 1.
For a simple example, we will take Σ to be the strip [x`, xr] × R, and as usual define
boundary conditions at the two ends of the strip by Lagrangian submanifolds L`, Lr. We
write Σ` for the left boundary at x = x`. For a given H ⊂ L`, and a choice of the point
w ∈ Σ`, we attempt to calculate a matrix element
〈f |OH(w)|i〉. (16.25)
where |i〉 and 〈f are some initial and final states, whose details will not be important in
what follows. First, we assume that H is a hypersurface in L`, of codimension 1, so that
OH has fermion number 1. In this case, a nonzero contribution to the matrix element in
(16.25) must come from a componentM of ζ-instanton moduli space of dimension 1. Thus
M parametrizes a family of rigid ζ-instantons, with time translation as the only modulus.
To get a non-zero contribution to the given matrix element, we must adjust this modulus
so that the ζ-instanton maps the point w to H.
A family of rigid ζ-instantons is associated to a ζ-web with rigid vertices as in figure
161. Let us discuss how Σ` is mapped to the target space X by such a ζ-instanton. There
is a finite set P of points in L` that are boundary values of some half-line ζ-soliton that
interpolates between L` and one of the critical points i ∈ V. Suppose that along Σ`, there
are a total of s rigid ζ-vertices Vα, α = 1 . . . s. The intervals before and after these vertices
(including the semi-infinite intervals with τ → ±∞) are mapped to points in P (within an
exponentially small error). We call these points p0, . . . , ps where pα−1 is just before Vα (in
time) and pα is just after.
Let us choose H, within its homology class, so that H does not intersect P . Then it
is only within the vertices Vα that we may find a point on Σ` that maps to H. Each Vα
defines a half-plane ζ-instanton that, when restricted to Σ`, determines a path ρα from
pα−1 to pα. Let nHα be the intersection number of H with the path ρα. (This intersection
number is defined as usual by counting intersections with signs that depend on relative
orientations.) This number depends not only on the homology class of H in L but on its
homology class in L\P , in other words it depends on how we chose H so as not to intersect
P . To evaluate the contribution of a familyM of rigid ζ-instantons to the matrix element
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(16.25), we have to count (with signs) the points inM that parametrize ζ-instantons that
map the point w ∈ Σ` to H. This counting is the same as the counting of the intersections
H ∩ ρα (for all possible α), since any point y ∈ H ∩ ρα is the image of the point w ∈ Σ`
for a unique ζ-instanton in the familyM. (One simply slides the ζ-instanton forwards and
backwards in time until the point in ∂`Σ that maps to y is w.) So the contribution of M
to the matrix element (16.25) is given by
±
s∑
α=1
nHα . (16.26)
As usual, the overall sign here is determined by the sign of a fermion determinant (and
depends on the signs of the initial and final states |i〉 and |f〉). The full matrix element is
obtained by summing this expression over all families M of rigid ζ-instantons that satisfy
the boundary conditions.
An attentive reader might notice a puzzle here. If H is moved across one of the points
pα, α = 1, . . . , s− 1, which label an interval of ∂`Σ between adjacent vertices Vα and Vα+1,
then the integers nHα and n
H
α+1 make equal and opposite jumps and the sum (16.26) does not
change. However, this sum is not invariant if H crosses one of the points p0 or ps at the ends
of the chain, for then there is jumping only of nH1 or n
H
s . The interpretation is as follows.
In general, when H is replaced by another cycle in its homology class, OH(w) changes by
{Qζ ,X (w)} for some X . The matrix element 〈f |OH(w)|i〉 shifts by 〈f |{Qζ ,X (w)}|i〉, and
for this to vanish, the states |i〉 and |f〉 must be Qζ-invariant. However, the family M of
ζ-instantons whose contribution we have been evaluating would by itself contribute ±1 to
the matrix element 〈f |Qζ |i〉, since it parametrizes a one-parameter family of ζ-instantons
that interpolates between the state |i〉 in the past and the state |f〉 in the future. If it is
true that Qζ |i〉 = 0, then there must be a second one-parameter familyM′ of ζ-instantons
also interpolating from |i〉 in the past to |f〉 in the future, and contributing to the matrix
element of interest by a formula similar to (16.26) (in general with s replaced by some s′
and the V1, . . . ,Vs replaced by another set of rigid ζ-vertices V ′1, . . . ,V ′s′) but with a relative
minus sign because of an opposite sign of the fermion determinant. In such a situation,
the jumping when H moves across an endpoint of the chain cancels between M and M′,
and the matrix element of OH(w) depends only on the homology class of H.
The moral of the story is that in evaluating the matrix element 〈f |OH(w)|i〉, the
operator OH(w) can be replaced by an instruction to count only ζ-instantons in which one
of the vertices Vα is located at the point w, and to weight every such ζ-instanton by a
factor nHα . Here the coefficients nα are not completely natural but depend on how H is
chosen to not intersect the finite set P .
Now let us go on and consider the case that H ⊂ L` is of codimension 2. In this case,
the matrix element (16.25) will be a sum of contributions of two-parameter moduli spaces
M of ζ-instantons. There are two types of two-parameter moduli spaces on a strip. (1)
In one case, we construct ζ-instantons on the strip by gluing ζ-vertices, one of which has
an excess dimension 1, and the rest of which are rigid, using a rigid web s. (2) In the
second case, we construct ζ-instantons on the strip by gluing rigid ζ-vertices via a strip
web s that has a two-dimensional moduli space. (This gives a description of one region in
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a two-parameter moduli space M, and a full explanation will involve considering some of
the other regions, as discussed below.) Each of the two cases can be relevant, in general,
to evaluating the matrix element (16.25).
We consider first the case of a moduli space M of type (1). This case is particularly
interesting as it gives an example (the only example that will be studied in the present
paper) in which a non-rigid ζ-vertex is relevant. The relevant picture is again that of Figure
161, but now one of the ζ-vertices on the left boundary, say V∗, has an excess dimension
of 1. Since H has codimension 2 in L, we can choose it not to intersect any of the paths
ρα associated to the rigid ζ-vertices Vα on Σ`. With such a choice, the contribution of M
to the desired matrix element comes entirely from the non-rigid vertex V∗. The part of Σ`
just before or after V∗ is mapped to points p, p′ ∈ P , and V∗ parametrizes a 1-parameter
family of paths from p to p′, sweeping out a two-manifold D ⊂ L. Let n∗ be the intersection
number H∩D. The contribution ofM to the matrix element (16.25) is then ±n∗, where as
usual the sign comes from a fermion determinant. This sort of contribution to the matrix
element can be described by saying that the insertion of OH(w) receives a contribution
in which this operator is replaced by an insertion of the non-rigid ζ-vertex V∗ at w, with
amplitude n∗.
Now let us consider the contribution of a two-parameter moduli space M of type (2).
The reduced spaceMred ofM is 1-dimensional. When the strip [x`, xr] is very wide,Mred
is divided into regions each of which can be constructed by gluing of ζ-vertices using a
strip web s that has a 1-dimensional reduced moduli space. The reduced moduli space of
such a s has two ends. At an end, the description of M by the strip web s breaks down,
butM continues past this breakdown, with a new region that is described by a generically
different web s′. So overall, M has regions related to various webs sσ. See Figure 160 for
an example. In this example, M has four web-like regions, with three transition regions
between them. The transition regions are represented by pictures that look web-like, but
they do not really represent ζ-webs, since they each contain one “vertex” (labeled in the
figure by a small square) that is not what we usually call a ζ-vertex (it represents a family
of ζ-instantons with a one-dimensional reduced moduli space with ends that correspond to
ζ-webs). The reduced moduli space of M might be compact or, as shown in the figure, it
might have ends that correspond to time-convolution of webs, an operation considered in
section 2.3.
Assuming that H does not intersect any of the paths ρα associated to ζ-vertices, the
web-like regions in a type (2) moduli space M do not contribute to the matrix element
of eqn (16.25). However, in general, the transition regions may contribute. The web-like
regions represent ζ-instantons that map ∂`Σ to L via a sequence of paths ρs ?ρs−1 ? · · ·?ρ1
(where ? represents amalgamation of paths). A transition region of the type shown in Figure
160(b,f) (where the transition occurs along Σ`) involves a transition from one sequence
ρk ? ρk−1 (for some k) between points p, p′ ∈ P to another sequence ρ′k ? ρ′k−1. As the
transition is made, the relevant family of ζ-instantons sweeps out a two-dimensional surface
D′ that interpolates between ρk ? ρk−1 and ρ′k ? ρ
′
k−1. The contribution of the transition
region in question to the desired matrix element (16.25) is ±H ∩ D′, where as usual the
sign is the sign of the fermion determinant. The contribution of M to the matrix element
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Figure 160: A two-parameter ζ-instanton moduli space M of type (2) is sketched here. (a) is a
weblike region of this moduli space, with a single reduced modulus a, as indicated in the picture.
For a → 0, the web description breaks down and we get a region of the moduli space indicated
in (b); the reduced modulus is hidden in the small square, which represents a family of half-plane
ζ-instantons with a one-dimensional reduced moduli space (a copy of R) that interpolates between
(a) and (c). Here (c) is another web-like region, the reduced modulus being the horizontal position
of the vertex labeled V. This web-like description breaks down when V reaches the right boundary;
after another transition region (d), the reduced moduli space continues with still another web-like
region (e), in which the reduced modulus is the horizontal position of the vertex V ′. This description
breaks down when V ′ reaches the left boundary. After one more transition region (f), the moduli
space ends in one last web-like region (g), the reduced moduli space here being the distance a′.
The reduced moduli space M has two ends, corresponding to a → ∞ in (a) and a′ → ∞ in (g).
In the transition regions (b), (d), and (f), the small square on the left or right boundary does not
represent a ζ-vertex (whose reduced moduli space by definition has no ends) but rather a family of
half-plane ζ-instantons whose reduced moduli space is a copy of R, with two ends, related to two
different webs.
is the sum of these contributions, for all the relevant transition regions.
Combining what we have said about moduli spaces of types (1) and (2), an insertion
of OH(w) can be represented in a weblike picture as a sum of insertions of effective ζ-
vertices. The effective ζ-vertices in question can be either (1) non-rigid ζ-vertices whose
excess dimension is 1 and whose internal modulus is fixed by requiring that the point w is
mapped to H, or (2) effective ζ-vertices that arise by using this constraint that w maps to
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p1
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p0
p2
Figure 161: A rigid strip web with left-boundary Lagrangian L`. The ζ-vertices on the left
boundary have been labeled as V1, . . . ,Vs (where s = 3 in this example). A particular ζ-instanton
will be exponentially close to points p0, . . . , ps ∈ L` on the boundary segments between vertices.
H to fix a modulus in a transition region between two ζ-webs.
Though we will not try to develop a systematic theory in the present paper, hopefully
we have said enough to convince the reader that it is possible to give a recipe to compute
matrix elements of standard local observables of the A-model in terms of ζ-webs. The
intrepid reader can consider in a similar spirit the case that the codimension of H is greater
than 2, the case that OH(w) is replaced by insertion of an integrated descendant
∫ O(1)H ,
or the case that the boundary operator OH(w) is replaced by a bulk local observable of
the A-model.
In this analysis, we found a role for ζ-vertices with positive excess dimension. One may
be puzzled, as they did not enter the seemingly more general analysis of section 16.2. This
has happened because here we considered order operators only and labeled the entire left
boundary of the worldsheet by a single Lagrangian submanifold L. An order operator then
places a constraint on the solution of the ζ-instanton equation and can remove the excess
moduli associated to a non-rigid ζ-vertex. By contrast, in section 16.2, we always assumed
that if an open-string observable is inserted at a boundary point p that separates regions
labeled by Lagrangians L1 and L2 (Figure 151), then L1 and L2 intersect transversely, even
if they are equivalent under Hamiltonian symplectomorphisms. It is then still true that
an order operator places a constraint on the solution of the ζ-instanton equation, but the
interpretation in terms of non-rigid ζ-vertices is hidden.
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17. Interfaces And Forced Flows
Now we study a family of massive superpotentials (i.e. holomorphic Morse functions), all
defined on a fixed target space X. Given such a family we can define a set of interesting su-
persymmetric interfaces between Landau-Ginzburg theories, thus illustrating the abstract
ideas of Sections §6 - §8 in the concrete example of Landau-Ginzburg models.
We denote a typical superpotential by W (φ; z) where in this section z is in a parameter
space C. Some notable examples of C include the case where C is a Riemann surface, as
in [29, 31, 33], or C = Symn(Cuv), with Cuv a Riemann surface, as in [32] and in Section
§18.4 below. The parameter z is not to be confused with a vacuum weight. In fact, for
a fixed z ∈ C the superpotential W (φ; z) has critical points φi,z, labeled by i ∈ V and,
introducing a phase ζ, the critical values
zi := ζW (φi,z; z) (17.1)
define the vacuum weights of the corresponding Theory. The set of vacuum weights is the
fiber of an N : 1 covering space of C which we denote by pi : Σ → C. In general this
covering space will have nontrivial monodromy. In the examples discussed in [29, 31, 33]
the covering extends to a branched covering pi : Σ→ C, where C is a punctured Riemann
surface. The superpotential is not massive at the branch points of this covering, so in this
Section we avoid those points and just work on C. Some preliminary remarks on extending
our considerations to the full branched covering are deferred to Section §18.3 below. 100
Now let D ⊂ R be a spatial domain and consider a continuously differentiable map
z : D → C with compact support for ddxz(x) contained within the interval [x−, x+]. Just as
in Section §11 we can define a 1 + 1 dimensional QFT by considering the supersymmetric
quantum mechanics with real superpotential
h = −1
2
∫
D
[
2φ∗(λ)− Re(ζ−1W (φ; z(x))dx] (17.2)
where λ = pdq is a Liouville one-form for the symplectic form on X. The resulting 1 + 1
dimensional QFT manifestly has the supersymmetries Qζ ,Qζ of equation (11.1). For x ≤
x− the integrand of h coincides with that associated to the LG theory determined by
W (φ; z−) and for x ≥ x+ it coincides with that associated to W (φ; z+). Therefore we can
consider this QFT to be the theory of a supersymmetric interface between the theories at
z = z− and z = z+.
To make contact with the abstract part of the paper we denote the path traced out
by z(x) in C by ℘. Along ℘ there is a parallel transport of the vacua φi,z, allowing us to
define “local vacua” φi,x for the theory at z = z(x). The corresponding critical values are
denoted Wi,x. Now, defining
zi(x) = ζW i,x (17.3)
we obtain a “vacuum homotopy,” in the language of Sections 7 and 8. It now follows from
the results of Sections §§11-14 that we have a family of Theories. The representation of
100In the papers just cited, what is here called C would be called C′, while what is here called C would
simply be called C.
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webs for the Theory at x is provided by the MSW complex for the superpotential at z(x)
and the local interior amplitude β(x) for the Theory T (x) is provided by the amplitude
(14.35) for the LG theory W (φ; z(x)). From the abstract discussion it follows that the
resulting family of Theories defined by (17.3) have a corresponding Interface I[℘]. We
claim that this Interface is precisely the theory defined by (17.2). Our goal is now to
describe this Interface in conventional Landau-Ginzburg terms.
To this end we follow once again the standard SQM interpretation of Morse theory.
When D = R we choose boundary conditions
lim
x→+∞φ(x) = φj
′,z+ (17.4)
lim
x→−∞φ(x) = φi,z− (17.5)
where z± := limx→±∞ z(x) and the vacua j′ for x ≥ x+ are to be compared to the vacua
j for x ≤ x− by parallel transport on the covering space Σ. The prime on j′ is meant
to remind us that φj′,z+ are vacua in a Theory T + different from the vacua φi,z− of the
Theory T −.
The stationary points of (17.2) are given by solutions to the differential equation
d
dx
φI =
iζ
2
gIJ
∂W
∂φ
J
(φ; z(x)) (17.6)
but now there are some important differences from the ζ-soliton equation. Compared to
the old equation there is extra x-dependence on the right hand side of (17.6) due to the
explicit x-dependence of z(x). Moreover, the phase ζ is a choice fixed from the beginning
and we do not take it to be related to the phase ζj′i. We call (17.6) the ζ-forced flow
equation. 101
Following the usual Morse-theoretic interpretation of SQM we define the MSW com-
plexes:
M•ij′(℘) = ⊕pΨfij′(p)Z (17.7)
Once again, p enumerates the solutions φpij′(x) of the forced flow equation with bound-
ary conditions (17.4), (17.5). If z(x) has nontrivial x-dependence the equation (17.6) is
no longer translation invariant and hence there will in general be a unique BPS ground-
state Ψfij′(p). The grading/fermion number will be given once again by the eta invariant:
f = −12η(D) with D given by (12.6). The differential on the complex is again given by
computing solutions to the ζ-instanton equation(
∂
∂x
+ i
∂
∂τ
)
φ =
iζ
2
∂W
∂φ
(φ(x, τ); z(x)) (17.8)
interpolating between solutions whose fermion number differs by 1. The Chan-Paton com-
plex of the Interface I[℘] is now provided by the MSW complex:
E(I[℘])ij′ = M•ij′(℘). (17.9)
101The local vacua φi,x are not to be confused with solutions to the forced flow equation (17.6).
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Figure 162: An example of the bound-soliton basis for the complex M•13′(℘). In the first line
the empty circles indicate potential positions of solitons at binding points x1, x2, x3. We could
potentially glue in a soliton of type 12 at x1, 23
′ at x2 and 13′ at x3. In the second line, the
13′ soliton is filled at x3 and the solutions is approximately in the vacuum φ1,x for x < x3. This
represents one basis vector for the complex. In the third line the soliton at x1 of type 12 and
that at x2 of type 23 are filled and the soliton is approximately in the vacuum φ3′,x for x > x2.
This represents a second basis vector for the complex. We claim that in this example M•13′(℘) will
have precisely two generators of the space of states that undergo framed wall-crossing. They are
represented by the above approximate solutions because there are no other ways the vacua of bound
solitons can be compatible with the boundary conditions.
We now describe the origin of curved webs in the present context. We begin with
a very useful picture of some elements of the Morse complex M•ij′(℘). Starting with the
vacua of W (φ; z−) at x = −∞ we parallel transport the vacua along ℘ to produce φi,x with
corresponding critical values Wi,x. Now, near values of x = x0 such that
Wj2,x0 −Wj1,x0
iζ
∈ R+ (17.10)
we can produce an approximate solution of the ζ-forced flow equation by using a soliton
solution of type φj1,j2(x) for the superpotential W (φ; z(x0)). Moreover, we can choose the
solution to be “centered” near x0. (Such a center is only well-defined within a range of
order 1/m, where m is the mass scale of the interface.) Such solutions can be glued to-
gether to produce good approximations to true solutions satisfying the boundary conditions
(17.4),(17.5) provided the intermediate vacua of subsequent solitons agree. Physically, such
solutions correspond to boundstates of the solitons to the interface, binding near the special
point x = x0. This is the origin of the terminology binding points used in Section §7.4.1
and indeed the condition (17.10) is equivalent to the definition used in Section §7.4.1, given
the vacuum homotopy (17.3).
A basis for the space of states in the MSW complex M•ij′(℘) that can undergo framed
wall-crossing can be obtained by attaching solitons to the binding points in all ways con-
sistent with boundary conditions as described above. (It is clear that we can produce
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solutions to (17.6) by gluing together such solitons, but it is not self-evident that these are
the only solutions.) There is a simple pictorial formalism for these generatoris, illustrated
in Figure 162.
Figure 163: An analog of the boosted soliton for the case of a supersymmetric interface.
Now we are in a position to describe the physical origin of curved webs. There will
be time-independent solutions to the forced ζ-instanton equation which, at long distances,
have vertical worldlines of solitons with a single dot inserted at some τ , analogous to Figure
131. In addition, there will be solutions analogous to the boosted solitons of Section §14.1.
To describe these suppose we have (in some region of ℘ in C) a family of solitons φij(x; z)
satisfying the (ordinary) soliton equation for W (φ; z) with phase ζji(z) given by the phase
of Wj(z)−Wi(z). Due to translation invariance of the soliton equation we can, moreover,
assume that ddxφij(x; z) has its support near x
∼= 0. We now make an ansatz for the forced
ζ-instanton equation of the form:
φij(x− x(τ); z(x(τ))) (17.11)
for some trajectory s(τ) = x(τ) + iτ in the complex s-plane. If
ζ−1
ds(τ)
dτ
Wj,x(τ) −Wi,x(τ)
|Wj,x(τ) −Wi,x(τ)|
= −1 (17.12)
and at the same time
|x˙(τ) (∂zφijz′ + ∂zφijz′) | (17.13)
is small compared to other terms in the ζ-instanton equation (as will be guaranteed if
z(x) evolves adiabatically in x) then the ansatz (17.11) will be a good approximation to
the forced ζ-instanton equation. The slope of the curve s(λ) defined by the center of the
soliton will be parallel to zi,x(λ)−zj,x(λ) where zi,x are the “local” values of the LG vacuum
weights. These instantons may be depicted as in Figure 163 and are the main motivation
for the definition of curved webs in Section §7.1. Of course, when there are three or more
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vacua we will have local versions of the vertices used to construct ζ-webs. These define
β(x), as noted above.
We can now follow the general discussion of Sections §7 and §8. The cohomology of
the complex H∗(Mij′(℘)) is the space of “framed BPS states,” and its Witten index is
the framed BPS index Ω(I[℘], ij′), in the language of [30, 31]. Thus the complex Mij′(℘)
“categorifies” the framed BPS indices.
Figure 164: When C is the base of a branched cover of vacua there will be a real codimension two
branch locus, indicated here by the orange dot. Three S-walls of type ij can terminate on a simple
branch point of type ij as shown. There will be a monodromy exchanging vacua i and j around
the branch locus and the pink dashed line indicates a cut for the trivialization of the cover we have
chosen.
Remarks:
1. There is a nice interpretation of the meaning of the special binding points defined
by (17.10). On the space C we can define “S-walls of type ij” and phase ϑ by the
equation:
{z : Wi(z)−Wj(z)
iζ
∈ R+} (17.14)
where ζ = eiϑ and the meaning of i, j depends on choosing a local trivialization of the
cover pi : Σ → C. Then the binding points correspond to the values of x where the
path ℘ crosses the various S-walls. In fact, as we have noted, in the physical examples
motivating this construction it is useful to consider C embedded into a family C such
that the cover pi : Σ→ C is a branched cover. In this case the S-walls can end on a
branch locus as in Figure 164. What we are describing here is a piece of a spectral
network. See Section §18.2 below for further discussion.
2. If we now consider a family of paths ℘s with variable endpoint zf (s) then when
that endpoint passes across an S-wall there will be wall-crossing of the framed BPS
states: Physically, as the parameters of the supersymmetric interface are changed, it
will emit or absorb some of the solitons associated to the binding point. This physical
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picture was described in [31], but now we can describe it at the level of complexes -
so again we have, in some sense, categorified the wall-crossing story. We did this in
the abstract half of the paper when we defined the Interfaces Sp,fij in Section §7.6 to
describe a categorified notion of “S-wall crossing.”
3. As a simple example, consider the family of theories with superpotential
W =
1
3
φ3 − zφ (17.15)
corresponding to a family of theories of the type T N , with N = 2, discussed in
Section §4.6. The family is parametrized by z ∈ C with C = C∗. There are two
massive vacua at φ± = ±z1/2 where we choose the principal branch of the logarithm
and z is not a negative real number. We choose a path ℘ defined by z(x) in C∗
where x ∈ [, 1− ] for  infinitesimally small and positive with z(x) = ei(1−2x)pi. The
spinning vacuum weights satisfy z−+(x) = 43ζe
i(2x−1)3pi/2. If we also take ζ to have
a small and positive phase then, applying the criterion of (7.14) we find that there
are two binding points of type +− at x = 1/3− 0+, 1− 0+ and one binding point of
type −+ at x = 2/3 − 0+. They are all future stable. The two S+− and one S−+
walls emanate from z = 0 with angle 2pi/3 between them. There is a corresponding
family of Interfaces Ix = I[℘x] given by the path ℘x that evolves along ℘ from  to
x. The wall-crossing formula for the framed BPS indices amounts to a simple matrix
identity: (
1 0
1 1
)(
1 −1
0 1
)(
1 0
1 1
)
=
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(17.16)
where the three factors on the LHS reflect the wall-crossing across the three Sij-rays,
and the matrix on the right accounts for the monodromy of the vacua. (See Section
8.1.1 of [31] for an extended discussion.) We now use equations (7.26) and (7.28)
together with the web representation provided by (4.79):
R−+ = Z[f1]
R+− = Z[f2]
(17.17)
where the fermion number shifts f1, f2 must satisfy f1 + f2 = 1, since K must have
degree minus one. The categorification of the wall-crossing identity (17.16), at least
at the level of Chan-Paton complexes, is obtained by generalizing the left-hand-side
of (17.16) to: (
Z 0
Z[f2] Z
)(
Z Z[f1]
0 Z
)(
Z 0
Z[f2] Z
)
=
(
E−− E−+
E+− E++
)
(17.18)
Here E−+ = Z[f1], while
E−− = E++ = Z⊕ Z[f1 + f2] (17.19)
is a complex with a degree one differential (note that f1 + f2 = 1) and
E+− = Z[f2]⊕ Z[f2]⊕ Z[f2 + 1] (17.20)
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is another complex with a degree one differential. The differential comes from com-
bining two boundary amplitudes of the form in Figure 77 in a way similar to what
happens in Figure 92. The matrix of complexes (17.18) is quasi-isomorphic to the
categorified version of the monodromy:(
0 Z[1− f2]
Z[f2] 0
)
. (17.21)
The identity (17.16) is important in the nonabelianization map of [33] when extending
the construction across branch points of a spectral covering. We expect the above
identity to be important in the extension of this construction to the categorified
context.
18. Generalizations, Potential Applications, And Open Problems
18.1 Generalization 1: The Effect Of Twisted Masses
In the main text of the paper we have encountered examples of Theories enriched by
conserved global symmetries, namely the T SU(N)ϑ Theories. These global symmetries could
be identified in their physical counterparts (see Section §4.6.4) either as winding symmetries
of an LG theory with a non simply connected target space X ⊂ (C∗)N , or as isometries of
the target space in a mirror description as a CPN−1 sigma model.
In either case, the underlying physical theories admit a special class of relevant defor-
mations which deform the supersymmetry algebra and are mirror to each other. The LG
superpotential can be deformed to a multivalued function with single-valued first deriva-
tives:
W =
∑
a
Ya +ma log Ya (18.1)
The CPN−1 sigma model can be deformed by twisted masses ma sitting in the Cartan
subalgebra of the SU(N) global symmetry. In either case, the mass parameters ma can be
interpreted as the expectation value of scalar components of background gauge supermul-
tiplets coupled to the corresponding global symmetries: twisted vector multiplets [38] in
the A-type description and vectormultiplets in the mirror B-type description.
Abstractly, the N = 2 algebra in two dimensions allows a central charge Z = {Q+, Q−}
and a twisted central charge Z˜ = {Q+, Q−}. Either one of these breaks one of the two U(1)
R-symmetries of the theory. As the framework of the present paper requires such a U(1)
R-symmetry, we can include one or the other of these but not both; because of the mirror
symmetry of the N = 2 algebra, it does not matter which we include. By convention, we
have assumed in this paper that Z˜ = 0, Z 6= 0.
In general, every (2, 2) theory equipped with global symmetries which can be coupled
to background vectormultiplets will admit twisted mass deformations, which modify the
twisted central charge Z˜ = {Q+, Q−} to include contributions proportional to the cor-
responding global charges. Dually, every (2, 2) theory equipped with global symmetries
which can be coupled to background twisted vectormultiplets will admit mass deforma-
tions which modify the central charge Z = {Q+, Q−} to include contributions proportional
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to the corresponding global charges. We are not aware of a specific pre-existing naming
convention for the mirror notion to twisted masses. In the context of this paper, it seems
reasonable to dub them A-twisted masses and denote the usual twisted masses as B-twisted
masses.
In order to keep Z˜ = 0, we will only allow A-twisted mass deformations. The general
expression for the central charge in a massive (2, 2) theory with A-twisted masses M , for
states which interpolate between vacua i and j and carry charge global γ is
Z = Wi −Wj +M · γ (18.2)
Here the charge γ is valued in a lattice Γ of global charges and M is valued in the Cartan
subalgebra of the global symmetry group. This expression is a bit ambiguous: the super-
potential vevs Wi and Wj are defined up to integral shifts of M , which are related to the
possibility to re-define the global symmetry charge by some γ → γ + γ(i) − γ(j). We can
fix the ambiguity by selecting specific values for Wi and Wj .
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A crucial new physical phenomenon in the presence of A-twisted masses is the existence
of charged BPS particles which live in a specific vacuum, rather than interpolating between
two vacua. In particular, these charged BPS particles modify the standard Cecotti-Vafa
wall-crossing formalism. The correct wall-crossing formula is a specialization of the 2d-4d
wall-crossing formula of [31] where the charge lattice is restricted to contain flavor charges
only. Intuitively, the Sij factors for standard BPS solitons are refined to keep track of
global charges and new Kγ factors are introduced to account for the contribution to bound
states of whole Fock spaces of BPS particles of charge γ.
We are thus presented with the natural problem of extending our formalism to theories
with A-twisted masses. In the context of LG theories, there is a simple way to recast the
problem which allows one to employ directly much of our standard formalism: one can
replace the target space X with some minimal cover X̂ on which W is single-valued.
Generically, the fiber of such cover is naturally a torsor for the lattice Γf of global
charges and Γf acts by deck transformations. The theory has a finite set V of vacua
corresponding to the critical points of W on X (these critical points are well-defined even
though W is only single-valued up to an additive constant). The set V of vacua is covered
by the set V̂ of critical points of W regarded as a function on X̂. A point in V̂ is a point
in V – labeling a critical point p ∈ X – together with a choice of lift of p to X̂. The
weights attached to elements of V̂ which cover a given vacuum p will take the schematic
form zp +m · γ, where we use the charge γ to label the possible lifts of p. 103
The first obstruction one encounters in applying our formalism to build a Theory
associated to the infinite set of vacua V̂ is the infinite proliferation of possible webs. This
obstruction, though, must be purely formal. It is clear that any physical calculation, say
of a strip differential in the underlying LG theory, must only involve a finite set of terms
in each matrix element. After all, the complexes may even be defined over the integer
102Even better, we can embrace the ambiguity by taking the charges of solitons to live in a torsor for the
lattice of global charges, see i.e. [31]
103If we pick a reference sheet, γ will be an element of Γf . If not, γ will be an element of some torsor Γfp .
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numbers. Some finiteness principle must limit the number of webs which may occur as
ζ-webs in a given physical model.
We expect that such physical restrictions will be encoded in the abstract web formalism
by adding some extra selection rules to the vacuum data which select some subset of all
possible webs which still satisfies all the required convolution identities but has better
finiteness properties. A simple example could be a list of allowed pairs of elements in V̂
which restricts which edges are allowed in the webs. Such a restriction is compatible with
convolution identities and preserves our algebraic structures.
A second, more significant obstruction is the need to accommodate charged BPS par-
ticles within the web representation data. In principle, an abstract edge of slope m · γ
may represent the trajectories of multiple particles of charges proportional to γ. Thus
the representation data will have to include both Rp,p′,γ spaces encoding standard BPS
solitons and extra Fock spaces encoding charged BPS particles. The notions of pairing,
representations of fans, etc. will have to be adjusted accordingly.
A categorical wall-crossing formula adapted to this deformed context will have to in-
clude a categorification of Kγ factors. It would be interesting to find out the corresponding
generalization of the notions of exceptional collections and mutations. We can sketch here
some basic idea for such a generalization, which we can dub “flavoured exceptional collec-
tion”.
• We still expect to have a collection of basic objects Tp attached to vacua in V. The
spaces of morphisms between these objects will be graded by the lattice Γf .
• The Hop spaces will have a graded triangular structure, i.e. the γ-graded subspace
Hopγ(Tp,Tp′) vanishes if zpp′ +m · γ /∈ H.
• The categorification of S walls will be encoded by “partial mutations”, involving
only the γ-graded subspace Hopγ(Tp,Tp′) associated to the weight which is enter-
ing/exiting H.
• The categorification of Kγ , walls will be encoded by “categorical reflections” which
completely reorganize the triangular structure of the collection, as m · γ enters/exits
H.
18.2 Generalization 2: Surface Defects, Spectral Networks And Hitchin Sys-
tems
One of the main motivations for the present work was the desire to categorify the 2d/4d
wall-crossing formula for BPS states associated surface defects in four-dimensional N = 2
theories. For background see [31, 75]. One way to produce such defects is to consider
an embedding of two-dimensional Minkowski space M1,1 into M1,3 and to couple a 1 + 1
dimensional field theory with (2, 2) supersymmetry, supported on the embedded M1,1, to
the ambient four-dimensional theory.
A (2, 2) defect with a U(1) R-symmetry, leftover from the bulk SU(2)R symmetry, has
much in common with a massive (2, 2) theory deformed by A-twisted masses. The low
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energy bulk gauge symmetries play a similar role to the global symmetries and the central
charge includes a contribution from the bulk gauge charges. Schematically,
Z = Wi −Wj + Zγ (18.3)
where Zγ is the bulk central charge for a particle of gauge and flavor charge γ.
A simple Ω-deformation in the plane orthogonal to the defect (even in the absence of
an actual (2, 2) defect) is expected to reduce the system to an effective (2, 2) theory [77],
breaking down the bulk BPS particles to infinite towers of angular momentum modes, each
behaving as a 2d BPS particle.
Based on such an analogy, we expect it should be possible to develop a consistent web
formalism to study the space of ground states of the system in the presence of boundary
conditions or interfaces for the 2d defect, or even for the bulk theory. Compared to the 2d
setup with A-twisted masses of Section §18.1, the new ingredient will be the presence of
bulk Abelian gauge fields. Even at the level of the 2d/4d wall-crossing formula the effect
of the bulk Abelian gauge fields is rather dramatic: the Kγ factors commute in the 2d
setup, but not in the full 2d/4d setup. We expect the effect to be equally dramatic in
the full categorical setup. Although we do not know how to construct such a generalized
2d/4d web formalism, we can describe some possible applications, especially those which
only involve the categorification of Sij transformations.
In theories of class S, characterized by a triplet of data (g, C,D), where g is a Lie algebra
of ADE type, C is a punctured Riemann surface, and D is a collection of codimension two
defects located at the punctures of C, there is a canonical surface defect Sz associated to
a point z on the ultraviolet curve C. Its origin in M theory is a semi-infinite M2 brane
whose boundary is M1,1 × {z}. In some regions of parameters this surface defect can be
viewed as an LG model coupled to the ambient four-dimensional theory.
Let us recall the basic mathematical setup for the theory of canonical surface defects
in theories of class S [42, 3, 29, 31]. We begin with the data of an N : 1 branched cover
pi : Σ → C. As before we let C be C minus the branch points. Physically, pi : Σ → C
is the covering of the Seiberg-Witten curve over the UV curve C and mathematically Σ
is the spectral cover associated with a Hitchin system. Families of 1+1-dimensional LG
models Sz parametrized by z ∈ C also fit into this framework. In such cases, the ambient
four-dimensional theory is trivial. Whether or not the ambient theory is trivial, vacua
of the 1 + 1 dimensional defect theory Sz are labeled by the sheets z(i) of the covering,
i = 1, . . . , N, and hence we identify
V(Sz) = pi−1(z). (18.4)
In the present paper - with the notable exception of the Section §18.1 - an ordered
pair of vacua (i, j) with i, j ∈ V uniquely determines a soliton sector for the theory on a
spatial domain R. By contrast, in the theory of the surface defect Sz, the soliton sectors
are labeled, roughly speaking, by homology classes of paths on Σ connecting the vacua z(i)
and z(j). To be slightly more precise, they are labeled by equivalence classes of open chains
c ⊂ Σ with the constraint that ∂c = z(j) − z(i). The set of these “charges” is a sublattice
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of a relative homology lattice
Γ(z(i), z(j)) ⊂ H1(Σ, {z(i), z(j)};Z), (18.5)
and is a torsor for a sublattice Γ in H1(Σ;Z). For example, when g = A1, and the Seiberg-
Witten curve is a two-fold cover, Γ is the anti-invariant sublattice of H1(Σ;Z) under the
deck transformation. 104
The central charge associated to a soliton sector γij ∈ Γ(z(i), z(j)) is just
Zγi,j =
1
pi
∫
γi,j
λ (18.6)
where λ is the Seiberg-Witten differential (the canonical Liouville form for the natural
holomorphic symplectic structure on T ∗C).
The lattice Γ is, physically, the character lattice of the group which is the product
of the unbroken gauge symmetry and the continuous global flavor symmetry of the four-
dimensional theory, i.e. the lattice of gauge and global charges of the bulk theory. The
central charge Zγ of the bulk theory is simply given by the contour integral of λ along Γ.
The expression for Zγi,j is a slightly more canonical version of equation 18.3. Although
it does not look like a difference of two weights, all the essential constructions in the paper
only involve differences of vacuum weights, and not the vacuum weights themselves, it is
not, strictly speaking, necessary to identify particular vacuum weights. The edges of webs
can simply be labeled by γi,j (so that the cyclic sum of charges around a vertex is zero). The
phases of Zγi,j suffice to define the slopes of the edges. Similarly, the generalization of the
complexes Rij used in a representation of webs is a set of complexes Rγij . The contraction
K : Rγij ⊗Rγ′ji → Z is a symmetric degree −1 perfect pairing when γij + γ′ji = 0. , and so
on.
The theory of Interfaces has a very natural formulation in theories of class S and this
was, in fact, one of the main motivations for the discussion in Section §17 above. To each
path ℘ in C connecting z1 to z2 and a choice of phase ζ one can define a supersymmetric
interface I[℘, ζ] between the theories Sz1 and Sz2 . The framed BPS states associated with
vacua z
(i)
1 and z
(j′)
2 have a “charge” in the relative homology lattice Γ(z
(i)
1 , z
(j′)
2 ). Just
as for the soliton sectors Γ(z
(i)
1 , z
(j)
2 ) the lattice Γ(z
(i)
1 , z
(j′)
2 ) is a Γ-torsor of chains with
∂c = z
(j′)
2 − z(i)1 , up to homology. The interfaces support framed BPS states and the
central charge of these framed BPS states is given by
Zγi,j′ =
1
pi
∫
γi,j′
λ (18.7)
If we label vacua by z
(j′)
2 and z
(i)
1 then the Witten index of framed BPS states Ω(I[℘, ζ], ij
′)
will in general be infinite. However, we can grade the cohomology by characters of a global
symmetry group with character lattice Γ. Then we can consider the indices Ω(I[℘, ζ], γij′)
of the subspace transforming in a given representation. From physical reasoning the indices
with fixed charge γij′ are expected to be finite.
104More generally, Γ might be a subquotient of H1(Σ;Z).
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One of the interesting aspects of the theory of surface defects is that one can construct
a “nonabelianization map” which is a converse to the standard abelianization map of the
theory of Hitchin systems. (See [33] Section 10 for the definition of the nonabelianization
map and [34] for an extended example. See also [75] for more expository remarks.) We
now describe how that is related to our theory of Interfaces.
Given a phase ζ = eiϑ one can construct (WKB) Sij-walls on C which are essentially
the same as the Sij walls used in this paper. A suitable collection of such walls forms
a graph on C known as a “spectral network” W, so-called because the combinatorics of
the network allow one to construct the spectrum of BPS degeneracies of the 2d4d system
[33, 34, 36, 37]. In the theory of Hitchin systems the spectral curve Σ is equipped with a
holomorphic line bundle L with a flat connection∇ab [46, 26]. The map from the nonabelian
Hitchin system on C to the flat abelian connection on Σ is known as the “abelianization
map.” Conversely, given a line bundle L with flat connection ∇ab on Σ we can define the
parallel transport F (℘) of a flat nonabelian connection on a certain rank N bundle E → C
along a path ℘ ⊂ C using
F (℘) =
∑
γij′
Ω(I[℘, ζ], γij′)Yγij′ . (18.8)
We have E ∼= pi∗(L) away from the network W and Yγij′ are the parallel transports using
the connection ∇ab on L→ Σ.
If we assume the existence of a categorification of Sij walls in the full 2d/4d setup, either
defined by a direct web construction or through the abstract categorification sketched at
the end of Section §18.1, then one will obtain directly a categorification of equation (18.8).
F (℘) is generalized from the parallel transport operator associated with a flat nonabelian
connection to an A∞-functor between Brane categories for the surface defect theories Sz1
and Sz2 , implemented via an Interface I[℘] as in Section §7. The Chan-Paton factors of this
Interface provide a “lift” of the framed BPS degeneracies Ω(I[℘, ζ], γij′) to complexes Eγij′ .
Our rules for the composition of rotation Interfaces R[ϑ(x)] which do not cross S-walls, as
well as those for the wall-crossing Interfaces Sp,fij , can be recognized as a categorification
of the “detour rules” of [33, 34, 75].
The parallel transport F (℘) is that of a flat connection on C, not just C. That is,
it smoothly extends over the branch points of the covering. This is its claim to fame!
Now, we discussed the sense in which the corresponding functor F [℘] on Brane categories
is homotopy invariant in Sections §7 and §8, but we did not discuss the crucial notion of
homotopy invariance for deforming ℘ across a branch point of the cover pi : Σ → C. This
will involve extending our formalism to theories which are not completely massive, because
at a branch point two vacua have coinciding values of Wi and hence some solitons become
massless. Some preliminary remarks about this issue can be found in Section §18.3. We
leave the matter here for the present paper. Clearly, it will be an interesting project to
generalize the considerations of this paper to the case where pi : Σ→ C is a branched cover
with nontrivial monodromy and where λ has periods densely filling the complex plane.
One generalization of the surface defects Sz studied in the literature is of great sig-
nificance for the applications to knot homology. In the M-theory context we can imagine
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several parallel semi-infinite M2 branes ending on the M5-brane. So the boundary is now
M1,1 × {z1, z2, . . . , zn} where the zi are distinct points of C. Naively, these M2 branes are
mutually BPS and would seem to have no effect on each other. However there are in fact
interesting “topological interactions” and, as we will see below, these are responsible for
nontrivial knot homologies. Indeed, the knot homologies are closely related to the spaces
of framed BPS states for the generalized surface defect theories Sz1,...,zn . We turn to a more
detailed discussion of potential applications to knot homology in Section §18.4.
It is likely that a study of categorical wall-crossing for surface defects would have other
interesting applications. It might provide new insights in a variety of interesting subjects,
such as quantum Teichmu¨ller theory and the Stokes theory of asymptotics of holomorphic
functions on Hitchin moduli space.
18.3 Generalization 3: Hierarchies Of Scales And Cluster-Induced Webs
In this Section we sketch an interesting construction that becomes available when there is a
hierarchy of scales among sets of vacuum weights. There are several potential applications
of the construction described at the end of this Section.
By a hierarchy of scales we mean that we consider Theories in which we can divide up
the vacua into a disjoint union:
V = qµV(µ), (18.9)
where the vacuum weights form well-separated clusters. Here the labels µ run over some
finite set. (As we will soon see, it is a set of Theories.) The vacua will be denoted as (µ, i),
i = 1, . . . , |V(µ)|. The vacuum weight functions are denoted z(µ) : V(µ) → C and specific
vacuum weights are denoted by z
(µ)
i , i = 1, . . . , |V(µ)|. We let Zµ be the center of mass of
the z
(µ)
i for fixed µ. Thus we can write
z
(µ)
i = Zµ + δz
(µ)
i (18.10)
To be precise, by a hierarchy of scales we mean that, for all µ, i, ν, λ
|δz(µ)i |  |Zνλ| (18.11)
where Zνλ := Zν − Zλ. Note, in particular, that the convex hulls of the images of the z(µ)
for different µ do not intersect.
Let us now assume that we are given a Theory T , in the sense of Section §4.1. If
the convex hulls of z
(µ)
i do not intersect (for fixed µ), then by the dual interpretation
of webs through convex polygons (Section §2.1, Remark 5) it follows that any web w
with a fan I∞ which involves only vacuum weights of type µ will also only have pairs of
weights of type µ on internal edges as well. Therefore, if we consider the restriction of
the web representation R and the interior amplitude β to vacua purely of type µ then the
data (V(µ), z(µ),R(µ), β(µ)) by themselves define a Theory, which we will denote T (µ). In
particular, β(µ) satisfies the L∞ Maurer-Cartan equation. Note that if |V(µ)| = 1 then the
Theory T (µ) is trivial.
Let us now consider two sub-Theories T (µ) and T (ν) with µ 6= ν. We claim that the
data of the parent Theory T allows us to construct an Interface I(µ,ν) ∈ Br(T (µ), T (ν))
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between the sub-Theories, where the domain wall Dµν is parallel to Zµν . The Chan-Paton
factors of the Interface are given by
E(I(µ,ν))(µ,i),(ν,j′) := R(µ,i),(ν,j′) (18.12)
Figure 165: The dual of a fan in the Theory T which involves two half-plane fans in the sub-
Theories T (µ) and T (ν). This can be interpreted as defining an interface fan between the sub-
Theories. Heavy blue lines connect vacua of type µ, ν. Light blue lines connect vacua of the same
type. The vertical maroon line is parallel to Zµν .
The absorption/emission amplitudes B of I(µ,ν) are derived from K and β of the parent
theory as follows. Consider a fan of vacua I∞ in T which involves only the µ and ν-type
vacua. Because the clusters are well-separated, and the fan must involve a convex set of
weights it will be of the form I∞ = {J+, J−} where
J+ = {(ν, j′1), (ν, j′2), . . . , (ν, j′n)}
J− = {(µ, j1), (µ, j2), . . . , (µ, jm)}.
(18.13)
See Figure 165, which should be compared to Figure 39. Now, the component of the interior
amplitude β of the parent Theory T with this fan at infinity is a degree two element
βI∞ ∈ R(µ,jm),(ν,j′1) ⊗R+J+ ⊗R(ν,j′n),(µ,j1) ⊗R−J− (18.14)
where
R+
J+
= R(ν,j′1),(ν,j′2) ⊗ · · · ⊗R(ν,j′n−1),(ν,j′n)
R−
J− = R(µ,j1),(µ,j2) ⊗ · · · ⊗R(µ,jm−1),(µ,jm).
(18.15)
If we apply Kˇ(ν,j′n),(µ,j1) : R(ν,j′n),(µ,j1) → R∗(µ,j1),(ν,j′n) then we get a degree one element BI
for an interface amplitude appropriate to the Chan-Paton data (18.12). (Compare equation
(6.4) above.) We claim that in fact
BJ+,J− := Kˇ(ν,j′n),(µ,j1)(βI∞). (18.16)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 166: Two representative decompositions of a dual polygon giving a web with I∞ =
{(ν, 1), (ν, 3), (µ, 1), (µ, 2), (µ, 3)}.
(a) (b)
Figure 167: Two webs with I∞ = {(ν, 1), (ν, 3), (µ, 1), (µ, 2), (µ, 3)}. Heavy purple lines separate
vacua of type µ, ν. They are approximately vertical and correspond to the domain wall of a
corresponding interface. Light purple lines separate vacua of the same type. They correspond
to edges of webs in the corresponding sub-Theories.
is an interface amplitude. (We are not being careful about signs here.)
To prove this, let us consider the plane webs w contributing to the L∞ identity sat-
isfied by β with fan of vacua I∞ = {J+, J−}. These are in one-one correspondence with
decompositions of the convex polygon with vertices
iz
(µ)
jm
, iz
(ν)
j′1
, . . . , iz
(ν)
j′n
, iz
(µ)
j1
, . . . , iz
(µ)
jm
(18.17)
into convex polygons with vacuum weights as vertices. We can separate the edges into
two types. Edges connecting vacua of different types are called “heavy,” because in the
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Landau-Ginzburg incarnation the corresponding classical solitons will be heavy. 105 In the
limit that the clusters become infinitely separated all the heavy lines will be parallel to
Zµν . Edges connecting vacua of the same type are called “light.” The heavy lines are all
nearly parallel and their common parallel serves as a locus for the domain wall Dµν . Note
that fixing the transverse position of the domain wall eliminates one degree of freedom so
in this mapping of plane webs for T to interface webs between T (µ) and T (ν), taut webs
are mapped to taut webs. Conversely, every taut interface web between T (µ) and T (ν) can
be “lifted” to a taut plane web for T .
The extra factor K used in defining BJ+,J− in equation (18.16) is precisely what is
needed in order to convert the contraction of interior amplitudes for a plane web ρ(w) in
T to the contraction of interface webs ρ(d) between Theories T (µ) and T (ν). Thus the L∞
equations satisfied by β in the parent theory become the A∞ equations satisfied by the
interface amplitude of equation (18.16). The ordering of vertices along the heavy edges
nearly parallel to Zµν collapses the L∞ combinatorics to A∞ combinatorics. In conclusion,
a pair of far separated clusters of vacua canonically defines an Interface I(µ,ν) as claimed
above.
We can now envision a nontrivial generalization of our entire formalism, where vacua
are replaced by Theories, and edges of webs support Interfaces. These Interfaces will
themselves interact at junctions, thus we again have a system of webs, which we will
call cluster-induced webs, whose edges are parallel to Zµν . Moreover, on a half-plane
the Interfaces can have junctions at the boundary of the half-plane, leading to cluster-
induced half-plane webs where again edges are associated to Interfaces and segments on
the boundaries are associated with Branes within the various Theories. We will next sketch
how this idea can be made more precise, but we will leave detailed verification of the full
picture for future work.
We first use a key idea from the construction of the Interfaces I(µ,ν). We consider webs
W whose set of vacuum labels are the Theories T (µ) and whose vacuum weights are the
center of mass coordinates Zµ. These are the cluster-induced webs mentioned above. In
the limit that the clusters of vacua z
(µ)
i are well-separated for different µ, to every web w
of the parent Theory we can associate a cluster-induced web W[w], called the skeleton of
w. It is defined by keeping the heavy lines in w and collapsing the light lines. Conversely,
given a web of type W there will be several webs w1,w2, . . . in the parent Theory which
have the same skeleton W. Instead of web representations, to the edges of W we associate
the Interfaces I(µ,ν). See, for example Figures 168, 169, and 170.
The vertices of W correspond now to junctions of Interfaces. See again Figure 170.
Instead of a representation of a fan, the natural object to associate to a cyclic junction
of Interfaces I(µ1,µ2), I(µ2,µ3), . . . ,I(µn,µ1) is the chain complex defined by the trace of the
composite Interface. Recall that each Interface I(µ,ν) is associated with a domain wall
parallel to Zµν , so let Rµ,ν be the rotation Interface of Section §7 (defined in the parent
Theory T ) that rotates Zµν through an angle less than pi to be vertical (so the Interface
105There is a potential for confusion here. A given heavy classical soliton which connects vacua of different
types can function as a domain wall between the Theories. But our domain walls are labeled by pairs of
Theories, and not by specific solitons between the vacua of different types.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 168: We illustrate three clusters of vacua of type µ, ν, λ. Associated to this “fan of
Theories” are several fans of vacua I∞ in the parent theory as well as several webs in the parent
Theory with fixed I∞. A few examples are shown here.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 169: This figure shows some of the webs associated with the fan of Theories
{T (µ), T (ν), T (λ)}.
domain wall is vertical). Then, instead of associating a fan representation RI to a vertex,
as we do in the parent theory T , to a junction of Interfaces we now associate the chain
complex:
Rµ1,...,µn := Tr
[(
I(µ1,µ2) Rµ1,µ2
)

(
I(µ2,µ3) Rµ2,µ3
)
 · · ·
(
I(µn,µ1) Rµn,µ1
)]
(18.18)
where the trace of an Interface was defined in Section §9 above.
Now, we conjecture that the data of the interior amplitude β of the parent Theory
allows us to construct distinguished elements in the complexes associated to the vertices
of W, say β
µ1,...,µn
∈ Rµ1,...,µn . Then, the direct sum over all fans of Theories defines an
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Figure 170: A junction of Interfaces T (µ,ν), T (ν,λ), T (λ,µ). This serves as a vertex for the cluster-
induced webs.
analog Rintfc of Rint. We further conjecture that Rintfc carries the structure of an L∞
algebra and β
µ1,...,µn
define a solution to the Maurer-Cartan equation of that L∞ algebra.
We can be more specific. The notion of amplitude for a “web of interfaces” W makes
perfect sense in our general algebraic setup even outside the context of cluster-induced webs.
Given a general collection of Theories T (µ) attached to the faces of the web, of Interfaces
I(µ,ν) attached to the edges of the web, each belonging to the category of interfaces with
the slope of the corresponding edge, and a collection of elements ra in the chain complexes
associated to the vertices of the web, we can define the amplitude ρ(W)[ra] of such a web
in a straightforward manner. We can identify W as a sum over composite webs (including
edges going into the vertices of W, as for wedge webs) of the underlying T (µ) Theories
defined within the corresponding faces, and define ρ(W)[ra] by inserting the appropriate
interior and boundary amplitudes in ρ(W)[· · · ; · · · ; ra].
The above conjecture can be stated as the claim that for the Theories and Interfaces de-
fined in this section, there exist a sum of cluster-induced webs tcluster such that ρ(tcluster)[ra]
defines an L∞ algebra and βµ1,...,µn is a solution to the Maurer-Cartan equation of that
L∞ algebra. We expect tcluster to arise from the decomposition into cluster-induced webs
of the taut element t in the underlying theory.
The plane webs W described above should have half-plane analogs. Let us fix the
positive half-plane. Then, in close analogy to the definitions of the Theories T (µ), a Brane
B with Chan-Paton spaces E(µ,i) and boundary amplitudes BJ in the parent Theory T
defines a collection of Branes B(µ), one for each Theory T (µ). The key observation is
again that if J∞ involves only vacua of type µ and all the emission amplitudes only involve
vacua of type µ then all the interior vertices must also correspond to fans of vacua solely
of type µ. 106 Consequently, for fixed µ, we can define B(µ) to have Chan-Paton spaces
E(µ,i), i = 1, . . . , |V(µ)|, with amplitudes BJ where J is a half-plane fan of vacua all of type
106Intuitively, heavy lines cannot end away from the boundary and cannot turn back.
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µ. If we contract interior vertices with β(µ) then these will satisfy the A∞ identities by
themselves, and hence define Branes in T (µ).
Figure 171: Supersymmetric Interfaces can end on boundaries. Shown here is a cluster-induced
half-plane web U. The “emission amplitude” that interpolates between Branes of two Theories and
joins several interfaces is an amplitude B constructed from the data of the boundary amplitudes of
the underlying parent Theory T .
Now, if we consider half-plane fans in the parent theory of type
J∞ = {(µ, j1), . . . , (µ, jn), (ν, j′1), . . . , (ν, j′m)} (18.19)
the corresponding half-plane webs will involve heavy edges, approximately parallel to Zµν
(which we assume points into the positive half-plane) and terminating at the boundary of
H. Thus, supersymmetric Interfaces I(µ,ν) should also have boundary junctions. Instead
of a representation RJ associated with an emission vertex in the parent Theory T , now, to
a junction such as that shown in Figure 171 we associate again a complex
R = B(µ1) 
(
I(µ1,µ2) Rµ1,µ2
)

(
I(µ2,µ3) Rµ2,µ3
)
 · · ·
(
I(µn,µ1) Rµn,µ1
)
B(µn)[pi]
(18.20)
The analog of the Chan-Paton factors are now the Branes B(µ) in the Theories T (µ). A
conjecture analogous to that we made above states that the data of the boundary ampli-
tudes BJ of the parent theory allow us to define elements B of these complexes so that the
A∞ relations of the half-plane webs U associated to data (T (µ), Zµ, R, β) will be satisfied.
Again, the operations of the A∞ category will be defined from the amplitudes of appro-
priate webs of Interfaces drawn in the half-plane, including both the B(µ) Branes and the
I(µ,ν) Interfaces.
In conclusion, we have sketched how, in the limit that vacuum weights form well-
separated clusters we can build a new set of webs, called cluster-induced webs and a
“representations of webs” (the chain complexes R) with elements β and B satisfying the
LA∞ relations. If, then, there are hierarchies of clusters within clusters there will be
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a corresponding hierarchy of these cluster-induced structures. This might be a way to
generalize our formalism to infinite collections of vacuum weights with accumulation points.
But we leave that for the future.
Finally, let us sketch some of the physical motivations and potential applications of
the above construction:
1. In this paper we have heavily used the assumption that the IR vacua of the field
theory under study are all massive. It is natural to ask whether the formalism
can be extended to include interacting massless vacua, and in particular nontrivial
interacting CFT’s. We believe the the above construction can be used to define a
web-formalism for such interacting CFT’s. In the context of LG theories, massless
vacua appear when we consider families of superpotentials such that one or more
Morse critical points approach a common (non-Morse) critical point, and the cluster-
webs should allow a description of the physics of these models. An interesting open
problem is whether the formalism then applies to non-Morsifiable singularities.
2. A closely related application is the extension of the application to categorified spectral
networks to include the branch points of the spectral cover pi : Σ→ C, as mentioned
in Section §18.2 above.
3. A third application is to the construction of creation and fusion Interfaces in the
knot homology application of our formalism sketched in Section §18.4 below. See, in
particular Section §18.4.8. We turn to these matters next.
18.4 Potential Application: Knot Homology
18.4.1 The Main Point
Knot homology is an important topic in low-dimensional topology. It has interesting re-
lations to string theory and gauge theory and there have been several interpretations of
knot homology in the physics literature. The gauge-theoretic definition of knot homology
proposed in [92] can be deformed to a setup which has many properties in common with a
massive 2d theory with N = (2, 2) supersymmetry compactified on a segment [32].
The objective of this Section is to describe how one might possibly employ the ma-
chinery developed in the present paper in order to express the gauge-theoretic definition
of knot homology in the language of webs, web representations, Theories and Interfaces.
The immediate payoff of such a translation would be to bridge the conceptual gap
between the gauge-theoretic definition of knot homology, which has a direct relationship
to the three-dimensional geometry of the knot, and the standard combinatorial definitions
of Khovanov cohomology, which lack such a relationship. Ultimately, it should be possible
to establish a direct equivalence between some Vacuum A∞ categories associated to the
gauge-theoretic construction and the categories employed in the combinatorial definitions
of Khovanov cohomology.
The gauge-theoretic definition of knot homology employs an MSW complex built from
solutions of certain four and five-dimensional Q-fixed point equations for a five-dimensional
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supersymmetric gauge theory on a five-manifold with boundary:
M5 = R×M3 × R+, (18.21)
where M3 is a three-manifold. The knot resides in M3 on the boundary and is used
to formulate the crucial boundary conditions for the instanton equations of the gauge
theory. Referring to the first factor as “time” the solutions of time-independent, four-
dimensional, “soliton” equations provide the complex of approximate ground states and the
solutions of the five-dimensional “instanton” equations with time-independent boundary
conditions provide the differential on the complex. We will review the setup in full detail
in Section §18.4.3. The relation to this paper begins to emerge when we realize that
the five-dimensional instanton equations are equivalent to the ζ-instanton equations for a
gauged Landau-Ginzburg model whose “worldsheet” is R× R+ and whose target space is
a space of complexified gauge connections on M3, as described in Section §18.4.3. The
superpotential is the Chern-Simons functional. (This gauged LG model is referred to as
CSLG1 below.) In the case when M3 = R × C, with C a Riemann surface, the equations
are also the ζ-instanton equations for another gauged Landau-Ginzburg model (referred
to as CSLG2 below). Referring to the first two coordinates of M5 = R × R × C × R+
as (x0, x1) the “worldsheet” of CSLG2 is the (x0, x1) plane, while the target is a space of
complexified gauge fields on M˜3 = C × R+. Again, the superpotential is a Chern-Simons
functional. Since the Chern-Simons functional is multivalued, dW can have periods, and
the considerations of Section §18.1 become important. In either case, the knot complex is
the MSW complex for the Landau-Ginzburg theory.
In order to illustrate the relation to the web formalism, we focus on the case when
M3 = R×C and use the formulation CSLG2. We should stretch the link along one spatial
direction x1, and introduce the deformation of the boundary conditions proposed in [32].
In the approximation that the link’s strands are parallel to the x1 direction, the boundary
conditions have 2d translation symmetry and the 5d equations have much in common
with the ζ-instanton equations of an ungauged massive LG model. In particular, they
admit isolated solutions akin to 2d vacua, which are independent of time and the x1 space
direction and only depend on the three remaining space directions. Conjecturally, these
vacua are massive, with a mass scale controlled by the deformation parameters and the
transverse separation between the strands. Such a conjecture implies a familiar structure
for solutions of the five-dimensional instanton equations: as long as the strands of the link
are approximately parallel away from co-dimension one loci (“interfaces”), which are in
turn well-separated from each other, the solutions will be almost everywhere exponentially
close to the 2d vacuum solutions, except in the neighbourhood of a BPS web.
Assuming that this conjecture holds true, it should be possible to employ the 5d
instanton equations to define the same variety of counting problems as we did for the ζ-
instanton equation in standard LG theories in Sections §§11-17, as long as we deal with
the non-single-valued vacuum weights as sketched in Section §18.1. Thus, we expect that
for any collection S of parallel strands:
• Solutions of the 5d instanton equation which do not depend on (x0, x1) will give the
vacuum data VS .
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• Solutions of the 5d instanton equation which depend only on the combination x1 cosµ+
x0 sinµ will provide the spaces of solitons which can interpolate between any two given
vacua and thus web representations for the vacuum data VS .
• Solutions of the 5d instanton equation with fan-like asymptotics in the (x0, x1) plane
will provide interior amplitudes βS and thus Theories TS .
• If S is an empty collection the theory TS will be trivial. That is, it will have a unique
vacuum.
Similarly, for any “supersymmetric interface” I, i.e. a time-independent boundary
condition for the 5d equations which involves a set of parallel strands S− for x1  −L and
a set of parallel strands S+ for x1  L
• Solutions of the 5d instanton equation which do not depend on time will give Chan-
Paton data EIj,j′ .
• Solutions of the 5d instanton equation with fan-like asymptotics in the (x0, x1) plane
will provide boundary amplitudes BI and thus an Interface I[I] between Theories
TS− and TS+ .
We can assume that the stretched link is approximated by a sequence of collections
of strands Sa, starting and ending with the empty collection S0 = Sn = 0, separated by
interfaces Ia,a+1. The approximate ground states and instantons of the knot homology
complex will literally coincide with the chain complex of the Interface I(Link) between the
trivial Theory and itself, defined as the composition of the Interfaces I[Ia,a+1]
I(Link) := I[I0,1] · · · I[In−1,n]. (18.22)
This complex is bigraded. One grading is the fermion number used throughout this pa-
per. The second grading is related to the instanton number current in the five-dimensional
theory and hence to the multi-valuedness of the Chern-Simons functional and the consid-
erations of Section §18.1.
Furthermore, if we allow the transverse position of the strands to evolve adiabatically
in between discrete events such as recombination of strands, according to some profile
Sa(x
1), we expect the knot homology complex to coincide with the chain complex of an
Interface I(Link) which now includes the insertion of the corresponding categorical parallel
transport interfaces:
I(Link) := I[I0,1] I[TS1(x1)] · · · · · · I[TSn−1(x1)] I[In−1,n]. (18.23)
In the remainder of this Section, we will review in a little more detail the gauge the-
ory definition of knot homology and the relation between the five-dimensional instanton
equations and the ζ-instanton equations. We will also review the definitions of a collec-
tion of finite-dimensional auxiliary ungauged Landau-Ginzburg models introduced in [32].
(These are the “monopole” and “Yang-Yang” models described below.) These models are
expected to provide a low-energy effective description for the full gauge theory model in
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the case when the collection S consists of parallel strands. It might be possible to prove
the equivalence of the Theories TS and Interfaces I[I] with the Theories and Interfaces
computed from these finite-dimensional ungauged LG models.
18.4.2 Preliminary Reminder On Gauged Landau-Ginzburg Models
In Sections §§11-17 above we discussed at lengthN = (2, 2) Landau-Ginzburg sigma models
with Ka¨hler target X and holomorphic superpotential W . In Sections §§18.4.3-18.4.4
we will reformulate the gauge theoretic approach to knot homology in terms of Landau-
Ginzburg models. The relevant superpotential, which will be a Chern-Simons functional,
will actually be a degenerate superpotential due to gauge invariance and hence we need
to generalize the discussion of Section §11 slightly to include the case of gauged Landau-
Ginzburg models. This is easily done. We briefly summarize the generalization here. (For
background see Section 5.1.1 of [91]. We reduce the d = 4, N = 1 gauged nonlinear model
of [85], ch.24 following the general procedure of [89].)
Suppose the Ka¨hler manifold X has a continuous group S of isometries and suppose
moreover that S is a symmetry of the superpotential W . 107 The LG model then has a
global symmetry and we can gauge it. We do so in a supersymmetric way, coupling to a
(2, 2) vectormultiplet with bosonic fields (σ, σ,B,D). All fields are locally valued in the Lie
algebra of S. B is a gauge field for an S-bundle on the “worldsheet.” The remaining fields
are scalars. D is an auxiliary field. In order to couple the gauge fields supersymmetrically
we assume furthermore that S acts symplectically on X so that there is a moment map
µ : X → Lie(S)∗.
We can define supersymmetries Qζ as before. The fixed point equations of the topolog-
ically twisted theory are an interesting combination of vortex and ζ-instanton equations:
∂Bφ
I =
iζ
4
gIJ
∂W
∂φ
J
dw (18.24a)
∗2FB + µ = 0 (18.24b)
where dw = dx1 − idx0 is a (0, 1) form on the worldsheet and the covariant derivatives on
the scalars can be written:
dBφ
I = dφI + 〈B, V I〉. (18.25)
Here the action of S on X defines vector fields V on X valued in Lie(S)∗, that is, an
element x of the Lie algebra of S generates a vector field
V (x) = V I(x)
∂
∂φI
+ V I(x)
∂
∂φ
I
. (18.26)
In (18.25) the angle brackets denote contraction with the Lie(S)-valued gauge field B. The
second set of equations, (18.24b), minimize the kinetic energy terms of the gauge fields in
107Or rather, a symmetry of the current generated by the pullback of dW . The superpotential is allowed
to shift by a constant under symmetry transformations.
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the action. In the twisted theory one adds a boundary term ∼ ∮ 〈B,µ〉 to the standard
physical action allowing one to complete a square and write the kinetic energy term for the
gauge fields as ∼ ∫ (∗FB−µ)2. The final parts of the Qζ-fixed point equations require that
the Lie algebra valued field σ is covariantly constant and that all the other fields should
be invariant under gauge transformation by σ.
An important simplification occurs when S acts freely and the critical points of W
correspond to isolated, nondegenerate Sc orbits. In this case the low energy behavior of the
gauged model is described by an ordinary LG model on the symplectic quotient. Since the
S-action is fixed point free, σ = 0. Moreover, since µ = 0 in the symplectic quotient we can
gauge away B and the equation reduces to the ordinary ζ-instanton equation. By geometric
invariant theory we know that, with a suitable stability condition, the symplectic quotient
can be identified, as a complex manifold, with X/Sc and W descends to a nondegenerate
Morse function on this space. These conditions will hold in our application below since the
Nahm pole boundary conditions guarantee that the Qζ-fixed points have no symmetries.
Finally, it is interesting to generalize the formulation of a LG model as supersymmetric
quantum mechanics, as explained in Section §11 above, to the case of a gauged model.
Equation (11.8) is now generalized to
h = −
∫
D
[
φ∗(λ)− 〈B,µ〉 − 1
2
Re(ζ−1W )dx
]
(18.27)
The equation for upwards gradient flow for h becomes the pair of equations (18.24b) and
(18.24a).
18.4.3 Lightning Review: A Gauge-Theoretic Formulation Of Knot Homology
The gauge theoretic formulation of knot homology given in [92] has its origins in the
theory of supersymmetric branes in string theory, or alternatively, in the six-dimensional
(2,0) superconformal field theory. These motivations are explained at length in [92] and
will not be repeated here. See [93, 94] for brief reviews of [92] and related papers. Here we
summarize the final mathematical statement arrived at in [92] but approaching the subject
via Landau-Ginzburg theory and Morse theory, the topics of such importance in this paper.
Let L ⊂ M3 be a knot (or link) in an oriented and framed three-manifold M3. We
wish to formulate a doubly-graded homology theory K(L). This will be the homology of
a complex K̂(L), which in turn will be a certain MSW complex. In order to formulate
the MSW complex and and its differential we introduce a metric gijdx
idxj on M3. We
also introduce a compact simple Lie group G with real Lie algebra g, and a principal G
bundle E → M3. We further let U be the space of connections on E and Uc its natural
complexification. A generic element A of Uc can be decomposed into “real and imaginary
parts” as A = A+ iφ where A is connection on E and φ is a one-form valued in the adjoint
bundle. Locally, they are one-forms valued in the compact real Lie algebra g. 108 The
space Uc is an infinite-dimensional Ka¨hler manifold with metric
d`2 =
∫
M3
Tr(δA ∗ δA) (18.28)
108In our conventions g is a real subalgebra of a Lie algebra of anti-hermitian matrices.
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where Tr is a a positive-definite Killing form on g. The normalization of the Killing form
does not affect the flow equations. The symplectic structure is
ω =
∫
M3
Tr(δA ∗ δφ). (18.29)
and the complex structure maps δA to δφ.
We will consider a Landau-Ginzburg theory on the half-line R+, parametrized by y,
with target space Uc, with certain boundary conditions at y = 0,∞ that will be sketched
below. The data of the knot enters in the boundary conditions at y = 0. 109
The superpotential of the model will be the Chern-Simons term
W cs(A) =
∫
M3
Tr
(
AdA+ 2
3
A3
)
(18.30)
Of course this is not single-valued, but dW cs is single-valued, and this is all that is needed
for the construction. Note that we have not chosen a normalization of the Killing form,
so the periods of W cs(A) have not yet been specified. The superpotential W cs(A) is a
degenerate holomorphic Morse function on Uc(BC) due to the gauge invariance of dW cs.
Introduce the group G of unitary automorphisms of E. When E is trivializable, as we will
assume, G is just the group G = Map(M3, G). The group G acts as a group of isometries
preserving the symplectic structure as well as dW cs. We are therefore in a position to
consider - at least formally - the gauged Landau-Ginzburg model, as described in Section
§18.4.2, with symmetry group S = G. In particular the group of gauge transformations of
this gauged LG model consists of maps from R× R+, parametrized by (x0, y), into G.
Viewed as a problem in equivariant Morse theory on X = Map(R+,Uc) (or rather, on
a cover on which W cs is single-valued) the Morse function is, according to (18.27)
h = −
∫
R+
dy
∫
M3
vol (g)gij (φi∂yAj − φiDjBy)− 1
2
Re
[
ie−iϑ˜CS(A)
]
(18.31)
where Dj is the covariant derivative with respect to Aj .
The flow equations, or, equivalently, the Qζ-fixed point equations (with ζ = −ieiϑ˜) are
now easily written. When covariantized in the time direction they become
[(Dy − iD0),D] = eiϑ˜ ∗M3 F∗ (18.32a)
[D0, Dy] +DA ∗ φ = 0 (18.32b)
The conventions here are the following: D is the covariant derivative with respect to A on
M3. In local coordinates D =
∑3
i=1 dx
i(∂i+Ai+iφi), and the fieldstrength is Fij = [Di,Dj ].
The complex conjugation ∗ is an anti-linear involution acting as −1 on g. The covariant
derivatives D0, Dy on the “worldsheet” R×R+ have gauge field B = dx0B0 + dyBy valued
in the Lie algebra Map(M3, g).
109This LG theory provides a convenient way to derive the gauge theory BPS equations. It should not
be confused with the LG theory in the (x0, x1) plane which will be used in Section §18.4.4 to establish the
relation to the web formalism
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These equations can be rewritten as equations on the five-dimensional space of the
form
M5 = R×M3 × R+ (18.33)
(with local coordinates (x0, xi, y)) for a five-dimensional gauge field, locally a g-valued
one-form:
A5d = B0dx
0 +Aidx
i +Bydy, (18.34)
together with a g-valued field φ on M5 that is cotangent to M3. Locally φ =
∑3
i=1 φidx
i.
Put more formally, φ ∈ Γ(M5, pi∗(T ∗M3) ⊗ Ad(E)) where pi : M5 → M3 is the projection.
Note that the first term in the expression for h in (18.31) can be written as
∫
R+×M3 Tr(φ ∗
F 5d), showing that the interpretation of A5d as a five-dimensional gauge field is natural.
(Compare with equation (5.42) of [92].)
In local orthonormal coordinates, the ζ-instanton equations of the CSLG model are
seven “real” equations for 8 real fields on M5:
Fyi +D0φi +
1
2
ijk(F − φ2)jk + t
(
Dyφi + Fi0 +
1
2
ijk(DAφ)jk
)
= 0 ∀i = 1, 2, 3
(18.35a)
Fyi +D0φi − 1
2
ijk(F − φ2)jk − t−1
(
Dyφi + Fi0 − 1
2
ijk(DAφ)jk
)
= 0 ∀i = 1, 2, 3
(18.35b)
F0y +Diφi = 0 (18.35c)
where it is useful to introduce the parameter:
t =
sin ϑ˜
1 + cos ϑ˜
= tan(
1
2
ϑ˜). (18.36)
We should regard t as the stereographic projection of eiϑ˜ on the unit circle to the real line.
These equations have some remarkable properties:
1. When t = 1 they become covariant equations on the four-manifold M̂4 = R ×M3,
with local coordinates (x0, xi), where φi are reinterpreted as the three components
of a self-dual 2-form on M̂4. These equations were written in equation (5.36) of [93].
Similar equations were written in [43], and hence we will refer to the equations (18.35)
as the HW (t) equations.
2. For general t, if the fields are taken to be time-independent, i.e. if they are pulled
back from the four-manifold M4 = M3×R+, with local coordinates (xi, y), then, if we
rename B0 → −φy, and introduce a new adjoint-valued 1-form: φkw = φidxi + φydy
the equations become the Kapustin-Witten equations with parameter t:
F − (φkw)2 + t(dAφkw)+ − t−1(dAφkw)− = 0 (18.37a)
dA ∗ φkw = 0 (18.37b)
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Here the superscript ± refer to the self-dual projections with the product metric
gijdx
idxj+dy2 on M4 and the orientation dydx
1dx2dx3. We will refer to the equations
(18.37) as the KW (t) equations.
The desired knot homology complex K̂(L) will be an MSW complex for the above
gauged LG model on the half-plane with coordinates (x0, y). The vacua are solutions of
the KW (t) equations and the instantons between them are the solutions of the HW (t)
equations. That is, the differential on the complex K̂(L) is obtained by counting solutions
to the five-dimensional equations. However, to specify the complex precisely we need to
specify boundary conditions for y → 0 and y → ∞. We now turn to these boundary
conditions. They should be viewed as part of the specification of the gauged LG model,
including a brane at y = 0.
In our main application below we will take M3 = R×C ∼= R3 where C is the complex
plane. In this case, a suitable boundary condition for y → ∞ is simply to require that
A → 0, and φ → ~c · d~x, where ~c is a chosen triple of commuting elements of g. Thus we
can conjugate ~c to a Cartan subalgebra t ⊂ g. For a more general M3, a suitable condition
for y → ∞ is to require the fields to approach a specified, y-independent, solution of the
KW (t) equations.
The boundary conditions at y = 0 are more subtle ones and involve specifying a
singularity that the fields are supposed to have. One chooses the following data:
1. A homomorphism of Lie algebras ρ : su(2) → g. In the usual application to knot
homology, this is taken to be a principal embedding.
2. A representation R∨ of the Langlands or GNO dual group G∨ associated to each
connected component of L. In general different components are associated to different
representations.
We describe the boundary condition first for the case that M3 = R3 with Euclidean
metric
∑
i dx
2
i , and without knots, and that G = SU(2). Also, we take ρ to be the principal
embedding, which for g = su(2) is just the identity map su(2) → su(2). In this situation,
we impose the following110 “Nahm pole boundary condition.” We require that for y → 0,
A vanishes and
φ ∼ 1
y
3∑
i=1
ρ(ti)dx
i +O(y). (18.38)
This boundary condition has a natural generalization on a general Riemannian three-
manifold M3. We state this first in the absence of knots. We fix a spin bundle
111 S →M3,
with structure group SU(2), and write PS for the corresponding principal bundle. A G-
bundle E = M3 is then defined by E = PS ×SU(2) G, where SU(2) is embedded in G via ρ
and acts on G on the left. Eqn. (18.38) then makes sense for a section φ of T ∗M3⊗ ad(E).
110The name reflects the fact that the singular behavior that we are about to specify for y → 0 was
originally introduced by W. Nahm in his study of Nahm’s equations associated to magnetic monopoles.
111In fact, for the principal embedding the choice of spin structure does not matter since the Lie algebra
g pulls back to an integer spin representation.
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The gauge field A is required to approach the spin connection on TM3 as y → 0, where
the spin connection is embedded in G via ρ : su(2)→ g. The point is that with this choice,
the singular part of the KW equations is obeyed near y = 0, assuming that t = 1 (a
minor modification is needed for more general t). To generalize the Nahm pole boundary
condition in the presence of a knot, one “embeds a Dirac monopole singularity in the Nahm
pole singularity.” What this means is that the solution is required to asymptote along L
to a certain model solution of the KW (t) equations that informally is a combination
of a Dirac monopole with a Nahm pole; the model solution depends on the choice of a
representation of the dual group G∨. The basic model solution for G = SU(2), ρ = Id, R∨
the fundamental representation, and t = 1 is given in Section 3.6 of [92]. Near y =∞ the
gauge field A vanishes and φi approaches a constant determined, up to conjugacy, by the
ci. In particular for M3 = R3,
φ→ Ad(g)
(
3∑
i=1
cidx
i
)
+O(y−δ) (18.39)
for some g ∈ G and some positive δ. In the presence of a Nahm pole, a gauge transformation
is required to be trivial at y = 0, and this ensures that the gauge group acts freely.
A demonstration that the Nahm pole boundary conditions for KW (t) and HW (t)
at t = 1 are elliptic is given in [92, 72] and the generalization to t 6= ±1 and to include
singular monopoles is fully expected to hold.
Figure 172: The basic setup for the gauge-theoretic approach to knot homology. One considers
5 dimensional SYM on a space R ×M3 × R+ where M3 is in an oriented Riemannian 3-fold. For
fixed x0, M3 contains a link L located at y = 0. The link evolves as a function of x
0 to produce a
knot bordism Σ.
Remarks:
1. In knot homology an important role is played by morphisms Φ(Σ) : K(L1)→ K(L2)
associated with knot bordisms in R ×M3 such that ∂Σ = L2 − L1. In the gauge
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theoretic approach these, too, are located at y = 0 as illustrated in Figure 172.
There are corresponding boundary conditions on the ζ-instantons, that is, on the
HW (t) equations in the presence of such bordisms.
2. The advantage of the gauge-theoretic approach to knot homology is that the defini-
tion of the homology groups K(L) does not employ a special choice of direction in
M3 unlike, say, combinatorial definitions based on knot projections (such as Kho-
vanov’s original definition [59, 9]). The origin of the equations (18.37) and their 5d
counterparts in topological field theory lead us to expect that the knot homology
will be independent of the metric gij , the parameter t, and the symmetry-breaking
boundary conditions ~c.
3. The knot homologies do, of course, depend on the data G,R∨, ρ. In [92] many of
the expected properties of knot homologies such as a Z×Z grading and its behavior
with respect to change of framing and knot bordisms were established. (The second
factor in the Z× Z framing depends also on a choice of framing of the manifold M3
and of the link L.)
Figure 173: In the second formulation of K̂(L) in terms of a gauged Landau-Ginzburg model, we
specialize to M3 = R × C, with C a Riemann surface. Thus, we consider five-dimensional SYM
on a space R × R × C × R+. We will eventually take C to be the complex plane, but the basic
picture should hold for a general Riemann surface. (The surface C must have at least one puncture
so that M3 admits a framing.) The link bordism at y = 0 is not shown here. We use local complex
coordinates z = x2 + ix3 on C.
18.4.4 Reformulation For M3 = R× C
In order to make contact with the web formalism, we need an alternative formulation of
the gauge theory equations which is available in the special case when the three-manifold
factorizes M3 = R×C, where C is a Riemann surface. Remarkably, the full set of equations
HW (t) in this case can also be described as the ζ-instanton equations in a second gauged
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Landau-Ginzburg model. Since there are now two gauged Chern-Simons-Landau-Ginzburg
models in play we will refer to them as CSLG1 and CSLG2.
The model CSLG2 is again a gauged LG model with a target space of complexified
gauge fields, but now they are gauge fields on the three-manifold
M˜3 = C × R+, (18.40)
where R+ is the y-direction. We must also assume the link L is translation invariant in
the x1-direction. Configurations involving a slow x1 dependence of the link L or even the
Riemann surface C can be included as in Section §17
See Figure 173. We consider a sigma model of maps from R2, with coordinates (x0, x1),
to a space of complexified Gc gauge fields on M˜3 = C×R+. We denote this space of gauge
fields by U˜c(BC), where, now, the boundary conditions BC serve to define the target space
of the LG model, rather than the boundary conditions of the LG model. The conditions
BC will be specified in Section §18.4.5 below for the case of G = SU(2) or G = SO(3).
In some more detail, we denote the complexified gauge field by
A˜ = A˜2dx2 + A˜3dx3 + A˜ydy. (18.41)
We use the same formulae (18.28) for the metric, (18.29) for the symplectic form and
(18.30) for the superpotential, but now with the replacement M3 → M˜3 and A → A˜.
Viewed as equivariant Morse theory on Map(R, U˜c(BC)), the Morse function is now
h = −
∫
R
dx1
∫
M˜3
vol (g)gij
(
φ˜i∂x1A˜j − φ˜iD˜jB˜1
)
− 1
2
Re
[
ie−iϑ˜CS(A˜)
]
(18.42)
and the Qζ-fixed point equations (again with ζ = −ieiϑ˜) are again of the form (18.32), but
with all covariant derivatives replaced by their corresponding version with a tilde:
[(D˜1 − iD˜0), D˜] = eiϑ˜
(
∗M3F˜∗
)
(18.43a)
[D˜0, D˜1] + D˜ ∗ φ˜ = 0 (18.43b)
We stress that the equivalence of the equations (18.32) and (18.43) is not entirely
trivial. The fields of the two CSLG models are different. In CSLG1, which applies for
general three-manifolds M3, we use one-form-valued fields with components φ1, φ2, φ3. In
CSLG2, which applies for M3 = R × C, we use one-form-valued fields with components
φ2, φ3, φy. Nevertheless, the new flow equations (18.43) are in fact equivalent to the original
flow equations (18.32). To see this, let Di′ = Ad(φi), i = 1, 2, 3 and D˜a′ = Ad(φ˜a),
a = 2, 3, y. If we make the replacement:
D1′ → D˜0
D0 → −D˜y′
(18.44)
as well as D2′,3′ → D˜2′,3′ and D1,2,3,y → D˜1,2,3,y in (18.32), then, after some nontrivial
rearrangement we obtain precisely the set of equations (18.43).
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The great advantage of the second formulation is that the equations for the vacua of
the model are much simpler than the KW (t) equations. Indeed, they simply say that the
gauge field is flat and satisfies a moment map equation: 112
[D˜a, D˜b] = 0 (18.45a)∑
a=2,3,y
[D˜a, D˜†a] = 0 (18.45b)
Indeed, in CSLG1, the vacua cannot be “spatially independent” (i.e. y-independent) be-
cause of the boundary conditions on the LG model. In CSLG2, the vacua can be transla-
tionally invariant in the x1-direction.
Figure 174: This figure depicts the link L in the boundary at y = 0 at a fixed value of x0. It is
presented as a tangle evolving in the x1 direction and therefore can be characterized as a trajectory
of points za(x
1) in the complex z = x2 + ix3 plane. The points za are decorated with irreducible
representations Ra of G
∨. The tangle is closed by “creation” and “annihilation” of the points za in
pairs (decorated with dual representations).
As mentioned above, the model CSLG2 is defined when the link L is translation-
invariant in the x1 direction. Of course most links L ⊂ R × C do not have this property.
An important part of the argument of [32] is to employ topological invariance of the un-
derlying topologically twisted 5d SYM theory to present the link L as the closure of a
tangle, that is, as an adiabatically evolving collection of points in C. They will be denoted
za(x
1), a = 1, . . . , n. The evolution of za(x
1) defines a braid. We may take the evolution
to be adiabatic, thus justifying various low-energy approximations used in the physical
arguments. However, since we ultimately use a topological field theory this is not strictly
necessary. At some critical values of x1 the number of points n jumps by n → n ± 2 due
to “creation” and “annihilation” processes. Indeed, we assume that for sufficiently large
|x1| there are no such points at all. That is, all the strands have been closed off in the far
future and past. See Figure 174.
112In our conventions Aj , φj ∈ g are regarded as anti-hermitian in real local coordinates, so, for example,
(∂j +Aj + iφj)
† = −(∂j +Aj − iφj).
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Therefore, our strategy will be first, to understand the model CSLG2 (and its finite-
dimensional reductions) for the case where the link L is just a disjoint union of lines
L = qna=1R × {za}, where za are a collection of points on the Riemann surface C. Then
we will understand the x1-evolution of the points za as defining a path of such theories.
Accordingly, we can apply our general theory of Interfaces developed in Sections §§6-7.
Ultimately we will have an Interface between the trivial theory and itself. As we saw in
Section 6.1.5 above, such an Interface is a complex. This will be our proposal for a knot
homology complex K̂(L). It is meant to be homotopy equivalent to the original MSW
complex of CSLG1.
Figure 175: At a fixed value of x0, x1 we have a 3-fold M˜3 = C ×R+ shown here. The equivalent
gauged Landau-Ginzburg model is formulated in terms of target space of complexified gauge fields
A defined on this space and satisfying suitable boundary conditions BC at y → 0,∞, together with
extra conditions at z = za.
18.4.5 Boundary Conditions Defining The Fields Of The CSLG Model
Now we must discuss the boundary conditions BC used to define the target space U˜c(BC)
of the model CSLG2. The link L is encoded in a collection of points za ∈ C at y = 0, as
shown in Figure 175.
The rotation (18.44) is incompatible with Nahm pole boundary conditions on φ. There-
fore, we must find a new set of boundary conditions which correctly implements the presence
of the knot at y → 0. It is also useful to include boundary conditions at y →∞ that reduce
the structure group G of E to a maximal torus. Physically, this corresponds to moving
onto the Coulomb branch of a gauge theory and resolves some confusing singularities in
the moduli space of vacua.
While the papers [92, 93, 94] emphasize the formulation reviewed in Section §18.4.3, in
fact, there is some freedom in the choice of which supersymmetry to use in deriving the Q-
fixed point equations, as well as the precise boundary conditions which are imposed on the
fields in the formulation of K̂(L). It should be possible to deform the boundary conditions
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and still define an equivalent knot homology. Some of this freedom was employed in [32].
See Appendices A and B of [32] for a detailed discussion.
For technical simplicity, the discussion of [32] is restricted to G = SU(2) or G = SO(3).
Moreover, the Riemann surface C is taken to be the complex plane with Euclidean metric
and trivial framing. 113 The irreducible representations R∨a of G∨ at za are described by
their dimensions ka+1, where ka is a positive integer. If G = SU(2) then ka must be even,
and if G = SO(3) then ka can have either parity.
114 It is convenient to package these data
into a monic polynomial
K(z) :=
n∏
a=1
(z − za)ka . (18.46)
To define the space U˜c(BC) we consider all Gc gauge fields on C ×R+ that satisfy the
following boundary conditions: For z 6= za and y → 0 we require that there is a gauge in
which
A˜ → 1
2y
(
dy 2dz
0 −dy
)
+ · · · z 6= za, y → 0 (18.47)
This is the complex gauge field analog of the Nahm pole boundary condition.
For y →∞ at fixed z we require that in some gauge
A˜ → dz
ξ
(
c 0
0 −c
)
+ ξdz
(
c 0
0 −c
)
+ dy
(
c1 0
0 −c1
)
(18.48)
where the symmetry-breaking data ~c is encoded here as three real numbers ci and we define
c := 12(c2 − ic3). The parameter ξ that enters here is a complex number ξ 6= 0,∞ and is
used to deform the original Nahm pole boundary conditions of CSLG1. 115 Away from
knots, the Nahm pole boundary condition implies the existence of an everywhere nonzero
“flat section” s of the rank 2 associated bundle to Ec which solves
D˜zs = 0
D˜ys = 0
(18.49)
Moreover, one can choose s to grow only polynomially for z →∞ (without this condition,
one would be free to multiply s by an entire function such as ez). If F = 0 and s satisfies
(18.49), then the quantity s ∧ Dzs is y-independent. Although we refer to s as a “flat
section” in fact Dzs is not zero. Knots are most succinctly incorporated by saying that s
has a zero of order ka along a knot, leading to
s ∧ Dzs = K(z)vol (E) (18.50)
where vol (E) is a fixed constant volume form on the rank two associated bundle. The
boundary condition (18.50) encodes the presence of the knots at z = za and y = 0.
113It would be interesting to generalize the following considerations to an arbitrary Riemann surface.
114In the example relevant to a knot or link, presented as in Figure 174, the ka are not independent but
always appear in pairs.
115In [32] the parameter ξ was called ζ, but we have renamed it here since it should not be confused with
the ζ used for the Landau-Ginzburg model.
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This completes the formulation of the boundary conditions, and hence the specification
of the target space U˜c(BC) of the model CSLG2.
Remarks
1. We will henceforth write the space of gauge fields A˜ determined by these boundary
conditions as U˜c(za, ka; ξ,~c).
2. In the gauge (18.47) the section s is the solution of Dys = 0 which vanishes for y → 0.
Therefore it is called the “small flat section.”
3. Note that even though A˜ is a flat connection on the simply connected domain R2×R+
we cannot write a solution to both (18.49) and Dzs = 0 which satisfies the above
boundary conditions. There can therefore be an interesting moduli space of such
connections.
Reference [32] argues that one can parametrize the moduli space of solutions to the
vacuum equations by making a complex gauge transformation, growing at most polyno-
mially for z → ∞, such that, away from y = 0, A is given by (18.48) exactly, not just
asymptotically, on M˜3. The moduli space is then parametrized by the data of the small
flat section, which, in this gauge, must have the form
s = exp[−(ξcz + c1y)σ3]
(
P (z)
Q(z)
)
(18.51)
where P (z), Q(z) are polynomials, unique up to rescaling (P,Q) → (λP, λ−1Q). Then
equation (18.50) implies that
PQ′ −QP ′ − c0PQ = K (18.52)
where c0 := −2cξ . Following [32] we rewrite this as e−c0z KQ2 = −∂z(e−c0z PQ) and since P,Q
are polynomials it follows that e−c0z K
Q2
must have zero residue at all the zeroes of Q. Using
the scaling freedom we can assume that Q(z) is monic, so it must have the form
Q(z) =
q∏
i=1
(z − wi) (18.53)
and moreover the roots wi of Q are constrained to satisfy
n∑
a=1
ka
wi − za = c0 +
∑
j 6=i
2
wi − wj i = 1, . . . , q (18.54)
These equations are of course the critical points of the function
W =
∑
i,a
ka log(wi − za)−
∑
i 6=j
log(wi − wj)− c0
∑
i
wi (18.55)
As discussed at length in [32], the equations (18.54) define an oper with monodromy-
free singularities. Consequently, there are close connections to integrable systems such
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as the Gaudin model (with an irregular singular point at infinity when c0 6= 0) [25]. In
particular, the equations (18.54) are just the Bethe ansatz equations for the Gaudin model.
Moreover, after adding a term depending only on ka and za:
∆W =
c0
2
∑
a
kaza − 1
4
∑
a6=b
log(za − zb) (18.56)
the function W + ∆W is the Yang-Yang function of the model. It is shown in [22] that
there are generically
∏
a(ka + 1) solutions to equation (18.54), provided we consider all
0 ≤ q ≤ k. (This is also the dimension of ⊗aR∨a , a statement which is important in the
theory of the Bethe ansatz.) In particular the space of vacua generically consists of a finite
collection of distinct flat connections.
Moreover, the integral of exp[(W + ∆W )/b2] over the Lefshetz thimbles associated
to (18.55) are the renowned free-field representations of conformal blocks of degenerate
representations of the Viraroso algebra. This in turn leads to a demonstration that, in the
case of M3 = R×C and G = SU(2), the Euler character of the MSW complex built on the
KW (t) equations is indeed the Jones polynomial [32], thus providing substantial evidence
that K(L) is equivalent to Khovanov homology.
All of this strongly suggests that there is a low energy effective description of the model
CSLG2 – equivalent at the level of LA∞ algebras and the A∞ category of Interfaces – in
terms of a simpler ungauged LG model with a finite-dimensional target space and with
superpotential (18.55). We next proceed with an argument that this is indeed the case.
18.4.6 Finite-Dimensional LG Models: The Monopole Model
The first step in simplifying CSLG2, again described in [32], is to reduce it to an ungauged
LG model whose target space is a moduli space of magnetic monopoles. We will refer to
that as the monopole model. We now briefly sketch how this is done. A full derivation,
taking careful account of D-terms, remains to be done.
A quick route to the monopole model is provided by applying the remark at the end
of Section §18.4.2. Since S acts on X without fixed points, we can consider an equivalent
ungauged Landau-Ginzburg model with target space the symplectic quotient. As a com-
plex manifold this is X/Sc = U˜c(za, ka; ξ;~c)/Gc and W cs (modulo periods) descends to a
nondegenerate Morse function on this space. The critical points are, of course, just the
gauge equivalence classes of flat connections A˜ on M˜3 satisfying the boundary conditions
(18.47) - (18.50). We claim that, at least when all three components ci 6= 0 and ξ 6= 0,∞,
there is a finite set of critical points which can identified as a finite set of points in a moduli
space of smooth magnetic monopoles for SU(2) of charge
m :=
1
2
∑
a
ka. (18.57)
(For G = SU(2), the integers ka are all even. For G = SO(3), the integers ka can have any
parity, but the sum is constrained to be even.)
To explain this claim in some more detail, we begin with an important preliminary
remark. Due to the Nahm pole, ϕ˜ := 12(φ˜2 − iφ˜3) is nonzero and hence Az is not unitary.
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For the moment take the complex symmetry breaking parameter c0 = 0 but c1 6= 0. Since
c1 is nonzero the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken to U(1) and hence charged fields,
such as ϕ˜, will decay exponentially fast for y →∞ on a scale set by c1. On the other hand,
when ϕ˜ = 0 the equations (18.49) are equivalent to the “holomorphic part” of the standard
Bogomolnyi equations for ordinary magnetic monopoles in a Yang-Mills-Higgs theory.
We are therefore led to consider the space M(c1,m) of smooth SU(2) magnetic
monopoles with asymptotic Higgs field
φ˜y → c1h− m
2r
h + · · · F˜ → 1
2
mh sin θdθdφ+ · · · (18.58)
where h = iσ3 is a simple coroot in a standard Cartan subalgebra of su(2) and we chose a
gauge with φ˜y constant at infinity. Moreover, we choose the gauge so that c1 is positive.
(This still leaves an SO(2) subgroup of global gauge transformations unfixed. We will
fix it below.) Although M(c1,m) is hyperka¨hler, the choice of a distinguished direction
y selects a distinguished complex structure on M(c1,m) and we will simply regard it as
a Ka¨hler manifold in this complex structure. In order to incorporate the other flatness
equations from W cs, and the fact that ϕ˜ is not exactly zero we will introduce an effective
superpotential on the space M(c1,m). It will be holomorphic in the complex structure
selected by y.
In order to write the effective superpotential, we will make use of a well-known presen-
tation of the monopole moduli space M(c1,m) [45, 19, 52, 6]. We consider the scattering
problem along the y axis at fixed (z, z) for the operator Dy. The evolution operator along
the y-axis is just
P exp
[
−
∫ y+
y−
(A˜y + iφ˜y)dy
]
(18.59)
Using (18.58), it follows that there exists a basis of covariantly constant sections with
y → +∞ asymptotics
s(+∞,+) ∼ ec1yy−m/2
(
1
0
)
(1 +O(1/y))
s(+∞,−) ∼ e−c1yym/2
(
0
1
)
(1 +O(1/y))
(18.60)
Similarly, there is a basis of such sections with y → −∞ asymptotics
s(−∞,−) ∼ ec1y|y|m/2
(
1
0
)
(1 +O(1/y))
s(−∞,+) ∼ e−c1y|y|−m/2
(
0
1
)
(1 +O(1/y))
(18.61)
Since the space of flat sections is two-dimensional we have
s(−∞,−) = Qs(+∞,+) − P˜ s(+∞,−)
s(−∞,+) = Ps(+∞,+) +Rs(+∞,−)
(18.62)
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where the scattering matrix (
Q P
−P˜ R
)
(18.63)
satisfies QR + PP˜ = 1 since the field A˜y is traceless. The peculiar sign choice in front of
P˜ will be convenient later.
Now, the holomorphic part of the Bogomolnyi equations can be written as
[Dz,Dy] = 0. (18.64)
We may therefore choose the sections s(±∞,±) to be annihilated by Dz as well as Dy and
therefore the “S-matrix” (18.63) is holomorphic in z. The asymptotics (18.60) and (18.61)
only determine the bases up to a shift of the growing solution by a multiple of the decaying
solution. This multiple can be a holomorphic function of z and therefore the S-matrix is
only determined up to multiplication(
Q P
−P˜ R
)
→
(
1 0
U+(z) 1
)(
Q P
−P˜ R
)(
1 U−(z)
0 1
)
(18.65)
Note that if the monopoles are all uniformly translated by ∆y in the y-direction then,
from the asymptotics (18.60) and (18.61) we see that the scattering matrix is transformed
to (
Q P
−P˜ R
)
→
(
ec1∆y 0
e−c1∆y
)(
Q P
−P˜ R
)(
e−c1∆y 0
ec1∆y
)
(18.66)
and in particular P → e2c1∆yP . From equation (18.62) it is clear that the zeroes of Q
correspond to the points z = wi where there is a boundstate for the scattering problem,
with exponential decay at both ends y → ±∞. In the asymptotic region of moduli space
with well-separated monopoles these zeroes represent the positions of the monopoles in the
complex plane, and the S-matrix approaches a product of factors S1S2 · · ·Sm where Si are
the scattering matrices computed from the one monopole problem
Si =
(
(z − wi) eYi
−e−Yi 0
)
(18.67)
and
Re(Y1) Re(Y2) · · ·  Re(Ym). (18.68)
Again, Re(Y) shifts by 2c1∆y under translation of the monopole by ∆y in the y-direction,
and hence represents the y-position of the monopole.
Given the asymptotic factorization of the scattering matrix into factors of the form
(18.67) it follows that the components of the matrix (18.63) are polynomial functions of z.
In particular, Q has degree m. Using the residual SO(2) gauge freedom left unfixed from
(18.58) we can take Q(z) to be monic:
Q(z) =
m∏
i=1
(z − wi). (18.69)
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Now we can fix the ambiguity (18.65) by requiring P, P˜ to have degree m − 1 and R to
have degree m− 2. Thus, we can uniquely associate to a point in monopole moduli space
a rational map P˜ /Q and, by [19] this is in fact a diffeomorphism with the space of rational
maps.
Given the above rational map presentation ofM(c1,m) we are now ready to introduce
the effective superpotential on the space M(c1,m). By combining physical arguments
with qualitative features of the moduli space of opers, reference [32] proposed the effective
superpotential on monopole moduli space to be:
W =
m∑
i=1
(
Resz=wi
K(z)P˜ (z)dz
Q(z)
− log P˜ (wi)− c0wi
)
+ ∆W (za) (18.70)
where K(z) was defined in (18.46) above and the last term ∆W (za) is independent of the
wi, and cannot be determined by the above arguments.
116 Note that we have taken into
account the complex symmetry breaking by c0 through the superpotential.
The justification for (18.70) is given by matching the critical points to the moduli space
of opers with monodromy-free singularities. Assuming that the points wi are all distinct
we can change coordinates to P˜ (wi) := e
−Yi . As we have seen, in the asymptotic regions
of moduli space the parameters Re(Yi) measure the positions of m basic ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopoles in the y direction so long as these values are large and positive. In this limit the
fields are heavy and it is justified to integrate them out leaving an effective superpotential
for a collection of chiral superfields Wi, whose leading term is wi. The critical points are
determined by
eYi =
K(wi)
Q′(wi)
(18.71)
But, since QR + PP˜ = 1, we have P (wi) = e
Yi . This matches beautifully with (18.52).
Moreover, the effective superpotential for the remaining fields wi is precisely (18.55).
Of course, W is not single-valued due to the terms log P˜ (wi). In fact pi1(M) = Z
and the universal cover of the moduli space is M̂ = R4 ×M0, where M0 is the simply
connected moduli space of centered monopoles. The superpotential will be single-valued
on this cover. Note that deck transformations shift W by elements of 2piiZ. Until now we
have not said how the trace Tr on g used in (18.28), (18.29), and (18.30) is normalized,
but at this point it should be normalized so that the periods of the Chern-Simons form for
the unitary gauge field A are in 2piiZ.
In summary we have the monopole model :
1. The Ka¨hler target space is the space of smooth monopoles M(c1,m) on R3 with
magnetic charge mh and Higgs vev at infinity c1h. Using the standard hyperka¨hler
metric we consider it to be Ka¨hler in the complex structure determined by y.
2. The superpotential is given by (18.70).
116In principle, ∆W (za) could be determined by evaluation of the Chern-Simons functional on the critical
flat connections. In [32], it was determined by a relation to conformal field theory. In any case, in the
application to webs below, it is a constant shift in the superpotential and will not affect the webs.
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18.4.7 Finite-Dimensional Models: The Yang-Yang Model
The procedure of integrating out the fields Yi in the monopole model leads to a model we
call the Yang-Yang model. Integrating out heavy fields is expected to produce a LG model
whose associated LA∞ algebra and categories of Branes and Interfaces is equivalent to the
original one.
To define the Yang-Yang model, we choose a collection of n distinct points za ∈ C and
label them with positive integers ka such that k =
∑
a ka is even. Fix an integer 1 ≤ q ≤ k.
(For q outside this range, the Bethe equations that we arrive at will have no solutions.)
The target space of the model is a covering space of the configuration space C(q, S) of q
distinct, but indistinguishable points wi, i = 1, . . . , q on S := C − {z1, . . . , zn}. To define
the covering space we introduce the superpotential:
W =
∑
i,a
ka log(wi − za)−
∑
i 6=j
log(wi − wj)− c0
∑
i
wi (18.72)
The target space X should be the smallest cover of C(q, S) on which W is single-valued as
a function of the wi. Thus, explicitly, X = Ĉ(q, s)/H where Ĉ(q, s) is the universal cover
and H is the subgroup of pi1 given by the kernel of the homomorphism
∮
dW : pi1 → 2piiZ.
X is thus a Galois cover with covering group pi1/H ∼= Z. We are primarily interested in
the case q = k2 , since this is the case that arises from the monopole model. The derivation
of the model from the monopole model suggests that the Ka¨hler metric should be taken to
be the metric induced from the hyperka¨hler metric on M(c1,m). Using the discussion of
Section 10.7 above, the algebraic structures of concern to us will be unaffected if we replace
that metric by the much simpler Euclidean metric
∑
i |dwi|2 (pulled back to X) and we
make this choice. In particular, with this choice we can define the model for any value of
q. We denote the Yang-Yang model by T (q, {ka, za}).
18.4.8 Knot Homology From Interfaces Between Landau-Ginzburg Models
We can now use the Yang-Yang model to formulate a knot homology complex. The vacua
V are in 1-1 correspondence with the (lifts of) the Bethe roots of (18.54). They can
be labeled (noncanonically) as ~w(r,n), with r = 1, . . . ,
∏
a(ka + 1) and n ∈ Z. For each
Bethe root ~w(r,n) the vacuum weight is determined by the value of the Yang-Yang function
W r,n = W (~w(r,0)) + 2piin. In addition the web representation R, the interior amplitude β,
and, once we choose a phase ζ and a half-plane, the category of branes are all determined,
in principle, by the physical model.
Now we consider again the link presented as a tangle determined by the functions
za(x
1). The vacuum data evolves with x1, as does the web representation and interior am-
plitude. When the number of strands is conserved as a function of x1 the theory of Sections
§6-8 determines an Interface I[za(x)] between the initial and final Theories T (q, {ka, zina })
and T (q, {ka, zouta }). As we have explained, this can be used to construct an A∞ functor
between the initial and final A∞ categories of Branes.
In addition, if two points, say za1(x) and za2(x), carry the same integer, ka1 = ka2 = k1,
then they can be “annihilated,” changing n+ 2→ n. The “time-reversed” process creates
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two points and changes n → n + 2. Taking, for simplicity q = 12k, the annihilation must
lead to an Interface In+2→n(a1, a2) ∈ Br
(T (q, {ka, za}), T (q′, {ka, za}′)), where q′ = q−k1
and {ka, za}′ = {ka, za}−{ka1 , ka2 , za1 , za2}. Similarly, the creation process must lead to an
interface In→n+2(a1, a2) ∈ Br
(T (q′, {ka, za}′), T (q, {ka, za})). Moreover, these interfaces
should be related by parity-reversal.
Up to homotopy equivalence of Interfaces the Interface associated with a tangle can
be decomposed into products of Interfaces associated with elementary positive or negative
braidings of single pairs of points and associated to creation and annihilation of pairs of
points. We are thus led to consider four types of basic interfaces:
1. If the path ℘±a1,a2 braids two points za1(x) and za2(x) while all other points za(x), for
a 6= a1, a2 are fixed (on some small interval in x) then there will be braiding Interfaces
I±(℘±a1,a2) between the theory T ({za}, {ka}) and the theory with ka1 ↔ ka2 . The
superscript indicates whether the braiding is clockwise or counterclockwise. These
will be very similar to the S-wall interfaces discussed above.
2. If two points za1(x) and za2(x) annihilate then there will be an annihilation Inter-
face In→n+2(a1, a2) as described above. Similarly, there will be creation Interfaces
In+2→n(a1, a2).
Now, a tangle such as shown in Figure 174 is an x1-ordered instruction of creation
of pairs of points, braidings of points, and annihilations of pairs of points. Let us denote
the corresponding ordered set of Interfaces for the tangle as I1, . . . ,IN , for some N , where
each Is is one of the four types of basic interfaces described above. Then we can use the
interface product  described above to construct
I(Tangle) := I1  · · · IN . (18.73)
The Interface (18.73) is an Interface between the trivial Theory and itself. As we saw in
Section §6.1.5 an Interface between the trivial Theory and itself is a chain complex. We
propose that this chain complex defines a knot homology complex K̂(L). Moreover, in
the case of G = SO(3) and all ka = 1 this should give a theory equivalent to Khovanov
homology.
The required double-grading on K̂(L) comes about as follows: The Rij and Chan-Paton
data have the usual grading by Fermion number F . The second grading comes from the
fact that dW has periods. As we have seen, the vacua ~wr,n are labeled (noncanonically)
by a sheet index n ∈ Z. It is natural to assign q-grading (n2− n1) to the Morse complexes
R(r1,n1),(r2,n2) and q-grading n to the Chan-Paton spaces E(r,n) of the Branes and Interfaces.
One important statement which is expected, but should be proven, is that the Interface
(18.73) does not depend on the tangle presentation of L, up to homotopy equivalence of
Interfaces.
It remains to construct the elementary interfaces. This is beyond the scope of the
present work and will be addressed elsewhere. We simply mention that one can get a good
analytic understanding of the Bethe roots and the critical values of W in the limit that c0
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is large but δ = c0(z1− z2)→ 0 as a double expansion in 1/c0 and δ. Moreover, the critical
values form two clusters of vacua 117 and hence the results on cluster webs from Section
§18.3 will be relevant to the construction.
Example In order to illustrate some of the issues which must be overcome to make this
proposal computationally effective let us consider the construction of the complex K̂(L) for
the unknot with k1 = k2 = 1. In this case two points za, a = 1, 2 are simply created and
then annihilated. The superpotential, after creation, is just
W = log(w − z1) + log(w − z2)− c0w (18.74)
The target space X is therefore a cyclic cover of the plane with two punctures. Writing
z1 = δ/c0 and z2 = −δ/c0, the two Bethe roots are
w =
1
c0
+ 
√
1 + δ2
c0
(18.75)
where  ∈ {±1}. Hence the vacua on X can be denoted by w,n, n ∈ Z. The critical values
of W at these vacua are
W ,n = 2 log
1
c0
+ log[2(1 + 
√
1 + δ2)]− 2 + 2piin (18.76)
The soliton spaces R(1,n1),(2,n2) clearly only depend on n = n1 − n2 so denote we denote
them simply by R1,2,n. This space should have q grading q
n. For 12 = +1 the spaces
are nonzero only for n = ±1. When 12 = −1 there will be an infinite number of nonzero
spaces R1,2,n.
118 Hence there is an infinite number of soliton slopes, with an accumulation
slope along the vertical axis. We therefore choose boundary conditions to preserve ζ-
supersymmetry with ζ 6= ±1. There are in principle an infinite number of cyclic fans and
interior amplitudes, but the L∞ Maurer-Cartan equations will be well-defined, as discussed
above in Section §18.1. Specifying the creation Interface I> requires specifying the Chan-
Paton spaces E(I>),n together with the boundary amplitudes. Once this is determined
the annihilation Interface I< is just the parity reverse. Thus, altogether, the complex for
the unknot is
⊕,nE(I>),n ⊗ E(I<)∗,n (18.77)
with a differential obtained by our formalism using the taut strip-webs and the bound-
ary and interior amplitudes. We hope to return to a more complete analysis on another
occasion.
Remarks
1. The generalization where C is a Riemann surface makes contact with the theory of
surface defects in class S theories. The surface defect theories for Sz1,...,zn mentioned
117These clusters can be nicely understood in terms of bases of conformal blocks for degenerate represen-
tations of the Viraroso algebra.
118Whether or not the cohomology of R1,2,n is nonzero is more subtle. Experience with the closely
related CP1 model with a twisted mass parameter suggests that this depends on c0 and δ.
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above should be closely related to the Landau-Ginzburg models we have just discussed
based on the data za. An important lesson we learn is that there are topological
interactions between the distinct M2 branes ending on the UV curve, and they cannot
be treated independently, even when they are far separated.
2. Knot bordisms can be incorporated into our formalism by using the (x0, x1)-dependent
data of Theories discussed in Section §6.3.3 and §8.
3. The categorified version of the skein relations should translate into some interesting
relations between the basic Interfaces described above. In order to prove, for example,
that the Interface (18.73) is independent of the tangle presentation up to homotopy
equivalence it would then suffice to prove these relations on the Interfaces.
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A. Summary Of Some Homotopical Algebra
This subject is well-reviewed. See, for examples, [5, 57, 81]. We briefly summarize some
material to establish our notation and conventions and, in some places, to emphasize a
slightly nonstandard viewpoint on this standard material.
Throughout this appendix and the next, the term “module” refers to either a Z-
module, i.e., an abelian group, or a vector space over a field. All modules are assumed to
be Z-graded. Moreover, all infinite sums are assumed to be convergent.
A.1 Shuffles And Partitions
If P is any ordered set we define an ordered n-partition of P to be an ordered disjoint
decomposition into n ordered subsets
P = P1 q P2 q · · · q Pn (A.1)
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where the ordering of each summand Pα is inherited from the ordering of P and all the
elements of Pα precede all elements of Pα+1 inside P . We allow the Pα to be the empty
set. For an ordered set P we let Pan(P ) denote the set of distinct n-partitions of P . If
p = |P | there are (n+p−1p ) such partitions. For example, if n = 2 there are p+ 1 different 2-
partitions. Each 2-partition is completely determined by specifying the number of elements
in P1. This number can be any integer from 0 to p.
If S is an ordered set then an n-shuffle of S is an ordered disjoint decomposition into
n ordered subsets
S = S1 q S2 q · · · q Sn (A.2)
where the ordering of each summand Sα is inherited from the ordering of S and the Sα are
allowed to be empty. Note that the ordering of the sets Sα also matters so that S1 q S2
and S2 q S1 are distinct 2-shuffles of S. For an ordered set S we let Shn(S) denote the set
of distinct n-shuffles of S. We can count n-shuffles by successively asking each element of
S which set Sα it belongs to. Hence there are n
|S| such shuffles.
A.2 A∞ Algebras
An A∞ structure µ on a module A is defined by a collection of multilinear maps
µn : A⊗n → A (A.3)
of degree 2− n, which satisfies the following A∞ associativity relation:∑
P1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3)µ (P1, µ(P2), P3) = 0 (A.4)
for all ordered sets P of elements in A. (We identify ordered sets of elements in A with
monomials in A⊗n.) We define for convenience µ(Pα) := µ|Pα|(Pα) and we take µ(∅) := 0.
119 We will define the sign P (P1,2,3) momentarily. The pair (A, µ) is called an A∞ algebra.
In this paper, we choose the sign convention where P (P1,2,3) = (−1)degr(P1), where
the reduced degree degr for a set {a1, · · · an} of elements in A is
degr({a1, · · · an}) =
n∑
k=1
(deg(ak)− 1) (A.5)
This is an example of the reduced Koszul rule we use throughout this paper: in order to
determine the sign P (P1,2,3) we assign reduced degree degr(a) = deg(a) − 1 to arguments
in P and degr(µ) = 1 to µ and use the Koszul rule with the reduced degree in order to
bring the symbols in (A.4) from a canonical order µµP to the order they appear with in
119It is straightforward, if needed, to relax the axioms for A∞ structures by allowing a choice of nonvan-
ishing “source” µ(∅) ∈ A. Such an algebra is called a “curved A∞-algebra” in the math literature.
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the equation. For example, the first few associativity relations are
µ1 (µ1(a)) = 0
µ1 (µ2(a1, a2)) + µ2 (µ1(a1), a2) + (−1)deg(a1)−1µ2 (a1, µ1(a2)) = 0
µ1 (µ3(a1, a2, a3)) + µ2 (µ2(a1, a2), a3) + (−1)deg(a1)−1µ2 (a1, µ2(a2, a3)) + µ3 (µ1(a1), a2, a3)
+ (−1)deg(a1)−1µ3 (a1, µ1(a2), a3) + (−1)deg(a1)+deg(a2)µ3 (a1, a2, µ1(a3)) = 0
· · · (A.6)
The choice of signs based on the reduced Koszul rule may appear surprising at first
sight. In order to understand why it is the “correct” choice, as opposed to naive alternatives,
such as a sign based on a standard Koszul rule, it is useful to point out a simple consistency
condition on the associativity constraint (A.4). Choose an ordered set of elements P in A
and, for any P1,2,3 ∈ Pa3(P ) let P̂1,2,3 denote the ordered set of objects P1 q{µ(P2)}qP3.
We consider the associativity constraint (A.4) for the ordered set P̂1,2,3, and then sum that
over Pa3(P ), weighted by P (P1,2,3):∑
P1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3)
∑
Q1,2,3∈Pa3(P̂1,2,3)

P̂1,2,3
(Q1,2,3)µ(Q1, µ(Q2), Q3) = 0 (A.7)
Now, to each nested partition Q1,2,3 we can associate a 5-partition of P . There are three
cases, according to whether µ2(P2) is in Q1, Q2, or Q3. In each case, if µ(P2) ∈ Qa then
we write Qa as a disjoint union Qa = Q
′
a q {µ(P2)} q Q′′a and to the partition Q1,2,3 we
associate the 5-partition of P given by
Q′1 q P2 qQ′′1 qQ2 qQ3 µ2(P ) ∈ Q1 (A.8)
Q1 qQ′2 q P2 qQ′′2 qQ3 µ2(P ) ∈ Q2 (A.9)
Q1 qQ2 qQ′3 q P2 qQ′′3 µ2(P ) ∈ Q3 (A.10)
We now decompose the sum (A.7) into three terms corresponding to these three cases:
0 =
∑
µ2(P2)∈Q1
P (P1,2,3)P̂1,2,3
(Q1,2,3)µ(Q
′
1, µ(P2), Q
′′
1, µ(Q2), Q3)
+
∑
µ2(P2)∈Q2
P (P1,2,3)P̂1,2,3
(Q1,2,3)µ(Q1, µ(Q
′
2, µ(P2), Q
′′
2), Q3)
+
∑
µ2(P2)∈Q3
P (P1,2,3)P̂1,2,3
(Q1,2,3)µ(Q1, µ(Q2), Q
′
3, µ(P2), Q
′′
3)
(A.11)
The middle sum can be rearranged with an inner sum over partitions of the fixed set
R = Q′2 q P2 q Q′′2. Since P (P1,2,3)P̂1,2,3(Q1,2,3) = (−1)
degr(Q
′
2) the signs are such that
the middle sum is zero by (A.4). The first and third lines of (A.11) will cancel each other
by exchanging the roles of µ(P2) and µ(Q2), but the cancelation requires that we use the
reduceed Koszul rule in formulating the equations. If we had used a standard Koszul rule,
rather than the reduced Koszul rule, the terms would not have cancelled out, and the
associativity constraints would have been over-constraining.
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It is possible to seek for sign redefinitions of the µn maps which give the axioms a more
familiar form. For example, we could define maps µ˜n by[
n∏
m=1
θm
]
µn(a1, · · · an) = µ˜n(θ1a1, · · · θnan), (A.12)
where θm are formal variables of degree 1 which are manipulated on the right hand side
using a standard Koszul relation. Concretely,
µ1(a1) = −µ˜1(a1)
µ2(a1, a2) = (−1)deg(a1)µ˜2(a1, a2)
µ3(a1, a2, a3) = −(−1)2 deg(a1)+deg(a2)µ˜3(a1, a2, a3)
· · · (A.13)
Indeed, plugging this into the associativity relations A.6, we get conventional-looking
graded associativity relations
µ˜1 (µ˜1(a)) = 0
µ˜1 (µ˜2(a1, a2))− µ˜2 (µ˜1(a1), a2)− (−1)deg(a1)µ˜2 (a1, µ˜1(a2)) = 0
µ˜1 (µ˜3(a1, a2, a3)) + µ˜2 (µ˜2(a1, a2), a3)− µ˜2 (a1, µ˜2(a2, a3)) + µ˜3 (µ˜1(a1), a2, a3)
+ (−1)deg(a1)µ˜3 (a1, µ˜1(a2), a3) + (−1)deg(a1)+deg(a2)µ˜3 (a1, a2, µ˜1(a3)) = 0
· · · (A.14)
Although homotopical algebra has its origins in the homotopy theory of H-spaces, it has
a highly abstract and algebraic character. It is useful to give the equations a geometrical
interpretation. One such interpretation involves odd vector fields on non-commutative
manifolds. Here we will emphasize the physical interpretation according to which A∞
algebras encode general non-linear gauge symmetries. This interpretation arises naturally
in the applications to string field theory (see, for examples, [27, 97, 96]) and constitutes
a particularly interesting class of such odd vector fields. In order to make this relation
explicit, we should identify the degree 1 elements a ∈ A as “connections,” and define a
“covariantized” differential A → A
µa(a˜) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
n=0
µ(a⊗k, a˜, a⊗n). (A.15)
The “field strength” for such an A-connection is defined naturally as
Fa =
∞∑
n=1
µ(a⊗n) (A.16)
and has degree two.
If we plug a⊗n into the A∞ associativity relations and sum over n we find that the
field strength is covariantly closed
µa(Fa) = 0. (A.17)
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If we plug a⊗k ⊗ a˜ ⊗ a⊗n and sum over k, n, we find that the square of the covariantized
differential is proportional to the field strength:
µa (µa(a˜)) + µa(Fa, a˜) + (−1)degr(a˜)µa(a˜,Fa) = 0 (A.18)
where we defined the second deformed operation
µa(a˜1, a˜2) =
∞∑
n0=0
∞∑
n1=0
∞∑
n2=0
µ(a⊗n0 , a˜1, a⊗n1 , a˜2, a⊗n2). (A.19)
The first term in A.18 collects all terms in the associativity relation A.4 such that a˜ ∈ P2,
the second and third collect all terms where a˜ ∈ P3 and a˜ ∈ P1 respectively. In particular,
the field strength transforms covariantly under the infinitesimal “gauge transformations”
a→ a+ µa(a˜) (where a˜ has degree zero):
Fa → Fa + µa(µa(a˜)) = Fa + µa(a˜,Fa)− µa(Fa, a˜). (A.20)
Thus “flat connections” coincide with solutions of the Maurer-Cartan equation for the
A∞ algebra: ∞∑
n=1
µ(a⊗n) = 0. (A.21)
Given such a flat A-connection a, we can actually define a full finite deformation of all the
original A∞ operations on A:
µa(a˜1, · · · , a˜k) =
∞∑
n0=0
· · ·
∞∑
nk=0
µ(a⊗n0 , a˜1, a⊗n1 , · · · , a⊗nk−1 , a˜k, a⊗nk) (A.22)
The A∞ associativity relation for µa can be easily rewritten as a linear combination of
associativity relations for µ.120 If a˜ satisfies the MC equations for µa, then a + a˜ satisfies
the MC equations for µ.
It is straightforward to extend this analogy to “matrix-valued connections”. Given
any differential graded module E , we can extend the µ operations to multilinear maps µE
on AE := E ⊗ A ⊗ E∗ by matrix multiplication, i.e. simply by contracting the E∗ and
E factors of consecutive arguments and acting on the A factors with the vanilla µ maps.
The sign conventions needed to to satisfy (A.6) are a little tricky, so we spell them out.
The differential µ1 on AE is the natural one induced by that on the three factors. It is
crucial to use the convention that the differentials on E and E∗ are related by the sign rule
µ1,E∗(e∗1) · e2 = (−1)deg(e
∗
1)e∗1 · µ1,E(e2) when checking (A.6). Thus, for example, if a ∈ A,
e ∈ E and e∗ ∈ E∗ are three independent homogeneous elements then
µ1(eae
∗) = µ1,E(e)ae∗ + (−1)deg(e)eµ1,A(a)e∗ + (−1)deg(e)+deg(a)eaµ1,E∗(e∗) (A.23)
(Notice we use the standard Koszul rule for computations with µ1.) For n > 1 the multi-
plication is defined by
µn((e1a1e
∗
1) · · · (enane∗n)) = (−1)deg(e1) σ e1µn(a1, . . . , an)e∗n (A.24)
120The proof of this is a special case of the discussion below (B.4) below. In a is not flat, we find instead
the weaker version of the A∞ relations, with non-zero source µa(∅) = Fa
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where σ is the scalar:
σ = (e∗1 · e2) · · · (e∗n−1 · en) (A.25)
Again, the sign in (A.23) is crucial to checking (A.6).
A (flat) matrix-valued A connection is defined simply as a (flat) AE -connection.
A.3 A∞ Morphisms
Given two A∞ algebras A and B, with operations µA and µB, we can define an A∞
morphism from A to B as a collection of multi-linear maps
φn : A⊗n → B n ≥ 1. (A.26)
The degree of φ is 1− n and hence it has reduced degree degr(φ) = 0. It must satisfy the
following relations:∑
Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3)φ (P1, µA(P2), P3) =
∑
n≥1
∑
Pan(P )
µB(φ(P1), · · · , φ(Pn)), (A.27)
for all ordered sets P of elements in A, where we defined for convenience φ(Pα) := φ|Pα|(Pα)
and φ(∅) := 0. The identity morphism, B = A, with φn = 0 for n > 1 and φ1(a) = a, is an
A∞-morphism.
Given three A∞ algebras A and B and C, and A∞ morphisms φ from A to B and φ′
from B to C, we can define the composition of the two A∞ morphisms by:[
φ′ ◦ φ] (P ) := ∑
n≥1
∑
Pan(P )
φ′(φ(P1), · · · , φ(Pn)). (A.28)
Composition with the identity morphism is a left- and right- identity element for this com-
position. One can verify that this composition is associative as follows: The composition
φ′′ ◦ (φ′ ◦ φ)(P ) involves a sum over nested partitions
P =
[
P
(1)
1 q · · · q P (k1)1
]q [P (1)2 q · · · q P (k1)2 ]q · · · q [P (1)n q · · · q P (kn)n ] (A.29)
where n, k1, k2, · · · ≥ 1. On the other hand, the composition (φ′′ ◦ φ′) ◦ φ(P ) is a sum over
all double partitions, where we first partition P into P1,...,n and then consider partitions:
{φ(P1), . . . , φ(Pn)} = Q1 q · · · qQN . (A.30)
But there is a 1-1 correspondence between these two kinds of partitions. Similar manipu-
lations confirm that in fact φ′ ◦ φ does define an A∞-morphism from A to C. It is simplest
to start with the right-hand-side of the identity, identify it as a sum over nested partitions
and rearrange that sum as a sum over partitions of the form (A.30):∑
n≥1
∑
Pan(P )
∑
N≥1
∑
PaN ({φ(P1),...,φ(Pn)})
µC(φ′(Q1), . . . , φ′(QN )) (A.31)
Next use the fact that φ′ is an A∞-morphism. The resulting sum can be rearranged to give
the left-hand-side of the desired identity. Thus, the set of A∞-morphisms forms a standard
category.
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A simple observation is that an A∞ morphism φ from A to B can be used to map flat
A-connections to flat B-connections: if a satisfies the MC equations for A, then the degree
one element
b := φa(∅) :=
∞∑
n=1
φ(a⊗n) (A.32)
satisfies the MC equations for B. This can be shown simply by plugging a⊗n in A.27,
recalling that degr(φ) = 0, and summing over n. Similarly, the morphism maps gauge
transformations to gauge transformations: If we define
b˜ := φa(a˜) =
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
n=0
φ(a⊗k, a˜, a⊗n) (A.33)
then the gauge transformation a→ a+ µa(a˜) induces the transformation
φa(∅)→ φa(∅) + φa(µa(a˜)) = φa(∅) + µφa(∅)(φa(a˜)) = b+ µB,b(˜b). (A.34)
Similarly multilinear maps φa : A⊗n → B give an A∞ morphism from the finite deformation
of A by a to the finite deformation of B by b = φa(∅).
A more surprising observation is that the equations A.27 which define A∞ morphisms
from A to B can be reinterpreted as the MC equations for an A∞ algebra Hop(A,B).
A degree k element of the algebra Hop(A,B) is a collection α of multi-linear maps αn :
A⊗n → B of degree k − n (i.e. reduced degree k − 1). The A∞ operations are[
µHop(A,B)(α)
]
(P ) = µB(α(P )) + (−1)deg(α)
∑
Pa3(P )
P α (P1, µA(P2), P3)
[
µHop(A,B)(α1, · · · , αn)
]
(P ) =
∑
Pan(P )
µB(α1(P1), · · · , αn(Pn)) (A.35)
The A∞ associativity relations for µHop(A,B) can be reduced to the relations for A and B
in a straightforward, if tedious, way. The three groups of terms involving two µB, a µB
and a µA or two µA respectively cancel out separately. Thus A∞ morphisms from A to
B coincide with flat Hop(A,B)-connections. In particular they inherit the A∞ category
structures discussed in appendix B.
A.4 A∞ Modules
A (left) A∞-module for an A∞-algebra A is a module M equipped with a collection of
multi-linear maps
νn : A⊗n ⊗M→M n ≥ 0 (A.36)
of degree 1− n. These maps must satisfy the following relations:∑
P1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3) ν (P1, µA(P2), P3;m) +
∑
P1,2∈Pa2(P )
P (P1,2)ν(P1; ν(P2;m)) = 0,
(A.37)
for all ordered sets P of elements in A and any element m in M. Here we defined for
convenience ν(Pα) := ν|Pα|(Pα). We denote the map for n = 0 in (A.36) by ν(m) and define
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ν(∅;m) := ν(m). The map ν : M →M provides a differential on M. The sign P (P1,2)
is obtained by starting with the order ννP and rearranging using the reduced Koszul rule,
where degr(νn) = 1. As a check on the sign in the second term note that an A∞-algebra
should be a left-A∞-module over itself with νn = µn+1. With our sign convention this
is indeed the case: Apply the relations (A.4) to partitions whose last element is m. The
second term in (A.37) corresponds to the partitions with P3 = ∅.
Following the analogy between A∞ algebras and gauge connections, we can pick a
“connection” a ∈ A and define the “covariantized” differential νa on M
νa(m) :=
∞∑
n=0
ν(a⊗n;m) (A.38)
and “gauge transformations” of parameter a˜:
m→ m+ νa(a˜;m) (A.39)
with
νa(a˜;m) :=
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
n′=0
ν(a⊗n, a˜, a⊗n
′
;m). (A.40)
The defining relations for the A∞ morphism insure that the differential νa transforms
covariantly under gauge transformations of a and m with parameter a˜.
νa(m)→ νa(m) + νa(νa(a˜;m)) + νa(µa(a˜);m) = νa(m) + νa(a˜; νa(m)) (A.41)
To check the signs here recall that the gauge field a has reduced degree zero and the
gauge parameter a˜ has reduced degree −1. The defining equations (A.37) also insure that
a flat A-connection gives a nilpotent differential νa. Similarly defined multilinear maps
νa : A⊗n ⊗M→M give M the structure of a left A∞ module for the finite deformation
of A by a.
There are natural relations between A∞ morphisms and A∞ modules. As noted above,
A is an A∞-module over itself. Moreover, modules pull back: That is, if νB,n : B⊗n⊗M→
M defines the structure of an A∞-module on M for an A∞-algebra B, and if φ is an
A∞-morphism from A to B then νA,n : A⊗n ⊗M→M defined by
νA,p(P ;m) :=
∑
n≥1
∑
Pan(P )
νB(φ(P1), . . . , φ(Pn);m) (A.42)
where p = |P |, defines the structure of an A∞-A-module on M. To prove this assertion
it is easiest to begin with the νAνAPm term, and use the definition to write it in the
form νBφ; νBφm. The sum can be rearranged as a sum over 2-partitions of sets of the
form φ(P1), . . . , φ(Pn). One then applies the module axiom for νB and rearranges the sum
to be of the form of the first term in the νA-module axiom. As a corollary, if φ is an
A∞-morphism from A to B, then B is canonically an A-module.
A second relation between A∞morphisms and modules is the following. An A∞ module
M for A can be reinterpreted as an A∞-morphism into a very simple A∞algebra B. As a
module B =M⊗M∗ ∼= End(M). There are only two nontrivial operations on B, first,
µB,1(b) = −(νb+ (−1)degr(b)bν) = −[ν, b] (A.43)
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where ν is the differential on M and second,
µB,2(b1, b2) = (−1)degr(b1)b1 ◦ b2 (A.44)
where on the right hand side we have ordinary composition of endomorphisms. Again we
see that, given an A∞ morphism from A to B, and a B-module M we get a A-module.
This is simply a composition of A∞ morphisms.
A right A∞ moduleM is a vector space equipped with a collection of multilinear maps
νn :M⊗A⊗n →M of degree 1− n, which satisfies the following relations:∑
P1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
˜P (P1,2,3) ν (m;P1, µA(P2), P3) +
∑
Pa2(P )
ν(ν(m;P1);P2) = 0. (A.45)
The symbols and reduced degree are defined as before. The sign ˜P (P1,2,3) is computed by
starting with the order νmPµ and then distributing the factors with the reduced Koszul
sign rule.
Finally an A∞ bimoduleM is a vector space equipped with a collection of multi-linear
maps νm,n : A⊗m ⊗M ⊗ B⊗n → M of degree 1 − n − m, which satisfies the following
relations:∑
Pa3(P )
 ν
(
P1, µA(P2), P3;m;P ′
)
+
∑
Pa3(P ′)
′ ν
(
P ;m;P ′1, µB(P
′
2), P
′
3
)
+
∑
Pa2(P )
∑
Pa2(P ′)
′′ν(P1; ν(P2;m;P ′2);P2) = 0.
(A.46)
The symbols and reduced degree are defined as before. The signs are given by combining
those of the previous two cases.
Notice that an A∞ bimodule maps an A-flat connection a to a right B module
νa(m;P ) :=
∞∑
n=0
ν(a⊗n;m;P ). (A.47)
A.5 L∞ Algebras, Morphisms, And Modules
Roughly speaking, an L∞ algebra is a graded-commutative version of an A∞ algebra. In
the context of the present paper, and in other physical contexts in which A∞ and L∞
algebras occur, the former are associated to correlation functions of operators located on
the boundary of a two-dimensional region, the latter to correlation functions of operators
located in the interior. As a consequence, the natural degree assignment for the operations
of A∞ and L∞ algebras in a physical context differ: the former are maps of degree 2 − n
acting on n arguments, while the latter are maps of degree 3−2n. Thus in standard mathe-
matical notation our L∞ algebras would be denoted as L∞[−1] algebras. Correspondingly,
the reduced degree of elements in L∞ algebras will coincide with the degree minus 2.
We are ready for our definition. Consider a module L. An L∞ structure λ on L is
defined by a collection of multi-linear, graded-commutative maps λn : L⊗n → L of degree
3− 2n, which satisfies the following L∞ associativity relation:∑
S1,2∈Sh2(S)
S(S1,2)λ(λ(S1), S2) = 0 (A.48)
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for all sets S of elements in L, where we defined for convenience λ(Sα) := λ|Sα|(Sα) and
λ(∅) := 0. 121 The sign S(S1,2) is given again by the reduced Koszul rule, with the symbol
λ having degree 1. Of course, in this case this is the same as the standard Koszul rule.
The pair (L, λ) is called an L∞ algebra.
The counterpart to the equations (A.6) are
λ1(λ1(s) = 0
λ1(λ2(s1, s2)) + λ2(λ1(s1), s2) + (−1)s1s2λ2(λ1(s2), s1) = 0
λ3(λ1(s1), s2, s3) + (−1)s1s2λ3(λ1(s2), s1, s3) + (−1)s3(s1+s2)λ3(λ1(s3), s1, s2)+
λ2(λ2(s1, s2), s3) + (−1)s2s3λ2(λ2(s1, s3), s2) + (−1)s1(s2+s3)λ2(λ2(s2, s3), s1)+
+λ1(λ3(s1, s2, s3)) = 0
· · · · · ·
(A.49)
The third equation is a version of the Jacobi identity, up to homotopy.
The natural MC equation associated to an L∞ algebra can be written compactly as
λ(eβ) :=
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
λn(β
⊗n) = 0 (A.50)
where β has deg(β) = 2. In analogy to the main text of the paper, we can denote a
solution of such MC equation as an “interior amplitude”. We could pursue an analogy
between interior amplitudes and flat 2-form connections, but we will not do so. Again, an
interior amplitude gives a finite deformation of an L∞ algebra L, with operations
λβ(S) = λ(e
β, S). (A.51)
See equation (4.17) for a detailed proof.
We can define L∞ morphisms from an L∞ algebra L to an L∞ algebra L˜ in an obvious
way, as collection of maps ϕn : L⊗n → L˜ of degree 2 − 2n (hence degr(ϕ) = 0) which
satisfy∑
S1,2∈Sh2(S)
S(S1,2)ϕ(λL(S1), S2) =
∑
n>0
1
n!
∑
S1,...,n∈Shn(S)
S(S1,...,n)λL˜(ϕ(S1), · · ·ϕ(Sn))
(A.52)
where the signs are given by the Koszul sign required for rearranging the elements of S.
Again ϕ(∅) = 0. Such morphisms map any interior amplitude β to an interior amplitude
ϕ(eβ). Two L∞ morphisms can also be composed
[ϕ ◦ ϕ˜] (S) =
∑
n>0
1
n!
∑
Shn(S)
S(S1,...,n)ϕ(ϕ˜(S1), · · · ϕ˜(Sn)) (A.53)
and composition is associative. Once again the identity morphism is a left- and right-
identity for this composition.
121It is straightforward, if needed, to relax the axioms for L∞ structures by allowing a choice of “source”
λ(∅) 6= 0.
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We can also define an L∞ module M. It is a module M together with a collection of
maps νn L⊗n ⊗M→M of degree 1− 2n with∑
S1,2∈Sh2(S)
S(S1,2)ν(λ(S1), S2;m) +
∑
S1,2∈Sh2(S)
′S(S1,2)ν(S1; ν(S2;m)) = 0 (A.54)
The sign rule ′S(S1,2) can be deduced by requiring that an L∞ algebra L be a left-module
over itself. Then equation (A.54) is the L∞-relation for a set S whose last element is m.
The first term in (A.54) corresponds to the term in (A.48) where m is not an element of
S1 and the second term in (A.54) corresponds to the term in (A.48) where m is an element
of S1.
A.6 LA∞ Algebras, Morphisms, And Modules
In this paper we encounter a neat structure which allows an L∞ algebra to control de-
formations of an A∞ algebra. This structure, which we dub an LA∞ algebra, is defined
by an L∞ algebra L, together with a module A equipped with multilinear operations
µk,n : L⊗k ⊗ A⊗n → A, k ≥ 0, n > 0, graded symmetric in the first set of arguments,
and of degree 2 − n − 2k. We abbreviate the operation on monomials as µ(S;P ). The
expression µ(S;P ) is zero if P = ∅. The operations satisfy the relations∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 µ(S1;P1, µ(S2;P2), P3) +
∑
Sh2(S)
S(S1,2) µ(λ(S1), S2;P ) = 0. (A.55)
Here  is the reduced Koszul sign computed from the order µµSP and the sign in the
second term comes from µλSP . Therefore
 = S(S1,2)(−1)dr(S1)+dr(P1)+dr(P1)dr(S2). (A.56)
The maps µ0,n endow A with an A∞ algebra structure. The maps µk,1 alone give
multilinear maps L⊗k ⊗ A → A which endow A with the structure of an L∞ module.
Furthermore, given any interior amplitude β for L,
µβ(P ) = µ(e
β;P ) (A.57)
endow A with an A∞ algebra structure controlled by β.
The relations involving a non-empty set S can be expressed as the statement of an
L∞ morphism from L to the Hochschild complex of A, denoted CC∗(A). This complex
can be thought of as an L∞ algebra whose interior amplitudes are deformations of the A
operations.
We define a degree k element in CCk(A) as a collection of multilinear maps δn :
A⊗n → A of degree k − n. The Hochschild complex is equipped with linear and quadratic
operations, and all higher operations can be taken to be 0 when giving it the structure of
an L∞ algebra. The first operation on the complex is
λL˜(δ)(P ) =
∑
Pa3(P )
1δ(P1, µ(P2), P3)−
∑
Pa3(P )
2µ(P1, δ(P2), P3) (A.58)
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where both 1 and 2 are determined by using the reduced Koszul rule starting from the
order µδP , so
1 = (−1)dr(δ)+dr(P1) 2 = (−1)dr(δ)dr(P1) (A.59)
The second operation on the Hochschild complex is the graded-symmetric operation:
λL,2(δ1, δ2)(P ) =
∑
Pa3(P )
3δ1(P1, δ2(P2), P3) + 4δ2(P1, δ1(P2), P3) (A.60)
where
3 = (−1)dr(δ1)(−1)dr(P1)dr(δ2) (A.61)
and
4 = (−1)dr(δ2)(−1)dr(δ1)dr(δ2)+dr(P1)dr(δ1) (A.62)
These are almost but not quite what we would get from the reduced Koszul rule starting
from the ordering δ1δ2P . (The factor (−1)dr(δ1) in 3 violates the rule, but is needed for
the L∞ relations. We can restore the ordering rule by shifting dr(P )→ dr(P ) + 1.)
Now, the L∞ morphism ϕ : L → CC∗(A) takes a monomial S to ϕ(S) where ϕ(S) is
the Hochschild cochain taking P ∈ A⊗n to
ϕ(S)(P ) := µ(S;P ) (A.63)
Note that
degµ(S;P ) = 2− p− 2s+ deg(P ) + deg(S) = (2 + degr(S)) + degr(P ) (A.64)
so the Hochschild cochain δ = ϕ(S) has degree k = 2 + degr(S) as we expect if ϕ is to be
an L∞ morphism.
Now we interpret the equation (A.55) as the condition for ϕ to be an L∞ morphism.
The second term of (A.55) is identified with the left hand side of equation A.52. The first
term of equation (A.55) can be identified with (minus) the right hand side of equation
A.52. It can be decomposed into terms with S1 and S2 both not empty, which give terms
quadratic in ϕ, and terms with S1 or S2 empty, which give terms linear in ϕ. A special
case of the relation of LA∞ algebras and the Hochschild complex is worked out in detail
in Section §3.2.4 above.
Given an LA∞ structure µ on L and A, and an L∞ morphism ϕ from L˜ to L, one
gets an LA∞ structure µ ◦ ϕ by composing µ and ϕ, interpreted as an L∞ morphism.
Concretely,
[µ ◦ ϕ] (S;P ) =
∑
n>0
1
n!
∑
Shn(S)
S(S1,...,n)µ(ϕ(S1), · · ·ϕ(Sn);P ) (A.65)
An LA∞ morphism between LA∞ algebras (L1,A1) and (L2,A2) can be defined as a
collection of maps
φk,n : L⊗k1 ⊗A⊗n1 → A2 n > 0, k ≥ 0
φk,0 : L⊗k1 → L2 k > 0
(A.66)
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The degree of φk,n is 1− n− 2k for n > 0, k ≥ 0 and 2− 2k for n = 0. Moreover the φk,n
must satisfy: ∑
Pa3(P ),Sh2(S)
 φ(S1;P1, µL1,A1(S2;P2), P3) +
∑
Sh2(S)
′ φ(S1;µL1(S2;P ))
=
∑
n,m≥0
∑
Pan(P )
∑
Shn+m(S)
′′ µL2,A2(φ(S1), ...φ(Sm);φ(Sm+1;P1),..., φ(Sm+n;Pn)).
(A.67)
Where (we didn’t check) the signs should be determined from the reduced Koszul rule
starting with canonical orderings. This equation can be understood as a morphism between
two L∞ morphisms ϕi : Li → CC∗(Ai).
A left LA∞ module can be defined as a collection of multi-linear maps
νk,n : L⊗k ⊗A⊗n ⊗M→M n, k ≥ 0 (A.68)
We write ν(S;P ;m) on monomials. The structure of an LA∞ module allows one to as-
sociate to any choice of interior amplitude β an A∞ module for the corresponding A∞
structure on A. The defining relations can be written as:
0 =
∑
Sh2(S),Pa3(P )
 ν (S1;P1, µ(S2;P2), P3;m)
+
∑
Sh2(S)
′ ν (λ(S1), S2;P ;m) +
∑
Sh2(S),Pa2(P )
′′ ν(S1;P1; ν(S2;P2);m)).
(A.69)
The signs , ′, ′′ are determined by using the reduced Koszul rule starting with the orders
νµSPm, νλSPm and ννSPm, respectively.
Clearly, the ν0,m maps giveM the structure of an A∞ module. It would be interesting
to interpret the remaining equations as some morphism from L to some kind of Hochshild
complex for the A∞ moduleM, which encodes the possible deformations of the A∞ module
structure which possibly accompany deformations of the A∞ algebra.
Right LA∞ modules and LA∞ bimodules can be defined in a similar manner.
B. A∞ Categories And Mutations
B.1 A∞ Categories And Exceptional Categories
An A∞ category A consists of the following data:
• A set of objects, which we denote as Ob(A)
• For each pair of objects A,B ∈ Ob(A) a module 122 Hom(A,B) := Hop(B,A)
122See the preface to Appendix A for our use of the word “module.”
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• Multilinear composition maps
µn : Hop(A0, A1)⊗ · · · ⊗Hop(An−1, An)→ Hop(A0, An) (B.1)
of degree 2− n which satisfy the A∞ associativity axiom.
Note that an A∞ algebra A is a special case of an A∞ category, with a single object
A and A = Hop(A,A). It is straightforward to refine the definitions we gave for A∞ mor-
phisms, modules, etc. to corresponding categorical notions such as A∞ functors, etc. The
defining relations take an identical form, but the arguments live in compatible sequences
of Hop spaces.
As a first example, an A∞ functor from A to B is given by a map F from objects of
A to objects of B together with a collection of multilinear maps
Fn : Hop(A0, A1)⊗ · · · ⊗Hop(An−1, An)→ Hop(F(A0),F(An)) (B.2)
of degree 1− n satisfying relations formally identical to the those for morphisms, equation
(A.27). As a second example, one can define a categorical analogue to an A∞ module by
a map M from objects Ai of A to modules M(Ai) and collections of multilinear maps
νn : Hop(A0, A1)⊗ · · · ⊗Hop(An−1, An)⊗M(An)→M(A0) (B.3)
of degree 1− n and satisfying the analogue of equation (A.37). And so forth.
A somewhat surprising observation is that given an A∞ algebra A, the set of A-flat
connections forms an A∞ category. The spaces Hop(a, a′) from a Maurer-Cartan element
a′ to a Maurer-Cartan element a all coincide with A as a module, and the multilinear
operations take the form
M(a˜1, · · · , a˜n) =
∑
ki≥0
µ(a⊗k00 , a˜1, a
⊗k1
1 , · · · , a˜n, a⊗knn ). (B.4)
This fact was used in defining the category of Branes using the multiplications in equation
(5.17) above. Here we give a simple proof that (B.4) satisfy the A∞-relations. Given
P = {a˜1, · · · , a˜n} we wish to show that∑
P1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3)M(P1,M(P2), P3) = 0. (B.5)
For each vector ~k = (k0, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn+1+ define the ordered set:
P (~k) = {ak00 , a˜1, ak11 , a˜2, . . . , a˜n, aknn }. (B.6)
We then apply the A∞-relations for µA to the set P (~k). Then we sum these over all ~k.
Now we reorganize the terms in the disjoint union
q~k∈Zn+1+ Pa3(P (~k)) (B.7)
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according to
qP1,2,3∈Pa3(P )
{
q~k1∈Zp1+1+ q~k2∈Zp2+1+ q~k3∈Zp3+1+ {P1(
~k1)} q {P2(~k2)} q {P3(~k3)}
}
(B.8)
This gives precisely the expression∑
Pa3(P )
P (P1,2,3)Mp1+p3+1(P1,Mp2(P2), P3) = 0. (B.9)
where we include P2 = ∅. The one place we use the property that the ai solve the Maurer-
Cartan equation is that the P2 = ∅ terms can be dropped.
This statement can be extended to the set of matrix-valued A-flat connections, given
by pairs B := (E , a ∈ E ⊗ A ⊗ E∗). Then Hop(B1,B2) := E1 ⊗ A ⊗ E∗2 as a module, with
compositions µ including the contractions of E∗i and Ei factors in consecutive arguments.
We use the sign conventions of equation (A.23) et. seq. Taking together all modules E
(with suitable finiteness properties) the resulting A∞ category is denoted as Br[A].
Given any A∞ category A, we can define a flat A connection B starting from a collection
of pairs of objects and vector spaces (Ai, Ei) and solving the MC equation for an element
a ∈ ⊕i,jEi ⊗ Hop(Ai, Aj) ⊗ E∗i . Flat A connections also form a larger A∞ category Br[A]
with Hop(B,B′) := Ei ⊗Hop(Ai, Aj)⊗ (E ′i)∗.
In general, spaces of flat A or A connections can be very intricate, as they are defined
by intricate, possibly non-polynomial, MC equations. The equations greatly simplify if the
there is an ordering on the set of objects Ob(A) = {Ti} such that there is a triangular
structure on the hom-sets. This motivates the
Definition: An exceptional category E is an A∞-category such that there is an ordering
on the (countable) set of objects {Ti} such that
Hop(Ti, Tj) = 0 i > j (B.10)
Moreover Hop(Ti, Ti) ∼= Z is concentrated in degree zero and the generator Idi ∼= 1 is a
graded identity for µ2:
µ2(Id, a) = a µ2(a, Id) = (−1)deg(a)a (B.11)
where Id = ⊕iIdi and a is homogeneous. Moreover, µn(P ) = 0 whenever n 6= 2 and P
contains a multiple of Id.
The MC equations in an exceptional category have a triangular structure and are
rather tractable. 123 This is precisely the case which occurs in our paper. Physically, the
objects in the exceptional collection coincide with the thimble branes. General branes in a
given theory appear as A-flat connections for the exceptional category.
123In this situation, the definition of flat A-connections coincides with the mathematical notion of twisted
complex.
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B.2 Mutations Of Exceptional Categories
B.2.1 Exceptional Pairs And Two Distinguished Branes
An exceptional pair is a pair of objects T1, T2 in a category such that
Hop(T1, T1) ∼= Z Hop(T1, T2) := H
Hop(T2, T1) = 0 Hop(T2, T2) ∼= Z
(B.12)
where H is in general nonzero, and is simply some differential graded module.
Given an exceptional pair (T1, T2) and any given differential graded modules E1 = ET1
and E2 = ET2 we can put a differential graded associative algebra structure on the set of
matrices with elements in (
E1E∗1 E1Hop(T1, T2)E∗2
0 E2E∗2
)
(B.13)
To define µ1 we simply apply it to each of the matrix elements using the natural induced
differential. The definition of µ2 requires some care, given the conventions above. If we
consider homogeneous matrices of monomials like
X =
(
ee∗ e˜af˜∗
0 ff∗
)
(B.14)
then µ2(X1, X2) is given by(
(−1)e1(e∗1 · e2)e1e∗2 (−1)e1(e∗1 · e˜2)e1a2f˜∗2 + (−1)e˜1+a1(f˜∗1 · f2)e˜1a1f∗2
0 (−1)f1(f∗1 · f2)f1f∗2
)
(B.15)
where (−1)v is short for (−1)deg(v) for a homogeneous vector v. The extra sign (−1)a1
in the 12 element comes about because the identity in Hop(T1, T1) and Hop(T2, T2) is a
graded identity, so µ2(1, a) = a but µ2(a, 1) = (−1)aa. Taking µn = 0 for n > 2 one can
check that the equations (A.6) are indeed satisfied.
Now, using this construction we can construct two distinguished Maurer-Cartan ele-
ments in the above differential graded algebra. They will therefore define objects in Br(A)
in any category A which contains the exceptional pair (T1, T2). We will therefore refer to
them as “Branes.”
The first Brane, denoted L(T1, T2) may be denoted
L(T1, T2) = E1T1 ⊕ E2T2 = T1 ⊕H[−1]T2 (B.16)
where we recall that H = Hop(T1, T2). 124 The Maurer-Cartan element (“boundary
amplitude”) is
B =
(
0 B12
0 0
)
(B.17)
with
B12 :=
∑
s
fs ⊗ (fs[−1])∗ (B.18)
124We adopt the convention that for a degree shift by s, deg(v[s]) = deg(v) + s.
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where we sum over a basis {fs} for H. It is not difficult to check that µ1(B12) = 0 and
hence the MC equation is satisfied.
The second Brane, denoted R(T1, T2), has Chan-Paton factors:
R(T1, T2) = E1T1 ⊕ E2T2 = (H[−1])∗T1 ⊕ T2. (B.19)
The Maurer-Cartan element (“boundary amplitude”) is again of the form
B =
(
0 B12
0 0
)
(B.20)
now with
B12 :=
∑
s
(fs[−1])∗ ⊗ fs (B.21)
where we sum over a basis {fs} for H. It is not difficult to check that µ1(B12) = 0 and
hence the MC equation is satisfied.
B.2.2 Left And Right Mutations
Now suppose that E is an exceptional category. We begin with a definition:
Definition: A left mutation at j of an exceptional category E is another exceptional
category F, with an ordering on its objects {Si} such that there is an A∞-functor
F : F→ Br(E) (B.22)
with
F(Si) =

Ti i 6= j, j + 1
Tj+1 i = j
L(Tj , Tj+1) i = j + 1
(B.23)
and
F1 : Hop(Si, Sk)→ Hop(F(Si),F(Sk)) (B.24)
is a quasi-isomorphism for all i, k.
We now show that left mutations in fact do exist. To do this, we first note that it is
not immediately obvious that quasi-isomorphisms of the desired type in fact do exist. Note
that if we consider the full subcategory Lj(E) of Br(E) whose set of objects is just {T˜i}
with
T˜i =

Ti i 6= j, j + 1
Tj+1 i = j
L(Tj , Tj+1) i = j + 1
(B.25)
The resulting subcategory Lj(E) is not an exceptional category. It does not satisfy the
definition because Hop(T˜j+1, T˜j+1) is not isomorphic to Z and Hop(T˜j+1, T˜j) is not isomor-
phic to zero. We therefore should check that they are at least quasi-isomorphic to Z and
zero, respectively.
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We first show there is a quasi-isomorphism of Hop(T˜j+1, T˜j+1) with Z. Now,
Hop(L(Tj , Tj+1), L(Tj , Tj+1)) (B.26)
is the associative matrix algebra associated with the exceptional pair (Tj , Tj+1). So, our
definition only makes sense if this matrix algebra is quasi-isomorphic to Z with the differ-
ential M1 in the brane category. Let us check that this is indeed the case:
Morphisms δ ∈ Hop(L(Tj , Tj+1), L(Tj , Tj+1) can be thought of as being in(
Z Hj ⊗ (H[−1]j )∗
0 (H[−1]j )⊗ (H[−1]j )∗
)
(B.27)
where Hj = Hop(Tj , Tj+1). We write these as
δ =
(
δ11 δ12
0 δ22
)
(B.28)
and, using B2 = 0 we compute
M1(δ) = µ1(δ) + µ2(B, δ) + µ2(δ,B) (B.29)
So
M1(δ) =
(
0 µ1(δ12) + µ2(B12, δ22) + δ11µ2(1,B12)
0 µ1(δ22)
)
(B.30)
It is not difficult to show that the cohomology of M1 on the subspace of morphisms of the
form
δ =
(
0 δ12
0 δ22
)
(B.31)
is zero, precisely because the operation x → µ2(B12, x) acts as a “twisted degree shift.”
The projection of the kernel of M1 to δ11 ∈ Z is then the desired quasi-isomorphism.
Now consider (α, β) = (j + 1, j) then, on the one hand, Hop(Sj+1, Sj) = 0, and
therefore
Hop(L(Tj , Tj+1), Tj+1) = Hop(Tj , Tj+1)⊕ Ej+1 ⊗Hop(Tj+1, Tj+1)
∼= Hj ⊕H[−1]j
(B.32)
must be quasi-isomorphic to zero with the differential M1 in the Brane category. Indeed
this is the case. Once again
M1(δ) = µ1(δ) + µ2(B, δ) + µ2(δ,B). (B.33)
Writing an element of (B.32) as δ = δ1 ⊕ δ2 we compute that
M1(δ) =
(
µ1(δ1) + µ2(B12, δ2)
)
⊕ µ1(δ2) (B.34)
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and again µ2(B12, δ2) acts as a twisted degree shift. Using this property it is not difficult
to show that the cohomology is zero.
If we consider the fourteen remaining cases of F1 : Hop(Sα, Sβ) → Hop(T˜α, T˜β) then
many cases are trivially quasi-isomorphisms, and the remaining ones simply constrain the
relation of the hom-sets in interesting ways. We will comment on those below.
We can now show the existence of left-mutations, in the sense of our definition. We
use the result of Kadeishvili, and of Kontsevich and Soibelman (see [5], pp. 587-593
for a detailed exposition) that there is always a quasi-isomorphism of any A∞-category
with another A∞-category with the same set of objects, but whose morphism spaces are
the cohomologies of the original category. If we apply the construction of Kadeishvili-
Kontsevich-Soibelman to Lj(E) we obtain the required exceptional category F.
In an entirely analogous fashion we can give the:
Definition A right mutation at j of an exceptional category E is another exceptional
category F, with an ordering on its objects {Si} such that there is an A∞-functor
F : F→ Br(E) (B.35)
such that
F(Si) =

Ti i 6= j, j + 1
R(Tj , Tj+1) i = j
Tj i = j + 1
(B.36)
and
F1 : Hop(Si, Sk)→ Hop(F(Si),F(Sk)) (B.37)
is a quasi-isomorphism for all i, k.
We would like to conclude with a number of remarks:
1. As a general rule, in a mutation, if we “add” a new brane of the type C = A + EB
where E ∼ Hop(A,B) (up to degree shift and duals) then the new set of objects
contains C and B but not A.
2. The categorical mutations described here arise from framed-wall-crossing on Sij-walls,
as described in Section §7.8 above.
3. As we remarked, the existence of a left- or right-mutation implies some interesting
relations between the spaces Hop(Sα, Sβ) and Hop(Tα, Tβ). For example, considering
the case (α, β) = (j, j + 1) for a left-mutation at j we find that there must be a
quasi-isomorphism
F1 : Hop(Sj , Sj+1)→ (Hop(Tj , Tj+1)[−1])∗ (B.38)
This is in harmony with the expectations of S-wall-crossing. Similarly, the case
(α, j + 1) for α < j implies there are quasi-isomorphisms
F1 : Hop(Sα, Sj+1)→ Hop(Tα, L(Tj , Tj+1)) ∼= Hop(Tα, Tj)⊕Hop(Tα, Tj+1)⊗(H[−1]j )∗
(B.39)
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while (j + 1, b) for β > j + 1 implies there are quasi-isomorphisms
F1 : Hop(Sj+1, Sβ)→ Hop(L(Tj , Tj+1), Tβ) = Hop(Tj , Tβ)⊕H[−1]j ⊗Hop(Tj+1, Tβ)
(B.40)
Again, in harmony with S-wall-crossing.
4. There is a sense in which left and right mutations are inverse to each other: If F is
a left mutation at j of E, then E is a right mutation at j of F. As a check on this
assertion note that F (R)j ◦ F (L)j takes Sj → Sj but
F (R)j ◦ F (L)j : Sj+1 → ESj ⊕ Sj+1 (B.41)
where
E = (Hop(Sj , Sj+1)[−1])∗ ⊕Hop(Tj , Tj+1)[−1] (B.42)
and by equation (B.38) above this space can indeed admit a differential making it
quasi-isomorphic to zero. Similarly, F (L)j ◦ F (R)j takes Sj+1 → Sj+1 but
F (L)j ◦ F (R)j : Sj → Sj ⊕ ESj+1 (B.43)
where
E = Hop(Sj , Sj+1)[−1] ⊕ (Hop(Tj , Tj+1)[−1])[−1] (B.44)
and again (B.38) shows this space can indeed admit a differential making it quasi-
isomorphic to zero.
5. Moreover, we expect the left and right mutations to define a braid group action in
the following sense. Suppose we have left-mutations:
F (L)j : E1 → Br(E2)
F (L)j+1 : E2 → Br(E3)
F (L)j : E3 → Br(E4)
(B.45)
and similarly,
F (L)j+1 : E1 → Br(E′2)
F (L)j : E′2 → Br(E′3)
F (L)j+1 : E′3 → Br(E′4)
(B.46)
then we expect that there is an equivalence of A∞-categories G : Br(E4) → Br(E′4)
such that there is an isomorphism of A∞-functors:
G ◦ F (L)j ◦ F (L)j+1 ◦ F (L)j ∼= F (L)j+1 ◦ F (L)j ◦ F (L)j+1 (B.47)
That is, there is an invertible A∞-natural transformation between these two functors.
We have not checked the details of these last assertions, so we’ll leave it here for now.
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C. Examples Of Categories Of Branes
For small numbers of vacua it is possible to write out in some generality the full structure
of the web-formalism of Sections §2-9. Of course the complexity increases rapidly as the
number of vacua is increased.
C.1 One Vacuum
In this case there are no planar webs. There are no unextended half-plane webs but there
are extended half-plane and interface webs. As noted in Section §6.1.5, the category of
Branes, and also the category of Interfaces between the trivial Theory and itself is precisely
the category of chain complexes.
C.2 Two Vacua
Suppose that V has cardinality 2. Then the entire web formalism can still be written out
quite explicitly. We will describe the category of Branes for the positive and negative half-
plane and the differential on the strip complex. Therefore we must assume that Re(z12) 6= 0.
By reordering vacua may assume without loss of generality that Re(z12) > 0.
There are no unextended plane webs. In particular there are no vertices of valence
three or higher. The only plane webs consist of a single line with arbitrarily many 2-valent
vertices on it. For a web representation we are free to choose any pair of Z-graded modules
R12, R21 together with a perfect degree −1 pairing K : R12 ⊗ R21 → Z. There is one
taut web, illustrated in Figure 27(a). As explained in the text, the L∞ Maurer-Cartan
equation implies that the interior amplitude defines a differential Q on R12 and R21 so that
the pairing is Q-invariant. Thus, the Theory T is entirely characterized by a choice of a
complex R12 and a dual complex R21 with a perfect pairing.
The complex (Rc, dc) of local operators is
0→ R1 ⊕R2 → R12 ⊗R21 → 0 (C.1)
where R1, R2 ∼= Z with generators φ1, φ2 and
dc(φ1) = K
−1
12
dc(φ2) = K
−1
21
(C.2)
so that the Q-invariant local operators on the plane consist of the identity 1 = φ1 + φ2 in
degree zero and a space of operators isomorphic to (R12 ⊗R21) /K−112 Z. The CP1 model
discussed in Section §16.3.3 above is a special case of this situation.
Now let us consider the category Br(T ,H+) in the positive half-plane for the above
Theory. The half-plane webs consist of an arbitrary number of zero-valent boundary ver-
tices with one or zero emission lines separating vacua 1 and 2. If there is such a line it
can have an arbitrary number of 2-valent vertices on it. In particular, there are five taut
half-plane webs shown in Figure 176.
Now we construct positive half-plane Branes. We choose two Z-graded Chan-Paton
modules E1, E2. The boundary amplitude is an element
B ∈ ⊕i,jEi ⊗Hop(i, j)⊗ E∗j (C.3)
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Figure 176: In a Theory with two vacua, with Re(z12) > 0, there are five taut positive half-plane
webs, illustrated here.
and may be thought of as a 2× 2 matrix:
B =
(
B11 B12
0 B22
)
(C.4)
As in the discussion of Section §4.5 the Maurer-Cartan equation following from the two
taut webs on the top of Figure 176 imply that Bii ∈ Ei ⊗ E∗i ∼= End(Ei) are differentials,
while the remaining three taut webs imply that
B12 ∈ Hom(E2, E1 ⊗R12) (C.5)
is annihilated by the differential induced from that on E1, E2 and R12. We conclude that
the objects in the category Br(T ,H+) consist of a pair of Z-graded complexes (E1, E2)
together with an arbirary degree one, Q-invariant morphism in (C.5).
The space Hop(B,B′) between two Branes B,B′ in Br(T ,H+) can be thought of as
2× 2 matrices valued in (
Hom(E ′1, E1) Hom(E ′2, E1 ⊗R12)
0 Hom(E ′2, E2)
)
(C.6)
The differential M1 on Hop(B,B
′) computed using equation (5.17) with the taut element
shown in Figure 176 is the natural differential acting on (C.6), so the local operators
between B and B′ can be identified with the Q-cohomology of (C.6). The multiplication
M2 on the category is given by the naive multiplication of elements of the form (C.6) since
all taut half-plane webs have at most two boundary vertices. Moreover, for this reason,
the higher multiplications Mn, n ≥ 3 all vanish.
Similarly, the objects in the category Br(T ,H−) associated with the negative half-
plane consist of a pair of Z-graded complexes (E˜1, E˜2) together with an arbirary degree one,
Q-invariant morphism
B˜12 ∈ Hom(E˜2, R21 ⊗ E˜1) (C.7)
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Figure 177: In a Theory with two vacua, with Re(z12) > 0, there are three taut webs on the strip.
Now, consider the strip with a Brane B ∈ Br(T ,H+) on the left-boundary and B˜ ∈
Br(T ,H−) on the right boundary. The complex of approximate groundstates is
E1 ⊗ E˜1 ⊕ E2 ⊗ E˜2 (C.8)
with a differential induced from the taut strip-webs shown in Figure 177. The first two
types of webs give the naive differential on (C.8). Using the block form corresponding to
the direct sum decomposition in (C.8) the differential has the form
dLR =
(
Q1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Q˜1 Q12
0 Q2 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ Q˜2
)
(C.9)
where, up to sign
Q12 = K12(B12 ⊗ B˜12) ∈ Hom(E2 ⊗ E˜2, E1 ⊗ E˜1) (C.10)
We can compute the cohomology of dLR by first passing to the naive cohomology of (C.8)
using the diagonal elements of (C.9). The operator Q12 passes to an operator Q̂12 on
the this cohomology. The “space of exact ground states” in the sense of Section §4.3 is
therefore
Ker(Q̂12)⊕ Cok(Q̂12). (C.11)
Note that if we work over the integers the cokernel can be a finite abelian group, and
therefore the space of exact ground states can have torsion. It would be interesting to
know if this has a physical interpretation.
One can similarly work out the general category of Interfaces, but to do this one must
drop the assumption that Re(z12) > 0 since there are now two Theories associated (up to
locally trivial parallel transport) with Re(z12) > 0 and Re(z12) < 0. It is then possible to
write out in full detail the Interfaces I[℘] for a vacuum homotopy z12(x) and the S-wall
Interfaces. This is a good exercise that we will leave to the reader.
Similarly, one could move on and write out in full generality the web formalism when
V has three vacua. Again, we leave this as an extensive exercise to the reader.
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D. Proof Of Equation (7.181)
In this appendix we prove that the characteristic polynomial of the N ×N matrix
E = −RN−1e0,0 +
N−2∑
j=0
ej+1,j − e0,N−1
+
∑
1≤j<(N−1)/2
RN−1−2jeN−j,j +
∑
0≤j<(N−2)/2
RN−2−2jeN−1−j,j
(D.1)
(where we treat Rn as scalars) is simply
det(x1N − E) = xN +
N−1∑
j=1
Rjx
j + 1 (D.2)
We prove equation (D.2) by expansion by minors. We use the last column of x1N −E
because it has only two nonzero entries. The minor of the (N − 1, N − 1) matrix element
is lower triangular and immediately gives
xN−1(x+RN−1) (D.3)
The minor of the (0, N − 1) matrix element is (−1)N+1 times the determinant of the
(N − 1)× (N − 1) dimensional matrix:
M˜ = x
N−3∑
j=0
ej,j+1 −
N−2∑
j=0
ej,j
−
∑
1≤j<(N−1)/2
RN−1−2jeN−1−j,j −
∑
0≤j<(N−2)/2
RN−2−2jeN−2−j,j
(D.4)
Now we use row and column operations to eliminate the x’s above the diagonal. For
simplicity assume that N is even. Then, adding x times row (N − 2) to row (N − 3), then
x times row (N − 3) to row (N − 4) and so forth up to (but not including) row N/2 gives
a matrix of the form (
A 0
∗ −1 (N−2)
2
)
(D.5)
where
A = x
N/2−1∑
j=0
ej,j+1 −
N/2−1∑
j=0
ej,j
− x(N−2)/2RN−2eN/2−1,0 −
(
x(N−2)/2RN−3 + x(N−4)/2RN−4
)
− · · · − (x2R3 + xR2)eN/2−1,N/2−2 − xR1eN/2−1,N/2−1
(D.6)
Now to determine detA use column operations to eliminate the x’s above the diagonal:
First add x times column 0 to column 1, then x times column 1 to column 2 and so forth
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to produce a lower triangular matrix with diagonal with −1 in every element except the
(N2 − 1, N2 − 1) matrix element which is
−1− xR1 − x2R2 − · · · − xN−2RN−2 (D.7)
Thus the contribution of the (0, N − 1) minor in x1N − E is (recall N is even):
−detM = (−1)N/2 detA
= −(−1)N/2(−1)N/2−1 (1 + xR1 + x2R2 + · · ·+ xN−2RN−2)
= 1 + xR1 + x
2R2 + · · ·+ xN−2RN−2
(D.8)
completing the proof of (D.2).
Figure 178: In the regions Rk,k+1 which contain the boosted soliton core rays rk and are at
|s| > R (the region outside the blue circle) we can write approximate solutions to the instanton
equations to exponentially good accuracy.
E. A More Technical Definition Of Fan Boundary Conditions
In this appendix we describe how to define a set of boundary conditions for the ζ-instanton
equation (11.18) associated with a fan of solitons
F = {φp1i1,i2 , . . . , φ
pn
in,i1
}. (E.1)
To begin, we need to define some notation. We choose a set of points s1, . . . , sn in the
complex s = x+ iτ plane. To these points we attach a set of rays rk = sk + zik,ik+1R+. The
index k is now considered modulo n. Now we also choose an R  |sk|. Now consider the
connected components of the complement of the rays rk in the region |s| > R. The region
between rk−1 and rk is labeled with a vacuum ik. Now, in each such component write the
ray vk with slope bisecting rk−1 and rk. Finally, define a region
Rk,k+1(R) := {s| arg vk > arg s > arg vk+1 |s| ≥ R} (E.2)
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In the region Rk−1,k(R) we use a boosted soliton solution φpk−1ik−1,ik with core centered on
the ray rk−1. These are true solutions of the ζ-instanton equation, but only in this region.
On the boundary vk between Rk−1,k(R) and Rk,k+1(R) there is a discontinuity. However,
for large R and for large mass scale m of the LG theory both solutions φ
pk−1
ik−1,ik and φ
pk
ik,ik+1
are within order O(e−mR) of the vacuum φik . Therefore, as R → ∞ our solution, which
is only defined on the open region ∪kRk−1,k has exponentially small discontinuities at vk.
Let us denote these discontinuous solutions by φF ,~s,R, where F stands for the fan data
(E.1), ~s, is the vector of origins of the rays rk, and R is large.
Now we state the the boundary conditions on the instanton equation (11.18). First,
our solutions φ(x, τ) should be continuously differentiable. Next, we require that there is
some ~s, and some R0, sufficiently large, and some constant C so that admissible solutions
satisfy
|φ(x, τ)− φF ,~s,R| ≤ Ce−mR ∀|s| ≥ R (E.3)
when R > R0.
Given a fan of solitons F we let M(F) denote the moduli space of smooth solutions
to the ζ-instanton equation (11.18) with fan boundary conditions (E.3). As explained
in Sections §§14.2-14.4 when the excess dimension dimension of all zeta vertices vanishes
there is a physical expectation that the component of M(F) of maximal dimension has
dimension given by:
dimM(F) = −1
2
∑
k
η(Dk − ) (E.4)
where Dk is the Dirac operator (12.6) on R with W ′′ evaluated for the soliton φpkik,ik+1 .
In particular, it is physically reasonable to expect that the excess dimension vanishes for
X = Cn. Giving a rigorous proof of (E.4), even in this case, would seem to be a challenging
task. One needs to compute the index of the Dirac operator corresponding to the first order
variation of the ζ-instanton equation
D̂ =
∂
∂τ
− iσ3 ∂
∂x
− 1
2
(
0 ζW
′′
ζW ′′ 0
)
(E.5)
Superficially this would appear to be a problem of the kind studied in [12, 10]. However,
the presence of the center of mass collective coordinates discussed at length in §14.5 im-
plies that the Dirac operator with our boundary conditions is not Fredholm, so standard
theorems will not apply. Nevertheless, there should be a good theory of the Dirac opera-
tor D̂ with our boundary conditions. In particular, we need to orient the moduli spaces
M(F). The relative orientation for different fan boundary conditions should be fixed from
a trivialization of the determinant line of D̂ on the space of all LG fields.
F. Signs In The Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics Formulation Of
Morse Theory
In this Appendix we briefly remark on the signs by which instantons are weighted in the
approach to Morse theory reviewed in Section §10 above. In particular we comment on how
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to choose the signs for instanton amplitudes in (10.35) and (10.50). This is closely related
to the proper interpretation of the fermion determinant (10.33). The sign conventions
for mqp were already discussed in footnote 3 of the original article [87] (see the end of
Section 10.5.3 of [50] for an elaboration of that discussion). We will take our cue from the
description of signs on p. 106 of [11] and Section 2 of [53].
F.1 Preliminaries
We first need a little notation. It will be useful to speak of determinant line bundles. If V
is a finite-dimensional real vector space then Det(V ) is the real line given by the highest
exterior power. The set of nonzero vectors in Det(V ) has two connected components.
A choice of a component is, by definition, an orientation of V . We can thus identify an
orientation of V with a choice of a nonzero vector in Det(V ) up to rescaling by positive real
numbers. If V has a metric then a volume form on V is a nonzero product of orthonormal
vectors, and corresponds to a vector of norm one in Det(V ). When V is a vector bundle
over a manifold a choice of metric defines a reduction of structure group of Det(V ) from
GL(1,R) ∼= R∗ to O(1) ∼= Z2.
The set of descending flows from a critical point p ∈ M is the set of trajectories u(τ)
satisfying (10.20) with limτ→−∞ u(τ) = p. The union of the descending flows is a cell
Dp ⊂ M . Similarly, the set of ascending flows from p is the set of trajectories satisfying
(10.19) with limτ→−∞ u(τ) = p. Their union is also a cell in M denoted Up. 125 At a
nondegenerate critical point the Hessian, or fermion mass matrix:
mij =
D2h
DuiDuj
(F.1)
is a symmetric, real, nondegenerate form on TpM . Let P+(p) be the projector onto the
subspace of TpM with positive fermion masses and P−(p) the projector onto the space with
negative fermion masses. We can identity
P+(p)TpM = TpUp & P−(p)TpM = TpDp (F.2)
Thus, assuming M is finite-dimensional, we can say that Dp is a cell of dimension np and
Up is a cell of dimension d− np, where d = dimM .
If (g, h) are sufficiently generic then the ascending and descending cells from two critical
points p, q will intersect transversally in the following sense: We suppose h(p) > h(q) so
there is a moduli spaceMqp of ascending flows from q to p. It will be a manifold, perhaps
with many connected components, of dimension np−nq. We let Γqp ⊂M be the the image
of these flows in M . Of course, Γqp ⊂ Dp ∩ Uq. Our primary example is when np = nq + 1
125Recall that a cell of dimension n is a topological space homeomorphic to the open n-dimensional ball
in Rn. Using the Morse lemma it is easy to see that the union of flows defines a cell in the neighborhood of
a critical point. For example, for ascending flows the coefficients ci in (10.26) with fi > 0 provide a system
of coordinates. Since we have a first order differential equation the flows will not intersect even when we
follow them beyond the neighborhood where the Morse lemma applies. See [2] for the rigorous proof that
Dp and Up are cells. One of the very useful aspects of Morse theory in topology is that it provides explicit
cell decompositions of topological spaces.
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so that Mqp (generically) consists of an isolated set of instanton trajectories. The image
Γqp is a union of disjoint one-manifolds in M and the closure is a graph with two vertices
at q and p. We will also need the case np = nq + 2 below. We say that (g, h) determine
transversal flows if there is an exact sequence
0→ TPΓqp → TPUq ⊕ TPDp → TPM → 0 (F.3)
for any point P ∈ Γqp. Linear algebra now guarantees the existence of a canonical isomor-
phism
Det(TPΓqp)⊗Det(TPM) ∼= Det(TPUq)⊗Det(TPDp). (F.4)
This will be the crucial identity in our determination of sign rules.
F.2 A Mathematical Sign Rule
In many mathematical treatments of the MSW complex (see, for examples [11], [53] Section
2, or [5] Section 8.3) one chooses generators [Up] of the complex to be orientations of TpUp,
that is, a nonzero vector in Det(TpUp), up to positive scaling. The choice of orientation
at each critical point p is made arbitrarily. Since Up is a cell, such a choice determines an
orientation of TPUp for all P ∈ Up, say, by parallel transport. Similarly, we have a canonical
isomorphism Det(TqUq) ⊗ Det(TqDq) ∼= Det(TqM) and hence an orientation of TqUq also
determines a nonzero vector (up to positive scaling) of Det(TqM)⊗ (Det(TqDq))−1. Again,
the orientation of this line can be extended continuously to an orientation of Det(TPM)⊗
(Det(TPDq))−1 for all P ∈ Uq. Now, rewrite the canonical isomorphism (F.4) as
Det(TPUq) ∼= Det(TPΓqp)⊗
(
Det(TPM)⊗ (Det(TPDp))−1
)
(F.5)
Now suppose that np = nq + 1. Then Mqp is a disjoint union over instantons `. The
matrix element mqp in (10.35) is a sum of contributions mqp(`) ∈ {±1} where, in this
approach, one identifies Φp = [Up] in (10.35). For each instanton ` choose a point P 6= p, q
on ` and choose the upwards-flowing orientation of TPΓqp. Then the arbitrary choices of
orientations of [Up] and [Uq] will either agree or disagree with the canonical isomorphism
(F.5) for a trajectory ` containing a point P. If the orientations agree then mqp(`) is +1
and if they disagree it is −1. Note, incidentally, that it was not necessary to orient M .
This is the sign rule given in [11] and [53] and it is equivalent to that given in [87].
As an example let us check that the two upward flows in Figure 122(a) indeed cancel.
The ascending cell Uq is the circle minus p, while Dq is the 0-cell q itself. The descending
cell Dp is the circle minus q while Up is the 0-cell p itself. We choose the orientation of Uq to
be defined by a nonzero horizontal tangent vector pointing left at q and the orientation of
Dp to be a nonzero horizontal tangent vector pointing right at p. We choose the clockwise
orientation for TM . The orientations of the two ascending flows will be given by a nonzero
tangent vector in the ascending direction. With these choices we compute from the above
sign rule that the contribution to mqp from the ascending flow on the left is +1 and that
of the ascending flow on the right is −1.
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F.3 Approach Via Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
Our goal here is to give a slight reformulation of the above sign rule which makes more
direct contact with the physical approach from supersymmetric quantum mechanics. This
approach provides a framework for generalization to the case when M is an infinite-
dimensional function space, such as is necessary in applications to quantum field theory
(such as Landau-Ginzburg theory).
We must first return to the description of the Fermion state associated with a critical
point p ∈M (See the discussion from equations (10.9) to (10.11) above.)
At any point P ∈ M , the span of the Fermions ψi is ΠT ∗PM and their canonical
conjugates ψi = gijψ
j
span ΠTPM . (Here Π indicates parity reversal - these are odd real
vector spaces.) The canonical quantization relations define the natural Clifford algebra
of T ∗PM ⊕ TPM associated with the natural signature (d, d) form given by contraction.
In order to write a definite Fermionic Hilbert space we must choose a particular Clifford
module and this is done by choosing a maximal isotropic subspace of T ∗PM ⊕ TPM . If we
quantize by choosing the vacuum line to be determined by the maximal isotropic subspace
TPM then the Hilbert space of Fermionic states at P ∈M is the Clifford module
HFermiP = Λ∗(T ∗PM)⊗MP . (F.6)
where, for any point P ∈ M we have introduced the notation MP := Det(TPM). Heuris-
tically, this is the real span of the product of the ψi. This quantization applies to general
manifolds M , orientable or not. When M is orientable, there exist smooth trivializations
of Det(TM). Since M is Riemannian there are two natural trivializations of unit norm,
corresponding to the two possible orientations of M . Relative to such a trivialization a
vector in (F.6) can be identified with a differential form at P, and in this way the en-
tire Hilbert space of the theory is identified with Ω∗(M). When M is unorientable there
is no continuous trivialization of M = Det(TM). Rather wavefunctions are sections of
Ω∗(M ;M). These are known as densities, and can be integrated on any manifold, oriented
or not.
Remarks
1. It is useful to note that the supersymmetric quantum mechanics can be coupled to a
flat line bundle L. When we do this equation (F.6) is generalized to
HFermiP = Λ∗(T ∗PM)⊗MP ⊗ LP . (F.7)
The instanton amplitudes mqp discussed below now have an extra factor correspond-
ing to the parallel transport from Lq to Lp. This leads to the MSW complex twisted
by a flat line bundle. If L is a real line bundle then HFermiP is a real Hilbert space.
2. There is a dual quantization where the Clifford vacuum is based on the maximal
isotropic subspace T ∗PM . This corresponds to an exchange of ψ
i for ψi. Equation
(F.6) treats ψi and ψi asymmetrically and moreover differs in our conventions for
the relation of Fermion number to the degree of a form. In (F.6) a differential form
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of degree n corresponds naturally to a Fermion state of Fermion number n − d. If
M is orientable then one can maintain the (Hodge) symmetry between ψi and ψi by
choosing L−1 to be a real line bundle which squares to Det(TM). We can use the
metric to reduce the structure group of M to O(1) ∼= Z2. If we do so, then a choice
of L is a choice of a flat order two real line bundle. If we twist by such a line L then
a differential form of degree n corresponds to a Fermionic state in (F.7) of Fermion
number n− d/2.
Now we wish to define a (perturbative) ground state associated with a critical point p
in the supersymmetric quantum mechanics.
In general, in quantum mechanics, a (pure) state is a one-dimensional complex line in
a complex Hilbert space. (In the physics literature such a line is often called a “ray.”) In
our problem the Hilbert space is naturally real. The perturbative ground state is a product
of real lines for the bosonic and Fermionic degrees of freedom. The bosonic groundstate,
which has Gaussian support near p, poses no sign difficulties and will henceforth be ignored.
The Fermionic ground state is therefore considered to be a real line in the real Hilbert space
(F.6). Physicists often use the word “state” to refer to either a line or a norm one vector
in that line. Since the distinction will be important in what follows, and in order to avoid
confusion, we will use the term Fermion vector to refer to an actual vector in the line. In
Morse theory we are interested in transition matrix elements and not their squares so we
must choose a Fermion vector Ψ(p) ∈ HFermip . Since the Fermion line is a real line there are
two normalized vectors ±Ψ(p). The vectors Φp used in equations (10.27) et. seq. of Section
§10.4 are then obtained by taking a product with the (unproblematic) bosonic vector.
Now, for any critical point p, let us determine the Fermion line in which Ψ(p) must live.
Recall from the analysis above (10.11) that if we choose a coordinate frame diagonalizing
mij(p) then the ground state is made by acting on the vacuum line of (F.6) with the wedge
product of ψi for i running over the downward directions. Thus, the Fermion ground vector
at p is an element of the real line
Sp := Det(T ∗pDp)⊗Mp. (F.8)
Using the canonical isomorphisms
Det(T ∗pDp) ∼= (Det(TpDp))−1 (F.9)
and
Mp ∼= Det(TpDp)⊗Det(TpUp) (F.10)
we can equally well write
Sp ∼= Det(TpUp) (F.11)
This will be the form of most use to us, and we will find it useful to introduce the notation
Up := Det(TpUp) & Dp := Det(TpDp). (F.12)
Now we can start to make contact with the mathematical formulation of Section §F.2
above. A choice at each critical point p of Ψ(p) determines a set of nonzero vectors in Sp
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up to positive scaling. That is equivalent to a choice of orientation of Up. The difference is
that in physics Ψ(p) is vector in a Hilbert space and in the mathematical approach [Up] is
just an abstract generator of a Z-module.
Let us next turn to the matrix element mqp of equation (10.35). Here p, q are critical
points with np = nq + 1. The operator Q̂ is not a section of a line bundle so we regard mqp
as an element of a line
mqp ∈ Uq
Up
(F.13)
The matrix element mqp is in the dual line to Hom(Sq,Sp). The localization of the path
integral states that mqp =
∑
`∈Mqpmqp(`), and each mqp(`) is given by the one-loop path
integral expanded around the instanton `. This is the Fermionic path integral normalized by
the (unproblematic) one loop bosonic determinant. The Fermionic path integral is a section,
det(L) of the determinant line bundle Det(L). In general, if T : H1 → H2 is a Fredholm
operator between two Hilbert spaces we can define Det(T ) ∼= Det(kerL)−1 ⊗ Det(kerL†).
As explained in Section §10.2, since ι(L) = np − nq = 1 is positive, we generically have
kerL† = {0} and for simplicity we will assume that this is the case. Thus, det(L) ∈
Det(kerL)−1. Indeed, this is where the measure of the Fermion zeromodes should live. On
the other hand, for any point P ∈ `, we can also identify kerL ∼= TP`, since the zeromode
is just u˙i(τ), defining a nonvanishing vector field along `. Thus, we can choose any point
P ∈ ` and use this isomorphism to identify the path integral as an nonzero vector in
Det(TP`). Now we have isomorphisms
Uq
Up
∼= UqDp
Mp
∼= Det(TPUq)Det(TPDp)
MP
∼= Det(TPΓqp) = Det(TP`). (F.14)
where the first isomorphism is canonical, the second uses parallel transport along ` to a
point P ∈ `, and the third is the canonical isomorphism (F.4). In this way, for each ` we
can map the amplitude to an element mqp(`) ∈ UqUp in a common line, where the amplitudes
can be sensibly added.
As explained in Section §10.4, det(L) is a product of the zeromode measure (valued in
Det(TP`), for any choice of P ∈ `) and the ratio of determinants in equation (10.33):
det′ L
(det′(L†L))1/2
(F.15)
The ratio of determinants is a number (in general complex) not a section of a line bundle
and can be defined, say, by ζ-function regularization. In our case, since L is real this
number is ±1. Once we have chosen a trivialization Ψ(p),Ψ(q) of Uq/Up the contributions
of the amplitudes mqp(`) for different instantons differ by ±1 where this sign is given by
both the ratio of determinants and the ratio of orientations of Fermion measures. This
makes contact with the mathematical sign rule of Section §F.2 above.
As an example, consider again Figure 122(a). Let φ ∼ φ + 2pi parametrize the circle
and let h = cos(φ). The two instanton flows are given by tan(φ/2) = ±e−(τ−τ0) and
L = − ddτ + cosφ. In this case (F.15) is clearly the same for the two flows, but the Fermion
measure is oriented in opposite directions for the two flows, and hence the two instanton
amplitudes cancel.
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More generally, it is instructive to go back to the localization formula for the vev of
some generic operator of the form
Ô = Oi1···inψ
i1 · · ·ψin (F.16)
which is Q-closed if the degree n form O = Oi1···indui1 · · · duin on M is closed. The same
analysis as for [Q, f ] given in Section §10.4 shows that
〈Φp|Ô(τ)|Φq〉 =
∫
Γqp
O (F.17)
Here n = np − nq, otherwise both sides are zero. The right hand side is a sum over the
components Γαqp of Γqp, but how should these components be oriented? Having made a
choice of Ψ(p) and Ψ(q) to define the left hand side, we can again use (F.14) to determine
the orientations of the components Γαqp. We define the sign of the integral
∫
Γαqp
O using this
orientation.
Figure 179: A component of Mqr when nr − nq = 2 corresponds to a two-cell Γqr ⊂M depicted
schematically here. There are two one-dimensional boundaries of this cell, corresponding two broken
paths `1 ∗ `2 and `′1 ∗ `′2 interpolating q → p→ r, where np = nq + 1.
Let us now address the cancellations required for equation (10.41) to hold. Suppose
that nr = np + 1 = nq + 2 and focus on a particular component of the moduli space Mqr.
This component will map to a two-dimensional cell Γqp ⊂M with boundaries corresponding
to broken paths `1 ∗ `2 and `′1 ∗ `′2 as in Figure 179. The product of instanton amplitudes
mqpmpr for both broken paths is, according to (F.13), valued in
mqpmpr ∈ Uq
Up
⊗ Up
Ur
∼= Uq
Ur
(F.18)
Now, once again, if we choose a particular two-cell in Γqr as in Figure 179 we can use the
isomorphism (F.14) to map to an element
mqpmpr ∈ Det(TPMqr) (F.19)
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where P ∈ Γqr is any point in the cell. Thus the contributions of the two bounding broken
paths `1∗`2 and `′1∗`′2 lie in the same line and can meaningfully be compared. On the other
hand, from (F.14) we see that mqp(`1) and mpr(`2) determine orientations of `1 and `2.
Since the broken path `1 ∗ `2 is a limit of smooth paths, all of which can be oriented, there
is a natural correlation between the orientation of `1 and `2 so that there is a well-defined
orientation of the boundary `1 ∗ `2. Thus, mqp(`1)mpr(`2) determines an orientation of
the boundary one-cell `1 ∗ `2. There are only two natural maps into Det(TPMqr), namely
taking a wedge product with the outward or the inward normal to the two-cell Γqr. Making
the same choice for both `1∗`2 and `′1∗`′2 the contributions from the two boundaries cancel.
The reason we make the same choice is that we then have a rule analogous to (F.17) for
matrix elements of operators of Fermion number 2.
Finally, we discuss the sign choices for the exceptional instantons counted by E in
equation (10.50). Let s0 be an isolated value of s such that equation (10.49) has a solution.
The relevant linear operator acts on a Fermion field with one extra component
ψ(τ) = (ψi(τ), ψs(τ)) (F.20)
where ψs(τ) takes into account the first order variation in the s direction. The relevant
Dirac operator is given by
(L˜ψ)i =
Dψi
Dτ
− gij D
2h
DujDuk
ψk − ∂
∂s
∣∣∣∣
s0
[
gij
∂h
∂uj
]
ψs (F.21)
where g, h and their derivatives are evaluated on the exceptional instanton ui(τ ; s0). The
contribution of the exceptional instanton at s0 to epp′ in equation (10.50) is, as usual, an
element
epp′(s0) ∈ Up
Up′
⊗ T ∗s0I (F.22)
where the last factor T ∗s0I on the right hand side comes from the extra component of
the Fermi field, ψs, in the domain of the Dirac operator L˜, and I = [0, 1] is the space
parametrized by s and describing the homotopy between (g(τ), h(τ)) and (g′(τ), h′(τ)).
Accordingly, once we choose an orientation for I we can add the contributions of the
different exceptional instantons. Reversing the orientation changes the sign of the operator
E. From equation (10.48) it is clear this must be the case.
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